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Preface

This volume (LNCS vol. 10943) constitutes the proceedings of the Third International
Conference on Data Mining and Big Data (DMBD 2018), which was held in con-
junction with the 9th International Conference on Swarm Intelligence (ICSI 2018),
during June 17–22, 2018, in Anting Crowne Plaza Holiday Hotel, Shanghai, China.

The Third International Conference on Data Mining and Big Data (DMBD 2018)
serves as an international forum for researchers and practitioners to exchange the latest
advances in the theories, technologies, and applications of data mining and big data.
The theme of DMBD 2018 was “Serving Life with Data Science.” DMBD 2018 was
the third event after the successful first event (DMBD 2016) at Bali, Indonesia, and
second event (DMBD 2017) at Fukuoka, Japan.

Data mining refers to the activity of going through big data sets to look for relevant
or pertinent information. This type of activity is a good example of the axiom “looking
for a needle in a haystack.” The idea is that businesses collect massive sets of data that
may be homogeneous or automatically collected. Decision-makers need access to
smaller, more specific pieces of data from these large sets. They use data mining to
uncover the pieces of information that will inform leadership and help chart the course
for a business. Big data contains a huge amount of data and information and is worth
researching in depth. Big data, also known as massive data or mass data, refers to the
amount of data involved that are too large to be interpreted by a human. Currently, the
suitable technologies include data mining, crowdsourcing, data fusion and integration,
machine learning, natural language processing, simulation, time series analysis, and
visualization. It is important to find new methods to enhance the effectiveness of big
data. With the advent of big data analysis and intelligent computing techniques we are
facing new challenges to make the information transparent and understandable
efficiently.

DMBD 2018 provided an excellent opportunity and an academic forum for aca-
demics and practitioners to present and discuss the latest scientific results, methods, and
innovative ideas and advantages in theories, technologies, and applications in data
mining, big data, and intelligent computing. The technical program covered many
aspects of data mining, big data, and swarm intelligence as well as intelligent com-
puting methods applied to all fields of computer science, machine learning, data mining
and knowledge discovery, robotics, data science, etc.

DMBD 2018 took place in the Anting Crowne Plaza Holiday Hotel in Shanghai,
which is the first five-star international hotel in the Jiading District of Grand Shanghai
in China. It is located within the immediate vicinity of the Shanghai Automobile
Exhibition Center and strategically situated near Shanghai International Circuit, with
easy access via Metro Line 11. The hotel blends nature and state-of-the-art design with
extensive facilities and amenities, which ensures a memorable experience. Shanghai,
Hu for short, also known as Shen, is the largest and the most developed metropolis with
both modern and traditional Chinese features in China. It is also a global financial



center and transport hub. Shanghai offers many spectacular views and different per-
spectives. It is a popular travel destination for visitors to sense the pulsating devel-
opment of China. The participants of DMBD 2018 had the opportunity to enjoy
traditional Hu operas, beautiful landscapes, and the hospitality of the Chinese people,
Chinese cuisine, and a modern Shanghai.

DMBD 2018 received 126 submissions and invited manuscripts from about 358
authors in 35 countries and regions (Algeria, Aruba, Bahamas, Bangladesh, Brazil,
Brunei Darussalam, Bulgaria, China, Colombia, Cuba, Ecuador, Egypt, France,
Germany, Honduras, Chinese Hong Kong, India, Indonesia, Italy, Japan, Malaysia,
New Zealand, Poland, Portugal, Romania, Russia, Serbia, Singapore, South Korea,
Spain, Chinese Taiwan, UK, USA, Venezuela, Vietnam) across six continents (Asia,
Europe, North America, South America, Africa, and Oceania). Each submission was
reviewed by at least two reviewers, and on average 2.3 reviewers. Based on rigorous
reviews by the Program Committee members and reviewers, 74 high-quality papers
were selected for publication in this proceedings volume with an acceptance rate of
58.73%. The papers are organized in 16 cohesive sections covering major topics of data
mining and big data.

On behalf of the Organizing Committee of DMBD 2018, we would like to express
sincere thanks to Tongji University, Peking University, and Southern University of
Science and Technology for their sponsorship, and to the Robotics and Multi-body
System Laboratory at the School of Mechanical Engineering of Tongji University, the
Computational Intelligence Laboratory of Peking University, and the IEEE Beijing
Chapter for its technical co-sponsorship, as well as to our supporters: International
Neural Network Society, World Federation on Soft Computing, Beijing Xinghui
Hi-Tech Co., Bulinge Co. and Springer.

We would also like to thank the members of the Advisory Committee for their
guidance, the members of the international Program Committee and additional
reviewers for reviewing the papers, and the members of the Publications Committee for
checking the accepted papers in a short period of time. We are particularly grateful to
the Springer for publishing the proceedings in the prestigious series of Lecture Notes in
Computer Science. Moreover, we wish to express our heartfelt appreciation to the
plenary speakers, session chairs, and student helpers. In addition, there are still many
more colleagues, associates, friends, and supporters who helped us in immeasurable
ways; we express our sincere gratitude to them all. Last but not the least, we would like
to thank all the speakers, authors, and participants for their great contributions that
made DMBD 2018 successful and all the hard work worthwhile.

May 2018 Ying Tan
Yuhui Shi

Qirong Tang
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Abstract. Today, IT professionals are challenged with the task of ongoing
improvements to achieve goals of businesses. Unfortunately, some
factor/Resources, skill environment does not dynamically grow as fast as
business needs. That sequence of events creates major obstacles for DB
infrastructure, deployment, administration and maintenance. This paper dis-
cusses the performance issues, different bottlenecks such as CPU bottlenecks,
Memory structures, Input output capacity issue, Database Design issues and
Indexing issues. Also this paper address Tuning stages and how SQL queries
can be optimized for better performance. In this paper we are focusing on query
tuning tips & tricks which can be applied to gain immediate performance gain
by creating Query Execution Flow Chart. We demonstrate the application of this
technique in an Employee Biometric Attendance Management System.

Keywords: Database management system � RDBMS � Database tuning
Query optimization � Database performance � Optimization techniques

1 Introduction

The goal of database performance tuning is to minimize the response time of queries by
making the best use of system resources. The best use of these resources involves
minimizing network traffic, disk I/O, and CPU time. This goal can only be achieved by
understanding the logical and physical structure of data, the applications used on
system, and how the conflicting uses of database might affect performance. Although
newer relational databases and faster hardware run most SQL queries with a signifi-
cantly small response time, there is always room for improvement. SQL performance
tuning can be an incredibly difficult task, particularly when working with large- scale
data where even the most minor change can have a dramatic - positive or negative
impact on performance. Since most relational databases share same design concepts
under their hood, this paper is not specific to any particular vendor. Although in our
example we talk about five databases, these tips apply to a wider range of RDBMS.
Database Management System (DBMS) is the main source of any Organization,
Institute or Company to run their business. One of the core value of any organization is
customer centricity, performance tuning is highly desirable and Customers’ needs to be
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satisfied. Database performance tuning encompasses the steps one can take to optimize
performance with the goal of maximizing the use of system resources for greater
efficiency [1–4]. By fine- tuning certain database elements such as index use, query
structure, data models system configuration (e.g., hardware and OS settings) and
application design, one can significantly impact the overall performance of application
[5–8].

2 Performance Tuning

Database Tuning is the activity of making a database application run more quickly.
“More quickly” usually means higher throughput, though it may mean lower response
time for time-critical applications. SQL Statements are used to retrieve data from the
database. We can get same results by writing different SQL queries. But use of the best
query is important when performance is considered [9].

2.1 Performance Issues

See Fig. 1.

2.2 Typical Bottlenecks

One of the first tasks in database tuning is to understand the causes of the problems and
find the current bottlenecks and different factors [10].

• CPU Bottlenecks

CPU performance bottlenecks occur for a variety of reasons. They include having a
non-optimal query plan, an inadequate design application or database design, poor SQL

Fig. 1. Performance issues
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Server configuration or a lack of hardware resources. Review the operation system
CPU and processor counters for Processor Queue Length to verify that the number of
threads waiting for CPU cycles is eight or less. If this number is greater than 12, it
means that the CPU is causing the performance issue [11].

Once one have identified a CPU bottleneck, use sys.dm_os_wait_stats dynamic
management view (DMV) to identify the top ten worst-performing queries for the
CPU, as shown below.

One can then tune these queries and the underlying indexes to resolve the CPU
bottleneck. Also, configure SQL Server to use all available CPU machines. One can
also scale up SQL Server system by adding additional CPUs or upgrading to a new
server with more and faster CPUs.

• Memory Structures

Memory affects SQL Server performance more than any other piece of hardware.
Therefore, it is necessary to monitor memory usage regularly on SQL Server systems to
ensure that the percentage of memory available is higher than 20%. If users are
experiencing performance issues and the percentage of available memory drops below
20%, then the problem is insufficient memory allocation. Observe the average page life
expectancy performance counter and make sure it is always above 300 s (5 min).
Anything less indicates either poor index design leading to increased disk input/output
(I/O) and less effective use of memory or an actual shortage of memory. Monitor the
paging rates on the SQL Server system, and make sure they are regularly above 1,000
pages per second. Typically, small OLTP transactions do not require large memory
grants. Anything greater than a memory grant of zero for an OLTP transaction indicates
low memory in a SQL Server system [12].

One way to handle memory bottlenecks is to find memory-intensive processes,
which can be used to identify potential application problems such as memory leaks.
One can also review queries to optimize performance to consume less memory.
Another approach is to scale up the SQL Server environment by adding more physical
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memory (RAM) to the SQL Server. Scaling up is usually a good approach to address
any performance bottleneck related to memory.

• I/O Capacity issue

Compared to other hardware resources, storage input/output is usually the slowest
of the system resources in SQL Server. Therefore, it is essential to investigate whether
one can optimize the design and configuration of the storage system to achieve scal-
ability and high performance, disk counters for Average Disk Sec/Read and Average
Disk.

Sec/Write. Make sure that the time a read or write takes is, ideally, less than 12 ms
for OLTP systems and higher for decision support systems.

As with memory, the easiest way to solve a disk I/O performance bottleneck is to
scale up the SQL Server environment by replacing existing disks with faster disks that
can better cope with the I/O load and that distribute the I/O load across multiple
spindles. Also, defragment the data disk regularly [13, 14].

• Database Design issues

Poor database design leads to inadequate database performance. For example, the
highly normalized database is associated with complex relational joins. This result in
long-running queries that waste system resources such as CPU, memory and disk I/O.
Thus a highly normalized database degrades SQL Server and database performance
significantly. The general rule for writing efficient queries is to redesign the database if
any operation requires five or more table joins.

• Indexing Issues

Indexes are the solution to many performance problems, but having too many
indexes on frequently updated tables can incur additional overhead because SQL
Server performs extra work to keep indexes up-to-date during insert/update/delete
operations. Thus the SQL Server database engine needs more time when updating data
in the table based on the number and complexity of the indexes. Also, index mainte-
nance can increase CPU and I/O usage, which can be harmful to performance in a
write-intensive system. One has to remove any duplicate and redundant indexes as they
are a draining the system resources.

2.3 Tuning Stages

These tuning stages describe the phases of the software cycle and the order in which
those phases are executed. Each phase produces deliverables required by the next phase
in the life cycle [15–17]. Requirements are translated into design. Code is produced
according to the design which is called development phase. After coding and devel-
opment, the testing verifies the deliverable of the implementation phase against
requirements. The management plays an important role to control and manage the
system as per the guidelines, to enhance the performance of the system (Fig. 2).
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3 Query Optimization

Query optimization is the overall process of choosing the most efficient means of
executing a SQL statement.

SQL is a nonprocedural language, so the optimizer is free to merge, reorganize, and
process in any order. The database optimizes each SQL statement based on statistics
collected about the accessed data. The following are the causes for bottlenecks [18].

3.1 Causes

CPU Bottlenecks, database upgrade issue, database configuration issue, poor database
design, large table, indexing issue, key issue, unmanaged complex query, bad coding,
and data loads consuming lots of resources and time.

3.2 Query Optimization Techniques

There are some query optimization techniques as follows [15]: The SQL query
becomes faster if one uses the actual columns names in SELECT statement instead of
than ‘*’; HAVING clause is used to filter the rows after all the rows are selected. It is
just like a filter; Try to minimize the number of sub query block in one’s query; Use
operator EXISTS, IN and table joins appropriately in one’s query; Try to use
UNION ALL in place of UNION; Use DROP TABLE then CREATE TABLE instead
of DELETE FROM to remove all data from a table etc.

Fig. 2. Tuning stages
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4 Employee Biometric Attendance Management System

Mumbai University has many more application with large Database and Applications.
Like “Employee Biometric Attendance Management System”. The Database of this
system stores the large amount of Employee attendance data and Leave Application
data. We generate many reports such as monthly report of “Employee Attendance
Statistics Report” (Fig. 4). In this Report the following are required fields: employee
code; employee name department name designation; total working days’ total present
days early going; late coming; total working hours and total leave taken.

4.1 Challenges

The BioHRM database has 90 tables which are inter related to each other. Those Tables
have large amount of employees’ attendance and leave application data. And BioHRM
System has categories into two category one is Teaching Staff (Total staff-230) and
another is Non-Teaching Staff (Total staff-1140). Writing the query to get employee
attendance statistics with their respective leaves taken in that particular month becomes
complex. It’s taking more time to produce or generate reports and consume lots of
resources.

Fig. 3. BioHRM database
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To overcome the above challenges, we have tried to overcome the causes of bot-
tleneck and optimize the query execution techniques (Fig. 3).

4.2 Simplified Query Execution with Help of Flow Chart

The BioHRM database has 90 tables which are inter related to each other, therefore
writing a Query becomes complex work. Employee Attendance Management System
(BioHRM) requires to generate many reports such as Daily Attendance report, Report
of Late Coming employees, early going employees, over time report, shift wise report,
leave taken report, Leave balance report, etc. To generate these reports, it is essential to
study the Entity Relation Diagram and Data Flow Diagram.

4.2.1 Entity Relation Diagram
Then it has become very easy to write the following complex query, to generate
monthly Employee Attendance Statistics Report.
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4.2.2 Data Flow Diagram
See Fig. 5.

Fig. 4. Entity relation diagram

Fig. 5. Data flow diagram
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5 Conclusion

There are many factors or Administration management techniques which play an
important role to maintain and improve the performance and efficiency of the Systems
such as - System resources availability, Integration with system, Skill Manpower and
Different Techniques to give better results. Using this we achieve good performance in
reliable time and improve system productivity. The purpose of this paper is to provide
SQL scenarios to serve as a quick and easy reference guide during the development
phase and maintenance of the database queries. This paper discusses the performance
issues and different bottlenecks. This paper address Tuning stages at the different
phases of the software cycle and how SQL queries can be optimized for better per-
formance. In this paper we are focusing on performance gain by creating Query
Execution Flow Chart. We have explained this technique by giving real life example of
an Employee Biometric Attendance Management System.
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Abstract. In this paper, profiling methods are used to review the scientific liter‐
ature that has been published on rare disease research between 2007 and 2016. In
total of 15228 articles from Web of Science and 21638 articles from PubMed
were collected for analysis. During this 10-year retrospective review, we profiled
the rare disease research from 3 perspectives: the scale of publications, the
research domains along with key topics of rare diseases research, and the research
network through collaboration and citation activities. The most prolific counties,
institutes and the most active research domains have been particularly measured.
These profiling analyses used different methods provide a multiple perspectives
overlook of rare disease research.

Keywords: Research profiling · Topic analysis · Collaboration analysis
Citation analysis · Rare disease

1 Introduction

A rare disease is any disease that affects a small percentage of the population. In the
United States, the Rare Diseases Act of 2002 defines rare disease strictly according to
prevalence, any disease or condition that affects fewer than 200,000 people in the United
States or about 1 in 1,500 people is regarded as rare disease [1]. Most rare diseases are
genetic and intractable, which threaten humanity life and may lead to death. Despite
their low prevalence, the aggregate number of individuals suffering from a rare disease is
estimated to be nearly 400 million worldwide [2]. In addition, a study on social media
data reflected that the number of patients in rare disease condition is sustained increasing
[3]. Although, more and more rare diseases researches have been conducted in recent
years, the disease heterogeneity and geographic dispersion make the rare disease diag‐
nosis and robust population based medical studies are still challenges [4, 5]. According
to the report from the Genetic and Rare Diseases Information Center (GARD) of the
National Institutes of Health (NIH) [6], there may be as many as 7,000 rare diseases
existing all over the world. Besides, rare diseases are intractable and high cost, it is
difficult for only one institute or country to deal with them, the Rare Diseases Clinical
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Research Network (RDCRN) [7] has established 21 diseases research groups working
on the disease study and the research activities management of the 197 rare diseases
registered on the RDCRN. As some researchers suggested [8], collaborative research
would play a key role in rare disease research. Therefore, understanding the rare disease
research progress, research collaboration across institutes and counties are significantly
important in rare diseases research. A recent rare disease research progress study has
been conducted by the International Rare Diseases Research Consortium (IRDiRC) [9].

Since the scientific literature carries plenty of valuable scientific results, accordingly,
a broad scan of scientific literature is an effective way to understand the overall rare
disease research progress. Literature review is an essential process of any particular field
of research. It can be conducted on different article scales. The traditional approach is
collecting articles manually and reading the articles literally, thus it only could be done
on a limit number of scale. With the huge amount number of publications accumulated
with time, the manual way to review all the literature in a particular research field is
inefficient even impossible. Research profiling has been suggested by Porter as a way
to extend traditional literature reviews in several ways [10]. In general, research profiling
answers who, what, where and when questions on science development, usually, it relies
on the tools of search engines, electronic science databases, text mining and visualization
techniques [11]. Several literature studies have been conducted to profile a specific
research field [12–14]. Meanwhile, as an effective methodology, scientometrics could
map the scientific structures and science inner-relations. Therefore, we combined multi-
approaches, including topic content analysis, collaboration network analysis, citation
network analysis, and visualization methods to achieve our profiling goals.

The objective of this study is to measure the rare disease research progress from
scientific literatures. Multiple perspectives profiling are designed and implemented, the
overall profiling of rare diseases research may provide a potential guide for future
research and policymaking.

2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

The focus of this study is rare disease articles published from 2007 to 2016. To capture
the published rare disease articles, apart from the general keywords “Rare Disease” and
“Rare Disorder”, 28 group names of rare disorders and synonyms from the Orphanet
Rare Disease ontology (ORDO) [15] were used as keywords to retrieve the publications,
which include Rare abdominal surgical disease, Rare allergic disease, Rare bone disease,
Rare cardiac disease, etc.

Two literature databases were used to collect articles. The Web of Science (WoS)
database is one of our literature sources since it contains the publications of high quality
journals. 15228 articles and their citation information were obtained through the WoS
Topic search, and we filtered the publications in Article OR Review document types for
subsequent analysis. In addition, we collected 21638 rare disease articles from PubMed
database as it has the highest literature coverage of medical research. The search strategy
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combined the Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) [16] term “rare disease” search and
keywords search.

For the term co-occurrence, collaboration, and citation analysis, we used the software
VOSViewer [17]. In addition, MeSH terms were used to represent the rare disease topics.

2.2 Methods

Measure the Scale of Publications. The number of publications is the first quantitative
data about the scale of science, and observing the number changing of publications per
year is a basic method to measure the growth of science. We calculated the overall scale
and per year scale on rare disease research from 2008 to 2016 using available papers
from WoS and PubMed databases respectively. Furthermore, 133 countries and 2614
institutes are found from our available rare disease articles, we counted the country and
institute specific number of publications to compare the different countries’ or institute’s
contributions to the global rare disease research.

Identify the Research Domains and Topics. To identify the subfields of rare disease
research, we categorized the collected papers according to the WoS’s research domains
schemes and Journal Citation Reports (JCR) category. The WoS research domains
schemes are comprised of 252 subject categories in science, social sciences, arts and
humanities [18]. The schemes are created through assigning each journal to one or more
subject categories. For the research topics identification, we adopted a clustering method
based on term co-occurrence frequency in PubMed Publications. PubMed have been
annotated with MeSH terms that reflect the main medical topics in the article. To identify
the rare disease research map, the MeSH terms with the frequency above 15 are selected
to build the co-occurrence network.

Depict the Research Activity Through Collaboration and Citation Analysis. The
research activity during the course of scientific research can be measured from two
aspects. One is research collaboration, which is indicated by a co-authorship event
among the published papers. Currently, we measured the research collaboration activi‐
ties on country-level and institute-level, the collaboration counts were accumulated
when each occurrence of co-authorship event among the available papers. Another
aspect is the cited frequency, which is usually regarded as an effective strategy to
measure the influence of a paper. In general, if other papers more frequently cite one
paper, then the paper has a higher influence on the proposed field. In addition to the cited
frequency, we also used the number of highly cited papers in terms of a minimum
threshold, which is defined by Thomson Reuters [19], to select the top1% of papers in a
research field published in the specified year.
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3 Results

3.1 The Scale of Publication on the Rare Disease Research

The scale of publications on rare disease has been continuously increasing in recent 10
years according to the available papers from WoS and PubMed, as shown in Fig. 1. On
the country-level distribution, we can see from the Fig. 2 that USA is the largest contrib‐
utor and it has the fastest growth among the top 10 prolific countries.
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3.2 The Research Domains and Topics Within Rare Disease Research

Figure 3 shows the top 10 research domains of these publications on rare disease from
2007 to 2016 distribution according to the JCR category. Most publications distribute
to Oncology, Surgery, Clinical Neurology, Pediatrics and Genetics & Heredity domains.
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Fig. 3. The top 10 prolific domains on rare disease research

We further detected the research topics using the term co-occurrence clustering
method. Four topics were obviously recognized and colored in yellow, green, red and
blue, as displayed in Fig. 4. The “yellow” topic focuses on the neoplasm and cancer
research in rare disease, and the cancer therapy, especially the immunotherapy, has
gathered great attentions. The “green” topic reveals the genetics and molecular mech‐
anisms research associated with rare disease, such as genetics, mutation, and DNA
sequence. The “red” topic reflects the research concerns about diagnosis of rare disease,
especially the differential diagnosis on a significant cases of rare disease developed at
adult’s middle age, a variety of diagnosis procedures were discussed, includes physical
examinations, X-ray, magnetic resonance imaging, etc. Furthermore, the significance of
rare disease registries, clinical trials, and orphan drugs research are uncovered in the
“blue” topic.
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Fig. 4. Rare disease research topics on term co-occurrence network (Color figure online)

3.3 The Collaboration and Citation Analysis of Rare Disease Research

We compared the Top 10 prolific countries on the academic influence from collaboration
and citation activities during the last 10 years, as displayed in Table 1. We found that
USA has the largest numbers of collaboration frequency compared with other countries,
while UK and Canada hold a higher collaboration rate; especially UK, it achieved the
overall 60% collaboration rate within its 1063 papers. In contrast, Turkey and Japan
prefer domestic group work in the rare disease research, the collaboration rate is just
13.77 and 12.71 respectively. From the citation analysis, we can easily conclude that
USA is not only the largest publication output country, but also the highest cited country
on rare disease research. USA and UK contributed the highest number of highly cited
papers. Canada contributed a relative small volume of publications but with the highest
cited rate that is up to 92.05%.

Figure 5 shows the collaborative network among regions, where the number of
collaborations is more than five papers. We can cluster the regions into three groups
based on their collaboration relations. The first group is red, includes USA, China,
Canada, Japan, Australia, Brazil and so on. The second group is green, includes
Germany, France, Italy, England, etc. The third group is blue, includes Poland, Greece,
Portugal and so on.
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Fig. 5. The collaborative network on rare disease research across countries (Collaboration
frequency >=5)

Table 1. The collaboration and citation analysis of the top 10 prolific countries

Countries Number of
publications

Cited
frequency

Highly cited
papers

%Cited
rate

Collaboration
frequency

%Collaboration
rate

USA 3901 67077 53 89.62 1140 29.22
Germany 1487 20076 19 82.65 568 38.2
Italy 1427 19331 14 89.07 539 37.77
France 1390 20937 25 82.59 512 36.83
UK 1063 22617 30 92 638 60.02
China 1039 5142 1 71.03 147 14.15
Japan 905 6946 4 83.54 115 12.71
Turkey 741 3140 0 64.51 102 13.77
Spain 662 7351 8 79.91 248 37.46
Canada 566 11145 15 92.05 313 55.3
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In addition, we depicted the citation network among regions that is shown in Fig. 6,
where the number of citation is more than five times. We can also cluster the regions
into three groups based on their citation relations. But the distribution of the three groups
in citation network is different with those in collaboration network. Most regions in the
first and second group of collaboration network are clustered in the same group in cita‐
tion network, for example, USA, Germany, France, Italy, Canada are clustered in the
same group in citation network. In addition, the regions of blue group mostly locate
Europe and the regions of red group most locate Asia. The countries in the same conti‐
nent are easy to be clustered in the same group based on citation relations.

Fig. 6. The citation network on rare disease research across countries, (Citation frequency >=5)

A total of 2614 research institutes in the world were engaged in rare disease during
2007 to 2016. Table 2 lists the number of publications and collaboration papers for top
ten productive institutes: APHP (581 papers), Inserm (429 papers), Harvard University
(337 papers) and so on. Meanwhile we also calculated their collaboration rates. From
Table 2, we can see that all the top 10 productive institutes come from the top 10
productive countries, which can explain the fact that institutes are usually the backbone
of scientific research working for their country. APHP is not only the largest publication
outputs institute, but also the highest cited institute on rare disease study during 2007 to
2016. NIH is the sixth largest productive institute while with the second highest cited
frequency. From the viewpoint of cited rate, University of London is the highest, up to
95.68%. The cited rate of NIH, University of California System and Harvard University
are also very high, which are all over 93%.

We measured the collaboration and citation abilities of the top 10 productive research
domains as well. Table 3 shows GENETICS & HEREDITY domain has the highest
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collaboration frequency/rate and the highest frequency/cited rate among the top 10
productive research domains, a potential reason is that a significant part of rare diseases
are genetic diseases, some genetic research collaboration on rare disease promote the
publications cited each other. It also reflects the genetic aspect of rare disease research
usually needs more research collaboration. The SURGERY studies with the lowest of
collaboration rate and lowest citation rate.

Table 2. The collaboration and citation analysis of the top 10 prolific institutes

Institutes Number of
publications

Cited
frequency

Highly
cited
papers

%Cited rate Collaboration
Frequency

%Collaboration
rate

Assistance Publique Hopitaux
Paris (APHP)

581 10927 10 85.89 214 36.83

Institut National de la Sante et
de la Recherche Medicale
(Inserm)

429 8242 4 88.81 182 42.42

Harvard University 337 8869 17 93.47 143 42.43
University of California
System

330 8556 10 94.55 126 38.18

University of London 324 8895 16 95.68 215 66.36
National Institutes of Health
(NIH)

296 9858 13 95.61 127 42.91

University of Texas System 278 7790 8 92.81 96 34.53
Universite Sorbonne Paris
Cite-USPC (ComUE)

256 5615 8 88.67 108 42.19

VA Boston Healthcare
System

239 6250 13 93.72 106 44.35

Sorbonne Universite 221 4046 5 89.14 84 38.01

Table 3. The collaboration and citation analysis of the top 10 prolific domains

Domains Number of
publications

Cited
frequency

Highly cited
papers

%Cited rate Collaboration
frequency

%Collaboration
rate

Oncology 2203 26441 22 82.71 341 15.48
Surgery 1862 12407 3 75.67 146 7.84
Clinical Neurology 1380 11951 2 84.35 205 14.86
Pediatrics 1378 9239 4 79.97 186 13.5
Genetics & Heredity 1191 19731 7 90.51 458 38.46
Pathology 1084 8440 3 81.46 124 11.44
Medicine, Research
& Experimental

820 8916 1 80.85 195 23.78

Dermatology 691 4648 1 79.02 70 10.13
Hematology 690 8205 5 86.23 136 19.71
Endocrinology &
Metabolism

673 9696 6 88.56 153 22.73
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4 Discussions

This study contributes a multiple perspectives method that enables the profiling analysis
of rare diseases research. Through combined using of content analysis and citation anal‐
ysis, the state-of-the-art of rare diseases research has been revealed in a fast, automatic
and the comprehensive way.

Taking advantage of the profiling methods, the playing roles of different medical
domains and various countries/institutes in global rare disease research are quantita‐
tively measured. Our analysis shows that researchers have paid great attentions on the
genetics research of rare disease and there are big portions of rare diseases are
rare neoplastic diseases; obviously, gene and cancer researches are being located in the
core domains. The USA is the largest prolific country and the highest impact country
despite of its collaboration rate is not the highest. UK is the highest collaboration rate
country with pretty high paper cited rate. In addition, the academic influence of NIH
and University of London are higher than other top 10 institutes.

Interestingly, one finding from the domains and topics analysis is specially charac‐
tering the rare disease research, which are infant and children rare diseases in Pediatric.
This finding reflects significant portions of rare diseases are developed inborn or during
young age, and mostly have a genetic component that causes the disease. It could be
verified through some reports on children’s’ rare disease [2].

Our next step is to select some specific groups of rare disease to explore deeper, such
as rare neoplastic disease, rare genetic disease or rare pediatric disease. We will extend
the relation network into entities level, including gene-disease, gene–gene, gene-gender,
and gene-country relationships, etc. Other than that, we are also working on more obser‐
vation views and profiling methods to provide a comprehensive picture of rare disease
research.
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Abstract. For this study, a bibliometric review on social innovation and
complexity was developed, which allowed to establish the state-of-the art and the
most relevant researches carried out on these areas of study in recent years. The
databases used were Scopus and Dialnet. This investigation allowed to recognize
that the year in which the most relevant studies were carried out was 2016 and
the most cited and referenced authors are Westley and Bishop. In addition, it was
possible to identify that the country with the most related publications is the USA.
Along with this inquiry, an analysis of the most used words and most cited authors
was made to know the bibliographic information networks that are most
consulted. This was done by means of the VOSviewer visual bibliometric
analyzer in which the information networks were evidenced. Authors who have
generated the most connections are Bousquet and Hajjam who are evidenced as
the bridge between two large networks of authors. The most used terms are:
change, complexity, impact, social networks, design, practice, and theory, which
provided a basement for developing this research.

Keywords: Social innovation · Complexity · Bibliometric review

1 Introduction

According to some authors [1], bibliometrics has three main functions: descriptive, by
means of quantitative information that allows comparative analysis of production [2];
evaluative, which allows the evaluation of research in a scientific field, in particular
periods [2]; monitoring and diagnosis [3].

In this research, a bibliometric review was initially carried out in databases related
to the specified research areas. The databases used were: Scopus and Dialnet, which
were explored to know the current state of research on social innovation and complexity
to know the most cited and referenced studies that would be addressed during the
research and responding to the current needs on the subject. From this review, it was
possible to establish basic criteria about the most commonly used concepts.
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In 2013, the European Commission published a guide to social innovation in which
it expressed that innovations are social, both in their end and in their process, and are
not only good for society but also boost the ability of individuals to act and impact on
the society and not only on the private sector [4]. For this Commission, innovation is an
initiative, product, process, or program that profoundly changes the basic routines,
resources, authority or beliefs of any social system [5]; and, also, new ideas (products,
services, and models) that simultaneously meet social needs and create new relationships
or collaborations [6]. Social innovation is about the ability to innovate creative solutions,
based on the market, on social problems, which generate great growth and profitable
business opportunities [4, 7].

In the analysis carried out, it was found that social innovation has different meanings
and methods of measurement depending on the area of study that it deals with. Social
innovations are defined as the new ways of doing something, between people and
between organizations, with the aim of improving relationships and existing problems
so that they work in a way that has not been done before [8].

In this way, based on the research carried out in the last 10 years, establishing the
relationship that exists between social innovation and complexity requires under‐
standing that, and depending on the point of view, there may be contexts where inno‐
vations seem not to apply in the same way they apply in others.

2 Method

This study was made based on the results obtained after a bibliometric review which
allowed to delimit the studies, scopes and investigations that have had greater relevance
in the last years on the area of innovation capacities in the services sector. This biblio‐
metric review was carried out on the Scopus and Dialnet databases and was guided under
the following route: TITLE-ABS-KEY (social AND innovation) AND TITLE-ABS-
KEY (complexity) AND PUBYEAR > 2006 AND (EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE,
“French”) OR EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE, “Italian”) OR EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE,
“Portuguese”) OR EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE, “Chinese”) OR EXCLUDE
(LANGUAGE, “German”) OR EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE, “Russian”) OR EXCLUDE
(LANGUAGE, “Czech”) OR EXCLUDE (LANGUAGE, “Hungarian”).

This process allowed to delimit the search according to the identification of the field
of study. Among these study fields are: international business, political science,
economics, business administration, technology, business management, and others. The
period analyzed was from 2007 to 2017 as this period allows to know the most recent
studies. This also allowed selecting the sources of information and establishing the
search criteria that, after a purification of results, provided a total of 1008 articles.

On the other hand, a study of authors and keywords was carried out, based on the
VOSviewer bibliometric analysis, which allows us to make a study with visual results
about the main articles and researches found, showing maps of networks which allow
to view the content of the analysis performed in a practical and effective way.
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3 Results

From the bibliometric review carried out in the Scopus database: 1008 articles were
found, which showed the following results (see Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Search of documents published by years (2007–2017). Source: Own elaboration based
on data from Scopus

Figure 1 shows the years in which more research has been done, with 2016 being
the year when most publications have been published on social innovation and
complexity. It can be observed that during the year 2017, the publications decreased
considerably. However, this revision is carried out in July 2017, which may be a reason
why there are not enough publications yet.

Figure 2 shows the research production that has been carried out according to the
research areas, with Social Sciences with 35.1% and Business Administration with
22.3%. However, it is important to point out that there is no specific area under which
most of the research related to social innovation and complexity is carried out, this is
because both terms can be referenced from any area of knowledge since they relate to
diverse topics that are coupled to the many contexts and research approaches under
which the research is done.

Figure 3 shows which countries have the greatest number of publications related to
social innovation and complexity. The country that publishes the most on related issues
is the United States, followed by the United Kingdom. There is also little evidence of
Colombia’s participation in this issue.
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Figure 4 shows a graph showing the authors that have been most referenced and have
had the most publications on issues related to social innovation and complexity, creating
information networks that guide recent research.
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Fig. 4. Analysis by author. Source: Own elaboration based on data from Scopus

In addition, a study of authors and key words was carried out through VOSviewer,
which is a tool for the construction and visualization of bibliometric networks that can
include all kinds of bases for the analysis of the relationship between authors and
keywords. This tool allows to know and understand the research networks that have
been identified in the study area. To understand the images, it is necessary to understand
that the importance or relevance goes from the highest to the lowest, from the warmest
tones to the coldest ones, being red the most important one, ending with the blue one as
the less relevant, the thicker lines show more information networks, and finally, the
greater the circumference of the word or the author the greater preeminence. This soft‐
ware yielded the following results:

Figure 5 represents the authors who have written and conducted research in the last
ten years on social innovation and complexity. It is evident that Bousquet and Hajjam
are authors considered as bridges of communication between three large groups of
information networks. The most important network of information is in the center of the
chart where authors as Sterk, Auffray, Balling, Abecassis, among others, can be found,
and are identified by their position and color as the most referenced authors. However,
the authors who are in the surrounding groups have created alternative information
networks that are connected any way. It is also important to denote the networks that
exist between the authors, since this allows to visualize who are the cited authors, with
more years of experience in related research, and who have done relevant studies along
with other authors.
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Fig. 5. Authors. Source: Own elaboration based on Scopus data using VOSViewer

Figure 6 shows the most used words in the Abstract of the consulted documents,
among which there are communication networks in a large conglomerate of words,
where the most frequent occurrences are related to social innovation and complexity.
They are: complexity, practice, change, theory, design, and sustainability, which gave
bases for the development of this research.

Fig. 6. Keywords. Source: Own elaboration based on Scopus data using VOSViewer

Table 1 shows the main indicators of the journals with the largest number of docu‐
ments on social innovation. There is a strong geographical concentration of the journals
in the United Kingdom. It is worth mentioning the great dispersion in the H index of the
journals.
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Table 1. Main indicators of the journals with the highest number of documents published on
Social Innovation from 2007 to July 2017. Source: own elaboration based on data from Scopus
and Scimago Group [9, 10]

Name of the journal Quartile in Scopus in 2016 H to 2016 Country
Ecology and Society Q1 101 Canada
Journal of Cleaner Production Q1 116 Netherlands
Technological Forecasting and
social change

Q1 78 Netherlands

Lecture notes computer Science
(Including subseries lecture notes
in artificial intelligence and
lecture notes in Bioinformatics)

Q3 251 Germany

Procedia Engineering Q4 3 United Kingdom
Implementation science Q1 62 United Kingdom
{0}Journal of Evaluation in
Clinical Practice {/0}{1}19,
118–131.{/1}

Q2 58 United Kingdom

Proceedings of the national
academy of science of the United
States of America

Q1 648 United States

Communications in computer
and information science

Q3 29 Germany

4 Conclusions

As general conclusions it can be said that there is little participation by Latin American
countries and authors since most of the publications are made in countries such as the
United States and England.

Besides, through the bibliometric review, it was possible to identify that social inno‐
vation is a term applied by multiple disciplines and that adapts to all kinds of methods
and academic contexts, which makes its definition and classification difficult.

It is important to highlight that the topic of Social Innovation has had a growing
interest in the last decade, and this is accompanied by various mechanisms that allow
defining the most effective approaches and analyzing their long-term impact.
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Abstract. The investigation responded to the need outlined by directive and
interested parts, in relation to the lack of mechanisms for the administration
control and the need to reduce the amount of data when making measurements
of performance in the cement industry. Throughout the employment of an outlined
methodology, it was obtained an Integral Index of Acting that relates to the aspects
that controlled the acting of the processes in function of managerial strategies, of
easy mensuration as a result, automatic and that it facilitates to summarize a big
amount of criteria and data, through their standardization, and thus the realization
of comparisons with other production plants.

Keywords: Management control · Management indicators
Indices synthetic or integrals · Data and criteria reduction

1 Introduction

The organizations in this century are subject to tensions generated by the competitive
and increasingly dynamic and aggressive, environment that tests their capacity of action
and reaction from the perspective of satisfying changing markets [1] and increasingly
demanding [2]. Its own dynamics brings with it which should be considered as complex
adaptive systems [3].

For this reason, the ability to create and maintain a system that makes possible the
changes that are required, not only in their processes of operation but in their way of
perceiving and responding to the demands of its various stakeholders [4, 5], it is assumed
as one of the most important responsibilities of the management of organizations [6].

Therefore the management of companies in the growing complexity of their activi‐
ties, must ensure human components preparation [7], and the improvement of the mate‐
rials. The achievements in the management on the basis of an approach for process are
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common [8]. The quality of products and services is an important element in the survival
[9] and the positioning in the market, hence many executives to focus time and resources
to this essential link to the success [1]. Added to this, it is important to bear in mind that
the methodologies and tools used in the achievement of improvements impact on people
and introduce changes in their attitudes [10] skills and behaviors and lead to a better use
of resources [11].

The foregoing argues the prevalence of different enterprise management systems,
resulting in a greater complexity in the operativity in business management, it is not
easy for a manager working in response to so many systems [12]. In the search for
solutions, intends to systems integration as a way out. The existence, more and more,
companies around the world that begin in the integration of standard systems manifest
the acceptance that is reached by the Administration [13, 14] to obtain important advan‐
tages [15].

As a result, constitutes a challenge to raise the performance of processes and issue
solutions that allow the improvement with contribution to the standard systems [16].
However, [17] proposes that many of the programs designed to improve processes that
run under different management systems or under one integrated, single issue response
in the field of quality improvement and leave behind solutions that they integrate or
respond to the rest.

However, it is important to highlight the increase in the number of indicators
emanating from managing several systems management and operational complexity that
this causes. Affects even taking a position right on the measurement of business perform‐
ance.

On the other hand, nationwide that want to boost the economy, the construction
sector is vital, and inside the cement production is crucial.

Also, the production of cement releases pollutants [18, 19], primarily carbon dioxide
(CO2), this is responsible for approximately five (5) percent of the emissions generated
by man [20], recognized, therefore, as one of the most polluting international [21]. In
addition, they are characterized by being major consumers of electricity, it is estimated
that the energy cost round 20% of the total costs of production.

Recognized institutions sector emphasize [22, 23], by the existing risks in the
industry (heights, high temperature, high voltage, hazardous substances, among others),
the importance that has the protection of workers with regard to its safety and health at
work. This makes inclusion to the cement within the need to improve their processes
under the requirements of different interest groups and that can exist a considerable
number of resulting indicators the display developed for the measurement of perform‐
ance business. On this basis, this publication aims to propose a comprehensive index of
performance for the cement industry. Therefore, work is in the design of the index that
allow to relate from business strategies to control process indicators, mainly employees
for the standard technical functions.
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2 Materials and Methods

Due to the size of the databases, to the presence of noise, inconsistent data, redundant,
etc., becomes necessary the application of preprocessing techniques about sets of data.
The objective pursued by the preprocessing is to obtain sets of data such that when
applying techniques of data mining about them generate representative models with
greater benefits.

2.1 Strategies for Preprocessing of Data [3] and [4]

– Data cleaning: It increases the Data quality at the required level through selective
analysis techniques. This process consists of the elimination of erroneous or incon‐
sistent data.

– Data reduction (RDD): Consists in deciding what data should be used for the analysis.
The critery which is still included the relevance with respect to the objectives that
are pursued in data mining (MDD), and limitations techniques such as can be
maximum volumes of data or Well, specific data types. Us we will focus on this case
in this

Preprocessing perspective: reduce the volume of data by selecting the most relevant
for your subsequent use by MDD algorithms.

– Data integration: It is based on combine multiple tables or records to create new
records or values. Combining tables makes reference to join two or more tables that
present different information about the same objects. The combination of data also
includes the aggregation. Aggregation consists in operations where they are obtained
new values through the union of information from several records or tables. This task
includes same operations related to construction of data such as production of derived
attributes, new complete samples, or transformations of the attribute values already
existing. The attributes derivatives can be built with one or more attributes present
in the same pattern.

– Transformation of data: The transformations consist mainly in modifications syntax
carried out on the data, without involving a change in the meaning of them.

The control is successful if it is used in the decision-making process, provided it is
established under the correct definition of variables that determine the results [18], the
establishment of indicators, measurement and comparison with set or desired parameters
[8], as well as proactive decision-making [24]. The definition of indicators is a complex
work [25–27] but fundamental and manifests itself with the philosophy of the scorecard
[23]. Indicators should summarize a set of data obtained during the execution of the
process, allowing to know their behavior and predicting the future in similar conditions
and they are closely related to management by processes [3].

On the basis of the foregoing, it follows that regardless of the size of the Organization,
it will generate a considerable number of indicators in function of the processes and
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management systems implemented. Hence, managers are forced to attend several indi‐
cators for the performance of the organisation [18]. This leads sometimes to the neglect
and mismanagement of some.

The creation of synthetic indicators or integrals, to evaluate the effectiveness of the
system, is a resource used in response to this need. According to [16] the reasons are as
follows:

• The result is a single value that allows an easy comparison with previous periods or
other organizations; as well as the study of trends.

• It does not require that employers have a deep knowledge of the subject that deals
with the indicator for use in decision-making.

• They can be easily automated.
• It is feasible to create a relationship between the results achieved and performance

inductors.
• They are tools that allow a permanent diagnosis of the system, as well as link to other

improvement procedures.

Along with this, the authors set out a group of constraints:

• Little use of software associated with integral indicators, despite the facilities that
provide for its automation, and even less, the link of the software created to the
computerized systems in companies.

• Evaluation criteria for the elements that part of indicators, are not set which implies
non-homogeneous assessments in your application.

• They evaluate the system, limited to diagnose the main provocative elements of
deviations and not affect your triggers for action.

• Limited use of the proactive character.

The proposed methodology lays its scientific basis in the following authors: [16, 20,
23]. This involves the need to consider an Integral performance indicator in the cement
industry, adjusted to the standard technical functions.

3 Results

3.1 Design of the Performance Index Integral

The Performance Index Integral (PII) consists of a generic indicator that draws on the
results of others designed for the measurement of specific parameters of each process
and in its preparation is passes through a set of steps that allows its correct implemen‐
tation, see Fig. 1. This proposal starts from the creation of business strategies, using a
breakdown through work, tasks and indicators for evaluating objectives, added to a
weighting system and a feedback process that allows in a single index, measuring the
performance of the industry. Below are the steps suggested for its implementation.
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Fig. 1. Procedure for the design of a performance index integral in the cement industry.

3.2 Overview of the Steps for the Design of the Performance Index Integral

Step 1: Identification, preparation of the general map of the business processes and
their corresponding tabs. This step may not be developed, only depends on the industry
has correctly identified their processes correspondence with management by
processes. The starting point is to have identified all the processes of the organization
to better manage. Once identified, one must be checking them to see if they respond
to business strategies and if they include all the activities implemented in the company.
The Improvement Executive Team (IET) should conduct this review and may include
external experts.

In case of the company processes have not been identified, it is suggested the clas‐
sification provided by the APQC model or the EFQM model. They can be used inter‐
changeably as they have the same purpose. It is recommended that processes oscillate
between 10 and 25 depending on the type of organization, failure to do so, it may increase
the difficulty of their management [27].

After the selection of the classification model to follow, it proceeds through the
application of the Delphi method for the process selections.

Delphi method for the process selections
You must determine the number of experts and then select them according to the

criteria of competence that are suggested by The Improvement Executive Team (IET).
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Preparation of the process sheet
As for the processes and indicators sheet, should be selected the one that includes

the representation of processes, the integration of the various systems of management,
the realization of the indicators and their link with the strategy; as well as achieving the
reflection of the things designed in an information system according to the generator
and legal framework of actions for the decision making.

Step 2: Design of the entrepreneur management implementation system.

Business processes must be aligned with its strategy, mission and goals to achieve
business success. From the previous approach is proposed a system for the implemen‐
tation of business management in the cement industry:

2.1 The system part of the work commitments declared by the business group at the
national level, in addition to: mission, vision and goals that industry in particular trace.
2.2 Business strategy and strategic objectives will settle (for the strategic period).
2.3 Work objectives, which are in charge of materialising the strategy annually are
plotted.
2.4 You will be assigned a weight or level of importance to each objective of work as
it may consider senior managers, in correspondence with its impact on the implemen‐
tation of the strategy.
2.5 For the implementation of each objective the high management proposes a group
of tasks. For their measurement is assigned a weight or level of importance, which
added is equal to the weight of the objective of study that correspond.
2.6 The objectives of the work and tasks are broken down by processes.
2.7 Therefore, each process can specify the tasks corresponding to the objectives of
work that taxed.
2.8 The process responsible for attaching weight to each task according to the impor‐
tance for its process (reviewed and approved by management). This value is the weight
assigned to the task previously unrelated and moves on a scale of 100.
2.9 The performance of the process will be measured through indicators that reflect
the points reached in the fulfilment of the tasks, intends to the diagram in Fig. 2.

The Fig. 2 define the indicator (s) evaluating the task (implies the complete elabo‐
ration of the sheet, to scale depending on the distribution of the points assigned to the
task), evaluate the indicator (s). Compare the results of the indicator with the distribution
of the points scale to achieve, Assigning scores to the task

In case there is more than one indicator by task, it must previously have distributed
potential points to achieve the task in the process.
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>1=1

Task Possible points of the task

Define the indicator (s)

Evaluate the indicator

Compare with the scale

Distribute points per indicator
(From i=1 to n indicators)

Evaluate the indicator

Compare with the scale

Made for 

everyone?

Yes No

Assign score to task

Fig. 2. Scheme for the evaluation of the process performance.

Step 3: Creation of the Performance Index Integral.

The presence of a Performance Index Integral (PII) gives industry an element that
allows you to evaluate the performance without having to analyze a set of indicators
formed for specific processes. The design of the PII is based on the implementation of
the management system proposed in the previous step. For better understanding the
Fig. 3 is proposed.

3.1 To determine the actual weight in each task assigned by process. Depending on
the level of compliance of indicators designed to measure the performance of the
process, in correspondence with the step 2.9
3.2 Calculating the actual performance achieved by different processes task:
• The weight reached by the task is added in each of the processes where it was

assigned. According to step 2.6.
• Determines the percentage of fulfillment of the task according to the total points

achieved in its performance, in each process where it was assigned,
• Repeat the calculation for each task.
3.3 Calculating the total points achieved by task for each goal to work, to do this:
• Take the percentage of fulfilment of the task and the possible points allocated by

processes (in correspondence with the step 2.5).
• Calculate using the rule of three total points reached by the task one hundred (100)

possible points, as a percentage of the actual performance of the task-level
processes is to weight reached. Repeat the calculation for each task.

3.4 Calculating the points reached by objective: sum of all points achieved by the tasks
assigned to the objective. Calculate it for each objective.
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3.5 Determine the PII according to Eq. 1, and thereby the effectiveness of the cement
company, see Table 1. The calculation formula for the PII is the following (1):

PII =
∑

Reached points within the fulfilment of the work objectives (1)

Table 1. Cement factory effectiveness degree.

High efficiency Medium efficiency Low efficiency
PII (efficiency of the
process)

95–100 Points 85–94 Points Less than 85 points

Fig. 3. Scheme for the calculation of a performance index integral.

4 Discussion

This article is achieved to implement a Performance Index Integral, ending in a single
value for easy comparison with other periods or organizations. The elements that
compose it are scientifically argued, it is easy to deploy in the enterprise and does not
require rigorous training for its use in making business decisions. In addition, facilitates
finding the causes roots when the expected thresholds indicators that comprise it are not
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reached. Unlike other indexes, creates the foundations for an easy programming of soft‐
ware associated with their structure, also, allows a proactive screening in the confor‐
mation of the improvement plans and has a direct impact on inductors performance (or
indicators that measure the tasks).

5 Conclusions

Now any attempt to formalize the management and process improvement should contain
theoretical assumptions around the process management and systems integration. Also
there is agreement on procedures for the conduct of the management and improvement
of processes in terms of cyclical presentation and preparation phases and stages. It is
essential to accept the good management practices, treated with a process approach, that
stand out in the selection of processes, definition and assessment of the opportunities
for improvement, indicators and their relationship with the strategies as a basis business
treated implicitly or not in the proceedings taken as background.

The development of management and process improvement should be with a focus
on the integration of management systems to achieve more effective improvements and
systems. This consists of a new line for future scientific work. Nowadays the use of
integral or synthetic indexes has gained strength, primarily by synthesizing the behavior
of various indicators in a single value. The creation of a Performance Index Integral
makes it possible to strengthen the system of management of any industry, using a single
indicator can determine the degree of efficiency in real time. Management system
designed based on strategic objectives, work objectives, tasks and indicators, allows to
link from strategic design to control indicators.
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objective is focused on identifying the influential variables and the regression
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mining) are those related to multivariate statistics and generalized linear models
and through the Akaike information criterion and Bayeciano criterion, it was
possible to determine that the best regression model that explains the accident
rate in two of the sectors studied is the negative binomial (cement and petroleum
refining), while in the electric power sector, the best fit model resulted in
Logistic Regression. In turn, for the three sectors in general, the variables that
have the most significant impact are related to aspects such as: management
commitment, occupational safety climate, safety training, psychosocial aspects
and ergonomic sources, this result was corroborated by means of an accident
analysis carried out in these three sectors.
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1 Introduction

The theory of occupational accidents, based on this causal relationship, is increasingly
evident in the state of the art. It is noted that the prediction of occupational accidents
involves a special problem and the contributions given to the prevention of Occupa-
tional accidents when using mathematical models. Research is evidenced, where from
contributions given by mathematical statistics, variables that have had a significant
impact on the occurrence of work accidents are identified, and actions can be estab-
lished that pay tribute to the control of this indicator [1–7].

In the review of the scientific literature, the contributions given by the use of
generalized linear models and/or transformations of variables to analyze work accidents
are increasingly evident. In this way [3, 6–15]; which confirm that the prediction of
occupational accidents involves a special problem and demonstrate the contributions
given to the prevention of occupational accidents when using mathematical models.

The researches consulted always start from a descriptive study taking into account
variables such as: age, occupation, sex, profession, that many of them then include in
the multivariate statistical analysis in this case are authors such as: [2–4, 6, 7, 12, 16,
17, 19, 20].

There is a coincidence in the handling of variables that affect occupational acci-
dents such as: environmental conditions, risk assessment measures, aspects of worker
behavior and supervisors, psychosocial aspects, physical conditions, work positions
acquired by the worker, inadequate training and ignorance of regulations related to
safety and health at work, duration of tasks. There are researches developed in this
aspect shown by [2, 3, 6, 7, 10–12, 21–23].

Multivariate statistics are used to explain accident and damage trends, to perform
macro analyzes related to compliance with strategies and to explain social aspects
(social reasons of no return to work). The authors identified with investigations of this
nature are: [3, 6, 11, 12, 20].

Indifferently in all research using correlation analysis, exploratory and confirmatory
factor analysis and models of linear and nonlinear for the study of occupational
accidents regression are made, the regression model poisson with different meanings
are identified as meeting the assumptions, logistic regression model with different
meanings and negative binomial as the most used in the accident studies, applications
are made less frequently than others such as: model inadvertent components, statistical
log linear methods, log linear hierarchical analysis, top model, generalized additive
model semiparametric.

In this sense, the paper analyzes the data provided by three companies in order
to choose the one model that best explains the work-related injuries and allow
decreasing it.
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2 Methods Used for Statistical Analysis and Mathematical
Variables

2.1 Variables Participating in the Study

For the three companies, the variables analyzed [6] were determined in a previous
investigation, demonstrating this relationship with the dependent variable
“accidents/occupational incidents”. Figure 1 shows the variables and the instruments
used to carry out the measurement.

2.2 Methods Used for Statistical-Mathematical Analysis

One of the approaches to identify distribution, which best fits the data or selection of a
model is the simultaneous comparison of all models through the Akaike Information
Criterion (AIC) or Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). Both selection criteria can be
used to compare both nested and non-nested models; In addition to the two model
posing the smallest value among all the models evaluated is chosen, this being showing
the best fit to the data [8].

An important aspect of the information criteria is that these are associated with the
maximum likelihood method, which, in causal models is based on the assumption that
the observed variables follow a multivariate normal distribution [8]. The key idea is to
penalize AIC excess set parameters, while the BIC the number of parameters is
penalized considering that the AIC could not be justified asymptotically [8].

3 Materials and Methods

3.1 Procedure to Study Work-Related Injuries Using Regression Models

The study is based in detail in explaining a procedure necessary to develop using
regression models is shown in Fig. 2 steps.

VARIABLES

Satisfaction of working 
conditions

Survey of 27 
components given by 

(Meliá and Peiró, 1998) 
[25]

Occupational risk 
factors 

Checklist with 26 
components presented 

by the Ministry of Labor 
and Social Security in 

resolution 31/2002

Health and safety 
management 

Survey with 43 
components given by 

(Fernández Muñiz et al., 
2006) [28]

Fig. 1. Variables showing relationship with the dependent variable accidents.
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The criteria for authors such as: [11, 12, 18, 24, 25] were taken into account for the
design of the procedure and the development of the research.

3.2 Environment

As discussed earlier research was aimed specifically at those companies in the energy
and mining sector. Here are some criteria issued in the scientific literature for this sector
on the issue of labor accidents are presented and then a brief characterization is done
from the practical point of view of each company included in the study.

Many workers are exposed to electrical hazards in the development of their
activities. Specifically, electrical workers are exposed to: electrocution (fatal) electric
shock, burns and other damage caused by contact with electricity. Electricity ranks fifth
in work related harm causing fatal accidents. According to the issues raised by
Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA), the average number of
accidents resulting risk of electrocution is 12,976 per day, and recorded an average of
86 fatalities annually related to the generation, transmission and distribution process
electric power. The refiners and cement sectors are not left behind.

4 Results

The results presented below were obtained using the Statgraphic the Centurion XV
software and SPSS V.20.

4.1 Applying Criteria of Goodness of Fit for Regression Models
in Different Sectors of Production

Table 1 shows the values of criteria information Akeike, Bayesian, and the percentage
values explained deviation and the percentage set, obtained for regression models in
three different production sectors.

Apply goodness-of-fit criteria for the 
regression models in the different 

production sectors. 

Selection of the best regression 
model for the different production 

sectors 

Comparative analysis between 
variables, regression models, 

adjusted equations and production 
sectors. 

Fig. 2. Method for studying occupational accidents with emphasis in regression models.
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Table 1 shows the values of the criteria of goodness higher fit for percent explained
deviation (PDE) and percent set (PA) and the lowest values for criteria information
Akeike (AIC) and criteria were selected Bayesian information (BIC), because these
values are what determine the best finally selected models that fit the data and sup-
porters to describe the relationship between occupational accidents and independent
variables identified.

4.2 Selecting the Best Regression Model for the Different Sectors
of Production

In Fig. 3 the percentage values explained deviation and percentage adjusted for logistic
models and negative binomial in different sectors of production regression are
presented.

Table 1. Criteria for goodness of fit for regression models

Mathematical
model

Production
sector

Bayesian
information
criterion

Criteria for
information
akeike

Percentage
deviation
explained

Adjusted
percentage

Logistic
regression
model

Electric
power

32.67 20.963 68.22 25.67

Cement 34.9 27.102 38.52 22.25
Refinery 36.39 28.591 23.13 13.04

Negative
binomial
regression
model

Electric
power

35.78 26.54 41.9 6.54

Cement 30.28 21.82 47.23 34.9
refinery 35.8 36.7 39.35 25.06

Negative
binomial
regression
model

Electric
power

33.69 26.4 45.9 6.91

Cement 35.48 29.8 42.23 8.7
Refinery 31.4 20.76 59.35 25.06

68.22% 
47.23%

59.35%

25.67% 34.9%
25.06%

0.00 

50.00 

100.00 

Electric Power Cement Refinery

Percentage deviation explained adjusted percentage

Fig. 3. Percentage explained deviation and percentage adjusted
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In Fig. 3 for the highest percentage explained deviation (PDE) and percent set
(PA) values are presented, because these values are what determine the best finally
selected models to match the data. Therefore, selected models are:

The logistic regression model in the power sector presents values PDE = 68.22%
and PA = 25.67%, model negative binomial regression cement sector presents values
PDE = 47.23% and PA = 34.9% and model negative binomial regression refining
sector presents values PDE = 59.35% = 25.06% and PA.

Figure 4 logistic models and negative binomial in different sectors of production
values and criteria information Akeike and Bayesian regression are presented.

Lower criteria information Akeike (AIC) and criteria Bayesian information
(BIC) values determine the best finally selected models to match the data describing the
relationship between the labor accidents and the independent variables identified.
According to these criteria selected models are:

The logistic regression model in the power sector presents values AIC = 20.96 and
BIC = 32.67, model negative binomial regression cement sector presents values
AIC = 21.82 and BIC = 30.28 and the regression model negative binomial in the
refinery sector presents the values of AIC and BIC = 20.76 = 31.4.

4.3 Comparative Analysis Variables, Regression Models Adjusted
Equations and Production Sectors

Table 2 shows the complete information allows the comparative analysis between the
influencing variables, regression models adjusted equations and different sectors of
production occurs.

In the power sector, logistic regression describes the relationship between occu-
pational accidents and independent variables X1: Management Commitment, X2:
Compliance with Legislation X3: Training in Prevention, X4: Update Management
Occupational Health and X5: Politics.

In the cement sector, negative binomial regression describes the relationship
between occupational accidents and independent variables Y1: Security Risks, Y2: Risks
of environmental conditions and Y3 Risks of working conditions.

32.67 30.28 31.4 

20.96 21.82 20.76 

0 

20 

40 

60 

Electric Power Cement Refinery

Bayesian Information Criterion Criteria for Information Akeike

Fig. 4. Values of criteria and Bayesian information Akeike
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In the refinery sector, negative binomial regression describes the relationship
between occupational accidents and independent variables Z1: Psychosocial Aspects
Z2: Management commitment, Z3: Sources ergonomic, Z4: Legislation, Z5: Plan and
preventive actions and Z6: Prevention Program.

In the sector of electricity are significant variables: management commitment,
compliance with laws, risk management and prevention training, reflecting a corporate
culture focused on prevention. The best-fit model is logistic regression, which coin-
cides with a previous study [21]. The model makes clear that as preventive factors
increase the detailed accident decreases exponentially. Unlike this in the cement and
refining sectors dominated by negative binomial regression model; but differences
between variables are given in the case of the cement industry predominate variables
associated with risks, the accident is related risks are present, while in the field of oil
refining become relevant psychosocial and ergonomic aspects, but they manifest
themselves as in the power sector management commitment and enforcement.

Analysis of workplace accidents held in each of the selected companies allowed to
counter the results of the model selected regression with daily practice, getting to know
the validity of the results obtained using regression models, allowing frame the
objective of control the accident from two different routes, traditional (document
review and descriptive statistics) and the novel use of multivariate statistics (regression
models) for decision-making in preventive work area.

The basic reason why a regression model is built to describe the nature of a
relationship quantitatively, for thus having parameters numerically subjectivity is
reduced to predict accidents.

Table 2. Comparative analysis of regression models

Variables Regression
models

Equation of the model Production
sector

Management
commitment,
compliance with
legislation, training in
prevention, update of
occupational risk
management and
policy

Logistic
regression

Occupational accidents ¼ exp etað Þ= 1þ exp etað Þð Þ
Where:
eta ¼ �9:82066� 3:60431X1 � 2:56811X2 � 7:12273X3 � 3:02833X4 � 5:35337X5

Electric
power

Security risks, risks of
environmental
conditions and Risks of
working conditions

Negative
binomial
regression

Occupational accidents

¼ exp �12:9074þ 6:75418Y1 þ 6:28021Y2 � 0:83638Y3ð Þ
Cement

Psychosocial aspects,
management
commitment,
ergonomic sources,
legislation, preventive
action plan and
prevention program

Negative
binomial
regression

Occupational accidents ¼ exp
�3:98636� 2:69721Z1 þ 0:89587Z2 þ 0:962548Z3

�0:804718Z4 þ 1:84222Z5 þ 2:46834Z6

 !
Refinery
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5 Discussion of Results

The results presented are highly reliable because the information comes from author-
itative sources. In a previous investigation [25] electricity sector, analysis was con-
ducted and it was concluded that the logistic regression model is the best fit in the
energy sector, which was contacted in this work and is tangible evidence of the reli-
ability of the results.

The study provides important findings in this area of knowledge, as three models
are established to analyze labor accident in three sectors: power, cement and oil
refining. In the energy sector, the selected model is the logistic regression dominated
predictor variables, making it clear that in this sector increased prevention, accident
decreases. In the remaining two sectors (Cement and Refining), the model that char-
acterizes the labor accident rate is negative binomial. However, they differ in the
variables; in the case of the cement industry, dominated variables associated with the
risks involved and refining industry in key variables are related to psychosocial and
ergonomic aspects.

Future research would be very useful to develop the analysis in other sectors given
that this work can be generalized to all sectors.

6 Conclusions

From statistical treatment of the data it evidenced that the regression model Negative
Binomial, has a better percentage deviation and adjust the rest of the models used.
Corroborating the variables identified by this model with analysis of claims made in the
three companies, which facilitates the establishment of improvement plans objectively,
aimed at controlling occupational accidents in these three companies.

By using regression models in this study of occupational accidents in these sectors,
variables of technical and business management are identified, the most significant
distinction for each company as follows: Compliance with legislation, planning and
updating of occupational hazards, these issues of technical safety and health at work
ensuring from management control indicators for effectiveness and efficiency in the
area of prevention of occupational health.

Variables contained in concepts related to the climate of safety and health at work,
such as Organizational Communication, Commitment and Accountability Management
and psychosocial risks, which emphasizes the importance that the company is inserted
in identified issues that are conferred on it to a specific area and the importance of
including these aspects in business management that takes place every day.
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Abstract. Label propagation algorithm is a part of semi-supervised learning
method, which is widely applied in the field of community partition. The algo-
rithm is simple and fast, especially in the large complex community network. The
algorithm shows nearly linear time complexity, but it has great instability and
randomness. Many scholars make their improvements on the original label
propagation, but most of them are not suitable for large community network
discovery, which usually have higher time complexity. Therefore, we propose a
label propagation algorithm based on adaptive H index, which improves the
stability and accuracy of LPA by using the refined H index as a measure of node
importance. Finally, the algorithm is tested by public standard dataset and syn-
thetic benchmark network dataset, and the test result shows that the proposed
algorithm has better stability and accuracy than some existing classic algorithms.

Keywords: Label propagation � Community detection � Adaptive H index

1 Introduction

Generous complex problem in real life can be abstracted into complex network system
for research, which involves many fields, such as social network, academic network,
World Wide Web and protein function network. Social network, for example, is a
network for describing and mining relationships between users. At this point, each
individual acts as a node in the network, and the relationship formed by the interaction
between the individuals is taken as the edge. Mining community structure is a key tool
for studying complex system, but there is no unified standard for community definition
currently. The generally accepted community definition means that the connection
between nodes within same community is denser than nodes in different communities,
that is, the internal nodes in the same community are closely connected, and the links
between the communities are relatively sparse and independent.

There exist many algorithms for community discovery, among them, LPA algorithm
has attracted much attention because of its simplicity and low time complexity. The basic
ideal of LPA is to update the unknown label using the known label. Initially, all nodes are
in a state of disorder. Then, the update rule of the nodes is to choose the label with
maximum number of nodes belonging to the same label from the neighbor nodes, the
process of iteration is repeated until the label of all nodes is in stable condition. Finally,
nodes with the same label will be classified into the same community.
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The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related research on
community discovery. Section 3 discusses the idea and description of our paper in
detail, and finally analyses the time complexity of the algorithm. Section 4 takes open
standard dataset and synthetic benchmark network dataset to validate our method
AHLPA. Section 5 summarizes our work.

2 Related Work

CNM [1] was put forward by Newman in 2004, which is belong to optimization
algorithm [2] based on modularity Q [3]. Clique percolation (CPM) [4] was proposed
by Palla et al. in 2005. K-clique, a small community, represents a completed subgraph
containing k nodes. The core ideal of the algorithm is to search all possible k-clique and
merge the communities having k-1 nodes in common into big community. In 2007,
Raghavan proposed LPA [5] algorithm which can be used for community discovery of
large complex networks with the cost of linear time complexity. However, the disad-
vantage of the algorithm is that it easily leads to community resolution problem and
randomness, which leads to the instability of the algorithm.

The improvement of LPA algorithm is mainly focused on how to maximally
alleviate the randomness of the algorithm and achieve higher accuracy. HANP
algorithm [6] put forward the concept of label scores. Label score weaks with the
spread of the scope, which is in favor of inhibiting the label spread flooding so as to
avoid the formation of community monster. In 2011, SLPA [7] was raised by
Raghavan, which uses speaker-listener model to update label. The core ideal of the
algorithm is that each node may have multiple community labels. In the multi round
iteration, each node keeps corresponding label history sequence. Finally, the suitable
label is selected from the label sequence of each node according to a certain strategy.
This algorithm has all the advantages of label propagation and can also be used as a
non-overlapping community by reasonably setting thresholds. LPALC [8] was put
forward by Xian-Kun Zhang. It uses local-cycle to solve the problem in choosing node
label, when there are multiple labels with maximum numbers of node. But, if the
neighbor nodes of the selected node do not exist the circle, random label strategy will
be chosen. Yan Xing et al. proposed NIBLPA [9] and calculated the node importance
by the metric K-shell. K-shell decomposition method identifies the core nodes and
periphery nodes according to the position of node in network. The higher the K-shell
value of node, the closer to the network center; the lower the K-shell value of nodes,
the more concentrated on the edge of the network. Chang et al. gave a new RWLPA
[10] algorithm on the basis of the theory of random walk which constructs random
walk matrix to calculate the importance or similarity of each node.
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3 AHLPA

3.1 Ideal of AHLPA

In the field of community division, many algorithms are applied to evaluate node.
Some metrics like K-shell [11], degree centrality [12], betweeness [13] and cluster
coefficient centrality [14] are usually used to measure the importance of node. The
study [15] shows that the metric H index is better than K-shell and degree centrality in
evaluating node importance. The H index originally is a measure of the contribution of
scholars in informatics. If one scholar has at least n papers cited in all his academic
articles at least N times, then his h index is n. For instance, one professor published 8
papers, and the cited times of his paper are separately 1, 4, 6, 7, 8, 10, 12 and 14, then
his H index is 6, which means that he has 6 papers cited at least 6 times.

We use G = (V, E) tuple to represent complex network, where V represents the set
of nodes, and E means the set of edges. The degree of node i is expressed as Ki, and the
neighbor degree sequence of the node i is Kj1, Kj2 … Kji. The H index is brought into
the complex network, if a node’s H index is equal to n, it indicates that the node has at
most n neighbor nodes whose degree is no less than n. We introduce the H index as a
measure of the influence of node. The H index of node i is defined as:

Hi ¼ H Kj1;Kj2; . . .Kji
� � ð1Þ

However, the metric cannot be directly applied to small-scale network. For
example, in Fig. 1, the neighbor nodes of node i have degrees of 1, 3 and 4, the
neighbor nodes of node j have degrees of 2, 4 and 5 seperately, then we find that the
value of Hi is equal to Hj by calculating Eq. (1). In fact, node j should be more
influential than the node i, but the H index cannot distinguish the influence between
node i and node j, which is unable to do fine-grained.

Fig. 1. Small scale network
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In view of the above problem, we again revise H index metric to make it suitable
for very small network. We use the average degree of network as an indicator of
network size. The adaptive H index of node i is shown:

Hi ¼ H Kj1;Kj2; . . .Kji
� �þ davgD\N

Kj1 � Kj2 � . . .Kji

Kj1 þKj2 þ . . .Kji
� � � D ið Þ ð2Þ

davgD\N ¼ 1; avgD�N
0; avgD[N

�
ð3Þ

Where averageD represents the average degree of the network; N is the threshold of
the very small network we set; and we set default N to 6, D(i) denotes the number of
neighbors of node i.

Weuse the improvedH index to calculate theH index of node i andnode j respectively.
We assume that the graph we use belongs to very small network. The H index values of
node i and node j are Hþ

j ¼ 2
3 and H

þ
i ¼ 1

2. The result shows that the H
+ index of node j is

higher than that of node i, which means that the influence of node j is greater than node i.
If the number of influential nodes around a node is high, the node is more

important. Inspired by the heuristic ideal, we introduce the node importance. The
importance of node i named NI(i) is:

NI ið Þ ¼ H þ
i þ

X
j2Neighborsb ið Þ

H þ
j

D jð Þ ð4Þ

Among them, Neighborsb ið Þ represents the distance to node i by B step, the
parameter B is an integer no less than one, and D(j) represents the degree of node j.

We sort the set of nodes in ascending order in terms of the node importance, so as
to avoid the community monster as much as possible. The update sequence of nodes is
fixed by the node importance, so that the stability of the algorithm is improved. At the
same time, we need to improve it to further reduce the random selectivity. The label
update rule is defined as follows:

Li ¼ argmax
l2Lmaxlabels

NIðiÞ
DðiÞ ð5Þ

Where Lmaxlabels expresses the set of labels with the largest number of nodes, and
NI(i) represents the importance of node i.

3.2 The Description of AHLPA

Aiming at the defects of LPA algorithm, we propose a label propagation algorithm
called AHLPA based on adaptive H index. The algorithm is described in detail as
follows:

(1) The node label is initialized, and the corresponding number of the node is
assigned as the label for each node.
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(2) Calculate the adaptive H index of each node according to Eq. (2) as well as
Eq. (3), and the node importance is computed by Eq. (4).

(3) Nodes are sorted in ascending order according to importance, which mainly aims
to form the node update sequence V.

(4) Updating each node for sequence V, we choose label that appears most frequently
in its neighbor nodes. If multiple labels exist, we choose the label with maximum
label influence according to Eq. (5); if at this time, the result calculated by our
method also has more than one label, then randomly choose one label from the set
of labels with the same influential value.

(5) If the label of all nodes is no longer changed or the number of iterations reaches a
certain threshold, the label propagation process is terminated and directly goes
into (6), otherwise the next iteration is continued and turns to (4).

(6) Nodes belonging to the same label are assigned to the same community to
complete the label propagation process.

The pseudo code is shown in Algorithm AHLPA
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3.3 Time Complexity Analysis

We know that the LPA algorithm can complete the community discovery in the near
linear time. The time complexity of the algorithm is O mþ nð Þ, where n is the number
of nodes in the network and m is the total number of edges in network. Although the
AHLPA algorithm proposed by us is not better than the LPA in time complexity, the
accuracy and stability of the algorithm are better than LPA. The time complexity of the
AHLPA is estimated as follows:

(1) The time complexity of initializing the label of all node is O mð Þ.
(2) The process of calculating the improved H index takes O mþ nð Þ time.
(3) Calculating the importance of all nodes takes linear time of O mð Þ.
(4) The time complexity of sorting the nodes by ascending order of importance is

O nlognð Þ.
(5) The key step of the label propagation process costs O kmð Þ time, where k is the

iteration times. So the time complexity of the whole algorithm is
O mþ nð ÞþO nlognð Þ.

4 Experimental Result and Analysis

In order to verify the feasibility of our proposed algorithm, we compare our AHLPA
with LPA, KBLPA and NIBLPA, which separately use the measure of degree, k-shell
and improved k-shell. Experimental dataset includes both standard real network and
synthetic benchmark network. Our program is implemented in python (Python 3.4)
language, and the program runs as window 7 operating system, 2.53 GHZ, 3 GB
memory. In the experiment, we fix the parameter b in AHLPA to 2.

4.1 Real Network Experiment

We choose to take karate, dolphin, football and polbooks as the open standard test
dataset. Dataset information is followed in Table 1.

Newman proposed modularity Q [3] metric based on the definition of community to
evaluate community discovery. Theoretically, the larger the modularity is, the more
reasonable the community is; the smaller the modularity is, the poorer the effect of
community division is. Modularity Q is defined as follows:

Table 1. Dataset for real networks

Network name Numbers of nodes Number of edges Number of communities

Karate 34 78 2
Dolphin 62 159 2
Polbooks 105 441 3
Football 115 613 12
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Q ¼ 1
2 Ej j

X
ij

Aij � KiKj

2 Ej j
� �

� /ðCi;CjÞ ð6Þ

|E| represents the total number of all edges in the entire network, Ki is on behalf of
the degree of node; if Ci and Cu are in the same community, then the value of / Ci;Cj

� �
is one, otherwise the value is equal to zero.

We use four algorithms which respectively refer to LPA, KBLPA, NIBLPA and
AHLPA. In the above public dataset for comparative experiments, we run 100 times for
each algorithm to make sure the accuracy of our experimental result.

As shown in Table 2, we can find AHLPA outperforms other algorithms according
to the average modularity Q. Besides, we also analysis the stability of algorithms from
the fluctuation of modularity Q. The result indicates that LPA and KBLPA algorithms
have great instability on these four dataset, and even result in the worst partition,
indicating that LPA and KBLPA algorithms are very unstable. As you can see, the
stability of NIBLPA and AHLPA we put forward are in stable state.

By making experiments on those four real-world dataset, we prove that AHLPA
outperforms other algorithms from the perspectives of performance and stability.

4.2 Synthetic Network Experiment

The LFR benchmark is used for network community division performance test, which
can generate the specified distribution network of the real situation, including not only
the distribution of node degree distribution here but also the distribution of the number
of nodes in the community (Table 3).

Table 2. Comparison of modularity Q values of different algorithms

Network LPA KBLPA NIBLPA AHLPA

Karate 0.21 ± 0.21 0.20 ± 0.20 0.12 ± 0.01 0.41 ± 0.01
Dolphins 0.39 ± 0.12 0.43 ± 0.09 0.50 0.51
Football 0.56 ± 0.04 0.54 ± 0.06 0.60 0.60
Pollok’s 0.48 ± 0.05 0.45 ± 0.02 0.51 0.52

Table 3. LFR baseline network parameters

Parameters Meaning

N The number of nodes
K The average degree
Masks The maximum degree
c The exponent for the degree distribution
b The exponent for community size distribution
mu The mixing parameter of the topology
minc The minimum for the community size
maxc The maximum for the community size
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According to the synthetic benchmark network, we use NMI as the evaluation of
community division effect index. NMI is taken to measure the accuracy of algorithm.
The higher the metric NMI is, the better performance of the algorithm is. The formula
of NMI is formed.

NMIða; bÞ ¼
�2

PCa
i¼1

PCb
j¼1 Nij log

NijN
NiNj

� �
PCb

j¼1 Nj log
Nj

N

� �
þ PCb

i¼1 Ni log Ni
N

� � ð7Þ

Where N represents the total number of nodes in the synthetic benchmark network,
Ni represents the sum of row i in the matrix N, Nij means the numbers of common
nodes for community i and community j. Ca and Cb denote the number of communities
after the partitioning algorithm runs and the number of real communities respectively.

We set up two groups of experiment, with network size of 500 and 1000. The
network parameters are set as K = 15, maxK = 50, minc = 20 and maxc = 50, each
algorithm is executed for 100 times individually.

Figure 2 shows the result of NMI when the network size N is equal to 500. The
community is becoming more and more obscure with the gradual increase of u, which
means that community discovery is becoming more and more difficult. When u 2 [0.1,
0.3], NMI of our method AHLPA is about to 1. When u 2 ½0:4; 0:5�, AHLPA algo-
rithm still maintains a high NMI, but the accuracy of other algorithms decreases

Fig. 2. Experimental result of NMI at network scale N = 500
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significantly, even when u = 0.5, the NMI value for NIBLPA drops to zero. Four
algorithms cannot work wholly when u = 0.6. As far as the overall NMI is concerned,
it shows that the AHLPA algorithm outperforms other three algorithms in community
partition performance.

Figure 3 presents the NMI value about four algorithms when the network size N is
up to 1000. When u 2 [0.1, 0.4], AHLPA algorithm outperforms other algorithms,
when u = 0.5, our algorithm is still ahead of the other algorithms. AHLPA based on
adaptive H index is still the best performance on the whole.

Stability is another important evaluation for algorithms based on label propagation.
Figure 4 shows the result of std which measures the degree of volatility of algo-

rithm performance, when network scale belongs to 500. As u increases, the community
structure becomes hazy. When u 2 [0.1, 0.4], we see clearly that NIBLPA and our
method AHLPA show great stability, but LPA and KBLPA behave badly. When
u = 0.5, LPA and KBLPA perform worse than before, however, AHLPA and NIBLPA
still perform well.

Figure 5 indicates the result of std when network size is up to 1000. We also can
get similar result that AHLPA and NIBLPA are very stable, LPA and KBLPA are lack
of stability. By comparison of Figs. 4 and 5, we can guess that the amplitude of
fluctuation seems to become small with the increasing of network size.

Fig. 3. Experimental result of NMI at network scale N = 1000
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Fig. 4. Experimental result of std at network scale N = 500

Fig. 5. Experimental result of std at network scale N = 1000
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Based on the above experimental result, we compare those four algorithms. In
real-world network, our method is ahead of other three algorithms in terms of per-
formance and stability. When the network size is small (N = 500), our method is
superior to other algorithms in accuracy and stability; When the network becomes
larger (N = 1000), AHLPA is not inferior to other algorithms, and can maintain good
performance in the case of fuzzy community structure. Now, we can declare that
AHLPA have better performance and stability than other algorithms NIBLPA, LPA
and KBLPA, no matter in four real-world network or the different size of network.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a label propagation algorithm called AHLPA based on adaptive H index
is proposed on the basis of considering the defects of LPA. We compare AHLPA with
LPA, KBLPA and NILPA by using real-world networks and synthetic network.

According to the experimental result of the real network and the synthetic
benchmark network, we find that the measure of node influence or node importance is
very crucial for performance of label propagation algorithm. The metric of adaptive H
index proposed by us is proved to be more effective compared with the measures of
degree, k-shell and improved k-shell. Generally, the algorithm not only improves the
performance, but also enormously promotes the stability of the algorithm, which proves
that our method is feasible.
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Abstract. In this paper, we show a comparative study between four algorithms
used in features selection; these are: decision trees, entropy measure for ranking
features, estimation of distribution algorithms, and the bootstrapping algorithm.
Likewise, the features selection is highlighted as the most representative task in
the elimination of noise, in order to improve the quality of the dataset. Subse-
quently, each algorithm is described in order that the reader understands its
function. Then the algorithms are applied using different data sets and obtaining
the results in the selection. Finally, the conclusions of this investigation are
presented.

Keywords: Features selection � Bootstrapping algorithm � Decision trees
Entropy theory � Estimation of distribution algorithms

1 Introduction

Usually, database contain millions of tuples and thousands of attributes, presenting
dependencies among attributes [1]. The essential purpose of data preprocessing is to
manipulate and transform each dataset, making the information contained within them
more accessible and coherent [2, 3]. The data preprocessing process involves choosing
an outcome measure to evaluate, potential influencer variables, cleansing the data,
creating features and generating data sets to provide to beyond core for automated
analysis. Data preprocessing is an important step in the knowledge discovery process,
because quality decisions must be based on quality data. The main tasks of data
preprocessing are: Data Cleaning, Missing Values, Noisy Data, Data Integration, Data
Transformation and Feature Selection [37].

A feature selection algorithm is a computational solution that is motivated by a
certain definition of relevance. However, the relevance of a feature as seen from the
inductive learning perspective may have several definitions depending on the objective
that is looked for. An irrelevant feature is not useful for induction, but not all relevant
features are necessarily useful for induction [34]. The existing selection algorithms
focus, mainly, on finding relevant features [4]. This is a process, in which the most
relevant characteristics are selected, improving the knowledge discovery database.
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2 Problem

Feature selection, applied as a data preprocessing stage to data mining, proves to be
valuable in that it eliminates the irrelevant features that make algorithms ineffective.
Sometimes the percentage of instances correctly classified is higher if a previous
feature selection is applied, since the data to be mined will be noise-free [5]. This is
usually attributed to the “curse of dimensionality” or to the fact that irrelevant features
decrease the signal to noise ratio. In addition, many algorithms become computa-
tionally intractable when the dimensionality is high [33].

Feature selection task is divided into four stages [6]: the first one determines the
possible set of attributes to perform the representation of the problem, then the subset
of attributes generated in step one is evaluated. Subsequently, it is examined whether
the selected subset satisfies the search criteria. These processes can be classified dif-
ferently depending on the stage in which we focus, in order to make this distinction in
three categories [7]: Filters, Wrappers [8, 9] and hybrids [10].

In Filters methods, the selection procedure is performed independently of the
evaluation function. In these can be distinguished four different evaluation measures:
distance, information, dependence and consistency. Respective examples of each one
of these measures can be found in [11–13]. Wrappers methods combine search in the
attribute space with the machine learning evaluating the set of attributes and choosing
the most appropriate. Hybrid models present the advantages that Filters and Wrappers
models provide. Since the feature selection is applicable to dissimilar real situations, it
is difficult to reach a consensus as to which is the best possible choice; this makes
possible multiple algorithms of this type [14].

3 Methodology

This section describes the type of scientific research used in the article along with the
research method and the development methodology. The type of scientific research
applied in this paper is descriptive-exploratory with an experimental approach.
According to the formal research process, a hypothetical - deductive method was used
in which a hypothesis was formulated, which through empirical validation was vali-
dated through deductive reasoning. It was established, based on the experimentation, a
mechanism for weighting the algorithm evaluation indicators in such a way that it was
possible to evaluate said mechanism when changing the dataset.

The following tasks are defined to obtain the results, after applying the appropriate
algorithms in feature selection:

Collection, integration, and data preprocessing. In this phase, the collection and
integration of different datasets, data transformation; as the case may be, and cleaning
in order to eliminate noise.

Definition and application of tests of the algorithms used for feature selection.
Based on the tests performed with the synthetic data, the imputation and the evaluation
of the imputation indicators were applied to apply the algorithms.
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Review of test results. The analysis of the data obtained in the allocation with the
algorithms was performed. Likewise, the complexity of the algorithms was calculated,
in order to determine their feasibility of implementation.

The basis of this paper, is based on the analysis and choice of algorithms for feature
selection. In this stage the case studies are of vital importance, the conclusions of this
research and machine learning algorithms used in feature selection.

4 Feature Selection Algorithms

4.1 Decision Trees

A decision trees are a representation in which each set of possible conclusions is
implicitly established by a list of known class samples [15]. Decision tree has a simple
form that efficiently classifies new data [16, 17].

These trees are considered as an important tool for data mining; compared to other
algorithms, decision trees are faster and more accurate [18]. Learning in a decision trees
is a method to approximate an objective function of discrete values, in which the
learning function is represented by a tree. These learning methods are the most popular
inductive inference algorithms and they have thriving application in various machine
learning tasks [19–21]. The theory of information provides a mathematical model
(Eq. 1) to measure the total disorder in a database.

isAver ¼ Pb
1
nb
nt �

Pc
1 � nbc

nb logc
nbc
nb

� � ð1Þ

Where: nb is the number of instances of attribute b, nt is the total number of
instances, nbc is the number of instances of attribute b belonging to class c.

4.2 Entropy Measure for Ranking Features

Ranking methods may filter features leading to reduced dimensionality of the feature
space. All the process is based on eliminating n attributes, without losing the basic
characteristics of the dataset. This algorithm is based on the measure of similarity S that
is inversely proportional to the distance D between two instances of n dimensions [22–
24]. The distance D is small with instances close to 0 and large with instances close to
1. When the features are numerical, the measure of similarity S of two instances can be
as shown in Eq. 2.

Sij ¼ e�aDij ð2Þ

Where Dij is the distance between the instances Xij and Yij, and a a parameter
expressed in mathematic terms (Eq. 3).

a ¼ � ln 0:5ð Þ
D

ð3Þ
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D is the average distance between the samples in the dataset. In practice it is close
to 0.5. The Euclidean distance are calculated as follows (Eq. 4).

Dij ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPn

k¼1
Xik�Xjk

maxk�mink

� �2
r

ð4Þ

Where n is number of attributes, maxk and mink are the maximum and minimum
value used for the normalization of k-attributes. When the attributes are categorical, the
hamming distance is used (Eq. 5).

Sij ¼
Pn

k¼1
Xik¼Xjkj j

n
ð5Þ

Where |Xik = Xjk| is 1, otherwise it is 0. The distribution of all similarities for a
given data set is a characteristic of the organization and order of data in an n -
dimensional space. This organization may be more or less ordered. Changes in the level
of order in a data set are the main criteria for inclusion or exclusion of a feature from
the feature set; these changes may be measured by entropy [33]. The algorithm in
question compares the entropy for a set of data before and after deleting attributes. For
a data set of N instances, the measure of the entropy is (Eq. 6).

E ¼ �PN�1
i¼1

PN
j¼iþ 1 Sij log Sij

� �þ 1� Sij
� �

log 1� Sij
� �� � ð6Þ

The steps of the algorithm (Table 1) are based on sequential backward ranking, and
they have been successfully tested on several real world applications.

A ranking process may be stopped in any iteration, and may be transformed into a
process of selecting features, using the additional criterion mentioned in step 4. This
criterion is that the difference between entropy for F and entropy for Ff should be less
than the approved threshold value to reduce feature fk from set F. A computational
complexity is the basic disadvantage of this algorithm, and its parallel implementation
could overcome the problems of working with large data sets and large number of
features sequentially.

Table 1. Algorithm steps [33]
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4.3 Estimation of Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)

EDA algorithm is a stochastic search technique based on population, which uses a
probability distribution model to explore candidates (instances) in a search space [25,
26]. EDAs have been recognized as a strong algorithm to optimize. They have shown a
better performance in comparison with evolutionary algorithm, in problems where
these have not presented satisfactory results. This is mainly due to the explicit nature of
the relations or dependencies between the most important variables associated with
some particular problems that are estimated through probability distributions [27, 28].

Table 2 shows the EDA algorithm; in the first place an initial population of indi-
viduals is generated. These individuals are evaluated according to an objective or
aptitude function. This evaluates how appropriate each individual is as a solution to the
problem. Based on this evaluation, a subset of the best individuals is selected. Thus,
from this subset it is learnt a probability distribution to be used to sample another
population [27].

This kind of genetic algorithms are stochastic search techniques that evolve a
probability distribution model from a pool of solution candidates, rather than evolving
the pool itself. The distribution is adjusted iteratively with the most promising
(sub-optimal) solutions until convergence. Hence, they are also known as Estimation of
Distribution Algorithms. The generic estimation procedure is shown in Algorithm 1.
Step (1) initializes the model parameters h. Step (2) is the loop that updates the
parameters h until convergence. Step (3) samples a pool S of n candidates from the
model. Step (4) ranks the pool according to a cost function f (�) and chooses the
top-ranked into B. Step (5) re-estimates the parameters h from this subset of promising
solutions [32]. EDA [30, 31] approximately optimizes a cost function by building a
probabilistic model of a pool of promising sub-optimal solutions over a given search
space. For very-high dimensional search spaces, storing and updating a large popula-
tion of candidates may imply a computational burden in both time and memory.

Table 2. EDA Algorithm pseudo-code [29]
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4.4 Bootstrapping Algorithm

An option for a suitable feature selection of is to perform an exhaustive search, but this
entails a high complexity that makes it inaccessible. The methods of feature selection
must perform a search among the candidates of subsets of attributes, these may be:
complete, sequential or random. The complete search also known as exhaustive search,
helps to find the optimal result according to the evaluation criteria used; the problem is
its high complexity (i.e. O(2n)) that makes it inappropriate in case the number of
attributes (n) is high. The random search does not ensure an optimal result, starts with a
subset of randomly selected attributes and proceeds, from it, with a sequential search or
randomly generating the rest of candidate subsets.

Bootstrapping algorithm replicates all of the classification experiments a large
number of times and estimates the solution using the set of these experiments. Because
this process is based on random selection, there is a probability that there will be some
data from the original set that is not used and others that are involved in more than one
subset. Bootstrapping algorithm is divided into four stages: generate subsets of attri-
butes, evaluate each subset, update the weights of each attribute and order them by their
weight [35].

In the first stage, the subsets of attributes are generated; each subset will contain a
maximum number of attributes that randomly select among the original dataset (there
cannot be the same attributes). Each subset is generated independently of the previous
one (here can be similar subsets). Both the generated subset number and the maximum
number of attributes contained in them will be established by the user.

The evaluation phase consists of classifying the original dataset with each of the
subsets of attributes generated in the previous stage. The result is to assign to each
subset a goodness, which is the percentage of success of each of the classifications.

In the update, the weights of the attributes of the original data set are assigned. The
weight of an attribute is the benefits average of the subsets that contain that attribute.

The last step is to organize the attributes of form descendant according to their
weight. This phase generates a list that will be the classification returned by the process.

The difference between the bootstrapping algorithm and the exhaustive method is in
the first stage. For example, the exhaustive method with K = 1 generates a subset for
each feature of the original set. However, if we choose a value of K = 2, a subset is
generated for each pair of possible features. Therefore, this first step for an exhaustive
method depends on the value of K, whereas in the random method it depends on the
number of experiments and the maximum number of features. The Table 3 show
bootstrapping algorithm, this algorithm divides into two tasks. First, RankingGenerate,
is the main function and has as input parameters: the classification method that is used
to evaluate each subset of features chosen U; the set of features to be treated X; the
number of experiments to be performed Ne and the maximum number of features that
will intervene in each Na experiment. This function generates a single output parameter
L, which corresponds to the feature ranking obtained by applying the features selection
algorithm. For this purpose, the RankingGenerate function sort the attributes according
to their weight. To calculate this value, for each feature ai, the average of the success
percentages resulting from applying the classification method U on those subsets that
contain the feature ai is calculated. Second, to obtain these subsets of attributes we use
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the SubsetGenerate function, where each subset is chosen randomly with an equally
random size (greater than 1 and less than or equal to Na) so that there is no duplicate
attribute in the same subset.

In [36] the authors motivate by the fact that the variability from randomization can
lead to inaccurate outputs, they propose a deterministic approach. First, they establish
several computational complexity results for the exact bootstrap method, in the case of
the sample mean. Second, it shows the first efficient, deterministic approximation
algorithm (FPTAS) for producing exact bootstrap confidence intervals which, unlike
traditional methods, has guaranteed bounds on the approximation error. Third, develop
a simple exact algorithm for exact bootstrap confidence intervals based on polynomial
multiplication. Last, provide empirical evidence involving several hundred (and in
some cases over one thousand) data points that the proposed deterministic algorithms
can quickly produce confidence intervals that are substantially more accurate compared
to those from randomized methods, and are thus practical alternatives in applications
such as clinical trials.

5 Results

5.1 Decision Trees

You can see that they have totally different behaviors and the reasons are:
Soybean dataset: shows behavior in which a low percentage of feature is selected,

the highest percentage of selection and the maximum of selected attributes does not
exceed 70%. This problem has been called the curse of dimensionality.

Table 3. Bootstrapping algorithm pseudo-code
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Chess dataset: the behavior of these data is totally opposite to the Soybean dataset,
since it covers the largest amount of attribute space. Means that most data is relevant
and only begins to be deleted with a high features selection percentage.

5.2 Entropy Measure for Ranking Features

For test, this algorithm we used a dataset of four features (X1, X2, X3, and X4) with
one thousand instances. Features contain categorical data; therefore, we are used the
hamming distance to compute the similarity (Eq. 5) between the instances and then the
entropy is computed (Eq. 6). The result generates that the feature X3 is the least
relevant; since in computing the difference between the total entropy and the entropy
without the feature three, it is the one closest to 0. Therefore, X3 must be removed from
the dataset.

5.3 Estimation Distribution Algorithms (EDAs)

We used one dataset applied to solve the classical OneMax problem with 100 variables,
using a population size of 30 and 1000 maximum number of evaluations, and 30
candidates per iteration. For the execution of the EDAs algorithm, used Orange Suit
with the widget Goldenberry. The result show in the Table 4 [38]. The OneMax is a
traditional test problem for evolutionary computation. It involves binary bitstrings of
fixed length. An initial population is given. The objective is to evolve some bitstrings to
match a prespecified bitstring [39].

5.4 Bootstrapping Algorithm

DNA dataset: Results focused on the time it uses bootstrapping algorithm is directly
related to the number of subsets selected; this is where the algorithm uses most of the
time. Since the number of attributes is high, the number of subsets to generate affects
the performance of this. The algorithm generates a ranking and chooses the percentage
of attributes that are in better positions according to the ranking (Table 5).

Table 4. EDA applied result
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CHESS Dataset: Feature selection with bootstrapping algorithm is very similar to the
NURSERY dataset, in that most have a very similar ranking, because the entire space
of possibilities is covered. The big difference between these two datasets is that the
CHESS occupies a considerable time in the selection, since, first, it has more instances,
second, each attribute has 8 possible values, and third the class has 18 possible values
that increases the benefits of the naive bayes classifier (Table 6).

NURSEY Dataset: The test with a selection percentage of 80% eliminated the features
6 and 7, because the Naive bayes classifier provided these features with the lowest
benefits, thus, when generating the ranking based on the weights granted according to
this classifier, the dataset presents a deletion of the features mentioned above, these
represent little relevant attributes, in the case of the finance feature, which contains the
lowest number of classes in the set of attributes and next to social represent the last
places in the ranking generated by the algorithm, which corresponds to the remaining
20% of the number of features of the dataset (Table 7).

Table 5. DNA dataset test

Selection Features selection Quant Time

0% 90 1 144 seg.
5% 6, 16, 29, 74, 92, 115, 127, 142, 163 9 143 seg.
30% 1, 2, 7, 10, 15, 17, 20, 21, 30, 39, 40, 41, 42, 44, 47, 48,

52, 56, 61, 63, 64, 65, 66, 72, 73, 75, 84, 85, 95, 97, 98,
101, 108, 109, 110, 115, 116, 123, 125, 126, 128, 136,
139, 144, 146, 148, 149, 152, 155, 158, 165, 168, 176,
177

54 145 seg.

80% 1–9, 11–28, 30–42, 44–55, 59–62, 64, 66, 67–71, 73–76,
78–80, 82–94, 96, 97, 99–105, 107–119, 122, 125–131,
134, 137, 139–145, 147–151, 154–156, 158–160, 162–
164, 166–177, 179, 180

144 145 seg.

Table 7. Nursey dataset test

Selection percentage Features selection Quantity Time

30 1, 4 2 2.6 seg.
80 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 8 6 3 seg.

Table 6. Chess dataset test

Selection percentage Features selection Quantity Time

50 2, 3, 5 3 13,7 seg.
80 1, 2, 3, 4 4 13,7 seg.
90 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 5 13,9 seg.
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6 Conclusions

Decision trees are used as an algorithm to feature selection are a good option. However,
it must be taken into account that: the data set must be categorical, only applies for
predictive problems, which limits the field of applications, and if the dataset is
incomplete, the selection is not considered as good.

Feature selection based entropy measure for ranking features is applicable only to
descriptive tasks, limiting the field of application just like decision trees. Its main
weakness lies in the high complexity since it makes a comparison combining all the
instances. As for the EDAs, these enjoy a good reputation within the feature selection
algorithms; however, it has some weaknesses, such as: redundancy in generating the
dependency trees, in free code applications has only been done with languages inter-
preters, and there is limited evidence of having used multivariate data.

The concept of randomness used by the Bootstrapping algorithm for the selection
of features establishes the possibility that, due to the very concept of randomness, the
algorithm presents unexpected results at some point, as opposed to its speed of exe-
cution. The ideal would be to use algorithms that indicate if the result generated by the
algorithm is acceptable. It is emphasized that the Bootstrapping algorithm has a good
behavior with large volumes of dataset.
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Abstract. The present work justifies the change in theoretical approach required
to use the concepts, principles and methods of artificial intelligence and compu‐
tational science in order to deal with problems centered in social systems, such
as studying the relation between human occupation and social stability and the
validation of hypotheses about sociocybernetics strategies applied to governa‐
bility. In order to model and study human occupation as a complex system, this
document describes the autonomous components and the set of behaviors whose
simultaneous and concurrent occurrence produce dynamical bifurcations (chaos)
and emerging events in the Human Occupation, understood as a complex system
between the triad: people - occupations - contexts, which expresses sensitive
phenomena, impossible to be known completely and univocally. The components
of the occupation are developed conceptually and relations of composition and
condition of the given behaviors between these components are established, in
order to establish human occupation as a complex system and in such a way that
decision making and the prediction of occupational dynamics and behaviors in
the individual and social levels can be modeled and simulated.

Keywords: Human occupation · Occupational science · Occupational system
Complexity · Complex system · Nonlinearity · Hierarchy in complex systems

1 Introduction

Until the end of the 20th century and the beginning of the 21st century the fundamental
sciences: mathematics and natural sciences together with engineering contributed to
mankind with technique and knowledge about the physical world: the world comprised
by energy and matter allowing the exploitation of its primary sources of energy and the
development of devices for its storage, transport and transformation; control and trans‐
formation of semiconductor materials for the storage and processing of data; develop‐
ment of land, sea, air and space vehicles and many others spectacular and essentially
beneficial developments which, however, brought with them unexpected and unintended
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consequences in the transformation of the natural world, ecosystems and, in particular,
of the human individual and the human society.

A fundamental resource of the human talent and its culture strategically involved in
the practical and safe control of energy and matter is the fact of having self-consistent
theoretical structures almost perfectly expressed by using mathematical structures
centered in the concept of function together with the magnificent tools of linear algebra
and differential equations.

This close and almost perfect control that gives man the ability to predefine and thus
design the behavior of complicated (but not complex) devices such as a drone or an
automated industrial plant, has made him fall into the chimera of “reductionism” [1],
consisting of the idea that, in addition to the physical world, everything in its reality
including the biological, the human and the social, can be understood globally by the
mere superposition of the component models obtained through their identification, anal‐
ysis and individual mathematical modeling.

Despite of its spectacular achievements in basic science based technology develop‐
ments, the reductionist approach of science has proved to be inadequate for dealing with
problems having as object of study biological, human individual, social systems and
ecosystems as a result of the fact that these systems are composed or includes agents
and autonomous systems such as cells, animals, human individuals and human organi‐
zations.

Reductionism is in strong opposition and sometimes, in contradiction, to the
observed evidence of complexity in our reality: individual subjective, natural objective
or socially constructed. Despite in the moment there is not agreement in the definition
of “complexity”, there is agreement in the fact that a “complex system” is essentially
different from a “complicated system” and about the inadequateness of the reductionist
perspective to deal with the main features of a complex systems: its hierarchical organ‐
ization, the absence of knowledge that allow causal connections between events and
processes occurring at the diverse levels of organization in these hierarchies, nonli‐
nearity, emergence and contingency [2].

Complex systems and as such, the social systems, cannot be globally modeled by an
enumerable set of deterministic laws expressed by mathematical functions, therefore,
the idea of a single set of governing equations (algebraic, differential, integral or a
combination of them) is not satisfactory for social systems modeling.

The present work justifies the change in theoretical approach required to use the
concepts, principles and methods of artificial intelligence and computational science in
order to deal with problems centered in social systems, such as studying the relation
between human occupation and social stability and the validation of hypotheses about
sociocybernetics strategies applied to governability.

Figures 1 and 2 present the main approach features and differences between reduc‐
tionist and complexity science perspectives in the process of decision making for
problem solution, in particular, the role played by the concepts of models and its
controlled manipulation in prescribed scenarios which is equivalent to experimentation
by computer simulation [3].
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Fig. 1. Reductionist approach to problem solving

Fig. 2. Complex systems approach to problem solving

In the case of human individuals and social systems, from a holistic and integral
perspective, it is assumed that the person and systems composed by persons: social
systems, are the agents that give life to the occupation.

The occupation itself is known in the very process of living [3]. This vision implies
thinking the human being from ontological notions, in the dynamic balance between
being, doing and becoming, expressing interdependence in the ideas of essence, capacity
and action potential, located in time, space and possibility of transformation [2], inter‐
dependence that sustains, vitalizes and reinvents humanity and occupation.

The innate action of caring is manifested in the contexts in occupational areas, which,
initially, were contemplated as; self-care, productivity (work/play) and leisure [4], and,
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subsequently, were defined for the practice and mastery of occupational therapy by the
American Occupational Therapy Association [5] in; Activities of the daily life (ADL),
instrumental activities of the daily life (IADL), Education, Game, Work, Leisure and
free time, social participation and rest and sleep, see Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Categories in an occupational system

All these occupational areas represent in parallel the forms, functions, and meanings
of the occupation in human existence. When referring to the Form, the observable
aspects are contemplated, the set of activities that are used for the execution of occupa‐
tions with their tasks, steps and micro-steps in a close relationship with the capacities
and abilities of the people.

Function determines the ways in which occupation serves the adaptation of habitual
patterns according to contextual demand and against the qualities of occupational
behavior; intentionality, determination and action, to obtain satisfaction, happiness,
sense of well-being, health and quality of life [6]. The Senses and Meanings refer to
relations of force that are put into play to build new human perspectives of action and
realization, within the framework of a system of contextual components.

2 Abstract Components of an Agent in an Occupational System

Figure 4 illustrates the components of an agent in the occupational context. The sense
determines: horizons of possibility towards which subjects are directed, sets of relevant
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elements from where they are spoken, and trends of events, that is, values, beliefs,
customs, expectations, feelings.

Fig. 4. Components of occupation in an agent

The meaning, meets the definition of terms, is reduced to the agreement established
in the language by a community to nominate from specific characteristics sets of sounds,
gestures, symbols and strokes called signifiers [7]. These four components allow to
decompose the occupation to analyze it, although they are autonomous in their work
they are related in the production of dynamics and occupational behaviors to generate
processes of development and human satisfaction.

In this way, relationships between components, see Fig. 1, can be deconstructed by
value dimensions according to the interaction that takes place between people-occupa‐
tions-contexts, in: concrete or tangible (products, skills and abilities), symbolic or
significant in the personal, cultural and universal field (communication, identification,
catharsis), reward or enjoyment inherent to the experience (feedback, challenge and
balance of skills), or by perspectives; “macro” (occupations in the course of life), “meso”
(actions or activities) and “micro” (tasks, steps, micro-steps) [8].

The complex relationships between components of Form and Function are associated
to doing and becoming and between senses and meanings given to the “being” and the
“becoming”, the behaviors that are generated from the multiple relationships between
the four components of the occupation make possible the processes of development and
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transformation of people in the notions of “being-doing” and “becoming”, when
performing in any occupational area. The previous thing, when related to components
of the context, one of the dimensions of the triad that gives life to the complex system
that we call human occupation, diversifies the possibilities of action and response.

In this order of ideas, identity is found as a mediator between the components of the
context and human dimensions, generating continuous processes of construction of
personal and collective identities, where they are anchored from the personal, narrated
stories of themselves inscribed in the discourses, practices and institutions, historically
situated, that give meaning and value to the definition of themselves and of reality [9]
and from the collective-relational, given by the interaction between each person with
the different areas in which actions of self-recognition, legitimation, appropriation and
re-signification of representations, values and norms are generated [10], agreed within
the framework of social and cultural contexts: “macro”, “meso” and “micro”.

3 Occupational Science and Other Disciplines

Figure 5 illustrates the science, engineering and knowledge fields involved in complexity
taken as references in this paper. By delving into the components of the occupational
context and the dimensions of the human being, which are mediated by the occupation
and that allow the construction of identity it is possible to find, first of all, contextual
characteristics that demand adaptations from people, these are of type; physical, social,
cultural, political, economic and moral, and secondly, the dimensions of the human
being, which are capacities and abilities; physical, biological, corporal, mental, cogni‐
tive, affective, spiritual, symbolic, expressive, representation, ethical (power-decision-
making).

A variety of factors intervene in the system to produce “emergent events” that may
be satisfactory or unsatisfactory to a person or to a group, reconfigured by social agree‐
ments throughout the history of humanity, in the context of categories as diversity,
difference, equality, inclusion and justice: categories that become fundamental purposes
for occupational therapy as a profession that studies, uses, favors and promotes human
occupation, as a means and end, for obtaining well-being, health, quality of life, fulfill‐
ment, dignity, freedom, happiness and guarantee of human rights.

In relation to the practice of Occupational Therapy, Trujillo [12], states that the
profession studies, supplies and manages services related to the nature and occupational
needs of people and communities, their disabilities, their prevention and rehabilitation.
Use procedures based on; occupations of self-care, play/free time, work/schooling,
interpersonal relations, analysis and adjustments of the environment and rehabilitation
technology. These procedures have the purpose of promoting occupational well-being,
preventing risks and developing, conserving, restoring or rehabilitating the quality of
autonomous, socializing, productive and rewarding occupational performance.

In addition, Simó [13], states that, occupational therapy is art and science (by inte‐
grating the humanistic and holistic philosophy with scientific excellence and research)
to train and empower people (groups, communities) so that they can develop a project
of full life based on the development of significant occupations, which enhance both
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independence and interdependence, contributing meaning to their lives. Its ultimate
purpose is to create healthy, inclusive and sustainable communities, where every person
can fully develop their human potential, experienced physical, psychological and social
well-being; and participate as a cosmopolitan citizen with respect for human rights.

4 Conclusions

From these conceptualizations, the Occupational Therapist works with human occupa‐
tion to provide opportunities for participation in occupations, modify environments and
components of the context, provide technical devices and guide the resolution of prob‐
lems [14–19], through professional performance in the labor fields of education, clinic,
labor, health, community, technology, justice, psychosocial, research and teaching and

Fig. 5. Disciplines involved in Complex Systems Science and Engineering. Created by Hiroki
Sayama, D.Sc. Collective Dynamics of Complex Systems (CoCo) Research Group at Binghamton
University, State University of New York [11]
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in the temporal, spatial and historical framework of the evolution of the profession. In
making decisions, Occupational Therapy professionals are oriented to and from the
actions in their field of work and study that make up a theoretical architecture for praxis
and that has been built from professional reasoning.

The theoretical orientations for practice are understood from the concept of paradigm
proposed by Kielhofner [14, 20–26] as the conceptual perspective formed by founda‐
tions articulated in the scientific literature and discussed to define the nature and purpose
of a profession. The paradigm provides a perspective and professional identity and is
the cultural heart that implies common beliefs and perspectives that give meaning and
guide professional action. In this respect, history recognizes ideas that lead to pragma‐
tism; the moral treatment and movement of arts and crafts, as precursory knowledge for
the emergence of the “pre-paradigm of occupation” which understands occupations with
power to restore the quality of life to psychobiological problems.

In the biomedical context, the practice is based on the “mechanistic paradigm” that
facilitates logic from function/dysfunction and incorporates approaches such as; the
neuro-musculoskeletal, the intra-psychic and the biomechanical, later, in a stage of
introspection and resurgence of the occupational field, the “paradigm of human occu‐
pation” arises, in this, there is an explosion of knowledge, models and theories for ther‐
apeutic action, play theories, sensory integration and occupational behavior and models
such as the Canadian and the human occupation, revitalized the field of study and gave
way to social theories of systemic incursion of the human being.

At present, in the hand of the “Kawa model”, the theory of the occupational nature
and the political and critical perspectives of the occupation, the social paradigm of
occupation is constructed [15, 27–32], in an effort to re-think the processes and profes‐
sional bets for the development of Occupational Therapy.

Therefore, at present, professional and investigative actions are reconciled in the
science of occupation and occupational therapy, that is to say, from the discipline and
the profession respectively, expanding the discussions and approximations; ontological,
epistemological, axiological and pragmatic to strengthen professional reasoning that
involves processes of reflection in terms of components: narrative, conditional, proce‐
dural, practical, interactive and diagnostic, necessary in making professional, ethical
and critical decisions [16, 33–39].
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Abstract. In the era of big data, the study of networks has received
an enormous amount of attention. Of recent interest is network
embedding—learning representations of the nodes of a network in a low
dimensional vector space, so that the network structural information and
properties are maximally preserved. In this paper, we present a review
of the latest developments on this topic. We compare modern methods
based on matrix factorization, including GraRep [5], HOPE [22], Deep-
Walk [23], and node2vec [12], in a collection of 12 real-world networks.
We find that the performance of methods depends on the applications
and the specific characteristics of the networks. There is no clear win-
ner for all of the applications and in all of the networks. In particular,
node2vec exhibits relatively reliable performance in the multi-label clas-
sification application, while HOPE demonstrates success in the link pre-
diction application. Moreover, we provide suggestions on how to choose
a method for practical purposes in terms of accuracy, speed, stability,
and prior knowledge requirement.

1 Introduction

We live in a complex world of interconnected entities [24,27]. In all fields of
human endeavor, from biology to medicine, economics, and climate science,
we are flooded with large-scale datasets. These datasets describe intricate real-
world systems, with entities being modeled as nodes and their connections as
edges, comprising various networks [24]. Indeed, we are surrounded by networks,
including the internet, neural networks, cellular networks, food webs, electrical
grids, communication networks, transportation networks, trade networks, and
social networks [2,21]. Effective analysis of these networks can provide a solid
understanding of the structure and dynamics of the real-world systems and can
improve many useful applications [10].

Recently, a growing number of researchers have shown interests in learning
representations of nodes of a network in a low dimensional vector space, or net-
work embedding [4,11,13]. One important reason is that we can use the learned

c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 89–101, 2018.
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embeddings as feature inputs for downstream machine learning algorithms, and
this technology is beneficial for many network analysis tasks, such as community
detection [20], node classification [3], link prediction [17], recommendation [16],
and visualization [28].

Many attempts to tackle the network embedding problem have been proposed
[6,9,26,33,35]. The proposed methods are extremely varied, and are based on a
range of different ideas. According to [4], the methods can be roughly classified
into five categories: matrix factorization based methods, deep learning based
methods, edge reconstruction based methods, graph kernel based methods, and
generative model based methods. Among them, the matrix factorization based
methods such as HOPE [22] have the advantage of high accuracy while preserving
efficiency, and thus are widely used. Additionally, both the deep learning based
methods, such as DeepWalk [23] and node2vec [12], and the edge reconstruction
based methods, such as LINE [29] and PTE [28], are closely related to matrix
factorization [15,25,34]. Therefore, in this paper we give a comparative study
of these methods that are closely related to matrix factorization. Specifically,
we make a comprehensive comparison in terms of accuracy, speed, stability,
and prior knowledge requirement in two embedding enabled applications in a
collection of 12 real-world networks. Then, we provide suggestions on how to
choose a method for practical purposes.

To this end, this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews the technique
of matrix factorization and the methods to be compared. Section 3 specifies the
experiment settings and datasets. Section 4 shows the comparison results. Based
on these results, Sect. 5 gives our suggestion on how to choose a network embed-
ding method for practical purposes. Finally, Sect. 6 presents our conclusion.

2 The Matrix Factorization Based Methods

We begin with the symbols and definitions that will be used. For simplicity and
clarity, we limit our vision to an unweighted and undirected network G = (V, E),
where V = {vi | i = 1, · · · , n} is the node set, and E ⊆ V × V is the edge
set. The aim of network embedding is to learn a mapping φ: vi �→ ei ∈ R

d for
∀i = 1, . . . , n. d � n is the embedding dimension. The sense of a good mapping
is that the embeddings preserve the proximity structure between nodes. In other
words, the (dis)similarity of embeddings in the R

d space should, to some extent,
reflect the (dis)similarity of nodes in the original network.

Let E = (e1,e2, · · · ,en )� denote the embedding matrix, where the i-th row
represents the embedding of vi. The matrix factorization based methods have
the unified form:

E = arg min
El

‖S − ElE�
r ‖2F , (1)

where ‖·‖F denotes the matrix Frobenius norm, S ∈ R
n×n is some matrix

defined on the network topology (different methods have different definitions),
and El,Er ∈ R

n×d are matrices that factorize S.
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For a given S, Eq. (1) is often solved approximately by Singular Value Decom-
position (SVD) on S [5,15,22,25]. Suppose σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ · · · ≥ σn denote the singu-
lar values of S, and ui ,vi denote the corresponding left and right singular vectors
of σi. Let Σd = diag(σ1, σ2, · · · , σd) be the diagonal matrix formed from the top
d singular values, and let Ud = (u1,u2, · · · ,ud) and Vd = (v1,v2, · · · ,vd)
be the matrices produced by selecting the corresponding left and right singular
vectors. The truncated SVD of S can be expressed as

Sd = UdΣd(Vd)� ≈ S, (2)

where Sd is the best rank-d matrix that approximates S. Then, the embedding
solution is:

E = Ud(Σd)
1
2 . (3)

Note that the matrix S to be factorized is based on user’s definition. Previous
research have shown the success of S based on different definitions, such as the
adjacency matrix [1], modularity matrix [30], graph Laplacians [25,31], and Katz
similarity matrix [22]. In addition, there are random walk and Skip-Gram model
based methods such as DeepWalk [23] and node2vec [12] that factorize some
matrices S implicitly.

In this paper, we limit our comparison to four methods that cover the state-
of-the-art techniques, i.e. GraRep [5], HOPE [22], DeepWalk [23], and Node2vec
[12], all of which are related to matrix factorization of the above form. We
exclude other matrix factorization approaches such as LINE [29] and SocDim
[30,31], because they have already been shown to be inferior to the methods
considered here [12,23].

A brief introduction of the four methods follows.

– GraRep defines a loss function by integrating the transition probabilities.
Minimizing this loss function has proven to be equivalent to factorizing a
matrix that is related to the k-step transition probability matrix. For each
k the factorization produces a sub-embedding. Then GraRep concatenates
sub-embeddings on different k as the final embedding solution.

– HOPE learns embeddings by factorizing a similarity matrix defined on the
Katz Index. The authors also developed a generalized SVD algorithm that
can efficiently factorize a matrix in the form of S = M−1

g Ml, where M−1
g and

Ml are sparse matrices.
– DeepWalk first transforms a network into a collection of linear sequences of

nodes using multiple random walks. It then learns embeddings by applying
the Skip-Gram model [18,19], originating from natural language processing,
to the sequences of nodes. DeepWalk implicitly factorizes a matrix, which is
a low-rank transformation of the networks normalized Laplacian matrix [25].

– Node2vec is a variant of DeepWalk. Similar to DeepWalk, node2vec samples
sequences of nodes and feed them to the Skip-Gram model. Instead of copy-
ing DeepWalk’s random search sampling strategy, node2vec introduces two
hyper-parameters to use 2nd-order random walks in order to bias the walks
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towards a particular search strategy. Node2vec factorizes a matrix related to
the stationary distribution and transition probability tensor of the 2nd-order
random walk [25].

3 Experiment Settings

We evaluate these methods based on two embedding enabled applications: multi-
label classification [23] and link prediction [12]. In the multi-label classification
settings, every node is associated with one or more labels from a finite set L. The
task is executed according to the following procedure. First, we randomly sample
a portion of the labeled nodes for training, with the rest for testing. Then, we use
the learned embeddings (normalized by L2-norm) and the corresponding labels
of the training nodes to train a one-vs-all logistic regression (LR) classifier (with
L2 regularization). Finally, feeding the embeddings of the testing nodes to the
classifier we predict their labels, which will be compared to the true labels for
evaluation. We repeat this procedure 10 times and evaluate the performance in
terms of the average F1-Macro and F1-Micro scores.

It is worth noting that previous approaches for training the LR classifier often
ignores tuning the regularization strength parameter and accepts the default
parameter value for granted [23]. We found that this parameter sometimes have
a significant influence on the result, especially when the classification problem
is highly imbalanced. Therefore, we carefully tune this parameter based on 10-
fold cross-validation of the training nodes. Also, we note that at the prediction
stage previous approaches often employes information that is typically unknown.
Precisely, they use the actual number of labels m each testing node has [23,25].
They consider a label as a positive if it is among the top m labels in terms
of prediction probability by the LR classifier, regardless of its real probability
value. However, in real-world situations it is fairly uncommon to have such prior
knowledge of m. We eliminate the use of the prior knowledge in a similar way
as proposed in [8]. Instead of ranking the prediction probabilities and taking
the labels corresponding to the top m, we label a testing node based on the
probability directly, i.e., if the probability of a label l is greater than 0.5 we
consider l as positive.

In the link prediction task, we are given a network G′ with 50% of edges
removed from the original network G. We predict the missing edges (i.e. the
50% removed edges) according to the procedures in [12]. First, based on the
node embeddings learned from G′, we generate edge embeddings for pairs of
nodes using the element-wise operators listed below. We label an edge embed-
ding as positive if the corresponding edge exists in G′ and negative otherwise.
Then, we train a binary LR classifier (with L1 regularization) using all of the
edge embeddings that have positive labels and the same amount of randomly
sampled edge embeddings that have negative labels. After that, feeding an edge
embedding to the LR classifier we can calculate the existence probability of the
corresponding edge. Finally, we evaluate the performance based on the proba-
bilities of the missing edges and non-existent edges (i.e. the edges that do not
exist in G) in terms of the Area Under the Curve (AUC) score.
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The element-wise operators for generating edge embeddings are:

– Average: [eij ]t =
(
[ei ]t + [ej ]t

)
/2,

– Hadamard: [eij ]t = [ei ]t ·[ej ]t,
– Weighted L1: [eij ]t = |[ei ]t − [ej ]t|,
– Weighted L2: [eij ]t = |[ei ]t − [ej ]t|2,
where t ∈ 1, · · · , d denotes the subscript of the t-th element of an embedding.

Table 1. Statistics of the datasets.

Dataset |V| |E| |L|
Kaggle3059 157 2,474 15

Kaggle4406 399 3,412 28

BrazilAir 131 1,003 4

EuropeAir 399 5,993 4

USAir 1,190 13,599 4

Cora 2,708 5,278 7

Citeseer 3,264 4,551 6

DBLP 13,184 47,937 5

WikiPage 2,363 11,596 17

WikiWord 4,777 92,295 40

PPI 3,860 37,845 50

BlogCatalog 10,312 333,983 39

We use a variety of real-world network datasets from various domains. A
brief description of them follows.

– Kaggle3059, Kaggle4406 [7]1: The friendship networks of Facebook users. The
labels represent the social circles of the users.

– BrazilAir [26]2, EuropeAir [26]3, USAir [26]4: The air-traffic networks of
Brazil, Europe, and the USA, respectively. The nodes indicate airports and
the edges denote the existence of commercial flights. The labels represent the
capacity levels of the airports.

– Cora [35]5, Citeseer [14](See footnote 5), DBLP [28]6: Paper citation networks.
The labels represent the topics of the papers.

1 https://www.kaggle.com/c/learning-social-circles/data.
2 http://www.anac.gov.br/.
3 http://ec.europa.eu/.
4 https://transtats.bts.gov/.
5 https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data/.
6 https://aminer.org/billboard/citation/.

https://www.kaggle.com/c/learning-social-circles/data
http://www.anac.gov.br/
http://ec.europa.eu/
https://transtats.bts.gov/
https://linqs.soe.ucsc.edu/data/
https://aminer.org/billboard/citation/
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(a) Kaggle3059 (b) Kaggle4406 (c) BrazilAir

(d) EuropeAir (e) USAir (f) Cora

(g) Citeseer (h) DBLP (i) WikiPage

(j) WikiWord (k) PPI (l) BlogCatalog

Fig. 1. F1-Macro of multi-label classification on the 12 networks.

– WikiPage [32]7: A network of webpages in Wikipedia, with edges indicating
hyperlinks. The labels represent the topic categories of the webpages.

7 https://github.com/thunlp/MMDW/tree/master/data/.

https://github.com/thunlp/MMDW/tree/master/data/
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(a) Kaggle3059 (b) Kaggle4406 (c) BrazilAir

(d) EuropeAir (e) USAir (f) Cora

(g) Citeseer (h) DBLP (i) WikiPage

(j) WikiWord (k) PPI (l) BlogCatalog

Fig. 2. F1-Micro of multi-label classification on the 12 networks.

– WikiWord [12]8: A co-occurrence network of the words appearing in
Wikipedia. The labels represent the part-of-speech tags inferred using the
Stanford POS-Tagger.

8 http://snap.stanford.edu/node2vec/#datasets/.

http://snap.stanford.edu/node2vec/#datasets/
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– PPI [12](See footnote 8): A subgraph of the protein-protein interactions net-
work for Homo Sapiens. The labels represent the biological states.

– BlogCatalog [30]9: A network of social relationships of the bloggers listed on
the BlogCatalog website. The labels represent topic categories provided by
the bloggers.

We remove self-loop edges and transform bi-directional edges to undirected
edges. The datasets after pre-processing are summarized in Table 1.

We uniformly set the embedding dimension as 120 for all methods. The
parameter settings for each method are in line with the typical ways. That is,
for GraRep, we set the maximum matrix transition step as 4. For HOPE, we set
the decay rate as 0.95 divided by the spectral radius of the adjacency matrix.
For DeepWalk and node2vec, we set the window size as 10, the walk length as
80, the number of walks per node as 10. Lastly, for node2vec, we learn the best
in-out and return hyperparameters using a grid search over {0.25, 0.50, 1, 2, 4}.

4 Results

Figures 1 and 2 depict the F1-Macro and F1-Micro scores of multi-label classi-
fication on different networks. Overall, F1-Macro and F1-Micro scores show the
similar trend, although there are many differences in the details. We find that the
performance is network dependent. Node2vec achieves remarkable performance
in five out of the 12 networks (Cora, Citeseer, DBLP, WikiPage, PPI). How-
ever, both node2vec and DeepWalk, which employ random walk with Skip-Gram
model strategy, show less success in the air-traffic networks (BrazilAir, Euro-
peAir, and USAir). One reason is that the labels in these networks are, to some
extent, an indication of the structural identity. However, random walk is not able
to find such identify that implies the symmetry structure. Node2vec is always
better than DeepWalk, because the former uses additional ground-truth labels
for learning the in-out and return hyperparameters and guide the 2nd-order
random walkers towards a particular search strategy. Moreover, HOPE outper-
forms the other methods in three networks (BrazilAir, EuropeAir, WikiWord)
but loses to the competition in another three networks (Kaggle4406, DBLP,
and BlogCatalog). GraRep obtains good result in three networks (Kaggle3059,
Kaggle4406, BlogCatalog), where there is no clear winner. Also, GraRep demon-
strates acceptable performance in other networks, except in Cora, Citeseer and
WikiPage. Comparatively speaking, node2vec, as an improved version of Deep-
Walk, exhibits relatively reliable performance in the multi-label classification
task.

Table 2 shows the link prediction results. Again, the performance of different
methods is network dependent. HOPE performs the best in seven out of the 12
networks. Impressively, in BrazilAir network the performance gain over Deep-
Walk is as high as 24.27%. Note that the similarity matrix factorized by HOPE is
defined on the Katz index and preserves higher order proximity between nodes.

9 http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/datasets/BlogCatalog3/.

http://socialcomputing.asu.edu/datasets/BlogCatalog3/
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This implies that preserving higher order proximity is conducive to predicting
unobserved links. However, in the DBLP network HOPE obtains the lowest score,
which is significantly lower than the others. A reason is that DBLP network is
very sparse.10 So, the network G′ that are obtained by removing 50% of the
edges of the original network G contains many disconnected components. How-
ever, Katz index is insufficient to measure the proximity for pairs of nodes that
come from disconnected components, consequently resulting in the less attractive
performance. One the other hand, GraRep and node2vec only outperform the
others in three and two networks, respectively. Like the situation for muti-label
calssification, DeepWalk is always inferior to node2vec. Comparatively speaking,
the performance of HOPE is more consistent, as it obtains high scores in almost
all of the networks.

Table 2. AUC scores of link prediction on the 12 datasets. The scores are based on
the best results of choosing different operators for edge embedding.

Dataset Method

GraRep HOPE DeepWalk node2vec

Kaggle3059 0.9386 0.9389 0.8888 0.9144

Kaggle4406 0.9619 0.9633 0.9588 0.9613

BrazilAir 0.8903 0.8951 0.7203 0.7582

EuropeAir 0.9083 0.8992 0.8226 0.8383

USAir 0.9434 0.9501 0.8650 0.8934

Cora 0.6947 0.7018 0.7324 0.7381

Citeseer 0.6939 0.6673 0.6315 0.6535

WikiPage 0.8863 0.8839 0.8763 0.8827

WikiWord 0.9015 0.9097 0.8551 0.8656

PPI 0.8630 0.8700 0.8033 0.8097

DBLP 0.9216 0.9078 0.9224 0.9231

BlogCatalog 0.9307 0.9387 0.8774 0.8878

5 Choosing a Method

The results in the previous section indicate the accuracy of the methods in
multi-label classification and link prediction tasks. However, we have to take
other factors into account when choosing a method for practical purposes. In
some cases, a compromise must be reached between accuracy and running time,
especially for large networks. In other cases, we may consider whether a method
is stable, or whether we have some prior knowledge about the network. Table 3
summarizes the characteristics of different methods from five aspects: accuracy

10 The similar reason also applies to the Cora and Citeseer networks.
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for multi-label classification, accuracy for link prediction, speed, stability, and
prior knowledge requirement. To clarify this further, we give the following sug-
gestions for choosing a suitable method.

In one example, we want to embed a relatively small network that contains
several hundred nodes. Since the network is small, the speed of a method should
pose no restriction, and we are free to choose the most accurate method. In
this case, GraRep and node2vec would be an appropriate choice. When we deal
with large networks, it becomes intractable with methods such as GraRep. For
example, it may take more than ten days to embed a network with the number
of nodes in the order of 105 on a current desktop PC. In this case, HOPE and
node2vec would be better candidates.

Table 3. Characteristics of different methods.

Characteristic Method

GraRep HOPE DeepWalk node2vec

Accuracy (Clas.) High Medium Medium X-High

Accuracy (Pred.) High X-High Medium High

Speed Medium X-Fast Fast Fast

Stability Stable Stable Unstable Unstable

Prior Know. Reqt. No No No Yes

Let us consider a network that evolves with time. We want to embed the
network at multiple time slices and find out how the embeddings change with
time. In this case, we would not choose unstable methods such as DeepWalk or
node2vec. These two methods introduce some random factors such as random
walks, random initialization of the neural network weights, and random selection
for the mini-batch training. Thus, the embedding results can be different in
different runs.

Node2vec, as an improved version of DeepWalk, normally achieves better
performances. However, we need some prior knowledge to guide the 2nd-order
random walkers towards a particular search strategy or some information about
the downstream machine learning tasks. For example, some labels are required
to tune the hyper-parameters in the multi-label classification task. If such prior
knowledge is not available, DeepWalk is also a good alternative option.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we have given a overview and a comprehensive comparison of
matrix factorization based methods for network embedding. We found that the
performance is network and application dependent; thus, there is no clear winner
for all of the applications and in all of the networks. We analyzed the charac-
teristics of each method and gave suggestions on how to choose a method for
practical purposes.
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Despite recent efforts in network embedding, some questions remain unan-
swered. The search for a faster and more accurate method is a never-ending
pursuit. Additionally, we lack embedding methods that can cope with temporal
networks. These will be left for our future work.

Acknowledgment. This paper is based on results obtained from a project com-
missioned by the New Energy and Industrial Technology Development Organization
(NEDO).
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Abstract. Nowadays, recommender systems are widely used to solve
the problem of information overload in modern society. And most of
the previous studies focus overwhelmingly on high accuracy in the rec-
ommender systems. But in a real system, the high accuracy does not
always satisfy overall user experience. The explainability has a great
impact on the user experience. We mainly focus on the explainability
of recommender systems in this paper. To the best of our knowledge, it
is the first time that the neighborhood information in the latent space
is integrated into the Explainable Matrix Factorization. We change the
method of calculation of the explainability matrix and consider the neigh-
bors’ weight to further improve performance. We use the benchmark
data set (MovieLens) to demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed
Neighborhood-based Explainable Matrix Factorization. And the result
shows a great improvement for accuracy and explainability.

Keywords: Recommender systems · Explainability
Matrix factorization · Neighborhood information

1 Introduction

Information overload has become a serious obstacle with the development of
Internet technology. Recommender systems provide a promising way to alleviate
the dilemma. Recommender systems become more accurate with the deepen-
ing of machine learning research applied in it. However, prediction accuracy is
not the only metric that should be taken into consideration in recommender
systems. Many other metrics are equally important. One of them is the explain-
ability which is used to describe the reason why the items are recommended
to users and show the transparency of recommender systems. The explanation
of recommender systems plays important roles in the industries, e.g., helping
users make better choices, enhancing customers’ trust to e-commerce web sites.
Therefore, what we recommend and how we recommend are equally important
to improve the performances of recommender systems [3].
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There are many approaches to show explanation in the recommender systems.
For example, there are some labels such as “customers who bought this item also
bought that...” that are shown to customer on the TaoBao. In the article [6],
Gedikli et al. made use of semi-structured interviews in which authors asked the
participants about their opinions towards explanation. In the article [14], Jesse
et al. proposed community tag to achieve explanation which was mainly based
on content model. Zhang et al. [15] proposed an explicit factor model based on
Phrase-level Sentiment Analysis. Abdollahi et al. [2] proposed a method (EMF),
which only used the rating data and incorporate the neighborhood-based CF
method and latent factor models. Explainability could be directly formulated
based on the rating distribution within the user’s or item’s neighbors, providing
a basis upon which to explain the recommendations.

The EMF only uses a simple expected value of the ratings of items to get
the explainability which is not very reasonable. Besides it still directly factorizes
user-item interactions in the latent space, which is poor at identifying strong
associations among a small set of closely related items [9], especially when data
is highly sparse. Based on those considerations, we change the method of calcula-
tion of explainability and enhance EMF’s ability to leverage localized information
by joining the neighborhood information in the latent space.

Our contributions are summarized as follows: (1) We change the method
of calculation to get the explainability matrix more reasonable; (2) It is the
first time to integrate the neighborhood information in the latent space into
the explainable matrix factorization; (3) We add the neighbors’ weight in the
explainability constraint term; (4) Experiments on real-world data set demon-
strate the effectiveness of our model for the explainable recommendation task
in the situation that the absence of any additional data source, such as item
content or user attributes.

2 Preliminary

2.1 Explainability

As we all known, the recommendation list obtained by the neighborhood-based
CF method is explainable. We can explain the recommended result to customers
like “your friends bought them, and they gave a high comprehensive rating, so we
recommend them to you.” So we can make use of it to achieve explanation. For
the neighborhood-based explanation, it is divided into user-based explanation
and item-based explanation which are analogous. Take user-based explanation
for example. Given the set of similar users for user u, the empirical density
distribution of the similar users ratings on the recommended item i can be
obtained by dividing the counts for each rating value by the total counts. It
equals to the empirical conditional probability of ratings of item i [2]. For each
rating m in the set of ratings, the probability is written as follows:

Pr(rv,i = m|v ∈ Nu) =
|Nu ∩ Ui,m|

Nu
, (1)
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where rv,i denotes the rating of user v to item i; Nu is the set of similar users of
user u and Ui,m stands for the set of users who have given rating m to item i.
Through Eq. 1, we can get the expected value of rating given by the similar users
to the recommended item i. A reasonable and intuitive measure of explanation
can be given by the expected value as follows:

E(rv,i|Nu) =
∑

m∈M

m ∗ Pr(rv,i = m|v ∈ Nu). (2)

Item-based formulas have the similar expression with Eqs. 1 and 2.
In this study, considering the difference of neighbors, the expected value can

be obtained more reasonable through similarity, such as Pearson Correlation
Coefficient of users (items) which is more reasonable. The equation is given as
follows:

Sim(u, v) =

∑
i∈Iuv

(rui − Ru) ∗ (rvi − Rv)
√ ∑

i∈Iuv

(rui − Ru)2 ∗ ∑
i∈Iuv

(rvi − Rv)2
, (3)

where Iu is the set of items rated by user u, Iv is the set of items rated by user
v and Iuv = Iu ∩ Iv; Ru and Rv is the average of rating of user u and user v,
respectively.

E(rv,i|Nu)sim =

∑
v∈Nu

rv,i ∗ Sim(u, v)
∑

v∈Nu

|Sim(u, v)| . (4)

Because of the different relationships between every user (item), it is inac-
curate that we only use the empirical conditional probability of rating to get
the expected rating result. Considering each individual’s effect on this active
user (item) is more reasonable. So in this study, we use the E(rv,i|Nu)sim as a
soft constraint in cost function that can achieve a mixture of explanation and
recommendation.

2.2 Explainability Matrix

To represent the relationship of users and items, a bipartite graph G is used. The
edge weights can generate the explainability matrix W whose values represent
the explanation of items to users. If the value of W for item is larger, the item is
more easily explained. Otherwise, the case is opposite. Hence the explainability
matrix W is defined as follows:

Wu,i =

{
Eu,i if Eu,i ≥ θ

0 otherwise
, (5)

where Eu,i is either E(rv,i|Nu) or E(rv,i|Ni), depending on the specific case
(based on users or based on items), and θ denotes a threshold set above which
we can accept that item i is explainable for user u. θ is set by ourself, depending
on our consciousness.
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2.3 Explainable Matrix Factorization

Matrix Factorization transforms original rating matrix Rn×M into two lower-
rank matrices P and Q. The rank of P and Q is defined as f . The rating is
predicted by the approximation of Rn×M ≈ Pn×fQT

f×m. User u and item i are
associated with the factors pu ∈ R

f and qi ∈ R
f , respectively. Each item and

Each user are mapped to factor vectors pu, qi ∈ R
f by making use of machine

learning method, respectively. The explainable MF [2] is obtained by adding
explainability as a constraint to matrix factorization:

J =
∑

u,i∈R

(ru,i − puqT
i )2 +

β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) +

γ

2
||pu − qi||2Wu,i. (6)

For the last term (explainability constraint term) of the formula, we can
illustrate it as follow:

For the explainability parameter Wu,i, when Eu,i is lower than a certain
threshold, we think that the item is unexplainable, so the Wu,i equals zero, and
the last term is zero. The formula becomes the loss function of the MF. When
Eu,i exceeds a certain threshold, we think that the item is explainable, and the
Wu,i equals the Eu,i (same as the prediction rating based on CF). The greater
the value is, the stronger the explainability is.

The explainability has some influence on the latent space. The pu represents
the features of user u and the qi represents the features of item i in the latent
space. Only when those features are similar (close in the space), the predicted
rating of item i for user u will be high. So, if the recommended item is explainable,
which means that the predicted rating of item is high (high rating item should
be recommended), the pu and qi will be close in the latent space. Thus, when
we minimize the objective function J , we can ensure items that have higher
explainability relation (Wu,i is large) to a user, to be projected close (||pu − qi||
is small) to that user in the latent space.

3 Proposed Methods

In this section, we propose a series of novel methods. First, due to the difference
of individuality, explainability matrix is generated based on similarity, getting
the explainable matrix factorization based on similarity. Second, considering the
neighborhood information in the latent space, similar users should be close to
this explainable item (this user should also be close to the similar explainable
items), so the neighbors are added to the explainability constraint term. Further,
considering the difference of neighbors, the weights of neighbors are added to
better exploit the whole relationship.

3.1 Similarity-Based Explainable Matrix Factorization (SEMF)

It is more reasonable to use similarity between users and users or items and items
than to use the empirical conditional probability of rating. The similarity reflects
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the strength of relationship of users (items). If users have close relationship, the
influence of neighbors on user should be larger. Then the high rating items of
users who are similar to active user are also more explainable. Therefore, the
explainability matrix Ws is defined as Eqs. 4 and 5. Using the Ws in the EMF,
the SEMF is given as follows:

J =
∑

u,i∈R

(ru,i − puqT
i )2 +

β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) +

γ

2
||pu − qi||2Ws(u, i), (7)

where Ws(u, i) is obtained by the similarity Pearson Correlation Coefficient; the
β
2 (||pu||2 + ||qi||2) represents the regularization term adjusted by coefficient β,
which can prevent over fitting, and γ denotes the coefficient of explainability
term which controls the smoothness of the model and tradeoff between expla-
nation and accuracy. To minimize the loss function J to achieve prediction,
many methods such as machine learning including gradient descent [9,10,12]
and alternating least squares [4,8] are applied. In this study, the stochastic gra-
dient descent is adopted in which each sample is updated iteratively, rapidly
descending to approach to a minimum. The method is given as follows:

p(t+1)
u = pt

u + α(2(ru,i − puqT
i )qi − βpu − γ(pu − qi)Ws(u, i)),

q
(t+1)
i = qt

i + α(2(ru,i − puqT
i )pu − βqi + γ(pu − qi)Ws(u, i)).

(8)

3.2 Neighborhood-Based Explainable Matrix Factorization
(NEMF)

The neighborhood-based CF makes use of neighborhood information in the orig-
inal space to achieve explanation. In the subsection we make use of the neigh-
borhood information in the latent space to improve accuracy and explanation.
Because the items with high explainable relationship to user are close to this
active user in the latent space. Similarly, if we add the neighborhood informa-
tion in the latent space to the explainability term, the items should also be close
to the neighbors of this active user in the latent space. For the neighbors of
items, it is analogous. Hence we can get the NEMF approach as follows:

User − Based :

J =
∑

u,i∈R

[(ru,i − puqTi )2 +
β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) +

γ

2

∑

v∈neighbors

||pv − qi||2Wus(u, i)],

Item − Based :

J =
∑

u,i∈R

[(ru,i − puqTi )2 +
β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) +

γ

2

∑

j∈neighbors

||pu − qj ||2Wis(u, i)],

(9)
where neighbors is the neighbors of this active user (item) including itself. When
the item is explainable to the active user, meaning Ws(u, i) ≥ θ. Then the user
and the item are close in the latent space, i.e., ||pv − qi|| is close to zero. The
greater Ws(u, i) is, the closer to zero ||pv−qi|| is. Adding the neighbors’ effect can
balance the relationships of users (items), which is more reasonable to achieve
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explanation. We apply statistic gradient descent to minimize the objective func-
tion. Taking the user-based for example, the updates of p

(t+1)
u and q

(t+1)
i are

represented as follows:

p(t+1)
u = pt

u + α(2(ru,i − puqT
i )qi − βpu − γ(pu − qi)Wus(u, i)),

q
(t+1)
i = qt

i + α(2(ru,i − puqT
i )pu − βqi +

∑

v∈neighbors

γ(pv − qi)Wus(u, i)).

(10)

3.3 NEMF Adding Neighbors’ Weight (NEMF++)

Further, considering that the relationships of neighbors are different, the simi-
larity of users (or items) is added into the explainability term to represent the
different relationships. In the above subsection, we make the user and his neigh-
bors close to the item in latent space to improve the performance. In this part,
the similarities of neighbors are introduced. Because the neighbors are close to
the same one, the neighbors are close each other in the latent space. Introduc-
ing the similarities of neighbors make the degree of proximity different. The
approach makes explanation full. The equation is given as follows:

User − Based :

J =
∑

u,i∈R

[(ru,i − puqTi )2 +
β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) + γ

2

∑

v∈neighbors

||pv − qi||2Wus(u, i)simu,v ],

Item − Based :

J =
∑

u,i∈R

[(ru,i − puqTi )2 +
β

2
(||pu||2 + ||qi||2) + γ

2

∑

j∈neighbors

||pu − qj ||2Wis(u, i)simi,j ].

(11)
Anyhow, adding neighbors to explainability term, makes similar users and the
explainable item are all close to active user in the latent space. The relationships
of neighbors in the latent space prominently improve the model performance.

4 Experiments

4.1 Experiment Prepared

In our experiment, we use the public data set-100k MovieLens provided by Grou-
pLens [7] which contains 105 ratings on scale of 1 to 5 from 943 users on 1862
movies. We split data into two parts. Namely the 10% of the ratings from each
user are regarded as the test set, and the remaining ratings are the training set.
The data is normalized from 0 to 1 in our experiment and the parameters are
often tuned by cross validation.

We compare our approaches including the SEMF, NEMF and NEMF++
with the best baseline EMF which represents the state-of-art performance on the
explainable recommendation task without any additional data source. The rec-
ommendation list is generated by top-n recommendation method, which includes
the highest n ratings items.
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4.2 Evaluation Metrics

For the top-n recommendation, two of the most common metrics are applied to
evaluate the performances of proposed approaches, the same as, for the expla-
nation, two of the metrics are applied. The metrics are given as follows:

Mean Average Precision (MAP) [11]: MAP evenly measures the ratio of
the number of the test list contained in the top-n recommendation list for an
useru,i. The MAP is the mean of the average precision for each user, which can
be given by

MAP@n =

Nu∑
u=1

AP (n)

Nu
, (12)

where Nu is the number of the users. And AP can be written as:

AP@n =

n∑
k=1

P (k)

min(l, n)
, (13)

where P (k) means the precision at cut-off k in the item list, and l is the length
of actual test data list.

Area Under ROC Curve (AUC) [5]: AUC indicates the ability of distin-
guishing the relevant objects from the irrelevant objects, which is defined as:

AUC =
n1 + n2 ∗ 0.5

N
, (14)

where N is a large number for N independent comparisons. When we randomly
select a rated item and an unrated item, if the rating of rated item is larger than
the other, n1 will add one. If they are equal, n2 will add one.

Mean Explainability Precision (MEP) [1]: MEP measures the explainable
precision for items recommended to this active user. It is defined as:

MEP =
1
U

U∑

u=1

Nexp

L
, (15)

where Nexp is the number of explainable items (if Eu,i ≥ θ, we think the item
is explainable) in the top-n recommendation list and L is the number of recom-
mended (top-n) items for each user.
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Mean Explainability Recall (MER) [1]: MER measures the explainable
recall defined as:

MER =
1
U

U∑

u=1

Nexp

E
, (16)

where the E is the number of all explainable items for an user. In most cases,
the MEP and MER are contrary, so it is difficult to evaluate the performance.
Hence we introduce the F-measure.

F-Measure [13]: F-measure is the harmonic average of the precision and recall,
which can be used to evaluate proposed approaches. The F1 is defined as:

F1 =
2 ∗ MEP ∗ MER

MEP + MER
. (17)

4.3 Simulation and Discussion

In the simulation, the dimension f and the number of neighbors N is var-
ied. Other parameters are found by cross-validation: α = 0.001, β = 0.01, θ =
0.01, γ = 0.05. γ is not set very small, because explanation is important for us
and we compare the explanation with many approaches. If the γ is very small,
the difference of methods is also small. For the AUC, we set the frequency of
comparison as 106. The recommendation list length L is 50. We compare our
three approaches with the baseline state-of-the-art method Explanation Matrix
Factorization (EMF). The simulation of the four methods for explanation is as
follows:

Table 1. Compare MAP@50: Top row: varying the dimension of latent space f , N =
50. Bottom row: varying the number of neighbors N , f = 10

MAP@50

f EMF SEMF NEMF NEMF++

User Item User Item User Item User Item

5 0.01484 0.01558 0.01485 0.01559 0.01477 0.01599 0.01559 0.01590

10 0.01538 0.01611 0.01536 0.01613 0.01526 0.01667 0.01613 0.01672

20 0.01587 0.01745 0.01592 0.01750 0.01593 0.01835 0.01792 0.01845

50 0.01620 0.01688 0.01622 0.01698 0.01603 0.01785 0.01733 0.01795

N

5 0.01513 0.01613 0.01517 0.01620 0.01540 0.01670 0.01578 0.01667

10 0.01512 0.01606 0.01516 0.01617 0.01529 0.01665 0.01590 0.01674

20 0.01518 0.01607 0.01537 0.01612 0.01527 0.01672 0.01604 0.01672

50 0.01538 0.01611 0.01536 0.01613 0.01526 0.01667 0.01613 0.01672
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Table 2. Compare AUC: Top row: varying the dimension of latent space f , N = 50.
Bottom row: varying the number of neighbors N , f = 10

AUC

f EMF SEMF NEMF NEMF++

User Item User Item User Item User Item

5 0.8136 0.8153 0.8136 0.8154 0.8139 0.8163 0.8163 0.8167

10 0.8168 0.8185 0.8169 0.8187 0.8176 0.8199 0.8201 0.8205

20 0.8277 0.8291 0.8277 0.8292 0.8287 0.8301 0.8307 0.8310

50 0.8477 0.8488 0.8477 0.8489 0.8486 0.8495 0.8505 0.8506

N

5 0.8167 0.8185 0.8170 0.8193 0.8177 0.8201 0.8193 0.8204

10 0.8167 0.8183 0.8169 0.8190 0.8177 0.8200 0.8197 0.8204

20 0.8167 0.8183 0.8168 0.8188 0.8176 0.8199 0.8198 0.8205

50 0.8168 0.8185 0.8169 0.8187 0.8176 0.8199 0.8201 0.8205

Observing Tables 1 and 2 on the whole, we can find that all methods based
on item are better than the corresponding methods based on user in the top-n
recommendation. Because there are more data in the front of the data set, which
contributes better similarity based on item. Besides, with the increasing of f , the
performance becomes better. However, the change is small when varying N . The
dimension of latent space represents the feature. With the increasing of f , the
features can better represent the users (items). From the experimental result, it
can be seen that the change is small when varying N . There are minor influence
to the result with the change of the number of neighbors.

In the detail, the performance of proposed methods is gradually improved.
The proposed methods are better on MAP and AUC with the change of dimen-
sion f or number of neighbors N than the baseline method EMF in most cases.
And the NEMF++ greatly outperforms the benchmark methods EMF, sug-
gesting that considering neighborhood information can improve the accuracy
performance in the top-n recommendation.

In terms of explanation, the comparisons are given in Tables 3, 4 and 5. Simi-
larly, on the whole, all methods based on user are better than the corresponding
methods based on item in the terms of explanation, and this is greatly different
from MAP and AUC. The result is caused by the sparse data set. There are
sometimes no rating for items, especially at the back of data set. If there are no
rating for the items, the explanation of this item will be poor. If the threshold
is fixed, the number of explanation will become small, so the MEP of methods
based on item is smaller than the one based on user. Because we make use of the
relationship of users with users, users with items and items with items to achieve
the goal of explanation, for the MEP and MER, there is minor influence with the
change of dimension f , but there is greater influence with the change of number
N of neighbors. In the same threshold case, when the number N of neighbors
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Table 3. Compare MEP@50: Top row: varying the dimension of latent space f , N = 50.
Bottom row: varying the number of neighbors N , f = 10

MEP@50

f EMF SEMF NEMF NEMF++

User Item User Item User Item User Item

5 0.9339 0.6164 0.9265 0.6022 0.9274 0.6062 0.9311 0.6075

10 0.9278 0.6093 0.9200 0.5931 0.9205 0.5982 0.9255 0.5977

20 0.9215 0.6182 0.9128 0.6038 0.9140 0.6102 0.9191 0.6120

50 0.9179 0.6324 0.9087 0.6169 0.9106 0.6244 0.9175 0.6257

N

5 0.4124 0.1889 0.4129 0.1897 0.4137 0.1920 0.4177 0.1919

10 0.5842 0.3027 0.5843 0.3035 0.5855 0.3066 0.5911 0.3069

20 0.7538 0.4337 0.7547 0.4347 0.7556 0.4397 0.7618 0.4398

50 0.9278 0.6093 0.9200 0.5931 0.9205 0.5982 0.9255 0.5977

Table 4. Compare MER@50: Top row: varying the dimension of latent space f , N =
50. Bottom row: varying the number of neighbors N , f = 10

MER@50

f EMF SEMF NEMF NEMF++

User Item User Item User Item User Item

5 0.06816 0.05305 0.07197 0.05221 0.07206 0.05729 0.07249 0.05763

10 0.06759 0.05200 0.07131 0.05090 0.07137 0.05598 0.07193 0.05607

20 0.06703 0.05322 0.07062 0.05236 0.07075 0.05790 0.07131 0.05828

50 0.06663 0.05481 0.07013 0.05376 0.07034 0.05940 0.07109 0.05966

N

5 0.11585 0.10380 0.11603 0.06728 0.11672 0.10663 0.11885 0.10676

10 0.09965 0.08705 0.09975 0.06714 0.10022 0.08908 0.10196 0.08933

20 0.08643 0.07103 0.08568 0.06101 0.08591 0.07235 0.08712 0.07256

50 0.06759 0.05200 0.07131 0.05090 0.07137 0.05598 0.07193 0.05607

becomes larger, the explainable items become more. So the MEP becomes large
with the increasing of number N of neighbors. But the MER usually is opposite.
So we use the parameter F1 to measure the two metrics.

In the detail, we compare the proposed methods with the baseline method. It
can be seen that the MEP of proposed methods are slightly poorer than EMF,
but the MER of proposed methods are significantly better than EMF. It suggests
that we can recommend more explainable items from all explainable items to
this active user. Meanwhile we can clearly find that NEMF++ is optimal in the
balanced metric F1.
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Table 5. Compare F1: Top row: varying the dimension of latent space f , N = 50.
Bottom row: varying the number of neighbors N , f = 10

F1

f EMF SEMF NEMF NEMF++

User Item User Item User Item User Item

5 0.1270 0.0977 0.1336 0.0961 0.1337 0.1047 0.1345 0.1053

10 0.1260 0.0958 0.1324 0.0937 0.1325 0.1024 0.1335 0.1025

20 0.1250 0.0980 0.1311 0.0964 0.1313 0.1058 0.1324 0.1064

50 0.1242 0.1009 0.1302 0.0989 0.1306 0.1085 0.1319 0.1089

N

5 0.1809 0.1340 0.1812 0.0993 0.1821 0.1371 0.1850 0.1372

10 0.1703 0.1352 0.1704 0.1100 0.1711 0.1381 0.1739 0.1384

20 0.1551 0.1221 0.1539 0.1070 0.1543 0.1243 0.1564 0.1246

50 0.1260 0.0958 0.1324 0.0937 0.1325 0.1024 0.1335 0.1025

5 Conclusion

From the experimental result, it can be seen that we can recommend more
explainable items to a customer and keep high accuracy. If we use our meth-
ods to recommend item A to a customer, We can explain to this customer that
“for the recommended item A, your friends bought it. The maximum of similar-
ity among them is B. They comprehensively gave rating C to this item.” Then
recommendation achieves explanation. In this study, we change the calculation
method of explainability matrix and propose a novel explainable matrix factor-
ization, which jointly characterizes both neighborhood information and user-item
interactions in the latent space to achieve better explanation. The experimental
results show that our methods outperform the baseline method in most cases.
In the future, we hope to extend our methods into other recommendation fields
and propose some metrics to evaluate the explainability further.
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Abstract. Matrix factorization (MF) is extensively used to mine the
user preference from explicit ratings in recommender systems. However,
the reliability of explicit ratings is not always consistent, because many
factors may affect the user’s final evaluation on an item, including com-
mercial advertising and a friend’s recommendation. Therefore, mining
the reliable ratings of user is critical to further improve the performance
of the recommender system. In this work, we analyze the deviation degree
of each rating in overall rating distribution of user and item, and pro-
pose the notion of user-based rating centrality and item-based rating
centrality, respectively. Moreover, based on the rating centrality, we mea-
sure the reliability of each user rating and provide an optimized matrix
factorization recommendation algorithm. Experimental results on two
popular recommendation datasets reveal that our method gets better
performance compared with other matrix factorization recommendation
algorithms, especially on sparse datasets.

Keywords: Matrix factorization · Recommender systems
Rating centrality · Rating reliability

1 Introduction

In recent years, the recommender system greatly promotes the development of
e-commerce. A high-quality recommender system can help users quickly find
what they like when they facing massive amounts of goods [23], mitigate the
problem of information overload [20], and bring more economic benefits for sellers
[4]. Consequently, in order to get more accurate recommendation results, many
researchers have proposed various recommendation algorithms.

Among all the recommendation algorithms, collaborative filtering (CF) is a
relatively simple and effective method to generate a list of recommendations for
a target user [1]. One of the most popular methods of CF is user-based CF, it
aims to find some users who have behavior records (such as commodity comment
and browsing history) similar to the target user, and then recommend him those
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items that the similar users select [3]. Therefore, researchers have proposed a
number of similarity calculation methods to find the similar users [8,15,19], but
the performance is barely satisfactory in the case of highly sparse data [10].

Because of obtaining significant performance in the Netflix Prize competi-
tion, the model-based CF approaches gain remarkable development in recom-
mender system due to their high accuracy and scalability [12,16], and matrix
factorization model is the most representative one of them. It factorizes user-
item rating matrix into two low rank matrices, the user-factor matrix and the
item-factor matrix. Therefore, the original sparse rating-matrix can be filled by
multiplication of two factor matrices. Inspired by the matrix factorization model
in the competition, researchers have developed many improved algorithms suc-
cessively: Funk [5] presented the regularized matrix factorization to solve the
Netflix challenge and achieved a good result; Sarwar [22] proposed incremental
matrix factorization algorithm to make the recommender system highly scal-
able; Paterek [18] added user and item biases to matrix factorization for mining
the interaction between user and item more accurately; Koren [11] integrated
additional information sources in matrix factorization model, but the time com-
plexity was very high; Hu [9] proposed the concept of confidence level to measure
user preferences in matrix factorization recommendation algorithm, which was
only applicable to implicit feedbacks; He [7] pointed the missing data should be
weighted by item popularity and provided the fast matrix factorization model;
Meng [17] proposed weight-based matrix factorization and employed term fre-
quency and inverse document frequency to find user’s interests, but the method
was only suitable for text data.

However, above methods fail to consider each explicit rating’s reliability of
user. In general, users have their own tastes and opinions on an item. Although
the explicit rating is made by user, not all ratings should be given the same
weight [12]. For example, some users prefer to give items high scores, leading
to their average scores much higher than the overall mean value. In contrast,
other users only rate the favorite items and tend to give lower scores on other
items [2]. In this situation, the preferences of the two types of users are distinctly
different, if they give the same item same score, the reliability of the two scores
should be carefully evaluated.

In our work, instead of using explicit ratings directly, we explore the relia-
bility of each observed rating under limited user information. Firstly, we ana-
lyze the degree of deviation between each rating and the average score of user,
propose the notion of user-based rating centrality. Similarly, according to the
degree of deviation between each rating and the item average score, we define
the item-based rating centrality. Then we combine two kinds of rating centrality
to infer the reliability of a rating. Furthermore, we provide an optimized matrix
factorization algorithm based on the above analysis. Finally, we use stochastic
gradient descent (SGD) learning algorithm to solve the optimization problem
of the objective function. Several experiments are conducted on two classic rec-
ommendation datasets, and our method obtains better performance than other
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popular matrix factorization recommendation algorithms, indicating that it is
feasible to mine the reliability of explicit ratings based on rating centrality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 simply describes the
matrix factorization recommendation algorithm. Our proposed approach which
defines the rating centrality is introduced in detail in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we
present the datasets and evaluation metrics in our experiments, and then analyze
the experimental results. Finally, we draw the conclusion in Sect. 5.

2 Preliminaries

In this section, we first expatiate the problem discussed in this paper, and then
give a brief introduction to traditional matrix factorization recommendation
algorithms.

2.1 Problem Definition

In a general recommender system, we usually have m users, n items and the
sparse user-item rating matrix R ∈ R

m×n. The each observed value ru,i of R
denotes the user u’s rating on item i, and r̂u,i represents the predicted value of
the user u on item i. Given the interaction matrix R of the user and item, the
goal of the recommender system is to get the predicted values of items that the
target user might interest.

2.2 Matrix Factorization

Matrix factorization algorithms have been extensively used to mine the interac-
tion between user and item [12]. Funk [5] points that the user-item rating matrix
R can be decomposed into two low rank matrices, the user-factor matrix and
the item-factor matrix:

R ≈ PTQ , (1)

where P ∈ R
k×m denotes user latent factor matrix, Q ∈ R

k×n denotes item
latent factor matrix and the parameter k is the number of latent factors, in
general, k � min(m,n). Therefore, the predicted value r̂u,i can be calculated as:

r̂u,i = pT
.,uq·,i , (2)

where p.,u is the u-th column of P and q.,i is the i-th column of Q. We can min-
imize the regularized squared error loss function J to get latent factor matrices:

J =
∑

(u,i)∈T

(ru,i − r̂u,i)2 + λ(
∣∣∣∣p.,u

∣∣∣∣2
F

+
∣∣∣∣q.,i

∣∣∣∣2
F
) , (3)

where λ is the parameter of regularization term that is to avoid over fitting,
||·||F denotes the Frobenius norm and T is the training set of the (user, item)
pairs. On the basis of this model, many improved matrix factorization algorithms
have been proposed, for example, biased probabilistic matrix factorization [18],
weighted regularization matrix factorization [25], coupled item-based matrix fac-
torization [14], etc.
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3 Proposed Method

In this section, we introduce the notion of rating centrality from the perspective
of user and item respectively, which can be obtained easily even for sparse data.
Based on the rating centrality, we present a strategy to compute the reliability
of each rating and propose the optimized matrix factorization recommendation
algorithm for further improving the accuracy of recommendation results.

3.1 Notion

The user-based rating centrality refers to the deviation degree between the user
rating and the average score of user. Even if two users have the same score
on the same item, the user-based rating centrality of the two users may be
totally different. For example, user a only rates whatever he likes, he will have a
high average score, however, another user b tends to give items negative scores,
consequently, the average score of the user b is relatively low. It is obvious that
the preferences of the two users are completely different. In this case, if user a
gives item i a high score ra,i = 5 and user b gives the same item same score
rb,i = 5, we can’t regard the two ratings have the same reliability, because user
a tends to give positive ratings and the average score of him is higher than
user b. Therefore, we define the user-based rating centrality wU

u,i to measure the
reliability from user perspective:

wU
u,i = min(

1
|ru,i − r̄u| , rmax) , (4)

where r̄u is the average score of user u and rmax is the maximum value of the
rating scale. Because ru,i and r̄u may be very close, to avoid the value of wU

u,i

too large, we limit the max value of wU
u,i to rmax.

Moreover, the user-based rating centrality is just calculated from user per-
spective, if the quality of item i is really good and user b whose average score is
low gives it a high rating, we should also suppose the rating has high reliability
because the rating is consistence with item popularity. More exactly, if most
users have preferences for the item i and give it high scores, then the item i
will have a high average score. On the contrary, if the quality of item j is poor,
it will get plenty of negative feedbacks from the majority of users. Obviously,
the characteristics of the two items are totally different. In this case, if user u
gives item i and j same high score or same low score respectively, we should also
consider the rating reliability from item perspective. Consequently, we define the
item-based rating centrality wI

u,i to measure the deviation degree between the
user rating and the average score of item:

wI
u,i = min(

1
|ru,i − r̄i| , rmax) , (5)

where r̄i is the average value of the item i. Similarly, we limit the max value
of wI

u,i to rmax. In practical calculation, we can add a minimum value δ on the
denominator in (4) and (5) to avoid denominator equals to zero, δ � 1.
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After obtaining the user-based and item-based rating centrality, we present
a strategy to measure the reliability of a rating. If both wU

u,i and wI
u,i are small

values, that means the rating deviates from the overall distribution of user u and
item i, therefore, we suppose the rating has relatively low reliability. However, if
we get high values of wU

u,i and wI
u,i, we will consider the rating reflects the real

evaluation of user u and item i, and give it a high weight. Hence, we can get the
reliability of a rating wu,i from the following formula:

wu,i = 1 + f(wU
u,iw

I
u,i) , (6)

where f(t) is a monotone increasing function that normalize the reliability. The
bias 1 is to avoid wu,i = 0 and maintain the data integrity. We will use three
kinds of f(t): f(t) = tanh(t), f(t) = sigmoid(t), f(t) = t, and conduct an
experiment to compare the performance of them in Sect. 4.

3.2 Prediction

According to [11], the prediction formula for the calculation of r̂u,i in our method
is defined as:

r̂u,i = bu + bi + pT
.,uq·,i , (7)

where bu is the bias of user u and bi is the bias of item i. We consider that if a
rating’s reliability wu,i is low, then the influence of the rating should be reduced
in training process. In other words, we pay more attention to the fitting of high
reliability ratings in the process of optimizing the objective function. On this
basis, we propose an optimized loss function with the weighted regularization
which is to avoid the over fitting in the process of model training. The adjusted
regularized squared error loss function J is as follows:

J =
∑

(u,i)∈T

(ru,i − r̂u,i)2wu,i + λ(w̄u

∣∣∣∣p.,u

∣∣∣∣2
F

+ w̄i

∣∣∣∣q.,i

∣∣∣∣2
F

+ w̄ub2u + w̄ib
2
i ), (8)

where w̄u and w̄i denote the average reliability of user u’s ratings and item i’s
ratings, respectively.

3.3 Optimization

In order to solve the problem of minimizing the loss function (8), we use SGD
to learn the model parameters due to its high efficiency. First, for each observed
rating ru,i, we can get the prediction error eu,i:

eu,i = ru,i − r̂u,i. (9)

Then we compute each parameter’s partial derivative to get the direction of the
gradient and next modify the parameters until the convergence is realized:

bu ← bu − η(λw̄ubu − eu,iwu,i), (10)
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bi ← bi − η(λw̄ibi − eu,iwu,i), (11)

p.,u ← p.,u − η(λw̄up.,u − eu,iwu,iq.,i), (12)

q.,i ← q.,i − η(λw̄iq.,i − eu,iwu,ip.,u), (13)

where η is the learning rate. Our method is an improved matrix factorization
algorithm based on rating centrality, so we call our method MFRC, and the
specific algorithm flow is shown in Algorithm 1.

Algorithm 1. MFRC algorithm
Input: rating matrix R; reliability of each rating wu,i; number of latent factors k;
Output: latent factor matrix P and Q; biases bu and bi; number of iterations It;

1: Randomly initialize P and Q; bu and bi are set to 0; I = 0;
2: while I < It do
3: for each observed rating ru,i in R do
4: update bu by equation (10);
5: update bi by equation (11);
6: update p.,u by equation (12);
7: update q.,i by equation (13);
8: end for
9: I = I + 1;

10: end while

4 Experiments

In this section, we introduce the datasets and evaluation metrics used in our
experiments, and then analyze the experimental results in detail.

4.1 Datasets

MovieLens1 dataset is one of the most prevalent datasets in recommender sys-
tems. In our experiments, we use two kinds of MovieLens datasets: MovieLens
100K and MovieLens 1M. Each rating’s range is from 1 to 5, and each user has
rated at least 20 items. Table 1 shows the basic statistics of the two datasets.

4.2 Benchmark Algorithms

In our experiments, the benchmark algorithms contain probabilistic matrix fac-
torization (PMF) [21], biased PMF (BPMF) [11], alternating least squares with
weighted regularization (ALSWR) [25] and AutoSVD [24]. They are closely rel-
evant to our work and achieve good results in recommender systems.

1 https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/.

https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
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Table 1. Statistics of Datasets

Dataset Users Items Ratings Sparsity

MovieLens 100K 943 1,682 100,000 93.70%

MovieLens 1M 6,040 3,952 1,000,209 95.80%

4.3 Evaluation Metrics

In order to evaluate the performance of the proposed method, we use root mean
squared error (RMSE) and fraction of concordant pairs (FCP) to measure the
accuracy of rating prediction.

RMSE is extensively used in measuring the accuracy of prediction, it is
defined as:

RMSE =
√ ∑

(u,i)∈V

(ru,i − r̂u,i)2/|V | , (14)

where V is the test set of (user, item) pairs and |V | is the set size.
Another metric is FCP. Koren [13] supposed that the correct item ranking

in recommender systems should also be considered. In other words, if ru,i > ru,j
in test set, then this trend should be kept in prediction results. Hence, FCP is
defined as:

FCP =
∑

u nu
c∑

u nu
c +

∑
u nu

d

, (15)

where nu
d and nu

d denote the number of concordant pairs and discordant pairs of
user u respectively. Higher FCP means the more concordant pairs in test results.
Therefore, we expect the recommendation algorithm has a high value of FCP
when its RMSE is low.

4.4 Results and Discussion

Impact of Normalization Function. In this section, we compare the per-
formance of three functions f(t) in our model. We randomly choose 80% of the
original data as training set and the remaining as test set. The number of latent
factors k is from 20 to 100. From Fig. 1, we can clearly see that “f(t) = tanh(t)”
gets the best value of RMSE, and “f(t) = sigmoid(t)” performs sightly worse
than “f(t) = tanh(t)”, while “f(t) = t” performs the worst on both two datasets.
This shows that the reliability of each rating should be normalized to a relatively
small range. If we overemphasize on highly reliable ratings, we may lose much
information from the remaining ratings and result in greater data sparsity. In
terms of the performance of prediction, we will use “f(t) = tanh(t)” in the
following experiments.

Impact of Number of Latent Factors. In order to examine our method in
depth, we compare our method with other benchmark algorithms under different
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(a) RMSE on MovieLens 100K (b) RMSE on MovieLens 1M

Fig. 1. Performance on two Datasets with different f(t)

number of latent factors k ranging from 20 to 100. Similar to the previous section,
we randomly choose 80% of the original data as training set and conduct each
experiment for five times, then calculate the average value of RMSE and FCP.
In addition, the number of iterations is set to 100, λ is set to 0.05 and η is set
to 0.005 on both two datasets.

Figure 2 shows that with the increase of k, the performances of all methods
keep improving and eventually tend to be stable. On MovieLens 100K dataset,
from Fig. 2(a), we can see that MFRC outperforms other benchmark algorithms
on RMSE, which is at least 0.005 lower than BPMF and PMF. As for ALSWR,
it is unstable with the change of k. In addition, Fig. 2(b) shows that the FCP
of all algorithms is up to 71%, while MFRC has reached 74.5% which is about
1% higher than the second best algorithm. This indicates that our method not
only has lower prediction error, but also has more correct ranked items pairs.
Similarly, on MovieLens 1M dataset which is more sparse than MovieLens 100K,
the performance of our method is still the best one. Figure 1(c) shows the RMSE
of MFRC maintains a gradual decline with the increase of k and at least 0.003
lower than that of BPMF. We can see from Fig. 1(d) that the FCP of MFRC
is significantly higher than that of other algorithms and is always maintained
above 77.5% when k � 50, while others are lower than 77.3%. According to
above analysis, we can conclude that the performance of MFRC becomes better
and gradually reaches a stable state with the increase of k, but obviously the
computational complexity of matrix factorization is proportional to k. Therefore,
we should consider the balance between accuracy and efficiency according to the
actual situation.

Impact of Sparsity. Sparsity is one of the most important factors that affect
the performance of the recommender system [6]. To further evaluate our method,
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(a) RMSE on MovieLens 100K (b) FCP on MovieLens 100K

(c) RMSE on MovieLens 1M (d) FCP on MovieLens 1M

Fig. 2. Performance on two Datasets under different latent factors k

we change the proportion of training set. The training ratio α is set to 50%, 60%,
70% and 80%. The number of latent factors k is set to 50.

Tables 2 and 3 show the experimental results on two datasets, respectively. As
we have expected, the sparsity of dataset greatly affects the performance of rec-
ommendation algorithm. Table 2 shows the results on MovieLens 100K dataset,
we can see that from α = 50% to α = 80%, the RMSE of MFRC is always main-
tained at a relatively low level and the FCP of MFRC increases steadily. Even
though the improvement of performance becomes smaller and smaller, MFRC
performs substantially well over all other benchmark algorithms. Through the
comparison between BPMF and MFRC, we can find that it’s effective to mine
highly reliable ratings. From Table 3, we can see clearly that on Movielens 1M
dataset, our method outperforms significantly all methods discussed here under
different data sparsity and the performance of traditional methods still has
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certain disparity compared to MFRC. When α = 50%, the RMSE of MFRC
is 0.008 lower than that of BPMF and 0.0221 lower than that of PMF. Similarly,
the FCP of MFRC is kept at a high proportion with the increase of α. In con-
clusion, our method that combined with rating centrality can make significantly
less prediction error and get more concordant pairs on extremely sparse datasets.

Table 2. Performance on MovieLens 100K under different training ratio α

Metric α PMF BPMF ALSWR AutoSVD MFRC

RMSE 50% 0.9751 0.9358 1.0112 0.9417 0.9270

60% 0.9557 0.9196 1.0063 0.9317 0.9163

70% 0.9412 0.9116 0.9891 0.9245 0.9067

80% 0.9304 0.9026 0.9730 0.9164 0.8983

FCP 50% 71.35% 71.61% 70.11% 70.51% 72.53%

60% 72.03% 72.37% 70.23% 71.24% 73.20%

70% 72.60% 72.90% 71.06% 71.77% 73.74%

80% 73.29% 73.74% 71.60% 72.71% 74.57%

Table 3. Performance on MovieLens 1M under different training ratio α

Metric α PMF BPMF ALSWR AutoSVD MFRC

RMSE 50% 0.8830 0.8689 0.8802 0.8753 0.8609

60% 0.8698 0.8597 0.8681 0.8653 0.8531

70% 0.8584 0.8514 0.8593 0.8560 0.8465

80% 0.8511 0.8472 0.8567 0.8484 0.8432

FCP 50% 75.33% 75.90% 75.75% 75.38% 76.67%

60% 76.05% 76.41% 76.47% 75.99% 77.08%

70% 76.66% 76.86% 76.97% 76.53% 77.44%

80% 77.01% 77.07% 77.20% 76.89% 77.56%

5 Conclusion

In this work, for getting more accurate recommendation results, we mine the
reliable ratings of user from limited data, and propose an optimized matrix
factorization recommendation algorithm based on rating centrality of user and
item. Different from traditional matrix factorization recommendation algorithms
which fail to consider the reliability of each user rating, in our method, we
define the notion of user-based rating centrality and item-based rating central-
ity, and then combine them to measure the reliability of each rating. On this
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basis, we introduce the reliability into traditional matrix factorization objective
function and make an optimized adjustment. Our extensive experimental results
demonstrate that MFRC obtains less prediction error and more concordant pairs
compared with other popular matrix factorization recommendation algorithms,
especially on highly sparse datasets. We can conclude that our method based on
rating centrality can find the reliable rating from user’s explicit ratings and get
significant performances in recommender systems.
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Abstract. Collaborative filtering is a successfully utilized technique in
many online commercial recommender systems. Similarity measures play
an important role in this technique, as items preferred by similar users
are to be recommended. Although various similarity measures have been
developed, they usually treat each pair of user ratings separately or sim-
ply combine additional heuristic information with traditional similarity
measures. This paper addresses this problem and suggests a new sim-
ilarity measure which interprets user ratings in view of the global rat-
ing behavior on items by exploiting information entropy. Performance
of the proposed measure is investigated through various experiments to
find that it outperforms the existing similarity measures especially in a
small-scaled sparse dataset.
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1 Introduction

In these days of Internet, people have often received a great aid in searching
for products through many commercial online systems. One of the major tech-
niques used by these systems for product recommendation is collaborative filter-
ing (CF). CF is successfully utilized in commerce, some of the practical systems
being GroupLens, Ringo, eBay, and Amazon.com [1,14].

The basic principle of CF systems is that they look for similar users to
recommend items preferred by these users. Hence, determining a group of similar
users is very critical for reliability of recommender systems. In literature, there
are various types of similarity measures developed, which are usually classified
into two types, correlation-based and vector cosine-based [1,8,14]. They compute
similarity based on the user ratings given onto the items. However, similarity can
be basically computed from the ratings of common items between two users, the
number of which is often very few to obtain trustworthy similarities.

Various techniques have been proposed to handle this problem inherent to
the traditional similarity measures. For instance, default-voting and imputation-
boosted CF are developed to fill in the missing ratings data [14]. Other
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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approaches utilize additional information in combination with previous simi-
larity measures [4,7,8,10,12]. However, such information is mostly heuristic-
based and combined with traditional similarity measures with no consideration
of proper combination methods, not to mention optimal ones. Moreover, such
attempts often neglect the global rating behavior of users on items in computing
similarity.

In order to take care of the problems mentioned above, this paper suggests a
novel similarity measure that takes the users’ rating behavior on the items into
account. The proposed measure interpretes a user rating for an item in terms of
all the ratings given to the item, by exploiting information entropy for the item.
The ratings converted as such are then used by a traditional similarity measure
to compute similarity. Therefore, the same rating differences for common items
between two users may affect similarity differently depending on the rating his-
tory associated with the items. We investigated performance of the proposed
measure through extensive experiments using datasets with different character-
istics to make a fair comparison with state-of-the-art similarity measures.

2 Related Work

As traditional similarity measures are well analyzed in [1,12], we only discuss
studies addressing the incorporation of some context information into the mea-
sures. The study presented in [2] takes the importance of ratings rather than the
ratings themselves as inputs for similarity computation. The work by [5] exploits
all the available ratings to compute similarity, in contrast to the traditional mea-
sures which consider ratings of common items only.

As a new approach to deduce context information from user ratings, some
recent studies employed the concept of entropy proposed by Shannon [13]. In
[9], the rating of an unrated item is complemented by the entropy. Wang et al.
[15] estimate the entropy of the relative differences between ratings and combine
it with Pearson correlation through the weighted average to estimate similarity.
Another study reported in [6] estimated the entropy of ratings of each user and
incorporated the entropy difference between two users into previous similarity
measures. Specifically, assuming H(u) denotes the entropy of a user u and ru,i a
rating by user u for an item i. The similarity measure proposed by [6], denoted
as KWON , upon employing the mean squared differences (MSD) is defined as

KWON(u, v) = 1 − 1
|Iu,v|

∑

i∈Iu,v

(r′
u,i − r′

v,i)
2 1
H(u) − H(v) + 1

, (1)

between two users u and v, where r′
u,i is a normalized rating of ru,i into [0, 1]

range and Iu,v the set of items co-rated by the two users.
The work by [3] develops the so-called singularity which represents how

unique a high or low rating of a user is. This concept is reflected onto mea-
suring similarity in a way that two similar ratings both with higher singularities
contribute to higher similarity. They defined two types of singularities, positive
and negative, and combined these with MSD as weights. Specifically, the set of
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items co-rated by both users u and v is divided into three subsets, IPP , INN , and
IPN , where IPP is the set positively rated by both users, INN the set negatively
rated by them, and IPN the set of remaining items. The similarity according to
[3] is computed for these three subsets independently and then combined using
the arithmetic average. Denoting the positive and negative singularity on item i
as Si,P and Si,N , respectively, the similarity between users u and v proposed in
[3] is

SM(u, v) =
1

3
(

1

|IPP |
∑

i∈IPP

DiS
2
i,P +

1

|INN |
∑

i∈INN

DiS
2
i,N +

1

|IPN |
∑

i∈IPN

DiSi,PSi,N ),

(2)
where Di represents 1 − (r′

u,i − r′
v,i)

2.
Although SM is suggested as an enhancement of MSD, it needs to deter-

mine the threshold for distinguishing between positive and negative singulari-
ties. Moreover, singularity for ratings in-between is not defined. Another point
to notice is that the similarity measures discussed in this section combine the
previous similarity measures and the additional information in the form of a
multiplication, thus taking not much consideration on alternative combination
methods nor the relative weight of each component.

3 Proposed Similarity Measure

Most existing similarity measures used for collaborative filtering treat each pair
of ratings given to common items by two users independently. This approach
often disregards the global rating behavior of users. For instance, a small rating
difference for a common item between two users can be actually large when all
the ratings of the other users for the item are the same.

We address the problem above by considering the rating difference between
two users for a common item in view of all the ratings given by users to the
item. To implement this idea, we adopt the concept of entropy proposed by
[13] to the ratings for an item. For instance, let the rating difference between
two users u and v be only one for a common item i. When high entropy is
associated with item i, similarity between the two users with respect to the item
should be estimated as relatively higher than when low entropy is with the item.
Analogously, a big rating difference should lead to even lower similarity when
the associated entropy is lower.

Real ratings data from MovieLens dataset (https://movielens.org) are shown
in Table 1 and Fig. 1 to illustrate our idea. This dataset allows ratings from one
to five. Two users, user numbers 100 and 110, rated five items in common as
shown in the table. The entropy of each item ratings is also shown, where that
for item 1562 is the largest. The reason for such largest entropy for the item can
be figured out from the rating distribution depicted in Fig. 1, in comparison to
the distributions for the other items. Therefore, although the rating differences
for the items 592 and 1562 are both one between the two users, our strategy
considers the difference for the item 1562 as less than that for the item 592, due
to the associated entropies.

https://movielens.org
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Table 1. User ratings and entropies for items in MovieLens dataset (i# refers to the
item with number #)

i480 i592 i608 i1544 i1562

Ratings by user 100 3 3 3 3 2

Ratings by user 110 3 4 5 3 1

Entropy 1.908 1.876 1.715 2.025 2.042

Fig. 1. Illustration of item entropies

Now we formulate the proposed idea. Let [rmin, rmax] be the rating scale
allowed in the system. Also let ru,i be the rating given by user u for item i and
ri represent the rating for i. Then the entropy for item i is defined as

E(i) = −
rmax∑

r=rmin

Prob(ri = r)log2(Prob(ri = r)). (3)

The probability is estimated out of all the users that have given ratings to the
item. Specifically, let U be the set of all the users. Then

Prob(ri = r) =
|{u ∈ U | ru,i = r}|

|{u ∈ U | ru,i ∈ [rmin, rmax]}| . (4)
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We incorporate the entropy defined above into the mean squared differences
(MSD) to define a new similarity measure. Other types of traditional measures
such as Pearson correlation and the cosine similarity can be also utilized. How-
ever, MSD computes each rating difference separately and merges them together
through the arithmetic average. Hence, it can implement our objective better
than the other measures. MSD is formally defined as

MSD(u, v) = 1 − 1
|Iu,v|

∑

i∈Iu,v

(r′
u,i − r′

v,i)
2, (5)

where r′
u,i is a normalized rating of ru,i within [0, 1] range and Iu,v the set of

common items between users u and v.
Then our proposed measure, denoted as PROP , is formulated as

PROP (u, v) = 1 − sig(
1

|Iu,v|
∑

i∈Iu,v

(ru,i − rv,i)2

E(i)
), (6)

where sig function is used to normalize the similarities within [0, 1]. This func-
tion is defined as sig(x) = 1

1+e−x . Other functions for normalization can be

considered. One of the possibilities is tanh(x) = e2x−1
e2x+1 . Performance using these

functions will be compared in the next section.

4 Performance Experiments

4.1 Background of Experiments

We conducted experiments to investigate the performance of the proposed sim-
ilarity measure using two datasets popular in this research field. These datasets
are chosen because of their unique characteristics, different from each other, as
presented in Table 2. Due to the limited capacity of the PC for experiments
we only selected subsets of the whole users and their associated ratings from
the datasets. The sparsity level is defined by 1-(total number of ratings)/(the
number of users × the number of ratings), indicating how sparse the dataset is.

The baseline similarity measure is the mean squared differences (MSD). In
addition, we experimented with similarity measures, KWON [6] and SM [3],
which are explained in detail in Sect. 2, and the proposed measure PROP .

Table 2. Characteristics of the datasets

Dataset No. of users No. of items Rating scale Sparsity level

MovieLens 1M 1000 3952 1–5 (integer) 0.9607

Jester 998 100 -10–+10 (real) 0.2936
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Among the ratings data, we used 80% of them to find the most similar users
(topNN) and the rest to produce performance results.

Performance is evaluated based on two typical standards in related
researches, prediction quality and recommendation quality. MAE (Mean Abso-
lute Error) is a well-known metric to measure prediction quality. It is defined as
the mean difference between the predicted rating of an unrated item and its cor-
responding real rating. The rating prediction is usually made by accumulating
the ratings by similar users. Specifically, for an unrated item x, a predicted rating
for a user u is r̄u +

∑
v∈topNN sim(u,v)(rv,x−r̄v)

∑
v∈topNN |sim(u,v)| [11], where sim(u, v) is similarity

between the two users and r̄u is the average rating by user u on all the other
rated items. Hence, determining most similar users, topNN, affects the predic-
tion accuracy of collaborative filtering systems significantly, which emphasizes
the importance of a similarity measure. Precision and recall metrics are two
major factors measuring recommendation quality. Precision is the ratio of rele-
vant items out of all the recommended items. Recall indicates the ratio of relevant
recommended items out of all the relevant items. Due to the space constraint, we
present F1 results only, which combines both precision and recall as a harmonic
mean [14].

Fig. 2. Performance results with MovieLens

4.2 Results

Figure 2 shows the results with varying number of the nearest neighbors (topNN)
using MovieLens. As more similar users are consulted, MAE performance is
observed to gradually improve. However, there appears unignorable gaps between
the results, where KWON performs worst and PROP best. It is somewhat sur-
prising that MSD performs significantly better than KWON and SM, although
KWON and SM incorporate additional information into similarity computation.

In case of F1, analogous outcomes as MAE are found. KWON again leads to
the worst with a large set of neighbors, followed by SM. Notably, SM improves
rapidly with more neighbors, as compared to the others. From the results of MAE
and F1, it is noted that the user entropy differences adopted by KWON for sim-
ilarity computation seems not effective for MovieLens, when incorporated with
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MSD. This may be because the dataset allows only small-scaled ratings, caus-
ing possibly not much differences between user entropies. In addition, both SM
and KWON merge the additional information into MSD as weights, whereas the
proposed measure absorbs the information into the user ratings, so translating
them by considering the global user view on each item. Therefore, our strategy
for combining entropy per item basis proves more effective for MovieLens.

Figure 3 shows the results with Jester. It is observed that MSD and PROP
show very competitive outputs regardless of the number of topNNs in both
MAE and F1. This implies that conversion of user ratings reflecting entropy
in PROP has virtually no effect on performance enhancement. This is most
probably because of the dataset, where Jester is much denser than MovieLens
and includes only 100 items, thus yielding much less entropy differences between
items. As noted on the results with MovieLens, KWON and SM also yield much
lower performance with Jester. In particular, KWON performs worst in terms of
MAE, similar to the results with MovieLens. However, it is noted that F1 results
for SM are much lower than all the others, although SM tends to show a sharp
increase of F1 with the number of nearest neighbors.

In the experiments using Jester, we used the relevance threshold of 3.0 to
obtain F1, but the results of performance comparison using the other thresh-
olds showed virtually no difference. One more thing to note is the threshold for
positive and negative singularities used by SM, which surely would affect its per-
formance. We experimented with several different thresholds varying from zero
to four. Among them the threshold of zero is found to yield the best performance,
which is shown in Fig. 3.

Regarding the normalization function used by the proposed measure, we
experimented with the two types of functions, sigmoid and tanh, described in
Sect. 3. The results with MovieLens are from implementation of tanh function
and those with Jester using sigmoid function, both of which led to slightly better
performance than when using the other function.

Fig. 3. Performance results with Jester
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5 Conclusion

This paper proposes a new method for similarity computation for collaborative
filtering based recommender systems. The proposed method exploits informa-
tion entropy to extract the global rating behavior of users, which is reflected
onto user ratings for similarity computation. Performance of the proposed mea-
sure is examined using two popular datasets with very different characteristics.
As a result, it is found that the proposed outperforms the state-of-the-art simi-
larity measures especially in a sparse dataset with small rating ranges. From this
research, one of the main findings is that incorporation of some additional infor-
mation into previous similarity measures as suggested by the past studies may
unexpectedly deteriorate performance under certain conditions, which implies
that more thorough researches are required to reflect any global rating behavior
onto similarity computation.
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Abstract. Collaborative filtering is one of the most widely used method in
personalized recommendations. The most important step of the method is
obtaining the similarities among users by using ratings information so that
system can predict user preferences. However, most similarity measures are not
efficient enough in the face of cold start and data sparsity problem. To measure
user similarity comprehensively and objectively, this paper introduces a seg-
mented similarity measure model. This model not only calculates the similarity
model based on the number of user ratings but also makes full use of user
attribute similarity and item similarity to improve the accuracy of similarity.
Experiments using two reals datasets show that the proposed method relieves
cold start and data sparsity issues and improves the prediction accuracy and
recommendation quality.

Keywords: Collaborative filtering � Similarity measures � Segment
Cold start � Data sparsity

1 Introduction

At present, the collaborative filtering (CF) algorithm is the most widely used recom-
mendation algorithm [1, 2]. Collaborative filtering algorithms are mainly divided into
neighborhood-based CF [3] and model-based CF [4]. Neighborhood based CF, also
called K-nearest neighbors (KNN) method, based on a simple assumption that the user
may have a preference for an item if a group of similar users (neighbors) appreciates
the item in the recommendation system. The previous studies [5, 6] have shown that
similarity measure is an important factor affecting the prediction accuracy of the rec-
ommendation algorithm in the KNN.

Some traditional similarity measures and their improved methods [5, 6] have
widely applied in CFs to compute similarity. However, these CFs suffers from a few of
issues, for instance, cold start problem, data sparsity, scalability and so on. There is no
rating information when a new user enters the system. These similarity measures
cannot find the nearest neighbor of a new user. And these similarity measures depend
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on the co-rated items, which represent the common items rated by at least two users.
The sparseness problem of the dataset causes co-rated items to be extremely sparse,
then lower the prediction accuracy. In order to solve the problems, we design a
three-segment similarity measure model. This model fully considers the user’s situation
at each stage. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows.

• The user attribute similarity is used to resolve the situation where the user has no
rating information. As users’ ratings on items increase, the proposed similarity
measure makes full use of the user’s rating instead of only the co-rated item
between two users.

• Most traditional similarity only considers local rating information, which reduces
the accuracy of calculating user similarity. We comprehensively analyze rating
information and use item similarity as a weighting factor to increase the accuracy of
similarity.

• The number of users’ rating items and co-rated items between two users are turning
factors for similarity segmentation. The sigmoid function is used to transition the
user’s three stages, which makes similarity measure of each stage more reasonable.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we review some related
work. In Sect. 3, we present the proposed measure model. The experiment results are
shown in Sect. 4. Finally, we make a conclusion on the paper in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Collaborative filtering algorithm based on neighborhood mainly finds users’ nearest
neighbors and then recommends items through similarity measures. Some traditional
similarity measures such as cosine similarity, Pearson correlation coefficient and their
variants [5, 6] have some problems, for instance, cold start problem, data sparsity,
scalability and so on, which reduced prediction accuracy.

There are some studies to solve the cold start problem. Ahn [7] introduced a new
similarity measure model called PIP (Proximity-Impact-Popular), which considers user
rating information from three aspects and considers user rating information from three
aspects. However, it did not consider the global preferences generated by user ratings.

Liu et al. [8] proposed a new similarity model called NHSM to solve this short-
coming of PIP. This method finds nearest neighbors by globally analyzing ratings.
Bobadilla et al. [9] proposed a measure that combined Jaccard measure and mean
squared difference. It is based on the assumption that the combination of the two can be
complementary.

In order to solve the problem of data sparsity, Patra et al. [10] proposed a similarity
measure called BCF which is based on Bhattacharyya coefficient. Its greatest advantage
is that this measure method does not depend on the co-rates items and can make full use
of all rating information. Tejeda-Lorente et al. [11] consider that the quality of the items
can be used to estimate the correlation between items, which is used as a factor in the
recommendation process. In addition, cluster-based smoothing method [13], dimen-
sionality reduction technique [14] and Data smoothing technique [15] are all used to
improve the recommended performance in system filtering.
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The above method has been improved on the corresponding problem. However,
they do not fully consider that the user is divided into several stages in the system. This
paper focused on the user’s similarity calculations at each stage and then combine the
similarity of each stage.

3 The Proposed Similarity Measure Model

In the section, we introduce the proposed three-segment similarity measure model in
detail. Similarity measure depends on user history rating information. The user’s rating
information is divided into three situations in the system.

(1) When the new user has just entered the system, no rating information can be used
for similarity calculations. Therefore, it is necessary to find the user’s nearest
neighbor through user attribute information.

(2) When active users and other users are less co-rated items, the accuracy of the
similarity calculated by relying on the co-rated item will decrease. All user’s rating
information should be used reasonably. Item similarity is used as a weight factor to
adjust the final value.

(3) When there are more co-rated items for active users and other users, two users are
distinguished by analyzing the ratings of two users on the co-rated item.

Through the above analysis, we propose an assumption that the user similarity can
be divided into three parts for calculation. The weight of each part is determined by the
number of uses’ ratings and the number of co-rated items between active user and other
users. The similarity calculation formula for users u and v is defined as follows:

sim u; vð Þ ¼ asimAttr u,vð Þ þ bsim2 u,vð Þ þ ksim3 u,vð Þ ð1Þ

Where simattr u; vð Þ represents user attribute similarity. sim2 u; vð Þ represents the
similarity when there are less co-rated items. sim3 u; vð Þ represents the similarity when
there are more co-rated items. a, b and k represent the similarity weights of each stage
respectively.

From Eq. (1), we can see that each stage of similarity has a weighting factor. Each
user has a different number of rating items. And there is also a difference in the number
of co-rated items between active users and other users. Thus, the weights in their
similarity calculations are not the same.

3.1 User Attribute Similarity

Traditional similarity cannot predict and recommend new users who has no ratings,
which is cold start issue. To solve this problem, we recommend the user based on the
user’s attribute similarity. As the number of user rating items increases, the acquisition
of user similarity gradually transitions to the calculation of the user’s rating
preferences.

User attributes generally include age, gender, occupation, etc. and then the user u
attribute can be represented by the vector Attru ¼ au1; au2; . . .; aunð Þ. n is the number of
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user attributes. For numerical attributes, such as age, if the age difference between two
users exceed 3 years old, they are considered to be dissimilar in age. For categorizable
attributes such as gender, occupation, region, etc. we compare the original values in the
data set. Suppose the two users u and v have the same attribute aui, then
simAttr u; v; ið Þ ¼ 1, otherwise, simAttr u; v; ið Þ ¼ 0. So the user attribute similarity is
defined as follows:

simAttr u; vð Þ ¼
X

i2Attru wi � simAttr u; v; ið Þ ð2Þ

where wi represents the weight of the attribute, whose value is determined by the data
set of the specific field.

3.2 User Rating Similarity

In the second stage, there are fewer co-rated items for active users and other users. We
consider the similarity of items to solve the problem of co-rated items. Defining two
users u and v rate, respectively, two items i and j. The corresponding rating is repre-
sented as rui and rvj respectively. Based on items i and j, the calculation formula for
user similarity is defined as follows:

sim u; vð Þ ¼ simitem i; jð Þ � sim rui; rvj
� � ð3Þ

where simitem i; jð Þ is the similarity of items i and j. sim rui; rvj
� �

represents the user’s
rating similarity on two items. From Eq. (3) can be found that only if both simitem i; jð Þ
and sim rui; rvj

� �
get larger value, will two users have similar preferences for items i and

j. Item similarity as a weight factor to improve the accuracy of user similarity. When
two users have the same preference on two items with higher similarity, the two users
have higher similarity.

Actually, users rated multiple items. In order to fully calculate the similarity of
users u and v, all rating behaviors of users u and v should be considered. Therefore, the
user similarity in the second stage is the cumulative sum of similar values generated by
all the users’ ratings pairs, which is defined as follows:

sim2 u; vð Þ ¼
X
i2Iu

X
j2Iv

simitem i; jð Þ � sim rui; rvj
� � ð4Þ

In the calculation of similarity of items, we choose Jaccard similarity measure.
Suppose the attributes set of two items are Ii ¼ a

0
i1; a

0
i2; . . .; a

0
in

� �
and

Ji ¼ a
00
i1; a

00
i2; . . .; a

00
in

� �
. These attributes are labels for the item. For example, the label of

a movie includes the movie’s theme, director and actor, etc. Therefore, the item sim-
ilarity calculation is defined as follows:

simitem i; jð Þ ¼ Ii \ Jij j
Ii [ Jij j ð5Þ
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Whether it is the second stage or the third stage, it is necessary to make full use of
user ratings to calculate user preferences. we calculate user ratings similarity based on a
model called PSS (Proximity-Significance-Singularity) [8]. In the second stage, the
PSS model needs to be improved to adapt to non-co-rated item, which is defined as
follows:

sim rui; rvj
� � ¼ Proximity rui; rvj

� �� Significance rui; rvj
� �� Singularity rui; rvj

� � ð6Þ

where function Proximity considers the distance between two ratings. Function Sig-
nificance represents the user’s tendency of interest. The more distant the rating pair is
from the median rating, the greater the impact of the rating. Function Singularity is
used to reflect the difference between ratings pair and other ratings. The three functions
are defined as follows:

Proximity rui; rvj
� � ¼ 1� 1

1þ exp � rui � rvj
�� ��� � ð7Þ

Significance rui; rvj
� � ¼ 1

1þ exp � rui � rmj j � rvj � rm
�� ��� � ð8Þ

Singularity rui; rvj
� � ¼ 1� 1

1þ exp � rui þ rvj
2 � li þlj

2

��� ���� � ð9Þ

where rm is the median value in the rating scale. li and lj represent the average ratings
of items i and j, respectively.

However, In the third stage, there are more co-rated items for active users and other
users. We use the PSS model for similarity calculation based on co-rated items.
Therefore, the formula sim3 u; vð Þ is defined as follows:

sim3 u,vð Þ ¼
X
p2I

PSS rup; rvp
� � ð10Þ

where I is a collection of u and v common rating items.

3.3 Fusion Similarity

In our proposed three-segment similarity measure model, each stage of calculation is
based on users’ history data information. New users in the first stage obtain nearest
neighbors based on attribute similarity. In the second stage, the number of co-rated
items of the target user and other users is small, and the calculation of similarity
depends on the weight of the item similarity measure. In the third stage, the similarity
calculation depends on the co-rated items. This conforms to reality. For example, user u
and user v watch multiple identical movies, but rarely watch the same movies as user
w. Based on the above analysis, we use a smooth function called sigmoid to make the
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three phases of similarity depend on the number of rated items to make a smooth
transition. Thus, the three weight parameters a, b and k are defined as follows:

a ¼ 2 1� 1
1þ exp � Iuj jð Þ

� �
ð11Þ

b ¼ 2 1� 1

1þ exp � Iu \ Iv
Iu

��� ���� �
0
B@

1
CA ð12Þ

k ¼ 1� a� b ð13Þ

It can be seen from Eq. (11), Eqs. (12) and (13) that the smooth transition of the
similarity measure from the first stage to the second stage depends on the number of
user rating numbers and the smooth transition from the second stage to the third stage
depends on the number of common rating items. If the target user is a new user, the
value of a is 1 and similarity measure mainly depends on similarity of user attributes.
With the increase in the number of ratings, the user’s rating preferences can be used to
find similar users. When the number of co-rated items for a target user and some users
is sufficiently large, we distinguish them by their preference on co-rated items. Con-
versely, the similarity of items is used as a weighting factor to improve the accuracy of
similarity.

4 Experiments and Discussions

In the section, to prove the performance of the proposed similarity model, we con-
ducted sufficient comparison experiments with other collaborative filtering algorithms
[5–8, 10], which are described in Sect. 2.

4.1 Data Set

In this paper, two data sets of movielens (https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/)
were used in the experiment, one is ML-100K and the other is ML-1M. The description
of the two data sets is shown in the Table 1. In the data sets, user attributes include age,
gender, occupation, region which can provide information for us to calculate similarity
of user attributes. The weights of the four attributes are 0.4, 0.3, 0.2, and 0.1,
respectively [12]. The movie also contains 19 hashtags that can calculate similarity. In
addition, these two data sets are also most used by researchers in collaborative filtering.
In summary, the selected data sets are beneficial to our proposed method.

For reflecting the performance of the proposed similarity model, each of data set is
randomly divided into two parts, 80% of which are training sets and the rest are test
sets. In addition, to simulate new users, we removed the rating records of a small
number of users in the training set.
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4.2 Evaluation Metrics

In the experiment, we chose four indicators to evaluate the recommendation quality.
They are MAE, Precision, Recall and F1-measure.

MAE is used to compare the error value between the predicted rating and the actual
rating, the smaller the error value, the higher the accuracy, which is defined as below:

MAE ¼ 1
EPj j

X
ðu;i2EPÞ

rui � r
0
ui

�� �� ð14Þ

Precision: it is the proportion of recommend items that the testing users actually
selected in the testing set. The measure predicts the accuracy of the recommended
effect, which is computed as below:

precision ¼ n
TopN

ð15Þ

Recall: its score is the average proportion of items from testing set that appear
among of the ranked list from the training set, which is defined as below:

recall ¼ n
testuj j ð16Þ

F1-measure: it is a comprehensive metric that combines precision and recall, which
is defined as below:

F1 - measure ¼ 2� precision � recall
precisionþ recall

ð17Þ

Where, n is the number of hits in the recommended TopN item. jtestuj is the number
of test data from u.

4.3 Experimental Results and Analysis

In this section, we perform the experiment on the data sets mentioned in Sect. 4.1 and
compare the performance of proposed algorithms and other algorithms by using the
metric in Sect. 4.2. Since the number of nearest neighbors is an important factor
affecting the recommended quality, the experiment will be completed under different
number of nearest neighbors. Meanwhile, the number of users in the two data sets

Table 1. Description of the datasets

Datasets #User #Movie #Rating Sparsity #Rating scale

ML-100K 943 1682 100000 6.3% {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
ML-1M 6040 3952 1000209 4.1% {1, 2, 3, 4, 5}
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differs significantly. Therefore, the number of nearest neighbors in the experiment
should also be different.

Figure 1 shows the prediction error value of the similarity measure on the
movieLens100K and movieLens1M data sets, from which we can observe that the
proposed segmented similarity is superior to other similarity measures in different
numbers of nearest neighbors. Traditional similarity measures (PCC, COS and PIP)
have relatively low prediction accuracy. The recently proposed similarity measure
(NHSM, BCF) fully considers the impact of user ratings and utilizes all ratings between
two users. Therefore, they have improved the prediction accuracy to some extent.
Based on this, the proposed similarity measure adds the analysis of rating information
for users in different periods. Compared to these methods, the proposed method
improves the accuracy of at least 4%. Moreover, the performance of the experiment in
data set movieLens100K is better than that in data set movieLens1M because of the
difference in their sparsity.

In Fig. 2, the precision and recall increase with the increasing of the number of
nearest neighbor. And their growth rate of three measures (NHSM, BCF and proposed
measure) gradually decreases with the increase of K value on data set movieLens100K.
When the K reaches a certain value, the accuracy rate tends to be stable. However, the
growth rate of Precision and Recall has been increasing on the data set movieLens1M,
due to the large number of users. Simultaneously, the proposed method is still optimal
for Precision on Recall.

Figure 3 reveals that the recommended quality on two data sets. Like Precision and
Recall, F1-measure also increased as the value of k increases. The proposed method has
achieved the best recommendation effect. Compared with the BCF method, the pro-
posed method has an average increase of 4.1% and 5.3% on data sets movieLens100K
and movieLens1M, respectively. This shows that in the case of more sparse data, the
proposed method can better demonstrate its advantages.

Fig. 1. MAE with different k-nearest neighbors
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5 Conclusion

This paper analyzes the shortcomings of the traditional similarity measures. Some
similarity measures have been proposed to improve these issues. However, they did not
consider all the user’s rating information and all the conditions of the user’s existence.
This paper proposes a segmented similarity measurement method that fully considers
all user ratings and analyzes the three phases of the user in detail, which increased
accuracy of prediction. In order to prove the performance of the proposed similarity
model, several experiments were implemented on two data sets. From the experimental
results, we find that the proposed method has better performance than other methods
and alleviates the disadvantages of the traditional similarity measure.

Fig. 2. Precision and Recall with different k-nearest neighbors

Fig. 3. F1-measure with different k-nearest neighbors
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Further work will focus on improving the efficiency of the algorithm. In order to
solve the problem of co-rated items, all possible rating pairs are used in the proposed
algorithm. However, some of the scores do not affect the recommendation results.
Therefore, the next research direction is to find a strategy to eliminate invalid score
pairs to improve the efficiency of the algorithm.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to present the results of the application
of exploratory factor analysis to demonstrate that factors external to the orga-
nization influence the outcome of the Evaluation of the level of psychosocial
risks. The variables corresponding to external factors are obtained from the
Social Determinants of Health Model of the World Health Organization (WHO).
These measurement tools are used for companies with a high number of
workers, so a large amount of data is generated. The elements included in the
construct validation are: the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sample adequacy
measure, Barlett’s sphericity test, the communalities, the explained variance
percentages, the matrix of factor structure components, the graph of sedimen-
tation and the matrix of rotated components. As a result, we obtain that external
factors have a significant impact on the assessment of the level of psychosocial
risks. The external variables found are: education, health care services, housing
conditions, means of transport, living conditions.

Keywords: Factor analysis � Psychosocial risk assessment instrument
External factors � Reduction of dimensionality � Principal component analysis
KDD

1 Introduction

Factor analysis and main components is called a special class of statistical methods
whose main purpose is to define the underlying structure in a series of data that allows
analyzing the interrelationships that exist between a large number of variables, factors
and components [1].

In general terms, exploratory factor analysis (AFE) is the generic name for a set of
multivariate statistical methods of interdependence whose main purpose is to identify a
structure of factors underlying a broad set of data. The final intention of who does it is
to confirm some previous hypothesis; Exploratory factor analysis is considered a
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procedure to generate theories. In other words, it solves modeling by converting, by
excluding redundancies expressed in high correlations between variables, to a broad set
of variables into structural factors [2].

This article shows the results of the application of the exploratory factor analysis, to
demonstrate that factors external to the organization have a significant impact on the
result of the evaluation of the level of psychosocial risks, proposed in the psychosocial
risk assessment model of Bucci and Luna [3]. Specifically verify that the external
factors obtained from the Social Determinants of Health established by the World
Health Organization (WHO) have an impact on the result of the assessment of the level
of psychosocial risk [4].

The previous instruments are designed and applied in companies that have a large
number of workers, so that multiple dimensions generate a large amount of data in
these risk measurement processes.

Data reduction techniques (RDD) that extract models from examples tend to get
complex models as the data volume of the set on the which are applied The high size of
the data sets causes inconvenience additional such as [5]:

• Response time is increased of the models. The more examples are stored, the greater
the time needed to classify cases not seen.

• The sensitivity to noise is increased and the possibility of overfitting the models on
the training set.

• By employing a greater number of data, it is more likely that noisy examples be
retained. That will cause those examples of poor quality affect the models modi-
fying the appropriate classification of those cases that fall within your decision
region.

• When extracting large models size, the solution obtained is Little understandable to
the mind human Hardly a human being can understand the solution of a problem
that employs hundreds of examples or rules to represent it. The smaller its size,
more understandable will be.

Therefore, preprocessing is necessary previous in which you decrease the size of
the stored set, objective of the RDD.

To validate the model from the perspective of the construct, exploratory factor
analysis is used by extracting the main components with Varimax rotation, in order to
draw conclusions about the model and reduces the dimensionality of the data, in order
to search for a minimum of dimensions possible to explain the maximum information
contained in the data [5].

2 Methodology

The individual, in different areas of his life, is subjected to multiple pressures that
generate stress. An important source of stress is work-related, and for this reason
different models of stress study have been proposed [6]. As a support for the evaluation
of psychosocial risks at work, here we study whether factors external to the organi-
zation have an influence on it [7].
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The elements included in the validation of the construct of the incidence of factors
external to the organization in the evaluation of the psychosocial risk level are: cal-
culation of the Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) sample adequacy measure together with the
sphericity test of Barlett, analysis of communalities, determination of the variance
percentages explained, study of the matrix of factorial structure components, analysis of
the sedimentation graph and the matrix of rotated components [5].

3 Results

The prerequisite for the application of factor analysis of the segment corresponding to
external factors is to ensure that the data complies with the correlation between the
selected variables, taking as valid for the model those that have a Pearson correlation
higher than 0.50, that is, the point mean of the moderate positive correlation [8], and
adding the consideration that a correlation below 0.5 is weak [9]. After the application
of the questionnaire to the sample of 58 workers of a food marketing company, the
correlations between the external factors were studied and 21 variables were obtained
that meet the requirement a Pearson correlation greater than 0.50 (see Table 1).

The next step is the analysis of the correlation matrix, verification of the sample
adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) and Bartlett’s sphericity test, this is
executed through the SPSS v.21 program. The results are:

Table 1. Variables of external factors (Pearson correlation greater than 0.50)

Variables with a Pearson correlation greater than 0.50
1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained
2. Geographical access of health centers
3. Integrality of health centers
4. Quality of health centers
5. Time of attention of health centers
6. Adaptation of housing environments
7. Security and habitability of housing
8. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house
9. White water supply
10. Waste collection service
11. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work
12. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing
13. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity
14. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content
15. Availability of time for physical and sports activities
16. Availability of time for cultural activities
17. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community
18. Availability of time to be part of a social club
19. Obtaining transportation services in good condition
20. Electric power service
21. Disposal of sewage
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• The determinant of the resulting correlation matrix is 1,062 � 10-6. Being a value
close to zero indicates that the degree of correlation of the variables is very high and
therefore meets the condition of application of factor analysis.

• The value obtained from the sample adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) is 0.705, which is an acceptable value [8]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity
provides a significance of 0.000, which allows to verify the existence of significant
correlation between the variables (see Table 2).

Table 3 shows the communalities for the twenty one items.

Table 2. KMO and Bartlett’s test for the variables of external factors

Sampling adaptation measure of 
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin. ,705

Bartlett's 
sphericity test

Approximate Chi-
square 662,535

Df. 210
Sig. ,000

Table 3. Communalities for the items of external factors. Source: results, statistical package
SPSS v.21

Items of external factors Start Extraction
1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained 1,000 ,593
2. Geographical access of health centers 1,000 ,382
3. Integrality of health centers 1,000 ,633
4. Quality of health centers 1,000 ,744
5. Time of attention of health centers 1,000 ,614
6. Adaptation of housing environments 1,000 ,702
7. Security and habitability of housing 1,000 ,707
8. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house 1,000 ,772
9. White water supply 1,000 ,757
10. Waste collection service 1,000 ,703
11. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work 1,000 ,885
12. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing 1,000 ,877
13. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity 1,000 ,814
14. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content 1,000 ,886
15. Availability of time for physical and sports activities 1,000 ,712
16. Availability of time for cultural activities 1,000 ,836
17. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community 1,000 ,698
18. Availability of time to be part of a social club 1,000 ,831
19. Obtaining transportation services in good condition 1,000 ,681
20. Electric power service 1,000 ,743
21. Disposal of sewage 1,000 ,701
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It can be seen that most of the variables are represented in the first factorial plane,
except for the one corresponding to item 2, geographic access of the health centers
highlighted in Table 3, which only explains 38.2% of the variability of the set and is a
value closer to 0 than to 1, therefore it is decided to extract the corresponding item, and
perform the data run again [9].

Then, after the extraction of item 2, corresponding to geographic access of the
health centers, the new results of the principal component analysis study are presented:

• The determinant of the correlation matrix in the new run resulted in a value of 1,780
� 10−6. Being a value close to zero indicates that the degree of correlation of the
variables is very high and therefore meets the condition of application of factor
analysis.

• Table 4 contains the results obtained from the SPSS software application v.21. for
external factors. The sample adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO),
which is 0.706, is an acceptable value. Bartlett’s sphericity test provides a signif-
icance of 0.000, which allows to corroborate the existence of significant correlation
between the variables.

Table 5 shows the communalities for the twenty variables. Since the values of the
extraction show that each variance is closer to 1 than to 0, they are taken as valid and
represented in the first factorial plane [9].

Table 6 presents the percentages of variance explained for the external factors, and
also contains the eigenvalues, which expose the amount of variance explained by
factor. In the same way, as many factors are extracted as eigenvalues greater than 1
exist in the matrix analyzed. The results shown conclude that there are 6 eigenvalues
greater than 1, so the procedure deduces 6 factors that manage to explain 75.025% of
the variance of the original data.

Table 4. KMO and Bartlett’s test for the variables of the external factors resulting from the
adjustment of the excluded items. Source: results, statistical package SPSS v.21

Sample adaptation measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin. ,706
Bartlett's sphericity 
test

Approximate Chi-square 642,095
Df. 190
Sig. ,000
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Table 5. Communalities for the items of external factors [3]

Items of external factors Start Extraction

1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained 1,000 ,609
2. Integrality of health centers 1,000 ,577
3. Quality of health centers 1,000 ,812
4. Time of attention of health centers 1,000 ,676
5. Adaptation of housing environments 1,000 ,686
6. White water supply 1,000 ,756
7. Waste collection service 1,000 ,705
8. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing 1,000 ,883
9. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work 1,000 ,882
10. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity 1,000 ,810
11. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content 1,000 ,887
12. Availability of time for physical and sports activities 1,000 ,716
13. Availability of time to carry out cultural activities 1,000 ,840
14. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community 1,000 ,702
15. Availability of time to be part of a social club 1,000 ,830
16. Obtaining transportation services in good condition 1,000 ,674
17. Electric power service 1,000 ,741
18. Disposal of sewage 1,000 ,709
19. Security and habitability of housing 1,000 ,724
20. Adequacy of the number of rooms in the house 1,000 ,785

Table 6. Total variance explained for the external factors variables. Extraction method:
Principal components analysis

Component Initial eigenvalues Sums of saturations to the square of 
the extraction

Sum of the saturations to the 
square of the rotation

Total % of the 
variance

%
accumulated

Total % of the 
variance

%
accumulated

Total % of the 
variance

%
accumulated

1 5,904 29,522 29,522 5,904 29,522 29,522 3,323 16,615 16,615
2 3,362 16,808 46,330 3,362 16,808 46,330 2,927 14,633 31,248
3 1,722 8,612 54,942 1,722 8,612 54,942 2,576 12,878 44,126
4 1,584 7,920 62,862 1,584 7,920 62,862 2,257 11,285 55,410
5 1,320 6,601 69,463 1,320 6,601 69,463 1,972 9,858 65,269
6 1,112 5,562 75,025 1,112 5,562 75,025 1,951 9,756 75,025
7 ,890 4,449 79,474
8 ,695 3,476 82,951
9 ,582 2,910 85,861

10 ,509 2,545 88,406
11 ,440 2,201 90,607
12 ,391 1,956 92,562
13 ,311 1,556 94,118
14 ,273 1,364 95,482
15 ,234 1,169 96,651
16 ,186 ,931 97,582
17 ,151 ,755 98,337
18 ,131 ,654 98,991
19 ,123 ,613 99,603
20 ,079 ,397 100,000
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Table 7 concerning the matrix of components not rotated for the variables of
external factors, presents the items ordered according to the relative importance of their
contribution to the first factor. Before the rotation it is observed that most of the items
contribute positive correlations to the first component and a considerable number of
them, thirteen, have an important weight in it, which provides evidence of construct
validity.

Table 8 shows the structure of the components after the rotation, it being concluded
that there are six clearly differentiated and highlighted subsets.

Table 8 shows the highest correlations for the six resulting factors, each one is
detailed below:

Table 7. Matrix of components for the variables of external factors. Source: results, statistical
package SPSS v.21 Extraction method: Analysis of main components. 6 extracted components

Variable
Component

1 2 3 4 5 6
1. Availability of time to carry out cultural activities ,744 -,365 -,183 -,306 ,006 -,160
2. Availability of time for physical and sports 
activities ,738 -,254 ,025 -,258 -,095 -,177

3. Availability of time to carry out social activities in 
your community ,680 -,440 -,069 -,156 ,123 ,041

4. Waste collection service ,625 ,439 ,008 ,177 -,044 -,296
5. Obtaining transportation services in good condition ,568 -,187 -,209 ,370 ,362 -,068
6. Time of attention of health centers ,563 -,379 -,254 ,278 -,271 -,012
7. Adaptation of housing environments ,534 ,365 -,161 -,243 ,002 ,427
8. Security and habitability of housing ,529 ,480 -,197 -,241 ,088 ,330
9. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity ,505 ,311 ,437 -,007 -,482 -,186
10. Integrality of health centers ,483 -,318 -,384 ,254 -,115 ,133
11. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to 
housing ,481 -,384 ,479 ,376 ,283 ,234

12. White water supply ,451 ,639 -,163 -,030 ,235 -,250
13. Availability of time to be part of a social club ,495 -,614 ,005 -,408 ,119 -,165
14. Disposal of sewage ,508 ,572 ,096 ,163 ,195 -,223
15. Electric power service ,464 ,543 ,097 ,177 ,416 -,129
16. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to 
work ,408 -,314 ,602 ,331 ,149 ,351

17. Quality of health centers ,453 -,182 -,440 ,501 -,355 -,059
18. Satisfaction for the level of education attained ,430 -,325 ,283 -,450 ,140 -,128
19. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional 
content ,538 ,274 ,473 -,014 -,546 ,019

20. Adequacy of the number of rooms in the house ,511 ,412 -,193 -,208 -,101 ,514
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• Factor 1 correlates with the following items: availability of time to be part of a
social club, availability of time to carry out cultural activities, satisfaction with the
level of education attained, availability of time for physical and sports activities and
availability of time to perform social activities in your community. Its designation
according to the items with the highest correlation is the use of free time and
educational level attained.

• Factor 2 correlates with the following items: electric power service, whitewater
supply, wastewater disposal and waste collection service. Its denomination
according to its correlation is public services.

Table 8. Matrix of rotated components for the variables of external factors. Source: SPSS
results V.21 Extraction method: Analysis of main components

Variables Component
1 2 3 4 5 6

Availability of time to be part of a 
social club

,886 -,112 ,136 -,040 ,102 -,054

Availability of time for cultural 
activities

,811 ,120 ,365 ,172 -,006 ,062

Satisfaction for the level of 
education attained

,733 ,011 -,164 ,020 ,174 ,121

Availability of time for physical 
and sports activities

,721 ,156 ,274 ,136 ,065 ,274

Availability of time to carry out 
social activities in your community

,695 ,043 ,341 ,182 ,257 -,035

Electric energy service -,018 ,812 -,057 ,206 ,188 ,025
Supply of white water ,042 ,791 -,003 ,290 -,201 ,067
Disposal of sewage -,009 ,789 ,019 ,177 ,071 ,224
Waste collection service ,093 ,693 ,246 ,139 -,018 ,369
Quality of health centers -,007 ,082 ,889 ,009 -,018 ,123
Time of attention of health centers ,292 -,023 ,743 ,033 ,131 ,140
Integrality of health centers ,210 -,022 ,696 ,168 ,119 -,073
Adaptation of the number of rooms 
in the house

,035 ,154 ,117 ,850 ,002 ,157

Adaptation of housing 
environments

,133 ,212 ,071 ,779 ,022 ,106

Security and habitability of 
housing

,108 ,360 ,027 ,759 -,046 ,063

Obtaining expected transfer times 
from home to work

,145 -,026 ,073 ,022 ,905 ,188

Obtaining expected transfer times 
from work to housing

,242 ,089 ,175 -,050 ,884 ,045

Obtaining transportation services 
in good condition

,259 ,420 ,333 ,014 ,504 -,255

Ingestion of foods with adequate 
nutritional content

,097 ,144 ,059 ,228 ,170 ,879

Ingestion of food in adequate 
quantity

,119 ,273 ,038 ,087 ,065 ,841
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• The factor 3 correlates with the following items: quality of the health centers, time
of attention of the health centers, integrality of the health centers. It’s the dimension
according to the correlation is health care services.

• The factor 4 correlates with: Adequacy of the number of rooms in the house,
adequacy of housing environments, security and habitability of the home. It is
designated with the name of housing conditions.

• Factor 5 shows higher correlations with the following items: obtaining expected
transfer times from home to work, obtaining expected transfer times from work to
home and obtaining transportation services in good condition. Due to its charac-
teristics and correlation, it is called transportation services.

• Factor 6 shows higher correlations with the following items: ingestion of food with
adequate nutritional content and ingestion of food in adequate quantity. It is dis-
tinguished with the name of Food.

Table 9 presents the components obtained from the application of the exploratory
factor analysis for the external factors of the psychosocial risk assessment model
specific to the work environment studied, and which allowed the validation of the
proposed model.

4 Conclusions

The validity of the construct validates the conceptual theoretical foundations on which
the instrument is developed. In this case, it has been verified that the external factors
obtained from the Social Determinants of Health established by the World Health
Organization (WHO) influence the outcome of the evaluation of the level of psy-
chosocial risk.

Acknowledgment. To the Universidad de la Costa and the Universidad Libre Seccional Bar-
ranquilla, especially the GIDE research group, for making this research possible.

Table 9. Internal, individual and external factors resulting from the specific exploratory factor
analysis of the studied work context [3].

Factors Variables Quantity Dimensions

Factors
external

Life conditions 1 Use of free time and satisfaction with the
educational level

6 Alimentación
Housing services 2 Public services
Services of health 3 Care services of health
Conditions of the
living place

4 Conditions of the House

Transport 5 Transport services
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Abstract. In present paper we consider a combination of CBR with the
Domain Ontology and Data Mining. The proposed approach to integration CBR
with the Ontology, as a result, gives a numerical matrix that characterize the
semantic relationship of cases with the domain concepts. Then it is possible to
apply methods of cluster analysis, classification and regression to this data
matrix in order to organize semantic space of cases and thus increase the rele-
vance of their retrieval. We explore possibilities of fuzzy logic approaches for
building fuzzy rules and classification trees.

Keywords: Case-Based Reasoning � Ontology � Classification
Fuzzy decision tree � Data mining

1 Introduction

An important stage in building successful Knowledge-Based Systems (KBS) is a
choice of knowledge base representation model. The first KBS were built on rules,
which made it possible to apply logical inference to obtain new knowledge through the
so called Rule-Based Reasoning (RBR). However, the problem of obtaining expert
knowledge and their presentation in the form of rules has proved to be a bottleneck
when working with complicated application domains. Case-Based Reasoning (CBR),
appeared as an alternative paradigm to RBR, allows solving new problems, extracting
past successful cases and adapting them to new conditions. CBR allowed to overcome
a number of limitations inherent to RBR-based systems [1]. It does not require the
construction of an explicit domain model, the complex process of acquiring knowledge
is reduced to the task of accumulating cases of making decisions in the past and
analyzing the results of decision making based on these past cases.

It soon became clear, that CBR is a generic methodology (not a technology) for
building knowledge-based systems and its internal reasoning tasks can be implemented
using a number of techniques as long as the guiding CBR principles are followed [2].
So combinations of CBR with other intelligent methods are considered very promising
in terms of creating a technology for the implementation of effective CBR- systems [3].
Such combinations are becoming increasingly popular due to the fact that in many
application domains a vast amount of case data is available. Such combined approaches
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have managed to solve problems in application domains where a case-based module
needs the assistance and/or completion of other intelligent modules in order to produce
effective results.

The most promising in terms of combination with CBR are RBR, fuzzy logic,
neural networks, ontology. Various types of coupling models involving combinations
of CBR and RBR such as sequential processing, co-processing and embedded pro-
cessing are described in [4]. CBR can be combined with fuzzy logic in fruitful ways in
order to handle imprecision. A usual approach is the incorporation of fuzzy logic into a
CBR system in order to improve CBR aspects [5, 6].

Ontologies facilitate knowledge sharing and reuse. They can provide an explicit
conceptualization describing data semantics and ensuring common understanding of the
domain knowledge. To enhance the case retrieval and case adaptation, in [7] it was created
the domain ontology in the field of railroad accidents from which cases are instantiated in
the case base and operational ontology in the form of decision rules. In [8] integration of
CBR with domain ontology is applied for Fault Diagnosis of steam turbine. In [9] jCO-
LIBRI (Cases andOntologyLibraries Integration for Building Reasoning Infrastructures)
is proposed to create knowledge-intensive and domain-independent CBR architecture.

The above papers were focused on combinations of CBR with one other individual
intelligent method when the method is embedded into CBR for implementation of a
certain phase. However more interesting approaches concern multi-integrated systems
not following the embedded approach. In [10] fuzzy logic was used for the integration
of CBR and RBR resulted in generation fuzzy rules from cases for decision making.

In present paper we consider combination of CBR with the Domain Ontology and
Data Mining. The proposed approach to integration CBR with the Ontology, as a result,
gives a numerical matrix that characterize the semantic relationship of cases to the
domain concepts. Then it is possible to apply methods of cluster analysis, classification
and regression to this data matrix in order to organize semantic space of cases and thus
increase the relevance of their retrieval. Here we explore possibilities of fuzzy logic
approaches for building fuzzy rules and classification trees. The proposed approach is
illustrated by the example of IT consulting where CBR proves to be very efficient.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, we describe the IT consulting
ontology, the structure of the Precedent class, and the proposed mechanism for the
integration of cases with the ontology concepts. In Sect. 3 we propose method of cases
retrieval based on application of fuzzy classification methods to semantic data matrix
obtained as a result of integration of CBR with the ontology.

2 Formulation of the Domain Ontology

Ontology is a formal explicit description of the notions (concepts) of the application
domain and the relations between these concepts [11]. The ontology could be repre-
sented by the following tuple

O ¼ C;R; S;G; T;Eh i; ð1Þ
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where C ¼ fciji ¼ 1; ng is a finite non-empty set of classes (concepts) describing the
basic notions of the application domain; R ¼ friji ¼ 1;mg is a finite set of binary
relations between the classes, R�C � C, R ¼ fRISAg[ fRASSg, RISA is an antisym-
metric, transitive, non-reflexive hierarchy relation; RASS is an associative relationship
used to establish a link from the case to the ontology; S ¼ fsiji ¼ 1; kg is a finite set of
slots (properties); G ¼ fgsiji ¼ 1; :lg is a finite set of facets (slot attributes); E ¼
feiji ¼ 1; ug is a finite set of class instances; T is a finite non-empty set, which
determines the vocabulary of the domain concepts, built on a set of basic terms (a set of
ontology classes) B ¼ fbiji ¼ 1; ng. The structure of the class is defined as

c ¼ Name; ðis� a cparentÞ; ðs1; . . .snðcÞÞ
� �

; ð2Þ

where c; cparent 2 C are the ontology classes connected by the hierarchy relation RISA,
si 2 S are the class slots, Namec 2 B is the class name being the base term of the
vocabulary T. Taxonomy of classes is formed by means of indicating the rela-
tion «is-a» and the name of the parent cparent in the descendant class. We call classes
that have no descendants, terminal concepts of the ontology (terminals).

A fragment of the ontology for the IT which are direct descendants is shown in
Fig. 1. The ontology was created in the Protégé 4.2 Editor, that is free software for
building ontologies. The main concepts of the ontology are Accounting , Payroll and
Contract unit: The concept Accounting describes the main subsections of accounting.
The concept Payroll describes the main subsections of the taxonomy “Calculations
with the staff”. In principle, if the descendants of a certain parent have unequal
influence on the parent concept, then it is possible to introduce weight coefficients into
the taxonomy. To do this, each concept with a parent is added a slot – the weight of the
concept. In present version of the ontology it is assumed that all the children of the
same parent have the same weight, equal to 1=G, where G is the number of children of
the given parent.

3 Integration of Case Base with the Domain Ontology

The problem of presenting a case is first and foremost a problem of selecting infor-
mation that should be included in the description of cases, finding the appropriate
structure for describing its content, and determining how the case base should be
organized for effective retrieval and reuse. The case can be represented in various ways,
for example, with the help of tree structures, rows in databases, frames, etc. The main
problems when presenting a case are: the choice of information that should be included
in the description, the search for a convenient case structure and the organization of a
knowledge base for optimal and efficient search.

The initial case representation could be simple (linear)

CASE ¼ ðx1; x2; x3; . . .; xn; sÞ; ð3Þ
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where x1; x2; . . .; xn are the values of attributes (features) identifying the situation, s is
solution to the problem defined in the case. Subsequently, with the deepening into the
problem domain, possible complication of case structure is possible, through, for
example, the introduction of hierarchy and other relationships between the attributes.

To integrate the ontology of the IT consulting domain with a description of cases, a
class Precedent was created. This class does not have a branched hierarchical structure,
it does not have child classes at all. The purpose of the Precedent class is to create
complete structure for entering information about the decision-making cases, and also
to establish a semantic links from the cases to the ontology. The Precedent class
includes three groups of properties (slots) dividing structurally and substantively the
information included into the case description as is presented in Fig. 2.

Fig. 1. The domain ontology for the IT consultation in Protégé 4.2 (fragment)
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The proposed structure of the Precedent class has the necessary completeness and
non-redundancy. We determine where the problem arose (software and its version),
who meets the problem (user role), how the user sees the problem (user description,
error). The consultant gives professional definition of the problem characteristics,
determines the place of the problem in the domain ontology through associative links
with the ontology concepts (group of slots Keyword1. . .3 contains one or several slots
to create a semantic link with the ontology concepts). The case contains the information
about modification of the case by the consultant. Finally, a file that contain instructions
for solving the problem, or a user error, can be attached to the case. In the conventional
CBR method, the measure of closeness (distance) in a multidimensional space defined
by the case features is used to retrieve cases. However, not necessarily the case that is
the closest (in terms of the distance in the multidimensional space) is the most relevant,
when the best semantic correspondence of the retrieved case to the current problem is
achieved. Therefore it seems promising to make a comparison between the current
situation and cases, assessing the degree of their connection with the concepts of
ontology. Thus, closeness of cases to each other is estimated by the degree of semantic
closeness of the concepts associated with these cases. To achieve that it is necessary to
determine the semantic links of the newly introduced cases with the ontology concepts
at the stage of creating the knowledge base.

The link of the instances of the Precedent class with the ontology concepts is
established by setting the associative relation RASS for the slots of theKeywords group for
Precedent class that has type Dclass. Specifying the type Dclass for each of the I slots
Keywords involves specifying an additional argument – the associated ontology concept.
If, for example, the i-th slot of the group Keywords has the typeDclass with the associated
class Ci, then as the slot values when creating the class Pr ecedent instances we can use

the classes of the transitive closure TrðCiÞ of the concept Ci including Ci ¼ C 0ð Þ
i and all

its subclasses below in the hierarchy: TrðCiÞ ¼ fCi ¼ Cð0Þ
i gS ISAðCð0Þ

i Þ, where

Fig. 2. Structure of a case through the hierarchy of properties for Precedent class.
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ISAðCð0ÞÞ ¼ SL

l¼1
fCðlÞ 2 Cj9RISAðCðl�1Þ;CðlÞÞg, L being the maximum depth of the class

ci descendants. Here the classes Pr ecedent and Ci are connected by the associative
relation RASSðPr ecedent ; CiÞ:

Establishing the connection of a specific case with the ontology, the analyst
chooses concepts that are semantically closest to the case. It can be either terminal, the
most specified concepts, and non-terminal (intermediate) concepts that have a more
general meaning. It should be emphasized that in our approach we allow setting several
links for one case with different ontology concepts. This expands the expressive
possibilities of the approach and can be used when the problem arises at the junction of
several concepts, and its adequate description requires consideration of this interdis-
ciplinary character.

Let in addition to the concept name Ci, the weight value vi, 0� vi � 1,
PI

i¼1 vi ¼ 1,
is given as the facet (property of a slot) for the i-th slot of the group Keywords
establishing the strength of the relation between the case and the ontology concept. The
more is the weight vi, the closer by the meaning the case is to the corresponding
concept of the application domain.

Let we have J terminals in the ontology, and each terminal kwj; j ¼ 1; J corre-
sponds to the weight wj; j ¼ 1; J,

PJ
j¼1 wj ¼ 1, that can be computed from the weights

vi for the cases and the weights of the hierarchy relations in the ontology. The pro-
cedure for forming a vector of weight coefficients wj; j ¼ 1; J, for the terminals
kwj; j ¼ 1; J, can be represented as follows. Suppose that considered case is related to
the concepts C1;C2; . . .;CI .

1. First we assign wj ¼ 0; 8j ¼ 1; J.
2. Second, cycle for all concepts ‘Ci; i ¼ 1; I connected with the case:

– if Ci is a terminal concept (kwj ¼ Ci ¼ C 0ð Þ
i ), then wj ¼ vi;

– if Ci is not a terminal concept, i.e. terminal concept kwj is the L- level

descendant of the intermediate concept Ci, kwj ¼ CðLÞ
i , then wj ¼ vi �

QL

l¼1
vðlÞi ,

where vðlÞi is the weight of the hierarchical relation RISAðcðl�1Þ
i ; cðlÞi Þ from the

concept parent Cðl�1Þ
i to the child concept CðlÞ

i on the way from the concept Ci

connected with the case instance to the terminal concept kwj, as illustrated in
Fig. 3. The weights of concepts being descendants to the one parent in the
ontology are considered to be the same, as discussed in Sect. 2.

Thus, all the cases stored in the case base are indexed using the ontology concepts.
Each concept is included into the case representationwith aweight calculated on the basis
of the associative relationships between the case and the ontology concepts. As a result we
obtain semantic data matrix with the values of weights wj; j ¼ 1; J, for each case in the
case base being the instances of the Precedent class. The number of rows of the data table
is equal to the number of cases and the number of columns is equal to J – the number of the
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ontology terminal concepts. One can further apply data mining and machine learning
methods to the obtained data table extracting knowledge from data.

4 Cases Retrieval Based on Fuzzy Classification Methods

After obtaining semantically close classes of cases as a result of clustering, the tech-
nology for retrieving cases relevant to the current problem consists in the following.
Describing the current situation, the analyst should relate the current case with the
ontology concepts, as it was done with the cases in the knowledge base. As a result, we
will have a string of terminal weights corresponding to the problem being solved. In
this case, the task of extracting cases relevant to the current problem can be reduced to
the classification of the current problem. Since the semantic data matrix is numerical
(not categorical), it is suitable to apply fuzzy approaches to determine the most relevant
to the current problem class of cases.

Here we explore and compare two methods of classification based on fuzzy logic.
The first one is algorithm of direct generating fuzzy linguistic rules, proposed in [10].
The second method of fuzzy decision trees is proposed in [12, 13], the software
available at http://www.cs.umsl.edu/*janikow/fid/downloads.html was used. Figure 4
gives visual illustration of comparison between the two methods for sequentially
reducing size of training sample (3 triangular membership functions for each linguistic
variables).

Here we can observe that the classification accuracy for sequentially reducing size
of training sample (from 105 cases to 45) remains quite high. Method of fuzzy decision
trees is better for medium size of training sample while the method of direct generating
fuzzy rules is better for small size of training sample.

Figure 5 gives visual illustration of comparison between the two methods for
various number of term-values of linguistic variables (3, 5, 7 triangular membership
functions for each linguistic variables).

Fig. 3. Calculating the strength of the relationship of the case with the ontology concepts
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Here we can observe that the classification accuracy for sequentially growing
number of terms (from 3 cases to 7) remains quite high. Method of fuzzy decision trees
is better for medium and high sizes of terms while the method of direct generating
fuzzy rules is better for small size of training sample. Further research will be in
development of algorithm based on combination of both approaches.

Thus, we proposed an efficient combination of CBR with Data Mining methods
applied to semantic data matrix obtained from integration with the Domain Ontology.

Fig. 4. Classification accuracy for sequentially reducing size of training sample

Fig. 5. Classification accuracy for various number of term-values of linguistic variables
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The proposed approach is illustrated by the example of IT consulting where CBR
proves to be very efficient.
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Abstract. An empirical study of ex post facto type was carried out using, as a
primary source, the database of the Direction of Management of Control of the
Subdirector of Management of Customs Control in the Dirección de Impuestos y
AduanasNacionales (DIAN) ofColombia and applying the hierarchical ascending
classification of contraband apprehensions in Colombia (2015–2016), in order to
review the effectiveness of the law 1762 2015. The large amount of data was
worked using data mining techniques such as: conglomerates and clustering.
Through this method, it was possible to identify six conglomerates that explain
97.14% of the data variability. Similar behaviors were identified in some areas
such as the border with Venezuela, the southern border of Colombia, but not in
coastal areas. Because it is common that the quantities apprehended does not have
a direct relationship with the value of the same, it is necessary to identify if this
situation is due to a change in the typology of contraband products, the effect of the
exchange rate, or deficiencies in the valuation techniques.

Keywords: Contraband � Apprehensions � Inspection � Piracy
Open contraband � Technical contraband � Cluster analysis
Hierarchical ascending classification � Conglomerates � Clustering

1 Introduction

According to the International Chamber of Commerce, the negative impacts of counter-
feiting and piracy are expected to correspond toUS$ 4.2 billion in theworld economy and
will put at risk 5.4 million legitimate jobs in 2022 [1] in the OECD countries.

Contraband and counterfeiting are the clandestine activities of most relevance and are
mainly characterized by sudden changes in the main actors involved. Additionally, they
represent a financial threat to almost all industries and a potential danger to the health and
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safety of consumers, since they cause problems of violence associated with the settling of
scores and other crimes necessary to ensure that illicit businessescontinue [2, 3].

There are two types of contraband, open and technical [4]. The first one consists of
the entry or exit of goods neither presented nor declared before the customs authorities
in the national customs territory, in authorized places (ports and airports) and unli-
censed places (beaches, trails, border crossings, airports, ports, and warehouses), to
avoid the payment of customs duties such as tariffs, VAT or other kinds of tax regu-
lations [5]. The second type consists of the entry or exit of goods into the national
customs territory with presentation and declaration, but altering the information pre-
sented to the customs authority, with the aim of under-invoicing, over-invoicing,
evading compliance with legal requirements, changing the tariff position, or obtaining
other customs or tax benefits [4].

In Colombia, coordination between entities such as the DIAN, the Fiscal and
Customs Police, the Highway Police, the State intelligence, the National Army, and the
Prosecutor’s Office is a necessary factor to continue reducing contraband. In this study,
the purpose is to identify what are the behaviors that allow grouping in conglomerates
the regions where merchandise is apprehended, considering four variables: quantities
apprehended in 2015 and 2016, and the appraisal of apprehensions in 2015 and 2016,
in order to review the effectiveness of the law 1762 2015. “Through which instruments
are adopted to prevent, control and sanction smuggling, money laundering and tax
evasion,” whose objective was to modernize, adapt and strengthen the legal framework
of the fight against smuggling.

2 Method

In this study, the reports of the Dirección de Gestión de Fiscalización de la Subdi-
rección de Gestión de Fiscalización Aduanera de la Dirección de Impuestos y Aduanas
Nacionales (DIAN) of Colombia [6], are used as primary source [7–17]. The reports
contain monthly and weekly information on the number and value of apprehensions,
the sectors and economic products affected, the cause of apprehension, and the chan-
nels of apprehension. Based on the figures, an empirical study of ex post facto type was
carried out using a cluster analysis:

“Agglomerative methods, also known as ascending methods, begin the analysis with as many
groups as individuals exist. The groups are formed from these initial units in ascending way until
the end of the process when all focused cases are grouped into the same conglomerate” [18].

The strategy of the minimum distance was used [19]. In this way, when performing
the K-th step, n-K clusters are obtained, and the distance between the clusters Ci (with
ni elements) and Cj (with nj elements) would be:

d Ci;Cj
� � ¼ Min

xl2Ci
xm2Cj

d xl; xmð Þf g l ¼ 1; . . .; ni; m ¼ 1; . . .nj ð1Þ
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In this case, the Ci and Cj clusters will be joined if:

d Ci;Cj
� � ¼ Min

i1;j1¼1;...;n�k
i1 6¼j1

d Ci1 ;Cj1

� �� �

¼ Min
i1; j1¼1;...;n�k

i1 6¼j1

Min
xl2Ci1
xm2Cj1

d xl; xmð Þf g

8><
>:

9>=
>;

l ¼ 1; . . .; ni1 ; m ¼ 1; . . .nj1

ð2Þ

The variables that were used for the analysis were: (i) amounts apprehended in
2015, (ii) amounts apprehended in 2016, (iii) appraisal of apprehensions in 2015 and
(iv) appraisal of apprehensions in 2016. The spatial units considered for the analysis of
conglomerates are 41 sectionals where DIAN and Polfa (Tax and Customs Police)
exercise control.

3 The Data

According to official sources [20], the result of the estimate of distortion in imports in
2015 in under-invoicing and open contraband was US $ 6,171 million, and according
to ANDI [21] contraband in Colombia in 2016 represented the 0.9% of Colombia’s
GDP and 2% of Latin America’s GDP.

Textiles, cigarettes, and liquors were the three most affected sectors [22].

– Between 21 and 25% of the liquor is illegal (of these 30% is contraband and 70%
adulterated liquor). The losses represent approximately 406 million dollars for the
departments.

– Colombia is the third country with the largest number of contraband brands, which
corresponds to 108,000 million pesos.

– The contraband of textiles is equivalent to 13% of GDP.

It is also important to observe that contraband in Colombia represents one of the
main scourges for international trade [25] and is one of the main factors of instability in
the post-agreement scenario and, during the period of conflict with the Farc-Ep, it also
allowed the financing of illegal groups ([23, 24]). Figures 1 and 2 show the quantities
apprehended and the equivalent values between 2015 and 2016. In Puerto Inírida,
Sogamoso, Tulúa, Barrancabermeja, Villavicencio, Ibagué, Monteria, Buenaventura,
Sincelejo, Neiva, Puerto Carreño, Bucaramanga, Bogotá, and Riohacha the number of
apprehended quantities was lower in 2016 than in 2015. There is an increase in the
number of apprehensions in 2016 compared to 2015, from 46,236 to 50,931, growing
by 10.2%. In spite of the above, there has been a decrease in the value of apprehensions
in 2016 compared to 2015, going from 347,177 million pesos (115.7 million dollars) to
307,039 million pesos (102.3 million dollars), decreasing by 11.6% [26]. Regarding the
values, Fig. 2 indicates that in Leticia, Palmira, Tulúa, Pasto, Barrancabermeja, Ibague,
Neiva, Sogamoso, Villavicencio, Medellin, Pamplona, Cali, Maicao, Bucaramanga,
Sincelejo, Cúcuta, Valledupar, Pereira, Armenia and Buenaventura, the value of the
seized merchandize in 2016 was lower than the shown by figures in 2015.
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The biggest apprehensions in 2016 occurred in Bogo3ta, Cali, and Medellin
(Fig. 2). In 2016, because of the control actions carried out by the DIAN, the sectional
directorates that stood out for their percentage share in quantity were: Cali with 10.5%;

Fig. 1. Amounts apprehended in 2015 and 2016. Source: own elaboration using Philcarto based
on data from the Dirección de Impuestos y Aduanas Nacionales [6–17].

Fig. 2. Appraised value of apprehensions in 2016. Source: own elaboration using Philcarto
based on data from the Dirección de Impuestos y Aduanas Nacionales [6–17].
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Medellin with 10.1%; Cúcuta with 10.0%; Pereira with 6.6%; Santa Marta with 6.5%,
and Ipiales with 6.5%. There may be situations when the amounts may be higher, while
the valuation is lower, or vice versa.

4 Results and Discussion

When applying the hierarchical ascending classification, the following results were
obtained using the Philcato software, specialized in cartographic analysis. The his-
togram shows that the significant number of classes is 6 for the 41 spatial units
analyzed, explaining 97.14% of the inertia (see Algorithm 1).

Algorithm 1. Variables of the Analysis and Hierarchy level index 

1. Variables of the Analysis 
 
  V01 Cant Apreh 2015 
  V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015 
  V03 Cant Apreh 2016 
  V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016 
 
2. Hierarchy level index 
 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Total iner�a = ,042 
 ---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 Node      Index     Elder Benjamin    Rate    Cumul   N classes  Iner�a ra�o histogram 
    81 |    0,03 |    79 |      80 | 71,08 |   71,08 |        2  I****************************** 
    80 |    0,00 |    77 |      73 | 10,52 |   81,60 |        3  I**** 
    79 |    0,00 |    78 |      74 |  8,35 |   89,95 |        4  I**** 
    78 |    0,00 |    76 |      75 |  5,46 |   95,40 |        5  I** 
    77 |    0,00 |    70 |      68 |  1,74 |   97,14 |        6  I* 
    76 |    0,00 |    64 |      69 |  0,71 |   97,85 |        7  I 
    75 |    0,00 |    56 |      72 |  0,54 |   98,38 |        8  I 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
Parameters of the 6 classes of the par��on n°5 
note: calcula�ons are carried out on the percentages in rela�on to the sum of each line. 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------  
3.1. Number of spa�al units 
                                           All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06 
  V01 Cant Apreh 2015                       41,00       10,00        4,00        8,00        7,00       10,00        2,00 
  V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          41,00       10,00        4,00        8,00        7,00       10,00        2,00 
  V03 Cant Apreh 2016                       41,00       10,00        4,00        8,00        7,00       10,00        2,00 
  V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          41,00       10,00        4,00        8,00        7,00       10,00        2,00 
 
3.2. Minimums 
                                           All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06 
  V01 Cant Apreh 2015                                               0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00 
  V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          12,41       42,28       73,73       57,78       12,41       49,26       68,42 
  V03 Cant Apreh 2016                         0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00 
  V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          18,74       52,51       18,74       35,09       64,58       44,77       29,52 
 
3.3. Maximums 
                                         All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06 
  V01 Cant Apreh 2015                         0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00 
  V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          81,26       47,49       81,26       64,91       35,42       55,23       70,48 
  V03 Cant Apreh 2016                         0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00 
  V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          87,59       57,72       26,27       42,22       87,59       50,74       31,58 
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All         C01 C02         C03         C04         C05         C06
V01 Cant Apreh 2015                      0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015         51,07       45,41       77,35 60,07       28,02       51,48       69,45
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                      0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016         48,93       54,59       22,65       39,93 71,98       48,52       30,55

3.5. Standard devia�ons
All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06

V01 Cant Apreh 2015                      0,00        0,00        0,00 0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015         14,52        1,77        2,67        2,26        7,27        2,07        1,03
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                      0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00 0,00        0,00        0,00
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016         14,52        1,77        2,67        2,26        7,27        2,07        1,03

3.6. Varia�on coefficients
All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06

V01 Cant Apreh 2015                      1,05        0,54        0,88        0,94        0,70        0,62        0,90
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          0,28        0,04        0,03        0,04 0,26        0,04        0,01
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                      1,00        0,58        0,86        1,05        0,85        0,80        0,92
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          0,30        0,03        0,12        0,06        0,10   0,04        0,03

3.7. Means distances (in unit of each variable)
All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06

V01 Cant Apreh 2015                      0,00        0,00      0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          0,00       -5,67       26,28        9,00      -23,05        0,41       18,38
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                      0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00        0,00
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          0,00        5,67      -26,28       -9,00       23,05       -0,41      -18,38

3.8. Means distances (in standard devia�on of each variable)
All         C01         C02         C03         C04         C05         C06

V01 Cant Apreh 2015                      0,00       -0,41        1,07        0,43       -0,26       -0,07       -0,56
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015          0,00       -0,39        1,81        0,62       -1,59        0,03        1,27
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                      0,00       -0,39        0,65        0,30       -0,04        0,02       -0,55
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016          0,00        0,39       -1,81       -0,62        1,59       -0,03       -1,27

3.9. Interpreta�on of the means distances
Posi�ves distances : '+' weak (0.5), '++' notable (0.5 -> 1.0), '+++' sharp (1.0 -> 1.5), '++++' strong (>1.5)
Nega�ves distances : '-' weak (-0.5), '--' notable (-0.5-> -1.0), '---' sharp (-1.0 -> -1.5), '----' strong (< -1.5)

All         C01         C02          C03          C04 C05         C06
V01 Cant Apreh 2015                     |          -|           |+++         |+           -|            -|         --|    
V02 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2015 |        -|           |++++       |++         ----|           |+          |+++ 
V03 Cant Apreh 2016                    |         -|           |++           |+               -|           |+                --|    
V04 Valor Avalúo Apreh ($) 2016  |           |+          ----|             --|               |++++      -|     ---|    

3.4. Means

In Figs. 3 and 4, the result of the sectionals grouping in 6 different significant
classes is shown. This grouping explains 97.14% of the variability of the data, which
implies an excellent explanatory level. Figure 4 contains the spatial representation of
the sectional agglomeration and is further detailed in Table 1. The importance of this
analysis lies in the fact that differentiated strategies can be applied, according to the
characteristics of each statistically identified group, and not a homogeneous policy.
Some of the recommendations are summarized in Table 1.
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Fig. 3. Diagram of distance of the average of each class with respect to the general average.
Source: own elaboration.

Fig. 4. Spatial representation of the application of hierarchical ascending classification to
contraband seizures. Source: own elaboration using Philcarto based on data from the Directorate
of Taxes and National Customs [6–17].
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Table 1. Spatial agglomeration of merchandise apprehension and recommendations derived
from cluster analysis

Class Comments Space unit

1 (red) In this case, it is necessary to carry
out a review of whether the lower
values of apprehension correspond to
a low entry of contraband or to
ineffective strategies to identify the
phenomenon. It is necessary to
establish whether the higher value of
apprehensions in 2017, despite a
reduction in quantities, is due to a
change in the type of contraband
products, to the effect of the
exchange rate, or to deficiencies in
the valuation techniques

San Andrés, Yopal, Ipiales, Girardot,
Montería, Tunja, Cartagena, Bogotá,
Barranquilla, Urabá

2 (blue) Although these areas are
characterized by being non-bordering
municipalities, it is necessary to
review why the number of units
seized was reduced in 2016
compared to 2015, given the
possibility of whether mobility
corridors are no longer used cross
these municipalities or there are new
methods of illicit trafficking to evade
controls. These municipalities are
also characterized by a very
significant decrease in the value of
apprehensions in 2016, which is the
reason to identify if it is due to a
change in the typology of contraband
products, to the effect of the
exchange rate, or to deficiencies in
the valuation techniques

Tulúa, Armenia, Sincelejo,
Barrancabermeja

3 (green) In this group are some border
municipalities such as Maicao and
Cúcuta. For this reason, it is worth
studying why the number of units
apprehended and the values of the
merchandise show a behavior that is
only slightly higher than the national
average. Similar to conglomerate 2,
these municipalities are also
characterized by a significant
decrease in the value of
apprehensions in 2016, which is the
reason to identify whether this is due
to a change in the type of contraband

Palmira, Pamplona, Cúcuta,
Villavicencio, Maicao, Neiva,
Valledupar, Sogamoso

(continued)
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5 Conclusions

The contraband phenomenon in Colombia has caused high levels of distortion asso-
ciated with the topography of the national territory, large extensions of maritime and
terrestrial border lines with control difficulties, and the increase of a type of illegal
economy for financing different groups outside the law. The applied empirical study of

Table 1. (continued)

Class Comments Space unit

products, to the effect of the rate of
change, or to deficiencies in the
valuation techniques

4 (yellow) In this group are some border
municipalities such as Puerto
Carreño, Puerto Inírida and Tumaco.
The behavior of this group is
atypical, since these are areas where
the quantities apprehended are lower
than the national average and also
their value in 2015. In 2016, the
value was much higher than the
national average, so it is necessary to
identify if it is due to a change in the
type of contraband products, to the
effect of the exchange rate, or to
deficiencies in the valuation
techniques

Puerto Carreño, Inírida, Tumaco,
Quibdó, Popayán, Florencia,
Manizales

5 (pink) This group is characterized by being
very close to the values of the
national average

Ibagué, Leticia, Puerto Asis, Arauca,
Cali, Bucaramanga, Pasto, Santa
Marta, Riohacha, Medellín

6 (sea water
blue)

In this conglomerate, the amounts
apprehended were, in both years,
below the national average, but the
value in 2015 was higher and had a
very significant decrease in 2016.
Therefore, it is necessary to identify
if it is due to a change in the type of
contraband products, to the effect of
the exchange rate, or to deficiencies
in the valuation techniques. It is
striking that, in a municipality with
port, the quantities seized are almost
equivalent to those of group 1.
Therefore, it is necessary to carry out
a review of whether the lower values
of apprehension correspond to a low
entry of contraband

Buenaventura, Pereira
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ex post facto type permitted to perform the hierarchic ascending classification on the
contraband apprehensions in Colombia from 2015 to 2016. With this method it was
possible to identify six conglomerates that explain 97.14% of the data variability.
Similar behaviors were identified in some areas such as the border with Venezuela, the
southern border of Colombia, but not in coastal areas. Because it is common that the
number of quantities apprehended does not have a direct relationship with the value of
the same, it is necessary to identify if it is due to a change in the typology of contraband
products, to the effect of the exchange rate, or to deficiencies in the valuation
techniques.

The advantage of applying agglomeration methods to the analysis of the contraband
phenomenon consists in the possibility of applying segmented strategies, instead of
unidirectional policies. However, to make a deeper analysis, it is suggested to find a
greater number of data to be analyzed at a municipal level, such as: the apprehension
area, the economic sector to which the apprehended quantities belong, the causes of
apprehension, and the accumulated apprehensions by customs chapter, product,
quantity, and value. In Colombia, coordination between entities such as the Dian, the
Fiscal and Customs Police, the Highway Police, State intelligence, the Army, and the
Office of the Prosecutor represent a necessary success factor to continue reducing
contraband.

For future work it is possible to apply other methods of analysis such as the
geographically weighted regression and if it is possible to obtain more information,
methods such as the spatial panel.
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to show the behavior of the air passenger
market in Colombia, in terms of concentration, dominance and asymmetry in
2016, considering the variables of operational revenues and passenger transpor‐
tation; using the database provided by the Civil Aeronautics (Colombia). For this
purpose, we use the application of the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce
designed by [7]. We employ the most representative indicators ratio of concen‐
tration, IHH, Standardized IHH, Entropy, Standardized Entropy, Dominance
Index Kwoka, Dominance Indicator, and Gini coefficient. We were able to estab‐
lish, from the two variables used: the market had high levels of concentration, a
high degree of heterogeneity in the firms and that there is a firm with a dominant
position.

Keywords: Industrial concentration · Dominance · Air market
Market asymmetry · Passengers · Database Civil Aeronautics (Colombia)

1 Introduction

Air transportation has currently had an important development in terms of technology,
computer procedures, tariffs, destinations, electronic access, which makes consider this
form of transportation as a modern way to travel [1]. In Colombia, it is particularly
interesting to see the evolution of the aviation sector because its progress boosted the
country’s economic development; bringing benefits such as, connections between cities,
reduction in transportation costs, people, capital, tourism, flow of goods, among
others [2].
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The air transportation industry in Colombia has a growing development throughout
its history, caused by the implementation of public policies aimed at the deregulation
and liberation of the industry [3]. This allowed the free competition in the domestic air
market facilitating the airlines operations [4] and favoring the entrance of new airlines
to the national aerial trade, leading to a favorable economic dynamism for the Colombian
economy and fostering competition among the participating firms.

This paper seeks to answer to the questions about the behavior of the passenger air
market in Colombia, in terms of concentration, dominance and asymmetry in 2016, in
terms of operational revenues and passenger transportation. In order to answer to this
inquires, public information from the Civil Aeronautics in 2016 will be used, associated
to the operational revenues and number of national passengers [1, 5, 6], and the various
concentration measures, dominance, and asymmetry used by various competition
protection authorities at the international level [7, 8].

The importance of this study is that this sector has links to others such as: defense,
tourism, logistics, telecommunications, electronics, information technology, construc‐
tion. Likewise, the selected indicators allow the establishment of early warnings
regarding free competition and antitrust policies. This exercise tries to validate the
importance of objective and multiple measures for the analysis of market structures,
which can be contrasted in different periods.

2 Method

2.1 Data

This investigation is processed on the database provided by the Civil Aeronautics
(Colombia), regarding the operational revenues of the airlines [5] and the nationwide
passenger transportation [6], from January to December 2016.

According to the Aerocivil report, there are 14 airlines for domestic routes [9]:
Avianca Holding SA, Copa Airlines Colombia, Fast Colombia, Lan Colombia, Satena,
EsasyFly, Aerolíneas de Antioquia, Searca, Helicol, Sarpa, Transporte Aéreo Colom‐
biano, ACA, Aliansa, and Aerostart. Regarding international routes, options increased
to at least 30 active carriers in at least one route to or from Colombia [2]. However, this
paper will only analyze the segment of the airlines that operate at a national level in
order to see the participation and interaction of the firms in the Colombian air market.

2.2 Indicators

The indicators of concentration, dominance and asymmetry were estimated using the
application in Excel prepared by the Economic Studies Group of the Superintendence
of Industry and Commerce [7], available at http://www.sic.gov.co/estudios-academ‐
icos-2013, which allows automatically calculate for 100 signatures and seven sectors,
10 indicators of concentration, 2 of symmetry and 3 of dominance. Before continuing
with the analysis, Table 1 includes the used indicators, their calculation and interpreta‐
tion, for the readers not familiar with the analysis of competence.
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Table 1. Type of indicators and calculation. Source: [7].
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3 Results

3.1 Airline Operating Income in the Domestic Market

Figure 1 shows the participation in the air market of 14 representative airlines in the
national passenger market for the year 2016. The three main airlines in that year were:
Avianca with 78.06% followed by Copa with 4.42%, and Fast Colombia (Viva
Colombia) with 4.96%.

78%

6%

5%

4% 2%2% 1% Avianca Holdings S.A

Copa Airlines Colombia

Fast Colombia

LAN Colombia

Satena

EasyFly

Aerolineas de Antioquia

Searca

Helicol

Sarpa

Transporte Aereo de Colombia

ACA-  AEROCHARTER ANDINA S.A

Aliansa

Aerostar LTDA

Fig. 1. Level of participation of the operational income from airlines in the passenger air market
in Colombia 2016. Source: Own elaboration with information from the financial statements of [5].

Table 2 shows the results of the concentration, dominance and asymmetry indicators
described above, considering the operating income of the 14 airlines. These indicators
must be analyzed independently, since their results have different policy implications.

According to the results:

– It is a highly concentrated market, which is evidenced by an HHI of more than 2,500
(6,186.98), a normalized HHI greater than 0.5, a CR4 of 93.74% and a standardized
entropy indicator of 35.4%, equivalent to the uncertainty that a client does not return.

– Although there are several airlines in the market, the four largest airlines: Avianca
Holdings SA, Copa Airlines Colombia, Fast Colombia (Viva Colombia) and Lan
Colombia cover more than 90% of the share they received in 2016.
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– Related to the above, it is found that the firms are asymmetric, which is deduced from
the Gini coefficient of 0.837. While the first four concentrate the 93.74%, the remaining
10 companies share 6.25% of the market.

– Avianca has a dominance position, since CR1 exceeds Stenbacka’s dominance
threshold of 19.74%. This result is corroborated with a dominance index of 0.97 and a
Kwoka dominance indicator above 0.5.

The dominance of Avianca Holdings SA is explained by different factors. The first one
is associated with its association with Star Alliance, which brings together 28 airlines,
operating together more than 4,700 aircrafts, with more than 18,400 daily flights to 1,321
airports in 191 countries [11], and their travelers have a broad portfolio of loyalty. The
second factor that is attributed to the recognition of its brand, being the most representa‐
tive airline in Colombia, is because it is in the Top of Mind of Colombians and has a
presence in most of the media in the country [12]. The third factor is attributed to the
results obtained through the redesign of domestic and international itineraries in the Bogotá
connection center. The implementation of this project meant an improvement in the On-
Time Performance (OTP) indicator of more than 400 basis points [13], which contributed
to Avianca Holdings SA, in the first quarter of 2016, obtaining an operating profit of $ 72.2
million.

3.2 Transportation of National Passengers in the Domestic Market

Figure 2 shows the market share of air transportation of passengers at national level of 14
domestic market airlines in the year 2016. The three airlines with the highest participation
in the airline sector were Avianca Holdings SA, with 71.14%, followed by Fast Colombia
(Viva Colombia), with 16.27% and Satena, with 5.12% [6].

Table 3 shows the results of the indicators of concentration, dominance, and asym‐
metry with respect to passenger transportation in national destinations. For this, the same
14 airlines of the previous point were considered (Avianca Holdings SA, Copa Airlines

Table 2. Indicators of concentration, dominance, and asymmetry for the market. Source: own
elaboration, based on [5, 7].

Type of indicator Indicator Value
Concentration CR1 78.06%
Concentration CR2 84.48%
Concentration CR3 89.44%
Concentration CR4 93.74%
Concentration Herfindahl-Hirschman 6,186.98
Concentration Herfindahl-Hirschman Normalized 0,589
Concentration Entropy 0.934
Concentration Standardized Entropy 0.354
Dominance Dominance Index 0.97
Dominance Kwoka Dominance Indicator 0,514
Dominance Dominance threshold Stenbacka 19.74%
Asymmetry Gini coefficient 0.837
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Colombia, Fast Colombia (Viva Colombia), LAN Colombia, Satena, EasyFly, Aerolineas
de Antioquia, Searca, Helicol, Sarpa, Colombian Air Transport, ACA-AEROCHARTER
ANDINA SA, Aliansa, Aerostar LTDA.). According to the results thrown:

– It is a highly concentrated market, which is evidenced in an HHI of more than 2,500
(5,380.41), a normalized HHI greater than 0.5, a CR4 of 97.56% and a standardized
entropy indicator of 36.1%, equivalent to the uncertainty that a client does not return.

– The four airlines that cover 97.56% of the passengers transported nationally are Avianca
Holdings SA, Fast Colombia, Satena and EasyFly.

– Related to the above is that the firms are asymmetric, which is deduced from the Gini
coefficient of 0.853. While the first four concentrate 97.56%, the remaining 10 compa‐
nies share 3.44% of the market.

– Avianca has a dominance position, since CR1 exceeds Stenbacka’s dominance
threshold of 26.02%. This result is corroborated with a dominance index of 0.8874.
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0%0%
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Avianca Holdings S.A

Fast Colombia

Satena

EasyFly

Aerolineas de Antioquia

Fig. 2. Participation in domestic passenger transportation in Colombia (2016) Source: Own
elaboration based on information from the financial statements of [5].

From the previous results, it is important to analyze the factors that contribute to the
airlines having this participation in the airline sector. A relevant aspect for the airlines to
have mobility of passengers is attributed to tourism. The tourist usually acquires a package
which includes transportation, accommodation, food and entertainment, and services that,
although purchased separately, are offered as a single product with a certain price thanks
to the fact that travel agents intervene in its design [14]. In the case of Avianca Holdings
SA, the standardization of the product, the competitiveness in terms of costs, and the
recognition of its service should be added as strategies [15].
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4 Conclusions

In this document, we made an analysis for the passenger air market in Colombia, based on
2016 data. The findings show that it is a highly concentrated market, with high levels of
heterogeneity in the firms and that the company that has dominance is Avianca Holdings SA.

Therefore, it is a market that is worth following up, to analyze other indicators and
avoid, if necessary, the abuse of a dominant position. The indicators presented here are
signs that the national competition authority should consider, in order to perform a poste‐
riori analysis, on the behavior of the price of air tickets in Colombia and its possible effects
on associated sectors such as tourism.

The academic relevance of the findings of the article are framed in the proposal of
objective mechanisms of measures of market behavior that can be replicated in other
sectors. On the other hand, this analysis can be extended to air cargo transportation to
identify if there is a similar behavior to that of passenger air transportation.
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Abstract. The internationalization and positioning of universities offers relative
comparisons, studied according to different teaching and research criteria.
Among the recognized rankings are the Academic Ranking of World Univer-
sities (ARWU) or Ranking of Shanghai, QS World University Ranking, SCi-
mago Institutions Rankings SIR and the Web Ranking of
Universities-Webometrics. Comparatively, characteristics of each one are pre-
sented in terms of scope, volume of universities positioned and evaluation cri-
teria. The indicators associated with research and institutional capacity stand out
as common criteria in the revised evaluation methodologies. Regarding Latin
America, Brazil leads with its presence in the four rankings. There is a greater
number of Latin American universities in QS (40%) and Webometrics (31%), in
the other two rankings it does not exceed 8%.

Keywords: Ranking university � Webometrics � QS � SCimago
Shanghai

1 Introduction

For reasons of internationalization, competitiveness and others, monitoring the relative
positioning of universities in the Ranking has become a daily practice. The essence of
internationalization is the dissemination and communication of knowledge that is created
within the universities, the opening to the world and the enrichment of the staff as a result
of the encounter with other cultures [1, 2], guiding the teaching production and researcher
towards an international profile, improving its recognition and visibility [3, 4]. The
Rankings establish comparisons between universities according to quality or excellence
criteria considering attributes related to internationalization requirements. In this sense,
there is no consensus on what is considered “quality” or “excellence” in university
education and its visibility [4, 5] motivated that it is a multidimensional concept, which
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complicates monitoring and control of the activities that may impact on improving the
positioning. This is how various authors have questioned the Rankings because they are
based on measurements of heterogeneous information [6], however others claim that the
presence and visibility on the web and, especially, that of their scientific production,
contributes significantly to its international positioning [7–9].

Currently, the positioning of universities is determined in terms of the quality of
education, research and other aspects of academic activity. The rankings have multi-
plied in recent years and offer a hierarchical order of the universities based on a
consensus assessment methodology. They are used to promote educational policies and
encourage the quality of University Education, in addition to attracting students and
resources. These positioning lists order universities with specific models considering
various bibliometric and cybernetic indicators. The specialized literature reports vari-
ous systems of positioning for higher education institutions, attending heterogeneous
evaluation criteria. Some mostly focused on research, others on academic quality or
visibility and impact on the web.

Among the recognized rankings are the Academic Ranking of World Universities
(ARWU) or Ranking of Shanghai, QS World University Ranking, SCimago Institu-
tions Rankings SIR and the Web Ranking of Universities-Webometrics. The purpose of
these is to organize the universities according to indicators that should reflect their
capacity as an institution, quality of academic activities, production and dissemination
of research, innovation and relations abroad of universities. They are also used to make
decisions, from the distribution of research funds to the desired profiles of teachers and
researchers. Knowing the characteristics of the rankings offers valuable information for
the definition of strategies for the international positioning of universities. This work
describes each of these rankings to make comparisons regarding its scope of evaluation
and its impact in Latin America.

2 Methodology

Although the university rankings QS, SIR-SCimago, Webometrics and Shanghai
present differences and have been questioned for their evaluation criteria and hetero-
geneity, in this article a descriptive and comparative analysis is made regarding their
application, evaluation indicators and weights, under the following steps:

1. Data were collected in the respective web pages of the rankings regarding:

– Institution and country where the ranking is published.
– Year of beginning of the publication of the ranking.
– Frequency of publication of the ranking.
– Year of publication of the last edition.
– Number of years with (historical) data of published rankings.
– Number of universities positioned worldwide in the last publication.
– Number of evaluation indicators used.
– Regarding Latin America: Number of Latin American universities positioned,

Number of Latin American countries with universities positioned in the last
publication, Number of universities per Latin American country.
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2. The evaluation criteria and indicators of each ranking are compiled with their
respective weights.

3. The indicators are grouped according to criteria and areas of application to observe
comparatively the weights given to them:

Academic quality: academic prestige achieved by international awards, aca-
demic reputation.
Research: publications made as results of the research, dissemination in index,
citations.
Innovation: technological applications made through patents, publications
associated with patents.
Community: relationship of the university with the community through the
perceived reputation of the employers, in addition to the web visibility achieved
by the links to its institutional portal.
Capacity of the institution: Number of staff, number of web pages in its portal,
capacity of internationalization of the university with respect to its teachers and
students.

4. Identification of Latin American TOP10 universities in each ranking.

3 Development

3.1 Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) of Shanghai

The Academic Ranking of World Universities (ARWU) was first published in June
2003 by the World Class University Center (CWCU) of Jiao Tong University in
Shanghai, China; updated annually. ARWU uses six (6) objective indicators to classify
the world’s universities [9, 10]. As of 2017, universities classified between 501 and 800
are also published as ARWU World Top 500 Candidates. The highest scoring insti-
tution is assigned a score of 100 and the rest are calculated as a percentage of the
maximum score. Table 1 briefly describes their indicators.

3.2 QS World University Ranking

Published since 2004 with an annual periodicity, and considers academic, employer,
student and international indicators. The 2018 publication contains 959 universities
around the world and is based on the opinions of more than 75,000 academics, 40,000
employers, as well as 12.3 million research papers and 75.1 million citations [11].
Among the aspects to be measured are the citations received, the student-teacher ratio,
the proportion of international students and foreign professors, the academic reputation,
the reputation among employers, and personnel with a doctorate [12] (Table 2).

3.3 SCimago Institutions Rankings (SIR)

The SIR SCimago Ranking begins in 2009 conducted by the Spanish SCimago
research group and is called SCimago Institutions Rankings (SIR). Its periodicity is
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annual and for the last edition published in the year 2017 it publishes a list of 2,966
universities positioned in the world [12]. This evaluates only the research around the
publications that are in the Scopus database [11], based on the indicators the Table 3.

Table 1. Evaluation indicators applied in the Ranking of Shanghai.

Criteria Indicator Code Weigh

Quality of
education

Total number of alumni of an institution that won
Nobel prizes and Fields medals. Students are defined
as those who obtain bachelor’s, master’s or doctoral
degrees from the institution. The different weights are
established according to the degrees obtained.
Source: http://nobelprize.org/

Alumni 10%

Quality of
faculty

Total number of staff of an institution that wins the
Nobel Prizes in Physics, Chemistry, Medicine and
Economics and the Fields in Mathematics Medal. The
staff is defined as those who work in an institution
when winning the prize.
Source: http://www.mathunion.org/index.php?id=
prizewinners

Award 20%

Number of highly cited researchers selected by
Clarivate Analytics (Highly Cited Researchers HCR).
Source: https://clarivate.com/hcr/

HiCi 20%

Research
output

Number of articles published in Nature and Science.
To distinguish the order of affiliation of the author, a
100% is assigned for the affiliation of the author of
correspondence, 50% for the affiliation of the first
author, 25% for the next author affiliation and 10% for
other author affiliations. Source: http://www.
webofscience.com/

N&S 20%

Total number of articles indexed in Science Citation
Index-Expansion and Social Science Citation Index.
Source: http://www.webofscience.com/

PUB 20%

Per Capita
performance

Weighted scores of the five previous indicators divided
by the amount of full-time equivalent academic staff. If
the number of academic staff cannot be obtained for
the institutions of a country, the weighted scores of the
five previous indicators are used.

PCP 10%
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Table 2. Evaluation indicators applied in the QS Ranking

Criteria Indicator Code Weight

Academic reputation Based on the Academic Survey, it collates
the expert opinions of over 70,000
individuals in the higher education space
regarding teaching and research quality at
world’s universities

ACAR 40%

Employer reputation Is based on over 30,000 responses to the
QS Employer Survey, and asks employers
to identify those institutions from which
they source the most competent,
innovative, effective graduates

EMPR 10%

Faculty/Student Ratio The measuring teacher/student ratios is the
most effective proxy metric for teaching
quality. It assesses the extent to which
institutions are able to provide students
with meaningful access to lecturers and
tutors, and recognizes that a high number
of faculty members per student will reduce
the teaching burden on each individual
academic

F/STD 20%

Citations per faculty The total number of citations received by
all papers produced by an institution
across a five-year period by the number of
faculty members at that institution. All
citations data is sourced using Elsevier’s
Scopus database.

CIT 20%

International faculty
ratio/International
student ratio

A highly international university acquires
and confers a number of advantages. It
demonstrates an ability to attract faculty
and students from across the world, which
in turn suggests that it possesses a strong
international brand. Both of these metrics
are worth 5% of the overall total

INT/R 5% + 5%
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3.4 Web Ranking of Universities-Webometrics

The Webometrics Ranking has been carried out since 2004 by the Higher Council for
Scientific Research (CSIC), Spain, published two (2) times a year, at the end of January
and July. For the publication of January of the year 2018, 12,005 universities were
classified worldwide [13]. This realizes the ranking of the universities based on four
(4) indicators that assess the presence, impact, excellence and openness in the web [14].
In this sense, Table 4 shows the definitions of each of these indicators.

Table 3. Evaluation indicators applied in the Ranking SIR SCimago

Criteria Indicator Code Weight

Research
40%

Excellence with Leadership: indicates the amount of
documents in Excellence in which the institution is main
contributor

Ewl 13%

Normalized Impact: Is computed over the institution’s
leadership output the methodology established by the
Karolinska Institute in Sweden. The normalization of the
citation values is done on an individual article level

NI 13%

Output: Total number of documents published in
scholarly journals indexed in Scopus

O 8%

Scientific talent pool: Total number of different authors
from an institution in the total publication output of at
institution during a particular period of time

STP 5%

Scientific Leadership: The amount of an institutions’s
output as main contributor. Amount of papers in which
the corresponding author belongs to the institution

L 5%

International Collaboration: Institution’s output produced
in collaboration with foreign institutions

IC 2%

High Quality Publications (Q1): Number of publications
in the most influential scholarly journals of the world,
ranked in the first quartile (25%) in their categories as
ordered by SCimago Journal Rank (SJRII)

Q1 2%

Exellence: The amount of an institution’s scientific output
that is included in the top 10% of the most cited papers in
their respective scientific fields

Exc 2%

Innovation
30%

Innovative Knowledge: Scientific publications output
from a institutions cited in patents. Based on PATSTAT.

IK 25%

Technological Impact: Percentage of the scientific
publication output cited in patents

TI 5%

Societal
20%

Domain’s inbound links: Number of incoming links to an
institution’s domain according to ahrefs

IL 15%

Web size: Number of pages associated to the institution’s
URL according to Google

WS 5%
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As can be seen, the criteria established to prepare the Rankings are far from being
homogeneous among the different evaluation criteria. In Table 5, the four rankings are
presented in a comparative way. As shown in Table 6, the most important factor is the
research function, which in the case of the SIR-SCImago Ranking corresponds to 50%.

4 Results and Analysis

Table 5 shows the comparison of the (4) Ranking according to the global and Latin
American positioned universities, years of publication, frequency, number of indicators
for the evaluation, country of origin and others. In this Table it can be seen that to date
webometrics is the one that covers a larger universe of universities positioned, reaching
its latest edition at 12,005, of which approximately 31% belong to Latin American
countries. In the rest of the Ranking, the number of Universities positioned is lower,
reaching in the worst case the Shanghai Ranking where scarcely 2% belong to this
region of the world. Only the Webometrics Ranking has a biannual periodicity, which
allows to monitor and measure the results more frequently. Although the SIR-SCimago
is one with the highest number of indicators to perform the positioning of the
University, all are dedicated to the measurements of publications in the Scopus Jour-
nals, excluding measurement of academic activities. Table 6 and Fig. 1 show the
variety of indicators used by each ranking to carry out the evaluation and positioning of
the universities, classified among the areas of educational quality, research, innovation,
presence in the community and capacity of the institution. The four have indicators that

Table 4. Evaluation indicators applied in the Ranking Webometrics

Criteria Sub
criteria

Indicator Code Weight

Visibility
50%

Impact It is evaluated through a “virtual
referendum”, counting all the incoming
links received by the university web
domain of third parties, both academic and
not

VIS 50%

Activity
50%

Presence Total number of web pages hosted in the
main web domain of the university
obtained by Google

PRES 16.6%

Opening The institutional repositories of research
are explicitly recognized in this indicator,
taking into account the total number of rich
files (pdf, doc, docx, ppt), published on
websites collected by Google Scholar

APER 16.6%

Excellence Articles between the 10% most cited of
their respective scientific disciplines, is a
measure of the high quality production of
the research institutions, taken from the
SCImago Group

EXC 16.6%
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evaluate the research products, but in most cases they exclude the innovation measured
from the point of view of the patents obtained, only considered by the SIR Ranking.

Table 6 and Fig. 1 also shows the number of indicators used by each Ranking to
weight the classification of the Universities. These indicators can be subclassified into
those dedicated to academic, research and extension activities. In the four (4) rankings
analyzed are indicators of research activity such as: number of published articles
(among which the considerations between the Nature and Science journals, the Science
Citation Index-Expansion and Social Science Citation Index are debated or Elsevier’s
Scopus database) and collaboration among academics.

Table 5. World rankings of universities, descriptive table.

Shanghai QS SIR-SCimago Webometrics

Total
universities
positioned
worldwide

500 + 300* 959 2.966 12005

Total Latin
American
universities
positioned

10 + 14** 385 228 3674

% Latin
American
Universities

2% + 4.6% 40% 8% 31%

Year of
beginning of
the Ranking

2003 2004 2009 2004

Years Ranking
Published

2003 to 2017 2015 to 2018 2009 to 2017 2018 (January)

Year of last
publication

2017 2018 2017 2018 (January)

Frequency of
Publication

Annual Annual Annual Bianual

Number of
evaluation
indicators

6 5 12 4

Country of
publication

China United
Kingdom

Spain Spain

Responsible
unit

University Jiao
Tong

Quacquarelli
Symonds

SCimago Lab Superior
Council of
Scientific
Investigations

Web http://www.
shanghairanking.
com

https://www.
topuniversities.
com

http://www.
scimagoir.
com

http://www.
webometrics.
info/es

* 500 classified universities and 300 candidates.
** Does not publish Latin American ranking separately.
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Academic aspects include the distinctions obtained by their academics or alumni of
Nobel prizes and Fields medals or the reputation measured among employers, among
others. However, the extension activity is only considered byWebometrics taking among
its indicators the presence, openness and excellence in theweb and visibility. Finally, only
the SIR Ranking considers aspects of Innovation, including patents, although Webo-
metrics could also have it among its indicators, with the use of theGoogle Patents tool. It is

Table 6. Indicators and criteria of the university rankings

Area Criteria Rankings

Shanghái QS SIR Webometric

Educational quality Prestige Alumni
10%
Award 20%

Reputation ACAR
40%

Research Citations HiCi 20% CIT 20% NI 13%
Exc 2%

EXC 16.6%

Research Output N&S 20%
PUB 20%

Ewl
13%
O 8%
Q1 2%

Scientific talent STP 5%
L 5%

International Collaboration IC 2%
Innovation Patents IK 25%

TI 5%
Community Incoming Link to domain

web
(visibility)

IL 15% VIS 50%

Open access APER
16.6%

Employer reputation EMPR
10%

Capacity of the
institution

Professor PCP 10% F/STD
20%

International university INT/R
10%

Web Size WS 5% PRES
16.6%

Fig. 1. Areas of evaluation of the rankings
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important to highlight that the collaboration between researchers from different institu-
tions is positively valued in the SCIR Ranking of SCimago, in the International Col-
laboration aspect (Institution’s output produced in collaboration with foreign
institutions). Additionally, only Webometrics considers the growing importance of
institutional academic repositories.

Table 7 distinguish the presence of leading Latin American countries in the world
rankings and with presence in the four (4) rankings studied in the present work: Brazil,
Mexico, Chile, Argentina and Colombia. Special mention must be made of Puerto Rico
with the presence of its universities, to a lesser extent, in said rankings. Despite the
metric diversity used by the four Rankings, the Universities of Brazil always occupy
the top positions in Latin America. The average presence of Latin American countries
in the World Rankings Webometrics, SIR-SCimago, QS and Shanghai is: Brazil 40%,
México 16%, Chile 10%, Argentina 9%, Colombia 9%, Perú 3%, Ecuador 2%, Puerto
Rico 2%, Venezuela 1%, and others 8%.

5 Conclusions

The rankings used worldwide to position universities are heterogeneous and do not
evaluate the teaching, research and extension activities with the same rigor and weight.
However, its sustained use over time has encouraged the different universities to carry
out actions that will allow them to rise in their scales. Of these, the oldest is the
Shanghai Ranking that is published since 2003, followed by the QS and Webometrics
that come to appear in 2004. Their indicators, with which they perform.

The evaluation and finally the positioning are not similar, nor in the form of
calculation or in weight. It is noted that in the four rankings considered, the largest
portion of universities positioned are not from Latin America. Going from being 40%
in the QS Ranking to the worst of 2% in the Shanghai Ranking. Among the Latin
American Universities with the highest participation in the four rankings are Brazil,
Mexico and Argentina.

Due to the heterogeneity of the metrics it is not feasible to achieve the same
positions in the classification of the Universities. In this purpose it is possible to know
that each of the rankings assesses aspects that are not highly coincident with each other,
despite the fact that they all aim to evaluate the quality of higher education and serve as
a reference for the selection made by students at the time of start these studies. Making
known their similarities and differences, based on their comparison, is the main con-
tribution of this research work.
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Abstract. With high-throughput and high-resolution imaging technolo-
gies such as Knife-Edge Scanning Microscopy (KESM), it is possible
to acquire teravoxel sized three-dimensional neuronal and microvascular
images of the whole mouse brain with sub-micrometer resolution. It is
imperative to be able to visualize and share these teravoxel volumes effi-
ciently, to facilitate group efforts from research communities. However,
due to the immense size of the data sets, sharing and managing them have
always been a big challenge. This paper describes an image processing
pipeline for a real-time 3D visualization framework that allows research
groups to work in collaboration. The proposed work can visualize and
share terabyte-sized three-dimensional images for study and analysis of
mammalian brain morphology. Although the image processing pipeline
used a KESM data set to show the feasibility of it, the proposed pipeline
can also be used for other larger data sets. We believe that this novel
framework for Web-based real-time 3D visualization can facilitate data
sharing of teravoxel volumes across research communities.

Keywords: Web-based · 3D Visualization · Teravoxel volumes
Morphology · Image stacks · Meshes

1 Introduction

Modern high-throughput and high-resolution 3D bioimaging technologies such as
Knife-Edge Scanning Microscopy (KESM) [1] have enabled imaging and recon-
struction of the whole mouse brain architecture at sub-micrometer resolution.
KESM performs simultaneous serial sectioning and imaging of the whole mouse
brain and generates data sets that include: neuronal circuits (Golgi stained),
some distribution (Nissl stained), and vascular networks (India ink stained).
Fig. 1 shows a recent implementation of the microscope based on KESM. The
data sets are multi-scaled images, ranging from sub-cellular (< 1µm) to the
whole organ scale (≈1 cm). The KESM scans a 1 cm3 tissue block in approxi-
mately 50 h at a resolution of 0.6µm×0.7µm×1.0µm. It then stores the scanned
biological tissue data digitally in the form of stacked 2D images, the size for
which is ≈2 TB. Then, through a processing pipeline, these stacked 2D images
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 203–212, 2018.
https://doi.org/10.1007/978-3-319-93803-5_19
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are converted into volumes composed of terabytes of voxels, referred as Teravoxel
Volumes. Due to immense size and multi-scale nature of the data set, efficiently
visualizing and sharing them among research communities for analytical studies
have always imposed challenges on researchers.

Tissue Sample

Line scan Camera

Fig. 1. The Knife-Edge Scanning Microscope. The Line-Scan Camera, Knife Assembly,
Tissue Sample and Specimen Holder.

3D visualization helps users to understand the morphology of the biological
organ. At the same time, efficiently sharing the data across research communi-
ties is also important for review and feedback. Terafly [2,3] is an open-source
Vaa3D [4] plug-in to support 3D visualization of immensely sized biomedical
images. Although the tool is efficient in visualizing terabyte-scale images, the
plug-in toolkit is a stand-alone software package that is required to be installed
in local computers. Also teravoxel data must reside in the same computer or
local network resources. This hinders the research communities to work in col-
laboration with data sets. On the other hand, there have been efforts to develop
web-based applications to visualize neuronal circuits and microvascular data sets
(e.g. The Mouse Atlas Project, Allen Brain Atlas [5] and Knife-Edge Scanning
Microscopy Brain Atlas (KESMBA) [6]). These applications allow centralization
of data sets and facilitate sharing of visualization results. Yet they are not effi-
cient real-time 3D visualization methods. For instance, Allen Brain Atlas based
on the Mouse Atlas Project does not support high-resolution data visualization
(details will be in the next section). KESMBA provides pseudo 3D visualization
through stacking of semitransparent image slices. The maximum number of lay-
ers are 30. It takes time for KESMBA load all the layers before it displays. Also
it is just layered and attenuated 2D image stacks.

In this paper, we propose an image processing pipeline for Web-based real-
time framework for 3D visualization of teravoxel volumes, such as the microvas-
cular data set obtained by the KESM. This pipeline is capable of visualizing
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both terabyte volumes in real-time, since the proposed framework is Web-based,
visualization is entirely independent of the underlying operating system.

2 Related Work

Mackenzie Graham developed a probabilistic atlas of the adult and developing
C57BL/6J mouse. The MAP consists of not only data from Magnetic Resonance
Microscopy (MRM) and histological atlases, but also a suite of tools for image
processing, volume registration, volume browsing, and annotation.

The Allen Brain Atlas [7] contains detailed gene expression maps for ≈20,000
genes in the C57BL/6J mouse [5]. A semi-automated procedure was used to
conduct in situ hybridization and data acquisition on 25µm thick sections (z-
axis) of the mouse brain. The x-y axis resolution of the images ranges from
0.95µm to 8µm.

The Mouse Brain Library (MBL) is developing methods to construct atlases
from celloidin-embedded tissue to guide registration of MBL data into a standard
coordinate system, by segmenting each brain in its collection into 1,200 standard
anatomical structures at a resolution of 36µm [8].

Brain Maps.org is an internet-enabled, high-resolution brain map [9]. The
map contains over 10 million megapixels (35 terabytes) of scanned data, at a
typical resolution of ≈ 0.46µm/pixel (in the x-y plane). The atlas provides
an intuitive Web-based interface for easy and bandwidth efficient navigation,
through the use of a series of sub-sampled (zoomed out) views of the data sets,
similar to the Google Maps interface.

The Whole-Brain Catalog (WBC) is a 3D virtual environment for exploring
multiple sources of brain data (including mouse brain data), e.g., Cell Centered
Database (CCDB), Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF), and the Allen
Brain Atlas (see above). WBC has native support for registering to the Waxholm
Space, a rodent standard atlas space [10].

The Knife-Edge Scanning Microscopy Brain Atlas (KESMBA) [6] framework
has been designed and implemented to allow the widest dissemination of KESM
mouse brain circuit data by overlaying transparent layers of images with distance
attenuation. Overlaying image stacks containing two intertwining objects to get
minimum intensity projection results in the loss of 3D information. Although,
interleaving each image with semi-opaque blank images brings out the 3D infor-
mation. Still, KESMBA provides a pseudo 3D visualization as it stacks the
semitransparent image slices for not more than 30 layers at once.

Terafly is a Vaa3D plugin [3] for real-time 3D visualization of terabyte
sized volumetric images. Vaa3D, which is an open-source, cross-platform sys-
tem, extended its powerful 3D visualization and analysis capabilities to images
of potentially unlimited size with this plugin. When used with large volumet-
ric images up to 2.5 Terabyte in size, Vaa3D-TeraFly exhibited real-time (sub-
second) performance that consistently scaled on image size. TeraFly can gen-
erate a 3D region of interest (ROI) by subsequent fetching and rendering of
image data at higher resolutions, thus enabling fast (sub-second) visualization

http://brainmaps.org
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of Terabyte-size images. It exhibits real-time performance regardless of image
size when used on both high and medium-end computers. However, the perfor-
mance is constrained on a local computer and cannot be directly used to share
3D visualization results of terabyte-sized data sets among research groups.

3 Background

The mouse brain data set that we used for our experiment is from a C57/BL6
mouse specimen. It is a India Ink stained vascular network data set, labeled with
a mouse brain id: MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04.

The Insight Segmentation and Registration Toolkit (ITK) is an open-source
software toolkit, implemented in C++, that provides algorithms for perform-
ing registration and segmentation to multidimensional data. Segmentation is
the process of identifying and classifying data found in a digitally sampled rep-
resentation. Registration is the task of aligning or developing correspondences
between data. ITK is widely used for medical image processing. However, It does
not include methods for displaying images, nor a development environment or
an end user application for exploring the implemented algorithms.

The Visualization Toolkit (VTK) is an open-source, freely available software
system for scientific visualization, information visualization, 3D computer graph-
ics, modeling, image processing, and volume rendering. VTK is implemented as a
C++ toolkit, requiring users to build applications by combining various objects
into an application.

The X Toolkit (XTK) is an emerging technology, including webGL and
increased performance of JavaScript engines, which allows both 2D and 3D image
manipulation. XTK [11] and BrainBrowser [12] are two popular tools that allow
visualization and interaction with both 2D images (texture files .png, .jpg) and
3D volumes. XTK is available on GitHub and can be used to visualize a wide
spectrum of physiological phenomena ranging from white matter cortical con-
nections, aneurysm characteristics, and knee morphologies. XTK also supports
a number of common neuroimaging formats such as compressed and uncom-
pressed formats of DICOM files (.nrrd, .nii, .nii.gz, .mgz, .dcm, etc.) and files
from higher level MR processing (.trk, .stl, .fsm., .label, etc.) commonly used in
image analysis research. Several implementations of XTK include the AneuRisk
Web repository [13] and SliceDrop.org. The LONI group (formerly of UCLA,
now of UCSC) has developed an extension of SliceDrop that further supports
drawing ROIs directly within the XTK framework. A pediatric brain atlas, built
using the XTK visualization platform, further demonstrates the power of this
framework. Another notable Web-based viewer is Papaya, based on a similarly
functioned Java client.

4 Methods and Implementations

The complete implementation is broadly divided into two categories: first: Cre-
ation of Multidimensional Dataset that includes: (i) Processing of 2D stacked

http://slicedrop.org
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images and (ii) Unit-Volume creation stages. Second: Implementation of the
Web-Based 3D Visualization Framework that again comprises of two stages: (i)
Web-Based GUI application and (ii) ROI selection algorithm. The first category
involves a development of the image processing pipeline in Qt framework using
toolkits: ITK and VTK. The second category involves the development of the
web application using XTK. Let’s go into details about each stage.

4.1 Processing of 2D Stacked Images

This stage involves processing of 2D images initially received from KESM, and
is divided into two sub-stages:

Stitching of the Columns. After the serial sectioning performed in KESM,
the raw data set of 2D images is stored in the form of stacks and columns. The
tissue area from each raw image is automatically cropped and saved, so each
column contains images of only tissue area from the mouse brain. The images in
each column are further processed; the noise is removed, and image intensity is
normalized for each cropped image. Then the images at the same z coordinate
are stitched across the columns in an image sheet. ITK filters are utilized to
perform the stitching algorithm. Whereas, we implemented the image intensity
normalization algorithm previously proposed for KESM image stacks [14]. The
outcome of this process is a single stack of 2D images with clean prominent
tissue areas. For this experiment, the raw images we had were initially divided
into four columns or four stacks of images. The resolution of each image in each
column stack was 2400×12000. After the stitching, we finally got a stack of 9626
images each of resolution 9600 × 12000.

Sub-sampling of Image Stacks. To create multi-resolution image stacks, we
need to sub-sample the original 2D image stack obtained after stitching. We use
ITK filters to create output image stacks, which are half the resolution of the
input image stack. We shrink the 2D images in the x -y plane, and choose to keep
alternate files from the original stack in the z direction. So, if the resolution of
the image stack created after stitching is A, the sub-sampled image stack will
be of resolution A/2. This method is used to create a series of image stacks of
resolution: A, A/2, A/4, A/8, A/16, A/32. For example, the original stack with
9626 images each of resolution 9600 × 12000 when subsampled, creates a stack
with 4813 images each of resolution 4800 × 6000. We continuously subsample
the image stacks until an image resolution lesser than 512 × 512 is achieved.
Finally, we end up creating image stacks of resolution: 9600×12000, 4800×6000,
2400 × 3000, 1200 × 1500, 600 × 750, 300 × 375. The subsampled image stacks
stored in directories are named in a way that they provide information about
their resolution and the mouse brain id.

4.2 Unit-Volume Creation

This stage creates 3D volumes from the 2D image stacks created in the previous
step, and is also composed of two sub stages:
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Cropping of Unit-Volume Image Stacks. In this process, we crop out stacks
of 256 images each of resolution 256×256 from an original image stack, which will
be used later to create unit-volumes. 2D images of resolution 256×256, referenced
as unit-images are cropped and extracted from each image of an input image
stack. Each unit-image is labeled with its unit-x and unit-y coordinates. Where,
unit-x and unit-y mark 256 pixels in x and y direction. Each image in an input
image stack points to a coordinate in the z direction, which is used to name the
directory storing all the unit-images for that image. Now, these directories save
the unit-images temporarily, until they are moved to their respective unit-volume
image stack directories (explained in further sections). Every 256 images in the
input image stack marks a unit in z direction. Starting from the first image in
the input image stack, a set of 256 images are taken in sequence, to create 256
temporary directories. These 256 temporary directories will create unit-volume
image stacks of the same unit-z coordinate. This process is repeated for all the
images in the input image stack, taken in a set of 256 files at once.

STL Mesh Creation. In this stage, we convert the unit-volume image stacks
into volumes; create 3D STL (Standard Tessellation) meshes which can be loaded
easily to the Web-based framework. We choose the volume output format as
STL because it is supported by the XTK APIs. Using ITK classes, we create
3D volumetric images from the unit-volume image stacks. These 3D volumetric
images generate unit-volumes, and are expected to be isotropic in all the three
directions. Iso-surfaces for each unit-volume are found using the Marching Cube
algorithm in VTK, and are then saved as a 3D mesh in an STL file format. A
STL Mesh file is labeled with the name of its unit-volume image stack directory.
So, for the highest resolution image stack, we create Meshes: Vol 0 0 0.stl,
Vol 0 1 0.stl, . . . Vol 36 45 37.stl. This process is repeated for all the sub-
sampled unit-volume image stacks, resulting in a set of multi-resolution unit-
volume meshes. Iso-Surfaces are the distribution of scalar data in a volumetric
image. Marching Cube algorithm uses patterned cubes or isosurfaces to approx-
imate contours in a volumetric image. VTK supports the marching cubes algo-
rithm with VtkMarchingCubes class, which requires a volumetric image input as
a VTK data object, and creates an output in VTK poly data format. We can
specify the threshold value and the number of contours while using VtkMarch-
ingCubes, to generate the 3D surface of the object.

The Image Processing pipeline was implemented using a controller-worker
model. Each stage explained above has its own controller and worker. A worker is
the one which make changes; execute functions utilizing ITK and VTK libraries.
Whereas, a controller is the one which decides what files are to be passed to the
worker and even controls the worker execution. This model has been applied
to avoid time delays, generally caused due to looping over the same task. Here,
each time a task is to be executed, the controller code simply calls the worker
application which performs that task. Since all the controllers are written in Qt
and do not use any ITK/VTK libraries, the complete design is a cross-platform
solution.
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4.3 Web-Based Graphical User Interface Design

At this stage, we design the Web-based application for managing visualization
and interaction with the 3D meshes. We utilized the X Toolkit (XTK): WebGL
for Scientific Visualization [15] to make the Web-based 3D visualization frame-
work for teravoxel volumes. A simple Web server is implemented by using Node.js
[16]. Then through a custom javascript code, we designed the graphical user
interface to control the whole functionality of the Web application. The graph-
ical user interface (GUI) is designed using a javascript controller library called
dat.GUI [17]. The graphical user interface is used to display the details of the
volume loaded: x,y,z unit coordinates and the resolution.

4.4 STL Loading and ROI Selection

STL Loading. XTK supports the STL file format and for visualization, it
simply requires dropping of the STL meshes on the website. X toolkit provides
a set of easy-to-use APIs for visualizing scientific data on the Web. We utilized
the X.Mesh() API to create mesh objects, for loading the unit-volume STL
meshes created earlier. At an instance, an STL mesh of unit-volume i.e. of 2563

dimension is loaded, according to the user scroll input depending upon their
region-of-interest and angle-of-perspective.

ROI Selection Algorithm. This algorithm resembles the one used in the
Vaa3D plugin Terafly or the Google Earth application. The volume of the small-
est resolution i.e. 300×375×300 is displayed at first. This Mesh shows the whole
structure of the mouse brain architecture. Further, according to the zoom in/out
levels and user scroll input, the switching between the resolution occurs. When
that happens, the region-of-interest (ROI) in the next resolution is selected and
displayed on the Web-server.

5 Results

The stitching operation is performed using a Image-Stitcher Controller, which
stores the 9,626 stitched images in the directory with label indicating the
mouse brain id and resolution i.e. MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 9600x12000. The Sub-
Sampling Controller creates the following directories as shown in Table 1.

All these directories cumulatively occupy a hard disk space of ≈70 GB. The
Volume-Maker Controller creates the following number of unit-volume image
stacks:

All these unit-volume image stacks cumulatively occupy a hard disk space of
≈94 GB. Since, the iso-surfaces are only generated for volumteric images with
tissue areas. Thus, the number of STL Meshes created is not always equal to
the number of unit-volume image stacks. A 3D-Model-Maker Controller converts
the volumetric images into STL-Meshes and the output is displayed in Table 2
below.
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Table 1. The numbers of files in sub-sample directories

Subsampled directories created No. of files

MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 4800x6000 4813

MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 2400x3000 2407

MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 1200x1500 1204

MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 600x750 602

MOU1 BRA IND 2008 04 300x375 301

Table 2. The numbers of images and meshes for each of resolutions

Resolution of source images Unit-volume images STL Meshes

9600 × 12000 57944 49884

4800 × 6000 7866 7055

2400 × 3000 990 904

1200 × 1500 80 74

600 × 750 8 8

300 × 375 1 1

Iso-surface value: 180

(a)

Iso-surface value: 160 Iso-surface value: 150

Iso-surface value: 130Iso-surface value: 120Iso-surface value: 100

(b) (c)

(d)(e)(f)

Fig. 2. The STL Meshes loaded according to the ROI selected by the user. (a) unit-
volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 0,0,0 and resolution 300 × 375, (b) unit-
volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 1,1,1 and resolution 600 × 750, (c) unit-
volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 2,4,2 and resolution 1200 × 1500, (d)
unit-volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 5,8,5 and resolution 2400 × 3000,
(e) unit-volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 11,17,11 and resolution 4800 ×
6000, and (f) unit-volume loaded with unit x-y-z coordinates as 22,34,22 and resolution
9600 × 12000.
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All the STL’s cumulatively occupy a hard disk space of ≈1 TB. A minimum of
8 GB RAM is required for creating the complete data set on a 64-bit computer
architecture. It was observed that the programs written to prepare the data
set work faster with such a system configuration. The framework automatically
loads the smallest resolution volume when first launched. The resolution and
unit x-y-z coordinates can then be selected to load the other higher resolution
volume Meshes (See Fig. 2). It is observed that without caching, the time taken
to display the data is about 10–15 s.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

To be able to explore the biological structure and understand the morphology,
efficient 3D visualization for biomedical data sets is crucial. However, it is also
important that we should be able to share the data set and visualization result
with researchers working in imaging laboratories across the globe. This helps
in working in collaboration for analysis studies and review. The above results
demonstrate that this framework is potentially efficient in visualizing multi-
resolution volumes and also scaling to larger images. The framework explained
here exhibits real-time properties and caters both the demand for efficient visual-
ization and sharing of visualization results. We expect the proposed Web-based
real-time 3D visualization framework to enhance the accessibility of teravoxel
volumes and help research communities to use the data sets.

We used KESM vascular data set for our experiment, but this approach is
expected to support any data set of any size. The current GUI implementation
requires a user to select the resolution and the unit-x, unit-y and unit-z coordi-
nates for visualizing a particular unit-volume of interest. But, we are working to
extend its capabilities, to automate this process of picking up the STL meshes,
according to the user’s mouse scroll input. After which, a user will be able
to explore the whole-mouse-brain-structure in an easy and more natural way.
The implementation would require a user to select the region-of-interest (ROI)
by double-clicking/scrolling on a portion of the volume they want to visualize
in detail. The double-click/scroll operation would then load the higher resolu-
tion STL mesh for the same ROI, according to the manipulated coordinates.
Zoom in/out will help to explore the volume in one resolution but double click-
ing/scrolling in a particular region will load a higher resolution volume for the
same ROI. The double click operation will work in both directions; for switching
to higher resolutions as well as lower resolutions. The GUI panel would display
the result of the visualization which includes resolution, unit coordinates, the
number of branches, thickness, and other details.
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Abstract. This study develops visual analytics of alcohol expenditure in
multiple geographic areas using electronic-invoice (e-invoice) data. A data-
cleansing technique is applied to extract alcohol-related transactions from more
than 20 billion e-invoices in 2014 and 2015. Visual analytics are applied to
summarize the intricate numeric and text information into various visual settings.
The findings from this study suggest the CPI proportions with the country’s
alcohol expenditure on monthly consideration. Alcohol expenditure in Taiwan
sharply increases during summer and winter seasons. Although northern metro‐
politan cities/counties such as Taipei city have the highest alcohol expenditure
per-capita among inland cities/counties; the average alcohol expenditure per e-
invoice of northern cities/counties is among the lowest in the country. E-invoice
data enables the memory-recall bias to be avoided, thereby enhancing the accu‐
racy of research outcome. Visual analytics systemize transaction information
from billions of data into mappings, thereby elucidating the alcohol expenditure
pattern of Taiwanese consumers.

Keywords: Alcohol expenditure · Electronic invoice · Data visualization
Visual analytics

1 Introduction

Alcoholic beverages consumption has long been perceived and defined as hedonic-
consumption [1]. The alcoholic beverage industry, that valued 1,198.6 billion USD
worldwide in 2014, has maintained rapid growth rate and popularity in global market‐
place over past years. Meanwhile, with stable growth in scale and value, developing
alcohol industry in Asia is expected to boom in next recent years, from which Asia
Pacific area, including Taiwan, has the highest potential to be fastest growing markets
as investments from global alcohol manufacturers have increasingly shifted to this area.
The off-site distribution and sales of alcoholic beverages is prevalent around the world,
which infer to retailing channels like supermarket, convenience store, etc. [2].

[3] utilized survey data from 1970–1983 collected by Family Expenditure Survey of
the UK to examine a household expenditure model on alcohol expenditure, focusing on
demographical and geographical characteristics. [4] conducted a research on monthly
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variations in self-reports of alcohol consumption, targeting a sample of 57,758 American
participants from 6 states. However, [5] uncovered the bias in alcohol consumption self-
reports of 918 patients over different length of recalled period. The finding revealed that
the accuracy of frequency and amount of alcohol consumption may reduce along the
length of time. Hence, the length of recalled period could result in an uncertainty for
survey design, thus causing inaccuracy in research outcomes. On the other hands, since
the e-invoice system enables the data retrieving for the accurate inspection and mana‐
gerial purposes based on huge amount of real-time transaction data in the electronic
database [6], therefore the application of massive e-invoice data in scrutinizing the
expenditure patterns in diverse geographic regions becomes necessary. The target
commodity for the study is alcoholic beverages; data regarding transactions of alcoholic
products is retrieved and filtered from database of Fiscal Information Agency (FIA),
Taiwan Ministry of Finance.

The pursuit of high accuracy in examining the alcohol expenditure pattern in the
country as a whole and also in 22 cities/counties of Taiwan, using massive e-invoice
and data visualization, is the aim of this research. However, the default format of e-
invoice is not identical among different businesses, retailers and wholesalers; therefore,
the process of e-invoice data cleaning is prerequisite for identifying and filtering alco‐
holic beverage transactions prior to the information analysis. Submissively, data visual
analytics elucidate the reciprocity of consumer price index (CPI) fluctuation and national
wide alcohol expenditure, and also exposes the discrepancy of alcohol expenditure
patterns in multiple geographic regions.

2 Literature Review

Variety of factors associated to economic situation, and geographic diversity can influ‐
ence the alcohol consumption behavior.

On the economic dimension, [7] claim that the Consumer Price Index (CPI) is closely
related to inflation rate and holds accountable for the fluctuation of consumer commodity
price, therefore stressing that the increase of CPI implies the mounting price of consumer
commodities. It is conventional for consumers’ demand to gain ground as the commodity
price goes lower, and drop when prices are higher than usual. However, on another
viewpoint of economic sense, although the rise CPI implies the reduction of purchasing
power of the accounting unit; it also indicates the seasonal increase of consumer’s
demand that causes the increase of commodities price, based on supply-demand prin‐
ciple, for the corresponding growth of both consumption demand and CPI at a time. [8]
choose CPI as one of the economic indicators to forecast the electricity consumption in
Taiwan. In most countries, the CPI is one of the most closely watched national economic
statistics, which can reflect the economy status of a country. [9] notice the effect of the
economic conditions on alcohol consumption was inconsistent between different types
of alcoholic beverage through fixed-effect models. [10] collect data from the U.S.
Brewers’ Association to re-examine the effect of the business cycle on alcohol consump‐
tions in the U.S and notice that the consumption of alcoholic beverages is pro-cyclical.
[11] state that the impact of business cycle on alcohol consumption is not indicated from
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the findings of cohort models, and the unemployment is not a determinant for the alcohol
consumption decisions. However, [12] indicate the rise of unemployment rate corre‐
spondingly increase the daily average alcohol consumption, using data from National
Epidemiological Survey on Alcohol and Related Conditions (NESARC).

From geographic perspective, [13] highlight the higher risky-drinking and alcohol
use disorder rates of rural inhabitants than those in urban and suburban areas of USA.
[14] point out the higher rate of alcohol consumption in rural locations of Canada than
in urban cities. [15] stress that the consumption behavior heterogeneity may exist among
citizens in different cities of the same geographic segment, including liquor consump‐
tion. [16] report the higher alcohol consumption prevalence of German adolescents in
rural areas than in urban locations. A systematic review, aggregated from another 18
alcohol-consumption related studies of [17], spotlights the higher drinking rate of resi‐
dents in countryside and rural areas of Australia than urbanites. [18] explore higher
probability for rural adolescents to drink than those living in urban cities of Australia.
Recent studies in USA have investigated the effect of alcohol availability and distribu‐
tion in different geographic locations on drinking behavior dissimilarity. [19,20] stress
that higher density of alcohol outlets in one region may trigger higher rate of alcohol
consumption among residents and adolescents of those areas.

3 Methodology

The research methods applied in this study consist of data cleansing techniques and data
visual analytics based on approximately 20 billion e-invoices in 2014 and 2015, retrieved
from the database of the FIA, Taiwan Ministry of Finance. The target commodity is
alcoholic beverages; hence alcohol-related transaction data are filtered using data
cleansing techniques.

3.1 Data Cleansing

Large-scale e-invoice data contains a broad variety of product categories and diverse
product/transaction information such as transaction number, unit name, unit price, quan‐
tity, total price, date, time, city and county. Transaction data involving alcohol products
is targeted for observation and analysis in this research. Information from e-invoice data
is aligned by headers entitled Purchase Order (PO), Product, Unit Price, Quantity, Total,
Date, Time, City, and County. Coding is implemented to filter alcoholic products from
the transactions of other miscellaneous items. The product names of the alcoholic bever‐
ages are identified to set up the alcoholic-product keywords, and alcoholic categories.
Cases, in which the products partially relate to alcohol but the alcohol content in those
products is only considered incidental, are not regarded as alcohol transactions. For
instance, chocolates with a minimal content of vodka are assigned as a non-alcoholic
product. A total of 480 non-alcoholic keywords of this type are identified and removed.

Negative values are noticed in the Unit Price and Quantity sections. Cases, in which
a positive unit price and negative quantity exist together on an e-invoice, indicate the
return of a purchased product. While cases, in which a negative unit price paired with a
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positive quantity referred to a discount on the original product price. In this study, only
returned products are considered. Hence, a condition that maintains the positive unit
price and removes the negative price needs to be set up. The e-invoices with a negative
product quantity, which represent returned products, are then merged with the e-invoices
with a positive product quantity if the PO number, product name, and unit price corre‐
sponded. The condition “Quantity < 0” is set in SQL to double-check the merging and
identify whether merging failure occurred in some cases. Differences between the names
of returned products and original products are considered one of the possible causes.
For example, the phrase “AOOXY” contains the letter “A” to differentiate the returned
product from the original product “OOXY”; therefore, the first character “A” causes the
merging failure and should be deleted. Another cause is that the negative unit prices,
such as −2 or −4 (NTD), represent the discount value of the returned products and are
defined as invalid data by the previous code. Therefore, it is necessary to implement
code modification, which redefines e-invoices containing negative unit prices and nega‐
tive quantities as valid data. After the data cleansing process, the total count of relevant
data for 2014 and 2015 is 441,630,752. Although mismatched in naming, the products
referred to as “XXOOYYy” or “XXOOYY” represent identical products; hence, the
naming dissimilarity needs to be regularized to a uniform name. Subsequently, alcoholic
beverage category classification is performed and 37 different categories are finalized.

3.2 Visual Analytics

Several types of approaches of data visualization are used to provide the information in
this study such as dual charts, boxplots, packed bubble charts, tree maps which are
classified as Statistical graphics and info-graphics method and Geographical information
systems (GIS) method by [21].

The goal for using dual chart in this study is to compare two exclusively different
measures such as the expenditure of alcoholic beverage and CPI, and to observe the
relation between two variables. Boxplot is used for visualizing the distribution and
outliers of average alcohol spending per capita in cities/counties. Packed bubbles are
coded in different colors to indicate different regions, and various sizes of the bubbles
denote the magnitude of the average alcohol spending per capita. Tree map is a space-
filling method to show hierarchies, in which the rectangular space is divided into several
regions, and each region is fragmented into more minor levels to show the relative rela‐
tion between those minor levels. The alcohol spending per e-invoice of districts and
townships in cities/counties is presented in the tree-maps.

4 Discussion on Visual Analytics

4.1 CPI and Countrywide Alcohol Expenditure on Monthly Base

CPI keeps pace with alcohol spending in most of 2014, except in November and
December when the low CPI does not represent the high expenditure (Fig. 1). In 2015,
these two variables are highly reciprocal, demonstrating the low alcohol expenditure
and CPI in first 3 months and the sharp rise from July to October. The dual chart proposes
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that alcohol spending is compatible with the CPI fluctuation, and indicates that the
magnitude of consumer spending might be considered as driven force for CPI.

Fig. 1. Alcohol expenditure versus consumer price index in 2014 and 2015

The alcohol expenditure in 2014 is low in first 3 months, and swiftly takes off in
April. It grows steadily until August before moderately declines in next 3 months; and
submissively soars to the peak in December. This pattern is consistent with finding of
[22, 23], who impute the rise of alcohol consumption in winter season to the celebration
of Christmas and New Year occasions. Nevertheless, the spending plummets in January
of 2015 and remains low in following months, then shoots up in July and continuously
rises to the highest in September. Unlike pattern of 2014 that reveals high expenditure
in year-end months; the alcohol spending in 2015 falls drastically in last 3 months, but
the value is still greater than any months in first half of the year. The spending pattern
in 2015 is similar to the finding of [24], which exhibits high alcohol consumption among
young Swiss men in summer time.

4.2 Visual Analysis of Alcohol Expenditure from a Regional-Geographic
Perspective

In this section, the visual analytics is conducted from the geographic perspective, using
several methods such as bubble charts, tree-maps, and boxplots.

The average alcohol spending per capita in the districts and townships in 2014 and
2015 is illustrated by boxplots and packed bubble charts in Fig. 2. Because the bubble
alignment pattern in packed bubble charts of 2014 and 2015 resembles; therefore the
packed bubble chart of the more recent year 2015 is presented. The bigger bubbles locate
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Fig. 2. Average alcohol spending per capita by boxplots (2014 and 2015) and by packed bubble
charts (2015)
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closer to peripheral bound. The average spending of Kinmen County in 2014 and 2015
are higher than the other regions, explained by the fact that the renowned sorghum wine
is produced there. Reaching NTD12,878 in average alcohol spending per capita in 2014,
Jinning Township of Kinmen County is defined as outliers for out valuing the other
regions; and is accommodated beyond graph boundary. The high alcohol spending in
Jinning Township also vastly contributes to the majority of alcohol expenditure of
Kinmen County. For example, the total expenditure in Kinmen County is
NTD369,011,239.91 in 2014; while the expenditure of Jinning Township, Kinmen
County reaches NTD351,670,052. Moreover, the total expenditure of 2015 in Kinmen
County decreases by NTD200 million NTD, which corresponds to the declining total
expenditure in Jinning Township, Kinmen County. Particularly, the expenditure of
Beitun District of Taichung City in 2015 is unusually 1.9 times as much as the expen‐
diture in 2014. The abnormality is credited to the high valued transaction in Beitun
District of Taichung City at 3 pm on Tuesday September 22nd, 2015. Suggested from
the bubble chart visualization, most of cities/counties in northern and middle of Taiwan
are peripherally located, which generally imply higher average spending on alcoholic
beverage than other regions. Besides, the size of bubbles in northern region is consistent,
while it is much more inconsistent in other regions.

Tree map used in Fig. 3 demonstrates the average alcohol spending per e-invoice in
districts/townships of cities/counties. Due to the corresponding region alignment in both
years, hence the more recent year 2015 is presented. Darker shade indicates higher
average alcohol spending per e-invoice. The average spending per e-invoice in Jinning
Township of Kinmen County is the highest because of the remarkable sale of the
renowned sorghum wine. The difference of average spending per e-invoice between
most of the regions is not evident. Moreover, the average spending per e-invoice of
northern regions is relatively lower than other regions. However, as indicated in Fig. 2,
the alcohol spending per capita of northern cities/counties is the highest among inland
areas. It indicates that consumers in northern regions habitually make moderate-value
alcohol purchases per transaction, although the alcohol purchasing frequency of northern
consumers is considerably higher than that of consumers in other parts of Taiwan; or
they intentionally split high-value transactions into multiple small-value transactions.
That explained why the average alcohol per e-invoice is low but the average alcohol per
capita is high for northern areas.
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Fig. 3. Average alcohol spending per e-invoice in 2015
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5 Conclusion

The graphical depiction of CPI and the national wide spending on alcoholic beverages
on monthly base suggested the reciprocity between the two variables, prompting that
the magnitude of consumer spending might be considered as driven force for CPI, or
the increase and decrease of CPI might proportionally predict the rise of alcohol
consumption. The countrywide monthly alcohol expenditure unveiled the seasonality
of alcohol consumption, which exhibited the escalation of alcohol consumption in
summer, autumn and winter seasons, and the declination in spring.

Regarding average alcohol spending per capita, the statistics indicate that northern
cities/counties have the highest among inland areas. The low value of average alcohol
expenditure per e-invoice in northern cities/counties indicates that consumers in
northern regions habitually make moderate-value alcohol purchases per transaction
although the alcohol purchasing frequency of northern consumers is considerably higher
than that of consumers in other parts of Taiwan, or they intentionally split high-value
transactions into multiple small-value transactions. The high average alcohol expendi‐
ture per e-invoice paired with the lower alcohol expenditure per capita in the other
graphic segments compared to northern regions highlight that the alcohol purchasing
frequency of residents in those areas is lower than that of inhabitants in the northern
metropolitan cities/counties. Alternatively, they habitually purchase multiple alcoholic
items per transaction instead of splitting purchases into smaller-value transactions as
northerners do.

Companies can refer to the insight of this research to identify the variation of alcohol
expenditure in different time and regions, thus rescheduling the manufacturing and
distribution plan to match specific pattern and of different areas. Moreover, the govern‐
ment can consider the broad expansion and application of the open e-invoice system for
managerial purpose in monitoring status quo of each region in numerous dimensions of
business, and also facilitate the abnormal transactions tracing process.
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Abstract. Considering variables associated with the research product, the
researcher, the university, and the country, the scientific visibility of the university
research function, requires coordinating actions achieving favorable results. This
paper describes a Product-Researcher-Institution (PRI) visibility scheme, in addition
to presenting results with database of large size (official website, Open Access jour‐
nals, ResearchGate, Google Scholar, Academia and Curriculum Vitae Latinoamer‐
icano, Webometrics Ranking) collected from universities in Argentina, Brazil,
Chile, Colombia and Mexico, regarding the components of this proposal.

Keywords: Scientific visibility · Research function · Universities
Database Latin America · Researcher · Webometrics ranking

1 Introduction

Universities are especially recognized for their activity in research, in this sense indicators
have been developed to measure and evaluate it. Among these indicators are the tradi‐
tional ones, related to the number of research projects, generation of publications and / or
patents, among others. Additional to these indicators, thanks to the development of the
Internet and globalization, others have emerged related to the utility of knowledge (cita‐
tions) and its socialization (visibility) [1]. In this sense, internationalization strategies
contemplate visibility in order to increase their international appeal and recognition [1, 2,
3]. Visibility is associated with the dissemination of academic and scientific content in the
community, driven by a globalized higher education, supported by ICT [4], and by
demands for transparency in its academic and scientific processes, which are valued in turn
by international rankings [1]. This positioning by university rankings constitutes an indi‐
cator of the visibility of the universities as an impact factor, and a weight criterion in
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evaluations such as that of Webometrics [5, 6], with 11998 universities that are visible
worldwide at this time [7].

The presence of university institutions in the Web generates useful information to eval‐
uate their academic activities and research [8], for this reason the importance given to the
study and improvement of web visibility, which demands strategies and actions regarding
the institution, the products of research and that of its researchers. Thus, studies associated
with the visibility of the researcher in Google Scholar and ResearchGate [6] and on the
value of their digital identity [9, 22, 23] are reported. Also on the visibility of intellectual
production through repositories [3]; and finally the visibility of the institution through its
web portal [10, 11] and its international positioning achieved in recognized rankings, such
as the SIR Ranking (Scimago Institutions Rankings), Webometrics Web Rankings [5, 12],
QS World University Rankings and the Shanghai Ranking [1, 7, 13, 15].

In the present work a scheme is proposed to represent the visibility of research in
universities as a set of three interrelated factors: the visibility of products (research arti‐
cles, academic documents and patents, essentially), that of their researchers (a through its
activity in academic networks and other media) and, that of the University (through the
management of the content of its portal and its positioning in the world rankings). Finally,
the application of this visibility scheme proposal is illustrated, with data collected from the
Latin American Top100 universities of the Web Webometrics Ranking in its January 2017
edition.

2 Methodology

Through a review of the literature, it is proposed to identify factors of visibility in each of
the proposed components, with their respective variables associated with the visibility of
researchers, products and the university. Later as a case of illustration, the universities
located in the TOP 100 of the Latin American Ranking published by Webometrics [7] on
January 2017 grouped in quartiles, are taken as reference, from which data was collected
from each of its institutional web pages, ResearchGate and Google Scholar. Through the
application of descriptive statistics and correlations, each of the visibility components is
characterized in the universities studied.

3 Results

A researcher is a person who creates original knowledge. To create this knowledge, the
researchers must have competencies and skills, including the ability to write and dissemi‐
nate their findings [13]. These findings, presented in scientific writings as research prod‐
ucts, are useful to the scientific community if they are visible and available. Although this
visibility can be promoted by the researcher himself, by research groups, or by the institu‐
tions, it is recommended that the visibility of this product-researcher-university triad,
framed in the country’s governmental policies, be associated with institutional strategies
that promote, manage and keep it in an upward spiral, and not just the result of isolated
efforts [3, 9, 16].
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In this sense, there are studies that propose visibility guidelines as part of the interna‐
tionalization project of universities to increase attractiveness and international recognition
[17]. A scheme of scientific institutional visibility with three components, associated with
indicators, goals and strategies, is then considered, see Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Triade of visibility Products- Researcher-Institution.

3.1 Visibility of the Products

Once a funded research project is completed, it is expected that several products will be
derived from it, among these culminated end-of-career and/or graduate work, articles,
patents, and others. Its visibility depends on the location of these results in open access
systems such as repositories and Open Access (OA) journals. In the case of patents, they
are intended to protect the developed knowledge and of some end-of-career projects and,
although they have a public nature, it is not necessarily their most common feature.
According to some authors [13], access is understood as the ability of a website to be
entirely apprehended by the users, regardless of physical and technical conditions, consid‐
ering the following aspects: design compatible with different browsers, possibility to print
and visualize correctly, with the existence of a support to the user and, finally, with
versions in other languages.

According to other authors [18, 19], the OA movement consists of the publication
of contents on the Internet, free of charge, online and digitally, contributing to the
dissemination of knowledge almost instantaneously and with wider access. The trigger
for this movement was the increase in subscription prices that publishers implemented
in the 1980 s. Initially, what was sent by e-mail were newsletters and in 1991, the
pioneers and promoters of this movement Jean Claude Guedon and Stevan Harnard,
allowed the acceleration of scientific dissemination and the reduction of its cost,
compared to the printed one, guaranteeing reaching a greater number of users. This
movement was ratified in the well-known Berlin Declaration of 2003.

Based on the OA movement, the Editorial Management of the Journals migrates to
Open Journal Systems (OJS). This allows to control the entire editorial process of a
Journal in electronic format, from the receipt of manuscripts of the authors to the final
publication of the number, including the peer review process [18, 19].
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Among the actions to ensure the greatest visibility and impact of scientific production
are:

– Publish in English. The products have greater visibility if they are presented in
English.

– Publish in OA journals and whose publishing flow is based on the OJS system.
– Select journals that are included in indexes that assess the impact of publications.
– Publish in web repositories of the institution.
– Maintain and guarantee the publication institutionality of the research products.

An essential factor for the visibility of products in universities is the institutional
repositories. This requires a new vision that integrates the aspects that entails scientific
visibility and new technological features, identifying the needs of its users to expedite
the dissemination of their scientific production. To increase the use of the Institutional
Repository, a dissemination campaign is required that encourages and encourages the
use of scientific practices in favor of dissemination in open access [6], in addition to
knowledge socialization policies.

3.2 Visibility of the Researchers

Several publications have emphasized the need to pay special attention to the way in
which authors identify themselves and their affiliations. This will increase not only their
visibility but, additionally, their scientific reputation. For this reason, academic identi‐
fiers have been developed, such as the ResarcherID, Scopus Author ID, ORCID and
others, which allow homogenizing the way the data of the authors and their academic
affiliations are displayed [18]. On the other hand, it is observed the dissemination of the
academic-scientific profiles in recognized spaces, such as ResearchGate, Google
Scholar, Academia and Curriculum Vitae Latinoamericano (CVLAT), among others.

In general, recommendations to increase the visibility of researchers and their
production are [20]:

– Include scientific production in the institutional repositories.
– Have presence in social and academic networks.
– Participate in conferences and scientific events.
– Actively participate in networking activities.
– Prepare academic materials that include scientific activity.
– Publish in conjunction with researchers from different countries, forming specialized

or multidisciplinary networks.

Currently, what is related to Digital Identity is discussed, defined as features of the
individual that are digitized and that are available to others from digital platforms [4],
their importance, creation and maintenance of the personal digital profile by each
researcher, as well as its digital reputation [18]. That is why there are several web plat‐
forms of academic profiles, such as those mentioned above. The digital scientific identity
improves the diffusion and transmission of the scientific production of a researcher,
being recommendable the guidelines to normalize and improve its visibility and impact
[17].
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3.3 Visibility of the University

The main roles of the University are what are known as the triad of teaching, research, and
extension. The quality of the universities depends on the quality of their teachers and, at the
same time, it depends on the researches and publications they carry out. There is a contro‐
versy about the teaching role, since it is the research that is used for having greater promo‐
tion and social prestige. According to [21] (Muradás and Mendoza 2010), these two (2)
roles should not be considered opposite, since both support and strengthens each other.

Universities are adopting the new role of reflecting their activity on the Web to guar‐
antee the intellectual heritage and the dissemination of knowledge without editorial inter‐
mediaries and at a lower cost. Despite the criticism about the disadvantages of Internet, the
Web has become the main means of disseminating information. It has a great importance
in the development of Higher Education, in the activities related to research and extension,
and by the instantaneous distribution and diffusion of updated information. Additionally, the
ease of interactivity stands out as its main advantage. Based on these advantages, today
universities, different from those of the 90 s, are characterized by having a homogeneous
interface, a solid content architecture, and advanced interactive services. In this sense,
projects aimed at the design of institutional strategies for promotion, communication and
academic positioning on the web are observed [9, 13, 16].

Table 1. Typology of mechanisms and instruments [19]

Mechanism Instrument
Establishment of infrastructure and services
offer

Creation and maintenance of institutional
repositories
Publishing open access journals
Creating open access counseling offices

Information and dissemination Conducting institutional campaigns
Events and conference organization
Elaboration of manifests

Economic incentive Assigning budgets to departments or groups
based on open access research objectives
Direct aids for self-archiving in repositories
Subsidy of publications in open access journals
Positive discrimination for deposited
publications
Institutional subscription to open access
platforms

Institutional Coordination Establishment of policies and joint actions
between institutions
Adhesion to declarations and manifestos

Regulation Obligation to deposit results derived from own
calls
Obligation to deposit for all the members of the
institution
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According to [19], the institutional policies that favor the visibility of the Universities
are shown in Table 1. Within these factors, the academic and scientific offer published
in the institutional web portal are part of the indicators for the cybermetric analysis, as
descriptive measures measuring the objects found in each of the web sites [12]. Another
aspect to consider in the visibility of universities is their positioning in the Latin Amer‐
ican or world rankings [1, 7, 14, 15].

3.4 Latin American Case. Product-Researcher-University Visibility

Below are some figures collected from the universities that are in the TOP 100 of the
Ranking of Webometrics Universities published in January 2017 by the Higher Council
for Scientific Research [7], which were grouped in quartiles, see Table 2. The data was
collected from each of its institutional web pages, ResearchGate and Google Scholar,
as described in Table 3.

Table 2. Quartiles Top100 Latin American Ranking Universities of Webometrics

Quartile Positions
Q1 1–25
Q2 26–50
Q3 51–75
Q4 76–100

Table 3. Description of the visibility variables for the Latin American case

Component Factors Indicator Source Variable
Institutional Postgraduate

academic offer
Number of
postgraduate
programs

Website of the
University

POSTGRAD

Scientific offer in
periodicals

Number of
Scientific
Journals

Website of the
University

JOURNALS

Institutional
presence in
scientific
networks

Institutional
Score

Research Gate RGSCORE

Researchers Number of
profiles
published in
scientific
networks

Number of
professors /
researchers
profiles
registered

Google Scholar GSPROF
Research Gate RGMEMBERS

Products Amount of
documents
retrieved by
search engines,
by university

Quantity of
documents found

Google Scholar GSDOC
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Correlations of the values collected for the variables described in Table 1 are
presented in Table 4, showing significant correlations between them, and with the posi‐
tions in the Ranking. Table 5 shows the respective means in each of the quartiles of the
TOP100.

Table 4. Pearson correlation of the variables

POSTGRD JOURNALS GSPROF GSDOC RGSCORE RGMEMBERS Ranking
WebLat

POSTGRD 1 ,373** ,203* ,202* ,244* ,313** –,348**
JOURNALS ,373** 1 ,575** ,553** ,613** ,625** –,535**
GSPROF ,203* ,575** 1 ,868** ,932** ,861** –,416**
GSDOC ,202* ,553** ,868** 1 ,840** ,765** –,421**
RGSCORE ,244* ,613** ,932** ,840** 1 ,892** –,541**
RGMEMBERS ,313** ,625** ,861** ,765** ,892** 1 –,582**
RankingWebLat –,348** –,535** –,416** –,421** –,541** –,582** 1

** Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
* Correlation is significant at the 0.05 level (2-tailed).
a. Listwise N = 95

Table 5. Average of visibility variables to illustrate Latin American case

POSTGRAD JOURNALS RGSCORE GSDOC GSPROF RGMEMBERS
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

Q1 157 43 39599 50878 1222 7509
Q2 140 38 14314 31787 419 3527
Q3 89 21 5829 12515 182 1523
Q4 80 10 5606 12248 166 1425

The variables related to the visibility of the university with respect to postgraduate
courses offered, scientific journals and the institutional profile score in ResearchGate,
show important ascending averages in the positions corresponding to the first two quar‐
tiles, significantly distinguishing the TOP50 universities from the rest of the universities,
see Fig. 2. It is also observed that these variables are representative of the universities
highlighted by their positioning in the Web Ranking. Regarding the visibility of the
researchers of the Latin American universities studied, observed by means of the pres‐
ence of profiles in Google Scholar (GS Profiles) and Research Gate (RGMembers), it is
also possible to see figures that duplicate (Q2) and up to triplicate (Q1), those observed
in quartiles 3 and 4. It is then seen that the visibility of researchers in scientific networks
characterizes the best positioned universities.
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Fig. 2. Average quartiles of visibility variables of the TOP 100 Latin American universities of
the Webmetrics January 2017.

In response to what is stated in Table 1, regarding the components of the triad formed
by the institutional visibility, the researcher and the products, it can be seen in Fig. 3
that the universities of the Top25 show greater visibility of their researchers; those of
quartile 2 privilege the visibility of research products, and finally the last two quartiles
highlight the institutional visibility.
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Products
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Fig. 3. Triade Products-Researcher e Institution visibility for quartiles of Top 100 Latin
American universities of the Webometrics January 2017.

4 Conclusions

Visibility efforts must be strategically coordinated by the institution, not only to make
visible its academic and research offer, but also to design joint actions with its
researchers, and with those responsible for the dissemination of the university’s prod‐
ucts, as they are, the librarians, web administrators, among others. The dissemination
of the results of the research projects, scientific articles, final degree projects, must be
managed so that they can be found by the scientific community, as well as information
from researchers, groups or research units. The visibility or opacity in any of these
components, affects the rest of them, and the positioning of the university.
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Under the triad Product-Researcher-Institution a scheme of visibility of the univer‐
sity is proposed, which demands strategies and actions for each of these profiles.
Studying the positioning of universities requires assessing the visibility of the institution
and that of its undergraduate and postgraduate academic offers; the visibility of its inte‐
gral intellectual production, especially academic and scientific, through the institutional
web portal and especially through its repository, as well as social, academic and scientific
networks, in order to maximize the socialization of them. Additionally, promote the
visibility of its researchers, groups and research units. Consequently, these joint actions
facilitate the winning of projection and international positioning spaces.
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Abstract. The study analyzes the factors that contribute to the technical effi-
ciency of the visibility of the universities included in the Top100 of the Latin
American Universities Ranking Web published by Webometrics database in
January, 2017. Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) was used to calculate the
contributions of input variables to efficiency. As data sources for inputs, the
study considers the academic data published on the web of each university, the
content and profiles displayed from Google Scholar (GS), data by university
published in ResearchGate as a scientific network, and finally, data from social
networks as Twitter and Facebook accounts of the respective institutions. The
postgraduate offer, visibility in GS, and the use of scientific and social networks
contribute favorably to the web positioning of Latin American universities.

Keywords: Efficiency � Visibility � Universities � Latin America
DEA

1 Introduction

The web visibility of universities and their impact on their international positioning is a
matter of interest both for the universities themselves and for international institutions that
focus on this topic,which iswhy there are currently numerous studies on this subject [1–3].
With the use of ICT and the Internet, the globalization of academic offers and scientific
production, as well as the visibility of universities has increased exponentially in recent
years, leading to innumerable benefits, such as the positioning of the institution in themost
representative rankings of the region and the world. This brings with it a better reputation
and prestige in the academic field, and consequently, advantages over other universities
[4]. Some of these advantages are the articulationwith international knowledge networks,
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a significant increase in the demand of students for their programs, greater employability
of their graduates, increase in economic investment in public universities, and articulation
with the business sector.

The measurement of the university visibility can be done, among other means,
through the university positioning rankings, which provide a classification of univer-
sities in terms of their academic and research quality [5]. Since the publication of the
Ranking of Universities of Jiao Tong University of Shanghai in 2003, studies on
Higher Education have been revolutionized by the impact of these surveys on national
policies and strategies of the sector, paying special attention to the potentialities and
limitations of the institutions. In this sense, the presence of universities on the internet
can generate very useful information for the evaluation of their academic and research
activities [6].

Currently, there are more than 10 world-recognized academic rankings among
which is the Ranking Web of Universities or also called Webometrics, published since
2004 and measuring the visibility related to research and academic quality [5]. Among
its advantages is the wide coverage both in number of universities and in academic
areas, using cybermetric data extracted from university websites, but among its
weaknesses is that it is very dependent on the adoption of appropriate policies by the
universities [6, 7].

The implications of these measurements open doors for improving the positioning
of universities in the most representative rankings in the field of international research,
through the design of an institutional strategy for promoting, communicating and
positioning academic activities of the institution, their researchers, and their products
on the web 2.0 [8–10]. So, it is necessary to apply tools to identify the improvement
strategies that universities and countries must implement to achieve this positioning
[11, 12]. In this sense, the efficiency analysis applying Data Envelopment Analysis
(DEA) [13] offers interesting results about this topic. DEA has been widely applied in
the university academic environment, obtaining results that contribute to the
improvement in the use of resources and the optimization of results [14–17].

Therefore, the definition and practice of strategic guidelines and plans for institu-
tional visibility is increasingly necessary. In this sense, it is of interest to know to what
extent various factors associated with the publication of content on the university’s
website, their activities in scientific networks, and the visibility offered by content
search engines and social networks, contribute to the institution’s web positioning in
world and regional rankings. In the present work, Data Envelopment Analysis (DEA) is
used to calculate the contributions of the input variables to the technical efficiency of
this visibility, applying the Frontier Analyst by Banxia® software.

2 Efficiency Measurement and the Data Envelopment
Analysis (DEA)

The DEA (Data Envelopment Analysis) technique is an application of linear program-
ming methods, and is used to measure the relative efficiency of organizational units that
feature the same goals and objectives. This technique was initially developed by Charnes,
Coopers and Rhodes (1978) [18], who based their proposals on a preliminary work by
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Farrell (1957) [19]. The units of analysis in the DEA are called decision making units
(DMU) and, in this paper, each university represents a single DMU.

The DEA permits the evaluation of the relative efficiency of each Decision Making
Unit (DMU) from the data provided by the resources used and from the results obtained
for a cluster. DEA allows obtaining an indicator of technical efficiency for each DMU,
offers the opportunity to identify best practices, and provides reference values that
serve as a guide in the improvement processes. The application of the DEA technique
requires that the selected DMUs meet the following conditions: be so homogeneous
that they can be compared and sufficiently heterogeneous to extract information from
the comparison; they must also have some capacity to manage the resources available
to them and that their number be sufficient so as not to limit the discriminatory capacity
of the analysis.

3 Selection of Data, Variables and Design of the Efficiency
Analysis

The sample of DMU defined for this study are the Latin American universities Top100
present in the Webometric Ranking Web published in January 2017 [20]. Table 1
shows a summary by countries.

Regarding the input and output variables considered to collect data on factors that
affect the visibility of the university and its positioning in the Latin American ranking,
they were selected considering the academic information visible in their respective
institutional website, specifically the postgraduate offer and the publication of scientific
journals, its visibility in search engines of academic-scientific content such as Google
Scholar, its presence in scientific networks such as Research Gate, and in social net-
works, specifically Twitter and Facebook.

Table 1. Universities of the Top100 of the Ranking web, January 2017, grouped by countries.

Country Frequency

Argentina 11
Brazil 43
Chile 12
Colombia 6
Costa Rica 1
Cuba 1
Jamaica 1
Mexico 16
Peru 2
Puerto Rico 2
Trinidad and Tobago 1
Uruguay 1
Venezuela 3
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As an output, the position of the universities in the Rankig Web of Latin American
universities published by Webometrics in its edition of January 2017 was selected.
Table 2 describes the variables to be used in the technical efficiency analysis. Eight
(8) input variables and one (1) output variable were selected.

The following describes the fulfillment of the conditions indicated above for the
application of DEA. For the homogenous character of the DMU (universities partici-
pating in the analysis), considering the 100 universities in the Top100 of the University
Ranking, their diversity in operating capacities is observed, especially in their post-
graduate offers (see Fig. 1) where 74% have a higher offer of postgraduate than
undergraduate unlike the similarity presented in the undergraduate offers, and the
volume of edition of scientific journals (see Fig. 2), which raises the need to create a
cluster with groups of homogeneous universities. For this purpose, nine clusters were
designed to integrate 9 to 12 universities similar in their postgraduate offer (see
Table 3). The distribution by countries in each cluster is also noted. For the adequacy
between the total number of variables (n) and units (DMU), the rule [17] is applied
where p is the number of input variables and q the output, it must be fulfilled that
n <= p � q. For the present case, we have 8 � 1 < 9 and 12.

Table 2. Variables used in the efficiency analysis.

Variable Description Source Type of
variable

Postgraduate
offer

Number of postgraduate programs
offered by the university

Website of
each
university

Controlled
input

Journals Number of scientific journals published
by the university

Website of
each
university

Controlled
input

GS Profiles Number of profiles of researchers
published by each university

Google
Scholar

Controlled
input

GS
Documents

Number of university documents found
in Google Scholar

Google
Scholar

Controlled
input

GS Citations
1stProfile

Number of citations of the first
researcher profile in Google Scholar

Google
Scholar

Uncontrolled
input

RG Score Score of the university published in
ResearchGate

ResearchGate Controlled
input

Tweets Number of tweets published in the
university account

Twitter Controlled
input

FacebookLike Number of Likes observed in the
university’s Facebook account

Facebook Uncontrolled
input

Ranking Position of the university in the Ranking
Web of Latin American universities

Webometrics Output
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For efficiency analysis, BCC optimization mode (Banker, Charnes and Cooper,
1984) was applied aimed at maximizing output, that is, seeking to maximize web
visibility given the inputs, with variable returns, thus adjusting to the context of the
visibility achieved by universities based on the information content published or pre-
sent on the web. This mode of optimization is flexible, imposes minimal conditions on
the production function, assuming the hypothesis of variable yields to scale, with which
a measure of the Pure Technical Efficiency (PTE) can be obtained.

Fig. 1. Indicator of postgraduate offer on the total academic offer of the Latin American Top100
universities.

Fig. 2. Offer of undergraduate, postgraduate and scientific journals of the Latin American
Top100 universities.
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4 Results

For the analysis of the nine clusters, using the Analyst Frontier ® by Banxia software,
the BCC Model with variable return was executed, maximizing output. The contri-
butions of the input variables to the efficiency of each DMU (university) were con-
solidated by cluster. In Table 4, the results of the contributions of each input are shown
by cluster. It is observed that the publication of the postgraduate offer is the main
contribution in the visibility of the universities. Notably, 22% was contributed by social
networks, 31% by visibility in Google Scholar and 14% by the scientific network
ResearchGate. In Fig. 3, the contributions obtained from the inputs to the visibility of
the universities are illustrated.

The contribution of the input variables to the efficiency of the positioning of the
universities in the webometrics web ranking indicate that it is mainly related to the offer
of postgraduate programs, secondly to the visibility of the research products (docu-
ments) found by the engines of academic research (Google Scholar case), and the
presence of the institution and its researchers in scientific networks such as
ResearchGate. Additionally, it is worth mentioning the contribution of the content
disclosed through social networks. Three (3) fronts of visibility are distinguished in
consequence that contribute in similar measure with the positioning: the one of the web
portal, the one reported by the scholar search engine Google Scholar, and the presence
of the institution in social and scientific networks.

Table 3. Design of the clusters for the analysis of efficiency according to the postgraduate offer.

CLUSTER C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1
MAX # Postgraduate offer 830 209 143 110 94 75 64 49 39
MIN # Postgraduate offer 210 144 111 95 76 65 50 40 11
Num university 12 12 12 11 12 12 10 10 9
#University by country / clusters Total
Brazil 3 5 6 5 6 5 5 4 4 43
Uruguay 1 1
Mexico 1 4 2 3 2 3 1 16
Costa Rica 1 1
Puerto Rico 1 1 2
Trinidad and Tobago 1 1
Jamaica 1 1
Colombia 1 1 1 1 1 1 6
Argentina 3 1 1 2 1 3 11
Chile 2 1 1 3 2 2 1 12
Venezuela 1 1 1 3
Cuba 1 1
Peru 2 2
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5 Conclusions

The efficiency analysis made possible to measure and corroborate the contribution of a
group of variables in the efficiency of web visibility of universities present in the Latin
American Top100, published by Webometrics in January 2017. Three groups of
variables that contribute with weights similar to visibility are identified. In the first
place, those associated with the academic and scientific process, postgraduate offer and
scientific journals, published on the web of each university; secondly, the presence of
university content in the profiles and results of Google Scholar document searches;
finally, the presence and activity of the university in the scientific and social networks.
These contributions were determined by cluster according to the capacity of the
postgraduate offer, considering that two thirds of the universities in the study exceed
the postgraduate offer as opposed to the undergraduate one.

Table 4. Contribution of the input to the efficiency of visibility of the universities, by cluster.

Contributions by clusters
Input C9 C8 C7 C6 C5 C4 C3 C2 C1 Total

Postgraduate offer 0% 13% 26% 24% 37% 18% 20% 23% 19% 20%
Journals 17% 34% 4% 26% 3% 8% 0% 2% 15% 12%
GS Profiles 15% 1% 1% 2% 1% 19% 26% 21% 3% 10%
GS Documents 13% 30% 28% 13% 8% 9% 8% 0% 26% 15%
GS Citations 1stProfile 19% 1% 4% 3% 1% 1% 8% 20% 1% 6%
RG Score 20% 3% 9% 16% 40% 14% 5% 12% 13% 14%
Tweets 5% 2% 28% 13% 4% 32% 29% 19% 4% 15%
FacebookLike 11% 15% 1% 3% 7% 0% 3% 3% 19% 7%

Fig. 3. Global contribution of the inputs to the web visibility of the universities
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The positioning of the universities, as an effect of their visibility on the web,
according to the present study, is favorably influenced and in the same way by three
types of informational content: the one published in its institutional web portal (in this
case by the offer postgraduate and scientific journals); the one shown by the search
engines, Google Scholar as a case of the present study; and finally that of the scientific
and social networks. Consequently, among the strategies for the positioning of the
universities, it is recommended that social marketing be incorporated, increasing the
visibility of the research products and that of their researchers in the academic net-
works; and increase the academic offer of postgraduate and scientific journals.
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Abstract. The object of this research was to study the behavior of fungal bioaer‐
osols during a sampling period of 12 months (April 2015–April 2016), in each
treatment stages of a landfill located in Atlántico Department, Colombia. The
fungi bioaerosol samples were collected using a Six-Stage Viable Andersen
Cascade Impactor - Thermo Fisher Scientific, a vacuum pump with a flow rate of
28.3 L /min–1, and ammeter KESTREL 4500 for the weather conditions. With the
large amount of data obtained, a database was made in excel and analyzed using
Statgraphics Centurion XVI software. The processing of data mining was carried
out applying to a generalized linear regression model and Multifactorial ANOVA.
Golden Surfer 11 program was used to stablish the distribution of temporal and
spational mold airborne. The Variables: sampling campaign, stage, taxa, temper‐
ature and relative humidity presented a statistically significant correlation with
the concentration P-value = 0. The concentrations of fungal bioaerosols varied
considerably over the whole sampling period with average concentrations from
73.02 ± 26, 75 CFUs/m3 to 1830.38 ± 971.28 CFUs/m3. The fungal bioaerosols
presented in both the coarse and fine fraction; but the fraction of 2.1–3.3 μm (stage
4) was the fraction of the dominant size in terms of higher concentration.
According to the taxa identification, there was a higher prevalence of Aspergillus:
the highest concentration corresponds to A. fumigatus, associated to toxins that
may be cytotoxic [1, 2].
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1 Introduction

The management of organic waste is one of the human activities that release greater
amount of fungal spores to the atmosphere; implying an exposure arising from an
employment activity without deliberate intent to use or manipulate a biological agent
[2]. Depending on its nature, the etiologic agent may result in different clinical
syndromes who are exposed [4], representing a potential risk to public health of the
operators of the landfill and the nearby population [5]. Airborne fungi can cause aller‐
gies, infections and intoxications, the most frequent effects on human health are respi‐
ratory diseases [6, 7].

In the last decades, several studies have been carried out to characterize the abun‐
dance of fungi in the open air; Wastewater treatment plants; Anthropogenic sources of
bioaerosols such as composting facilities; And landfills. In recent decades, several
studies have been carried out to characterize the abundance of airborne fungi at outdoor;
anthropogenic sources of bioaerosols such as wastewater treatment plants [8–14];
composting facilities [3, 15–17]; and landfills [18–22]. Some studies report concentra‐
tions of fungal bioaerosols about 10,000 colony forming units (CFU/m3) [23–25].
According to [17], once the viable particles are suspended, their aerodynamic behaviour
is determined by their physical properties (shape, size and density) and the meteoro‐
logical variables (air currents, Temperature, among others), additionally the activities
of transport, discharge, agitation, crushing and compaction of organic waste, stimulate
the vertical and horizontal dispersion of biological agents [26].

2 Methods

2.1 Sampling Data

In this research, the measurement of airborne fungi concentrations were conducted in
two steps: aerosol collection in the field and analysis in the laboratory. Samples were
collected during 12 months (April 2015–April 2016) in municipal landfill facilities,
located 15 km from the city of Barranquilla and 1.5 km from the nearest population
Cuatro Bocas; the total area of the landfill is 135 ha and about 75 ha are destined for the
disposal of approximately 1,300 tons of municipal solid waste per day. The landfill has
a waste discharge zone, where the waste deposited is compacted (active cell), there are
some terraces with cells are no longer in operation (passive cells) and a leachate treat‐
ment system divided into three treatment steps: one pre-sedimentator, two leach sedi‐
mentation ponds and biological treatment pond. The four sampling stations were located
based on the meteorological conditions that predominate in this area; the sampling
stations were located in the passive cell 1, the passive cell 2, the leachate pool and the
active cell. In each sampling station, samples were collected once a month by triplicate
in two journeys, morning (7:00 to 11:00) and afternoon (12:30 to 18:00). The study area
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is characterized by few rainy days; annual totals do not exceed 1000 mm. The number
of rainy days during the year ranges from 50 to 100 mm. The intranual regime is bimodal
type; the main rainy season extends from September to November and in the first
semester there is a short rainy season mainly in the month of May. Dry seasons occur
between December and April, the main one, and a second one, with lower intensity in
the months of June, July and August [27] (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1. Sampling stations located in landfill, and area of influence [28].

The fungi bioaerosol samples were collected on Petri dishes containing Sabouraud
Dextrose Agar during 5 min, using a Six-Stage Viable Andersen Cascade Impactor -
Thermo Fisher Scientific, and a vacuum pump with a flow rate of 28.3 L/min−1, which
simulates the stages of the human respiratory system. Total suspended particles were
collected and separated according to their individual sizes on the different stages of the
sampler. The particle sizes were fractionated into six size ranges: > 7.0 μm (stage 1),
4.7–7.0 μm (stage 2), 3.3–4.7 μm (stage 3), 2.1–3.3 μm (stage 4), 1.1–2.1 μm (stage 5),
0.65–1.1 μm (stage 6).

2.2 Mold Cultivation

In laboratory, the incubation temperature was based on the average temperature in the
area where the landfill is located (28 °C) during 5 days. The counting of the colony
forming units (CFU) in petri dishes was based on their macroscopic characteristics
(shape, color, texture, border, among others). Identification of the taxon was made by
staining with lactophenol blue, and microscopic observation of reproductive structures
and mycelium. The concentration of bioaerosols at each stage was determined by
dividing the CFU number by the sampled volume, applying the equation defined by
Thermo Fisher Scientific to the Six-Stage Viable Andersen Cascade Impactor, the result
is expressed in CFU/m3.
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2.3 Metereological Data

The meteorological data were recorded Kestrel Model 4500 anemometer simultaneously
to the collecting of samples, including information on the temperature, relative humidity,
wind direction, and wind speed. The sampling details are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Location of the sampling station, date and meteorological conditions

Sampling station Passive cell 1 Leachate pool
Coordinate N10°55 ′50.84′′ W74°55 ′32.92′′ N10°55 ′56.58′′ W74°55 ′22.92′′

Date Wind speed
(m/s)

Wind
direction

RH (%) T (°C) Wind speed (m/s) Wind
direction

RH (%) T (°C)

April 24/2015 3,44 NO 67,02 31,64 3,44 NO 67,02 31,64
May 24/2015 3,36 NE 63,51 32,22 3,36 NE 63,51 32,22
June 19/2015 2,13 NNE 67,37 31,14 2,13 NNE 67,37 31,14
July 18/2015 1,43 NE 79,92 29,76 1,43 NE 79,92 29,76
August 29/2015 2,20 NE 63,99 34,09 2,20 NE 63,99 34,09
October10/2015 1,42 NE 78,17 30,14 1,42 NE 78,17 30,14
November 7/2015 1,49 NW 81,57 29,51 1,49 NW 81,57 29,51
December 16/2015 1,89 NE 80,95 32,32 1,89 NE 80,95 32,32
January 22 de 2016 1,97 NW 74,06 34,53 1,97 NW 74,06 34,53
February 27/2016 1,73 NNW 74,92 34,60 1,73 NNW 74,92 34,60
March 31 de 2016 1,56 NE 72,36 36,15 1,56 NE 72,36 36,15
April 29 de 2016 1,83 NWN 79,26 34,92 1,83 NWN 79,26 34,92
Sampling station Passive cell 2 Active cell
Coordinate N10°55 ′46.06′′ W74°55 ′24.31′′ N10°55 ′40.87′′ W74°55 ′31.69′′

Date (sampling
campaigns)

Wind speed
(m/s)

Wind
direction

RH (%) T (°C) Wind speed (m/s) Wind
direction

RH (%) T (°C)

April 24/2015 3,44 NO 67,02 31,64 3,44 NO 67,02 31,64
May 24/2015 3,36 NE 63,51 32,22 3,36 NE 63,51 32,22
June 19/2015 2,13 NNE 67,37 31,14 2,13 NNE 67,37 31,14
July 18/2015 1,43 NE 79,92 29,76 1,43 NE 79,92 29,76
August 29/2015 2,20 NE 63,99 34,09 2,20 NE 63,99 34,09
October10/2015 1,42 NE 78,17 30,14 1,42 NE 78,17 30,14
November 7/2015 1,49 NW 81,57 29,51 1,49 NW 81,57 29,51
December 16/2015 1,89 NE 80,95 32,32 1,89 NE 80,95 32,32
January 22 de 2016 1,97 NW 74,06 34,53 1,97 NW 74,06 34,53
February 27/2016 1,73 NNW 74,92 34,60 1,73 NNW 74,92 34,60
March 31 de 2016 1,56 NE 72,36 36,15 1,56 NE 72,36 36,15
April 29 de 2016 1,83 NWN 79,26 34,92 1,83 NWN 79,26 34,92

2.4 Analysis Data

The data was systematized in a spreadsheet by sampling campaigns, journeys, sampling
station and replicate, as independent variables. Data analysis was performed using the
Statgraphics Centurion XVI software, using a generalized linear regression model, to
determine if there is a relationship between the measured meteorological variables
(temperature, relative humidity, wind speed and direction) with the concentrations
obtained from fungal bioaerosols with 95% confidence (p < 0.05). In addition, a statis‐
tical analysis was performed using a multifactorial ANOVA that allowed to establish if
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there are significant differences between independent factors or variables, in this case
the sampling stations, the journeys and the sampling campaigns, and even know the
variance of a given factor with respect to the average. To establish the spatio-temporal
distribution of the concentration of bioaerosols, isoconcentration maps were made using
the Golden Surfer 11 program.

3 Results and Discussion

3.1 Concentration of Fungal Bioaerosols

Using the simple linear regression model, it was found that the concentrations present
significant differences in relation to the sampling months (sampling campaigns). The
concentrations of fungal airborne varied considerably over the sampling period; the
lowest concentration of fungus bioaerosols was in the passive cell 2, during sampling
campaign 3 (June 2015) in afternoon, with an avarage of 73.02 ± 26.75 CFU/m3. While
the highest concentration of fungus bioaerosols was generated in the active cell station
during sampling campaign 9 (January 2016), in afternoon, with an average of 1830.38
± 971.28 CFU/m3; in this campaign the temperature levels were high, it was influenced
by the dry season of the department, according to [16] (Table 2).

Table 2. Concentration of Fungal Bioaerosols in the Sampling Stations. * Day with rainfall,
without mushroom growth. ¤ Minimum value in the campaign. ¥ Maximum value in the campaign

Concerning the fungal bioaerosol concentrations by the sampling stations, a similar
behavior is observed in passive cell 1, the leachate pool and the active cell, according
the simple linear regression model; the fungal bioaerosol concentrations of in the active
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cell station, ranged from 100.59 ± 50.04 CFU/m3 to 1830.38 ± 971.28 CFU/m3; in the
leachate pool station, the concentrations ranged from 131.91 ± 48.10 CFU/m3 to 800.942
± 318.59 CFU/m3; and in the passive cell station 1, the concentrations ranged from 87.16
± 20.40 CFU/m3 to 876,32 ± 207.12 CFU/m3. According to the statistical model, the
passive cell 2 station had an different behavior during the sampling period, the fungal
bioaerosol concentration ranged from 73.02 ± 26.75 CFU/m3 to 464.07
± 48.10 CFU/m3; in addition, due to the rain prior to the sampling campaign 4 (July
2015), The samples collected in the afternoon did not show growth of fungi. During the
entire sampling period, the fungal bioaerosol concentrations obtained were below the
maximum values reported by other studies in municipal composting and landfill facili‐
ties (480,000 CFU/m3) [21, 29–31].

Nevertheless, fungal aerosols concentration reported exceeds the values establish by
The Health and Welfare Department in Canada. The guidelines establish: (i)
50 CFU/m3 for one species of fungi warrants immediate investigation; (ii)
100 CFU/m3 is unacceptable for the presence of certain fungal pathogens; (iii) 150 CFU/
m3 of mixed species is normal; and (iv) up to 500 CFU/m3 should be acceptable if
dominated by Cladosporium. In the case of Korea, the maximum allowable concentra‐
tion of total bacterial bioaerosol is 800 CFU/m3.

3.2 Size Distribution

The size-percentage distribution of the fungal bioaerosols in different sampling
campaigns is shown in Fig. 2. The coarse fraction (> 4.7 μm, the sum of stage 1 and
stage 2) was the dominant size fraction for 4 sampling campaign (january-april 2016),
the 2.1–4.7 μm fraction (the sum of stage 3 and stage 4) was the dominant size fraction
for 8 sampling campaigns (april-december 2015), while the fine fraction (< 2.1 μm, the
sum of stage 5 and stage 6) represented 20% for most sampling campaigns. The simple
linear regression model showed that the fraction of 2.1–3.3 μm (stage 4) was the fraction

Fig. 2. The size-percentage distribution of the fungal bioaerosols
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of dominant size in terms of higher concentration during the sampling period; this accu‐
mulation of fungal bioaerosols in bronchi and alveoli can cause allergies, acute infec‐
tions and chronic respiratory diseases [17, 19].

3.3 Taxa of Fungal Bioaerosols

According to the taxa identification, there was a greater prevalence of Aspergillus: A.
fumigatus, A. versicolor, reported as allergic and toxic in working environments, and A.
fumigatus associated to toxins that may be cytotoxic, other relevant taxón identified was
Cladosporium sp, which is associated with immunosuppressive substances [1, 2] and
Geotrichum sp, a widely distributed and opportunistic cosmopolitan fungus. The highest
concentration corresponds to A. fumigatus. Other taxa reported in this study, but at low
concentrations during the sampling period, was Penicillium sp, associated with derma‐
titis and respiratory conditions and Fusarium sp, which sometimes causes Rhinitis and
allergic asthma [1].

3.4 Potential Meteorological Factors Influencing the Variation of Concentrations
of Airborne Fungi

In the research, a linear regression model was developed based on the measurements of
the meteorological conditions and the concentration of microorganisms, taking into
account that the variables were significant when in the table of ANOVA of the signifi‐
cance of the variables a P-value less than 0.05. Variables: Campaign, stage, classifica‐
tion, temperature and relative humidity presented a statistically significant correlation
with the concentration P-value = 0. However, only explain 10.18% of the variability
presented by the concentration.

3.5 Temporal and Spational Distribution

During the dry season, temporal and spational distribution in morning (Fig. 3A) indicates
higher concentration in Leachate Pool station, with dispersion to passive cell 1; however,
in the afternoon (Fig. 3C) higher concentration in Active Cell station, with dispersion
to passive cell 1 station, too.

In contrast, Rainy Season is characterized by highest concentration in Passive Cell
2 station during morning (Fig. 3B) and Passive Cell 1 station during Afternoon (Fig. 3D),
with dispersion to the Active cell station and leachate pool station. An understanding of
the magnitude and frequency of bioaerosol. An understanding of the magnitude and
frequency of bioaerosol emissions and resulting temporal and spatial patterns of expo‐
sure is required in order to assess the potential health risks [3].
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Fig. 3. Spational- temporal distribution fungi bioaerosols: (A) Morning - Dry Season. (B)
Morning- Rainy Season. (C) Afternoon –Dry Season (D) Afternoon - Rainy Season.

4 Conclusions

The abundance and size distributions of airborne fungal in a municipal landfill facility
was investigated since April 2015 until April 2016. To our knowledge, this is the first
quantitative study of airborne fungal concentrations in Barranquilla, Departamento del
Atlántico, and it is one the few made in Colombia. The concentrations of fungal bioaer‐
osols varied considerably over the whole sampling period with average concentrations
from 73.02 ± 26.75 CFU/m3 to 1830.38 ± 971.28 CFU/m3. Fungal aerosols concentra‐
tion reported exceeds the values establish by The Health and Welfare Department in
Canada and Korea.

Temperature and relative humidity presented a statistically significant correlation
with the concentration of fungal bioaerosols, however; only explain 10.18% of the vari‐
ability presented by the concentration. The fungal bioaerosols presented in both the
coarse and fine fraction; but the fraction of 2.1–3.3 μm (stage 4) was the fraction of
dominant size in terms of higher concentration during the sampling period. According
to the taxa identification, there was a greater prevalence of Aspergillus: The highest
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concentration corresponds to A. fumigatus, associated to toxins that may be cytotoxic
[1, 2]. An understanding of the magnitude and frequency of bioaerosol emissions and
resulting temporal and spatial patterns of exposure is required in order to assess the
potential health risks [3]. As cultivation based methodologies may underestimate the
environmental bioaerosols communities [32].
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Abstract. Due to the processes of internationalization, competitiveness and
other related factors, universities have implemented policies and management
systems that allow them to monitor and measure their world ranking position.
The present work analyzes a group of manageable visibility factors corre-
sponding to universities present in the Top100 of Latin American Webometrics
database published in January 2017 for the identification of profiles. For this
purpose, information was collected about: the academic offer and scientific
journals published on each university website, figures on documents and profiles
found in Google Scholar, activity on social networks, and the institutional score
reported by ResearchGate as a scientific network. Clusters were formed by
quartiles to characterize the visibility profiles of Latin American universities
considering the variables studied. The high offer of postgraduate degrees and
presence in scientific networks and Google Scholar characterize the best posi-
tioned universities.

Keywords: Clusters � Latin American countries � Ranking of universities
Webometrics database

1 Introduction

The management of the research function in universities is related to policies and plans
for the implementation, execution, and monitoring of projects with the aim of achieving
the development of knowledge and society. Universities are recognized for the
development of scientific and technological knowledge and, in this sense, their man-
agement is in charge of policies and promotions regarding the financing and execution
of research projects, postgraduate training, and scientific publications, among other
classical functions.
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For internationalization [1], competitiveness and other reasons [2, 4], a new role
has been included in the research function of the universities, which is to reflect their
activity on the web, so as to guarantee the protection of the intellectual heritage and the
dissemination of knowledge, without editorial intermediaries at a lower cost.

The university strategic plans and their current university policies seek to point to
open access and to place their presence on the web, as internal and external commu-
nication pillars that sustain university life [5, 6]. The visibility of scientific activity is
related to the access and usefulness of production, as seen from publications in aca-
demic communities. This fact additionally allows to monitor indicators that allow to
track the importance of the results obtained and, additionally, to make a Ranking of the
Universities worldwide [7, 8].

The first positions in the Rankings have traditionally been taken by the Universities
of North America, Europe, and Asia [9]. Latin American countries begin to appear in
position 62 with the case of the Sao Paulo University, Brazil [2] in the Webometrics
measurement, in its January 2017 edition.

In order to achieve top positions, universities have implemented strategies and
measures of visibility to reach a larger audience each time. Characterizing the variables
that affect this visibility is the objective of this work. For this reason, the first 100
universities that appear in the Webometrics Ranking in its measurement made in
January 2017 are used as a sample.

2 Visibility on the Web

The main roles of universities are research and extension, known as the triad of
teaching. According to this statement, the quality of universities depends on the quality
of their teachers and their research and publications [3].

It is widely known that scientific publications are the channels historically used to
bring the results of research to international academic communities. Initially, the
publications were made on paper, usually with restricted access, and publishers dedi-
cated to distributing and marketing publications and authors’ findings in a restricted
way. These journals were characterized for reaching a small and select group of readers
and for having little visibility. Additionally, the distribution was limited, especially at
the international level.

Looking to avoid commercialization and reach an increasing number of readers, in
2003, the Berlin Declaration was given. In this declaration, the European Universities
commit themselves to publish their findings freely. From this moment researchers
began to publish in magazines and free-distribution digital media. It is the beginning of
Open Access which seeks to break legal, financial and technical barriers that prevent
the results of academic research from being freely distributed on the web [10, 11].

The visibility is given by the acceptance and usefulness of the works by the rest of
the academic and scientific community after the publication, thus guaranteeing the
intellectual patrimony and the dissemination of knowledge through strategies for the
visibility of the institution, its research products, their researchers, and consequently,
the country itself [3]. To increase visibility, universities have implemented various
strategies, including:
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1. The creation of university websites that include a flow of news, and of adminis-
trative and academic information.

2. The implementation of self-deposits (self-archiving) or institutional repositories, as
an alternative to journal publications.

3. The participation of researchers in academic, scientific and social networks.
4. Other.

3 Method

The analysis of the clusters is a tool that allows to generate conglomerates with a high
degree of similarity between their elements in order to establish structures and asso-
ciations to suggest statistical models, making diagnoses among other purposes [9, 10].
To permit classification of the Top100 of the Latin American universities published in
the Webometrics Ranking database in the month of January in 2017, the data reported
by each university published in its website is extracted. These data are: number of
postgraduate, undergraduate programs, and scientific journals. The study gets the
number of registered profiles of teachers and documents found in Google Scholar for
each University. Additionally, data from social and scientific networks, specifically
Facebook, Twitter and ResearchGate were also taken into account. Web visibility is
statistically characterized, and these figures allow us to appreciate part of the man-
agement actions of each university to make its content visible on the web. The SPSS®
statistical software is used for statistical analysis.

The visibility factors were designed considering which one are or could be man-
aged strategically by each of the institutions. From these factors, the clusters were
designed by quartiles of the positions occupied in the Top100 of the Webometrics
Ranking to identify profiles of visibility. The corresponding universities are calculated,
first by country, and secondly by profile. Below are the designed factors:

Factor 1: Academic/scientific offer. Figures published on the institutional website
of each university regarding the number of programs offered for postgraduate,
undergraduate and published scientific journals.

Factor 2: Presence in academic search results. Figures compiled by university
regarding the number of academic/scientific documents reported by Google Scholar
(GS), as well as the profiles of registered researchers.

Factor 3: Activity in social networks. Figures compiled by the university in terms of
the tweets published on Twitter and likes on Facebook, from the respective institutional
accounts.

Factor 4: Activity in scientific networks. Score compiled by university taken from
ResearchGate for the corresponding institutional profile.

Next, the visibility factors for effect of the present investigation are described in
Table 1.
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4 Results and Discussions

Table 2 shows percentage of the visibility data, totaling each variable by country in the
Top100 of Latin American universities. Additionally, the factors of comparative visi-
bility of the universities by countries are illustrated in Fig. 1. Universities of Brazil,
Mexico, and later those of Chile, Argentina and Colombia are distinguished first. The
percentage volume of visibility by country is also observed. In this case universities of
Brazil, Mexico, Chile, Colombia and Argentina stand out in the first places for total
figures in social networks. Universities of Brazil significantly stand out in their figures,
first by using Google Scholar and ResearchGate, and second, with similar figures, the
visibility of their academic offerings and the use of social networks. In terms of the
academic offer and scientific journals, universities of Brazil, Mexico, Argentina and
Chile stand out in the first places.

Table 3 and Fig. 2 show data on the average of universities by country of the
variables and factors studied, thus mitigating the impact of Brazil and Mexico due to
their high presence in the number of universities. There is a high use of social networks
in the visibility of universities, especially those of Trinidad and Tobago, Colombia,
Puerto Rico, Peru, Chile and Mexico. The ones from Jamaica and Brazil stand out with
their presence in Google Scholar. Regarding the academic offer, universities of Jamaica
and Costa Rica stand out. In ResearchGate, universities of Brazil, Uruguay and Mexico
stand out with their average score.

Table 1. Factors and web visibility variables manageable by each university.

Factor Variable Source

Academic/scientific
offer

- Number of postgraduate programs offered
- Number of undergraduate programs offered
- Number of scientific journals

University
website

Presence in academic
search results

- Number of documents associated with the
university thrown in the search
- Number of profiles of registered researchers with
verified institutional mail

Google
scholar

Activity in social
networks

- Number of tweets published by the university in
its institutional account
- Number of Likes in the institutional Facebook
account

Twitter
Facebook

Activity in scientific
networks

- Institutional profile score ResearchGate
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Finally, clusters were designed dividing into quartiles the positions of the Top100 of
theLatinAmericanWebometricsRanking. Table 4 shows the distribution of the countries
in the mentioned quartiles. Table 5 shows the average of the visibility variables dis-
tributed in the quartiles, graphically represented in Fig. 3. It is observed that the uni-
versities corresponding to quartile Q3 and Q4 present a similar performance with respect
to the visibility variables studied, observing, in Q3, a moderate increase in the academic
offer of undergraduate and postgraduate programs, as well as of scientific journals, also
highlighting the use of social networks. Regarding the two initial quartiles of the Top100

Table 2. Percentage by variable of web visibility of the universities of the Latin American
Top100 January 2017, distributed by countries.

Country Num.
Univ.

%
Postgrd.

%
Underg.

%
Journals

%
Profile
in GS

%
Doc
in GS

%
Tweets

% Likes
Facebook

%
RG
score

Argentina 11 12,2 9,8 13,3 3,2 5,2 7,7 10,7 7,6
Brazil 43 36,4 39,8 41,1 65,0 63,5 34,5 41,9 62,1
Chile 12 8,6 9,0 8,1 4,7 7,5 15,5 14,1 8,2
Colombia 6 7,5 3,8 5,8 7,9 5,4 9,0 8,7 3,4
Costa
Rica

1 2,4 1,7 4,3 ,6 1,1 ,2 ,4 ,6

Cuba 1 ,9 ,4 ,2 ,4 ,4 ,3 ,1 ,1
Jamaica 1 7,1 7,3 ,2 ,7 1,7 ,0 ,2 ,4
Mexico 16 11,8 18,1 17,4 13,4 11,9 21,3 14,9 14,2
Peru 2 1,8 1,7 2,5 ,8 1,5 1,9 2,5 ,4
Puerto
Rico

2 1,8 4,0 2,0 1,3 ,5 1,9 2,7 6

Trinidad
and
Tobago

1 2,1 1,5 6 ,4 ,1 ,8 1,7 ,4

Uruguay 1 2,5 1,1 1,0 ,4 ,0 ,3 6 9
Venezuela 3 4,8 1,9 3,6 1,1 1,4 6,7 1,4 1,2

Fig. 1. Percentage by web visibility factor of Latin American Top100 universities January 2017,
distributed by countries.
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Table 3. Average by country of the web visibility variables by Latin American TOP100
universities, January 2017.

Country Num.
Univ.

Postgrd. Underg. Journals Profile
in GS

(doc)
in GS

Tweets Likes
Facebook

RG
score

Argentina 11 12 66 30 145 12754 7437 35172 11284
Brazil 43 99 69 30 752 39645 8760 37829 23580
Chile 12 84 56 17 195 16687 13756 42577 11185
Colombia 6 145 4 29 659 23950 16012 52446 9229
Costa Rica 1 285 127 106 320 29800 2033 15172 9137
Cuba 1 104 30 4 183 10100 3459 3783 1266
Jamaica 1 830 544 6 326 45100 508 8635 5977
Mexico 16 86 90 27 415 19922 14238 33718 14502
Peru 2 104 62 3 208 19550 9968 44414 3570
Puerto
Rico

2 105 148 25 328 6385 10047 49553 4799

Trinidad
and
Tobago

1 241 112 14 196 2200 8074 59629 5719

Uruguay 1 293 85 24 205 438 2947 22904 15195
Venezuela 3 188 48 30 187 12823 23781 25190 6654

Fig. 2. Average by country of the web visibility factors of the Latin American TOP100
universities, January 2017.
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Q1 andQ2, they differ markedly from the following ones by a notable increase in the offer
of postgraduate, undergraduate and scientific journals, as well as in their presence in
ResearchGate and in the number of documents reported in Google Scholar. Universities
of the TOP25 (Q1) stand out for their significant offer of postgraduate programs published
in their website, showing an average of 157 programs. In addition, an important presence
in the ResearchGate scientific network and in Google Scholar is appreciated for the
number of documents reported.

Table 4. Countries by Quartile of the Webometrics Ranking of the TOP100 of Latin American
universities, January 2017

Position in Top100 01–25 26–50 51–75 76–100
Country Q1 Q2 Q3 Q4

Argentina 2 1 3 5
Brazil 15 12 8 8
Chile 3 1 6 2
Colombia 2 2 0 2
Costa Rica 0 1 0 0
Cuba 0 0 0 1
Jamaica 0 1 0 0
Mexico 2 6 4 4
Peru 0 1 1 0
Puerto Rico 1 0 1 0
Trinidad and Tobago 0 0 0 1
Uruguay 0 0 0 1
Venezuela 0 0 2 1

Table 5. Average of web visibility variables, by Quartile of the Webometrics Ranking of the
TOP100 of Latin American universities, January 2017.

Position Quartil. Underg. Postgr. Journals GSprof. GSDOC Tweets FB
likes

RG
score

RG
members

1–25 Q1 84 157 43 1222 50878 10944 35915 39599 7509
26–50 Q2 101 140 38 419 31787 10732 39617 14314 3527

51–75 Q3 62 89 21 182 12515 11586 43155 5829 1523
76–100 Q4 55 80 10 166 12248 9850 31550 5606 1425
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5 Conclusions

Knowing the behavior of the manageable factors of web visibility in the Latin
American context allows each university to establish relevant strategies of corporate
communication to promote and institutionally and culturally strengthen its presence on
the web, keeping active and updated information in social and scientific networks,
managing the visibility of academic documents and research products on the web, as
well as publishing the profile and production of their researchers. All this coupled with
a plan to increase national and international prestige recognition, and therefore, its
positioning.

In the study carried out with the Latin American Top100 universities, different
profiles of visibility are observed, considering a set of variables that can be strategically
managed by each institution. The academic offer of undergraduate, postgraduate and
scientific journals was observed; presence in Google Scholar and Researchgate, and
activity in social networks in the respective institutional accounts. Different profiles of
visibility in universities were found, which in their context, have favored their posi-
tioning in the Web Ranking. The presence of the universities of Brazil and Mexico
stands out in volume due to the visibility factors studied, since there is a greater number
of universities in the Latin American Top100. There is a differentiated behavior of
universities regarding visibility actions, highlighting the use of social and scientific

Fig. 3. Representation of the average of the web visibility variables, by Quartile of the
Webometrics Ranking of the TOP100 of Latin American universities, January 2017.
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networks in a large percentage of the universities studied, however, the best positioned
universities in the Webometrics Ranking are characterized by their important offer of
postgraduate programs, and their presence in scientific networks such as ResearchGate
and Google Scholar in terms of the volume of documents reported in searches.
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Abstract. Compared to conventional fuzzy clustering, shadowed clustering
possesses several advantages, such as better modeling of the uncertainty for the
overlapped data, reduction of computation and more robust to outliers because
of the generated shadowed partitions. Based on the construction of a set of
pre-specific kernels, multiple kernel fuzzy clustering presents more flexibility in
fuzzy clustering than kernel fuzzy clustering. However, it is unattainable to large
dataset because of its high computational complexity. To solve this problem, a
new multiple kernel shadowed clustering in approximated feature space is
proposed herein, using Random Fourier Features and Spherical Random Fourier
Features to approximate radial basis kernels and polynomial kernels, respec-
tively. To optimize the kernel weight, maximum-entropy regularization is used.
The results of our proposed algorithm on Iris and Letter Recognition datasets
show better performance than other algorithms in comparison.

Keywords: Multiple kernel � Shadowed clustering � Random Fourier Features
Spherical Random Fourier Features

1 Introduction

Clustering aims to partition data based on chosen similarity which, in general, is small
between different clusters while large in same cluster. K-means [1] and fuzzy c-means
[2], as classical clustering algorithms, are widely used. By assigning membership
degree between 0 and 1, fuzzy c-means gives data points on boundaries meaningful
represents. As a result, fuzzy c-means is more interpretable and efficient for overlap-
ping datasets. Many variants of fuzzy c-means were developed for solving ill-posed
problems [3–6].

Shadowed sets [7] were characterized by three-valued logic: exclusion, core and
shadowed zones. Membership value was given 0, 1 and [0,1], respectively. Compare to
fuzzy sets, shadowed sets only assign a part of region (shadowed zones) to [0,1] instead
of the whole region so that shadowed sets can reduce computation. What’s more,
shadowed c-means [8, 9] are more robust to outliers (eliminate outliers) while modeling
the uncertainty well for the overlapped data.

In most instances, above algorithms use Euclidean distance as the measurement to
describe the dissimilarity or similarity between data points. However, Euclidean distance
is not helpful in nonlinear data clustering. Kernel methods [10] can solve the problem. By
mapped original nonlinear data points into high even infinite dimensional kernel space,
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transformed data points can be separated linearly in kernel space. Gaussian kernel and
polynomial kernel are twowidely used kernel functions. Although kernel-basedmethods,
such as kernel-based k-means [11], kernel-based fuzzy c-means [12] and kernel-based
shadowed c-means [13–16], could improve classification rate for special datasets, how to
choose kernel function and parameters is still challenging [17]. In this respect, multiple
kernel methods are proposed to help determine the selection of kernel function and
parameters [18, 19].

For large datasets, kernel-based and multiple kernel clustering algorithms cause
high computational complexity [20]. To tackle these problems, kernel approximation
[20] techniques have been developed in recent years. Random Fourier features [21],
Quasi-random features [22] are used to approximate the shift-invariant kernels (such as
Gaussian kernels). Compact Random Feature maps [23], Tensor Sketching [24] and
Spherical Random Features [25] are used to approximate the polynomial kernels.

The authors in [28] proposed multi-kernel fuzzy c-means (MK-FCM) based on
random Fourier Features. They extended single kernel approximation [26, 27] to
multiple kernel approximation. However, the algorithm just applied a set of Gaussian
kernels in a particular synthetic dataset. In this article, to eliminate outliers and rep-
resent the diversity of features, a new multiple kernel shadowed clustering in
approximated feature space (MK-SCM-RF) is proposed, using Random Fourier Fea-
tures and Spherical Random Fourier Features to approximate radial basis kernel and
polynomial kernel, respectively. Maximum-entropy regularization is used to determine
the weights of Gaussian kernel and Polynomial kernel. The results of our proposed
algorithm on Iris and Letter Recognition datasets display great improvement in com-
parison of other similar algorithms.

This paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, related work are introduced. In
Sect. 3, the proposed multiple kernel shadowed clustering with random features is
presented. In Sect. 4, experiment results and future work are discussed. The last is
conclusion.

2 Related Work

2.1 Fuzzy C-Means and Shadowed C-Means

Fuzzy c-Means. Fuzzy c-means (FCM) is an extension of K-means. By minimizing the
distances between data Xn (n = 1,…,N) 2 Rd and cluster centers Vj (j = 1,…,C), FCM
groups given data into clusters. Objective function is showed as follows:

J ¼
XN
n¼1

XC
j¼1

ujn
� �a

Xn � Vj

�� ��2 ð1Þ

XC
j¼1

ujn ¼ 1
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Where the fuzzification coefficient m > 1, the membership value ujn 2 [0,1], ||•|| is
Euclidean distance. Cluster centers Vj and membership values ujn are updated as
followed:

Vj ¼
PN
n¼1

ujn
� �a

Xn

PN
n¼1

ujn
� �a ð2Þ

ujn ¼ 1PC
i¼1

Xn�Vjk k
Xn�Vik k

� �2=m�1
ð3Þ

The FCM algorithm procedure contains three major steps: (a) Initialize membership
matrix; (b) calculate cluster center according to (2); (c) calculate membership matrix
according to (3). Step (b) and (c) are executed until convergence is satisfied.

Shadowed c-Means. With the development of shadowed sets, shadowed c-means
(SCM) as a fuzzy c-means variant was proposed [9]. Compared to fuzzy sets, shadowed
sets only assign a part of region (shadowed zones) to [0,1] instead of whole region while
the membership values of exclusion and core zones are set to 0, 1, respectively.

As shown in Fig. 1, it is obvious that the threshold d determines how the mem-
bership values change. Considered the membership value elevation to 1 and reduction
to 0 should be compensated by marked indecision of shadowed zones. The threshold d
is determined by minimizing the following function [8]:

JðdjÞ ¼
X

Xn ujn � djj
ujn þ

X
Xn ujn �ðujmax�djÞj

ujmax � dj
� �� card Xn dj\ujn\ ujmax � dj

� ���� 	������
������

ð4Þ

Fig. 1. Threshold is determined by assigning S1 + S2 = card{S3}
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The center of shadowed c-means clustering is updated as below:

Vj ¼

P
Xn ujn � djj

ua
a

jn Xn þ
P

dj\ujn\ ujmax�djð Þ
uajnXn þ

P
Xn ujn �ðujmax�djÞj

Xn

cj þ gj þ nj
ð5Þ

cj ¼
X

Xn ujn � djj
ua

a

jn ð6Þ

gj ¼
X

dj\ujn\ ujmax�djð Þ
uajn ð7Þ

nj ¼ cardfXn ujn �ðujmax � djÞ
�� g ð8Þ

The SCM algorithm is summarized as below:

2.2 Random Features

FCM and SCM are useful to linear data clustering. To extend these methods to non-
linear data clustering, kernel method was proposed. However, kernel clustering algo-
rithms cause high computational complexity for large datasets because the kernel
matrix size is the square of the data size. To tackle this problem, kernel approximation
[20] techniques have been developed in recent years. The mostly used types of kernels
are Gaussian and polynomial. Two successful approximation methods are introduced
as follows:

Random Fourier Features. According to Bochner’s theorem, for a shift-invariant
kernel K(x,y) = K(x – y), the function K(x – y) is positive definite, we have

Kðx� yÞ ¼
Z

pðxÞ expð�iðx� yÞTxÞdx ð9Þ
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where x is sampled from the kernel function’s Fourier transform p. From paper
[22] we know, draw M independently and identically distributed (iid) samples x1,…,
xM from p, kernel can be approximated as:

Kðx� yÞ � ZðxÞ; ZðyÞh i ð10Þ

ZðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2
M

r
cosðxT

1 xÞ � � � cosðxT
MxÞ

� � ð11Þ

The Gaussian kernel K x; yð Þ ¼ expð� x� yj jj j22=2d2Þ is a shift-invariant kernel,
which can be approximated by Random Fourier Features method. However, polyno-
mial kernel K x; yð Þ ¼ ð1� x� yj jj j22=a2Þp do not satisfy the requirement of Bochner’s
theorem, namely positive definiteness prerequisite [25], so the method cannot be used
directly. The Spherical Random Fourier Features was proposed for polynomial kernels
approximation [25].

Spherical Random Fourier Features. According to Schoenberg’s theorem, for a
polynomial kernel K x; yð Þ ¼ K zð Þ; z ¼ x� yj jj j2; xj jj j2¼ 1; yj jj j2¼ 1;K zð Þ can be

approximated by a group of Q Gaussians: K zð Þ � PQ
i¼1 cie

�d2i z
2
. Fourier transformbk xð Þ � max ð0;PQ

i¼1 ci 1=
ffiffiffi
2

p
di

� �d
e�x24d2i Þ and probability density function p xð Þ ¼

2pð Þ�d=2k̂ xð Þ. From paper [25], draw M independently and identically distributed
(iid) samples x1,…,xM andM iid samples b1,…,bM from p and the uniform distribution
on [0, 2p] respectively, then kernel can be approximated as:

Kðx� yÞ � ZðxÞ; ZðyÞh i ð12Þ

ZðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffi
2
M

r
cosðxT

1 xþ b1Þ � � � cosðxT
Mxþ bMÞ

� � ð13Þ

To extend the single kernel approximation [26, 27], the authors in [28] proposed
multi-kernel fuzzy c-means based on random Fourier Features. However, they just
consider the approximation of Gaussian kernels. To eliminate outliers and represent the
diversity of features, a new multiple kernel shadowed clustering in approximated
feature space is proposed in next section.

3 Multiple Kernel Shadowed Clustering in Approximated
Feature Space

The novel objective function is expressed as:

J ¼
XN
n¼1

XC
j¼1

ujn
� �a

dðXn;VjÞþ#�1
XK
k¼1

XC
j¼1

wjk logwjk ð14Þ
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dðXn;VjÞ ¼
XK
k¼1

wjk

XM
m¼1

Xnkm � Vjkm
� �2 ð15Þ

Where
PC

j¼1 ujn ¼ 1; 0� ujn � 1;
PK

k¼1 wjk ¼ 1; 0�wjk � 1, K is kernel number.

M is Random Feature number. C is cluster center number. N is data number. #�1 is a
trade-off parameter which allocates the weights of kernels. Xn and Vj are transformed
data and cluster center in feature space after multiple kernel approximation feature
mapping. ujn denotes the extent of n-th data belonging to j-th cluster. wjk means the k-th
kernel weight at the j-th cluster. The first term makes homogeneous elements grouped
into same cluster by minimizing distances between data and cluster centers. While the
second term optimizes weights of Gaussian and polynomial kernel by maximum
entropy.

Fixed V, W we get

ujn ¼ 1PC
i¼1

dðXn;VjÞ
dðXn;ViÞ

 �2=a�1
ð16Þ

Fixed U, W we get

Vj ¼

P
Xn ujn � djj

ua
a

jn Xn þ
P

dj\ujn\ ujmax�djð Þ
uajnXn þ

P
Xn ujn � ujmax�djj

Xn

cj þ gj þ nj
ð17Þ

cj ¼
X

Xn ujn � djj
ua

a

jn ð18Þ

gj ¼
X

dj\ujn\ ujmax�djð Þ
uajn ð19Þ

nj ¼ cardfXn ujn � ujmax � dj
�� g ð20Þ

wjk ¼
exp �#

PN
n¼1

uajn
PM
m¼1

ðXnkm � VnkmÞ2
� �

PK
h¼1

exp �#
PN
n¼1

uajn
PM
m¼1

ðXnhm � VnhmÞ2
� � ð21Þ
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The algorithm is concluded as follows:

4 Experiment

In this part, our proposed method (MK_SCM_RF), as well as several typical algo-
rithms, including FCM [2], SCM [8], KFCM [10], MKFCM [17], are all tested on two
of the most famous UCI datasets, Iris (N = 150, C = 3, d = 4, M = 500) and Letter
Recognition (N = 3096, C = 4, d = 16, M = 2000) for comparison. In the following,
the fuzzy index a are specified 1.1, parameter d2 = 0.1 for Gaussian kernel, a = 1,
p = 2 for Polynomial kernel, in all algorithms. As for multi-kernel, the number of
kernels is set as 2, in which one is Gaussian kernel, and the other is Polynomial kernel.

To reduce the randomness effect, each method is repeatedly tested on the Iris and
Letter Recognition datasets for 10 times. Three performance measures are used to
compare these algorithms: (a) the clustering accuracy (ACC) [18]; (b) the normalized
mutual information (NMI) [18]; (c) the rand index (RI) [19].

Table 1. Results of different algorithms on Iris dataset.

ACC NMI RI

FCM 0.8710 0.7344 0.8660
SCM 0.8867 0.7419 0.8737
KFCM (Gaussian) 0.8933 0.7582 0.8797
KFCM (Polynomial) 0.9000 0.7777 0.8859
MKFCM 0.9000 0.7777 0.8859
MK_SCM_RF 0.9787 0.9278 0.9723
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(a) Iris-Original                                               (b) Iris-ground truth

(c) FCM              (d) SCM

(e) KFCM(Gaussian)          (f) KFCM(Polynomial)

(g) MKFCM      (h) MK_SCM_RF

Fig. 2. Different algorithms clustering results on Iris dataset (a) Iris-original, (b) Iris-ground
truth, (c) FCM, (d) SCM, (e) KFCM (Gaussian), (f) KFCM (Polynomial), (g) MKFCM,
(h) MK_SCM_RF
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From Table 1, we can see that SCM performs better than traditional FCM in the
three evaluation indexes. However, the performance of KFCM is influenced greatly by
its kernel. For Gaussian kernel, it is not suitable for Iris dataset while Polynomial kernel
works well. Therefore, the selection of kernel is of great importance to kernel method.
In terms of ACC, it is obvious that MK_SCM_RF is the best one among the six
methods, which reaches almost 98%. Moreover, its NMI and RI rise to almost 93% and
97%, which are also better than other algorithms.

The clustering results of different algorithms is illustrated in Fig. 2. The first two
figures, namely Figs. 2(a) and (b), are the original and ground truth data distribution. It
could be seen that compared to the ground truth data, FCM (Fig. 2(c)), SCM (Fig. 2(d)),
and KFCM (Fig. 2(e)) could not correctly group the data on the boundary of group 2
(the green point) and the group 3 (the blue point). Even though KFCM (Fig. 2(f)) and
MKFCM (Fig. 2(g)) could perform well for the data on the boundary, but not well for
the outlier data in the top left of figure. However, MK_SCM_RF (Fig. 2(h)) is per-
forming well not only for the data on the boundary, but also for the outlier.

Letter Recognition, a little more complicated dataset, is tested to demonstrate the
effectiveness of proposed algorithm. From Table 2, we can see that SCM also out-
performs than FCM. In terms of KFCM algorithm, Gaussian kernel is more suitable
than Polynomial Kernel for the Letter Recognition dataset. The more complex dataset
is, the more overlapped data it has. MK_SCM_RF is good at clustering overlapped
datasets while it constructs a more separable and suitable feature space. As a result, its
ACC, NMI and RI could reach around 65%, 53% and 78%, respectively.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, a new multiple kernel shadowed clustering in approximated feature space
(MK-SCM-RF) is proposed, using Random Fourier Features and Spherical Random
Fourier Features to approximate radial basis kernel and polynomial kernel, respectively.
Maximum-entropy regularization is used to get the weights of Gaussian kernel and
Polynomial kernel. By combing different kernels, the variety of feature is greatly
expanded. Besides, the robustness to outliers is improved through making use of shad-
owed sets. Hence, the experimental results of our proposed algorithm on Iris and Letter
Recognition datasets are advantageous. In the future, more experiments on other datasets
and the consideration of more kernels in the proposed approach will be explored.

Table 2. Results of different algorithms on Letter Recognition dataset.

ACC NMI RI

FCM 0.5698 0.3575 0.7356
SCM 0.6302 0.4723 0.7602
KFCM (Gaussian) 0.6444 0.4876 0.7697
KFCM (Polynomial) 0.6298 0.4560 0.7540
MKFCM 0.6298 0.4560 0.7540
MK_SCM_RF 0.6531 0.5305 0.7835
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Abstract. Due to the processes of internationalization, competitiveness and
other related elements, universities have implemented policies and management
systems that allow them to monitor and measure their world ranking position of
presence on the web. The purpose of this paper is to perform a conglomerate
analysis of the Top100 of the Latin American universities positioned in
Webometrics database in January 2017. For this reason, information on post-
graduate programs and social networks included in the websites of these insti-
tutions, and on the professors and documents found in Google Scholar was
obtained. The correlation between the variables is observed, and the clusters are
identified. The variable with the highest correlation with the ranking is the
number of postgraduate programs. Three conglomerates are formed, with 11
being the least number of postgraduate programs guaranteeing universities to be
among the Top50 positions.

Keywords: Clusters � Latin American countries � Ranking of universities
Webometrics

1 Introduction

Considering the internationalization [1], competitiveness and other processes that Higher
Education institutions face in recent times [2, 3], the monitoring of the university posi-
tioning in the international rankings of presence on the web has become a daily practice.
The research function management is now not only intended to promote the different
stages of the scientific work within the universities, but it goes further, including aspects
related to the implementation of policies to position, measure andmonitor the visibility of
the products and results of their research activity on theweb. This process is nowknownas
cybermetry [4]. The policies adopted by institutions in this context include: the promotion
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of publications in Open Access media, the participation in social, scientific and academic
networks, the mobility of students and teachers, the implementation of scientific journals
and open access repositories, among other activities.

Trying to reduce the subjectivity of the evaluation about the impact of this new
reality on universities, cybermetry [4] represents a way to evaluate and categorize the
institutions according to the impact that the results of their research function has.
Initially, the impact of scientific publications in journals belonging to certain indexes is
valued. Currently, with the Internet and the Open Access movement, and the search for
reaching a growing audience and scientific community, universities have dedicated to
increasing their presence in public media. In consequence, information about the sci-
entific production of the universities is being hosted, without editorial intermediaries, in
repositories or websites. In this sense, the use and development of deposits of electronic
documents has experienced a remarkable growth, which began in 1991 with the arXiv
pre-publications in the field of Physics [5], nearly coinciding with the birth of the
World Wide Web in the 90s.

Ranking practices are not new. They begin with the first rankings performed in
USA in 1983. Additionally, bibliometric indexes have been used to evaluate the impact
of published articles and the quality of scientific journals for decades. Thus, under-
standing that although the main function of the universities is the training of profes-
sionals both at undergraduate and postgraduate levels, the research function has a
significant impact on the quality of graduates and, therefore, its management is
important.

Some of the world’s top measurements that exist today are the Shanghai Jiao Tong
University Ranking, The Times World University Ranking, and the Webometrics, to
name a few. They intend to promote the visibility of the different universities of the
world on the internet, that is, they evaluate the dissemination of scientific knowledge
available on the web [5]. Each of these rankings has its own methodology that derives
in the positioning of the Universities. Among them, Webometrics analyzes the volume
of content on the web and its visibility and impact by measuring the number of
incoming external links.

Several universities try to monitor and implement measures that allow them to get
highest positions in the rankings. However, the first positions have traditionally been
taken by North American and/or European universities. In the case of Latin American
universities, they begin to appear after the Top72 positions in Webometrics, due to the
lower volume of information they handle [6], or by other reasons. However, if an
adequate categorization is carried out, this measure of visibility could provide useful
information related to the management processes universities should adopt to reach
better positions. In this sense, the objective of this paper is to perform a conglomerate
analysis about the Top100 of Latin American universities by analyzing the data pub-
lished in the Webometrics ranking during the month of January 2017. The data used in
this study are those published in the different websites of the universities with open
access to the public.
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2 Webometrics Ranking

Since 2004, Webometrics of the Cybermetrics Laboratory (CINDOC), attached to the
Spanish Higher Council for Scientific Research (CSIC, Consejo Superior de Investi-
gaciones Científicas), publishes a Ranking Web of the Universities in the world, based
on the volume of contents on the internet. It employs free, universal and powerful
search engines, such as Google, Yahoo Search, Exalead, Live (MSN) Search, Ask
(Teo-Teoma), Gigablast, and Alexa to analyze the published information of the world
universities that have an autonomous web presence and an independent domain. Then,
data is obtained from diverse sources such as Wordlwide Universities, All Universities
around the World or Braintrack University Index, among other web sites. This infor-
mation is usually updated every six (6) months, in January and July, and results are
published the following month.

Additionally, Webometrics performs a Ranking of Repositories, Business Schools,
Hospitals and Research Centers, and this information, in the same way that happens
with universities, reflects their activity on the Web. Webometrics organizes the
information according to the universities in five (5) regions of the world: America,
Asia, Europe, Africa and Arabia. In the case of America, there is a sub-classification in
North America, USA, Latin America and the Caribbean. In addition to the world and
country positions, Webometrics provides indicators to perform the categorization
according to the presence, impact, openness and excellence of the institutions. Table 1
shows the definition of each of these indicators. Additionally, Table 2 shows these
indicators used on the Top10 of Latin American universities for Webometrics in Jan-
uary 2017.

Table 1. Definition of indicators used by Webometrics.

Indicator Definition

Presence Number of pages obtained from the search engines: Google, Yahoo, Live
Search and Exalead

Impact Number of external networks that have backlinks to the web pages of the
institutions. The results are logarithmically normalized to one (1) for the highest
value and are then combined to generate the range

Openness The following file types were selected after assessing their relevance in the
academic and editorial environment and their volume in terms of use with
respect to other formats

Excellence Google Scholar provides the number of articles and citations of each academic
domain, that is, on official and open access pages
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3 Method

The analysis of clusters is a tool that serves to generate conglomerates with a high
degree of similarity between their elements in order to establish structures and asso-
ciations to suggest statistical models, make diagnoses, and other purposes [7, 8]. With
the purpose of classifying the Top100 of the Latin American universities appearing in
the Webometrics Ranking in the month of January 2017, the data reported by each
university related to their research function published on its portal is extracted. These
data include: the number of postgraduate programs, scientific journals, and official
social and scientific networks. Google Scholar provides information about the number
of teachers, documents and citations of each university, while the information provided
by social networks as Facebook and Twitter may give the number of publications and
followers. The correlation matrix between these variables is searched and shown in a
dispersion chart [8] and, finally, the classification is carried out. To obtain the corre-
lation the SPSS® statistical software is used.

4 Results and Discussions

Table 3 shows the Top100 of the Latin American universities published in Webo-
metrics, grouped by countries in the month of January 2017. Additionally, Table 4
shows the correlation between the variables, number of postgraduate programs, sci-
entific journals, number of teacher profiles and documents published in Google
Scholar, and number of likes on Facebook and published tweets (Fig. 1).

Cluster A, made up of universities from Colombia, Costa Rica, Brazil, Argentina,
Chile, Puerto Rico, Mexico and Peru, is among the Top50 positions of universities in
the region, with a program number of postgraduate degree lower than 415, and a
minimum of 50. It owns approximately 52% of the postgraduate offers. Universidade
de São Paulo USP of Brazil is in the first place.

Table 2. Webometrics indicators for the Top10 of Latin American universities in January 2017.

Rank University Country Presence Impact Opennes Excellence

63 UPS BRA 6 101 146 78
120 UNAM MEX 13 85 360 329
220 UNICAM BRA 150 209 374 321
252 UFRJ BRA 310 240 342 347
318 UCHILE CHI 122 305 495 481
342 UBA ARG 99 462 448 405
357 UFRGS URU 88 486 488 432
363 UFMG BRA 125 465 497 457
367 UFSC BRA 84 251 806 655
381 UNESP BRA 102 739 291 391
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Table 3. Top100 of Latin American universities published in Webometrics in January 2017.

Country Frequency

Argentina 11
Brazil 43
Chile 12
Colombia 6
Costa Rica 1
Cuba 1
Jamaica 1
México 16
Peru 2
Puerto Rico 2
Trinidad and Tobago 1
Uruguay 1
Venezuela 3

Table 4. Correlation between the variables collected for the Top100 of Latin American
universities published in Webometrics in January 2017.

POSTGRADOS REVISTAS GSPROF GSDOC TWIITS FBGUSTA

POSTGRADOS Pearson
correlation

1 ,342 ,199 ,201 −,038 −,062

Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,047 ,045 ,708 ,548

N 100 95 100 100 99 96

REVISTAS Pearson
correlation

,342 1 ,003 ,072 ,172 ,018

Sig. (2-tailed) ,001 ,977 ,486 ,097 ,867

N 95 95 95 95 94 91

GSPROF Pearson
correlation

,199 ,003 1 0,87 −,024 −,043

Sig. (2-tailed) ,047 ,977 ,000 ,816 ,679

N 100 95 100 100 99 96

GSDOC Pearson
correlation

,201 ,072 ,868 1 ,066 −,006

Sig. (2-tailed) ,045 ,486 ,000 ,519 ,953

N 100 95 100 100 99 96

TWIITS Pearson
correlation

−,038 ,172 −,024 ,066 1 ,152

Sig. (2-tailed) ,708 ,097 ,816 ,519 ,140

N 99 94 99 99 99 96

FBGUSTA Pearson
correlation

−,062 ,018 −,043 −,006 ,152 1

Sig. (2-tailed) ,548 ,867 ,679 ,953 ,140

N 96 91 96 96 96 96
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Cluster B, composed of universities from Argentina (University of Buenos Aires)

Fig. 1. Scatter graph of the quantity of postgraduate courses offered at each university.

Table 5. Clusters of Latin American countries with universities in the Top100 according to the
results of Webometrics published in January 2017, and postgraduate offer published in the
respective web of each university.

Clusters Definition Countries of origin of
the Universities

Number of
Universities

Total
number
of
graduate
programs

A Universities in the top
50 places with less than
415 postgraduate
programs

Colombia, Costa Rica,
Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
Puerto Rico, Mexico and
Peru

48 6.046
(51.94%)

B Universities between
50 and 100 positions
with less than 415
postgraduate programs

Brazil, Peru, Argentina,
Chile, Mexico,
Venezuela, Uruguay,
Cuba, Trinidad and
Tobago, Puerto Rico,
Colombia

50 4.308
(37.01%)

C Universities in the top
50 positions with more
than 415 postgraduate
programs

Jamaica and Argentina 2 1.286
(11.04%)
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and Jamaica (University of the West Indies) occupying positions 6 and 38, respec-
tively. This group of universities hold approximately 11% of the postgraduate pro-
grams in the region, while the minimum number of postgraduate programs in this
cluster is 456.

Cluster C, composed of Universities from Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Chile, Mexico,
Venezuela, Uruguay, Cuba, Trinidad and Tobago, Puerto Rico, and Colombia, with a
postgraduate program number below 415. It holds approximately 37% of postgraduate
programs. The Autonomous University of Nuevo Leon of Mexico is located in the
highest position (50), with a minimum number of graduate programs of 11.

It is highlighted that Argentina has universities present in the three (3) Clusters
(Table 5).

5 Conclusions

This study intended to conform a conglomerate analysis of the Top100 of the Latin
American universities. For this purpose, the researchers collected data published in the
Webometrics measurement in the month of January, 2017, as well as the open infor-
mation published in the different websites of the universities.

Three (3) clusters are obtained and classified according to their positions in the
ranking, and the number of postgraduate programs. Cluster A includes universities in
the Top50 positions and has a number of postgraduate programs of less than 415. In
this cluster are the universities of Colombia, Costa Rica, Brazil, Argentina, Chile,
Puerto Rico, Mexico and Peru, for a total of 48 universities. This conglomerate
includes approximately 51% of the postgraduate offers, for a total of 6,046.

Cluster B corresponds to the universities among the first Top50 and with post-
graduate programs higher than 415. In this cluster are the University of Buenos Aires
and University of the West Indies, in positions 6 and 38, respectively. This set of two
(2) universities presents an offer of approximately 11% of the postgraduate programs in
the region.

Finally, Cluster C corresponds to the Universities in the rank of 50 to 100 and with
postgraduate programs with a number less than 415. In this group are universities from
Brazil, Peru, Argentina, Chile, Mexico, Venezuela, Uruguay, Cuba, Trinidad and
Tobago, Puerto Rico, and Colombia. In this group, there is a total of 50 universities that
contain approximately 37% of the offers of postgraduate programs in the region.
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Abstract. Leprosy remains a public health problem in the world and also in
Brazil. The people’s living conditions, especially of the most socially vulnera-
ble, dramatically influence the risk of contagion of the disease. In this context,
this study aimed to analyze the epidemiology of leprosy through the list of
patients and the environment of these using data mining techniques with clus-
tering methods. In the process of creating of clusters, best results were obtained
with Self-Organizing Maps of Kohonen with information organized into 6
clusters. A set of data with SINAN patients and new cases of leprosy found in an
active search carried out in the municipality of Santarém in the year 2014. The
results were analyzed, draws attention the values found for the Anti PGL-1 in
cluster 4 first set of data analysis which indicates very high values of positive,
indicating a high load of the leprosy bacillus, and therefore a high risk for
communicating. The study demonstrated that the identification of leprosy
patient’s relationship profile with your family and your household appear as
promising tools like leprosy control strategy.

Keywords: Data mining � Clustering � Kohonen networks � Epidemiology

1 Introduction

1.1 Leprosy

Leprosy is an infectious chronic disease caused by a bacillus (Mycobacterium leprae)
able to infect a great number of individuals (high infectivity), although few individuals
are affected (low pathogenicity). These properties occurs not only in function of the
intrinsic characteristics of etiologic agent, but they depend, especially, on the relation
with the host, the environment endemicity grade and others aspects [1]. This relation
between people and their habitat like crowding, promiscuity and lack of hygiene began
to be speculated as characteristics of possible causes of leprosy around 190 b.C [2]. As
early as 1949, studies have shown that the areas with the highest prevalence of leprosy
are areas of poverty where the majority of the population does not receive adequate
health and sanitation support [2]. Due to these studies, diseases such as leprosy,
tuberculosis, malaria, leishmaniasis, and others have started to have socioeconomic
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conditions as a parameter, especially leprosy, which became known as the disease of
poverty. When being affected by the M. lepraae, the host can incubate the disease for 2
to 7 years. Therefore, leprosy has a long incubation period and the emergence of this
disease, usually, manifests itself by skin lesions, whitish spots and decrease or loss of
sensibility [3].

The leprosy diagnosis is clinical, examination and there is no laboratory test that
detects all forms of leprosy. Because of the isolation and characterisation of phenolic
glycolipid-I [4, 5]. The classification of leprosy extracted from databases used in this
work is based on Ridley and Jopling’s spectral classification [3]. Therefore, follows
Ridley and Jopling’s classification from the initial state to the more advanced: Inde-
terminate (I), Tuberculoid (T), Borderline-Tuberculoid (BT), Borderline-Borderline
(BB), Borderline-Virchowiana (BV) and Virchowiana (V).

Considering the leprosy affects the nervous system of the host, in advanced stages it
can cause irreversible damage, therefore, it is essential to perform the previous diag-
nosis of leprosy, avoiding this type of problem, especially in children.

Because leprosy has a long period of incubation and it is highly infectious, there is
a risk group with high probability of leprosy infection called contacts, which are
subdivided into extra-domiciliary and household contacts. These contacts are people
who live with the leprosy patient at least by five years. The household contacts
(HHC) comprise a recognized group with a higher risk of infection, for living really
next to the source and often becoming undiagnosed cases [7].

According to [8] the measures adopted, in Brazilian states, have not had the
expected effect yet. The incidence of reported cases of leprosy in the states is
heterogeneous, and the highest in the North, Northeast and Midwest regions. A per-
centage of cases in individuals <15 years, is still high in some states, highlighting the
deficiency in surveillance and disease control. In another study carried out in Minas
Gerais state of Brazil by [9], showed that the HHC can be the main contributing factor
to leprosy endemicity. These data support the fact that epidemiological investigation
should include the examination of people who lives and lived with the patient, aiming
to discover the source of infection and to know other cases from the same source [10].

To control the epidemiology in Brazil, the ministry of health publish data like the
results of a general detection coefficient (GDC) of leprosy. It is a calculation to discover
the number of leprosy cases to each 100.000 habitants. The classification for this
calculation is showed in Table 1.

Table 1. Classification of GDC.

Classification Calculation results

Low <2
Medium Between 2 and 9.99
High Between 10 and 19.99
Very high Between 20 and 39.99
Hyperendemic >40
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According to [11], Brazil takes the second place in higher levels of GDC. On year
2016, was detected 25218 new cases of leprosy. It shows how much Brazil is in risk of
immersion into a hyperendemic situation. In northern Brazil, is located the Pará State
which was classified as hyperendemic pointing 30.43 new cases in 2016 [12]. The
Santarém city is located in western Pará and according to [12], its classification is high,
pointing 16,41 in 2015. These data above are about the current study location and they
are important to justify researches on this approach.

1.2 Anti PGL-I

Phenolic glycolipid I (PGL-I) is a Mycobacterium Leprae specific antigen (M. leprae)
that induces the formation of IgM class antibodies [13]. The presence of these anti-
bodies reflects the bacillary load, with high titers in the multibacillary patients and low
or absent in the paucibacillary patients [14].

In the therapy monitoring, decrease of antibodies accompanies antigen clearance,
while persistence may represent therapeutic resistance. Increase in treated individuals
may indicate relapse. High concentrations at the beginning of treatment indicate a risk
of developing reactions. In addition, the serology may identify individuals with sub-
clinical infection [15].

In addition to the importance of achieving an early diagnosis, a systematic and
qualified approach to monitoring HHC is considered essential for breaking M. leprae
transmission. Although a positive anti-PGL-I label is a biomarker of infection, it is not
an absolute indicator of disease. Evidence indicates that substantial increases in
anti-PGL-I titers are important indicators of disease progression, even in the absence of
skin lesions or nerve damage. In healthy individuals, a high anti-PGL-I titer suggests
that there is a hidden bacillary load leading to the response to this antigen and the HHC
that demonstrate substantial increases in titer against PGL-I should be monitored
closely [13]. Therefore, applying a data mining process in the patient’s data about
PGL-I may be useful in identifying subclinical infections in initial patients of Leprosy.

1.3 Related Works

PGL-I has been used in several studies showing that patients with V leprosy, form large
amounts of IgM immunoglobulin in response to this antigen (seropositivity of 80–
100%), while BT patients showed specific immunoglobulin at much lower levels (30–
60% seropositivity) [15]. It means that the result of Anti PGL-I is, currently, effective
only in the diagnosis of patients in the more advanced forms of the disease and this
generates a problem which is to identify a patient in his earliest form of the disease, so
the treatment could be more effective and avoid irreversible loss of sensibility.

A study that monitored contacts over a 6-year period showed that there is a 7.2-fold
increased risk of developing leprosy (MB or PB) in seropositive contact with antibodies
to PGL-I when compared to the seronegative contacts, increasing to 24 times greater
Risk of development of leprosy MB. The percentage of contacts evolving to the disease
among seropositive contacts suggests that anti-PGL-I serology could be useful as a
prognostic test [15].
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Considering these studies in the Anti PGL-I approach, it is easy to notice that this
laboratory test, working by itself, is not conclusive at the leprosy early diagnosis,
however, it is possible that joining the Anti PGL-I results with some clinical, domi-
ciliary and socioeconomic variables, could arise other kind of perspective about this
result.

1.4 Data Analysis

Although the period of data used in this study was one week in active search, one can
consider the amount of information associated with the process of epidemiological
analysis of leprosy in relation to its specificities associated to the environment,
socioeconomic situation, hygiene, number of people in contact with patients who are in
the stage of dissemination of the disease. In addition, it is interesting to point out the
local needs of the region studied in this work. This is because the region of the Amazon
forest, in which the State of Pará is inserted, has a high index of new cases detected per
year, possessing in most of its territory, hyperendemic municipalities. The present work
proposes the use of data mining techniques with clustering methods to identify patterns
or trends that aid in the decision-making process to combat leprosy. The most efficient
way to control a disease, such as leprosy, which in a more advanced stage causes
irreversible damage to the patient, besides being the only phase in which the patient
transmits the disease, is to carry out the early diagnosis preventing damages to come
out and healing the patient before it begins to transmit the disease. For this reason, this
work focuses on the association of the anti PGL-I dosage with other perspectives that
go beyond the clinical view of a specialist doctor, aiming to assist him in bringing
about improvements in the early diagnosis of leprosy.

Data mining process is the analysis of large data sets in order to find unexpected
relationships and summarize data in a way that is useful and understandable to humans
[16]. Clustering techniques form groups of homogeneous and similar objects. More
specifically these techniques seek to form groups with data that have characteristics
similar to each other and different between groups, that is, each cluster formed has a
characteristic profile that differs from the other groupings. By linking this to unsu-
pervised learning, it becomes possible to extract knowledge from a database even
though it presents a set of variables from different universes (e.g. clinical, social,
economic, personal, geographical, etc.). analysis of groups also allows to identify
objects that do not present similarities with any group [17]. For this reason, Kohonen’s
self-organizing map algorithm (SOM) is used in this work, it is based on Artificial
Neural Networks of unsupervised learning in which the neurons compete with one
another to obtain the best result for the input data provided by the user at each epoch
(1000 epochs were configured in this simulation (Fig. 2)) that it analyzes. Thus, this
clustering technique proved it is eligible for this work because it has the necessary
parameters to be used with extra-clinical data and return any type of relationship that
the variables associated to the patient’s environment could have and influence in the
patient’s clinical profile. The simulations were performed with the SOM algorithm
executed by the software Weka™ [18] without any implementation in its use, therefore,
after performing several simulations, the configuration that best fit to the data set was
chosen for this work.
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In the following sections of this paper, will be presented the methodologies used to
reach the proposed objective, explaining the characteristics of the study scenario, how
the techniques were applied and what data were used for this. Consequently, the results
are displayed in graphic form to facilitate the process of understanding and completion.

2 Materials and Methods

Located in the western Pará State, the Santarém city was aimed to this work because it
has significant and representative importance for the problem of leprosy in the State,
both for its classification of endemicity and its strategic position in the region.

According to demographic census of 2010, there are 294770 habitants in
22.886,624 km2 over the Santarém area. This city is the polarizing center of the Baixo
Amazonas mesoregion, because it has the best infrastructure (schools, universities,
hospitals, airport, commerce, etc.).

The last data published by the health ministry of Brasil through the Notification
System (SINAN), in 2012, states that 57 new leprosy cases were detected at Santarém,
classifying this city as a very high endemic to leprosy.

This work is insert into a technic-scientific cooperation between Decision Support
Laboratory (LSD - Federal University of Western Pará) and the Dermato-Immunology
Laboratory (LDI - Federal University of Pará), that aims studying Biological markers
of leprosy infection and progression: serology and cellular lymphocytic response of
patients from a hyperendemic region of the Brazilian Amazon. The initial proposal of
this cooperation is to evaluate the epidemiological indicators of leprosy in endemic
municipalities in the Pará State with the use of computational intelligence techniques
linked to the data mining process.

Santarém city has received the active search visit in 2014 and during a week, home
and school visits were made with the following strategy: some cases reported by
SINAN, that have already been or are being treated (index cases), are randomly
selected; in addition to these patients, some schools of the public system are randomly
selected as well. The project team notifies these schools and if we are authorized by the
school, teachers send requests to the students parents so that they can be examined on
the school premises itself. When a student is clinically diagnosed with the disease, the
parents are notified and the student is selected to a home visit.

In the home visit, the index cases and their HHC are evaluated and clinical tests like
scraping the earlobe to obtain results from the bacilloscopy and blood samples col-
lected to the LDI-UFPA, are performed. The dosage process is performed at
LDI-UFPA, establishing the level of Anti PGL-I of the index cases and their HHC.
Then, if a HHC is diagnosed with leprosy, he is registered in the system developed by
the LSD to support the active search team in its visits [19], it carries personal, home,
laboratory, neurological, and diagnoses data of patients and their HHC, in addition, it is
generated a notification to SINAN. At the visit to city of Santarém in 2014, 40 index
cases were randomly selected according to data from the SINAN platform, which had
already been reported in the period 2003 to 2013, a total of 328 HHC were evaluated
from these index cases. In addition, three schools from the public system were selected
at random in the urban area of Santarém city. From each school, 50 students were
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selected randomly in the age group from 8 to 15 years old, reaching a total of 108
students examined in the school environment. As result of these visits, 45 people were
diagnosed as new cases, which 37 were HHC (from index cases - SINAN) and 8
students (from school visits). These data collected in one week of active search, show a
different reality from what the basic public health service has managed to report. In a
brief comparative in the year 2014, we have data from the public service in which 63
new cases were registered during one year, while in just one week the active search
diagnosed 45 new cases patients of leprosy. It indicates that in the studied region in this
work, there is a problem called occult endemia. This problem occurs due to innu-
merable factors, such as the neglect of leprosy treated as a disease of the past, the lack
of preparation of the medical professional to identify or suspect the diagnosis, and the
current public service strategy to find and fight leprosy end up hiding the real situation
of this disease in society, making control measures difficult.

Several data are registered in the system, therefore, for this work some variables were
chosen by means of a several simulations that resulted in the following set of variables:

• Clinical form: indicates the disease stage of a patient. Its main goal is identify if a
patient is transmitting (MB) or not transmitting (PB) the disease. This data are
storage as Ridley and Jopling based form, but in a way to ease the understanding, it
was changed into the operational classification Table 2.

• Amount of HHC: it is directly related to epidemiology and allied to other variables,
can be an important indicator of leprosy dissemination.

• Dormitory Density: indicates if more than 2 people sleep at the same room. The
information given here, is about the HHC risk level. The sleep time is the moment
that a healthy person gets in direct contact for a long time in an isolated closed
room. It is used in the back allied to the number of rooms.

• Number of rooms: this variable presents the house size, then, it is possible to have a
notion of any house’s density.

• Family income: it was divided in 6 classes (no income, less than basic salary, only
one basic salary, up to two basic salary, up to three basic salary and more than three
basic salary). This is a great economy indicator of the patient’s family.

• Education Degree: it has some values like none, complete elementary education,
complete high school and complete higher education. With this variable, we obtain
a patient instruction indicator.

• Water for Consumption - Indicates which treatment is applied to the source of
consumable water in the patient’s home. The treatment options have been classified
as treated, untreated and mineral.

• Anti PGL-1 - Examination result, this variable indicates the level of bacillary load
in the patient’s body.

Table 2. Relation between clinical form and operational classification.

Operational classification Clinical forms

PB I, T and NP
MB BT, BB, BV and V
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The data selected for this work was summed up to the new cases group dataset, that
is, this dataset has the HHCs which became new cases after the active search and the
scholar children, aiming the organization and information extracting.

To execute the clustering technique the Weka™ software [18] was used to run the
SOM. At the end of the application running, it is need to extract the generated table that
contains the attributes and classification, and then through this table all the information
extracting will be performed. At this point, the data are clustered already, but there is
no explicit result. Due to this, analysis must be performed aiming to find out which
characteristics the individuals each cluster have in common.

An efficient way to analyze data is using charts, then, for each cluster variables was
generated a chart. In addition, a stratification was performed, using Microsoft® Excel,
to integrate the charts. This stratification was based on the patients clinical form,
considering the fact that this information is about the transmission stage, in fact it is an
important information to epidemiologic studies. After the conclusion of this steps, it is
time to organize the stratified charts aiming a good view to analyze it.

3 Analysis of Results

The charts showed in (Fig. 1), introduce the amount of PB and MB patients for each
cluster. An interesting point in this chart is the high number of MB patients. It means
the most of these new cases were diagnosed late.

When analyzing the (Fig. 2), it is possible to notice some interesting results as the
cluster 3, which has the lowest level of Anti PGL-I between the six clusters, the clusters
1, 2 and 5 present the highest levels of anti PGL-I, but the clusters 0 and 5 have the PB
patients with higher level of anti PGL-I than MB patients, for this reason these cluster
deserve attention in this work.

Fig. 1. Amount of PB and MB patients for each cluster
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In the cluster 0, the patients in this cluster have few HHCs and they live at small
houses, in addition, most of patients in this cluster has a low salary (one basic salary
only), allied to this their education degree is low (most of patients has none degree).
The highest concentration of paucibacillary is in cluster 0, in this cluster, the level of
anti PGL-1 is higher in the PB patients, and however, there is no case with a level
indicating seropositivity.

The cluster 5 grouped patients who had the maximum number of communicators
among the six clusters. The number of rooms varied between 4 and 6. The family
income was not something that influenced this grouping, since it is too dispersed. The
education degree obtained the majority in high school degree. No patients in this cluster
perform any type of treatment in the water before consuming, and the anti PGL-I level
of this cluster is the second highest.

According to the literature, patients in MB stage are in a more advanced form of
leprosy, in this form the patients are transmitting the disease, in other hand, the PB
patients are in an initial stage, not transmitting the disease, and then, when analyzing
the clusters 0 and 5 it can be noticed that patients PB have similar characteristics to MB
ones, it leads to the profile of a patient who must have to be followed up by the public
health service.

4 Final Considerations

The proposed model to analyze the leprosy epidemiology in the municipality of
Santarém with data mining techniques based on the clustering methods showed itself as
a great utility tool in the decision support and in the understanding process of the
disease evolution among the patients and their household contacts.

In the data mining process, we searched for variables that could show a cause and
effect interdependence among the leprosy patients, their HHC, and household

Fig. 2. Mean values and standard deviation of the anti-PGL-I levels separated by PB and MB
patients from each cluster.
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information of those, that could be related to the anti-PGL-I. Using clustering methods
it was possible to find clusters with different characteristics of patient groups, their
families and places of residence. The clusters composition also showed a very inter-
esting data on the positivity/negativity evaluation of Anti PGL-1 in relation to leprosy
patients in the studied region.

This work demonstrated that the use of data mining techniques such as clustering
emerges as promising tools in the understanding process of the leprosy evolution
aiming the patients and their interrelation with their HHC and domiciliary profile. This
process opens a source of research on the fight against leprosy based on the patient’s
environment and the intervention of the public health service in the family nucleus of
these patients to improve the process of early identification of new cases of leprosy.

As future work, it may be necessary to increase the analysis of the dependencies
between patients information and their home information in order to better characterize
the patients environments and correlating this information with the leprosy distribution
in the region, moreover, using the healthy HHC as targets of the analysis, together with
the patients, to classify the infection risk (probability) of healthy HHC, aiming to
support the early diagnosis of leprosy.
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Abstract. The purpose of this article is to apply a multivariate spatial statistics
technique: cluster analysis or spatial agglomeration, in order to classify
departments into groups based on behavior in the number of active, inactive
electronic savings accounts and savings traditional active accounts, with data-
base available as of September 2017 in the bank of Colombia. The selection of
this type of accounts was due to the fact that the financial product with the
highest penetration in the Colombian population in September 2017, continued
to be the savings account; 73.5% of the population had this financial product.
However, this percentage is far from the target of 84% proposed in the National
Development Plan. The findings show that the departments where electronic
accounts are most used are Cauca, Bogotá, Meta, Casanare, Arauca, Vichada,
Huila, Amazonas, Guainía, Vaupés, Caldas, Chocó, Sucre, La Guajira, César,
Norte de Santander, however, the levels of penetration of this type of product are
very low yet in the Colombian territory.

Keywords: Electronic banking � Savings accounts � Digital divide
Database of the bank of Colombia

1 Introduction

Electronic participation is defined as the process of involving citizens in politics through
ICT, for decision making processes that allow the public administration to be partici-
patory, inclusive, collaborative, and deliberative for intrinsic and instrumental purposes.
Electronic participation is a strategic factor to improve citizen participation in digital
governance [1], to promote a more efficient society [2], and improve the competitiveness
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of firms [3]. Despite the above, there is a recurring problem called the “digital divide”
which is generally known as “unequal diffusion” between different socioeconomic
levels, or countries, gender, age [4, 5], race, region, or geography in terms of access or
use [6, 7].

According to the information from “Banca de Oportunidades” [8], 79.1% of adults
in Colombia had at least one financial product in a credit establishment, that is, 26.6
million Colombians, 1.8% more with respect to September 2016. Also, as of September
2017, 738,432 adults entered the financial system for the first time and had 106,701
points of access to the financial system, that is, financial offices or banking
correspondents.

52% of the population with some financial product were women and the remaining
48% men. The financial product with the highest penetration in the Colombian pop-
ulation as of September 2017 continued to be the savings account, since 73.5% of the
adult use this financial product. Within the modalities of savings account, there are
deposits and electronic accounts. However, they still have a lower penetration, since,
by September 2017, there were approximately 3 million adults with some electronic
deposit and 2.8 million actively used them (92.5%).

Electronic savings accounts exist in Colombia since 2007, in accordance with the
provisions of Law 1151 of 2007 [9], regulated by Decree 2555 in 2010 [10]. In
accordance with the mentioned regulations, electronic savings accounts are aimed at
people belonging to level 1 of the Identification System of Potential Beneficiaries of
Social Programs -Sisben-, and displaced people registered in the Single Registry of
Displaced Population, and meeting the following conditions:

– Transactions may be made through cards, cell phones, ATMs or any other means
and distribution channel that is agreed upon.

– The entity recognizes an interest rate.
– The credit establishments and the authorized cooperatives cannot charge the holders

for the management of the account or for one of the means enabled for their
operation. At least two (2) withdrawals in cash and a balance inquiry made by the
customer per month do not cause any payment.

– Clients must be informed of the benefits, the cost of transactions, or additional
queries.

– No minimum initial deposit nor minimum balance is required for opening accounts.
– The debits cannot exceed the two (2) legal monthly minimum wages in force.
– Only one (1) electronic savings account may be held in the financial system.
– The accounts are not subject to any type of mandatory investment.

According to the above, the purpose of this paper is to apply a multivariate spatial
statistics technique: cluster analysis or spatial agglomeration, to classify departments
into groups based on behavior in the number of active electronic savings accounts,
inactive, and active traditional savings accounts. The importance of addressing this
issue lies in the fact that in Colombia, it was stated that based on statistics on cell phone
use, the simplest form of banking for the population was the use of electronic savings
accounts. Despite this, the figures indicate that it is a financial mechanism that has had
low penetration and in most of the national territory it continues to prefer the traditional
savings account.
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2 Method

2.1 Data

In this work, the Banca de las Oportunidades reports (2018a, 2018b) are used as the
primary source. The reports contain information at the departmental level, as of
September 2017, on the total of electronic and traditional savings accounts1. The
source of the statistics “Banca de las Oportunidades”, is a program of the Government
of Colombia, administered by Bancoldex, whose main objective is to promote financial
inclusion in Colombia, through access to financial services to families in poverty, small
entrepreneurs, small and medium-sized companies and entrepreneurs. All this, in
accordance with its mission, to reduce poverty, promote social equality and stimulate
economic development in Colombia.

Table 1 shows the data, sources and units used for the following sections. The
software used for calculating the models corresponds to Philcarto.

2.2 Spatial Autocorrelation

For the calculation of spatial autocorrelation1 we use the univariate Global Moran
index [13–15] for each of the variables in Table 1. Given the set of spatial entities and
an associated attribute (variable), this index evaluates whether the pattern expressed is
grouped, scattered or randomized. The index oscillates between −1 (strong negative
spatial autocorrelation) and 1 (strong positive spatial autocorrelation), if it is close to 0
it indicates the absence of spatial autocorrelation. It is interpreted as moderate spatial
autocorrelation from 0.3, up to 0.6 and thereafter a high spatial autocorrelation. The
formula is in Eq. 1.

I ¼ N
P

2ð ÞWy YJ��Yð Þ YJ��Yð Þ
S0

PN
t�1 YJ��Yð Þ ð1Þ

Table 1. Sources and database units used.

Data Abbreviation Units Source

Number of active electronic savings
accounts (CAE) (Sep 2017)

NAESA Number Banca de las
Oportunidades [11]

Number of inactive electronic accounts
(Sep 2017)

NIEA Number Banca de las
Oportunidades [11]

Active traditional savings account
number (Sep 2017)

ATASN Number Banca de las
Oportunidades [12]

1 Spatial autocorrelation implies that the value of a variable is conditioned by the value assumed by
that variable in a neighboring region [16].
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Wy: It is the element of the matrix of special weights, corresponding to the i; jð Þ
Y : Average expected value of the variable y
N: Number of observations or sample size
So: Corresponds to: S0 ¼

P
i
P

iWj ¼
P

2Wj.

2.3 Space Agglomeration

The purpose of this section is to apply a hierarchical ascending classification model
(interdependence method), to identify which behaviors allow to create group clusters in
conglomerates according to the number of electronic savings accounts, traditional
savings accounts, and balances in millions of pesos. This in order to establish in which
departments could be presented focalization programs that encourage the use of elec-
tronic accounts and improve the mechanisms of bancarization in Colombia.

Based on the data, an empirical study of the ex post facto type was carried out,
using a cluster analysis (Gallardo, 2015, p. 1). The Minimum Distance strategy is used
(Langrand and Pinzón, 2009 and Gallardo, 2015). In this way, when performing stage
K, n-K clusters are obtained, and the distance between the clusters Ci (with ni ele-
ments) and Cj (with nj elements) would be:

d Ci;Cj
� � ¼ Min

xl 2 Ci

xm 2 Cj

d xl; xmð Þf g l ¼ 1; . . .; ni;m ¼ 1; . . .; nj ð2Þ

In this case, the clusters Ci and Cj will be joined:

d Ci;Cj
� � ¼ Min

i1;j1¼1;...;n�k
i1 6¼j1

d Ci1 ;Cj1

� �� �

¼ Min
i1;j1¼1;...;n�k

i1 6¼j1

Min
xl2Ci1
xm2Cj1

d xl; xmð Þf g

8><
>:

9>=
>;

l ¼ 1; . . .ni1 ; m ¼ 1; . . .; nj1

ð3Þ

3 Results

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the departmental behavior of the use of traditional and elec-
tronic savings accounts. As shown in Fig. 1, the differences between traditional and
electronic savings accounts are significant, especially in the western part of the country.
Also, in the Figs. 2 and 32, it is evident that there is no degree of special autocorrelation

2 The Jenks algorithm is used to calculate classes, which is characterized by maximizing the difference
between classes and making groups more homogeneous [17].
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between levels 1 and 7. For all cases, it is a random spatial distribution, considering the
variables independently.

When applying the hierarchical ascending classification, the following results were
obtained, using the Philcato software, specialized in cartographic analysis. The his-
togram shows that the significant number of classes is 6 for the 33 spatial units
analyzed (departments), explaining 96.94% of the inertia. Figures 4 and 5 show the
results of the departments grouping in 6 different significant classes. This grouping
explains 96.94% of the data variability, which implies an excellent explanatory level.
Figure 6 contains the spatial representation of the departments and is detailed in
Table 2. The importance of this analysis lies on the fact that differentiated strategies can
be applied, according to the characteristics of each statistically identified group, and not
to a homogeneous policy.

Fig. 1. Comparison of electronic and traditional savings accounts

Fig. 2. Distribution of active electronic savings accounts in Colombia
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Algorithm 1. Parameters of the 6 classes of the partition  

In space units 1 and 5, given that electronic savings accounts have been more popular
than in the rest of the country, it is worth focusing efforts with specific programs, which
further encourage the use of this type offinancial mechanisms. In groups 3 and 4 there is a
clear preference for traditional savingsmechanisms, which is striking, since most of these
departments have good access to the Internet. Finally, it is important to note that in none of
the cases is there a simultaneous behavior of being below the national average in electronic
and traditional savings accounts. This indicates that at least some of the mechanisms are
preferred and there is no evidence of a process of unbanking, at least in terms of saving.
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Fig. 3. Distribution of traditional active savings accounts in Colombia

Fig. 4. Tree diagram of the clusters.

Fig. 5. Diagram of average distance of each class with respect to the general average.

Fig. 6. Spatial representation of the application of hierarchical ascending classification to the
number of savings accounts in Colombia (September 2017).
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4 Conclusions

In the departments of San Andrés and Providencia, Putumayo, Valle del Cauca,
Quindío, Risaralda, Antioquia, Córdoba, Santander, Boyacá and Atlántico, the strategy
of active electronic accounts as a financial inclusion mechanism has not been favored,
since a preference for traditional accounts persists. For its part, the departments of
Nariño, Caquetá, Guaviare, Cundinamarca, Tolima, Bolívar, Magdalena, are in an
intermediate stage, since the number of traditional accounts is just a little higher than
the average and the number of active electronic accounts, despite being below average,
tend to increase.

Table 2. Spatial agglomeration with respect to the number of savings accounts in Colombia
(September 2017).

Class Behaviour Space unit

1 (red) This group of departments is
characterized by a higher use of
electronic accounts and a reduction in
the number of active traditional
accounts, with respect to the national
average

Cauca, Bogotá, Meta, Casanare,
Arauca, Vichada

2 (blue) This is an atypical spatial with a higher
than the average number in inactive
electronic accounts or traditional
accounts, less than the average use of
active electronic accounts, with respect
to the national average

San Andrés and Providencia

3 (green) These departments show a clear
preference for the use of traditional
accounts on detriment of electronic
accounts, with respect to the national
average

Putumayo, Valle del Cauca, Quindío,
Risaralda, Antioquia, Córdoba,
Santander, Boyacá

4 (yellow) It is an atypical spatial data, in which
the use of electronic accounts is the
lowest, compared to the total of
accounts

Atlántico

5 (pink) This group of departments is
characterized by the highest use of
electronic accounts throughout the
national territory, and a reduction in the
number of active traditional accounts,
with respect to the national average

Huila, Amazonas, Guainía, Vaupés,
Caldas, Chocó, Sucre, La Guajira,
César, Norte de Santander

6 (light blue) This group of departments, despite
preferring the use of traditional
accounts, the number of electronic
savings accounts is increasing, with
respect to the national average

Nariño, Caquetá, Guaviare,
Cundinamarca, Tolima, Bolívar,
Magdalena
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On the other hand, the departments where the electronic accounts are most used are
Cauca, Bogotá, Meta, Casanare, Arauca, Vichada, Huila, Amazonas, Guainía, Vaupés,
Caldas, Chocó, Sucre, La Guajira, César, Norte de Santander. These findings are
evidence of a breach within the country of the penetration of ICT and the use of
alternative banking products such as electronic deposits.

The findings indicate that although it was proposed that electronic savings accounts
were one of the mechanisms that would facilitate banking penetration, after 10 years of
having been created by national legislation, they do not have a high penetration in the
Colombian population, nor they have a homogeneous distribution in the national
territory.

To reach the goal of 84% of the banking population in Colombia in 2018, more
attractive mechanisms or programs are required for the population, which respond to
the needs of users and whose costs are not so high.
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Abstract. In thepresentwork, thedimensions of the psychosocial risk assessment
instrument are defined considering internal, individual, double presence and
external factors for work environments. Those corresponding to internal, indi-
vidual and double presence factors are not subject to a process of validation of
content since they come from the ISTAS 21 model validated by the Trade Union
Institute of Labor, Environment and Health of Spain. The variables corresponding
to external factors are obtained from the Social Determinants of Health Model of
the World Health Organization. These measurement tools are used for companies
with ahighnumberofworkers, so a large amount of data is generated.Theconstruct
validity of the external factors is carried out by calculating the sample adequacy
measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin together with the Bartlett sphericity test and the
communalities analysis. Of the internal and individual variables there are twenty
dimensions and of the external variables, are reduced to 14.

Keywords: Internal and individual dimensions and double presence
External dimensions � Psychosocial risk factors � Reduction of dimensionality
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin � Bartlett sphericity

1 Introduction

Since the beginning of the twentieth century in Central and South America, the leg-
islation allows the recognition of work accidents, occupational diseases and occupa-
tional health as rights protected by the State and obligations for employers [1]. The
Psychosocial Factors are the interactions between the intra-labor factors, the individual
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factors, and the extra-labor factors, which, through the worker’s perceptions and
experiences, can influence their health, performance, safety and job satisfaction [2].

The Bucci and Luna psychosocial risk assessment instrument (2013) [3] determined
by internal, individual, double presence and external factors for work environments
measures the characteristics of the organization, the individual and his/her non-work
environment, where there is evidence sufficient scientific evidence of harm to the health
of workers.

The conceptual base of the model is based on the one hand on the ISTAS21 model
of the Trade Union Institute for Work, Environment and Health (ISTAS) conceptually
it is compatible with the demand-control-social support models of Karasek and
Tehorel, and Effort-reward of Siegrist [4], and on the other hand, the external factors in
the model of health determinants are endorsed by the World Health Organization
(WHO) [5], which is the maximum directive and coordinating authority for health
action in the system of the United Nations Organization.

The objective set out in this article is determine the dimensionality of the psy-
chosocial risk assessment instrument considering the internal, individual, double
presence and external factors for work environments of the Bucci and Luna model
(2013).

2 General Structure of the Instrument

The internal, individual and double presence factors of the model are taken from the
middle version of the ISTAS21 questionnaire, as a Spanish adaptation of the Copen-
hagen Psychosocial Risk Assessment Questionnaire, recommended to assess psy-
chosocial risks in companies with a large number of workers and includes only those
psychosocial dimensions where there is epidemiological evidence of a relationship with
health [6].

The structure of the internal and individual dimensions of the instrument, shown in
Table 1, is made up of four internal and individual variables and double presence:
psychological demands, active work and skills development, social support in the
company and quality of leadership, compensations and double presence.

The dimensions corresponding to internal, individual and double presence factors are
not subject to a content validation process since they come from the ISTAS 21 model
validated by the Trade Union Institute of Labor, Environment and Health of Spain.

The variables corresponding to external factors are obtained from the Social
Determinants of Health Model of the World Health Organization (WHO) [5]. The
structural determinants that comprise the socioeconomic-political context and the axes
of inequality, the health systems include the access of workers to health care, and the
intermediate social determinants of material resources.

The structure of the model for external factors, shown in Table 2, is composed of
nine external variables: family income, education, equality or racism, health care ser-
vices, housing conditions, housing services, roads, means of transport and living
conditions. The external dimensions are in total 23.
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3 Validation of External Factors of the Model

This phase of the investigation is made up of the calculation of the sample size of the
case study and the determination of both the reliability of the instrument and the
validity of the construct by calculating the sample adequacy measure of
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) together with the sphericity test of Barlett and the analysis
of communalities.

3.1 Sample’s Size Calculation

For the studyoffinitepopulationsof randomorprobabilistic sample, theEq. (1) is used [9].

n ¼ N � z2a � p � q
d2 � N� 1ð Þþ z2a � p � q

ð1Þ

Table 1. Variables and dimensions of the internal, individual and double presence factors of the
ISTAS21 model [6]

Source Variable Dimensions

ISTAS
21

Psychological demands Quantitative requirements
Cognitive demands
Emotional demands
Exigencies of hiding
emotions

Active work and skill development Influence
Possibilities of
development of work
Control over work times
Sense of work
Integration in the company

Social support in the company and quality of
leadership

Predictability
Clarity of the role
Role conflicto
Leadership quality
Peer social support
Social support from
superiors
Possibilities of social
relationship
Group feeling

Compensations Insecurity at work
Esteem

Double presence Double presence
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In the case of study the population is finite, and the analysis is carried out in a food
marketing company with a total of 80 permanent workers, located in Barquisimeto
(Venezuela). The following data are available for the calculation:

• N = 80 workers
• z2a = (1.96)2 (The confidence level is 95%)
• p = 5% (0.05)
• q = 1 − p = 1 − 0.05 = 0.95
• d = 3% (0.03)

Then, solving Eq. (1), we obtain as a result that the sample required for the study is
n = 58 workers.

Table 2. External factors of the psychosocial risk assessment instrument [3, 7, 8]

Determinant Variable Dimension

Structural Income 1. Ability to cover family expenses
Education 2. Educational level of the worker and his family

group
Equality 3. Existence of differences by Gender

4. Existence of differences by Race
5. Existence of differences by religion or ideals

Systems of
health

Geographic access 6. Level of worker accessibility to health centers
geographically

Comprehensiveness 7. Level of worker accessibility to comprehensive
health care services

Quality 8. Level of worker accessibility to quality health care
services

Attention time 9. Level of accessibility of the worker to health care
services that comply with the committed times

Intermediate
social

Housing conditions 10. Property of the dwelling
11. Adaptation of housing environments
12. Security and habitability of housing
13. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house

Services 14. White water supply
15. Electric power service
16. Disposal of sewage
17. Waste collection service

Roads and
transportation

18. Roadway for access to housing
19. Public transport means
20. Transit routes

Life conditions 21. Violence and environmental controls
22. Food
23. Use of free time
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3.2 Reliability of the Instrument

The study of the reliability of the instrument was carried out using the Cronbach’s
alpha coefficient given that it is adequate for measuring the internal consistency of the
instrument [10]. The calculation tool used is the SPSS Version 21 software.

For the analysis, 71 elements are included, 36 items corresponding to the internal,
individual and double presence factors and 35 to the external factors. Table 3 shows the
result obtained from the internal consistency of the items in its first review: 0.92. It is
located within the condition of high reliability [11].

From the study of the correlations between external factors, twenty one (21) items
of them that meet the specified Pearson correlation requirement greater than 0.50 are
obtained, which are shown in Table 4.

3.3 Construct Validity

To validate the model from the perspective of the construct, exploratory factor analysis
is used by extracting the main components with Varimax rotation, in order to draw
conclusions about the model and reduce the dimensionality of the data, in order to
search for a minimum of dimensions possible to explain the maximum information
contained in the data [12].

The elements included in the construct validation are: the sample adequacy measure
of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) together with the sphericity test of Barlett, the analysis
of communalities [12], the results are:

• The determinant of the resulting correlation matrix is 1,062 � 10−6. Being a value
close to zero indicates that the degree of correlation of the variables is very high and
therefore meets the condition of application of factor analysis.

The value obtained from the sample adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin
(KMO) is 0.705 [13]. Bartlett’s test of sphericity provides a significance of 0.000,
which allows to verify the existence of significant correlation between the variables.
Table 5 summarizes the results obtained from the SPSS v.21 software application for
external factors.

Table 6 shows the communalities for the twenty-one items. It is observed that most of
the items are represented in the first factorial plane, except the one corresponding to item 2
geographical access of the health centers highlighted (italics) in Table 6, which only
explains 0.382 of the variability of the set and is a value closer to 0 than to 1, therefore it is
decided to extract the corresponding item, and perform the data run again [14].

Table 3. Reliability statistics for the second review. Source: results of the survey, data
processed with the statistical package SPSS V.21

Cronbach’s Alpha Number of elements

0,920 71
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Then, after the extraction of item 2, corresponding to geographic access of the
health centers, the new results of the principal component analysis study are presented:

• The determinant of the correlation matrix in the new run resulted in a value of
1,780 � 10−6. Being a value close to zero indicates that the degree of correlation of the
variables isveryhighand thereforemeets theconditionofapplicationoffactor analysis.

• Table 7 contains the results obtained from the SPSS software application v.21. for
external factors. The sample adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO),
which is 0.706, is an acceptable value within the classification of Kaiser (1974)
[13]. Bartlett’s sphericity test provides a significance of 0.000, which allows to
corroborate the existence of significant correlation between the variables.

Table 4. Items of external factors that meet the specified Pearson correlation requirement
greater than 0.50. Source: adaptation of Bucci and Luna, 2013 [3]

Items of external factors with a Pearson correlation greater than 0.50

1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained
2. Geographical access of health centers
3. Integrality of health centers
4. Quality of health centers
5. Time of attention of health centers
6. Adaptation of housing environments
7. Security and habitability of housing
8. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house
9. White water supply
10. Waste collection service
11. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work
12. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing
13. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity
14. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content
15. Availability of time for physical and sports activities
16. Availability of time for cultural activities
17. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community
18. Availability of time to be part of a social club
19. Obtaining transportation services in good condition
20. Electric power service
21. Disposal of sewage

Table 5. KMO and Bartlett’s test for the variables of external factors. Source: results, statistical
package SPSS v.21

Sample adaptation measure of
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

,705

Bartlett’s sphericity test Approximate Chi-square 662,535
Df. 210
Sig. ,000
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Table 8 shows the communalities for the twenty variables. Since the values of the
extraction show that each variance is closer to 1 than to 0, they are taken as valid and
represented in the first factorial plane under the criterion of [14].

According to the factorial analysis carried out, and after carrying out the inverse
process from the items to the dimensions originally proposed, 9 dimensions are specifi-
cally eliminated, those that do not contribute to the internal consistency and the sample
adequacy measure of Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin (KMO) together with the sphericity test of
Barlett and the analysis of communalities, therefore the model of external factors for the
evaluation of psychosocial risk is reduced to 14 dimensions shown in the Table 9.

Table 6. Communalities for the items of external factors. Source: results, statistical package
SPSS v.21

Items of external factors Start Extraction

1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained 1,000 ,593
2. Geographical access of health centers 1,000 ,382
3. Integrality of health centers 1,000 ,633
4. Quality of health centers 1,000 ,744
5. Time of attention of health centers 1,000 ,614
6. Adaptation of housing environments 1,000 ,702
7. Security and habitability of housing 1,000 ,707
8. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house 1,000 ,772
9. White water supply 1,000 ,757
10. Waste collection service 1,000 ,703
11. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work 1,000 ,885
12. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing 1,000 ,877
13. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity 1,000 ,814
14. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content 1,000 ,886
15. Availability of time for physical and sports activities 1,000 ,712
16. Availability of time for cultural activities 1,000 ,836
17. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community 1,000 ,698
18. Availability of time to be part of a social club 1,000 ,831
19. Obtaining transportation services in good condition 1,000 ,681
20. Electric power service 1,000 ,743
21. Disposal of sewage 1,000 ,701

Table 7. KMO and Bartlett’s test for the variables of the external factors resulting from the
adjustment of the excluded items. Source: results, statistical package SPSS v.21

Sample adaptation measure of
Kaiser-Meyer-Olkin

,706

Bartlett’s sphericity test Approximate Chi-square 642,095
Df. 190
Sig. ,000
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Table 8. Communalities for the items of external factors. Source: adaptation of Bucci and Luna,
2013 [3]

Items of external factors Start Extraction

1. Satisfaction for the level of education attained 1,000 ,609
2. Integrality of health centers 1,000 ,577
3. Quality of health centers 1,000 ,812
4. Time of attention of health centers 1,000 ,676
5. Adaptation of housing environments 1,000 ,686
6. White water supply 1,000 ,756
7. Waste collection service 1,000 ,705
8. Obtaining expected transfer times from work to housing 1,000 ,883
9. Obtaining expected transfer times from home to work 1,000 ,882
10. Ingestion of food in adequate quantity 1,000 ,810
11. Ingestion of foods with adequate nutritional content 1,000 ,887
12. Availability of time for physical and sports activities 1,000 ,716
13. Availability of time to carry out cultural activities 1,000 ,840
14. Availability of time to carry out social activities in your community 1,000 ,702
15. Availability of time to be part of a social club 1,000 ,830
16. Obtaining transportation services in good condition 1,000 ,674
17. Electric power service 1,000 ,741
18. Disposal of sewage 1,000 ,709
19. Security and habitability of housing 1,000 ,724
20. Adequacy of the number of rooms in the house 1,000 ,785

Table 9. Dimensions of external factors

Determinants Variable Dimensions of external factors

Structural Education 1. Educational level of the worker and his family
group

System of
health

Comprehensiveness 2. Level of worker accessibility to comprehensive
health centers

Quality 3. Level of worker accessibility to quality health
centers

Attention time 4. Level of accessibility of the worker to the health
care services that comply with the committed times

Social
intermediates

Housing conditions 5. Adaptation of housing environments
6. Security and habitability of housing
7. Adaptation of the number of rooms in the house

Services 8. White water supply
9. Electric power service
10. Disposal of sewage
11. Waste collection service

Roads and transport 12. Public means of transport
Life conditions 13. Food

14. Use of free time
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When comparing the proposed model of evaluation of psychosocial risks with
existing ones, such as ISTAS 21, the diagnosis and statistical validation of the variables
of external factors based on the Social Determinants of Health stands out as strength [5].

4 Conclusions

The dimensions of the psychosocial risk assessment instrument of the internal, indi-
vidual, double presence factors are supported on the one hand by the ISTAS21 model
of the Trade Union Institute of Labor, Environment and Health (ISTAS) [4] and the
dimensions of external factors in the model of determinants of health is endorsed by the
World Health Organization (WHO) [3]. The model includes dimensions for the mea-
surement of psychosocial risks, 20 corresponding to internal and individual factors and
double presence and 14 to external factors, which cover the widest possible spectrum of
the diversity of existing psychosocial exposures at the workplace level. Using KDD
techniques, the risk measurement (internal factors) was reduced considerably, so the
processing of the data is less complex, it requires less time and investment.
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Abstract. With the rapid popularity of VoIP, SPIT (Spam over Inter-
net Telephony) based VoIP has become a security problem that cannot
be ignored and SPITters (SPIT callers) detection turns into an urgent
issue. Data mining is a practical method of SPITters detection. This
paper considers three commonly used characteristics of VoIP users and
presents the fact that the characteristic data distribution of SPITters
in real data space is non-globular and irregular. Moreover, a novel app-
roach is introduced to identify SPITters employing density-based clus-
tering algorithm DBSCAN. The results on real dataset are superior to
other commonly used unsupervised clustering algorithm in terms of the
recall and precision of SPITter cluster.

Keywords: VoIP · SPITters detection · Data mining
Density-based clustering · DBSCAN

1 Introduction

With the rapid popularity of VoIP systems, SPIT (Spam over Internet Tele-
phony) based VoIP has become a security issue that cannot be ignored. The
“Internet Security Report for the First Half of 2017” released by Tencent pointed
out that in the first half of 2017, the total number of SPIT tagged by a safety-
related software of Tencent was 235 million times, with an average of about 1.288
million times per day [1].

Data mining is a practical method of SPITters detection. Compared to the
other two mainly used detection methods, voice content filtering and reputation-
based identification, data mining can detect the SPIT call before the call sets
up, and generally does not require any of the user’s social relationship or feed-
back information. The previous methods of communication data mining have
the following two shortcomings: the first is that many methods need the labels
of both SPITters and normal callers, but the labels are not easy to obtain; the
second is that both the experimental data and labels are mostly simulated data,
which may not be exactly the same as the real data.
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 314–324, 2018.
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Different from the previous work, both the experimental data and the labels
used in this paper are real, non-simulated. SIP (Session Initiation Protocol)
is an commonly used application-layer signaling control protocol of the VoIP
system [2]. The experimental dataset is the SIP INVITE message, which is used
to initiate a SIP session. The dataset spans 15 h, involves 121,549 callers, who
make 1,887,684 calls totally. In addition, we use web crawling technology to
obtain the labels of some SPITters in the dataset from three websites, totally
13,277 labels, to evaluate the experimental results and to study the distribution
of SPITter cluster.

Unsupervised clustering algorithms are widely used methods in data mining.
In this paper, we extract three commonly used characteristics of VoIP caller
(call count, average call interval and the called number repetition rate), and
observe that the characteristic data distribution of SPITters in real data space
is non-globular and irregular. Moreover, we present a novel SPITters detection
approach with unsupervised density-based clustering algorithm DBSCAN [3].
DBSCAN is relatively resistant to noise and can handle clusters of arbitrary
shapes and sizes. The experiment results on real dataset show that DBSCAN is
superior to other commonly used unsupervised clustering algorithms in terms of
the recall and precision of SPITter cluster.

2 Related Work

The methods of SPIT detection mainly fall into three categories: communica-
tion data mining [4–12], voice content filtering [13–16], and reputation-based
identification [17–19]. Kentaroh et al. [4] used unsupervised clustering algo-
rithms, KMeans and PAM, to detect SPITters on simulated dataset. Wu et al. [5]
extracted call features from signaling traffic, and used Semi-Supervised Cluster-
ing algorithm MPCK-Means to detect SPIT. Bokharaei et al. [6] presented three
approaches, named as LTD, EPMG and SymRank, for SPIT detecting based on
call density and reciprocity. Galiotos et al. [7] proposed a detection scheme that
identifies non-conforming behavior in a VoIP network based on statistical analy-
sis and hypothesis testing. Bai et al. [8] proposed a scheme used adaptive training
to estimate the legitimacy of the caller and determine filtering accuracy based
on the different behaviors between SPITters and legitimate callers. Su et al. [9]
applied genetic algorithms to weight predetermined features of VoIP calls and
proposed a mechanism PSPIT for the online prevention of VoIP spam by the
k-nearest neighbor classification. Toyoda et al. [10] proposed a multi-feature call
pattern analysis with unsupervised Random Forests classifier. In another paper
[11], they proposed an unsupervised SPITters detection scheme by adding artifi-
cial SPITters data to solve the unbalanced situation. Sengar et al. [12] presented
two approaches based on the anomaly detection of the distributions of selected
call features to detect individual SPIT calls and groups of SPIT calls.
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3 Dataset Description

In previous work, both the experimental data and labels are mostly simulated
data. The generation of simulated data is based on the experimenter’s subjective
judgment of the caller features, which may not be exactly the same as the real
data. To ensure that the experimental results and evaluations are objective and
accurate, both the experimental data and the labels used in this paper are real,
non-simulated.

3.1 Dataset of SIP INVITE Message

SIP is an application-layer signaling control protocol that commonly used in the
VoIP system, which is mainly used to create, modify, and terminate one or more
sessions [2]. In this paper, the experimental dataset is the SIP INVITE message,
which is used to initiate a SIP session. We extract these data from three routes
deployed on an Internet access gateway in China. A piece of call data contains
the following information: Caller ID, Callee ID, call time, From/To URI. The
dataset spans 15 h, involves 121,549 callers, who make 1,887,684 calls totally.

Analyzing the data obtained from three different routes shows that different
routes may forward the data of one Caller ID at different times; therefore, the
data that we process is only a small part of the whole data space of VoIP system.
As a result, some users tagged as SPITters may not exhibit the characteristics of
SPITters in our dataset, so these users are not necessarily identified as SPITters
in the experiment.

3.2 Getting Labels of SPITters Using Web Crawling

With the development of smartphones, many mobile phone applications pro-
vide SPIT calls marking function. From multiple application providers, we can
inquire about telephone information, which includes whether a telephone num-
ber is marked as a SPIT number. In this paper, we extract the phone numbers
contained in the data, and crawl information of these numbers from three web-
sites [20–22]. We use these information as the labels to determine whether the
phone numbers are SPIT numbers. Through the web crawling technology, we get
labels of 13,277 SPIT phones which are extracted from experimental data. These
labels are used to evaluate the experimental results and to study the distribution
of SPITter cluster.

Since feeding back the SPITter information needs the support of the mobile
phone applications, not all SPIT calls information are fed back, so we cannot
add a label to every SPITter in the data. On the other hand, users are generally
only interested in feeding back the information of SPIT calls, few people would
like to feed back the information of normal calls. Therefore, we can only get
the labels of some SPITters, but we cannot say that a caller without label is a
normal user.
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4 Detecting SPITters with DBSCAN

4.1 VoIP Caller Characteristics for Clustering

Characteristics Selection. In this paper, we use three commonly used VoIP
caller characteristics for SPITters detecting. The three characteristics contain
the call count, the caller’s average call interval and the called number repetition
rate. Assume that Ni denotes the number of calls made by the user i; Ti denotes
the average call interval of the user i; Ri denotes the repetition rate of the called
number. The original characteristics of the user i can be represented by a triple
(Ni, Ti, Ri).

The called number repetition rate expresses the probability of a caller making
calls to a same callee. Assume that the user i makes calls to m different callees,
and the number of calls to the jth callee is CNj , the called number repetition
rate is calculated as follows:

Ri =
∑m

k=1

(
CNj

2

)

(
Ni

2

) (1)

Characteristics Data Preprocessing. The statistic results of X show that
the call count of 98.6% of users without labels are less than 10, and 94.2% of
users whose call count more than 100 are labeled as SPITters. In dataset X,
the maximum value of call count is 50967, the minimum value is 1. We suppose
that the call count of user A, B and C is 1, 200 and 50967, obviously, the call
count of A and B are closer than the call count of B and C. However, according
to the statistic results, user A is more like a normal user while user B and user
C are even more like the SPITters. That is to say, simply using the value of
this characteristic without any preprocessing does not measure the similarity
between normal users and SPITters.

Through statistical analysis of data, we find that, when the call count is
larger than a certain threshold, the probability of the call count of two users
are similar; when the average call interval is less than a certain threshold, the
probability of the average call interval of two users are similar. Therefore, in
this paper, we use these two probabilities to characterize the user. Assume that
N ′

i denotes the probability that the number of calls reaches Ni; T ′
i denotes the

probability that the average call interval is less than Ti; probabilistic sample
data space X ′ is expressed as X ′ = (N ′, T ′, R′).

The probability that the number of calls reaches Ni:

N ′
i = P (XN ≥ Ni) =

|{x|x ≥ Ni, x ∈ N}|
n

(2)

After removing the outliers, the probability that the average call interval is less
than Ti:

T ′
i = P (XT ≤ Ti) =

|{x|x ≤ Ti, x ∈ T}|
n

(3)

R′
i = Ri (4)
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4.2 Characteristics Analysis and Algorithm Selection

Because of the inability to obtain labels of the normal callers in the real data, it
is difficult to detect SPIT calls or SPITters using supervised or semi-supervised
learning algorithms. As a result, in this paper, we select unsupervised clustering
algorithms, which do not need any labels, to detect SPITters.

In order to study the distribution of the SPITter cluster in data space of
real dataset, we randomly select 1500 labeled users with high labeled count
and simulate the distribution after removing some obviously abnormal points,
simulation results are shown in Figs. 1 and 2. Figure 1 shows scatter plots at
two latitudes (N ′, R′). Figure 2 shows the scatter plots at two latitudes (N ′, T ′).
From Figs. 1 and 2, we can intuitively see that the SPITter cluster is non-globular
and irregular.
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Fig. 1. Scatter plots at (N ′, R′)
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Fig. 2. Scatter plots at (N ′, T ′)

In the real dataset, the irregular and non-globular distribution of the SPITter
cluster is due to the different distribution in each dimension of the data space
and the different projection sizes in different dimensions. What’s more, in each
dimension, there is no obvious demarcation point between the SPITters and the
normal callers.

In unsupervised learning algorithms, density-based clustering algorithms are
relatively noise-immune and can handle clusters of arbitrary shape and size,
such algorithms examine the connectivity between points from the perspective of
sample density. After analyzing the characteristics of the data and the advantages
and disadvantages of various clustering algorithms, we first use the density-based
algorithm DBSCAN [3] to detect SPITters in this paper.

4.3 SPITters Detection with DBSCAN

DBSCAN is a popular density-based clustering algorithm. It characterizes the
closeness of sample distribution based on a set of “neighborhood” parameters
(ε,MinPts) where ε is the radius of the neighborhood and MinPts is the num-
ber of sample points in the neighborhood. Suppose that xi and xj denote the
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characteristic data of user i and user j respectively, and dist (xi, xj) denotes the
distance between the two users’ characteristic data. Definition:

dist(xi, xj) =
√

(N ′
i − N ′

j)
2 + (T ′

i − T ′
j)

2 + (R′
i − R′

j)
2 (5)

For xi, its ε neighborhood contains the points in dataset X ′ whose distance to
xi is not greater than ε. Suppose that Nε(xi) represents the ε neighborhood of
xi, then:

Nε(xi) = {xj ∈ X ′|dist(xi, xj) ≤ ε} (6)

If the number of points within the ε neighborhood of xi exceeds a certain
threshold, MinPts, that is, |Nε(xi)| ≥ MinPts, we call xi a core point. The
point that is not a core point, but falls within the neighborhood of a core point
is called a border point. If xj is located in the neighborhood of xi, and xi is a
core point, xj is directly density-reachable from xi. For xi and xj , if there is
a chain of points p1, p1, ..., pn, p1 =xi, pn = xj , and pi+1 is directly density-
reachable from pi, xj is density-reachable from xi. For xi and xj , if there is a

Algorithm 1. Detecting SPITters with DBSCAN
Input: Dataset of SIP; parameters(ε, MinPts)
Output: SPITter cluster
1: Extract characteristics dataset:X
2: Data Preprocessing: X ′ ← X
3: Initialize the set of core points: Ω = ∅
4: for all xi ∈ X ′ do
5: if |Nε(xi)| ≥ MinPts then
6: Assign xi to Ω
7: end if
8: end for
9: Initialize the cluster count: k = 0

10: Initialize the set of unprosessed data: Γ = X ′

11: while Ω �= ∅ do
12: Γold = Γ
13: Randomly select a core point o ∈ Ω
14: Initialize queue: Q =< o >
15: Update Γ : Γ = Γ \ {o}
16: while Q �= ∅ do
17: Pick out the first point of Q: q
18: if |Nε(q)| ≥ MinPts then
19: Δ = Nε(q) ∩ Γ , Assign Δ to Q
20: Γ = Γ \ Δ
21: end if
22: end while
23: k = k + 1
24: Generate cluster Ck = Γold \ Γ
25: Ω = Ω \ Ck

26: end while
27: Pick out the SPITter cluster using prior knowledge
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point xk such that both xi and xj are density-reachable from xk, we call that
xi is density-connected to xj . Based on the above concepts, DBSCAN defines
a “cluster” as the largest set of density-connected points. Pseudocode to detect
SPITters using the DBSCAN algorithm is described as Algorithm1.

5 Experiments and Results

Since we cannot tag each user with a certain label, we cannot accurately deter-
mine the recall and precision of the SPITter cluster, but we can conclude that
if the more the callers labeled as SPITter are detected, the higher the recall is,
and if the greater the proportion of callers labeled as SPITter in SPITter clus-
ter, the higher the precision is. Based on the above data conditions, we evaluate
the experimental results using the count and the proportion of callers labeled as
SPITter in the SPITter cluster. For the sake of easy expression, we use Label
Count and Label Proportion to denote the count and the proportion of callers
labeled as SPITter in SPITter cluster respectively.

5.1 Detection Effect of DBSCAN and Several Other Algorithms

In order to test the SPITters defection effect of DBSCAN, we select five com-
monly used unsupervised clustering algorithms with low computational com-
plexity to analyze the whole dataset, these algorithms are DBSCAN, KMeans,
Birch, MiniBatchKMeans and GaussianMixture. KMeans was used for SPITters
detection in paper [4]. Figure 3 shows the detection effect with these five different
clustering algorithms. Because of the high computational complexity of PAM,
which was also used in paper [4], PAM is not practical to handle large dataset
[23]. We randomly select 20,000 users in dataset for SPITters detection with
PAM. Figure 4 shows the detection effect with DBSCAN and PAM.
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Fig. 3. Detection effect using different
clustering algorithms.
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Fig. 4. Detection effect using
DBSCAN and PAM.

From Fig. 3, we can see that, compared with the SPITter clusters detected
using KMeans, Birch and MiniBatchKMeans, the SPITter cluster detected with
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DBSCAN has higher Label Proportion under the same Label Count and has
larger Label Count under the same Label Proportion. Although the SPITter
cluster detected using GaussianMixture has almost same Label Count and Label
Proportion with the SPITter cluster detected using DBSCAN, the largest Label
Count of SPITter cluster detected by GaussianMixture is 3783, the Label Count
of the SPITter cluster detected by DBSCAN can be much larger than that value.
Therefore, the DBSCAN algorithm is better suited for SPITters detection than
other four unsupervised learning algorithms when dealing with real data.

From Fig. 4, we can see that, compared with the SPITter clusters detected
using PAM, the SPITter cluster detected with DBSCAN generally has higher
Label Proportion under the same Label Count and has larger Label Count
under the same Label Proportion. What’s more, the computational complex-
ity of DBSCAN is lower than PAM, so DBSCAN is better suited for SPITters
detection than PAM, especially when the amount of data is large.

5.2 Selection of DBSCAN Parameters (ε, MinPts)

Figures 5 and 6 show the different detection effect with different ε and MinPts.
When the MinPts is same, the smaller the ε, the smaller the Label Count, and
the higher the Label Proportion. Conversely, when the ε is same, the larger the
MinPts, the larger the Label Count, and the lower the Label Proportion. The
selection of parameters of DBSCAN should take into account both two metrics.
A small Label Count means that the detection method is not practical, while
a low Label Proportion may indicate that the detection precision may not be
high, that is, a normal call may be intercepted.
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Fig. 5. Label Count with different
parameters.
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Fig. 6. Label Proportion with different
parameters.

The experimental results also show that there is no obvious difference in the
Label Count and Label Proportion with different MinPts within a certain range.
For different MinPts, we can get the same detection effect by adjusting ε. In
paper [3], authors pointed out that in the two-dimensional data, when MinPts >
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4, different MinPts values will not have particularly significant effects on the
clustering results. In this paper, we choose MinPts = 20.

We select the ε with the k-dist [3]. For points that belong to some cluster,
the value of k-dist will be small if k is not larger than the Label Count, while the
k-dist will be relatively large for noise points. Therefore, if we compute the k-dist
for all data points with some k, sort them in increasing order, and then plot the
sorted values, we can see a sharp change that corresponds to a suitable value of
ε. The k value is the MinPts. Figure 7 shows the k-dist graph with k = 20, we
select the value where happens a sharp change, ε = 0.006. When MinPts = 20
and ε = 0.006, the Label Count is 4487 and the Label Proportion is 85.8%.
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Fig. 7. K-dist graph with k = 20.

6 Conclusion

With the wide application of VoIP system, SPIT based VoIP has become a major
security problem, so how to accurately detect and intercept SPIT calls in real-
time turns into an important and urgent issue that needs to be resolved. In this
paper, we descript a real dataset of VoIP and crawl labels of some SPITters from
three webs. We extract three commonly used characteristics of VoIP users from
the dataset, through data analysis, we observe that the characteristic data dis-
tribution of SPITters in real data space is non-globular and irregular. Based on
such a cognition, we present a novel SPITters detection approach with density-
based clustering algorithm DBSCAN, the results of experiment on real dataset
show that, in terms of the recall and precision of SPITter cluster, DBSCAN is
superior to other commonly used unsupervised clustering algorithms.
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Abstract. Cluster analysis, as a part of data analysis, appear to be extremely
close fields of the modern computer science. A class of distributed parallel
computing models: P systems, also known as Membrane systems, are widely
used to solve the clustering problems. This paper presents an improved
PSO-based clustering algorithm inspired by tissue-like P system, called as
TPCA. The proposed clustering algorithm adopts the structure of tissue-like P
system, which contains a loop of cells. An object in the cells represents a group
of candidate cluster centers. Two kinds of rules are adopted in TPCA: com-
munication rules and evolution rules. The communication rules build a local
neighborhood topology in virtue of the loop structure of cells, which promotes
the co-evolution of the objects and increases the diversity of objects in the
system. Moreover, different PSO-based evolution rules are used to evolve
common objects and poor objects respectively, which is beneficial to accelerate
convergence of population. Experimental results on three synthetic data sets and
six real-life data sets show that the proposed TPCA achieves a more ideal
division compared to several evolutionary clustering algorithms recently
reported, such as FERPSO, GA, DE, PSO and classical K-means algorithm.

Keywords: Clustering � P system � PSO � Data analysis

1 Introduction

As a data mining techniques of unsupervised learning, data clustering is broadly used in
many scientific and engineering disciplines, such as document retrieval, web mining,
pattern recognition, and biology. Data clustering aims to find out the most natural
partition of a data set such that data points in the same cluster are as similar as possible
to each other while data points from different clusters share the minimum similarities
[6]. Up to now, numerous algorithms have been raised. K-means algorithm is a classic
partition clustering technique, which attempts to look for the optimal cluster centers for
determining a natural partitioning of a data set. However, k-means is sensitive to the
initial cluster centers and easy to fall into local optimum solutions. Further more, it
endures larger time cost to find the global optimal solution of larger data set, the same
as PSO. Presenting effective optimization algorithms is still a challenging task. In view
of the above issue, improved PSO-based clustering algorithm inspired by tissue-like P
system, termed TPCA, is proposed in this paper. The proposed clustering algorithm
adopts the tissue-like loop structure of membrane system.
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P system, also commonly known as Membrane systems, as a new class of dis-
tributed parallel computing models, is inspired by the structure and function of bio-
logical cells and also the tissues, organs and populations of cells [19]. Over the past few
years, scholars have proposed a variety of membrane systems: tissue-like P systems
with channel states [5], spiking neural P systems [15], tissue-like P systems with
protein on cells [20], etc. Membrane algorithms have attracted more attention on
applications of membrane computing in the meanwhile [16]. In this paper, the proposed
TPCA consists of several cells linked by a loop, where each cell maintains a population
of particles. The best objects in each cell will be transported into its next cell. To evolve
common objects and poor objects respectively, different PSO-based evolution rules are
used. And then the global best objects will generate between the best objects.

On account of parallel computing advantage, TPCA can accelerate the object
convergence and enhance the diversity of objects in the system at the same time. The
time and storage cost are not high in our algorithm.

The remainder of this paper is arranged as follows. Section 2 gives a theoretical
description of presented tissue-like P system, firstly. Then an improved algorithm based
on PSO is proposed. The detailed description of the proposed membrane clustering
algorithm is given in Sect. 3. Experimental setting and results of test on six data sets, as
well as analyses are provided in Sect. 4. Finally, Sect. 5 draws the conclusions.

2 Preliminary

Data clustering amounts to find out the most natural partition of a data set such that data
points in the same cluster are as similar as possible to each other while data points from
different clusters share the minimum similarities. By far, a variety of intelligent opti-
mization methods have been proposed to solve data clustering problems. The proposed
TPCA combines a tissue-like membrane system with a loop of cells and an improved
particle swarm algorithm, named FERPSO.

2.1 Tissue-Like P System with Ring Structure

Tissue-like P system is a distributed parallel computability model, based on the notion
of a membrane structure. Such a structure consists of several single-membrane cells,
recurrently placed inside a common environment, which are inspired by the behavior of
living cell tissues. Considering each cell as a node, the communication rules establish a
virtual graph, where the edges connecting two cells indicate an executable communi-
cation rule. With flexible structures from simple to complex, tissue-like P systems are
able to provide impactful solutions for practical problems. Liu et al. proposed an
improved apriori algorithm based on an evolution-communication tissue-like P system
with promoters and inhibitors in [14]. A tissue-like P system with a loop topology
structure of cells was presented in [17] to solve clustering problem. Similarly, this
paper adopts the loop structure of tissue-like P system, which contains [4] cells in a
common environment. The proposed tissue-like P system is shown in Fig. 1.
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Empirical evaluations demonstrated that the TPCA outperforms the existing pop-
ular evolutionary clustering algorithms on some of the benchmark data sets.

2.2 Neighbors-Guided Particle Swarm Algorithm

As a part of evolutionary computation, Particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) [8] is a
population-based stochastic search process that is first introduced by Kennedy and
Eberhart. It’s inspired by biological evolution based on population to solve computa-
tional problems in an intelligent way. Every particle represents a potential solution to a
specific fitness function. The target of PSO is to search a set of particles to optimize the
fitness function. PSO gradually achieves the purpose by evolving the particles itera-
tively. In each generation, the particle’s velocity continuously updates according to its
best previous success, the best success of one neighborhood particle, the particle’s
current position in classical PSO, and its current velocity.

However, important information contained in other neighborhood particles is
neglected through overemphasis on the single best neighbor. And that may leads to
limited search capability or slower convergence. Account for above condition, a
multimodal particle swarm optimizer based on fitness Euclidean-distance ratio, termed
PERPSO, is proposed in [9]. In FERPSO, not only the gBest, the best success of one
neighborhood particle, but also the neighborhood best to each particle is used to guide
the evolution of particles. To be specific, a particle moves toward its personal best as
well as its fitness closest neighbors (nBest), which are indicated by the
fitness-Euclidean distance ratio (FER) values. The nBest for i-th particle is selected as
the neighborhood personal best with the largest FER as follows:

FER i;jð Þ ¼ a �
f pj
� �

� f pið Þ
pj � pi

�� �� ð1Þ

Where a ¼ sk k
f pgð Þ�f pwð Þ is a scaling factor, pw is the worst-fit particle in the current

population, pi and pj represent the personal bests of the i-th and j-th particle,

Fig. 1. Tissue-like P system with a loop of four cells
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respectively, and s is the size of the search space, which is estimated by its diagonal

distance
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiPd

k¼1 xuk � xlk
� �2q

(where xuk and xlk are the upper and lower bounds of the k-

th dimension of the search space).
How to use the information of neighbors determines how diverse the influence will

be and how efficient the algorithm will be. After getting the nBest for i-th particle, the
global best solution gBest in original velocity update equation is replaced by nBest.
Specifically, the velocity update equation is rewritten as:

Vi ¼ xVi þ c1r1 pBesti � Xið Þþ c2r2 nBest� Xið Þ ð2Þ

In the above equation, Vi;Xi indicate the velocity and position of particle i,
respectively. And x denotes the inertia weight, r1; r2 are randomly sampled from a
uniform distribution in the range 0; 1�½ , c1; c2 denotes the acceleration constants.

3 The Improved PSO-Based Clustering Algorithm Inspired
by Tissue-Like P System

In this section, we give a detailed description of the improved PSO-based clustering
algorithm inspired by tissue-like P system, in which cluster centers are determined as
the local maxima of the fitness function defined in Sect. 3.2. This fitness function
characterizes the compactness of a potential solution. The higher the compactness is,
the smaller the fitness value tends to be, the more probably this potential solution is to
be a global optimum solution, as well. As for the evolution of the objects, we adopted a
differentiated approach in which several the worst particles evolve by FERPSO alone.
Details can be seen in Sect. 3.3. To realize the communication between the cells, some
of the best objects in each cell are transported to the next cell by a one-way com-
munication rule proposed in Sect. 3.4. The process of TPCA is described in
Algorithm1.

3.1 Initialization

At the beginning of TPCA, location matrix X of population in each cell and its velocity
matrixVare to be initialized.Thepopulation sizeNp in eachcell is set to50 and the valueof
the maximum iterations T = 200. Acceleration constants c1 and c2 are set to 2.05. The
initial inertiaweightx is 1. In addition, inertiaweight damping ratioxd to adjust the global
and local search capabilities is equivalent to 0.98. The numbers of best particles to be
transported and worst particles to evolve by FERPSO are both set to be 5.
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3.2 Fitness Function

Data clustering is a process of dividing data points into clusters such that data points in
the same cluster are as similar as possible. For a data set X including N data points,
assume that a partition is made up of k clusters C ¼ C1;C2; � � � ;Ckf g with cluster
centers m1;m2; � � � ;mkgf is given, where each cluster Ci represents a subset of data
points. A widely used fitness function, the within-cluster error

Pk
i¼1

P
Xj2Ci

Xj �m2
i

�� ��
is transformed to evaluate the evolution of particle swarm. For a particle u (candidate
solution), its fitness we adopted is defined as:

fitness uð Þ ¼
Xk

i¼1

X
Xj2Ci

Xj �mi
�� �� ð3Þ

A smaller fitness value means a better partition. In other words, a particle with
smaller fitness value indicates a more competitive solution. We attempt to find a set of
cluster centers m1;m2; � � � ;mNgf which has the minimum value of fitness function.

3.3 Evolution of Objects

The evolution rules are used to evolve the objects associated with cluster centers in
cells, thus the tissue-like P system is able to find the optimal cluster centers for a dataset
by means of the evolution of objects.
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After getting the objects from its previous neighbor cell, the ordinary objects evolve
by classical PSO. What’s different is that the evolution of poor objects takes a distinct
way according to FERPSO. That is to say, in each iteration, the velocities of the worst 5
objects update according to the equation described in Sect. 2.2. At the same time, the
velocities of rest objects and the objects communicated from previous neighbor cell
update on the basis of traditional way. After that, all particles fly to the new position
and the fitness of each object is calculated according to fitness function mentioned in
Sect. 3.2. By sorting the fitness value of objects, the best 5 objects are selected to be
transported into the next neighbor cell as well the worst 5 objects are recognized to be
updated alone in the next iteration.

3.4 Communication Between Cells

The designed tissue-like P system adopts the communication rules of two types:

(I) Communication rules used to transport the better objects between adjacent cells
and cells.

(II) Communication rules used to transport the best object in each cell into environ-
ment to choose global best object.

The four cells in the tissue-like P system establish the annular communication
relationship of objects by first communication rule (I). (see the loop in Fig. 1). For each
cell, the best 5 objects are transported into its next neighbor cell and 5 objects com-
municated from its previous adjacent cell will fill up its population for next computing
step. Meanwhile, each cell communicates its best object CBest into the environment by
using second communication rule (II) and global best object gBest is selected from the
CBest. Note that in each computing step, the communication rules are executed after
the evolution rules in maximum parallel way under the control of a global clock.

4 Experimental Results

In this section, the performance of TPCA is validated on three synthetic data sets [1]
and six real-life data sets [10], including Iris, Glass, Wine and Balance Scale. In what
follows, a description of experimental settings is first given. Then, the performance
comparison between TPCA and five popular clustering algorithms is revealed.

4.1 Experimental Setting

In this section, we compare the proposed improved PSO-based clustering algorithm
inspired by tissue-like P system with K-means [4], PSO [7], FERPSO [9], and another
two evolutionary clustering algorithms: GA [2] and DE [21]. These algorithms are
implemented in Matlab2016a according to the following parameters.

• PSO. The inertia weight x uses a linear decreasing, where initial x ¼ 1 and
damping ratio xd ¼ 0:98, the population size Np = 50, and maximum iteration
number is 200.
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• FERPSO. The inertia weight x ¼ 0:7298 according to the original setting, the
population size Np = 50 and maximum iteration number is 200 as well as PSO.

• GA. The crossover and mutation probabilities, pc and pm, are chosen to be 0.4 and
0.2, respectively. Let the population size be Np = 50 and let maximum iteration
number be T = 200.

• DE. Let the population size be Np = 50. Crossover rate CR = 0.2 while the scaling
factor is randomly generated in [0.4, 0.8]. Equally, the maximum iteration number
is set to be T = 200.

• K-means. The maximum iteration number is set to be T = 200.

In the experiments, both of synthetic and real-life data sets are used to evaluate
these clustering algorithms. The manually generated data sets Data_5_2 and Data_4_3
arise from the existing literatures. These two data sets are shown in Fig. 2. More details
of all data sets are briefly described in Table 1.

For each data set, every clustering algorithm is executed 50 times repeatedly to
ensure the accuracy of the results during the experiments.

4.2 Results and Analysis

Compared to several existing clustering algorithms, the proposed TPCA outper-
forms remarkably. Table 2 gives the comparison results of the TPCA with other five

(a) (b)

Fig. 2. Two synthetic data sets: (a) Data_5_2; (b) Data_4_3;

Table 1. Details of data sets.

Dataset Source Data points Dimension Clusters

Data_5_2 synthetic 250 2 5
Data_4_3 synthetic 400 3 4
Iris UCI 150 4 3
Glass UCI 214 9 6
Wine UCI 178 13 3
Balance scale UCI 625 4 2
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clustering algorithms on the six data sets, respectively. The experimental results reveal
that the proposed TPCA provides the optimum average value compared to the other
five clustering algorithms. As we see in Table 2, the results obtained on the Data_5_2
indicate that TPCA converges to the optimum of 326.43 while PSO, FERPSO, GA, DE
and K-means attain 330.52, 326.45, 326.46, 337.46 and 424.95 respectively. For the
results on the real data set, et Iris, the optimum value of TPCA is 96.65. However, the
other five algorithms fail to attain the same value in most of the runs. It’s also obvious
that the experiments on the Glass provide a distinction where the optimum value of

Table 2. Mean results of six algorithms running on 6 data sets over 50 times.

Data sets TPCA PSO FERPSO GA DE K-means

Data_5_2 326.43 330.52 326.45 326.46 337.46 424.95
Data_4_3 801.78 861.52 801.81 801.41 930.41 1475.70
Square1 2493.59 2500.26 2494.16 2493.88 2597.92 3225.69
Iris 96.65 98.73 96.66 116.12 102.00 162.28
Glass 236.27 290.32 269.15 306.01 292.10 462.34
Wine 16292.00 16361.00 16310.00 16319.00 16318.00 19741.00
Balance scale 1321.20 1324.60 1322.30 1322.90 1336.10 2257.70
Breast cancer 2966.08 3033.78 3009.61 3110.77 2989.42 7450.84
Lung cancer 133.60 139.95 144.42 155.91 152.75 712.37

(a) (b)

Fig. 3. The running results of TPCA on data sets: (a) Square1; (b) Breast cancer;

Table 3. Statistical analysis of results running on data set Data_5_2 over 50 times.

Algorithm TPCA PSO FERPSO GA DE K-means

Mean 326.43 330.52 326.45 326.46 337.46 424.95
Variance 1.22e-26 1.36 4.30e-3 2.6e-3 11.49 265.84
Minimum 326.43 328.18 326.44 326.44 330.45 418.0845
Maximum 326.43 333.04 326.90 326.61 345.27 470.3125
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TPCA is 236.27 while the PSO, FERPSO, GA, DE and K-means obtain 290.32,
269.15, 303.01, 292.10 and 462.34, respectively. Test results on other data sets also
prove the better effectiveness of the proposed algorithm.

To demonstrate the superiority of TPCA, we give a more intuitive presentation
about the particular performance of different clustering algorithms in Fig. 3. The blue
line represented TPCA drop more rapidly in the early iterations than GA, DE and
K-means as shown in Fig. 3. Although PSO and FERPSO have good convergence as
TPCA, they are easier to fall into local optimum. All of the results obtained from six
datasets are convincing evidences of TPCA converging faster (Table 3).

In addition to better performance in searching for the optimal solution, the proposed
clustering algorithm obtains smallest standard deviation of fitness on each data set in
comparison to the other five algorithms. After running of each algorithm on data set
Data_5_2 independently for 50 times, the variance obtained by TPCA is 1.22e−26. As
for PSO, FERPSO, GA, DE and K-means, they attain 1.36, 4.30e−3, 2.6e−3, 11.49,
265.84 respectively. Analogously, the variance of TPCA on data set Breast Cancer is
much smaller than all other five algorithms as shown in Table 4. That is to say, TPCA
is more robust than the other four algorithms.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed an improved PSO-based clustering algorithm inspired
by tissue-like P system based on a ring structure of four cells, which can deal with data
clustering problems effectively. Each cell, as a parallel computing unit in designed
tissue-like P system, runs in maximally parallel way and each object of the system
denotes a group of candidate centers. Two kinds of rules are adopted in the proposed
algorithm: communication rules and evolution rules. The communication rules build a
local neighborhood topology in virtue of the loop structure of cells, where the best
objects are transported to next adjacent cell. Distinguished from the existing evolu-
tionary algorithm, different PSO-based evolution rules are used to evolve common
objects and poor objects respectively, which is beneficial to accelerate convergence of
population. Moreover, test results on data sets demonstrate the superiority of TPCA
compared to several clustering algorithms recently reported.
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Table 4. Statistical analysis of results running on data set Breast Cancer over 50 times.

Algorithm TPCA PSO FERPSO GA DE K-means

Mean 2966.08 3033.78 3009.61 3110.77 2989.42 7450.84
Variance 3.38 51193.63 6231.47 232314.90 189.50 7.75e5
Minimum 2964.39 2981.61 2968.03 2965.74 2967.97 7326.37
Maximum 2969.68 3279.20 3333.95 4728.79 3021.77 13549.92
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Abstract. The teaching mode combining Massive Open Online Course
(MOOC) with flipped classroom has been emerged in recent years since the
arrangement can enhance obviously students’ learning outcome. In this paper,
we proposed an ensemble approach based on genetic algorithm (GA) for feature
selection (EA-GA) for MOOC data analysis, focusing on the prediction of
students’ learning outcome. The work is based on the implementation of an
online course from a college. The tracking data is collected from both the online
MOOC platform and the offline classroom. After combining all data together, a
GA based ensemble system is designed to predict students’ academic perfor-
mances. Some other machining learning algorithms are also derived for per-
formance comparison of different algorithms. Simulation results showed the
proposed the EA-GA preforms better than other algorithms to predict well the
students’ learning score. The “shared features” found by EA-GA from massive
features are helpful to discriminate at-risk students and excellent students for
different teaching intervention purpose.

Keywords: Classifier ensemble � SPOC � Grade prediction
Learning behaviors analysis � Feature selection � Genetic algorithm

1 Introduction

Since 2012, Massive Open Online Course (MOOC) has become a popular educational
mode all over the world [1]. Obviously, MOOC is leading a revolution of education
which assembles global education resources and re-structures the educational envi-
ronments, and is probably a novel way to solve the hard problem of educational
fairness. MOOC generally has three major characteristics, i.e., massive, open and
online. MOOC allows learners who disperse geographically to participate without
limitation. In addition, forum and other relative facility are provided on MOOC for
users to communicate for each other in order to improve the learning efficiency and
ultimately learning performance. Furthermore, the emerging idea by combining MOOC
with flipped classroom model creates a novel opportunity for educational reform, which
in turn leads to enhancement of learning outcome of learners [2–4].
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The MOOC platform provides a large amount of data about the students’ activity
records through which we can predict grades in time and propose the relative teaching
measure at the same time. Meier et al. proposed a forecasting algorithm that predicts
the final grade of each student individually and timely based on past history of stu-
dents’ performance in a course [5]. Bin et al. presented a two-step grade predicting
method to predict whether a student can get a certification through taking a test and find
a surrogate exam-taker if he/she exists indeed [6].

In this paper, we conducted a teaching experiment of an online class on MOOC
platform in my school. After the collecting and pre-processing the tracking log of
MOOC platform and learning data of online classroom, several machining learning
algorithms are developed to predict the students’ final score by using the learning
behavior data. The experimental results demonstrated the proposed ensemble classifiers
approach based on genetic algorithm for feature selection (EA-GA) performs well to
predict accurately the learning outcome of the students comparing to other proposed
algorithms. The accuracy obtained by EA-GA is about 0.96, and F1-score is about
0.93. And the “shared features” can be used to discriminate the learning outcome of
different student.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the data and data
pre-processing. In Sect. 3, we proposed an ensemble classifiers approach based on
genetic algorithm for feature selection (EA-GA) to predict the learning outcome of the
students. The experimental results and discussion are given in Sect. 4. Finally, we draw
conclusions.

2 Data Descriptions

2.1 Data Source and the Course Settings

Our data is derived from the course of “Information Technology Foundation” using
SPOC teaching mode in a university in Fujian Province of China. “Information
Technology Foundation” contains the following parts: information and computing
science, computer systems (software and hardware), multimedia technology founda-
tion, data structure, organization and management, the foundation of database tech-
nology, computer network and its application, information security and social
responsibility. It includes 24 theoretical courses and 16 experimental courses, and
adopts a blending SPOC teaching mode which combines online part and offline
part. Students watch the lecture video of the course through the MOOC platform and
complete the online tests and assignments, and carry out offline teaching activities to
complete the course. There are 4043 students registering this course, and only the log
data of online learning behavior and offline teaching data are selected in our
experiments.

2.2 Data Preprocessing

There are 43 features in the SPOC log data of the course, but some data cleaning
process should be carried out before analyzing the data, including the filling of missing
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data, eliminate the information redundancy, and so on. The details about data pre-
processing are given as below.

(1) Feature transformation. Since the fields of 11 lecture videos indicate the percentage
of students watching video, we transformed them into watching time in minute
unites. The submission time of the 8 tests is the textual attribute, which is
inconvenient to directly manipulate the textual attributes in the subsequent feature
selection and classification. They need to be converted into an operable attribute.
So we transformed the submission times of the eight tests by four integer number,
i.e., submission time which is in November 2016 is replaced by 1, the one which is
in December 2016 is replaced by 2, the one which is in January 2017 is replaced by
3, and the submission time of the test which did not submitted is replaced by 4.

(2) Feature filtering. The data contains 43 dimensions, some of which are useless and
redundant. Such features include “class number”, “student number”, “teacher ID”,
“task completion”, “video watching time percentage”, “course video score”,
“comprehensive results”, “comprehensive grade” and “test score” were filtered.
Finally the sample data retained 34 dimensions, and used the “final grade” field as
the target feature [7].

(3) Filtering of the invalid examples. The data of students who had not watched any
course video or completed any test on the MOOC platform is removed.

In this paper, there are three subjects in the school, i.e., science and technology,
liberal arts, special engineering which is . Students were divided into two cate-
gories: �80 and <60 because we considered that two groups may have different
learning behavior, leading to different final score. And the distinction can be predicted
accurately by classification algorithms. The number of different groups of students can
be seen in Table 1.

3 Approach

An ensemble system has been proved to be more accurate and robust than an excellent
single classifier in many fields [8]. So we used a classifier ensemble system and several
single classifiers to realize the prediction of learning outcome of student who study in
SPOC.

Furthermore, there are plenty of redundant or irrelevant attributes in the original
dataset [9], so feature selection is one of the recommended methods [10]. On one hand,
selecting the most representative subset of attributes from the dataset through feature
selection can improve the speed of data processing. On the other hand, it can improve

Table 1. Statistics by the subject of the students

Datasets All Score �80 or <60 60 � Score < 80

Whole school 2430 960 1470
Science and engineering 1142 392 750
Liberal art 821 306 515
Special engineering 467 262 205
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the effective of classification algorithms. According to whether category information is
needed, feature selection can be divided into supervised feature selection and unsu-
pervised feature selection. Here, genetic algorithm (GA) is used to carry out feature
selection since some research reported the successful application of GA in feature
selection [11, 12]. Another feature selection method adopts the measure of mutual
information.

GA is a meta-heuristic inspired by the idea of natural evolution. It is commonly
used to solve the optimization problems by relying on bio-inspired operators, such as
mutation, crossover and selection. In this study, GA is proposed to construct an effi-
cient ensemble classifier with feature selection. The flow char of ensemble system
based on GA for feature selection is shown in Fig. 1. The design of proposed EA-GA is
described in following sub-sections.

Fig. 1. Ensemble approach based on GA for feature selection
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At the training stage, a GA based feature selection method is employed to select a
set of optimal feature subset from all the features, and each selected feature subset is
used to build a classifier. As selected feature subset would be quite different from each
other, the classifier could be diverse and accurate. At the testing stage, the classifiers are
deployed to discriminate new samples in parallel, and their outputs are fused by
majority vote scheme to produce a final output. In this framework, the most important
step is the selection of feature subsets at the training stage, which directly affects the
performance of the ensemble system.

3.1 Ensemble Feature Selection

In our experiment, the features of dataset after pre-process are further selected by the
GA. In this way, the search space is relatively small and then we can obtain satisfying
results by the GA within only a few generations.

Based on this consideration, we developed the coding method proposed in [13],
which aims to implement an ensemble feature selection algorithm based on GA. With
this method, assume that there are L classifiers in the fusion system, and the chro-
mosome consists of n * L positions so as to represent n features for L classifiers. Each
position can take value 0 or 1, and the corresponding feature is ignored when scored as
0, is used by L-th classifier when it is valued as 1.

Figure 2 gives an example of a possible coding scheme. By regarding every 34-bit
binary genes as a unit, each unit represents a classifier. In proposed EA-GA algorithm,
the chromosome of each individual is a 34 * 11 bit binary string, representing 11 base
classifiers. In this design, each base classifier uses 34-bit binary string to represent
features of the dataset.

The different feature subset can already ensure the diversity among the classifiers,
so in [7], only the accuracy of the individual classifier is adapted as the fitness function.
However, we find that in our experiments, this fitness function can’t work well due to
the small samples size. And it is necessary to consider the diversity in the fitness
function to avoid over-fitting. So we considered both the accuracy and the difference
when we calculate the individual fitness in this approach. The formula is given as
follows.

Fitness ¼ 0:5 � Accuracyþ 0:5 � Diversity ð1Þ

Where accuracy is the prediction accuracy of the ensemble classifier, and diversity
is the diversity of the ensemble classifier which is quantified by the plain disagreement

Fig. 2. The structure of chromosome
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measure in this paper. For the two classifiers Cn and Cm, we suppose that their output is
0 or 1, which is directly proportional to the difference of the output of the classifier. We
use Dif Cnk;Cmkð Þ to represent the difference of the outputs of the two classifiers to the
kth sample. The value equals 0 when the same outputs are obtained. Otherwise, it
equals 1. This measure can be calculated by the following formula

Diversity ¼
XN

k¼1
Dif Cnk;Cmkð Þ ð2Þ

When solving practical problems, it is impossible to obtain a perfect classifier that
can correctly classify all samples. For a certain sample, even if one classifier dis-
criminates by mistake, the output of the whole integration system will still be correct as
long as the remaining classifiers can do it correctly. Therefore, the ideal integrated
system is able to keep certain differences among the base classifiers which can reduce
the occurrences of the fact that all classifiers make incorrect discrimination of the same
sample at the same time or even avoid it to ensure the accuracy of the integrated output
[14].

3.2 Fusion Scheme of the Outputs

An efficient method for the fusion of label outputs is the key to the high prediction
ability of an ensemble classifier system. The majority vote is a common used method.
In this paper, the simple majority vote is applied as the fusion method for ensemble
classifier for feature selection both by using GA and mutual information.

4 Results and Discussion

Four classification algorithms, i.e., EA-GA, ensemble approach based on mutual
information for feature selection (EA-MI), decision tree [9] and random forest [9], were
deployed in our experiments. In all the experiments, we applied external 10-fold
cross-validation to evaluate the accuracy of each classifier. In GA, the population and
offspring sizes are both set to 100 and the algorithm stops after 100 generations. For
each individual, the crossover and the mutation rates are set to 0.8 and 0.01,
respectively.

4.1 Prediction of Final Score

Table 2 shows the average prediction results of different algorithms and the best result
under each index are bolded. Overall, the proposed EA-GA clearly outperforms all
alternative algorithms. In terms of F1-score, EA-GA achieves a 4.5–12.5% improve-
ment compared to RF, DT and EA-MI. But since the EA-GA employs the GA to realize
the feature selection, the computational time it consuming is longer than other
algorithms.

The proposed EA-MI uses the SelectKBest algorithm in scikit-learn package in
Python to select features of which the disadvantage is instability, namely the results of
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each operation will be different. Even if the size of the feature subset is fixed, the
selected features is also different, which in turn leads to a little worse performance than
the DT. And during the process of the parameters adjustment, the algorithm only aims
at the size of the feature subset. If the global search is adopted, the search space of the
NP problem grows extremely, and the computational complexity is exploded.

Compared with the EA-MI, the search space of EA-GA is also global, but with
heuristic method, the scale of the original NP problem can be reduced to be solved in
polynomial time. From Fig. 3, we can see that the convergence rate of the EA-GA is
relatively considerable, which can be converged in about 40 generations.

For the aim of further study for the learning behaviors in the following sub-section,
we tested the four algorithms only using the part data from all students, i.e. the data of
student from liberal art and from science and engineering. From Tables 3, 4 and Fig. 4,
the EA-GA still outperforms than other algorithms.

Fig. 3. The convergence of the proposed EA-GA

Table 3. Comparison of final score prediction with different algorithms for students of liberal art

RF DT EA-GA EA-MI

Accuracy 0.8849 0.9739 0.9806 0.9154
Precision 0.9180 0.9607 0.9825 0.8815
Recall 0.7111 0.9555 0.9594 0.8560
F1-score 0.8184 0.9618 0.9687 0.8556

Table 2. Comparison of final score prediction with different algorithms for all students

RF DT EA-GA EA-MI

Accuracy 0.9260 0.9488 0.9687 0.9319
Precision 0.9003 0.8994 0.9129 0.8718
Recall 0.7997 0.8829 0.9466 0.8352
F1-score 0.8244 0.8894 0.9274 0.8426
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4.2 Learning Behavior Analysis

In this sub-section, we analyzed the learning behaviors between two groups of students
from liberal art, since the learning behaviors analysis of student from other subjects
also produce similar results. According to the results of ensemble feature selection in
previous sub-section, some features are selected by most of 11 base classifiers which is
refer as “shared features”. It intuits that the “shared features” play an important role in
prediction performance, and also probably show the different learning behaviors
between two groups of students. As for watching time of 11 videos, the shared features
are watching time of video 3, video 4, video 9, video 10 and video 11.

Figure 5 shows the curve of the watching time of 11 lecture videos for two groups
of students. High achievers spent less time to watch the video than those who failed in
the final exam. The trend of two curves is basically parallel. But the trend of the curves
is changed obviously in video 3, video 6, video 9 and video 11. And three of them, i.e.,
video 3, video 9 and video 11 are shared features selected by ensemble feature selection
algorithms based GA, which proves the proposed hypothesis which the features shared
by most of base classifiers can discriminate the different learning behaviors.

The phenomenon is also occurred in the curve of 11 tests for two groups of student,
which is shown in Fig. 6. And the shared features are test 1, test 2, and test 3.

Table 4. Comparison of final score prediction with different algorithms for students of science
and engineering

RF DT EA-GA EA-MI

Accuracy 0.8827 0.9365 0.9625 0.9150
Precision 0.8650 0.8839 0.9473 0.8672
Recall 0.6840 0.9037 0.9257 0.8592
F1-score 0.7977 0.8900 0.9333 0.8556

Fig. 4. The convergence of the proposed EA-GA: (a) the student from liberal arts; (b) the
student from science and engineering
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5 Conclusion

This paper researched on a SPOC experiment of Information Technology Foundation
in a Chinese University. We developed an ensemble classifier based on GA for feature
selection (EA-GA) to predict the final score of the students by using both the tracking
data of online class and learning data of offline classroom. The learning behaviors
analysis then is then conducted by using the features sharing with most of base clas-
sifiers. Simulation results showed the proposed EA-GA performed well than other
algorithms. And the “shared features” can be used to discriminate the learning outcome
of different student.

This work is just an initial solution for learning analysis in SPOCs. More study
could be conducted to support the further learning behaviors analysis and to improve
the teaching effect.

Fig. 5. The watching time of two groups of students from liberal art

Fig. 6. The test scores of two groups of students from liberal art
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Abstract. The purpose of this study is to analyze whether the impacts of inno-
vation on business performance between family and non-family businesses differ
within theColombianGraphicSector. The study academically allows todeepen the
way in which the familiar companies carry out the processes and the generation of
capacities for the innovation, This is complemented very well with the proposal of
quantitative models applied to the innovation management carried out by these
companies, which makes an important contribution in the knowledge of these,
since family businesses are considered bymost countries as themain driver of their
economies [1–5]. On the other hand, it is considered that family businesses, which
constitute between80 and 90%of companiesworldwide, are an important driver of
GDP and employment growth [6]. This research is a retrospective study on the
organizational performance of the Graphic Sector companies in Colombia.
Information was obtained from 107 companies regarding the variables: sales,
operating expenses, sales expenses, non-operational expenses, sales costs and
service provision, total equity and net profit before taxes, between 2006 and 2012.
Subsequently, in 2016 a representative sample of 104 companies was taken and a
questionnaire was carried out to obtain specific information about them, such as
example, if they are familiar, the product type and information related to the
innovation management they develop. To measure organizational performance,
the ROA and ROE financial indices are calculated annually.
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1 Introduction

The study of innovation management has been approached quite a bit by different
disciplines, however, most of the traditional literature focuses on firms where owner-
ship and management are separate, without explicitly taking into account what happens
when Combine [7]. However, in recent times there has been a growing interest by
public administrations to address, support and encourage family-based businesses,
although it is still far from being a concrete public policy towards this type of society
[8]. Likewise, the literature that has as main object of study the family business and its
characteristics has increased [9].

This is due to the fact that family enterprises have acquired a fundamental place in
the economic development of different countries, since they are the most common form
of organization in the world’s economies [7]; Since they have a large impact on the
gross domestic product, as well as being the largest generators of employment in the
world, taking into account that in South America approximately 90% of the companies
are family-friendly [10].

Since its inception theColombian printing sector has been characterized by the type of
companies it manages, since approximately 90% of these are small and medium - mostly
family - andwork to a greater extent for the local market, thusmaking domestic demand in
an important engine of growth and development. On the other hand, the printing sector is
considered as a thermometer of the performance of the economy, by the services it
provides to third parties, a kind of raw material from other sectors such as financial
services, commerce, publishers, advertising, and industry, among others [11–13].

Therefore, it is relevant in this research to identify and analyze the business
innovation carried out by family and non-family companies of the Colombian printing
industry in order to determine the direct and indirect impacts on their organizational or
competitive performance, which has allowed them to remain in times of changes
generated by the developments of technologies and communications.

2 Methodology

The research work was carried out with an analytical and explanatory scope on the
companies that constitute the graphic industry in Colombia, in which some strategies
and innovation results characteristic of printing companies were addressed; The
company then focused on the main variables of performance, such as production,
growth, employment, structure, size, market segments, foreign investment, among
others. Account that this industry is mostly composed of this type of firms. In order to
analyze the influence of the innovation management on the organizational performance
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obtained by this sector, in order to analyze the correlation, in addition, between the
characteristic of the familiar and unfamiliar company with the generated innovation,
performing in its order the following steps [14–16]:

• Univariate and multivariate descriptive analysis of information, through a linear
regression that analyzed causality (cause-effect relationship), thus indicating the
determinants or keys to business success

• Selection of variables relevant to the models
• Logistic and Gamma Regression Model Adjustment
• Validation of the models

Taking into account the previous objective and the complexity of the subject in
question, the methodological approach chosen to address this research looks broadly on
two fundamental fronts: on the one hand, the definition of a conceptual framework that
provides the necessary analysis criteria For the understanding of the phenomenon and
on the other hand the establishment of a methodology that allows not only to collect the
pertinent information but also to treat it with the appropriate statistical tools for the
construction of solid conclusions and coherent with the reality of the phenomenon.

2.1 For Econometric Models

A retrospective study was carried out on the organizational performance of companies
in the graphic design sector in Colombia. Information was obtained from 107 com-
panies regarding sales, operating expenses, sales expenses, non-operating expenses,
sales costs and services of services, total equity and net income before taxes, between
2006 and 2012. Subsequently, a representative sample of 104 companies is taken to
which they are asked a questionnaire with which specific information is obtained from
them, If they are familiar, the product type and information regarding the management
of innovation that they develop. To measure organizational performance, the ROA and
ROE financial ratios are calculated annually.

This is supported by some financial studies such as [12, 17], which have made
comparisons between family and non-family companies, and have also analyzed per-
formance through the ROA and ROE indicators. The theoretical model that was
constructed in this research work is show in Fig. 1.
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3 Results

3.1 Profile of the Companies of the Printing Sector in Colombia

This section characterizes the Colombian family business in the printing industry,
determining its organizational and innovation management and development charac-
teristics, as well as its financial trend between 2006 and 2012 (see Table 1).

Fig. 1. Theoretical model of research
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The sample is made up of a majority of family businesses (59.6%), the percentage
of which is higher in companies engaged in manufacturing all types of products than
non-family companies, with the exception of agendas; More than half are microen-
terprises (59.0%), most of which are family-based, characterized by being newly
created. This situation contrasts with a low percentage of large companies (4.0%),
mostly with family characteristics. It is also observed that during the study period no
merger or absorption with another company was reported or the establishment of new
subsidiaries in other countries.

3.2 Personnel Dedicated to Innovation and Development Activities

In Table 2 shows the Staff dedicated to Innovation and Development Activities.

Table 1. General data Colombian companies of the printing sector

Variable Characteristics Family
%

No family
%

Total
%

Kind of product Agendas 0.0 2.0 2.0
Packaging 13.1 7.1 20.2
Tags 5.1 2.0 7.1
Safety forms 3.0 2.0 5.1
Books 14.1 8.1 22.2
Public trade 24.2 19.2 43.4

Type of
company

Big 3.0 1.0 4.0
Median 10.0 7.0 17.0
Little 13.0 7.0 20.0
Microenterprise 34.0 25.0 59.0

Change of
company

New creation 18.0 18.0 36.0
Increase in figures - merger 7.0 0.0 7.0
Decrease in numbers - sale or closure 9.0 7.0 16.0
Merger or absorption 0.0 0.0 0.0
Selling, closing or outsourcing 4.0 0.0 4.0
Establishment of subsidiaries in other
countries

0.0 0.0 0.0

None of the above 16.0 15.0 31.0
Others 6.0 0.0 6.0
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It is observed that most companies do not hire university doctors, technicians,
undergraduate or professional students, technical or technological students and bach-
elors to carry out research and development activities. On the other hand, it is evident
that companies prefer to hire professionals, designers, engineers and the like to perform
these activities (74.0%).

Table 2. Staff dedicated to innovation and development activities

Variable Characteristics Family
%

No family
%

Total
%

University doctors Any 41.0 22.0 63.0
1 to 3 19.0 18.0 37.0
4 to 6 0.00 0.00 0.00
7 to 9 0.00 0.00 0.00
More than 10 0.00 0.00 0.00

Professionals, designers, engineers
and the like

Any 15.0 0.0 15.0
1 to 3 41.0 33.0 74.0
4 to 6 1.0 7.0 8.0
7 to 9 3.0 0.0 3.0
More than 10 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technicians and similar Any 33.0 25.0 58.0
1 to 3 24.0 15.0 39.0
4 to 6 3.0 0.0 3.0
7 to 9 0.0 0.0 0.0
More than 10 0.0 0.0 0.0

Higher or vocational students Any 45.0 34.0 79.0
1 to 3 15.0 6.0 21.0
4 to 6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 to 9 0.0 0.0 0.0
More than 10 0.0 0.0 0.0

Technical or technological
students

Any 42.0 25.0 67.0
1 to 3 18.0 15.0 33.0
4 to 6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 to 9 0.0 0.0 0.0
More than 10 0.0 0.0 0.0

Bachelors or similar Any 57.0 40.0 97.0
1 to 3 2.0 0.0 2.0
4 to 6 0.0 0.0 0.0
7 to 9 0.0 0.0 0.0
More than 10 1.0 0.0 1.0
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3.3 Activities for Innovation

Activities such as innovation and external development, acquisition of other external
knowledge for innovation, introduction of innovation in the market and design of other
preparations for production and/ or distribution, are characterized by not being executed
by the companies or not contributing to the procurement of products, services or pro-
cesses. On the other hand, innovation and internal development activities mostly con-
tribute to the acquisition of products (61.0%), as well as the acquisition of fixed assets
and training for innovation activities, mostly services (29.0% and 34.0%, respectively).

Figure 2 shows the behavior of ROA in the 51 companies. It can be observed that
some companies have a slow ROA, typical of a market that is affected by the rapid
reception of electronic devices. Other companies have a more fluctuating ROA.

Figure 3 shows the behavior of ROE over time in all 51 companies. It is observed
that some companies have a ROE that decreases slowly, while in others it remains
constant, whereas some others have a more fluctuating ROE is observed for family and
non-family businesses.

Fig. 2. Behavior of ROA over time
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It can be seen that family and non-family businesses carry out mainly product
innovation activities. It is observed that all large companies are characterized by
activities of innovation in products, with this one can think that the size of the company
does not influence with the activities of innovation in products that these make. For all
product types, the preference for these innovation activities is greater. The boxplot of
Figs. 1 and 2 shows that the median organizational performance of firms measured by
the ROA and ROE indicators is slightly higher in companies that perform product
innovations.

3.4 Indicator of the Companies According to the Characteristic
of Innovation in Products

It is denoted by Yi the characteristic in relation to the performance of innovation
activities in products for the i-th company (1: Yes, 0: No). An initial logistic model
with interaction is Yi �Be pið Þ with:

log
pi

1� pi

� �
¼ b1 þ b2Familiari þ b3Tipoi þ b4ID exti þ b5logtcai þ b6fondosi þ b7fincni

þ b8costo alti þ b9inf teci þ b10obj prod1i þ b11obj emp1i
þ b12obj emp3i þ b13ROAi þ b14ROEi;

ð1Þ

Where pi Is the probability that the i-th company will carry out product innovation
activities. Applying a method of selecting AIC variables (AIC = 75.849), the variables
type, logtca, funds, fincn, inf_tec, obj_emp1, obj_emp3, ROA and ROE are removed.
The estimates of the parameters (approximate standard error) of the final model with
intercept are presented in Table 3. The deviance was D = 61,849 (92 degrees of
freedom), indicating an adequate adjustment of the model.

Fig. 3. ROE behavior over time
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There was no significant inclusion in the model of the interaction components. As
can be seen, there are indications that non-family businesses are carrying out more
product innovation activities. As it is interesting to study the association between
innovation characteristics and family firms, the odds ratio ŵ ¼ exp 4:814ð Þ ¼ 0:008:
Then, it can be concluded that the opportunity to realize innovation in products is
greater in non-family companies (see Table 4).

Table 3. Estimation of parameters related to the adjusted logistics model on product innovation

Factor Estimating Factor Estimating

(Intercept) −1.774 (1.388) ID_ext (1) 0.836 (0.951)
familiar (1) −4.814 (1.706) ID_ext (2) 3.668 (1.32)
coste_alt (1) 1.934 (1.11) ID_ext (3) 0.653 (0.817)
obj_prod1 (1) 4.733 (1.498)

Table 4. Abstract results on variables analyzed in innovation and organizational performance of
the family vs. non-family business in the Colombian graphic sector

Item Variable analyzed Family
business

Non-family
company

Innovation Radical innovation in product Does not
apply

Does not
apply

Incremental innovation in
product

High impact Medium
impact

Innovation in product (goods or
services)

Greater
impact

Medium
Impact

Innovation in process Greater
impact

Greater
impact

Business innovation Medium
impact

High impact

Organizational innovation Medium
impact

High impact

Investment in training and
employee development

Medium
impact

High impact

Investment in R&D Medium
impact

High impact

Collaboration with Universities
and Centers (as a way for
innovation)

Medium
impact

Low impact

Competitiveness or
organizational
performance

Customer service Higher
performance

Higher
performance

Return on assets (ROA) Higher
performance

Average
performance

Return on equity (ROE) Higher
performance

Average
performance

Costs Improvement
and decrease

Improvement
and decrease

Profitability margins Better
performance

Average
performance
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4 Conclusions

Many empirical researches find superior performance for family firms compared to
non-family firms. Of these, most studies focus on financial performance [12–15]. Faced
with the results in a better financial performance of the family companies frequently are
interpreted in that the administration of the familiar company is more effective by its
familiar nature, and these focus mainly on the following subjects that are closely
related:

Cost reduction. By the effect of agency theory in family companies, which results
from the minimum separation between the functions of owner, control and adminis-
tration [16]; The family structure leads to a more effective control of the administration
and less divergence between the interests of managers and shareholders [17].

The long-term orientation of family shareholders. The family tends to preserve its
interference with the next generation, and this orientation is supported in the imple-
mentation of long-term investment policies [18]. In addition, family businesses may
perform better because family managers see and go beyond those who are from
non-family businesses [12, 19, 20]. The reduced tendency to get into debt. Debt
strengthens financial risk [21], which correlates positively with bankruptcy and loss of
control.
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Abstract. Climate change has brought with it the increased risk of occurrence
of natural disasters that generate a high economic and social detriment and even
the loss of human lives, for this reason in the last decades governments have
been worried with finding more efficient ways to prevent or mitigate the impact
of natural disasters can cause, in this way early warning systems emerge. This
work exposes the evolution and concepts related to Early Warning Systems
(EWS) and also develops analysis about the SAT implemented to prevent the
three most common types of natural disasters: floods, earthquakes and epi-
demics. Therefore, the future trend of these EWS is also analyzed.

Keywords: Early Warning Systems � Natural disaster � Flood
Earthquake � Epidemics

1 Introduction

Natural disasters are catastrophes caused by natural phenomena (e.g., landslide,
earthquake, tsunami, flood, forest fire and lightning) or by human intervention (e.g.,
industrial explosion, leakage in production of gas and terrorist attacks) [1], in a certain
area. Generally these events take place in the vicinity of livelihoods, leaving loss of
human lives and incalculable economic losses.

Floods, for example, are frequently repeated in several regions of the world due to
natural phenomena such as hurricanes, seaquake, tsunamis and river overflows, which
threaten to take everything in its path. Tsunamis are caused by tremors and earth-
quakes, another type of natural phenomenon. The tremors and earthquakes are the
disturbances of the earth’s crust [2], in addition the intensity of movement of earth-
quakes is more shocking than the intensity of movement of earthquakes and usually
after an earthquake occur tremors appear in the form of aftershocks (replicas). Climate
changes are also responsible for the emergence and spread of epidemics that can trigger
states of emergency in different regions of the world. According to statistics, the global
surface temperature has increased approximately 0.2 °C per decade in the last 30 years
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[3]. The extreme behaviors of the climatic phenomenon are responsible for the
appearance of epidemics like Malaria, Dengue, Influenza, and Diarrhea among others
that can be fatal, however is possible to minimize the damage resorting to different
sciences and technologies.

In recent years, countries have made a great effort to find technological solutions
that can face the contemporary challenge of climate change [4], paying more attention
to real-time monitoring of disasters, which is why they have developed mechanisms for
acquisition, transmission, processing, analysis and data management for the integration
of Early Warning Systems [5]. Some proposals take advantage of the use of Big Data
and Web 2.0 applications to issue early warnings, supported in the implementation of
Internet of Things (IoT), wireless sensor networks, satellite mapping or radar
monitoring.

The purpose of this article is to contrast the most relevant characteristics of the
SATs developed to predict the three most common types of natural disasters (floods,
earthquakes and epidemics), evaluating the most used and emerging technologies, how
the input information is obtained, how the information is transmitted when the prob-
ability of a possible disaster is known and the possible causes of its occurrence.

2 Early Warning Systems

The importance of implementing a SAT lies in the fact of knowing in advance where
and when, a threat can trigger potentially dangerous situations. According to the
International Strategy for Disaster Reduction (UNISDR) [6], an early warning is
defined as the provision of timely and effective information through identified insti-
tutions that allow individuals exposed to a threat to take action to avoid or reduce the
risk and the preparation for an effective response. The SATs are systems that predict the
proximity of events that can generate disasters and that, conjugated with risk man-
agement plans, become significant and indispensable measures for the effectiveness of
an alert and the reduction of damages.

The first concept of Early Warning System known to date was introduced by Dr.
Cooper on November 3, 1868 [7], where he proposes an Alert System based on
campaigns and other resources that were available at that time. Since then, different
systems have been developed, leading to complex modeling for data management and
basic systems, taking advantage of resources such as the Internet and social networks.

A complete and effective early warning system comprises four interrelated elements
[8] that work collectively and the failure of one of them would cause the total failure of
the system, diverting its final purpose, as presented below:

• Risk knowledge
• Monitoring and warning service
• Dissemination and communication
• Responsiveness

A disaster monitoring and early warning system needs to solve three problems:
“what to detect, how to transmit and how to use” [5], and gives rise to a fourth
problem: “what to transmit”. The structuring of the general architecture of an early
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warning system is divided into four parts that include methods, technologies, managers
and protocols as presented below:

• Input information and detection of anomalies: The focus of this first level of
architecture is based on “what to detect” and “how to detect”.

• Transmission networks: The data obtained is reported to analysis and evaluation
centers, where specialists predict the probability of a destructive event. These
transmissions are made through satellite networks and computerized systems, or
through the use of communication media such as radios, telephones and any means
that allows the rapid and safe transmission of information to generate responses that
allow action to be taken on time.

• Data monitoring and analysis center: Once the data has been transmitted, the
question to be answered is “how to use” the content received. The expert staff is in
charge of evaluating the data and establishing the probability of the event. These
data can be analyzed through calculations, technological equipment and specialized
software for forecasts that allow to consider the level of risk to which an exposed
community.

• Definition of alert situation: The forecasts generated in part 3 of this architecture
provide information on the potential damage and the type of alert that the competent
authorities must issue. At a global level, four warning colors are known that indicate
the level of risk and the protocols to follow: green alert, yellow alert, orange alert
and red alert; meaning the green color a normal state of the behavior of the phe-
nomenon and the red color the inevitable arrival of the event.

In the development of an Early Warning System, the approach that is intended to be
given at each stage is decisive; whether the objective is prediction, detection or
warning, if its focus is the model, systems or infrastructure; the extent of human
intervention required; and its input data [9]. In addition, the SATs must maintain a
balance between their levels of complexity, they cannot be too simple given that they
lose reliability, nor so complex that they are not economically viable.

2.1 Early Warning System for Flooding

Floods are a constant threat globally and develop so quickly that they sometimes do not
allow the competent agencies to act, becoming the type of disaster with the highest
mortality rates in recent decades, as evidenced by the tsunami of the Indian Ocean in
December 2004, which killed 220,000 people and left 1.5 million more homeless [10],
or the historical records of the city of Bangladesh, where only floods account for almost
90% of natural disasters in the country and every year, at least 20% of the area of
Bangladesh is flooded leaving losses of approximately US $ 1,500 million [11] where
the agricultural sector and the poorest communities are the most affected.

In recent years, a large number of projects supported in IoT, aimed at the devel-
opment of flood protection systems have been initialized around the world [12]. These
warning systems are mostly localized, custom designed and use local computer
resources [11] making comparison between statistics and prototypes difficult, however,
standardization in the procedures for evaluating data, systems and flood risks is having
place slowly at the national level in many countries [13]. Globally, the Dartmouth
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Flood Observatory [14] conducts global monitoring by providing the most open access
information, facilitates the downloading of satellite images of major floods around the
world, but does not issue early warnings, nor does it provide precipitation data that they
could alert about floods before the events, nor diagnose the flood conditions. The
Global Flood Warning System (GFAS) [15] publishes free access information on its
website, such as precipitation probability estimates, useful information for prediction
and flood warning.

State-of-the-art flood warning systems such as the Bandon Flood Early Warning
System [16] use meteorological data, water levels and, optionally, remote data from
satellite monitoring as input sources [12]. Orbital remote sensing (Advanced scanning
microradiometer) is used in the Dartmouth Flood Observatory [10] and its set of
satellite microwave sensors are used to visualize large floods in the world and monitor
surface increases of the water of the floodplain.

The input technology of the SAT is generally based on remote systems (radar or
satellite), sensor chains, wireless sensors or different mixtures of these that allow
having the ability to generate reliable forecasts. One of the most difficult aspects of
flood forecasting is the accurate estimation of rainfall, which is commonly done with
rain gauges [17]. The use of remote sensors, such as radars, that allow the sampling of a
larger area in short periods, has increased in recent years and provides information on
the movements and the evolution of rainfall allowing the warning to be issued in
advance [18]. However, most of the precipitation forecasts present great errors of
accuracy and the level of uncertainty grows due to the rapid action of hydrological
phenomena.

The FLOODsite project [19] developed a set of models for flood risk analysis and
management methodologies, where the main input parameter for the simulations was
water elevation data. Many models for flood prediction are based on observing rainfall
and/or monitoring parameters such as sea surface temperature, air humidity, wind speed
and rainfall estimates. According to Shahzad and Plate in 2014 [20], the different
methods for predicting floods can be grouped as follows: (1) Direct prediction methods
using precipitation models and discharge curves; (2) Methods with complex hydro-
logical models that demand very long time series; they generally incorporate uncer-
tainty and use the Monte Carlo method to calculate deviations from real data and
forecasts; (3) Methods that do not require models and that, based on the initial con-
ditions, hydrological maps are generated using historical data; (4) Methods used in
large rivers and use regression analysis for the measurement of upstream and
downstream.

2.2 Early Warning Systems for Earthquakes

More than one million earthquakes occur in the world each year with an average of
approximately two per minute [20], reporting more than 530,000 deaths from earth-
quakes in the last 25 years [21]. Barpak, district of Gorkha, was the epicenter of the
earthquake of April 25, 2015 in Nepal that ended the lives of more than 8622 people
with a moment magnitude of 7.8. On May 12 of the same year, a second earthquake
occurred in Chilankha, district of Dolakha, with a magnitude of 7.3 [22]. In the past,
the world witnessed great catastrophes with high numbers of human losses, as shown in
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Table 1, [21] leaving infrastructure problems, fires, floods and large agricultural and
economic losses:

Earthquakes are due to a sudden release of accumulated tensions around faults in
the earth’s crust. This energy is released through seismic waves that travel from the
area of origin, which causes the ground to shake. When an earthquake occurs, two
seismic waves (P and S) are created that propagate outward from the hypocenter in a
spherical pattern [23]. The S wave, or secondary wave, is the most powerful and
destructive, therefore, its early detection is important. There has always been consid-
erable uncertainty regarding the physical aspects that precede an earthquake. The
natural processes that modulate the occurrence of earthquakes include changes in
tectonic stress, migration of fluids in the crust, tides of the Earth, ice on the surface and
snow load, heavy rainfall, changes in atmospheric pressure, sediment discharge and
loss of groundwater [24]; In most cases, such effects probably go unnoticed, never-
theless, a clear coincidence has been evidenced between the seismic events that
occurred and the anthropogenic and industrial intervention in these places.

More and more countries are betting on the development of SAT for earthquakes.
Japan, France, Germany and South Korea have established the system of seismic
monitoring and early warning, in order to guarantee the safety of the high-speed train
[25], in addition, scientists around the world have endeavored in different ways for the
detection of seismic events, being successful to some extent, therefore, earthquakes can
be detected before the event occurs, but it would not allow sufficient time to proceed
with the safety and disaster prevention protocols [26]. Early warnings for earthquakes
are classified into two types according to the different alarm modes [27]: P wave
warning and seismic ground threshold warning. The Wave Warning generally provides
information a few tens of seconds before the event occurs, however, they are capable of
generating false alarms. The seismic earthquake threshold warning on land rarely
generates false alarms but it requires a lot of time for the activation of the alarms by
means of the S wave.

Since 1950, the urgency of creating a SAT for earthquake monitoring was con-
ceived, where the first developments were based on the observation of strong move-
ment, for example, SMAC [28], the first strong movement seismograph in Japan
developed in 1953. It was in 1985 when the term UrEDAS [29] (Urgent Earthquake
Detection and Alarm System) was introduced, the first P-wave alarm system in real
time in practical use in the world which is capable of processing digitalized waveforms
step by step without It has the capacity to detect the P and S waves, the epicenter
through the P wave, the magnitude of the earthquake and the distance and depth of the

Table 1. Deathly victims of earthquakes in Mexico, Colombia, Iran and India

Epicenter Year Deathly victims

Mexico 1985 10.000
Colombia 1988 25.000
Iran 1990 40.000
India 1993 10.000
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epicenter [30]. Subsequently, under the need to estimate the expected destructiveness
of the earthquake, the Compact UrEDAS [30] was developed, a system that can emit
the alarm immediately (almost a second after the detection of P wave) depending on the
danger of movement seismic detected from the acceleration vector and the velocity
vector; and also emit the alarm with an S wave, the most destructive; that is, Compact
UrEDAS acts directly from the earthquake movement, not from the parameters of the
earthquake such as UrEDAS. The UrEDAS system was so successful that it was
converted to civilian use throughout Japan, where the Japanese Meteorological Agency
(JMA) launched the Earthquake Early Warning (EEW) [31], which adds a series of
mandatory alerts on TV and radio generated automatically, no matter what is being
transmitted, as well as a system of cell phone alerts that goes off immediately and all
inhabitants are notified.

In Mexico, the Seismic Warning System (Sasmex) [32], which began operating in
1988, activates a seismic alarm in the more than 8,000 speakers in Mexico City when
the system’s sensors detect earthquakes of magnitude greater than 6. The Sasmex now
has 97 sensors on the Mexican Pacific coast, alerting 6 Mexican cities.

Currently, the possible causes that generate seismic events are known, but it has not
been possible to predict these catastrophes well in advance. The scope of modern
warning systems that include sensors, seismographs and immediate communication
systems only reach record predictions of up to one minute prior to the event.

2.3 Early Warning Systems for Epidemics

Climate changes and their uncertainty affect people’s health on a large scale, one of the
pillars in the social development of each country. Health indicators are key components
of human development indices, for example, in the United Nations Millennium
Development Goals (MDGs) [33], where the quality of health and health are measured.
Environment to assess progress towards global sustainable development. Many of the
most common infectious diseases, and particularly those transmitted by insects, are
highly sensitive to climatic variation [34]. Much of the literature addresses the factorial
and potential impacts of climate change on many types of infectious diseases, including
those transmitted by vectors, by water, air and food. Malaria is transmitted by mos-
quitoes and kills almost 600,000 people each year, especially African children under
the age of five [35]. Other epidemics such as Dengue, Zika, Chikungunya, Influenza,
Malaria, Smallpox and Diarrhea are also epidemics caused by climate disorders.

An epidemic is the manifestation of a disease in a significant number of people or
living beings in a given space and time. When the disease reaches its global spread, it is
known according to the World Health Organization (WHO) as a pandemic [36], where
it assumes that the majority of living beings are not immunologically capable of
combating it. Several SATs have been developed worldwide for the prediction and
control of propagation of epidemics, some of them try to predict epidemics before the
transmission activity begins, by means of the use of climatic variables supported in IoT,
that predict the transmission potential [37]. ProMED [38], an online epidemiological
information system developed by the International Society for Infectious Diseases
(ISID) and the Pan American Association of Infectious Diseases (API), uses the
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Internet resource and issues real-time information on outbreak detection of diseases
based on Data Mining and analysis of historical cases.

One of the techniques of early detection in the new era is the location of bio-agents
(bacteria, toxins, viruses). Traditional methods of monitoring and detecting bio-agents
include assays based on biochemical and immunological recognition, biomolecular
techniques such as polymerase chain reaction (PCR) or cell culture [39]. These
methods often require hours or days for their detection and allow the epidemic to
spread freely. At present, methods such as the use of nanomaterials, due to their small
characteristics, make possible the development of nanobiosensors. Thanks to the
properties of Nanotechnology and the body’s immunological processes, electrical and
colorimetric detection systems have also been explored, such as photoluminescence,
electrochemistry [40].

Daniel Bernoulli’s research on the effect of smallpox inoculation on the 1760
propagation [41], led to the development and application of mathematical models to
explain the spread of epidemics. The modeling of epidemic curves, for example, allows
to evaluate their evolution in the environment and can be divided into three classes
according to Brooks [42]:

• Estimate the number of people in several countries related to a disease, taking into
account the proportions of the susceptible, infected and recovered population of the
condition.

• Models based on agents that generate synthetic crops and create complex patterns of
interaction and behavior of diseases in synthetic humans.

• Parametric statistical models (time series modeling tools) and include generalized
linear models, Box-Jenkins analysis and autoregressive models of moving average.

The progress of Big Data during the last decade has allowed a mutual collaboration
between the community, epidemiologists and Big Data specialists for the surveillance
and control of diseases. Initiatives such as the Big Data to Knowledge (BD2K) project
[42] launched in 2013 and developed by the National Institutes of Health (INS),
support the research and development of instruments to accelerate the integration of
Big Data and data science in biomedical research. On the other hand, Web 2.0 has
generated great interest recently, as a possible means to spread alarms in the detection
of outbreaks by epidemics [43], using data resources generated by some platforms such
as Twitter, Google and Wikipedia.

3 Analysis and Contrast of EWS

Most studies in each type of disaster center their research on small events, for example,
on the temporal and local development of diseases and epidemics; and it is not for less,
because the objective of these SATs is to prevent an epidemic from migrating to other
continents and to complicate the control of its spread. In contrast, there are so many
small tremors globally that the SAT does not bet on its detection, since they do not pose
a great threat, therefore, systems are developed that are activated with earthquakes
greater than 6° in the corresponding scale due to that are considered more destructive,
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because the purpose is that the system contributes to reduce the damage caused by this
type of disaster.

One limitation in the prediction of floods, earthquakes and epidemics is the dis-
crepancy of information between the different models in each type of disaster, given
that there is no standardization for the acquisition of data and their analysis. It can be
found then that two SATs for hydrological prediction in a specific point of the planet
(one supported in IoT and another supported in satellite mapping system), can emit
alerts with different emission times and precisions. However, Big Data is still the most
used support in the SAT to contrast current conditions with events that occurred before.

Climate changes become the most appropriate explanation when trying to deter-
mine the causes of a natural disaster; cold and heat waves, winter and drought seasons,
the greenhouse effect, etc., are often responsible for the annual mortality rates due to
natural and meteorological phenomena, as well as the estimated economic and forest
losses. However, demonstrations of these events are also evident in industrialized
sectors or where mining and human intervention modify the natural characteristics of
the land.

The SATs for earthquake prevention are simple and do not have technology that
allows prognosis or early diagnosis due to rapid action. It is necessary that the functions
of measurement, information processing and seismic disaster prevention are developed
and operated automatically, since the rapid action of these events does not allow the
detailed analysis of the input information. Several efforts have been made focused on
the development of small and low-cost earthquake alarm systems as a support tool for
disaster prevention, however, the urgency remains the short time between the issuance
of the warning and the earthquake.

The trend in the use of IoT is evident in the three types of SAT for disaster
prevention, which include specialized sensors and state-of-the-art technology which
allow the evaluation of the characteristics of the environment and provide information
capable of detecting the event and its possible causes, even though these SATs only
work locally. However, some SATs around the world refrain from investing in these
technologies and base their systems on the analysis of remote data information from
satellite monitoring as input sources, provided by organizations with information open
to the public such as NASA, GFAS and Dartmouth. Flood Observatory, ProMED,
among others. These SATs have the ability to monitor large areas, but do not provide
information on the possible causes of the event.

4 Future Works

The orientation of future research focused on IoT is related to the reduction of sensor
costs, the design of low energy consumption sensors [1], the extension of interoper-
ability between sensors and information reception devices, advanced decision support
systems and evaluations in real time, the appropriate selection of data mining algo-
rithms [44] and intelligent disaster management systems supported on the Internet of
Robotic Things [45], which can help find the victim in rescue operations.

The United Nations Organization mentions the possibility of building a globally
complete EWS, based on existing systems, using observation networks, alert centers,
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modeling and forecasting capabilities, telecommunications networks and preparedness
and response capabilities already existing.

The prospective in the investigation of new technological tendencies combined
with Smart Cities can provide interesting tools of mitigation of damage by natural
disaster and maintain the sustainable development standards of the big cities.

5 Conclusion

The development of new techniques that reduce the possibilities of loss of human lives,
environmental and structural damage, has been the objective of SAT researchers
throughout history. Tools such as the interconnection between devices with various
functionalities (IoT), the management of data analysis and historical data (Big Data),
the use of Web 2.0 and various artificial intelligence tools, are used for the issuance of
early warnings and work synergistically with disaster management. Synthesizing the
content of this document, the objective is to provide the foundations about the SAT for
prevention of natural disasters that include input information, technologies used, data
analysis models and the possible causes of occurrence of these events, which help to
understand the importance of the contributions of research throughout history and the
future direction of these, which prepare man for the natural challenges to which he will
continue to face.
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Abstract. In sentence-level relation classification field, both recurrent neural
networks (RNN) and conventional neural networks (CNN) have won tremen-
dous success. These methods do not rely on NLP systems like named entity
recognizers (NER). However either CNN or RNN has its advantages and dis-
advantages for relation classification. For example, CNN is good at capturing
local feature, but RNN is good at capturing temporal features, particularly
handling long-distance dependency between nominal pairs. This paper proposes
BiLSTM-CNN model combining CNN and RNN, and compares it with CNN
and RNN respectively. BiLSTM-CNN utilizes LSTM to extract series of higher
level phrase representations, and then fed into CNN to do the relation classifi-
cation. We conducted exhaustive research on two datasets: SemEval-2010 Task
8 (https://docs.google.com/View?docid=dfvxd49s_36c28v9pmw) dataset and
KBP37 (https://github.com/zhangdongxu/kbp37) dataset. The result strongly
indicates the BiLSTM-CNN has the best performance among models in the
literature, particularly for long-span relations. And on KBP37 dataset, we
achieve the state-of-the-art F1-score.

Keywords: CNN � RNN � BiLSTM-CNN � Relation classification

1 Introduction

Relation classification is a task which distinguishes relation between nominal pairs <e1,
e2> in the sentence S from the giving candidate relations, that is widely used in many
fields, such as question answering [1], information extraction [2] and knowledge graph
construction [3], auxiliary question answering system and so on. As the following
sentence shows, there is the Entity-Destination relation between the nominals pairs
People and downtown.

\e1 [People\=e1 [ have beenmoving back into\e2 [ downtown\=e2 [:

Labels <e1>, </e1>, <e2> and </e2> are 4 position indicators which tag nominals’
beginning and ending [4].

Traditional supervised methods of relation classification are always employing
many handcrafted features from lexical resources which spends a lot of time and effort.
For solving this limitation, models CNN from [5] and RNN from [6] based on deep
neural network has been transforming to the task. Authors get remarkable results
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without employing any handcrafted features from lexical resources. But either CNN or
RNN has advantages and disadvantages.

The capability of CNN is extracting local correlations of temporal or spatial
structures. Owing to this, CNN has achieved competitive performance in speech
recognition, computer vision and NLP. However, CNN is poor at dealing with long
dependencies among words. But in the task of relation classification, the nominals pairs
often distribute in a long sequence of contextual words. Another deep neural network is
RNN. However, it has ability to overcome the shortage of CNN, and has power to
handle long-term dependencies. RNN can’t capture the local feature and has gradient
exploding or vanishing problem. To solve it, Long Short-Term Memory RNN (LSTM)
[7] has been presented. And there are many improved variants [9] that have better result
to get higher-level feature from long context. Cooperating with the tree-structured [10]
or the sequence-based [9] models, RNN has achieved productive results in modeling
sentences.

To summary, CNN is good at learning local feature from spatial or temporal data.
Nevertheless, the significant weakness is learning sequential connections; on the other
side,RNNextracts features from long sequencebut can’t capture features in aparallelway.

The contribution of this paper is using BiLSTM capturing long distance feature,
and then fed into CNN to do the relation classification without using NLP tools and
extra knowledge. We carried out our experiments with two datasets, SemEval-2010
Task 8 dataset from [19] and KBP37 from [6]. We achieve 83.2% F1-score on
SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset, higher than most methods in the existing literature. For
KBP37, we achieve the state-of-the-art result.

The rest of the paper is constructed as follows. We give a review of related relation
classification work in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, we elaborate our BiLSTM-CNN model. Then,
we describe details of experiments evaluation and the experimental results in Sect. 4.
Finally, in Sect. 5, we give our conclusion.

2 Related Work

For so many years, there’re various methods proposed for the task of relation classi-
fication including the supervised and unsupervised. Because of the unique character-
istic of the task, most of them are supervised based on extra NLP tools and pattern
matching to extract lexical features. The representative work is presented by [16], that
utilizes features from external features for a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier.

Over the years, neural network models have gain great success in relation classi-
fication task [5, 6]. Among them, recurrent neural network (RNN) and convolutional
neural network (CNN) are top popular two. CNN has the capability of capturing local
features and then extracting higher-level connections through pooling that enable it to
naturally model sentences from consecutive context. The representative one is [5],
which uses it to distinguish relations.

More recently, many complicated mechanism or methods emerges [11–14] based
on RNN or CNN that most of them want to capture the related information for relation
classifying accurately. But we think there are still potential power based on basic RNN
and CNN.
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In summary, either CNN or RNN has advantages and disadvantages, CNN can
capture local feature, but RNN can capture long dependency features. In this paper, we
propose an original neural network BiLSTM-CNN for relation classification. We
combine CNN and BiLSTM into one network, and make the best of RNN and CNN to
do the relation classification task. More than that, we also combine position feature and
4 position indicators <e1>, </e1>, <e2> and </e2> in our model.

3 BiLSTM-CNN Model

In this Section we detail the BiLSTM-CNN model. As Fig. 1 illustrates, the proposed
BiLSTM-CNN model in this paper consists of five modules:

(1) Input Layer: sentences with nominals pairs;
(2) Embedding Layer: transform words and position into a low-dimension vector;
(3) LSTM Layer: take advantage of BiLSTM to get high-level features from step (2);
(4) CNN Layer: get local feature from step (3) outputs;
(5) Output Layer: utilize softmax to find the most possible relation from candidate

relations;

3.1 Embedding Layer

Inputs of our model are raw words from sentence. We should firstly convert them into
low dimensional vectors. In this paper, we do this by map each word into word
embeddings. Additionally, we use position feature (PF) and position indicators to
emphasize the nominals pairs that were also transformed into vectors by position
embeddings.

Fig. 1. BiLSTM-CNN model.
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Word Embeddings. Word embeddings map the word into a low-dimensional vector
that capture both syntactic and semantic information very well. Using pre-trained word
embeddings has been common for improving many other NLP tasks [17].

To sum up, given a sentence composed of t words S ¼ w1; w2; . . . ; wtf g, trans-
form every word into a vector by word embeddings [18].

Position Embeddings. In this paper, we concentrate on assigning labels to nominal
pairs at left, right (position indicator, (PI)) and down (position feature, (PF)). We use
PF [5] and PI specify nominals pairs. A PF is the relative distance from the current
word to the each nominals pair word. For instance, as Fig. 2 shown, the relative
distance from moving to People and Downtown is 4 and −4 respectively.

Position Indicators. Because of the capability of capturing the relative position
automatically, we use position indicators as shown in Fig. 1. We use four position
indicators <e1>, </e1>, <e2> and </e2> to indicate the target nominal entity in the
sentence. And each one of four labels is treated as single word in the process of training
and testing.

At last, concatenate the word embedding and position embeddings. Supposing that
dw and dp represent the length of the word embedding and the position embedding
respectively, we will get a S 2 Rs�d matrix, where s is the length of sentence and
d ¼ dwþ dp � 2. Subsequently, the matrix S is fed into the LSTM Layer.

3.2 LSTM Layer

RNN has power to transfer historical information by a chain-like neural-like network
architecture. It combines current input xt with former output of hidden state ht−1 at each
step, but with gradient exploding and vanishing problem with the length increasing. To
overcoming this, LSTM was firstly proposed by [7] and performs well. The primary
modification is to import a self-adaptive gating mechanism that determines degree to
current unit to maintain the state and remember the learned features from previous unit.
And then lots of LSTM variants have been presented. In this paper we adopt one
variant from [5].

The LSTM has a series of reduplicate parts for each step as in standard RNN. Three
components composites the LSTM-based recurrent neural networks by four gates: first
gate is input gate it with weight matrix Wxi, Whi, Wci, bi; The second gate is forget gate
ft with weight matrix Wxf, Whf, Wcf, bf; The last gate is output gate with weight matrix
Wxo, Who, Wco, bo. All these gates are integrated to produce some degrees, with current

Fig. 2. PF and PI.
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input xi, the state hi−1 that former step produced, and current cell state ci−1 to make
decisions whether or not to take the inputs, and forget the memory saved before, and
finally output the state produced later. Exactly as following equations illustrate:

it ¼ rðWxixtþWhiht�1þWcict�1þ biÞ ð1Þ

ft ¼ rðWxfxtþWhfht�1þWcfct�1þ bfÞ ð2Þ

gt ¼ tanhðWxcxtþWhcht�1þWccct�1þ bcÞ ð3Þ

ct ¼ itgtþ ftct�1 ð4Þ

ot ¼ rðWxoxtþWhoht�1þWcoctþ boÞ ð5Þ

ht ¼ ottanhðctÞ ð6Þ

Where r is a logistic sigmoid function, W(.), U(.) are parameter matrices and xt is
the input vector at time t. Therefore, state ct of current cell will be produced by
combining former cell state and present information produced by the cell [5]. Stan-
dard LSTM is the unidirectional network that means the current state only can get
information from previous context in temporal order. But, most of sequence data,
especially in relation classification task, depend on overall information including past
and future. To solve this problem, we choose a bidirectional architecture as shown in
Fig. 2 to process sequence in two directions which are left-to-right and right-to-left
pass respectively to obtain overall information of the sequence. The output of the tth

hidden state is shown like following equation:

h
$ ¼ ~hþ h

 h i
ð7Þ

3.3 CNN Layer

In this layer, we will extract information by convolution operation between w and h,
that w is a weights vector and h is the higher features generated from LSTM Layer. The
weights w is regard as the convolution filter. As the example in Fig. 2 depicts,

h ¼ h
$
1; h
$
2; . . .; h

$
3

n o
, where we suppose the length of the filter w is 3, thus, w 2 Rm

(m = w � d). We can obtain the convolution sequence c 2 Rsþw�1 by the convolution
operation which contains taking the dot product of w with every w-gram in the
sequence h:

cj ¼ fðwhj�wþ 1:jþ bÞ ð8Þ
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Typically, for capturing different features, we should use multiple feature maps
during convolution process. Based on this principle, we use n filters
ðW ¼ fw1; w2; . . . ; wngÞ, so, the Eq. 8 should be expressed as following:

cij ¼ fðwihj�wþ 1:jþ biÞ 1� i� n ð9Þ

After convolution, we can get a matrix C ¼ fc1; c2; . . . ; cng 2 Rn�ðsþw�1Þ. Fig-
ure 2 shows a case where we utilize 4 different filters to finish the convolution pro-
cedure. Then, to get the most valuable feature, we apply a max pooling operation [20]
to the feature maps and pick the maximum of ĉ¼maxðciÞ as the feature corresponding
to the particular filter. This operation also deals with variable sentence lengths.

In this layer, we also take regularization operation. That we take the dropout
strategy in this layer [21]. Dropout randomly drop out hidden units to prevent them
co-adaptation, i.e., a proportion hidden units will be set to zero. We apply a ‘masking’
operation ðh �mÞ on h. So the Eq. (9) should be expressed as following:

cij ¼ wiðhj�wþ 1:j � mÞ 1 � i� n ð10Þ

3.4 Classification Layer

We obtained a high-level sentence representation, which we could directly use for
predicting label ŷ. This classification process consists of a softmax classifier:

pðyjSÞ ¼ softmaxðWcCþ bcÞ ð11Þ

The relation label with highest probability value is identified as ultimate result,

ŷ ¼ argmax pðyjSÞ ð12Þ

4 Experiments

4.1 Dataset

We evaluate the BiLSTM-CNN model on two datasets:

(1) SemEval-2010 Task 8 dataset;
(2) KBP37 dataset;

There are 9 directional relations and an undirected ‘Other’ class in the first dataset
and 18 directional relations and an undirected ‘no_relation’ class in the second dataset,
in Table 2. And we can see that differences existing in the SemEval-2010 Task 8 and
KBP37 in several ways:
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(1) Entity names of nominals pair in KBP37 are always more sparse than
SemEval-2010 Task 8. And there are more target nouns consisted of several
words instead of one, which is barely unseen in previous dataset (Table 1);

(2) Average length of sentences in KBP37 is much longer than Semeval-2010 Task 8,
as shown in Table 2.

(3) In test set only one relation is offered as the answer, but it is not guaranteed that
there exists only one relation per data.

The last aspect result some wrong answer to our task. But because there exists
rarely multi-relation data, it can be omitted.

4.2 Experimental Setup

For the sake of comparing with the work by [6, 7], our experiments take advantage of
the trained word embeddings proposed by [18]. Beyond that, other parameters involved
in this paper are randomly following a Gaussian distribution.

The optimal hyperparameters are selected by a cross-validation procedure. Settings
are presented in Table 3.

Table 3. Hyperparameter settings.

Hyperparameter Value

Batch size 20
Learning rate 0.5
dw, dp 100, 50
w, n 500,3
Dropout probability 0.5

Table 1. Statistics of KBP37 and SemEval-2010 Task 8.

Dataset SemEval-2010 Task 8 KBP37

Number of training data 8000 17641
Number of test data 2717 3405
Number of relation types 10 19

Table 2. The distribution of sentence lengths with two datasets.

Dataset Sentence length Proportion of long sentence (� 11)
�10 11–15 �16

SemEval-2010 Task 8 6658 3725 334 0.379
KBP37 6618 11647 15546 0.804
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4.3 Results

The performance evaluation standard is F1 score which is defined by [19]. The
experiment compares some models based on CNN or RNN, as shown in Table 4.

To evaluate our method, we do several experiments with a set of well-performed
methods on two datasets. As we can see from Table 4, models based RNN performs
better than CNN-based methods.

Comparing with Models Based CNN. Models based on CNN including CNN + PF
from [5] and CNN + PI from [6], they treat inputs as sequential data and learn features
by convolution operation. And then they learn feature through pooling to represent the
input and fed into a classifier for prediction. They get 78.9 and 51.3 F1-score on
SemEval-2010 Task 8 and KBP37.

Comparing with Models Based RNN. Comparing our BiLSTM-CNN model with
models based RNN, including MV-RNN from [10], RNN+PF, RNN+PI from [6],
BLSTM and Att-BLSTM + PI from [14], our model improves the F1-score to 83.2%
from the best result 80.7 and even higher than Att-BLSTM + PI from [15] based
attention mechanism.

And we can also observe that combination of PI and PF combination is more
effective than PF or PI. More than that, the KBP37 dataset F1 scores is lower than that
on Semeval-2010 Task 8. That implies that KBP37 dataset is a more difficult task. But
our result achieves the state-of-the-art level which indicates our model is more suitable
to learn more complicated relation.

Comparing our results with different methods and models, our BiLSTM-CNN
model performs best and is better than single RNN or CNN model, even better with
attention-mechanism bidirectional LSTM. This result demonstrates that the combina-
tion of RNN and CNN is the most appropriate for the classification task.

Table 4. Comparison of F1 scores with other models.

Model SemEval-2010 Task 8 KBP37 Reported in

MV-RNN 79.1 – Socher et al.
CNN+PF 78.9 – Zeng et al.
CNN+PI 77.4 51.3 Zhang and Wang
RNN+PF 78.3 55.1 Zhang and Wang
RNN+PI 77.4 54.3 Zhang and Wang
BLSTM 80.7 58.8 Zhang et al.
Att-BLSTM+PI 82.7 – Zhou et al.
BiLSTM-CNN+PI 82.1 59.1 our
BiLSTM-CNN+PF 81.9 58.9 our
BiLSTM-CNN+PF+PI 83.2 60.1 our
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5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel neural network model for relation classification,
named BiLSTM-CNN. This model combines LSTM and CNN that not only possesses
the capability of CNN that captures the local feature but also possesses the capability of
the RNN that possesses processing sequence data. Moreover, the model don’t rely on
NLP tools or lexical resources, but use row context with position feature and position
indicators. The capability has been proved on SemEval-2010 relation classification task
and KBP37 dataset.
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Abstract. The purpose of document-level sentiment classification in
social network is to predict users’ sentiment expressed in the document.
Traditional methods based on deep neural networks rely on unsuper-
vised word vectors. However, the word vectors cannot exactly represent
the contextual relationship of context. On the other hand, Recurrent
Neural Networks (RNNs) generally used to process the sentiment classi-
fication problem have complex structures, numerous model parameters
and RNNs are hard to train. To address above issues, we propose a Trans-
fer Learning based Hierarchical Attention Neural Network (TLHANN).
Firstly, we train an encoder to understand in the context with machine
translation task. Secondly, we transfer the encoder to sentiment classifi-
cation task by concatenating the hidden vector generated by the encoder
with the corresponding unsupervised vector. Finally, for the sentiment
classification task, we apply a two-level hierarchical network. A simpli-
fied RNN unit called the Minimal Gate Unit (MGU) is arranged at each
level. We use the attention mechanism at each level. Experimental results
on several datasets show that the TLHANN model has excellent perfor-
mance.

Keywords: Sentiment classification · Recurrent Neural Network
Transfer learning · Distributed representation

1 Introduction

Document-level sentiment classification aims to predict people’s sentiment
according to their comments, applying to market analysis and recommenda-
tions. Since deep learning methods based neural network have been further
researched, applying deep learning methods to the sentiment classification task
is rapidly developed [1]. In NLP, deep neural networks such as RNNs have great
advantages in solving sentiment classification questions. The Long Short-Term
Memory (LSTM) can overcome long-term dependence issues in the sentences.
However, LSTM has a complex gate control mechanism leading to lots of model
parameters, and as a simplified structure, GRU still has two gates.
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 383–392, 2018.
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Transfer learning is to transfer the knowledge, experience and idea from the
source domain to the target domain. In computer vision, deep convolutional
neural network pre-trained on ImageNet [2] can be transferred as part of other
tasks and obtains excellent results in many tasks. In NLP, the distributed repre-
sentations pre-trained with Word2Vec [3] and GloVe [4] have been confirmed to
boost the performance compared to random initialization. However, the unsu-
pervised word vectors cannot accurately represent the contextual relationship of
context [5].

To address above issues, we propose a Transfer Learning based Hierarchical
Attention Neural Networks (TLHANN) in this paper. The main contribution of
this paper are as follows:

(1) Unsupervised word vectors used by traditional methods cannot exactly
summarize the contextual relationship. In this paper, based on transfer learning,
we obtain a LSTM encoder pre-trained by machine translation. The encoder is
transferred to the sentiment classification task for generating distributed repre-
sentations and understanding the context. We concatenate the distributed repre-
sentations with GloVe vectors as the inputs of the sentiment classification task.

(2) Traditional RNNs used in the sentiment classification task have compli-
cated structures. We design a recurrent neural network with a two-level struc-
ture in the sentiment classification task. At each level, we use a simplified neu-
ral network structure called MGU. MGU has less parameters than LSTM and
GRU, which effectively simplifies the structure of the neural network. In addi-
tion, attention mechanisms are applied at each level.

(3) We conduct experiments on several datasets. The result shows that our
method has better performance than the baseline models.

2 Related Works

Recently, transfer learning has been applied in many fields. One of the most
recognized classic work is done by Yang et al. [6]. Yosinski et al. [7]explore the
transferability of deep networks. Experimental results show that transferability
of feature is better than random feature, and the transferability of network layers
can speed up the learning and optimization. Long et al. [8] propose deep transfer
learning method for Deep Adaptation Network (DAN).

The development of RNNs provides more solutions to the problem of senti-
ment classification because RNNs can process sequence information. Li et al. [9]
study tree-structured Long-Short Term Memory (LSTM) networks. The gated
recurrent unit (GRU) is proposed by Cho et al. [10]. Ravanelli et al. [11] apply
revising gated recurrent units to speech recognition.

Based on the previous research, we propose the TLHANN model for sen-
timent classification. Before carrying on the classification task, we obtain a
LSTM encoder through machine translation. We transfer the LSTM encoder
to sentiment classification and obtain the distributed representations that can
exactly represent the contextual relationship of context. We use a two-level MGU
structure for sentiment classification. Furthermore, attention mechanisms are
arranged at each level.
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3 The TLHANN Model

In this paper, we will introduce the document-level sentiment classification model
we proposed. Firstly, we introduce how to train a LSTM encoder and transfer it
to the sentiment classification task. Afterwards, we introduce the special Recur-
rent Neural Network used in this paper.

3.1 Training a LSTM Encoder

The first part of the TLHANN model is to train an LSTM encoder for the
English-German translation task based on transfer learning. Since the training
dataset of machine translation tasks is much larger than the other NLP tasks,
the context can be better understood.

The model of machine translation in this paper is based on the research of
Luong et al. [12]. The sequence of words to be translated is Ls =

[
ws

1w
s
2 . . . ws

p

]

and the target language sequence is Lz =
[
wz

1w
z
2 . . . wz

q

]
. GloV e (Ls) represents

the GloVe vectors for Ls. We feed GloV e (Ls) to a two-layer and bidirectional
LSTM encoder. The LSTM encoder generates a sequence of hidden states

−→
h t =

−−−−→
LSTM t

(
ws

1w
s
2 . . . ws

p

)
(1)

←−
h t =

←−−−−
LSTM t

(
ws

1w
s
2 . . . ws

p

)
(2)

h∧
t =

[−→
h t,

←−
h t

]
(3)

At each time step t, based on the target embedding zt−1 and the attentional
vector h̄t−1, the decoder which is a two-layer, unidirectional LSTM generates a
target hidden state

htar
t = LSTM

([
zt−1; h̄t−1

]
, htar

t−1

)
(4)

According to the global attention model, a variable-length alignment vector αt

is computed as follows:

αt = softmax
(
Wαhtar

t

)
(5)

Given αt as weights, the context vector ct is defined as the weighted average of
the source hidden states. Therefore, the decoder computes the attentional vector
h̄t−1 with the target hidden state htar

t and the context vector ct as:

h̄t = tanh
(
Wc

[
ct;htar

t

])
(6)

The distribution over output words is formulated as:

p
(
wz

t |wz
1w

z
2 . . . wz

t−1, S
)

= softmax
(
Wouth̄t

)
(7)
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After the machine translation task, we transfer the bidirectional LSTM
encoder to sentiment classification task for generating hidden vectors of input
sentences which is shown in the Fig. 1. We concatenate the GloVe vector with its
hidden vector. For the sequence, we have the input for sentiment classification
task as follow:

x =
{

GloV e (w) ;
[−−−−→
LSTM t (w) ,

←−−−−
LSTM t (w)

]}
(8)

Fig. 1. Transfer the encoder trained with MT tasks to the sentiment classification task

3.2 Sentiment Classification Task

According to the model proposed by Yang [14], the sentiment classification model
adopted in this paper is a hierarchical structure, which is divided into word-level
and sentence-level. We use a simplified RNN unit named as Minimal Gated Unit
(MGU) [13]. MGU contains only one gate (the forget gate) with almost the same
performance to LSTM and GRU. The structure of MGU is shown in the Fig. 2.
MGU incorporates the input (reset) gate into the forget (update) gate. At time
t, the current status is:

ht = (1 − ft) � ct−1 + ft � h̃t (9)

The forget gate controls the degree of forgetting the existing memory and adding
new memory. The forget gate is computed by:

ft = σ (Wfxt + Ufht−1 + bf ) (10)

where xt is the input at time t. The candidate memory cell h̃t is computed by:

h̃t = tanh (Whxt + ft � (Uhht−1) + bh) (11)

We now describe the sentiment classification module. We use a hierarchical
attention neural network [14], which consists of word-level and sentence-level.
The network is shown in the Fig. 3. At the word-level, we append the hidden
vectors trained by the LSTM encoder for the translation task to GloVe vectors as
input to the sentiment classification neural network. We use the MGU network
to model the semantic representation of sentences.
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Fig. 2. Minimal Gated Unit (MGU)

Fig. 3. The architecture of the TLHANN model

For a review document with m, sentences {S1, S2, . . . , Sm}, the i−th sentence
is Si, which consists of li words as Si = wi

1w
i
2 . . . wi

li
, wi

t is the i − th word in
Si, t ∈ [0, li]. At the word-level, we append the hidden vectors to GloVe vectors
as word representations xi

t. xi
t is defined as:

xi
t =

{
GloV e

(
wi

t

)
;
[−−−−→
LSTM t

(
wi

t

)
,
←−−−−
LSTM t

(
wi

t

)]}
(12)

Then, we feed xi
t into MGU at the word-level and obtain the hidden state:

hi
t = MGU

(
xi

t

)
, t ∈ [0, li] (13)

Obviously, not all words have identical contribution to the meaning of sentences.
Therefore, we introduce the attention mechanism to extract the informative
words which are important to the sentence meaning and make up the sentence
representation. We feed hi

t into an MLP to get vi
t:

vi
t = tanh

(
Wwhi

t + bw

)
(14)

αi
t =

exp
[(

vi
t

)T
vw

]

∑
li

exp
[(

vi
t

)T
vw

] (15)

The sentence representation is computed as:

si =
∑

li

αi
th

i
t (16)
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The context vector vw is randomly initialized and learned during training.
After getting the sentence representation si, we calculate the document rep-

resentation through the similar method:

hi = MGU (si) , i ∈ [1,m] (17)

To distinguish the distribution that different sentences make for the document,
we also use the attention mechanism at the sentence-level. Similar with the one at
the word-level, we introduce a sentence context vector vs, the specific calculation
process is:

vi = tanh (Wshi + bs) (18)

βi =
exp

[
(vi)

T
vs

]

∑
m exp

[
(vi)

T
vs

] (19)

d =
∑

m

βihi (20)

where d is the document representation and vs is randomly initialized and learned
during training.

The document representation d summarizes the information from the word-
level and the sentence-level, for the reason that it is the high level representation
for the document. Hence, we regard it as features for the document sentiment
classification. We utilize an MLP to project d into the C classes space:

y∧ = tanh (Whd + bh) (21)

Then, we get the probability distribution of different sentiment classes through
a softmax layer:

pc =
exp (y∧

c )
∑C

l=1 exp (y∧
l )

(22)

where pc is the predicted probability of sentiment class c through the TLHANN
model, and C is total number of sentiment classes.

We introduce the cross-entropy error between our predicted sentiment distri-
bution and the gold sentiment distribution as the loss function while training:

Loss = −
∑

d∈D

C∑

l=1

pG
c (d) · log (pc (d)) (23)

pG
c (d) =

{
0, groundtruth
1, others

(24)

where pG
c (d) represents the gold probability distribution, D represents docu-

ments for training.
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4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

For the task of machine translation, we use two kinds of datasets. The small one is
Multi30k dataset from WMT 2016. The large one is the 2016 version of machine
translation for IWSLT. The Multi30k training dataset consists of 30000 English-
German sentences pairs. The large one consists of 209772 sentences pairs. While
training the LSTM encoder, we obtain the fixed English word vectors using the
CommonCrawl-840B GloVe model. The size of hidden units is 300 in the LSTM.
We use SGD for training. The learning rate was 1 initially and decreased by half
each epoch when the validation perplexity increased firstly. We set the dropout
with ratio 0.2. The LSTM trained on Multi30k obtains an BLEU score of 37.6
on the test set. The LSTM trained on the IWSLT test set gains an BLEU score
of 24.7.

In the sentiment classification task, we use three datasets to evaluate the
TLHANN model: IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 set up by Tang [15]. The
statistics of the datasets are given in Table 1.

Table 1. Statistical information of IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 datasets

Datasets Classes Documents Users Products Docs/User Docs/Product

IMDB 10 84919 1310 1635 64.82 51.94

Yeip 2013 5 78966 1631 1633 48.42 48.36

Yeip 2014 5 231163 4818 4194 47.97 55.11

We divide the datasets into training, development and testing set in the
rate of 8:1:1. In this paper, we use two common metrics to evaluate the model
including Accuracy and RMSE as follows:

Accuracy =
G

N
(25)

RMSE =

√√
√
√

N∑

i=1

(GRi − PRi)
2 × 1

N
(26)

where GRi represents the golden sentiment rating and PRi represents the pre-
dicted sentiment rating. We consider G to be the number of documents when
GRi is equal to PRi and N to be the number of training documents.

We set the number of the hidden units in MGU to be 300. The context
vectors in the attention mechanisms have dimension of 300. While training, we
use Adadelta [16] to update the parameters.
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4.2 Experimental Results and Analysis

We compare the TLHANN model with CLSTM [17], Neural Sentiment Clas-
sification with User and Product Attention (UPA) [18] and Cognition Based
Attention Model (CBA) [19].

Cached LSTM (CLSTM) captures the overall semantic information in long
texts. The UPA model consists of hierarchical LSTM network and the user and
product attention. The inputs of the model are word vectors trained with Skip-
Gram [20]. The CBA model introduces eye-tracking data into the attention
mechanism to predict reading time. Figure 4 shows the accuracy of the four
sentiment classification models on IMDB, Yelp 2013 and Yelp 2014 datasets.
We can observe that the TLHANN model outperforms the other models. From
Fig. 5 we can see the RMSE of the four models. Obviously, the TLHANN model
performs better than the other models.

Fig. 4. Accuracy of different models

Fig. 5. RMSE of different models

Then we compare the effect of LSTM encoder trained on different MT
datasets on the classification model. From Fig. 6 we can see that the TLHANN
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model has better performances while training the LSTM encoder with the larger
translation dataset. The experimental results demonstrate that the high-level
word representations generated by the LSTM encoder can improve the perfor-
mance of the sentiment classification model.

Fig. 6. The impact of machine translation training data

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a Transfer Learning based Hierarchical Attention Neu-
ral Network (TLHANN) for sentiment classification. We train a LSTM encoder
with machine translation task and transfer the encoder to the sentiment classi-
fication task for generating high-level word representations. Moreover, we apply
MGU to reduce the number of parameters. Experiments on several datasets ver-
ify the excellent performance of the TLHANN model. In the future work, trans-
ferring from other NLP tasks to sentiment classification will also be explored.
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Abstract. Traditional models for sentiment classification are trained
and tested on the same dataset. However, the model parameters trained
on one dataset are not suitable for another dataset and it takes much time
to train a new model. In this paper, we propose a generic model based
on multiple domains for sentiment classification (DCSen). In DCSen,
domain classification is used to generalize the sentiment classification
model, so the trained model’s parameters can be applied to different
datasets in given domains. Specifically, the document is first mapped to
the domain distribution which is used as a bridge between domain clas-
sification and sentiment classification, and then sentiment classification
is completed. In order to make DCSen more generic, the sentiment lex-
icon is introduced to select the sentences in a document and the more
representative datasets are obtained. For the purpose of improving accu-
racy and reducing training time, transfer learning based on neutral net-
works is used to get the document embeddings. Extensive experiments
on the datasets of 15 different domains show that DCSen can achieve
better performance compared with traditional models in the aspect of
generality.

Keywords: Sentiment classification · Sentiment lexicon
Transfer learning

1 Introduction

Text classification is a heated topic in natural language processing (NLP) and
sentiment classification is an important branch of text classification. The core
problem in sentiment classification is feature representation. By far, many NLP
systems use generic representations as basic features of texts, such as existing
word embeddings trained on large corpora (e.g., [1,2]). Some works (e.g., [3])
also attempt to get universal representations of larger chunks like sentences.
However, a generic sentiment classification model for specified domains has not
been proposed. There are several definitions for domain. Generally, a domain is
a class that contains different entities [4]. For example, products, such as movie,
software, and DVD are considered distinct domains in sentiment classification.

Recently, sentiment classification models are designed for a particular dataset
(e.g., [5]) or the datasets containing multiple domains (e.g., [6]). The models
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 393–403, 2018.
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trained on one dataset can’t be used directly in another dataset. However, fac-
tors that affect the results of sentiment classification are similar for datasets
in the same domain and there are differences in datasets belonging to different
domains [7]. For example, in the apparel domain the words “durable” and “soft”
indicate positive sentiment, whereas “ugly” and “ripped” often express nega-
tive sentiment. On the other hand, in the books domain the words “mysterious”
and “humorous” indicate positive sentiment, whereas “flat” and “dull” express
negative sentiment. Therefore, we introduce a generic model based on multiple
domains for sentiment classification.

The contributions of this paper are summarized below:

– Proposed model uses domain classification to generalize the sentiment classi-
fication model, so the trained model’s parameters can be applied to different
datasets in specified domains.

– The sentiment lexicon is introduced to select the sentences in a document.
And the more representative datasets are obtained to make DCSen more
generic.

– To improve the accuracy of DCSen and reduce training time, transfer learning
based on neutral networks is used to get the document embeddings.

2 Related Work

Recently, NLP has been a research hotspot and there are lots of researches on
sentiment classification. The basic process of sentiment classification is divided
into three steps. First the input words are mapped to embeddings which are
then converted to a sentence or document representation. Finally the classifier is
used for sentiment classification. Many researches use neural network structures
such as convolutional neural network (CNN) (e.g., [8–10]) and recurrent neural
network (RNN) (e.g., [11,12]) which have achieved great success in classification.

Accurately extracting the grammar and semantic information of sentences is
the core of language comprehension. In the work [8], a dynamic convolutional
neural network for text modeling was proposed. By using dynamic k-max pool-
ing, sentences of different lengths could be processed and the long and short-
range relations could be captured. The work [9] proposed a deep convolutional
neural network combining word and character embeddings to get sentence-level
information because of the limited contextual information in short text. Teng
et al. [12] introduced a sentiment classification method based on the context-
sensitive lexicon using RNN. In addition, some works use a simple method to
reduce the training time while achieving high accuracy. Lyyer et al. [1] uses a
simple syntactically-ignorant deep neural network performing better than syn-
tactic models in some cases and requiring less time to train. However, the above
models need to be trained and tested on a specific dataset. In this paper, we
propose the generic model DCSen which can directly be applied to new datasets
in specified domains.
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3 Method

3.1 DCSen

The symbol D is used to represent a document which contains multiple sen-
tences {si|i ∈ [1, N ]}. Each sentence consists of a series of words W (si) =
{wij |j ∈ [1,M ]}. Let T and S denote the domain-category set and the sentiment-
label set respectively. Suppose the document D has a domain label tD ∈ [1, |T |]
and a sentiment label scD ∈ (0, 1).

Figure 1 shows the overall framework of DCSen. It mainly consists of two
parts: data preprocessing module and classification module. First, the sentiment
lexicon is used to preprocess the dataset by scoring the sentences in each doc-
ument. Sentences with the higher scores are retained to get the more represen-
tative dataset for training. In the classification module, a document is mapped
to a fixed-length vector by transfer learning. Then the multi-layer neural net-
work is used to predict the domain distribution of the document. And finally
the sentiment classification is performed according to the obtained domain dis-
tribution. Specifically, in the sentiment classification we use the same document
embeddings and obtain the transformation matrices of the specific domain with
the predicted domain distribution to predict the sentiment label. The following
sections describe DCSen in detail.

Fig. 1. Overview of DCSen.

3.2 Data Preprocessing Module

To get the more representative datasets, the sentiment lexicon is used to pre-
process the datasets. As an important feature source in the sentiment classifi-
cation, the sentiment lexicon can effectively improve the accuracy of the model.
Given a document D and a sentiment lexicon L, the sentiment words in the sen-
tence si is WL (si) =

{
wL

ijk
|k ∈ [1,M ′] ,M ′ < M

}
, WL (si) ⊆ W (si), and then

the sentiment score of the sentence si is obtained by weighting the sentiment
word scores, i.e.,
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score (si) =
M ′
∑

k=1

value
(
wL

ijk

)
/M ′ (1)

where value
(
wL

ijk

) ∈ [−1, 1] is the sentiment value of the word wL
ijk

. The senti-
ment values in the lexicon and the calculated sentiment scores are all real num-
bers, with the sign representing the polarity, and the absolute value representing
the strength.

When the polarity of the sentence is consistent with the polarity of the doc-
ument and the document contains more than three sentences, the first three
highest sentences are selected by the absolute value of the score. Finally the
processed document is obtained.

3.3 Classification Module

Domain Classification Model. For domain classification, the model structure
is shown in Fig. 2. Inspired by the work [3], we introduce transfer learning to get
the document embeddings. Specifically, a BiLSTM with max pooling network is
trained on Stanford Natural Language Inference (SNLI) dataset [13]. Then the
trained model with parameters is transferred to the dataset of this paper and
the document embedding obtained from the trained model is used to predict
the domain distribution in our dataset. Given a series of words {wt}t=1,··· ,T in
the document D, The long short-term memory (LSTM) processes the words one
by one. The bi-directional long short-term memory (BiLSTM) [14] contains two
sub-networks, which respectively process words in different directions to obtain
a set of vectors {ht}t=1,··· ,T :

hF
t = LSTMF

t (w1 · · · , wT ) (2)
hB
t = LSTMB

t (w1 · · · , wT ) (3)
ht =

[
hF
t , h

B
t

]
(4)

By filtering the maximum value of each dimension, {ht}t=1,··· ,T are combined to
a fixed dimension d vector z0, i.e., z0 = max {h1, h2, · · ·hT } where the function
max is an element-wise function. Then a multi-layer neural network is added to
improve the accuracy [1]. Suppose we have n layers z1···n and we calculate each
layer:

zTi = f
(
WT

i · zTi−1 + bTi
)

(5)

where WT
i is a d×d matrix; bTi is the bias term; f is a non-linear function. Then

the final layer’s representation (the domain embedding) is output to a softmax
layer to predict the domain distribution:

VT (D) = softmax
(
WT

c · zTn + bTc
)

(6)

where WT
c is a |T | × d matrix; bTc is a bias term; VT (D) is the predicted proba-

bility distribution of the domains.
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Fig. 2. Domain classification model.

Sentiment Classification Model. The sentiment classification model shares
the same document embeddings with the domain classification model. And the
document embeddings are input to a multi-layer neural network for sentiment
classification. Assuming that we have n layers z1···n, we calculate each layer:

zSi = f
(
WS

i · zSi−1 + bSi
)

(7)

where WS
i is a d × d matrix; bSi is the bias term; f is a non-linear function.

Then the final layer’s representation (the sentiment embedding) is output to a
softmax layer to predict the sentiment distribution:

VS (D) = softmax
(
WS

c · zSn + bSc
)

(8)

where WS
c is a 2×d matrix; bSc is a bias term; VS (D) is the predicted probability

distribution of the sentiment. The predicted sentiment label corresponds to the
maximum probability.

We would like to get a generic sentiment classification model. Therefore,
the domain-specific transformation matrices Wtotal =

{
WS

i ,WS
c

∣
∣ i ∈ [1, n]} are

developed by the predicted domain distribution. The model structure is shown
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in Fig. 1. For each matrix Wt in Wtotal, |T | sub-matrices
(
W 1

t , · · ·WT
t

)
are intro-

duced and each sub-matrix corresponds directly to a domain. According to the
predicted probability distribution VT (D), the matrix Wt is calculated:

Wt =
|T |∑

i=1

V i
T (D)W i

t (9)

So Wt is automatically biased to the domain with higher predicted probability.

3.4 Training

In the classification module, the model is trained by minimizing the cross-entropy
function. Given a training document D, the loss function is defined as:

L (D, tD, scD) = −
|T |∑

i=1

1 {tD = i} logV i
T (D) −

1∑

i=0

1 {scD = i} logV i
S (D) (10)

where 1 {label = i} equals 1 if and only if label = i. And the parameters are
optimized by AdaGrad [15].

4 Experiments

4.1 Datasets

Data. Two different datasets are used in DCSen. The first dataset [6] contains
15 different domains from Amazon product reviews ([16]) and movie reviews
which consist of IMDB [17] and MR [18]. The second dataset is Stanford Senti-
ment Treebank (SST) [19] which belongs to movie domain. The first dataset has
been divided into training set, development set and testing set, with proportion
of 70%, 20% and 10% respectively. 2000 samples are randomly selected from
the second dataset and divided by the same proportion. The two datasets are
combined and the detailed statistics of datasets are shown in Table 1.

Lexicon. A sentiment lexicon SWN-Lex extracted from SentimentWordNet 3.0
[20] is used in DCSen. The original score in SentimentWordNet 3.0 is between 0
and 1, and we scale it to [−1, 1].

4.2 Experiment Settings

In the classification module, the back propagation algorithm is used to train the
model. The word embeddings are initialized with the 300d GloVe [21] vectors.
The four-layer neural network is used and the hidden layer’s dimension is 300.
The mini-batch size is 32. Other parameters are initialized by randomly sampling
from a uniform distribution in [−0.1, 0.1] and chosen based on the performance
of the development set.
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Table 1. Statistics of datasets.

Datasets Train Dev. Test Avg. L Vocab.

Books 1400 200 400 159 62K

Electronics 1398 200 400 101 30K

DVD 1400 200 400 173 69K

Kitchen 1400 200 400 89 28K

Apparel 1400 200 400 57 21K

Camera 1397 200 400 130 26K

Health 1400 200 400 81 26K

Music 1400 200 400 136 60K

Toys 1400 200 400 90 28K

Video 1400 200 400 156 57K

Baby 1300 200 400 104 26K

Magazines 1370 200 400 117 30K

Software 1315 200 400 129 26K

Sports 1400 200 400 94 30K

IMDB 1400 200 400 269 44K

MR 1400 200 400 21 12K

SST-2 1400 200 400 23 12K

4.3 Baseline Methods

DCSen is compared with traditional models which do not use sentiment lexicon
or SNLI dataset:

– LSTM The standard LSTM for single task [22].
– BiLSTM A bidirectional extension LSTM for classification [14].
– ASP-MTL Adversarial multi-task learning for text classification [6].

4.4 Results and Analysis

Table 2 shows the results of models which are measured by accuracy. The base
model is trained on the original datasets without using the sentiment lexicon
and transfer learning. The base+transfer model is trained on the raw datasets
which are not processed with a sentiment lexicon, but transfer learning is used
to get the document embeddings.

From Table 2, we can see that the performance of DCSen is competitive
with other models when trained and tested on the same dataset. Furthermore,
preprocessing with the sentiment lexicon and transfer learning all help to improve
the classification accuracy because DCSen performs better than the base and
base+transfer models. The accuracy of DCSen is lower than ASP-MTL slightly.
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Table 2. Results of models.

Domains LSTM BiLSTM ASP-MTL base base+transfer DCSen

Books 79.5 81.0 84.0 72.8 79.3 83.0

Electronics 80.5 78.5 86.8 78.5 81.3 83.8

DVD 81.7 80.5 85.5 70.0 79.8 84.5

Kitchen 78.0 81.2 86.2 79.5 79.3 83.0

Apparel 83.2 86.0 87.0 80.3 84.0 87.5

Camera 85.2 86.0 89.2 82.5 83.3 88.0

Health 84.5 78.7 88.2 75.8 79.3 89.0

Music 76.7 77.2 82.5 75.0 78.3 82.0

Toys 83.2 84.7 88.0 78.3 82.8 86.0

Video 81.5 83.7 84.5 79.3 83.8 86.5

Baby 84.7 83.5 88.2 79.3 82.0 86.3

Magazines 89.2 91.5 92.2 84.0 89.8 89.5

Software 84.7 85.7 87.2 80.5 83.5 87.5

Sports 81.7 84.0 85.7 75.5 77.8 83.3

Movie (SST) 84.9 87.5 89.0 75.5 79.8 80.5

Average 82.6 83.3 86.9 77.8 81.6 85.3

However, our goal is to get a generic model that can be applied to other
datasets. Models are investigated on multiple datasets in movie domain. One
of the datasets in movie domain is combined with other domains’ datasets for
model training. Then the trained model is tested on the remaining datasets
in movie domain. The results are shown in Table 3. As can be seen, DCSen
achieves highest performance compared with other models when applying the
trained models’ parameters to new datasets.

Table 3. Generality of models.

Training sets Testing sets BiLSTM ASP-MTL DCSen

SST+other domains IMDB 76.5 79.8 80.0

MR 73.0 78.0 80.0

IMDB+other domains SST 77.5 79.3 80.3

MR 72.8 78.3 78.0

MR+other domains SST 80.3 83.3 83.8

IMDB 75.3 76.5 77.8

Experiments are conducted to determine the number of layers in classification
module. DCSen is trained on MR and tested on SST with different layers. The
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results are shown in Fig. 3. It can be seen from the figure that two or three
hidden layers is optimal. Therefore, the neural network with two hidden layers
is chosen in DCSen model for less training parameters and high accuracy.

Fig. 3. Effect of layers. Fig. 4. Comparison of our models.

In order to analyze the influence of preprocessing with the sentiment lexicon
and transfer learning on the accuracy of classification, our models are compared
on the three datasets in movie domain, as shown in Fig. 4. DCSen achieves high-
est performance and “base+transfer is second to it. In the aspect of generality,
the impact of transfer learning is larger than that of the sentiment lexicon.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a generic sentiment classification model based on
multiple domains (DCSen) which leverages domain classification to improve the
performance in generality. Extensive experiments on the datasets of 15 differ-
ent domains show that DCSen performs competitively with other models when
trained and tested on the same dataset. Furthermore, DCSen is more generic
than traditional models by using the sentiment lexicon and transfer learning.
And it performs better when the trained model is applied to a new dataset in
specified domains. In the future work, we would like to improve the model for
cross-domain sentiment classification.

Acknowledgements. This work was supported by the National Natural Science
Foundation of China (No. 61672108) funded by the China government, Ministry of
Science and Technology.
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Abstract. Traditional methods for sentiment classification based on
supervised learning require a large amount of labeled data for training.
However, It is hard to obtain enough labeled data because it can be too
expensive compared with unlabeled data. In this paper, we propose an
identification of sentiment labels based on self-training (ISLS) method
that can make full use of the large number of labeled data. We extract
sentiment expressions based on sentiment seeds by self-training, learn
sentiment words on unlabeled data and annotate unlabeled data. The
sentiment expressions include processing and extracting for the negative
meaning of the text. The ISLS method avoids the subjective problems
of manual annotation. Experiments validate the effectiveness of the pro-
posed ISLS method.

Keywords: Sentiment · Label · Self-training · Unlabeled

1 Introduction

With the emergence of big data, the method of supervised learning have obtained
great progress in sentiment classification [1]. The performance highly relies on
large amounts of unlabeled data for training. However, it is hard to get enough
labeled data, and unlabeled data is abundant. We propose a model to automat-
ically identify the sentiment labels of reviews based on self-training [2] (ISLS),
which avoid manual annotations.

Annotation of unlabeled data has always been a key issue that needs to be
addressed in supervised learning and deep learning. Blum et al. [3] propose a
k-NearestNeighbor (kNN) method that spreads labels over dense unlabeled data.
Zhu et al. [4] use a label propagation iterative algorithm to learn features from
both labeled and unlabeled data. However, the results are not stable and strong
randomness. Recently, many methods based on sentiment words to identify senti-
ment labels have been proposed. The identification of sentiment words has been
used as the base for sentiment annotation. Ahmed et al. [5] apply a Markov
random walk model to a large word relatedness graph, producing a polarity esti-
mate for any given word. Deng et al. [6] apply labeled documents (documents
with sentiment labels) as a useful resource when recognizing sentiment words,

c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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and apply L1 regular optimization model to solve the problem of seed word
sparseness. These methods all search useful labeled data.

In order to obtain an effective method, we research the following two aspects
based on our datasets. First, the most of reviews have a distinctive product
features, they often use the obvious sentiment words. Second, there is a review
from the actual data of the Meituan Food Reviews to illustrate the significance
of the study, (e.g., I think the food here is unpalatable and I do not like it.).
Sentiment polarity of sentences can be reverse by negated context. Therefore,
to extract sentiment expressions of the negated context from the sentence is
crucial. Our definition of a negated context follows Pang et al. [7], which will be
described in more details below in Sect. 3.2.

Based on the previous researches, in this paper, a method based on semi-
supervised self-training is proposed. Unlabeled data is used to extract senti-
ment expressions and annotate unlabeled data based on sentiment seed words. It
reduces the cost of manual annotation and make contributions to labeled data of
supervised learning and deep learning. Our method has make high performance
on Chinese datasets and English datasets.

Our main contributions are summarized below:

(1) A small number of sentiment seed words are manually selected to obtain a
rich sentiment polarity lexicons related to the unlabeled corpus through a
self-training method, which takes full advantage of existing unlabeled data.
The whole prosess of label learning avoids manual intervention.

(2) The negated context of sentences is possessed so that use n-gram to extract
the sentiment expressions, and accurately identify the sentiment inversion.

(3) The experiments on English and Chinese datasets demonstrate that ISLS
outperforms the classic approaches for sentiment labels identification. Fur-
ther experiments show that the lexicon learned by our model can be effec-
tively implemented to sentiment analysis.

2 Related Work

Blum et al. [3] used semi-supervised method to solve the label problem. Zhu
et al. [8] presented a graph-based semi-supervised method that used both labeled
and unlabeled data to construct a data graph, which helped to propagate the
label from the labeled data points to the unlabeled data points based on the
adjacency on the graph. Alec et al. [2] proposed using tweets with emoticons
for distant supervised learning, and noise as valuable features to help sentiment
classification. Maas et al. [9] proposed a model to capture both semantic and
sentiment similarities among words.

Identification of the sentiment words has always been a effective method for
sentiment labels. The work [10] is an early research of sentiment word identifi-
cation, aiming at adjectives only. Some works (e.g., [11] and [12]), the semantic
polarity of a given word is calculated from the strength of its association with the
positive word set, minus the strength of its association with the negative word
set. The authors use statistical measures, such as point wise mutual information
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(PMI), to compute similarities in words or phrases. Qiu et al. [13] provide a
semi-supervised framework which constantly exploits the newly discovered sen-
timent words to extract more sentiment words, until no more words can be
added. Ahmed Hassan et al. [5] apply a Markov random walk model to a large
word relatedness graph, producing a polarity estimate for any given word Deng
et al. [6] apply labeled documents (documents with sentiment labels) as a useful
resource when recognizing sentiment words, and apply L1 regular optimization
model to solve the sparseness of seed word. The work [14] automatic extraction
of sentiment expressions associated with given targets has not been investigated
for microblogs. In the work [15], five features are extracted from tweet for the
sentiment analysis of tweets.

Previous methods either focuses on the study of label propagation algorithms
or finding valuable labeled data. However, their methods don’t have a clear target
resulting in low performance and they are limited to valuable labeled data. ISLS
avoids the above problems and reach high performance.

3 Self-training Model

A small number of data are selected randomly for manual annotation so that
use our model to annotate unlabeled data automatically. The two parts of ISLS
are to establish the sentiment words set and extract sentiment expressions. Then
sentiment labels of reviews can be obtained easily. After many iterations, a senti-
ment words set with an obvious sentiment polarity will be constructed eventually.
Meanwhile, unlabeled data get sentiment labels. Model architectural is shown in
Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. Self-training model architectural overview.
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3.1 Sentiment Words Set Construction

In order to construct sentiment words set, Sentiment words that are similar to
seed words will be found from unlabeled data. The top 10 most similar distinct
words will be remained after calculating the similarity of two words by the
Euclidean distance. Therefore, construction of word vectors [9] is important.
Word vectors are generated on the data with labels we annotated each iteration.
With increasing of sentiment lexicons and the number of labeled data, the word
vectors will be more accurate. It is a self-training process.

Fig. 2. Model to learn words embedding on data.

To construct the word vectors, a function f(wt−n+1, · · · , wt) is intruduced
to fit the conditional probability p(wt|w1, w2, · · · , wt−1) of a word sequence. By
introducing continuous vector of words and a smooth probability model, the
sequence probability is obtained in a continuous space to alleviate the sparsity
and dimensionality disaster. The model is Shown in Fig. 2. Linear embedding
layer help that the N −1 one-hot word vectors are mapped to N −1 vectors with
distributed vector by a shared D × V = C. The V is the size of the dictionary,
the D is the dimension of the embedding vector. The word vectors that need to
learn are stored in the matrix C. A forward feedback neural network g consist
of a tanh hidden layer and a softmax output layer. On the network, N − 1
word vectors produced by the embedding layer are mapped to a probability
distribution vector with length V . The conditional probability of the word in
the dictionary based on context can be estimated as:

p(wi|w1, w2, · · ·wt−1) ≈ f(wi, wt−1, · · · , wt−n+1) = g(wi, C(wt−n+1), · · · , C(wt−1))
(1)
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The model parameters can be fitted by minimizing a cross-entropy regular-
ization loss function:

L(θ) =
1
T

∑
log f(wi, wt−1, · · · , wt−n+1) + R(θ)) (2)

The model parameter θ includes the elements of the embedding layer matrix
C and the weights in the back propagation neural network model g. This is a
huge parameter space.

In order to learn word vector from the process that target word is predicted
on context. The forward calculation of the Skip-gram(e.g., [16] and [17]) model
is construct mathematically as:

p(wo|wi) =
eUo·Vi

∑
j eUj ·Vi

(3)

The Vi is the column vector in the embedding layer matrix, also called the input
vector of wj , the Uj is the row vector of the softmax layer matrix, also called the
output vector of wi. Therefore, the Skip-gram model is to calculate the cosine
similarity between the input vector of the input word and the output vector
of the target word, finally normalize the softmax later. The model parameters
learned are these word vectors. However, calculating the similarity of words and
normalizing them directly are a time-consuming mission.

Given the context, the probability of the target word belongs to a subset
obeys the following logistic regression function distribution is:

p(wt ∈ D1|context) =
1

1 + e−UDroot ·Vwt
(4)

Both of UDroot
and Vwt

are the parameters of the model
Dividing the subset and repeating the process above, A binary tree with

a depth of logV can be obtained. The leaf nodes correspond to the original
dictionary word one by one, and the non-leaf nodes correspond to a word of
similar category set, Obviously, there is only one way from the root node to any
one leaf node. Meanwhile, the way from the root node to the leaf nodes is a
random walk process. Therefore, we can calculate the probability of leaf nodes’
occurrence based on this binary tree. For example, if a target word in the sample
and its binary tree is encoded as {1, 0, 1 · · · , 1} , then the likelihood function is:

p(wt|context) = p(D1 = 1|context)p(D2 = 0|D1 = 1) · · · p(wk|Dk = 1) (5)

Each item is a logistic regression function in the equation, and a non-leaf node
vector can be obtained by maximizing likelihood function. The change of condi-
tional probability of one word will affect the probability change of all non-leaf
nodes in its path, and indirectly affect the conditional probability of other words
appearing in different degrees.

Therefore, in order to get the vector of our sentiment words accurately, two
skim-gram models constructed and input the data which have already been
labeled by model last iteration. The two parts of the model construct the word
vectors respectively based on two corpus, which avoid word vectors are affected.
Words embedding can be easy to obtain similar words.
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3.2 Extracting Sentiment Expressions

From Zhu et al. [15], we know that a sentiment word can appear in three contexts,
one for affirmative context, one for immediate negated context, and one for
distant negated context. The true sentiment can’t be extracted based on the
sentiment words only, because the sentiment polarity can be changed by negated
context. Therefore, it is crucial to process negation of the sentences. The distant
negated context (e.g., we don’t think · · · good.) are converted into an immediately
negated context (e.g., not good),then sentiment expressions can be extracted by
using n-gram (n = 2). To achieve this, following the work of Pang et al. [7], we
define a negated context as a segment of a sentence that starts with a negation
word (e.g., no, shouldn’t) and ends with adjective word.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Setup

Data Set. A Chinese dataset and two English datasets are used to evaluate our
method. As for the Chinese dataset, the crawler download 155.6 M food reviews
from the Meituan1. An English public dataset is based on the Stanford large film
review dataset [9] which builds 50,000 reviews from the IMDB2. Half of them
are positive comments and half are negative comments. The other is Cornell3

[19] sentence polarity dataset that include 5331 positive sentences and 5331
negative sentences. In experiment, Assuming that the training data is unlabeled
data and annotate data by models. We evaluate experimental results on the test
data. Data set distribution is shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data set distribution

Stanford Cornell Chinese

Train Data (unlabeled) 25000 7662 700000

Test Data (positive) 12500 1500 12500

Test Data (negative) 12500 1500 12500

Test Data (total) 25000 3000 25000

Seed Words Selection. To form the Chinese candidate word set, 1500 food
reviews randomly selected are divided equally into five groups, the five asses-
sors are asked to manually annotate the reviews with sentiment polarity. All
Chinese reviews are segmented by the word segmentation tool jieba4. According
1 http://bj.meituan.com/meishi/.
2 http://ai.stanford.edu/∼amaas/data/sentiment/.
3 http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/.
4 https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jieba/.

http://bj.meituan.com/meishi/
http://ai.stanford.edu/~{}amaas/data/sentiment/
http://www.cs.cornell.edu/people/pabo/movie-review-data/
https://pypi.python.org/pypi/jieba/
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to the polarity of the results, these reviews is divided into positive and negative
parts. Stop words are removed according to the stoplist. Then assessors manually
select sentiment words from these lexicons. English datasets are processed simi-
larly except annotation and word segmentation. Data set statistics are shown in
Table 2.

Sentiment Expressions Extraction. The negations are prosessed to our data,
and the distance negation expressions are converted into the immediate negation,
so that the n-gram(n = 2) can be used to extract the sentiment expression of the
text based on the sentiment words set.

Table 2. Word distribution

Data Set Word Set Pos Neg Total

Stanford Seed 165 173 338

Final dict 2578 3904 6482

Cornell Seed 138 142 280

Final dict 1731 2012 3743

Chinese Seed 238 301 539

Final dict 19779 13329 33108

Sentiment Words Set. Current sentiment words dictionary and labeled data
are taken as input to the word embedding model to obtain word vectors, then
obtain the top 10 words that are similar to the current sentiment word and delete
the repetitive words to expand the sentiment lexicon. After multiple iterations
to get the final stable sentiment dictionary.

Baseline Methods. In order to evaluate our model, we select two classic meth-
ods, namely SO-PMI and COM, as baselines.

SO-PMI. SO-PMI [18] is a classic approach of sentiment word identification.
This method calculates the value of SO-PMI of each word, i.e. the strength
difference between its association with the positive word set and the negative
word set. The sentiment orientation of word c is assigned according to the sign
of SO-PMI(c).

COM. COM [14] present an optimization-based approach to automatically
extract sentiment expressions associated with a given target in a corpus of tweets.
Two networks are constructed to encode the consistency and inconsistency rela-
tion of the candidate expressions. Finally combine the information encoded in the
networks into an optimization model to estimate the target-dependent polarity
of each candidate.

Evaluation Measurement. The quality of the extracted expressions is mea-
sured by precision, recall and F1-score. We define precision = TP

TP+FP , recall =
TP

TP+FN , F1− score = 2·precision·recall
precision+recall . There are four possibilities, true positive
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is predicted to be positive (TP), true negative is predicted to be positive (FP),
true negative is predicted to be negative (TN), and true positive is predicted to
be negative (FN).

4.2 Evaluation and Results

The overall performance of the experiment is shown in Table 3. The precision of
three methods varies with the rate of the sentiment words on the three datasets
are shown in Figs. 3, 4 and 5.

Fig. 3. Chinese dataset. Fig. 4. Stanford dataset.

Fig. 5. Cornell dataset. Fig. 6. F1-score of the three methods.

Table 3. Overall evaluation about sentiment classification of reviews

Stanford Cornell Chinese

P R F1 P R F1 P R F1

ISLS 0.71 0.57 0.63 0.72 0.53 0.61 0.87 0.82 0.84

SO-PMI 0.64 0.47 0.54 0.7 0.45 0.55 0.81 0.56 0.66

COM 0.63 0.38 0.47 0.65 0.33 0.44 0.71 0.51 0.59
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The ISLS on both datasets is superior to SO-PMI and COM over precision,
recall and F-scores. The three methods performed better on Chinese datasets
than English datasets. The possible reason is that Chinese dataset is reviews
about food, sentiment words have clear directionality, and English datasets are
based on movie reviews data with strong randomness, the performance is not
good. On the other hand, three methods also show differences in two English
datasets. The performance on the Cornell is better than Stanford. The possible
reason is that imdb’s movie reviews are longer and more redundant information,
while Cornell data sets is sentence-level reviews. F1-score of three methods on
three datasets are shown in Fig. 6. The ISLS achieve best results on Chinese
dataset. It demonstrates that ISLS is very effective for Chinese product reviews.

5 Conclusion and Future Work

In this paper, we propose a method to identify the sentiment label based on
self-training (ISLS), and extract the sentiment expressions of text for sentiment
classification. We get sentiment words set from datasets and identify the polarity
labels of unlabeled data to reduce the cost of manual annotations. Our method
shows good performance on both English and Chinese datasets. However, our
method has reliance on the original sentiment seed words selected by human.
We can further research to remove noise from the sentiment words set. Some
reviews with the satirical and multi-turning still can’t be identify accurately. In
the future, we can further research expressions with multiple turns and implicit
semantic.
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Abstract. Phishing detection based on machine learning always lacks training
data with high confidence labels. In order to reduce the impact of lack of labels on
training set on performance to phishing detection, this paper proposes an improved
self-training method of semi-supervised learning. It uses the divide-and-conquer
principle and decomposes the original problem into a number of smaller but similar
sub-problems to the original one.We compare model classification quality among
supervised learning, traditional semi-supervised learning and new proposal
method by using four classifiers, as well as the running time between two kinds of
semi-supervisedmethods. The running time of can be reduced by 50%by using the
improve method which divides unlabeled dataset equally, on the basis of ensuring
the classification effect is equal to the traditional self-trainingmethod.Furthermore,
the running time of model is continue reducing significantly by increasing the
number of dividing unlabeled data set. The experiments results show our proposal,
the improved self-training method outperformed the traditional self-training
method.

Keywords: Phishing � Semi-supervised learning � Self-training method
Classification quality � Running time

1 Introduction

Phishing refers to attackers release fraudulent information through spam or websites to
steal individuals’ personal sensitive information such as users’ name, account or
passwords [1]. A variety of anti-phishing methods have been proposed to deal with the
serious phishing threat. However, phishing websites are still a huge threat because of
short life and easily change. It spends higher cost and security risks while obtain
labeled data. The research on detecting phishing websites efficiently is still a chal-
lenging task.

Studies show a steady increase in phishing detection activities as well as the cost.
According to “Phishing Activity Trends Report” released by the Anti-Phishing Working
Group (APWG) [1], The number of global domain increased from 2.873 billion in
December 2014 to 329.3 million in December 2016. Of these 195,475 domain names that
were phishing, 95,424 domain names were found to be maliciously registered domain by
phishing websites. The number of phishing attacks reached 291,096 in 1st half of 2017,
and this figure is still increasing. In China, Phishing scam is also the big problem towards
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to Internet. The statistics of “Global Chinese PhishingWebsite Status Statistical Analysis
Report” shows that the number of phishing websites among 2016 has far exceeded
147,000, 150.96% increase over the 2015. The sum of the number of individual person
defrauded by phishing in China has reachedmore than 60million, and the loss exceeds $5
billion.

In this paper, an improved self-training method of semi-supervised learning is
proposed. The contribution of this study is to use self-training method to compare the
predictive accuracy and running time of training models among four classifiers
included of Logistic Regression (LR), Support Vector Machine (SVM) Random Forest
(RF) and Naive Bayes (NB). In addition, 34 features extracted from URL, web page
content and WHOIS information are used in training and testing those four classifiers.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 highlights related work.
Section 3 explains the proposed improved semi-supervised method for phishing
detection. Section 4 describes the datasets. Section 5 shows the experimentation and
results. Finally, we concluded the paper by giving key points of our entire work in
Sect. 6.

2 Related Works

Nowadays, phishing detection based on machine learning has become the most
effective techniques. In the following we describe related literature researches of a few
phishing detection methods.

Ma et al. [2] described an approach for classifying URLs automatically as either
malicious or benign based on supervised learning across both lexical and host-based
features. This approach is complementary to both blacklisting and systems based on
evaluating site content and behavior. Further, it shows that with appropriate classifiers
it is feasible to automatically sift through comprehensive feature sets and identify the
most predictive features for classification. beyond this research, they addressed how to
scale our approach to handle millions of URLs whose features evolve over time by
using online learning algorithms [3]. Guang et al. [4] provided CANTINA+, a
feature-based approach in the literature including eight novel features, which exploits
the HTML Document Object Model (DOM), search engines and third-party services
with machine learning techniques to detect phish. Moghimi et al. [5] present a
rule-based method to detect phishing attacks in internet banking. It extracted the hidden
knowledge from the proposed SVM model by adopting a related method. Tan et al. [6]
proposed the PhishWHO system to detect phishing by searching for identity keywords
and target domain names. Though the detection method based on the URL feature only
guarantees a certain degree of lightweight features and accuracy, it also abandons the
key feature set of the web content, resulting in a single key feature extraction, making
the machine learning model seem not persuasive.

However, most studies on anti-phishing focus on supervised learning and unsu-
pervised learning, but less on semi-supervised learning [7–9]. There are several
semi-supervised learning methods. Self-Training is the most classical one, which adds
examples with high confidence to the current training set. Co-training [10, 11] is a kind
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of transform to self-training, it trains two different classifiers according to different
views, both classifiers choose high confidence examples together. Although co-training
makes self-training more robust, the training time is greatly increased. TSVM [12–14]
is an empirical reasoning that doesn’t depend on the promotion of thought. It combines
a large number of unlabeled data in the learning process and repeatedly adjusts the
impact of unlabeled data on the TSVM learning machine, TSVM algorithm requires a
long running time, which becomes the main reason for restricting it. The classification
model used in these experiment is lack of comparison. Therefore, this paper presents a
modified self-training method using four classifiers based on semi-supervised learning
to explore how to effectively guarantee the quality of detection in the absence of dataset
with trusted labels.

3 Proposed Method

3.1 Proposed Improved Self-training Method

In the frame of semi-supervised learning [15], both unlabeled examples from P(x) and
labeled examples from P (x, y) are used to estimate P (y | x) or predict y from x.
semi-supervised learning refers to learning a representation H = f(x). The goal is to
learn a representation so that examples from the same class could have similar
representations.

The self-training method actually is a lifting algorithm that is used to improve the
performance of supervised learning algorithms by updating a large number of unla-
beled examples. Clark et al. [16] described the self-training method as “retraining labels
on the original label cache for each round”. Unlabeled examples set was represented by

U ¼ fðx 1; . . .; x iÞg ð1Þ

and labeled data set was represented by

V ¼ fðx 1; y 1 Þ; . . .; ðx j; y 1 Þ g; ðj\\ iÞ ð2Þ

The self-training method takes V as start and applies it to U. Only when the labeled
example is greater than a certain threshold, can this example and its pseudo-label add
the training set V. Retarget the new classification model, and continue several iterations
until the stop condition is satisfied. The final classification model is obtained from the
latest training set. Traditional self-training method uses a unique classification model,
and select the appropriate classification model is to determine the merits of self-training
method of determining the factors.

Traditional self-training method performs an overall iterative operation on the
unlabeled example set. Each iteration predicts all the unlabeled examples by using the
previous trained classification model, however, all data will be predicted in each
iteration will increase the model’s training time. In this paper, we present an improved
self-training method: the unlabeled data is divided into a number of equal sub-data
blocks. In each round of training, the model itself allocates the pseudo-label y *, and
the optimal example and y * is added to the training set, and the training is re-trained
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with the results produced by itself. The process is repeated on all the sub-blocks in turn
until the optimal classification model parameters are trained, and finally the
cross-validation is used to calculate the quality of the model.

Our proposed improved self-training method follows the divide-and-conquer
principle and decomposes the original problem into a number of smaller but similar
sub-problems similar to the original one. The solution to the original problem is
established by recursively solving these sub-problems.

The following Table 1 gives the improved self-training method for dividing data
and iterative training process. The optimal parameters of the classification model
should be pre-adjusted to ensure that the classification model in each classification to
determine the best classification results. The improved self-training method can nearly
similar to the traditional self-training method on the classification effect and can reduce
the runtime of the method.

3.2 Features Analysis

A phishing URL and its corresponding webpage has some special features which can
differentiate it from a benign URL. We categorize thses features into three groups: URL
Based, Page Based, Type Based and Third-party Information Based. Features in these
groups either come from references or design by ourselves.

URL Based. Features in this category account for the majority of the total number of
features. These features are extracted from all parts of URL, include scheme, domain,
path, query. Ma et al. [2] introduced features such as whether the URL contained “@”
or “-” and URL replaced IP address instead of domain name by introducing life cycle

Table 1. The improved self-training method algorithm.
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including URL. The detection method based on URL features ensures the light
weightness of the features, but the extracted features come from a single source,
making the machine learning model seem inconclusive.

Page Based. Features in this category contains two parts, one is webpage contents,
such as CANTINA [17], a page-based phishing URL classification framework which
extracted a series of web page content features such as text input fields in the page
content. Another is the Page Rank [18] of a web page, its presence in the index and its
quality.

Third Party Information Based. Some studies used DNS resolution requests or
WHOIS information as features [19, 20]. CANTINA + [4] contains the most com-
prehensive method of feature types in the literature. Based on CANTINA’s research,
CANTINA + added new features related to search engines and third-party services
information, including domain name registration time.

The following Table 2 gives sorting of features in three categories that we
extracted. We use the feature filtering method to select those features with feature
importance bigger than zero.

4 Data Set

This paper mainly researches the efficiency of phishing detection based on self-training
method. The scope of the source website will be narrowed in order to obtain the
relevant data easily and quickly. We extract phishing URL from PhishTank [21, 22], an

Table 2. Sorting of features in three categories sorted by filtering method.

No. Feature Category No. Feature Category

1 digit_letter_ratio_path URL 18 longest_token_path URL
2 rank_value Info 19 num_input Webpage
3 has_target_path URL 20 sensitive_term_url URL
4 num_non_alpha_url URL 21 trigram_domain URL
5 is_time Info 22 t_scheme URL
6 longest_token_url URL 23 is_hyphen_url URL
7 num_dots_url URL 24 longest_query URL
8 average_token_url URL 25 num_token_domain URL
9 num_slashes_url URL 26 num_query URL
10 length_url URL 27 dots_query URL
11 ave_token_path URL 28 subdomain URL
12 length_domain URL 29 length_query URL
13 longest_token_domain URL 30 hyphen_domain URL
14 Is_input_pwd Webpage 31 is_at_url URL
15 ave_token_domain URL 32 num_hyphen_domain URL
16 len_path URL 33 hyphen_query URL
17 Is_favicon Webpage 34 same_target_url URL
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anti-phishing data platform. URL of legal website is extracted from DMOZ [23], a
multi-lingual open content platform, as experimental data source. In order to simulate
the absence of tagged phishing webpage data in the real world, 200 URLs with
phishing labels and 1000 URLs with normal labels were extracted from the constructed
dataset as training sets. 20000 URLs were used as unlabeled examples set (these URL
has also been labeled, but only as the test set); In addition to select 5000 URL as test
set. The following Table 3 gives the information how data set divide.

5 Experimentation and Results

We select four classifiers and pre-adjust the optimal parameters of them to ensure that
the classification model in each classification to determine the best classification result.
We use scikit-learn [24], a machine learning package in python, to build these four
classifiers and pre-adjust the optimal parameters. Logistic Rregression (LR): pen-
alty = L2, C = 0.1, max_iteration = 50. Support vector machine (SVM): kernel = rbf,
C = 1.0. Random Forest (RF): n_estimators = 50, max_depth = 30, min_sam-
ples_split = 20, min_samples_leaf = 5, max_features = 15. Gaussian Naïve Bayes
(NB): prior = 2.

5.1 Experiment 1: Comparison Between Supervised Learning
and Semi-supervised Learning Method

Our analysis focuses on the performance of four classifiers based on the best parameter
between supervised learning and traditional self-training. Furthermore, we explore the
performance and running time of these four kinds of classifiers from traditional
self-training and improved self-training.

We train four classifiers on initial labeled training set using supervised learning, the
following Table 4 gives the test result. The test result of supervised learning will be the
standard in our experiment, we use it to evaluate the performance of other methods.

Table 3. Data set divided information.

Labeled Unlabeled Test Sum

Phish web 200 8000 3000 11200
Benign web 1000 12000 2000 15000
Sum 1200 20000 5000 26200

Table 4. Performance of different classifier in supervised learning.

Classifier LR SVM RF NB

Precision 0.725 0.743 0.721 0.727
Recall 0.778 0.766 0.749 0.755
F1 0.795 0.700 0.791 0.786
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We use F1 value to evaluate classification method. The following Table 5 gives the
performance on traditional self-training method. The following Table 6 gives the
performance on our improved self-training method, in this part we split unlabeled
examples set into two subsets.

we compare the performance on supervised learning and self-training using the line
chart (see Fig. 1). We use F1 value as ordinate in this paper. SL_LR, SL_SVM,
SL_RF, SL_NB represent supervised learning classifiers of LR, SVM, RF, NB,
respectively. SL_LR, SSL_SVM, SSL_RF, SSL_NB represent self-training classifiers
of them.

Table 5. F1 of four classifiers using traditional self-training method in 10 iterations.

Iterations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LR 0.891 0.892 0.892 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.895 0.895 0.895
SVM 0.894 0.895 0.895 0.895 0.895 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.897 0.897
RF 0.889 0.891 0.891 0.892 0.893 0.894 0.894 0.895 0.896 0.896
NB 0.885 0.885 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886 0.886

Table 6. F1 of four classifiers using improved self-training method in 10 iterations.

Iterations
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

LR 0.891 0.893 0.893 0.893 0.894 0.893 0.893 0.894 0.894 0.894
SVM 0.894 0.895 0.895 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.896 0.896
RF 0.889 0.890 0.892 0.893 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.894 0.895
NB 0.885 0.886 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885 0.885

Fig. 1. Comparison between supervised learning and traditional self-training.
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In the initial state of a semi-supervised learning, classification effect of small initial
training set is not ideal, and it has a huge gap between the result of supervised learning.
With the increase of the number of iterations, the performance of our improved
self-training method gradually improved. In detail, the performance on SVM improves
with the increase of the number of iterations, after 10 times iterations results approx-
imately equal the performance of supervised learning. The performance on LR and NB
after the iteration is as same as the performance of supervised learning. Specially, the
performance on RF model is growing rapidly, which is better than the performance of
supervised learning.

As for self-training method in our experiments, the effect of SVM is the best among
the four classifiers. After 5 times iterations, LR and RF are closed to SVM. By contrast,
the effect of NB is slightly lower than method based on the other three kinds of
classifiers.

Next, we compare the traditional self-training method shown in Table 5 and the
improved self-training method shown in Table 6, and use line chart (see Fig. 2) to
show the result. In the chart, t_SSL_LR, t_SSL_SVM, t_SSL_RF, t_SSL_NB represent
the traditional self-training method based on LR, SVM, RF and NB. n_SSL_LR,
n_SSL_SVM, n_SSL_RF, n_SSL_NB represent our improved self-training method
based on LR, SVM, RF and NB.

Self-training method effect is on the rise as a whole with the increase of the number
of iterations, and after four iterations model rise effect, leveled off. The improved
self-training method perform well in 3 to 4 iterations, but after decrease. From Fig. 2
we can see both self-training method closed to each other. At last, we valid time
consuming on both method for further experiments.

Fig. 2. Comparison between traditional self-training method and improved self-training.
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5.2 Experiment 2: Time Consumption in Two Self-training
with Unlabeled Data Set Divided Two Times

In examining algorithm performance, run time is an important index. Table 7 shows the
run time of both self-training method based on four classifiers. For the traditional
self-training method, iteration from initial training to the final iteration defined as
running time. For the improved method, the running time is from initial training to
iteration finished, and add time in splitting unlabeled examples set.

Based on the basic of the same prediction performance, the following Table 7 gives
the running time of the experiment data. We use ‘Tra’ and ‘Imp’ on behalf of Traditional
and Improved. Time consuming of the traditional self-training based on LR, RF and NB
these three kinds of classifiers, on average, lower than the improved self-training.
Especially, LR classifier takes time shortest but NB classifier takes it longest.

This experiment contrasts the traditional self-training method and the improved
self-training method based on unlabeled examples set divided two parts. According to
the experiment on the premise of both in same classification performance, and on the
basis of short running time of our improved self-training method.

5.3 Experiment 3: Time Consumption in Proposed Self-training
with Unlabeled Data Set Divided in Several Times

In fact, time consumption of each kind of classifiers are closely related to the number of
split parts. Therefore, we split unlabeled examples set 2 times to 10 times to explore its
relationship. To LR (see Fig. 3(a)) and RF (see Fig. 3(c)), split 2 times to 4 times have
shortest running time, after that time is increased with the increase of divide numbers.

The NB (see Fig. 3(d).) have shortest running time at split unlabeled examples set 4
times to 8 times. As a whole, the running time of our improved self-training based on LR
and NB in different split times obviously is shorter than the traditional self-training.
However, SVM is much different than other models, it’s running time increases linearly
with the increase of split times (see Fig. 3(b)).

Table 7. Time consumption of four classifiers using two self-training method (s).

Iteration LR SVM RF NB
Tra Imp Tra Imp Tra Imp Tra Imp

1 1.54 1.05 2.52 2.28 6.93 4.670 20.96 17.91
2 2.87 1.85 4.44 4.50 15.28 11.09 38.90 32.01
3 4.37 2.51 6.53 6.73 21.64 14.77 52.56 39.95
4 6.12 2.90 8.58 9.02 24.21 16.68 61.04 47.87
5 7.69 3.31 10.67 11.22 24.94 18.24 70.25 53.18
6 9.22 3.34 12.86 13.43 27.22 19.69 76.10 58.52
7 10.42 3.84 14.62 15.67 27.55 21.02 81.91 70.09
8 11.35 4.30 16.64 17.96 29.04 22.47 95.68 81.59
9 11.85 4.44 18.54 20.31 29.34 22.93 109.23 82.46
19 12.33 4.46 20.92 22.45 31.45 24.19 116.90 96.61
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The two main factors that affect the running time of the self-training method are the
updated training set size N and the number of iterations t. Let the initial training set size
be Nc, and the number of untagged examples above the confidence level in each round
of forecasting model is nt. The current training set size marked by each round of
prediction is Nc + nt (t = 1, 2, …, 10). Both of these two factors are interrelated and
influence each other, which leads to the different running time of the self-training
method based on the four classification models in the experiment. As LR training
process is short in time, the impact of iteration times t on the model is greater than the
training set size N, when the unlabeled examples set is split into 2–4 subsets the model
run time is shorter. The most prominent feature of RF is the randomness of ranks, that
is, every decision tree in the forest randomly selects examples (rows) and features
(columns) in the training set. Before training, the fixed upper bound of RF on examples
and features is less than that of the traditional self-training method when the unlabeled
examples set is split into 2 to 4 subsets. At this time, the time of random forest must be
less than the traditional self-training method, but as the training data Nc + nt increases
and the number of split sub-datasets increases, the training time will increase with the
increase of t.

(a) Time Consumption of LR. 

(c) Time Consumption off RF. 

(b) Time Consumption of SVM. 

(d) Time Consumptioon of NB. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of time consumption of four classifiers based on unlabeled data set with
different times divided.
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he above experimental results show that, except for SVM, when using the other
three classification models based on improved self-training, running more than one split
on unlabeled data takes less time than other methods. Therefore, the improved
self-training method by dividing unlabeled data set equally achieves the expected
experimental goal for detecting phishing websites.

6 Conclusions

In this paper, we present an improved self-training method of semi-supervised learning.
We compare model quality among supervised learning method, traditional self-training
method and our proposed improved of self-training method by using four classifiers, as
well as the running time of two kinds of self-training methods based on unlabeled
subdataset divided equally. The improved self-training method proposed in this paper
is to optimize the traditional one. The results show the model quality based on
improved self-training equals to the original self-training (F1 values of two
self-training: 0.885–0.895), and is significantly better than the supervised learning (F1
values of supervised learning: 0.7–0.796). Comparing with the traditional self-training
method, the running time of the proposed method reduce by 50% using the proposed
method, on the basis of ensuring the classification effect is equal to the traditional
self-training method. On this basis, the running time of model will continue to decrease
significantly by increasing the number of divide on unlabeled dataset.

Our proposed method achieved comparable performance under four state-of-the-art
learning algorithms in the detection engine, which represents that the superior per-
formance (except SVM) comes from the efficacy of our feature set and frame of
improve learning method rather than a particular pick of machine learning algorithms.
This also suggests that in real-world deployment of our method, practitioners could
choose their favorite learning algorithms as necessary.
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Abstract. In telecom industry, mobile subscribers produce data traffic while
online every day. These data traffic suggests that certain characteristics of the
behavior. The application of data mining helped to analyze and identify the
features from the data traffic. In this paper, we use exponential binning of data
preprocessing technology to smooth the data sets and keep reduce the noise. By
using K-means algorithm to cluster the data traffic stream, we aim to mining
subscribers’ behavior characteristics from clusters, provide support for churn
prediction, target marketing, and fraud detection.

Keywords: Data preprocessing · Data mining · Pattern recognition · K-means

1 Introduction

Due to the large size of subscribers in the telecom industry, on 2016, the number of
mobile subscribers of the three major operators in China reached 13.2 billion [1]. The
variety of data generated by such a large amount of user has outstanding value in data
mining in the magnitude, accuracy and diversity. Important applications that can benefit
from data mining including quality of experience analysis, churn prediction, and target
marketing. Hao [2] applying a combined algorithm to segment telecom customers.
Wanalertlak [3] presents the behavior-based mobility prediction scheme to eliminate
the scanning overhead incurred in IEEE 802.11 networks.

With the development of 4 G, high-speed mobile Internet has promoted the rapid
development of various APPs. The popularity of social, video and game APPs (such as
Wechat, Youku, Arena of Valor) have brought consumption growth of data traffic. As
of the first half of 2017, China Mobile’s 4 G customers DOU have reached 1.4 GB [4].
The data traffic behavior of the subscribers is more important than call behavior, more
timely accurately and reflect the behavior characteristics.

Based on a time span (e.g., 1-month) to observe the data traffic, it can form a set of
time series dataset. The time series dataset just reflects the behavioral characteristics of
the subscribers. Subscribers’ characteristics are obtained by the similarity of cluster time
series dataset.

This paper provides a retrospect on how to mining the time series data traffic of
mobile subscribers, and smooth the data source by exponential binning. We then
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extracting feature data by using K-means clustering algorithm to recognizing interesting
behavior pattern of subscribers. Finally we provide support for market operations and
refined management by creating customer portraits. In preliminary experiments on
dataflow, our method achieves competitive accuracy and visibility.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce the necessary background
information and related work in Sect. 2. We present the data traffic mining process in
Sect. 3, while experimental details and results in Sect. 4, before concluding the paper
and outlining future work in Sect. 5.

2 Background and Related Work

In this section, we present the necessary background to facilitate understanding of this
paper. Specifically, we first introduce pattern recognition, then we show how K-means
works.

2.1 Pattern Recognition

Pattern recognition [5] is the use of computers on classify certain objects with slight
error, and the results is as far as possible consistent with the objective. A pattern recog‐
nition system consists of data acquisition, data preprocessing, and feature extraction and
decision classification.

Data acquisition is the collection various kinds of information or symbols from
research subjects that can be accepted by computers.

Data preprocessing is the processing of the raw data to make it possible for other
data mining methods used in the process. It generally means to eliminate noise in the
input data or information. Data conversion and reduction, exclude irrelevant signals,
leaving only those characteristics that are closely related to the nature of the research
subjects and the method of identification

Feature extraction is obtain useful information from the raw data and find out the
most effective features. On the one hand, it can reduce the difficulty of subsequent
processing, on the other hand, it can also improve the accuracy of recognition. Selection
and extraction is a key issue in pattern recognition. Ideally, the more types of features
you can get, the better the result is. However, the actual process will lead to increased
computational complexity and difficulty to solve. Therefore, Feature extraction method
plays a decisive role in data preprocessing, different applications and features extraction
methods will be different.

Feature is a measure or attribute used to describe a pattern, a pattern is represented
by a feature vector X =

(
x1, x2, … , xn

)
∈ Rd, X is a D-dimensional feature vector

space. In the feature vector space, the similarity of patterns can be measured by the
Euclidean norm defined in space, as in

‖X − Y ‖e =

(∑d

i=1

(
xi − yi

)2
)1

2 . (1)
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2.2 K-Means Algorithms

Clustering is an unsupervised learning method of data mining. Purpose of clustering is
to find some feature from the data sets. The K-means algorithm [6] is one of the most
commonly used algorithms in clustering. It has an absolute advantage in handling large
amounts of data and can achieve better results. Calculation complexity of K algorithm
is O(n) .The K-means algorithm is based on the input parameter k for partitioning, the
data sets is divided into k clusters [7]. The algorithm is as follows.

However, in the analysis of mobile subscriptions’ behavior, there are several disad‐
vantages to the K-means algorithm.

Sensitive to the initial value. K-means algorithm may sink into the part smallest
dependence on the initial center. For different initial values, different clustering results.
In [8], it presents a procedure for computing a refined starting condition from a given
initial which allows the iterative algorithm to converge to a “better” local minimum.

Sensitive to noise data. A small amount of this type of data can have a huge impact
on the average. In [9], it presents a new K-means algorithm based on CF-Tree that
overcomes the drawbacks.

Only handle convex clusters. K-means algorithm has limited ability to recognize
clusters with non-convex shapes. When the mobile subscriptions have quite different
properties, it will produce large errors. In [10], we use multi-centers clustering based on
the density function to discover super surface of sphere cluster.
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3 Data Traffic Mining

3.1 Data Mining Scheme

How much data traffic daily used is directly related to the content of the user’s terminal
model and APP. If the mobile phone is 2/3 G terminal, might have only a few M of data
traffic per day. If it is a 4 G terminal, can use dozens of M, with even Hundreds of M
while to see the video or live by Youku. So we can say that subscribers’ data traffic per
day directly reflects the behavior patterns.

Nearly a month’s daily data traffic can be expressed as a time-series data sets
D =

(
d1, d2, d3, … , d30

)
, as plotted on the axis of the curve. Figure 1 shows an example

of a plot of data traffic sets for 6 users. In a similar clustering to find users with similar
curve behavior characteristics, According to the feature of the curve after clustering, the
portraits of all kinds of customers are obtained based on the data visualization.

Fig. 1. Example of data traffic stream for 6 users.

3.2 Exponential Binning

Although data traffic sets from telecom operators are structured and clean, but if we do
not go through a particular transition, still cannot get the desired results. Figure 2 is a
clustering of the raw data, Curve concentrated at the bottom axis, messy, cannot see the
user’s behavior pattern.

Fig. 2. Example of clustering of raw data.
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After the statistical analysis of the user amount distribution based on 1 day of users’
dataflow, it is found that the amount of users in each segment tends to decline expo‐
nentially. Figure 3 for a city 1 day data traffic segmented statistics.

Fig. 3. Example of a city 1 day data traffic segmented statistics.

The K-means algorithm is very sensitive to noise or outlier data, the mean value will
have a significant impact by such long tail data. This paper shows the exponential binning
to smooth the raw date according to the statistical analysis of data flow. The parameters
for our conversion process will be shown in the following Table 1.

Table 1. Exponential binning with the power of 4.

Dataflow (M) Value
0 0
(0, 4] 1
(4, 16] 2
(16, 64] 3
(64, 256] 4
(256, 1024] 5
(1024, 4096] 6
(4096, −] 7

4 Behavior Pattern Analysis

According to the results of pattern recognition, we can see that the subscribers’ data
traffic consumption has certain behavioral characteristics. In the development and
promotion of business, telecom operators should take into account the characteristics of
the user and develop appropriate marketing policies, to provide customers with more
attractive services while attracting more new customers.
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As shown in Fig. 4, there are two types of customers that are greatly affected by
holidays. One is more used in working days and less in holidays, while the other is the
opposite. The DOU of more used of working days is far higher than the other. After
further analysis, we can draw such users WIFI preferences. In a WLAN environment,
the use of 4 G traffic is reduced. For example, there is WIFI coverage in the workplace
during work; and only use the 4 G data traffic during holidays while out of play.

Fig. 4. Using more working days VS holidays.

Fig. 5. Shape of rise VS fall.

As shown in Fig. 5, there are 4 categories of customers with a rising or falling trend.
In particular, one category of the rapidly declining needs to be focused. In the compet‐
itive market environment, these subscribers may or will be lost. It is of urgent need to
provide attractive services or policies to retain customers. And the rapidly rising
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customer needs to further analyze the reasons for his spending so that good measures
can be promoted. According to these analysis, we can identity and retain valuable
customers that are most likely to leave.

As shown in Fig. 6, there are 2 categories of customers with a concave or raised
trend. Such features illustrate the user’s consumption is suppressed. Such customers are
the key customers recommended by the Internet content, combined with the user’s
hobby, recommending the right APP or content, and helping to further improve the
consumption of dataflow.

Fig. 6. Shape of concave VS raised.

Fig. 7. Shape of smooth.
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As shown in Fig. 7, there are 6 stable categories of customers from low to high. These
customers have different age structures, terminal models, spending power and so on.
Different customer classes can develop different marketing policies, improve customer
satisfaction.

5 Conclusions and Future Work

Telecom operators have a wealth of data sources and strong computing power, leading
industry in big data applications. In this paper, behavior pattern recognition technology
is applied in telecommunications. Through the clusters analysis of user data traffic
behavior curve, identify customers with declining or cyclic fluctuations in usage.
Experiments show the marketing department to use this method can effectively identify
WIFI preference customers, churn tendencies of customers. In the pattern recognition
process, smoothing data fluctuation based on exponential binning, using the K-means
algorithm to improve recognizing unsupervised. The behavior pattern recognition tech‐
nology helps operators’ precision marketing, to provide better personalized service for
customer.

In future work, we plan to keep extensively study the characteristics of time series,
optimizing data conversion or reduction, extracting a feature value that having a
behavior pattern.
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Abstract. This paper presents the application of classification technique of data
mining used for the Employee Management System (EMS). This paper dis-
cusses the classification techniques of data mining and based on the data, the
process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases (KDD) is reformed for classi-
fying large data into different categories such as Disability, Employee Perfor-
mance, etc. This paper discusses, WEKA data mining toolkit classifier model to
predict employee’s performance based on the employee’s age, date of joining
and number of years of experience. This study helps to predict the employee’s
work-cycle and helps the management to find the employee’s performance those
who are disabled and enabled. The paper addresses the system to get the details
of those employees who need special attention and guide the management to
make policies to improve employees’ performance. We demonstrate the appli-
cation in a real-life situation.

Keywords: Data searching � Data mining
Employee Management System (EMS) � Employee details � Classification

1 Introduction

Employee Management System (EMS) maintains the information about the personal
and official details of the employees of University of Mumbai, India. The EMS has
been developed to override the problems in the practicing manual system. In EMS
employees can access and fill up their profile with all the information like personal
details, office details, address details, professional details, educational details, family
details, loan details and service history details, etc. The EMS serves as a repository for
every employee’s profile. Finding employee information becomes easy through this
directory. The profile preview gives quick important information like contact number,
email id, appointment dates, etc. as and when required by the management [1].

In information management Data mining techniques like classification and predi-
cation, rule association, cluster analysis, concept description, trend and evaluation
analysis, outlier analysis, statistical analysis are used to extract the useful knowledge
from the huge amount of data. This system uses classification technique of data mining
for extracting hidden knowledge and using it for future reference of university
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employees. The whole data of employee is classified into various sub categories for
easing fast searching. Hidden knowledge like employees performance at work is cal-
culated by using attributes such as age, education and experience. Employees profes-
sion details are used for predicting the best in each employee and task relevant to those
skills are given to that particular employee.

2 Related Work

As we know that information is at the heart of business operations and that
decision-makers could make use of the data stored to gain useful data into the business.
Database Management systems gave access to the data stored but this is nothing but a
small part of what could be gained from the data. Traditional on-line transaction
processing systems, OLTPs are good at putting data into databases quickly, safely and
efficiently but are not good at delivering meaningful analysis. Analyzing data can give
further knowledge about a business by going beyond the data explicitly stored to derive
knowledge about the business. This is where Data Mining or Knowledge Discovery in
Databases (KDD) has obvious advantages for any enterprise.

Data mining refers to extracting useful information from vast amount of data. Many
other terms are being used to interpret data mining, such as knowledge mining from
databases, knowledge extraction, and data analysis. Nowadays, it is commonly agreed
that data mining is an essential step in the process of knowledge discovery in databases,
or KDD. Based on a broad view of data mining functionality, data mining is the
process of discovering interesting knowledge from large amount of data stored either in
databases, data warehouses, or other information repositories [1–4].

In this paper, we discuss data mining classification technique applied on different
classified data of EMS for getting hidden knowledge which is further represented for
future analysis.

2.1 Classification in Data Mining

Data mining tasks are categorized as clustering, association, classification and prediction
[2, 5–8]. Over the years, data mining has evolved various techniques to perform the tasks
that include database oriented techniques, statistic, machine learning, pattern recognition,
neuralnetwork, roughset andetc.Databaseordatawarehouseare richwithhiddendata that
can be used to get intelligent decision making. Intelligent decision refers to the ability to
make automated decision that is nearly similar to human decision. Classification in
machine learning is among the techniques that can produce intelligent decision. At this
time, many classification techniques have been proposed by researchers in machine
learning, pattern recognition and statistics.Classification and prediction in datamining are
two forms of data analysis that can be used to extract models to describe important data
classes or to predict future data trends [3, 9–12]. The classification process has twophases;
the first phase is learning process, the training data will be analyzed by the classification
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algorithm. The learned classifier shall be represented in the form of classification rules.
Next, the second phase is classification process where the test data are used to estimate the
accuracy of the classification model or classifier. If the accuracy is considered acceptable,
the rules canbeapplied to theclassificationofnewdata.Several techniques that areused for
data classification are decision tree, Bayesian methods, Bayesian network, rule-based
algorithms, neural network, support vector machine, association rule mining,
k-nearest-neighbor, case-based reasoning, genetic algorithms, rough sets, and fuzzy logic.

3 Employee Management System (EMS) and Data Mining

3.1 Classification

The data analysis is a classification, where a classifier is built to predict categories. The
huge amount of employee data is classified into different categories. The employee fills
information like Name, Date of birth, gender, disability, designation, marital status,
PAN card number, Aadhar number, passport number, caste, category, religion, blood
group, home state, district, town/city, employee bio-metric id, email id, superannuation
age, state, city, pin code, contact number, appointment date, date of joining institute,
initial designation, mode of operation, class, employee type, date of joining current
post, family member name, spouse name, number of children, whether family members
dependent, employee education, employee loan details like loan type, sanction amount,
sanction date, return date, employee department, employee service book number, etc.

This information is categorized into employee personal details, office details,
address details, professional details, educational details, family details, loan details and
service history details as shown in figures below.

3.2 Classification Technique Used in EMS

The employee data is collected from the Establishment Department. A series of
experiments conducted to test the model using attributes extracted from the employee
details form. Based on the data, the process of Knowledge Discovery in Databases
(KDD) is reformed for effective results. The classification process is carried out with
three different Data Mining algorithms, ID3, C4.5 and k-nearest-neighbor to identify
the best and most suitable classification algorithm. It was found that C4.5 algorithm
had the highest accuracy of 92.69% and was therefore best suited for the training and
development of the classification model [11]. The predictive attributes extracted from
the employee details form and used as performance attributes. They include: age,
gender, qualification, professional training, experience, salary and designation (Figs. 1,
2, 3, 4 and 5).
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Fig. 1. Employee Management System (EMS)

Fig. 2. Personal details
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Fig. 3. Employee office details

Fig. 4. Employee professional details
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These attributes were grouped into three categories as:

A: Age, Gender
B: Qualification, Professional Training
C: Experience, salary, designation

Considering all parameters the first level classification is performed. The classifi-
cation without applying any dimensionality reduction technique was carried out on
each of the above mentioned datasets and also on the combination of the datasets to
understand the importance of each individual dataset to predict the performance cat-
egory of an employee. The following different combinations of datasets are used for
classification [11].

For the classification decision tree algorithm was the most suitable choice because
of its interpretability. The tree structure generated as a result also provided important
insights about significant attributes of the concerned dataset. An analysis is carried out
on dataset with different classification techniques using Performance as target class and
attributes as input attributes. The comparison of accuracy rate obtained for the different
classification techniques is given in table below.

As seen from the Table 1, C4.5 algorithm had the highest accuracy of 92.69% and
was therefore best suited for the training and development of the classification model.

3.2.1 Classification Model
Attributes of the concerned dataset shows that the dataset C was predominant and
controlled the entire process of evaluation of an employee performance. The classifier
thus did not consider attributes from this set as predictors, instead they were considered
as class label attributes. C4.5 algorithm was applied to the training data with known

Fig. 5. Database representation of employee information
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result to obtain the rule set during the training phase. The classification rules obtained
were then applied to the whole pre-processed data in testing phase and the results
obtained analyzed.

3.2.2 Classification Model Result
The research found out that several factors had a great effect on employee performance.
One of the most effective factors was the experience which had the maximum gain
ratio. Other attributes that participated in the decision were Age, Qualification, Gender
and Training. The experience attribute had the maximum gain ratio, which made it the
starting node and most productive attribute. The attribute has positively affected the
performance with employees who has more years of experience showing better per-
formance than those with less years of experience. Age attribute shows a positive effect
on performance. This effects on performance showed that younger employees por-
trayed poor performance. This could be due to newly working employees who did not
have experience working in other companies. On the other hand, older employees may
have much experience that would influence their performance. It can be observe that
employees between the age of 35 years and 60 years showed better performance. The
qualification attribute, had also positively affected the performance. Employees with
higher academic qualification performed better than ones with lower qualification.

3.2.3 Classification on Disability
Using WEKA Data Mining toolkit classification technique of data mining is used here
to show the percentage of physically disabled employee among the total number of
employees (Fig. 6).

Table 1. Classification algorithm accuracy [11]

Sr. No. Technique Classification accuracy

1 ID3 51.66%
2 k-NN 73.98%
3 C4.5(J4.8) 93.45%
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3.2.4 Classification on Employee Performance
WEKA data mining toolkit classifier model to predict employee performance based on
the employee age, date of joining and number of years of experience.
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Fig. 6. Employee performance statistics
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3.3 Prediction

On the basis of the above classifications, we predict employee skill and performance
enhancement. By classifying employee information into categories like educational
details can be useful for understanding human resources, decision of posting of
employee, assigning responsibility to an employee, promotion or demotion of an
employee, etc. Likewise family details can be useful for decision of salary, tax with-
holding procedures, social security related procedures, baby-care or nursing care
leaves, benefit packages and other employment management. Categorizing employee
information into personal details can be useful for review/decision of employment
conditions, response to enquiries and business communication, etc.

4 Conclusion

Many researches apply data mining technologies on biology, network, and financial
data, etc. But we have classified the employment data using Data mining tool. As it is a
powerful analytical tool that enables institution to allocate resources and staff efficiently
and proactively manage employees’ outcomes. This paper discusses, WEKA data
mining toolkit classifier model to predict employee performance based on the employee
age, date of joining and number of years of experience. The outcome shows that
Experience attribute had the maximum gain ratio, Age attribute shows a positive effect
on performance and employees between the age of 35 years and 60 years have shown
better performance. This equips the management to take better decisions regarding the
employees who need special attention and to enhance management’s policies,
strategies.
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Abstract. This paper studies the problem of knowledge acquisition to classify
scheduling problems, its performance measures and solution techniques for
service systems. The classification of service systems is a difficult task since the
service is described in a confused and ambiguous language. This confusion makes
it difficult to analyze, mainly in the making decisions at operative level. We
propose a new notation for service systems that consist in three fields: customer,
resources and flow control. From this notation, we propose an integrated three
rule-based systems (RBS). The first identify the type of scheduling problem
according with scheduling, routing and routing-scheduling. With the results a
second RBS identifies the performance measures. And finally, a third RBS deter‐
mines the best solution techniques to solve the problem. We show an application
of our proposed method in a maintenances service problem.

Keywords: Rule-based system · Routing · Scheduling · Service system

1 Introduction

Service systems consist of service providers (resources) and service customers working
together to coproduce value (flow control) in complex value networks where providers
and customers might be individuals, firms, government agencies, or any organization of
people and technologies [1, 2]. Service systems are becoming a strategic area of scientific
research from multidisciplinary approaches, such as Service Science or Service Science
Management and Engineering [1, 3]. In service systems, as the manufacturing systems,
there are a decision-making process called scheduling related with the allocation of
resources to perform a set of tasks in a specific planning horizon subject several opera‐
tional constraints such capacity or unavailability of resources, due dates, priorities,
cancelations, among others to optimize one or more objectives. This process has appli‐
cations in computer science, logistic, distribution, production, workforce, maintenance,
health systems, among others [4].

A typical classification of the scheduling problems is the application field such
manufacturing and service systems [5]. A generic manufacturing system consists in a
set of machines and jobs that are interacting to produce a good in which the material
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flows thorough the machines that transform it in end item. In the literature, there are
different applications of scheduling in manufacturing environments for example flow
shop, job shop and open shop problems and variants or combinations of these that are
described in detail by [6, 7].

Likewise, service systems consist in activities that are offered using human or
mechanical power in order to satisfy people’s needs or wishes [2, 8]. The scheduling
problems are more difficult to classify in services, some are reservation problems, time‐
tabling allocations, routing problems, maintenance, workforce problem, among others.

The scheduling problem in service systems is a field with the scarcer research and
mainly focused in application derived from manufacturing environments. The objective
of this document consists to identify the aspects that lead how to model the scheduling
problems on service systems to propose a notation that allows to identify the scheduling
problem and suggest a solution technique.

The remainder of this document is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a brief
description of scheduling problem. Section 3 shows the proposed notation. Section 4
describes the rule-based system to identify the scheduling problem and suggest a solution
technique from the proposed notation. Section 5 presents results from an example of
application. Finally, some conclusions are presented in Sect. 6 with future lines of
research.

2 Scheduling Problem

The general scheduling problem consists in finding the best sequence to perform a
number of jobs in a number of machines (or resources) in order to optimize a one or
more objective functions [7]. This problem is typically NP-hard and thus is difficult to
find an optimal solution since the computation time increases exponentially with the
problem size.

The scheduling problems can be classified in deterministic and stochastic problems.
In the deterministic case the information about processing times, release date, due dates,
capacity, among others has a constant value while in stochastic case the information has
a stochastic variability [7]. Another classification consists in static and dynamic sched‐
uling [9]. If the jobs arrive simultaneously and all resources and all information are
available at beginning of planning horizon, then the scheduling problem is said to be
static. If jobs arrive intermittently and the resources are subject to several kinds of
perturbations, the problem is dynamic. The complexity to solve the scheduling problem
increases from deterministic to stochastic and increases from static to dynamic envi‐
ronments [7, 10]. Many of real-world scheduling problems in service systems are cate‐
gorized in stochastic and dynamic environments [9, 11] thus it is hard to solve since the
complex nature of services.

The scheduling problems has been vastly studied in the literature. From classical
approaches, there are applications of Mixed Integer programming [7], Dynamic
programming [12], Dispatching rules [6, 13]. For the metaheuristics, for example Simu‐
lated Annealing, Tabu Search [13, 14], Genetic Algorithms [15], Swarm optimization
[16], Ant Colony Optimization [17] are used. From Artificial intelligence (AI) and
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intelligent systems approaches, there are applications as Cellular automata [18, 19],
Multi agent systems [20], Collective intelligence [16, 21], Cooperative systems [22],
Expert systems [23, 24], however, the applications are scarcer than classical methods,
heuristics and metaheuristics.

For this review, we can identify that the techniques addressed in the literature are
scarce in the use of AI methods for solve scheduling problems related with service
systems. Thus, we study and propose a RBS to solve the scheduling problems in a service
environment.

3 Proposed Notation for a Service System

We propose a notation to represent a service system to identify the scheduling problem
and suggest a solution technique. In the literature, there are several notations for sched‐
uling problems. The most popular is the Graham notation provided by [25] that consists
in a three fields 𝛼|𝛽|𝛾. 𝛼 represents the production system’s setting, e.g., 1 if is one
machine, F if is a Flow shop problem, J if is a Job shop problem, among others. 𝛽 is a
field where the constraints and characteristics about the jobs and the machines are
described, e.g., ri indicates that the jobs have release dates, prmp shows preemptions for
the jobs, among others. The last field 𝛾 represents the performance measure for the
scheduling problem, e.g., Cmax represent the makespan, 

∑
wiCi is the total weighted

completion times, among others. This notation applies for several scheduling problems
mainly in manufacturing environments, however, for the service systems, it lacks the
parameter to add characteristics for these systems.

Other notations were proposed based in Graham. For instance, Vigner proposed a
notation based in [25], but expand the field 𝛼 in four parameters
𝛼 = 𝛼1𝛼2

(
𝛼3𝛼

(1)
4 , 𝛼3𝛼

(2)
4 , … , 𝛼3𝛼

(𝛼2)
4

)
. Where each parameter represents an extension

of flow shop problem. In [26], the notation use an additional field 𝛼|𝛽|𝛿|𝛾, where the
field 𝛿 represent the production environment for specific hoist scheduling problem.

For service systems, the notation used frequently corresponds to the queueing
systems that could be characterized in terms of Kendall’s notation [27], whose encoding
under the following structure: 1/2/3/4. Where 1 refers to the arrival process that can be
Poisson (M), Deterministic (D) or general distribution different to Poisson (G); 2 is the
service process that can be also M, D o G; 3 represents the number of servers by stage
of process in the network, which can be single (represented by 1) or multiple (represented
by s); and 4 states the system’s capacity, infinite when it is empty or a K to indicate the
queue’s length.

According with [4], the main differences between manufacturing and service systems
are: Goods as Intangible vs Tangible; Inventory of goods as allowed vs no allowed;
Consumption and production time are not given simultaneously vs are given simulta‐
neously; Capacity lacks: Generate inventory vs delays generate queues or dropouts;
Ownership of a product is transferred to the customer vs the ownership of a product is
not transferred to the customer. In addition, given the notations used to represent the
scheduling problems lack the several characteristics as ownership, coproduction, etc.,
we propose a notation that consists in three fields C∕R∕F, where C is set of parameters
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related with the customer, R is the set of parameters related with the resources, and F is
the set of parameters associated with the flow control. Figure 1 presents our proposed
notation over the good-dominant and service-dominant logic views prosed by [28]. In
pure manufacturing systems the production and consumption systems are separated,
while in pure service system both production and consumption systems are related by
the interactions and coproduction. Our notation represents this behavior as Flow Control,
Fig. 2 shows the fields and its groups and variables with the defined outputs for each
one and Fig. 1 present some examples of systems for the variable Type of need with its
outputs Intangible and Tangible to understand the differences between manufacturing
and service systems.

Fig. 1. Representation of the proposed notation for manufacturing and service systems

Fig. 2. Proposed notation for a service system

4 Proposed Rule-Based System

López-Santana et al. [4] presents a general framework of an knowledge based expert
system to solve the scheduling problem in service systems [29]. Figure 3 shows the
framework with two inputs, a service system classification component and the task
scheduling component (SSCC) described in [2] and the task scheduling component
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(TSC) described here. The SSCC consists in a classification system for the International
Standard Industrial Classification (ISIC) system in the Colombian context, also to clas‐
sify according to economy sector as Services, Manufacturing and Primary proposed by
the authors for the section level and division level. Additionally, it is taken as instances
for database-level Group, i.e. in total has 249 instances for the selection of rules.

Fig. 3. General framework of a KBES to scheduling in service systems (source: [4])

The knowledge base consists in a set of 12 attributes: Coproduction, Dependence,
Accumulation, Technology, Property, Simultaneity, Flexibility, Nature, Durability,
Place, Scheduled and Standardization. The inference engine was made with an algorithm
to generate tree C4.5 using the entropy information measure. The attributes were
modeled using a knowledge acquisition model based in a non-linear optimization and
an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) approach (for details see [2]). The
set of characteristics are defined in Table 1.

Table 1. List of characteristics (Ra) for the proposed notation

r Characteristic r Characteristic r Characteristic
1 Presence 12 Initial waiting time 22 Personalization
2 Behavior 13 Space 23 Appearance
3 Continuity 14 Cost of storage 24 Complementary

products
4 Abandonment 15 Using machines/

equipment
25 Knowledge

5 Operation 16 Using people 26 Consumption
6 Autonomy 17 Interaction 27 Place
7 Influence 18 Beneficiary 28 Displacement
8 Storage 19 Permission 29 Activity program
9 Storage time 20 Commercialization 30 Resource Scheduling
10 Anticipation 21 Virtual 31 Standardization
11 Wait time

Figure 4 shows the TSC proposed. The TSC consists in a classification system for
according with the scheduling problems in services systems. Figure 5 shows the
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methodology of three phases to build the rule-based system from the general framework
of Fig. 4. The phase 1 is the knowledge acquisition in order obtain the knowledge base.
The knowledge base consists in to determine the set of variables for each field the nota‐
tion presented in Sect. 3. We use the set of attributes and characteristics determined by
[2]. However, some variables are not related with the attributes or characteristics, then
a survey are performed to determine all variables.

Fig. 4. General structure of the proposed rule-based system to scheduling for service systems.

Fig. 5. Methodology to build a rule-based system.

The phase 2 uses as inference engine four methods to get the rules: J48 classifier,
PART, DecisionTable and DecisionStump. These methods were built in WEKA and the
compared with the percentage of correctly classified instances. We have a set of 498
instances to classify with our method [30]. With the results of knowledge base, the
inference engine works in waterfall way with three rule-based system (see Fig. 4).
Firstly, we begin with the identification of the scheduling problem for each field of the
proposed notation. The output consists in a scheduling problem, a routing problem or a
scheduling & routing problem. It is possible to obtain the equal problem for all fields or
different problems for each field because given the complexity of service systems and
according with the notation defined in Figs. 1 and 2, the customer represents the
consumption system, while the resources represents the production system, thus a
different scheduling problem could be arise for these subsystems according with [30]
and hence the problem, performance measure and solution technique could be hybrid.
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However, the analyst of the system could be chosen the same or different according with
his/her expertise.

Once the problem is determined, we apply the second inference engine to determine
the performance measure. For the example, we consider as performance measures a
general classification: efficiency, effectiveness, both or none. Again, the methods are
applied for each field and it is possible to get the same or different results for all fields.

Finally, with the results of the problem and the performance measure, the third
inference engine is applied to determine the solution technique to solve the scheduling
problem for each field. For the example, we use four categories of solution techniques:
optimization, stochastic models, heuristics and metaheuristics. Again, the methods are
applied for each field and it is possible to get the same or different results for all fields.

5 Example of Application

Figure 6 presents the designed interfaces for knowledge acquisition and the inference
engines. These ones were designed in Java and using Weka We apply our proposed
method to a problem proposed in [31] in order to validate the solution method. The
problem consists of planning and scheduling maintenance operations for a set of
geographically distributed machines, subject to non-deterministic failures with a set of
technicians that perform preventive maintenance and repair operations on the machines
at the customer sites within a specific time window.

Fig. 6. Interfaces of (a) knowledge acquisition and (b) scheduling problem classification

For the scheduling problem the results are shown in Fig. 7. For all fields, we obtain
the scheduling problem as result, however for the flow control we identify the problem
as scheduling and routing because the behavior of the problem considers both situations.
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Fig. 7. Results of scheduling problem classification

For the performance measure (see Fig. 8), our method identifies none measure for
the fields of customer and flow control, but for the resource we obtain efficiency that it
was used in the problem as the total maintenance cost.

Fig. 8. Results of performance measure classification

Finally, for the solution technique, Fig. 9 presents the results. For customer and
resource fields, we obtain optimization as solution technique. For the flow control, we
get Stochastic as results and coincides with the method proposed because the connection
between the scheduling and routing problems in [31] is a stochastic model to preventive
and corrective maintenance scheduling.
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Fig. 9. Results of solution technique classification

6 Conclusions

This paper reviews the scheduling problems in service systems and presents a structure
of a rule-based system to identify the type of scheduling problem, the performance
measure and the solution technique. The literature of scheduling problems in service
systems is scarce and the notations for scheduling problems were designed mainly to
manufacturing applications. Thus, we propose a new notation that involves the charac‐
teristics of service system in three fields: customers, resources and flow control. Our
notation states a set of variables, which are used as input of the proposed rule-based
systems to identify the scheduling problems between a set of options defined as sched‐
uling, routing or scheduling and routing. We use different classifiers to build the rules
such as: J48, DecisionStump, PART; and DecsionTable. In similar way, the performance
measure is identified and then the solution technique. Our rule-based systems are flexible
because, we could be chosen the suggested output or another one. This characteristic
allows growing up our knowledge base.

Our proposed contribute to the develop of decision support system in the field of
give a framework to classify scheduling problems according with a set of characteristics
and attributes that involves the major of real features of the service systems. Our
proposed, apply several classifiers of the literature, and it is possible to choose other to
improve the results.

This work generates possible future development lines, one of which is the validation
of results with a set of real companies and improving the database of information.
Another possible line consists to explore other methods of numerical ratings that
involves imprecision, for instance using fuzzy logic.
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Abstract. In the CQA (Community Question Answering) systems, expert
finding is one of the most important subjects. The task of expert finding is aimed
at discovering users with relevant expertise or experience for a given question.
However, with the increasing amount of information in CQA platform, the ques‐
tioner has to wait for a long time for the response of other users, and the quality
of the answers that user receive is not optimistic. In view of the above problems,
this paper proposes the Topic Professional Level Model (TPLM) to find the right
experts for questions. The model combines both the topic model and the profes‐
sional level model respectively from the two perspectives of semantic topic of
textual content and link structure to calculate the user’s authority under a specific
topic. Based on TPLM results, this paper proposed the TPLMRank algorithm to
measure user comprehensive score to find the expert users. The experimental
results on the Chinese CQA platform-Zhihu dataset show that the expert finding
method based on the TPLM is superior to the traditional expert finding method.

Keywords: Community Question Answering · Expert finding
Topic Professional Level Model

1 Introduction

With the development of CQA platform, more and more people like to share their own
questions and answers to others by CQA platform, for example, Baidu knows and Zhihu
in domestic, Facebook and StackOverflow in foreign are more and more welcomed by
people. The CQA platform not only provided a way for the questioners to seek answers,
but also provided a platform for respondents to share knowledge.

However, as the amount of information in the CQA platform increases, there are still
some problems in finding the right answers they need for their questions from the plat‐
form which has vast amount of information. For example, massive information from
CQA platform will cover the questions of the questioner quickly, which cause the ques‐
tioner had to wait for the other user’s answer for a long time, and massive advertising
spam and low-quality answers make it hard for users to get high-quality answers. In
view of the above problems, this paper proposed a method of expert finding based on
the TPLM in order to find expert users better.
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For expert finding in CQA platform, Scholars have put forward many different tech‐
niques and methods. The main methods include user model-based algorithms, semantic
topics-based algorithms, link structure-based algorithms. For the method based on user
model, [1–3] proposed a structural analysis model based on user reputation to rank users’
expert scores. Kao et al. [4] further integrated the user knowledge domain, user reputa‐
tion and link structure analysis to assess expert users. For the method based on semantic
topic analysis, [5–11] leverage statistical topic model to mining user topics, use the
segmentation topic model to find expert users in the CQA system, and the effect is better
than the simple use of LDA model. Qu et al. [12] proposed a model based on probabilistic
latent semantic analysis(PLSA) for expert finding, and then recommend new questions
to experts. Liu et al. [13] consider the user’s historical Q & A information, user authority
and user activity into his method, and proposed a hybrid method base on language model
and LDA model to recommend new problems to expert users. Based on the method of
link structure analysis, Jurczyk et al. [14] treat users as nodes and use the HITS algorithm
to find authoritative users. Shen et al. [15] improved the HITS algorithm by using
weighted HITS algorithm to analyze user roles and users link structure, it defines the
user’s behavior with the weight of the relational link to calculate the authoritative value
of the users and establish a recommendation mechanism to recommend the newly
proposed problem to the expert user.

The traditional expert finding method is only base on the semantic topic of textual
content or the link structure, in this paper, the TPLM is a measure of the professional
knowledge level of users under various topic, it takes into consideration the semantic topic
of textual content and the link structure, and it also takes full advantage of the post tag
information and voting information to better mining the topics and professional levers of
each user. In this model, first, using the question-answer relationship between users to
construct a Q & A graph, secondly, obtain user topic probability distribution from user’s
history Q & A information by LDA model, and base on the value of topic probability
distribution of users, obtain the value of professional level distribution under each topic
through the voting information, finally, to calculate user’s authority by PageRank algo‐
rithm which is improved by TPLM weighting. At last, the TPLMRank algorithm is
proposed which integrate the similarity between users and questions and the authority of
users. The TPLMRank algorithm score the users comprehensively to rank the expert users
under a specific topic to finding the expert users under the specific topic.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. It introduces the content of the Topic
Professional Level Model(TPLM) in detail in Sect. 2. In Sect. 3, based on the TPLM
proposed TPLMRank algorithm comprehensive the similarity between users and ques‐
tions and the authority of users. In Sect. 4, this paper describes the experimental data
and experimental evaluation methods in detail, and analyze the experimental results.
The Sect. 5 is the summary of this paper.

2 Topic Professional Level Model (TPLM)

The Topic Professional Level Model (TPLM) [16] is a method that reaction to the user’s
knowledge and problem solving ability under various topics. It jointly model topics and
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professional level by integrating textual content model and link structure analysis. The
level of the user’s topic professional competence depends on how many the user answers
the questions under the topic and the quality of the answers, and in the CQA system, the
quality of the answer is reflected in the number of answer votes. Therefore, this paper
achieves better understanding of both user topic and professional level by leveraging
tagging and voting information, using tagging information to help learn topics of user
and a Gaussian mixture hybrid to model voting information, and then calculating the
user’s topic professional level score under each specific topic.

In this model, first, using the LDA model to mine the probability distribution of user
topics. Note that this paper assume tags of answers are the same with the corresponding
question. Because the tag is a summary of the topic and content of the post, so the label
information is added to the user document to obtain a user specific topic distribution in
this paper, and for each topic, obtaining a topic specific word distribution and a topic
specific tag distribution. Comprehensive the distribution information of word and label
to better mine the topic of the user. Based on the user’s topic distribution, the topic
professional level is modeled under each topic, this paper assume that the user’s topic
professional level has E levels, each level is a Gaussian distribution of voting informa‐
tion, and the level of topic professional competence depends on the average Gaussian
distribution. To model the topic professional level, this paper assume that each user u
has a topic professional level distribution 𝜙z,u under a specific topic z, and if a user is an
expert user under topic z, the probability proportions 𝜙z,u will have high values for topic
professional levels which correspond to Gaussian distributions with high mean.

For each Q&A post, it has latent variables e and z, which denote the professional
level and topic of this post respectively. For each post of a specific user u, topics are
generated from a user specific topic distribution 𝜃u and its topic professional level is
generated from the user topic professional level distribution 𝜙z,u. For each topic z, the
word w and the tag t under the topic obey the word distribution 𝜑z and the tag distribution
𝜓z under topic z respectively.

The information processing process uses the following steps:

• For the u-th user, (u = 1, 2,⋯ , U)
– Draw a user specific topic distribution 𝜃u

• For the e-th topic professional level, (e = 1, 2,⋯ , E)
– Draw an topic professional level specific vote distribution N(ue,𝜀e)

• For the k-th topic, (k = 1, 2,⋯ , K)
– Draw a topic specific tag distribution 𝜓z

– Draw a topic specific word distribution 𝜙z

– For the u-th user, (u = 1, 2,⋯ , U), Draw a user specific topic professional level
distribution 𝜙k,u

• For the n-th post (n = 1, 2,⋯ , Nu) of the u-th user (u = 1, 2,⋯ , U)
– Draw topic z according to the topic distribution 𝜃u of the user ui,
– Draw professional level e from the user topic professional level distribution 𝜙z,u
– Draw word w and t from the word distribution 𝜑z and the tag distribution 𝜓z under

topic z respectively.
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3 CQA Expert Finding Method TPLMRank Base on TPLM

3.1 Similarity Calculation Between User and Question Topic

The task of expert finding is aimed at discovering the users who have expertise or expe‐
rience to answer questions under a given topic in the CQA platform. It is clear that no
one is expert in all topical interests, which means one’s professional level should be
evaluated with respect to the corresponding topics. Therefore, in the process of expert
finding, it is necessary to look for experts under a certain topic of the question.

Because the tag is a summary of the topic and content of the post, therefore, adding
the tag information to the user document can better identify the user’s topic. So, incor‐
porating tags of questions and answers into textual content to model topics for users and
questions using LDA topic model, and obtain the topic probability distribution of users
and questions, then calculating the similarity between users and questions under topic t
by similarity calculation formula. The formula is as follows:

sim(𝜇, q) = 𝜃𝜇,Z . 𝜃q,Z. (1)

Where 𝜃u,Z is the probability that user u belongs to topic z, and 𝜃q,Z is the probability
that the problem belongs to topic z.

3.2 User Authority Calculation

In the process of calculating the user’s authority, using the weighted method to extend
PageRank algorithm. First, build a social network through Q&A relationships between
users, then weighting the users by the value of topic professional level and the topic
similarity between users. At last, leveraging the topic similarity between users and the
value of topic professional level to weighted PageRank algorithm to obtain each user’s
authority score.

The similarity between user ui and user uj under topic z is defined as:

simz(i → j) = 1 −

|||𝜃′i,z − 𝜃′
j,z
|||. [16] (2)

Where 𝜃′ is the normalized matrix formed by the probability distribution of the user
topic.

The transition probability of a random surfer from asker ui to answer uj is defined as:

Pz(i → j) =
wi,j ⋅ simz(i → j)

𝛴
|V|
k=1wi,k ⋅ simz(i → k)

. [16] (3)

Where wi,j is the sum of the weights of all questions that user j answers user i.
The user authority under topic z is defined as:

Rz(ui) = λ

∑
j:uj→ui

Rz

(
ui

)
⋅ Mi,j + (1 − λ) . 𝜃𝜇,Z ⋅ Ez,ui

(𝜇). [16] (4)
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Where Mi,j is the transition matrix of Pz(i → j), and Ez,ui
 is the topic professional level

score of user ui under topic z.

3.3 CQA Expert User Comprehensive Score Method TPLMRank

Based on the user’s authority value and the similarity between users and questions,
leveraging TPLMRank algorithm to evaluate the users comprehensively. The formula
is as follows:

S(𝜇, q) = sim(𝜇, q) ⋅ Rz(𝜇). (5)

According to the proposed problem, leveraging TPLMRank algorithm to evaluate
comprehensively for each user, and the higher the score, the stronger the professional
level of the user in question-related topics. At last, using comprehensive score to rank
users in descending order, and the top ranking users are the expert users to find.

4 Experiment

4.1 Experimental Data

The expert discovery method of this paper is proposed for the Chinese CQA platform,
and the experimental data crawled from the CQA platform-Zhihu. In training data,
include 3000 posts from 100 users, and each user’s posts is not less than 20. There are
168 questions, 2831 answers, 2522 unique words, 1635 unique tags and 133 unique
votes in 3000 posts. At the same time, crawling 100 questions and 673 answers from
the platform as the test data. Here first remove the link information and HTML tag
information in the data, then use the Chinese word segmentation tool to segment the
experimental data and remove the stop words.

4.2 Comparison and Analysis of Experimental Results

In this paper, the recommendation system ranking method is adopted to evaluate the
experimental results. This method assumes that strong related documents appear more
useful before the result list, and strongly related documents are more useful than weakly
related documents and more useful than unrelated documents.

The method is defined as follows:

NDCGp =

DCGp

IDCGp

=

1
|Q|

∑
q∈Q

∑k

j=1
1

log2 (j + 1)
score

(
Mq,j

)

IScore(K, q)
. (6)

Where Q stands for problem set, Mq,j is the j-th expert recommended to the problem
q, the score

(
Mq,j

)
 is the true ranking score of the j-th expert, and IScore(K, q) is the ideal

ranking score of the former K experts.
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In order to evaluate the effectiveness of TPLMRank, this paper compare against
some traditional expert finding method including probabilistic topic models, link anal‐
ysis techniques and mixture methods combining both as follows:

• TEM: This is our method without link analysis part.
• TSPR: This model proposed a Topic-Sensitive PageRank method for expert finding

in CQA [7]. They consider link structures and topical similarity between users.
sim(𝜇, q) is based on the result of LDA and S(𝜇, q) is the TSPR saliency score.

• PageRank(PR): This method finds expert users with only link structure analysis
using standard PageRank algorithms [17]. S(𝜇, q) is the PR saliency score and
sim(𝜇, q) is set as 1 since PR does not model latent topics.

• InDegree(ID): This method ranks users by the number of best answers provided by
them, as described by [18].

Compare this method with the traditional expert finding method, and leveraging the
NDCG evaluation method to calculate the degree of correlation between the ranking list
of expert users that obtained from every expert finding method and the real ranking list.
The experiment shows that the method of expert finding in this paper has a better effect
than the traditional expert method. The results of the assessment are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. The evaluation results of different expert discovery methods by using NDCG

nDCG@1 nDCG@5 nDCG@10
TPLMRank 0.5443 0.7836 0.8654
TPLM 0.5037 0.7423 0.8329
TSPR 0.4881 0.6978 0.7873
PR 0.4912 0.6932 0.7186
ID 0.4728 0.6847 0.7394

It can be seen from Table 1 that the algorithm of TPLMRank and TPLM are better
than the traditional method under the nDCG@1, nDCG@5 and nDCG@10 evaluation
indicators, and the TPLMRank algorithm is better than the TPLM algorithm.

5 Summary

In this paper, an expert discovery method based on Topic Professional Level Model
(TPLM) is proposed for the problem of expert finding. The model takes into account the
similarity of user topics and user authority, and it leveraging the LDA model to calculate
the similarity of topic between users, then leveraging the weighted method by TPLM to
extend PageRank algorithm to calculate the user’s authority. Finally, the TPLMRank
algorithm is proposed to comprehensively score the users by the topic similarity between
users and questions and the authority of users. This method solve users inference based
on their textual content and the link structure among them to better find the expert users,
the results of the experimental show that the performance of the expert discovery method
based on TPLM model is improved compared with the classical traditional methods.
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Abstract. Mining high utility sequential pattern is an interesting problem in
data mining. In this paper, we propose a new algorithm called high utility
sequential pattern mining based on maximal remaining utility (HUSP-MRU). In
HUSP-MRU, the maximal remaining utility (MRU) is defined as tighter upper
bound of candidates. Representing the search space with lexicographic
sequential pattern tree, the matrix structures are used for MRU storage, and
branch as well as node pruning based on MRU are used for improving mining
efficiency. Extensive tests conducted on publicly available datasets show that the
proposed algorithm outperforms USpan algorithm in terms of mining efficiency.

Keywords: Data mining � High utility sequential pattern
Maximal remaining utility � Item-utility matrix � Pruning strategy

1 Introduction

High utility sequential pattern (HUSP) mining [1, 7], which is to discover sequential
patterns with high utility in a sequence database, is an important topic in the field of
utility pattern mining [3, 6], and has wide real-world applications [5, 8].

Different from traditional frequent sequential pattern [4], HUSP considers both
occurrence frequency and profit of itemsets in a sequence. Thus, the infrequent but high
profit sequential patterns can be discovered through mining HUSPs.

USpan [7] is a typical HUSP mining algorithm. For width pruning, USpan use the
sequence-weighted utilization as the upper bound, which may include unnecessary
operations on utility computation. To improve the efficiency, a new HUSP mining
algorithm named HUSP-MRU is proposed. In this algorithm, the maximal remaining
utility is defined as a tighter upper bound. To store maximal remaining utility, the
item-utility matrix and maximal utility matrix structures are used. The search space is
represented by lexicographic sequential pattern tree, and the branch as well as node
pruning strategies are used to avoid unnecessary traversal of unpromising nodes.
Experimental results show that the HUSP-MRU algorithm is efficient.
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2 Problem of HUSP Mining

Let I ¼ i1; i2; . . .; imf g be a finite set of items, set X � I is called an itemset. An itemset
sequence Sr is an ordered list of itemsets \X1;X2; . . .;Xn [ . Each itemset Xd in
sequence Sr is denoted as Sdr . A sequence database SDB is a set of tuples of the form
(sid, S), where sid is the ID of sequence S.

The internal utility qði; Sdr Þ represents the quantity of item i in itemset Sdr of
sequence Sr. The external utility p(i) is the unit profit value of item i. The utility of item
i in itemset Sdr is defined as uði; Sdr Þ ¼ pðiÞ � qði; Sdr Þ. The utility of itemset X in Sdr of
sequence Sr is defined as uðX; Sdr Þ ¼

P
i2X

uði; Sdr Þ.
A sequential pattern a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ is called a subsequence of a sequence

Sr ¼ \S1r ; S
2
r ; . . .; S

n
r [ , denoted asaYSr, if there exist integers 1� j1\j2\. . .\jp � n

such that X1�Sj1r ;X2�Sj2r ; . . .;Xp�Sjpr . We say the ordered list of itemsets

\Sj1r ; S
j2
r ; . . .; S

jp
r [ anoccurrenceofa inSr. The set of all occurrences ofa inSr is denoted

asOccSet(a, Sr).
In this paper, the term sequence refers to the sequence database transactions, while

the term sequential pattern refers to the extracted subsequences from these sequences.

Let occ ¼ \Sj1r ; S
j2
r ; . . .; S

jp
r [ be an occurrence of a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ in

sequence Sr. The utility of a with respect to occ is defined as uða; occÞ ¼ Pp
i¼1

uðXi; Sjir Þ,
and utility of a in Sr is defined as uða; SrÞ ¼ maxfuða; occÞ jocc 2 OccSetða; SrÞg. The
sequence utility (SU) of a sequence Sr is defined as SU(Sr) = u(Sr, Sr). The utility of a
sequential pattern a in SDB is defined as uðaÞ ¼ P

aYSr^Sr2SDB
uða; SrÞ.

The minimum utility threshold d, specified by the user, is defined as a percentage of
the total SU values of the database, whereas the minimum utility value is defined as
min util ¼ d� P

Sr2SDB
SUðSrÞ. An sequential pattern a is called an HUSP if u(a) �

min_util. Given a sequence database SDB, the task of HUSP mining is to determine all
sequential patterns that have utilities no less than min_util. Similar to the algorithms in
[1, 7], the concept of remaining utility is also used in our algorithm to speed up the
mining process.

Let occ ¼ \Sj1r ; S
j2
r ; . . .; S

jp
r [ be an occurrence of a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ in

sequence Sr, the last item of Xp, say item i, is called extension item of a. The remaining
sequential pattern of Sr w.r.t. position jp, denoted as Sr/(a, jp), is defined as the sub-
sequence of Sr from the item after the i to the end of Sr. The remaining utility of a w.r.t.
the sequential pattern Sr=ða; jpÞ, denoted as ruða; Sr=ða; jpÞÞ, is the sum of the utilities
of all items in Sr=ða; jpÞ. Among all values of ruða; Sr=ða; jpÞÞ, the one with the highest
value is called the maximal remaining utility of a in Sr, denoted as mru(a, Sr).

Consider the sequence database in Table 1 and the profit table in Table 2. In the
example database, the utility of item a in second itemset of S2 (i.e., S22) is
uða; S22Þ ¼ 6� 3 ¼ 18, the utility of itemset {ae} in S22 is uð aef g; S22Þ ¼ 18þ 2 ¼ 20.
Both occ1 ¼ \S14; S

2
4 [ and occ2 ¼ \S14; S

3
4 [ are occurrences of a = <ba> in S4. So
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uða; S4Þ ¼ maxfuða; occ1Þ, uða; occ2Þg ¼ max 31; 22f g ¼ 31. In the example data-
base, uðaÞ ¼ uða; S3Þþ uða; S4Þþ uða; S5Þ ¼ 11þ 31þ 28 ¼ 70. Given
min util ¼ 60, as uðaÞ [min util, a is an HUSP. Consider the occurrence occ2 ¼
\S14; S

3
4 [ of a in S4, the remaining sequential pattern S4=ða; 3Þ ¼ \ bef g[ , and

ruða; S4=ða; 3ÞÞ ¼ 5þ 2 ¼ 7. Since ruða; S4=ða; 2ÞÞ ¼ 6þ 12þ 5þ 2 ¼ 25, which is
higher than ruða; S4=ða; 3ÞÞ, so mruða; S4Þ ¼ 25.

3 HUSP-MRU Algorithm

3.1 The Matrix Structure

For HUSP-MRU, an item-utility matrix structure is defined for each sequence.

Definition 1. Let Sr ¼ \S1r ; S
2
r ; . . .; S

n
r [ be a sequence, the item-utility matrix of

sequence Sr is an m � (2 � n) matrix denoted as Mr, where m is the number of items in
Sr. Each row of Mr, representing item i, is composed of n pairs, and each pair is with
the form of pk ¼ \uk ið Þ; iruk ið Þ[ ð1� k� nÞ, where uk(i) is calculated by Eq. 1.

ukðiÞ ¼ uði; SkrÞ; i 2 Skr
0; i 62 Skr

�
ð1Þ

Let “�” be the lexicographic order of items, if item j � i, and there exists no item
q such that j � q � i, iruk(i) is calculated by Eq. 2.

irukðiÞ ¼
ruði; Sr=ð\i[ ; kÞÞ; i 2 Skr
irukðjÞ ; i 62 Skr ^ k 6¼ 1
SUðSrÞ; i 62 Skr ^ k ¼ 1

8<
: ð2Þ

Table 1. Example sequence database

SID Sequence

S1 <(e,5) {(c,2), (f,1)} (b,2)>
S2 <(c,1) {(a,6), (d,3), (e,2)}>
S3 <{(a,2), (e,6)} {(a,1), (b,1), (c,2)} {(a,2), (d,3), (e,3)}>
S4 <{(b,2), (e,2)} {(a,7), (d,3)} {(a,4), (b,1), (e,2)}>
S5 <{(b,2), (e,3)} {(a,6), (e,3)} {(a,2), (b,1)}>

Table 2. Profit table

Item a b c d e f

Profit 3 5 4 2 1 2
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According to Definition 1, for two items i and j, if j � i and there exists no item
q such that j � q � i, we have iruk(j) = uk(i) + iruk(i), which can facilitate the cal-
culation of item-utility matrix. Given item-utility matrix, the maximal utility as well as
maximal remaining utility are also recorded in the maximal utility matrix.

Definition 2. Let Sr ¼ \S1r ; S
2
r ; . . .; S

n
r [ be a sequence, the maximal utility matrix of

sequence Sr is an m � 3 matrix, where m is the number of items in Sr. For each row, the
first element (denoted as i) is the item this row represents, the second element is u(i, Sr),
the third element is mru(i, Sr).

As the utility of sequential pattern is based on the maximal utility among all
occurrences, the maximal utility matrix structure is convenient for HUSP mining.

Consider S3 in Table 1. The item-utility matrix of S3 is shown in Table 3, and the
maximal utility matrix of S3 is shown in Table 4.

3.2 Lexicographic Sequential Pattern Tree

Given a sequential pattern a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ and an item x, a}x means a
concatenates with x. It can be I-extension, a}Ix ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ x[ ; or
S-extension, a}Sx ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp; x[ . For example, <{ae}> is an I-extension of
<a>, while <ae> is a S-extension of <a>.

The search space of the HUSP-MRU can be represented as a lexicographic tree.
A lexicographic sequential pattern tree (LSP-Tree) T is a tree structure composed as
follows: (1) One empty root labeled as “< >”. (2) Each node N except root consists of
four fields: N.seq, N.ulist, N.u, and N.mru, where N.seq records the sequential pattern
represented by N, N.ulist is composed of information for search space pruning (see
Definition 3), N.u is u(N.seq, Sr), and N.mru is mru(N.seq, Sr), where Sr 2 SDB.

Table 3. The item-utility matrix of S3

Item S13 S23 S33
u iru u iru u iru

a 6 37 3 28 6 9
b 0 37 5 23 0 9
c 0 37 8 15 0 9
d 0 37 0 15 6 3
e 6 31 0 15 3 0

Table 4. The maximal utility matrix of S3

Item mu mru

a 6 37
b 5 23
c 8 15
d 6 3
e 6 31
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Given a node N in an LSP-Tree T, the sequential pattern represented by a child
node N’ of N (i.e., N’.seq) is either an I-extension sequential pattern or an S-extension
sequential pattern of N.seq.

Figure 1 shows a part of the LSP-Tree of the sequence database in Table 1. All the
children nodes of a parent node are ordered lexicographically with I-extension
sequential patterns before S-extension sequential patterns.

Definition 3. Let SDB be a sequence database, N be a node of LSP-Tree T repre-
senting sequential pattern a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ . Each entry of N.ulist corresponds
to an element of gðaÞ ¼ fSr 2 SDBjaYSrg, and consists of five fields: SID, TID, u, ru
and pointer, where SID is the sequence ID, TID is the itemset ID of extension item of a
occurs, u and ru are utility and remaining utility w.r.t. the enumerating occurrence,
pointer links to the next occurrence of a in SID, or “null” if there is none.

For the node N representing sequential pattern <ba>, the N.ulist is illustrated in
Fig. 2, while N.u and N.mru are shown in Table 5.

Fig. 1. Partial LSP-Tree for the example sequence database in Table 1

Fig. 2. The ulist structure of <ba>
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3.3 Searching Strategies

After constructing the LSP-Tree, our algorithm traverses the search space from the root
using a depth-first strategy. For a sequential pattern a = <X1, X2,…, Xp>, the
HUSP-MRU algorithm checks its extension item to perform I-extension and
S-extension, respectively. To facilitate the operation of sequential pattern extension, the
item-utility matrix can be used. For I-extension, only items in the entries below the
extension item are checked, and the set of all potential I-extension items is denoted as
PIS(a). For S-extension, only items in the entries after the itemset containing extension
item are checked, and the set of all potential S-extension items is denoted as PSS(a).

Here, we consider the extension case of sequential pattern <{ab}> in S3. Here item
b is the extension item. As shown in Table 3, items c, d and e are larger than b ac-
cording to the lexicographic order, so entries of the last three rows of the matrix could
be concatenated after b for I-extension. Specifically, only S23 includes {ab}, so only
item c can be used to form the I-extension, and the result is <{abc}>. The utility of
<{abc}> is the utility of u({ab}, S3) plus the newly added item’s utility u(c, S3), i.e.,
u abcf g; S3ð Þ ¼ 8þ 8 ¼ 16.

We still use the sequential pattern <{ab}> to show the idea of S-extension. As we
can see from Table 3, items that can be used for S-extension to <{ab}> are located in
the third column of the item-utility matrix of S3. Thus, sequential patterns <{ab}a>,
<{ab}d > and <{ab}e> are the candidates. Take <{ab}a> for example,
u \ abf ga[ ; S3ð Þ ¼ u abf g; S3ð Þþ uða; S33Þ ¼ 8þ 6 ¼ 14.

3.4 Pruning Strategies

Without pruning, an LSP-Tree search will consider every node. The key to an efficient
LSP-Tree search is to remove entire branches or unpromising nodes from
consideration.

In the search space formed by LSP-Tree, when a new node Na representing
sequential pattern a ¼ \X1;X2; . . .;Xp [ is constructed, we compute

buðaÞ ¼
X

aYSr^Sr2SDB
ðuðaÞþmruða; SrÞÞ ð3Þ

If bu(a) < min_util, then we stop traversing all children nodes of Na, we call this
pruning strategy branch pruning.

When the node Na passes the branch pruning, and can be used to form potential
sequential patterns, then the items in PISðaÞ or PSSðaÞ will be checked one by one.
Specifically, for each item i 2 PISðaÞ or i 2 PSSðaÞ, we compute

Table 5. N.u and N.mru of <ba>

SID u mru

S3 11 9
S4 31 25
S5 28 14
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nuðaÞ ¼
X

aYSr^Sr2SDB
ðuða0Þ þmruði; SrÞÞ ð4Þ

where a0 is the result of I-extension or S-extension of a with item i. If nu(a) < min_util,
then we do not need to extend a with i, and we call this pruning strategy node pruning.

3.5 Algorithm Description

The proposed HUSP-MRU algorithm for mining HUSPs is described in Algorithm 1.

In Algorithm 1, Steps 1–3 perform the branch pruning strategy. If the current
sequence pattern can not be used to generate HUSP, it returns to its parent sequential
pattern. The loop (Steps 4–14) checks each item in PIS(a) for I-extension of a. Steps 5–
8 perform the node pruning strategy. Then, new sequential pattern aI concatenated by
I-extension of a is generated in Step 9. If the utility of the extension result is no lower
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than the minimum utility value, it is output as an HUSP in Step 11. Step 13 recursively
invokes itself to go deeper in the LSP-Tree. Similarly, the loop (Steps 15–25) checks
each item in PSS(a) for S-extension of a. Finally, Step 26 outputs all of the discovered
high utility sequential patterns.

4 Performance Evaluation

We evaluate the performance of our HUSP-MRU algorithm and compare it with the
USpan [7] algorithm. The source code of USpan was downloaded from the SPMF data
mining library [2].

4.1 Experimental Environment and Datasets

The experiments were performed on a computer with 3.40 GHz CPU, 8 GB memory,
and running on 64-bit Microsoft Windows 7. Our program was written in Java. Four
real datasets, downloaded from the SPMF data mining library [2], were used for
evaluation, and their characteristics are presented in Table 6.

Bible is moderately dense and contains many medium length sequences. BMS
contains many short sequences. Kosarak10k is a sparse dataset that contains short
sequences and a few very long sequences. SIGN is a dense dataset having very long
sequences.

4.2 Running Time

We demonstrate the efficiency performance of the two algorithms. When measuring the
runtime, we varied the minimum utility threshold for each dataset.

Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6 show the execution time comparisons for the four datasets.
We can see that the HUSP-MRU algorithm is always faster than USpan algorithm. On
average, HUSP-MRU is faster than USpan by 25.16%, 12.40%, 14.81% and 28.71%
on Bible, BMS, Kosarak10k and SIGN, respectively. The reason for the results is that
the branch pruning and node pruning strategies can avoid unnecessary search space
traversal operations. Furthermore, with item-utility matrix and maximal utility matrix,
computation of utilities of candidate sequential patterns can be accelerated.

Table 6. Characteristics of the datasets

Dataset #Sequences #Items AvgLength Type of data

Bible 36369 13905 21.64 Book
BMS 59601 497 6.02 Click-stream
Kosarak10k 638811 39998 11.64 Click-stream
SIGN 730 267 93.00 Sign language
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Fig. 3. Execution times on Bible

Fig. 4. Execution times on BMS

Fig. 5. Execution times on Kosarak10k
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4.3 Effect of Pruning Strategies

To demonstrate the benefit of branch pruning and node pruning, we compare the
performance of HUSP-MRU with and without pruning strategies. In Figs. 7, 8, 9 and
10, we use HUSP-MRU-B to denote the baseline implementation of HUSP-MRU
without pruning strategies.

As shown in Figs. 7, 8, 9 and 10, the pruning strategies are beneficial in improving
the efficiency. On Bible and BMS, the implementation with pruning strategies spends
about half of the total time of the baseline algorithm. The most obvious case appears on
the dataset of SIGN that HUSP-MRU is 5.08 times faster than HUSP-MRU-B on
average.

Fig. 6. Execution times on SIGN

Fig. 7. Execution times of HUSP-MRU with and without pruning strategies on Bible
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Fig. 9. Execution times of HUSP-MRU with and without pruning strategies on Kosarak10k

Fig. 10. Execution times of HUSP-MRU with and without pruning strategies on SIGN

Fig. 8. Execution times of HUSP-MRU with and without pruning strategies on BMS
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5 Conclusions

In this paper, we proposed an HUSP mining algorithm called the HUSP-MRU based on
the maximal remaining utility. In the HUSP-MRU algorithm, matrix structures are used
to store information for utility computation. The search space is organized as the
LSP-Tree and traversed using depth-first manner. To improve the mining efficiency,
branch and node pruning strategies are used. Experiments on four datasets show that
the HUSP-MRU algorithm outperforms USpan algorithm.

Acknowledgments. This work was supported by Beijing Natural Science Foundation
(4162022), and High Innovation Program of Beijing (2015000026833ZK04).
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Abstract. Microblog, especially Twitter, has become an integral part
of our daily life, where millions of users expressing their opinions daily
towards various target entities. Detecting and analyzing user stances
from such massive opinion-oriented twitter posts provide enormous
opportunities to journalists, governments, companies, and other orga-
nizations. However, the short length characteristics and frequent use of
idiosyncratic abbreviations in tweets make this task challenging to infer
the users’ stance automatically towards a particular target. In this paper,
we leverage the syntactic tree representation of tweets to detect the tweet
stance. We devise a new parts-of-speech (POS) generalization technique
and employ the hashtag segmentation for effective tree representation.
Then, we make use of support vector machine (SVM) classifier with three
different tree kernel functions including subtree (ST) kernel, subset tree
(SST) kernel, and partial tree (PT) kernel as the base-classifiers. Finally,
a majority voting count based prediction scheme is employed to identify
the tweet stance. We conducted our experiments using SemEval-2016
twitter stance detection dataset. Experimental results demonstrate the
effectiveness of our proposed method over the baseline and the state-of-
the-art related works.

Keywords: Microblog · Stance detection
Syntactic tree representation · Tree kernel
Support vector machine

1 Introduction

In recent times, it has become popular for people to express and exchange
their feelings, views, and opinions through microblog websites. Among several
microblog sites, Twitter is now the most popular, where millions of users post
tweets daily, covering trendy topics. That is why; people are increasingly seeking
ways to analyze these massive opinion-oriented tweets as a source of information
to explain many aspects of human experience on a variety of fundamental social
issues. Stance detection is the task of automatically determining the stance of a
tweet whether the author of the tweet is in favor of, against, or none towards a
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proposition or target [8]. We can consider stance detection as a sub-domain of
sentiment analysis, but there is a major difference between them. In sentiment
analysis, the major goal is to classify the polarity of a tweet sentiment either
positive, negative or neutral based on its contents, whereas the identification of
stance is dependent on the specific target. The target may be a person, an organi-
zation, a government policy, etc. But it is not necessary that the target explicitly
mentioned in the tweet. Moreover, a person can express the same stance towards
a target by using positive and negative sentiment bearing words. To illustrate
the above scenario, we articulate sample tweets for the target “Donald Trump”
in Table 1. For example, the Tweet 2 implies a stance favor to Donald Trump,
through opposing Hillary Clinton. We see that the sentiment of the Tweet 2 is
negative and the target Donald Trump is not mentioned in the tweet.

Table 1. Example tweets for the target “Donald Trump” to illustrate the difference
between stance detection and sentiment analysis.

Sentiment Example Tweets Stance

Positive Tweet 1: Trump wasn’t precise but he’s no bigot. employs
thousands. contributed millions to charity

Favor

Negative Tweet 2: No more Bush or Hillary Clinton
#MakeAmericaGreatAgain

Favor

Negative Tweet 3: @realDonaldTrump is such an idiot. He’s risking
way too much for something he’ll never get

Against

Positive Tweet 4: There is still more to be done to make this
country strong, powerful and great again.
#TrumpCarson2016

Against

Twitter stance detection poses unique challenges to the research community
since tweets are short and informal user-generated text, which usually tend to not
follow the grammatical rules. Moreover, tweets contain plenty of twitter-specific
syntaxes such as #hashtags and emoticons. To tackle these challenges, some
researchers used manual feature engineering [8] and some other used deep learn-
ing based models such as convolutional neural networks (CNNs) [18], recurrent
neural networks (RNNs) [19], and so on. In this paper, we address the twit-
ter stance detection problem by leveraging the syntactic tree representation of
tweets with an ensemble of tree kernel-based machine learning models.

The main contributions of this paper include: (1) We are the first to encode
the syntactic information of tweets by using the SVM tree kernel functions for
stance detection in tweets. (2) We introduce a parts-of-speech (POS) general-
ization technique and utilize the #hashtag segmentation for effective tree rep-
resentation. (3) We conducted a set of experiments on SemEval-2016 twitter
stance detection dataset [8]. Experimental results demonstrate that our pro-
posed method yields significant improvements in stance detection task.
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The rest of the paper is structured as follows: Section 2 describes the state-
of-the-art of stance detection task while our proposed framework is described in
detail in Sect. 3. Next, in Sect. 4, the experimental setup and results are dis-
cussed to show the effectiveness of our proposed method. Finally, some concluded
remarks and future directions of our work described in Sect. 5.

2 Related Work

Stance detection and argumentation mining have emerged recently as one of
the most prominent research tasks in opinion mining. There has been a growing
interest in these fields, as they can be advantageous particularly for decision
making. Previously, stance detection has been studied extensively in a variety
of problem domain including debates in online forums [1,15], online news com-
ments [14], and so on. To address these problems, researchers utilize the lexicon
and sentiment expression [15], constructing the rule-based classifier [1], exploit-
ing topic modeling [14], and so on.

More recently, twitter has been considered as a corpus of studying public
opinion, as increasingly many people express their opinions implicitly or explic-
itly in their tweets. But twitter stance detection is less explored problem as com-
pared to the stance detection on other problem domains. In one of a few works in
stance detection in twitter, Rajadesingan et al. [10] determined user-level stance
based on the assumption that if several users retweet about a controversial topic,
they are on the same side. Djemili et al. [4] used a set of linguistic rules to iden-
tify the ideological stance of tweets. However, none of these works attempts to
determine the stance from a single tweet.

Mohammad et al. [8] presented a twitter stance detection task in the SemEval
2016, where given a tweet and a target entity, a system need to determine
whether the tweet author is in favor of or against towards the target. Several
models were tried in this competition. Some participants proposed the deep
learning based approaches including CNN [18], RNN [19], and so on. Other par-
ticipants addressed the problem by utilizing the classical supervised classifiers
including SVM, Naive-Bayes, etc. along with the ensemble of features [8].

As far as we know, no one has yet attempted to address the twitter stance
detection problem from the standpoint of encoding the syntactic tree represen-
tation of the tweet. We have observed that syntactic tree structures of the sen-
tence successfully used on many natural language processing applications, such
as community question answering [2], relation extraction between entities [7],
microblog retrieval [13], etc. In this paper, we attempt to bridge this research
gap by exploiting syntactic tree representation for stance detection on microblog.

3 Proposed Stance Detection Framework

In this section, we describe the details of our proposed stance detection frame-
work. The goal of our proposed system is to determine the stance from a tweet
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Fig. 1. Proposed stance detection (SD) framework.

whether the author of the tweet is in favor of, or against towards a proposition
or target. Figure 1 depicts the overview of our proposed approach.

At first, our system fetches the set of tweets from the user and indexed them
for further processing. In the hashtag segmentation stage, initially we extract
words that are preceded by a (#) character called hashtags. Once hashtags
are extracted, a text processing tool is utilized to segment the hashtags into
meaningful English words. Then, we replaced the hashtags with these segmented
words. Next, we apply the Stanford parser [6] to generate the constituency-based
syntactic parse tree for each tweet text. During the tree generation, we employ
our parts-of-speech (POS) generalization technique to generalize the POS tag
into a general form. After that, we consider the majority voting count based
predictions from the ensemble of support vector machine (SVM) classifiers based
on three tree kernel functions to determine the stance label of a tweet as the
favor or against. Finally, the set of labeled tweets return to the user.

3.1 Hashtag Segmentation

The short length constraint of the tweet makes characters expensive. To over-
come this constraint people usually use informal, ungrammatical texts, as well
as introducing new ways to express their thought. A twitter #hashtag is a type
of label or metadata tag used by users within a tweet to highlight the trending
events or issues on twitter. Similar kind of hashtags indicates the similar con-
text of the tweet. Segmenting the hashtags might therefore be helpful in better
understanding and extraction of information from tweets.

For the task of hashtag segmentation, we make use of a hashtag segmen-
tation tool provided by Baziotis et al. [3]. Their method utilized the Viterbi
algorithm [12] to estimate the most probable sequence based on the word statis-
tics from a large twitter corpus. By utilizing this tool, we identify and segment
the #hashtag into the meaningful set of words.
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3.2 Constituency-Based Syntactic Parse Tree Generation

The constituency-based syntactic parse tree is a tree representation of a tweet
that breaks the given tweet into sub-phrases to show the syntactic structure
of the tweet. These trees are usually constructed based on the constituency
relation of constituency grammars that can distinguish between non-terminal
and terminal nodes. In the trees, the interior nodes are labeled by non-terminal
categories of the grammar, while the leaf nodes are labeled by terminal categories
and the edges are unlabeled. To generate the constituency-based syntactic parse
tree representation of tweets, we utilize the Stanford parser [6]. The POS tags
and phrasal categories are based on the Penn Treebank [16] tagset.

Table 2. Penn Treebank POS tags and their generalized form.

Penn Treebank POS Tags Generalized POS Tag

NN, NNS, NNP, NNPS NOUN

VB, VBD, VBG, VBN, VBP, VBZ VERB

JJ, JJR, JJS ADJ

RB, RBR, RBS ADV

PRP, PRP$ PRONOUN

3.3 Parts-of-Speech (POS) Generalization Technique

During the constituency-based syntactic parse tree generation, Penn Treebank
[16] uses 36 POS tags and 12 other tags (for punctuation and currency sym-
bols) to annotate the POS of each token. This huge tagset often creates dissim-
ilarity among the syntactic substructures. For example, for the words “write”,
“wrote”, and “writing”, Penn Treebank assign three different POS including
“VB”, “VBD”, and “VBG”, respectively. However, only “VERB” can represent
the POS of these three words. To overcome this limitation, we propose to gener-
alize the POS tags to a common tag during the parse tree generation. In Table 2,
we enlist the Penn Treebank POS tags and their generalized form that we employ
in our method. An example POS generalized syntactic parse tree is depicted in
Fig. 2(b).

3.4 Tree Kernel Based Learning Approaches

We use the syntactic tree representation of the tweets to train the support vec-
tor machine (SVM) classifier by using the subtree (ST), subset tree (SST), and
partial tree (PT) kernel functions [9]. Each tree kernel utilizes its own repre-
sentation of substructures generated from corresponding trees. The ST kernel
considers the structure that contains all the descendants of the target root node
until the leaves. Figure 3(b) shows the sample of STs that are generated from the
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Fig. 2. (a) A sample syntactic parse tree; (b) Syntactic parse tree generated from (a)
after performing hashtag segmentation and POS generalization.

Fig. 3. (a) A sample syntactic parse tree; (b) Sample of some subtrees (STs) generated
from (a); (c) Sample of some subset trees (SSTs) generated from (a); (d) Sample of
some partial trees (PTs) generated from (a).

syntactic parse tree depicted in Fig. 3(a). The SST kernel considers the internal
subtrees, with no leaves (i.e., its leaves can be non-terminal symbols). However,
there is a constraint that grammatical rules cannot be broken. Figure 3(c) shows
the sample of SSTs that are generated from the syntactic parse tree depicted
in Fig. 3(a). Here, we see that [NP [DT NOUN]] is an SST which contain two
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non-terminal symbols whereas [NP [NOUN]] is not an SST. If we omit this
grammatical constraint, we get the more general form of substructures for the
PT kernel as depicted in Fig. 3(d).

The main idea of tree kernels is to estimate the similarity between two given
trees by computing the number of the common substructures between them.
For example, given two parse trees T1 and T2, their similarity Kc(T1, T2) can be
estimated as follows [7,9]:

Kc(T1, T2) =
∑

n1∈NT1

∑

n2∈NT2

Δ(n1, n2)

where NT1 and NT2 are the node sets of the T1 and T2, respectively. Δ(n1, n2)
is the number of common substructures with n1 and n2 as the root.

3.5 Ensemble of Classifiers

After training the subtree (ST), subset tree (SST), and partial tree (PT) kernel-
based SVM classifiers as the base-classifiers, we combine them to identify the
tweets stance. We consider the majority voting count based prediction to esti-
mate the final stance label. The basic idea behind the majority voting based
prediction scheme is that label of an unlabeled sample is estimated according
to the class that gets the highest number of votes [11]. This approach has fre-
quently been used as a combining method to overcome the limitation of a single
classifier. Mathematically, it can be written as:

class(X ) = argmax
ci∈dom(y)

(
∑

k

g (yk(x), ci)

)

where yk(x) is the label of the k’th classifier and g(y, c) is an indicator function
which is defined as follows:

g(y, c) =
{

1, if y = c
0, if y �= c

4 Experiments and Evaluations

4.1 Dataset Collection

We evaluated the effectiveness of our proposed method on a recent, widely
applied benchmark stance detection dataset from twitter used for the SemEval-
2016 Task 6-A [8]. The training set consists of 2,914 tweets and the test set
consists of 1,249 tweets relevant to five targets. Each tweet was annotated as
Favor, Against or None towards one of the five targets. Detailed statistics about
the distribution of tweets in the training and test sets for each target is presented
in Table 3.
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Table 3. The statistics of stance train and test sets for SemEval-2016 Task 6-A.

Train Instances (%) Test Instances (%)

Target #Total #Train Favor Against None #Test Favor Against None

Atheism 733 513 17.9 59.3 22.8 220 14.5 72.7 12.7

Climate Change 564 395 53.7 3.8 42.5 169 72.8 6.5 20.7

Feminist Movement 949 664 31.6 49.4 19.0 285 20.4 64.2 15.4

Hillary Clinton 983 689 17.1 57.0 25.8 295 15.3 58.3 26.4

Legal. of Abortion 933 653 18.5 54.4 27.1 280 16.4 67.5 16.1

Total 4163 2914 25.8 47.9 26.3 1249 23.1 51.8 25.1

4.2 Data Preprocessing

Data preprocessing stage is initiated with tokenization. As tweets are informal
user generated contents, people use lots of emoticons and twitter specific syntaxes
(@, #hashtag, emoticons, etc.). But meaningful English words do not contain
these characters. We remove these characters from tweets. For #hashtag removal,
we segment each #hashtag by our hashtag segmentation technique (discussed
in Sect. 3.1) and replaced it with the segmented words. Moreover, in stance
detection task, stopwords play a negative role because they do not carry any
opinion-oriented information and may actually damage the performance of the
classifiers. For stopword removal, we utilize the NLTK’s standard stoplist.

4.3 Parameter Settings

In the following, we list parameters we have used in our experiments. We utilize
the englishPCFG caseless model of the Stanford parser [6] to get the syntactic
tree representation of the tweets. For the tree kernel-based learning, we employ
the SVM-LIGHT-TK, [9]1 tool’s embedded in the well-known SVM-light2 soft-
ware package. To select the optimal value for the decay factor in the subtree
(ST), subset tree (SST), and partial tree (PT) kernel, we swept the parame-
ter between [0.11, 0.99]. We obtained the best performance when decay factor
parameter is set to 0.44 for subtree kernel and 0.67 for subset tree and partial
tree kernel. In this paper, we reported the results based on these settings. Unless
otherwise stated, default settings were used for the other parameters.

4.4 Results with Stance Detection

To evaluate the performance of our stance detection system, we applied the
evaluation measure used in the SemEval-2016 [8]. The organizer used the micro-
average, MicFavg of the F1-scores (the harmonic mean of precision and recall)
for the two main stance classes including favor and against, across all the targets
as follows:

MicFavg =
Ffavor + Fagainst

2
1 http://dit.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm.
2 http://svmlight.joachims.org/.

http://dit.unitn.it/moschitti/Tree-Kernel.htm
http://svmlight.joachims.org/
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In order to ensure appropriate comparisons, we used the evaluation scripts pro-
vided by the SemEval task organizers.

The summarized results of our experiments are presented in Table 4. At first,
we showed the stance detection performance based on the kernel specific base-
line, where we utilize the default syntactic tree representation of the tweets along
with the default SVM tree kernel settings. These baselines were denoted as Base-
lineSTK, BaselineSSTK, and BaselinePTK for the subtree, subset tree, and
partial tree kernel, respectively. Next, in the STKPG, SSTKPG, and PTKPG
settings, we utilized the modified syntactic tree representation of the tweets by
our proposed POS generalization technique and apply the optimal parameter
settings for the SVM tree kernel. After that, we include our hashtag segmen-
tation technique with the settings of STKPG, SSTKPG, and PTKPG, which
are resulted in STKPGHS, SSTKPGHS, and PTKPGHS, respectively. For the
EnsembleBaseline and EnsembleTKPGHS settings, we consider the majority
voting count based predictions from the ensemble of classifiers predictions. We
consider the prediction from BaselineSTK, BaselineSSTK, and BaselinePTK for
the EnsembleBaseline setup whereas STKPGHS, SSTKPGHS, and PTKPGHS
are considered for our proposed EnsembleTKPGHS method.

Table 4. Performance (in %) on SemEval-2016 stance detection dataset for various
experimental settings.

Method Ffavor Fagainst MicFavg

BaselineSTK 57.23 76.39 66.81

STKPG 58.45 75.67 67.06

STKPGHS 61.32 76.94 69.13

BaselineSSTK 52.07 75.56 63.81

SSTKPG 53.03 76.40 64.72

SSTKPGHS 51.81 77.80 64.80

BaselinePTK 52.88 75.08 63.98

PTKPG 57.70 74.98 66.34

PTKPGHS 59.04 74.87 66.96

EnsembleBaseline 55.88 76.21 66.05

EnsembleTKPGHS 62.11 77.96 70.03

We also compared the target-wise performance of our proposed method
(EnsembleTKPGHS ) with the EnsembleBaseline. Figure 4 showed the target-
wise comparative results. Our proposed EnsembleTKPGHS method outperforms
the EnsembleBaseline for all the targets except the target “Climate Change is
a Real Concern”. Further examination revealed that for this target the training
set contains very few “Against” tweets, which makes it difficult for the classifier
to learn effectively. Here, we see that both the baseline and proposed method
obtained similar kind of worst performances compare to the other targets.
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Fig. 4. Target-wise performance comparison.

4.5 Comparison with Related Work

The comparative results of our proposed method (EnsembleTKPGHS ) with
some related works [5,8,17–20] on SemEval-2016 stance detection dataset are
presented in Table 5. Results showed that in terms of MicFavg score, our pro-
posed method outperforms the competitive related methods.

Table 5. Comparative performance (in %) with related works.

Method Ffavor Fagainst MicFavg

Our Method (EnsembleTKPGHS) 62.11 77.96 70.03

SemEval-2016 Baselines [8]

Majority class 52.01 78.44 65.22

SVM-unigrams 54.49 72.13 63.31

SVM-ngrams 62.98 74.98 68.98

SVM-ngrams-comb 54.11 70.01 62.06

Top 3 Participating Teams Performance in SemEval-2016 [8]

MITRE [19] 59.32 76.33 67.82

Pkudblab [18] 61.98 72.67 67.33

TakeLab [17] 60.93 72.73 66.83

Other Methods

Zhou et al. [20] (WISE’17) - - 69.42

Du et al. [5] (IJCAI’17) - - 68.79

At first, we compared our proposed method (EnsembleTKPGHS ) with the
some strong baselines based on SVM classifier with word-unigram, word-ngrams,
character-ngrams features, and their ensemble method. These baselines were
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used in the SemEval-2016 task [8]. Next, we compared the performance of
our method with the top three participating teams of the SemEval-2016 [8].
MITRE [19] achieved top score by utilizing two recurrent neural networks (RNN)
classifiers: the first was trained to predict task-relevant hashtags, which was used
to initialize the second RNN classifier trained with the provided training data.
The 2nd best, Pkudblab [18] used a convolutional neural network (CNN) model
with a voting scheme. TakeLab [17] utilized the off-the-shelf machine learning
models with the genetic algorithm. We also compared our method with the two
recently published work. Zhou et al. [20] proposed an attention mechanism at
the semantic level in the bi-directional GRU-CNN structure whereas Du et al. [5]
utilized the target-augmented embeddings in an attention-based neural network.
However, in our proposed method, we leverage the syntactic tree representation
of the tweet along with POS generalization and hashtag segmentation which
effectively addressed the stance detection problem and yielded the significant
improvements over the traditional word-based baselines as well as other compet-
itive methods.

5 Conclusion and Future Direction

In this paper, we proposed an efficient and effective method for stance detection
on microblog. We introduced a parts-of-speech (POS) generalization technique
and utilize the hashtag segmentation for the effective syntactic tree representa-
tion of tweets. Then, a majority voting count based prediction scheme is applied
to identify the tweet stance towards a specific target. To the best of our knowl-
edge, we are the first to apply the tree kernel-based learning models to the
problem of target-specific stance detection on tweets. More importantly, unlike
many previous works, our presented method does not rely on any extra annota-
tion, domain corpus or manual feature extraction processes, and therefore can
be easily generalized to other targets of interest. Experimental results on the
SemEval-2016 Stance Detection dataset demonstrated the efficacy of our pro-
posed method over the strong baselines and the top-ranked participants’ sys-
tems.

In the future, we have a plan to explore more sophisticated tree based learning
methods and exploiting the entity-entity relationship in stance detection. We also
have a plan to design and employ the tree based deep learning models such as
Tree-LSTM to jointly model the stance and the target of opinion.
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Abstract. This article has the purpose of establishing which are the variables
that allow explaining the behavior of the SJR between 2014 and 2016, for the
journals indexed in Scopus. To do this, journals that had a SJR value greater
than eight in 2016 were selected, that is, 103 of the 22,231. For the analysis, a
model of standard errors corrected for panel was used, for which a coefficient of
determination of 81% was obtained, and a model of feasible generalized least
squares. From these it was possible to establish that variables such as open
access, the number of areas in which the publication is registered and the lan-
guage of publication, are not significant to explain the impact of a publication.
On the contrary, variables such as belonging to health sciences or social
sciences.

Keywords: SJR � Open access � Publications � Journals � Indexing
Scopus

1 Introduction

When talking about the impact of publications, it is possible to identify two approa-
ches. The first is associated with the analysis of impact indicators of journals, and the
second on the importance given by institutions and researchers to impact measure-
ments. Within the first approach, the debate between open access (OA) [1, 2] and
restricted [3] regarding scientific communication goes back to the 1990s, Although
some open access journals exist since the mid-twentieth century (The Faculty Advisory
Council, 2012) [4]. On the one hand, it is discussed if the OA could lead to the loss of
quality of publications [5, 6], and on the other it is argued that the traditional system of
scientific communication is in crisis [1] since it limits the dissemination and exchange
of knowledge.
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Also, empirical works such as [7] are presented, in which it was established that the
publications of the first quarter had more citations than the papers published in the last
quarter. For their part, [8], applied a quantile regression to predict a probability dis-
tribution that establishes the future number of citations of a publication.

Within the second approach are the works of [9], who from a survey applied to
researchers from the United Kingdom and the development of two logit models,
concluded that the institutional factors, the intensive research contexts and
non-academic work experience, explain the preference of researchers for high-impact
publications. [10] found that researchers do not interpret to the same extent the number
of citations and the perceived impact, and that in contexts of expertise in a specific area,
there is a bias to choose their own works.

In this context, [11] showed that self-citations of journals greatly affect the impact
factors of journals at the meso and micro levels, since it is a way to artificially increase
evaluation indicators impact of these, which severely undermines the objective
authenticity of these indicators.

[12] argued that academic journals favor authors who share their institutional
affiliation, came to this conclusion after examining citation counts, as a substitute for
the quality of the article, for articles published in four leading journals in international
relations during the years 2000–2015 and concluded that there is evidence of the
existence of bias in some journals towards the publication of works by the teachers of
their institution of origin, at the expense of the quality of the article.

[13] discern about five types of citations: application, affirmation, denial, revision
and superficial mention, and their results encourage scientific stakeholders to go
beyond the quotation count to evaluate the scientific contribution of an article or an
academic, all of the above, from a panel data model with fixed effects.

This paper aims to establish, what are the variables that explain the behavior of the
SJR between 2014 and 2016, for the journals indexed in Scopus? To do this, a panel
data model will be used whose dependent variable is the SJR and the explanatory
variables: (i) years of coverage of the journal, (ii) the areas in which the journal
publishes, (iii) dichotomous variables where it is specified if it is open access, if it
includes press articles, and the study area of the journal (life sciences, social sciences,
physical sciences or health sciences), (iv) economic control variables to measure the
relevance of the country in research took the per capita GDP, the number of patents and
the percentage of GDP dedicated to research and development in the country of origin
of the journal, the ratio of the number of documents cited and documents published
from the country of origin of the journal, as a proxy of the degree of relevance in
research of the country of origin of the journal.

2 Methodology

2.1 Data

The initial data were obtained from the page https://www.scopus.com/sources.uri?
DGCID=Scopus_blog_post_check2015 and the list of Scopus sources “Scopus Source
List” was downloaded as of October 2017. The treatment to perform first, the filter was
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made between active and inactive publications and the active publications were chosen.
Secondly, a filter was made to choose the types of sources, within the options were
“Journal” “Trade Journal” and “Book Series”, for this study “Journal” and “Trade
Journal” were chosen. The data of the economic variables used were extracted from
World Bank statistics.

2.2 Model

An econometric exercise was carried out to analyze the determinants of the journal
impact indicator. To avoid this bias due to heterogeneity, the panel data econometric
technique was used since it reduces the problems related to the identification of the
models. The individuals analyzed (103 in total) were journals with a SJR value greater
than eight in 2016. The period studied is comprised between 2014–2016.

The dependent variable used was the SJR and the explanatory variables were:

– Years of coverage of the journal is expected a positive relationship with the SJR,
since to the extent that the journal has more years of coverage, there is a higher
probability of citation.

– The number of areas published in the magazine. We seek to corroborate if there is
empirical evidence that more areas of study, more citation, since it would be
expected that as there is a broader scope of study increase the SJR, however,
encompassing more areas of study may hinder the search for articles for researchers
and in such a case we would expect a negative relationship with the dependent
variable.

– A dichotomous variable that specifies if it is open access, in general it is expected
that open access journals are more cited; However, [14] found no significant dif-
ferences in mean values or growth rates between the Gold Open Access and Non
Gold Open Access journals, taking bibliometric and bibliographic data from 27,141
journals (indexed between 2001 and 2015 in the SCImago Journal & Country Rank
(SJR)). [15] conducted a study where they documented the growth in the number of
journals and articles together with the increase in the normalized citation rates of the
open access journals listed in the Scopus bibliographic database between 1999 and
2010, concluded that journals/open access articles have grown much faster than
subscription journals, but still represented a very low percentage in journals in
Scopus. In addition, the averages of two-year citations for journals where the
processing of articles was financed by APC have reached the same level as the
subscription journals. Average citations for open access journals funded by other
media continue to lag behind open access journals funded by APC and subscription
journals.
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– A dichotomous variable where it is specified if it includes press articles. A positive
relationship with the SJR is expected, since the inclusion of press articles attracts
more readers

– Dichotomous variables where specified, and the area of study of the journal (life
sciences, social sciences, physical sciences or health sciences). It is expected that
the citation grade will be affected by the study science. [16] presented the char-
acteristics of citations in the text in more than five million full-text articles from two
databases (PMC, Open Access subset and Elsevier journals) and found the fields of
biomedical and health sciences; life and earth sciences; and physics, science and
engineering have similar reference distributions, although they vary in their specific
details and the fields of mathematics and computer science; and social sciences and
humanities, they have different reference distributions of the other three. In this
context [14] conclude that the average values of reference density in some cate-
gories of Social Sciences and Arts and Humanities were equal or superior to those
of the “hard sciences.” Since citations to references occur at least as often in these
two areas of knowledge as they do in some of the hard sciences, despite the
potentially minor impact of the journal and, in general, did not correspond to the
growth rates in the number of documents produced.

– Economic control variables to measure the degree of development and the resources
of the country of origin destined for research, the per capita GDP was taken, and the
percentage of GDP dedicated to research and development of the country of origin
of the journal. It is expected that the citation has a positive relationship with the
quality and impact of the investigation of its environment. However, [17], taking
more than 600,000 publications from ISI Web of Science (WOS), processed data on
the total number of citations received in ten years for all ISI-indexed journals, and
found that the distribution of scientific citations for selected publications with
different rules (author, subject, institution, country, magazine, etc.) collapses in a
single curve if the citations are drawn relative to their average value; therefore, they
affirm that the number of citations of a publication is basically a measure of social
popularity, while it is considered to reflect the quality and impact of the research. If
so, the proposed variables would not be significant.

– The reason for the number of documents cited and documents published from the
country of origin of the journal and the number of patents, as proxies of incidence in
the global research of the country of origin of the journal. It is expected to present a
positive relationship with the SJR. Since [18] stated that the number of citations is
used to measure the impact of academic research or the quality of an academic
department and showed that there are other factors, other than the journal that are
important including the extension of the article, the number of references and the
status of the institution of the first author. Therefore, it is expected that the relevance
in research of the country of origin of the journal is greater, either due to a higher
quality of the educational institutions.
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The model is specified as follows:

logsjrjt ¼ b0 þ b1 logcoberturajt þ b2 logareasjt þ b3 logpibsit þ b4 openjt
þ b5 articulosprensajt þ b6 logimp1it þ b7 loggastoit
þ b8 logpatenit þ b9 lifesciencesjt þ b10 socialsciencesjt
þ b11 Physicalsciencesjt þ b12 Health sciencesjt þ ejt

ð1Þ

j corresponds to the journal, t is the year, i is the country of origin of the journal, logsjr
is the logarithm of the sjr, logsjr is the logarithm of the journal’s coverage years;
logarithms is the logarithm of the number of areas in which the journal publishes,
logpib is the logarithm of per capita gdp, open is a dichotomous variable where it is
specified if it is open access, newspaper articles is a dichotomous variable where it is
specified if it includes press articles, logimp1 is the logarithm of the ratio of the number
of documents cited and documents published from the country of origin of the journal,
loggasto is the logarithm of the percentage of GDP dedicated to research and devel-
opment in the country of origin of the journal, logpaten is the logarithm of the number
of patents of the country of origin of the journal, lifesciences is a dichotomous variable
where it is specified if the study area of the journal is life sciences, socialsciences is a
dichotomous variable where it is specified if the area of study is the journal is social
sciences, Physicalsciences is a dichotomous variable where it is specified if the study
area of the journal is physical sciences as, Health sciences is a dichotomous variable
that specifies if the study area of the journal is Health Sciences, and ejt is a random
disturbance that is supposed ejt �N 0; r2ð Þ.

3 Result of Model

In order to know if the random effects model or the pooled data model should be used,
the Lagrange Multiplier for Random Effects test was performed, since the null
hypothesis is rejected, it is preferable to use the random effects estimate instead of the
pooled one (see Algorithm 1).

The Hausman test finds that the null hypothesis can not be rejected because the
difference between the random and fixed effect coefficients is not systematic. Therefore,
the random effects method was used (see Algorithm 2).
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When performing the Wooldridge test for autocorrelation, the null hypothesis is
rejected at a level of significance of 5% (see Algorithm 3).

The likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis homoscedasticity is rejected at 1%
level of significance (see Algorithm 4).

When performing the Pesaran test of cross section dependence for unbalanced
panel data set, the null hypothesis can not be rejected, therefore the errors of the cross
section are weakly dependent [10].

The problems of contemporary correlation, heteroskedasticity and autocorrelation
detected can be solved together with feasible generalized least squares estimators or
with standard errors corrected for panel, therefore the two estimations are made (see
Table 1).
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

The model of standard errors corrected for panel has a coefficient of determination of
81%, and the significant variables in the model at 5% of the level of significance are the
number of areas in which the journal is published and the dichotomous variable
associated with the area of the study of health sciences, therefore it can be concluded
that there is empirical evidence that the journals that publish in health sciences are more

Table 1. Feasible generalized least squares estimators or with standard errors corrected for
panel

Prais-Winsten regression,
heteroskedastic panels
corrected standard errors

Cross-sectional time-series
FGLS regression

logsjr logsjr
logcobertura 0.016 logcobertura 0.019

(1.48) (3.37)**
logareas −0.177 logareas −0.160

(2.07)* (4.26)**
logpib 0.100 logpib 0.087

(1.41) (1.77)
open −0.304 open −0.122

(1.26) (0.28)
articilosprensa 0.063 articilosprensa 0.094

(1.05) (3.14)**
logimp1 0.988 logimp1 1.233

(0.95) (2.00)*
loggasto −0.071 loggasto −0.025

(0.52) (0.25)
logpaten 0.006 logpaten −0.003

(0.29) (0.20)
lifesciences 0.020 lifesciences 0.091

(0.19) (1.80)
socialsciences 0.059 socialsciences 0.126

(0.51) (2.34)*
physicalsciences 0.023 physicalsciences 0.006

(0.20) (0.10)
healthsciences 0.294 healthsciences 0.303

(2.88)** (5.72)**
_cons 1.461 _cons 1.587

(1.92) (3.06)**
R2 0.81
N 260 N 259
* p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01 * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01
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cited and show a negative relationship between the SJR and the number of areas
published by the journal, therefore, it can not be affirmed that the more the journal
publishes in more areas, the more it will be cited.

Regarding the model of feasible generalized least squares, the significant variables
in the model at 5% of the level of significance are the years of coverage of the journal,
the number of areas in which the journal is published, the press articles included, the
reason of the number of documents cited and documents published from the country of
origin of the journal and the dichotomous variables associated with the area of study of
social and health sciences, therefore, it can be concluded that there is empirical evi-
dence that the journals that have more years of coverage, which includes press articles,
which originate from countries with greater relevance in research, that publish in social
and health sciences have a greater impact indicator. And it is corroborated that there is a
negative relationship between the number of areas in which the journal publishes and
the SJR.

The economic control variables to measure the degree of development and the
resources of the country of origin of the journal destined for research are not significant
in either of the two models, in line with what was found by [17]; since in the model of
generalized least squares feasible to be significant the variable that is associated with
the magazines that include press articles; It can be inferred that the citation is associated
with social popularity, rather than with the quality and impact of the research.

The two specified models show that open access is not significant. Therefore, it can
not be affirmed that an open access journal presents a greater impact indicator cor-
roborating the conclusions of [14].

For future research it would be worthwhile to carry out this same analysis with the
journals indexed in WoS; use other indicators as an independent variable (for example,
CiteScore, SNIP, among others); perform comparative analyzes between different areas
of knowledge, in order to identify if the findings are maintained.
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Abstract. The negative survey is an emerging method of collecting
sensitive information. It could obtain the distribution of sensitive infor-
mation while preserving the personal privacy. When collecting sensitive
information, several questions are often provided together to the respon-
dents. However, when reconstructing positive survey results of multi-
ple questions, previous reconstruction methods have some shortcom-
ings. In this paper, we propose a new reconstruction method for multi-
question negative surveys. Experimental results show that our method
could obtain more reasonable results.

Keywords: Immune computation · Negative survey
Privacy preservation · Sensitive information collection

1 Introduction

With the development of Internet and the sensors, various types of information
could be obtained easily with higher and higher accuracy. The collected data
could be used to improve the service quality of the related applications such as
the recommendation systems. However, these data usually contain some infor-
mation that people do not want to publish, i.e., sensitive information. Therefore,
in recent years, many scholars have carried out a lot of work on privacy preser-
vation [1–4].

Inspired by the immune mechanism in biology, Esponda and Forrest et al.
proposed the concept of the negative representation of information [5]. As an
important branch of the negative representation of information, the negative
survey could collect the sensitive information while preserving personal privacy
[6,7]. In a traditional survey, the collector generally asks the respondent to return
a category to which he/she belongs (called positive category); here, such surveys
are called positive surveys. In the negative survey, the respondent just needs to
randomly return a category to which he/she does not belong (called negative
category). The collector could reconstruct the positive survey results, from the
negative survey results by some statistical methods (called reconstruction meth-
ods) [7–11]. In the above process, the respondent only provides his/her negative
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category. Hence, when the number of categories which the respondent could
select is no less than 3, the adversary cannot uniquely determine the positive
category of the respondent [6,7].

Because the negative survey could preserve the privacy of personal sensitive
information without need of the trusted third party, and its operation is simple,
it has attracted widespread attentions since it was proposed. In recently years,
many analysis and applications of the negative survey have been done [5,8,10–
23]. The details of the related work will be introduced in Sect. 2.

In real world applications, when collecting sensitive information, multiple
questions are often provided together to the respondents. And the collector
wants to obtain the joint positive survey results of multiple questions. By com-
bining different questions’ categories, the multi-question negative surveys could
be converted into single question negative surveys. For example, for two ques-
tions with four categories (i.e., A, B, C, D) respectively, they could be converted
into a single question which has sixteen categories (i.e., AA, AB, ...DC, DD).
Therefore, the reconstruction method proposed in [8] (called NStoPS) could be
applied to multi-question negative surveys directly. Additionally, some recon-
struction methods that are proposed for single question negative surveys could
be applied to multi-question negative surveys after minor modifications, such as
NStoPS-I [9].

However, the same as single question negative surveys, when reconstructing
positive survey results of multiple questions, the results obtained by NStoPS
might contain negative values [9]. Furthermore, for the typical reconstruction
method NStoPS-I, the reconstructed results of multi-question negative surveys
are inconsistent with the reconstructed results of single question negative sur-
veys. That is to say, the joint distribution is inconsistent with the marginal
distributions. In this paper, we propose a new reconstruction method for multi-
question negative surveys, which does not return any negative value and the
reconstructed results of multiple questions are consistent with corresponding
single question’s reconstructed results.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2, some related work
about the negative survey is introduced briefly. The process of reconstruction
method is described in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we conduct some simulated experiments
and analyze the experimental results. And in Sect. 5, we discuss the difference
between multidimensional negative surveys and multi-question negative surveys.
Finally, the paper is concluded in Sect. 6.

2 Related Work

The negative survey model was firstly proposed in 2006 [6]. Then, Horey et al.
[24] applied the negative survey to collecting sensitive information from sensor
networks. Esponda et al. [7] applied it to the questionnaire survey. Xie et al. [12]
adopted Gaussian distribution to simulate the selection probability of different
negative categories, and proposed the Gaussian negative survey model, in 2011.
In the next year, Horey et al. [14] employed the negative survey to collect the
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location information, and proposed a model based on quadtree called NQT.
Groat et al. [8,25] extended the negative survey to collect multidimensional
sensitive information. And in order to improve the accuracy of reconstructed
results, Aoki et al. [13] proposed the limited negative survey model.

The reconstruction method proposed in [6,7] might return negative values
sometimes. Obviously, the number of people belonging to a category cannot be
a negative value. To solve this problem, in 2013, Bao et al. [9] proposed two
reconstruction methods, called NStoPS-I and NStoPS-II. In the following year,
they also analyzed dependable level of the negative survey [15]; Du et al. [16]
applied the negative survey to data publication. Based on the work in [16],
in 2015, Wu et al. [17] proposed a new data publication scheme which uses the
distribution of sensitive information. In the same year, Liu et al. [18,21] employed
the negative survey to preserve the privacy of cloud data. In 2016, Esponda et al.
[19] proposed the individualized negative survey model, in which each respondent
could set his/her privacy level according to his/her actual demand. In the same
year, Zhao et al. [10] introduced background knowledge into the negative survey,
and proposed a new reconstruction method called NStoPS-BK. In 2017, Luo
et al. [22] employed the negative survey to collect the customers’ evaluation
information on commodities. And they also analyzed the security of the negative
survey when it is applied to collecting the location information [20]. They found
that when the location information providers move, the multi-selection negative
survey could not always preserve the privacy of providers’ location information.
To this end, Jiang et al. [23] proposed a new multi-selection negative survey
scheme, which could preserve the privacy of providers’ location information.
Moreover, they also [11] abstracted the reconstruction process of negative survey
into a linear programming problem, and proposed a new reconstruction method
called NStoPS-LP.

The negative surveys have been studied widely in recent years, and there are
some reconstruction methods could be applied to multi-question negative survey.
However, for two typical reconstruction methods, NStoPS and NStoPS-I, each
of them has its own shortcoming.

3 The Proposed Reconstruction Method

In this section, the surveys with two questions are taken as an exam-
ple to illustrate our method. Suppose that N is the number of the
respondents; cq is the number of categories of the question q; Rq,q′

=
(Rq,q′

1,1 , Rq,q′
1,2 , ..., Rq,q′

1,cq′ , R
q,q′
2,1 , ..., Rq,q′

cq,cq′ ) is the negative survey results of the ques-

tions q and q′, where Rq,q′
i,j is the number of respondents who select category i

as their negative categories in the question q and select category j in the ques-
tion q′; T q,q′

= (T q,q′
1,1 , T q,q′

1,2 , ..., T q,q′
1,cq′ , T

q,q′
2,1 , ..., T q,q′

cq,cq′ ) is the real positive survey

results of questions q and q′, where T q,q′
i,j is the number of respondents whose

positive categories of questions q and q′ are i and j, respectively; T̂ q,q′
i,j is the

reconstructed result of T q,q′
i,j .
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Based on the work in [8,25], T̂ q,q′
i,j could be calculated as follows.

T̂ q,q′
i,j =N −

cq′∑

k=1

(cq − 1)Rq,q′
i,k −

cq∑

k=1

(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j + (cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′

i,j (1)

In [11], Jiang et al. proposed a reconstruction method based on linear pro-
gramming problem which is called NStoPS-LP. However, the NStoPS-LP is pro-
posed for single question negative surveys. Based on NStoPS-LP and (1), we can
get the following optimization problem to reconstruct the joint positive survey
results of two questions q and q′.

MinimizeF (T̂ q,q′
) =

cq∑

i

cq′∑

j

|
∑cq

k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j +

∑cq′
k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′

i,k + T̂ q,q′
i,j − N

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
i,j

− 1|

s.t.

cq∑

i

cq′∑

j

T̂ q,q′
i,j = N (2)

∀i, j, T̂ q,q′
i,j ≥ 0

In order to ensure that the reconstructed joint distribution of two questions
is consistent with corresponding reconstructed marginal distributions, we add
some constraints into (3), and obtain the following optimization problem, where
T̂ q
i and T̂ q′

j are the reconstructed results of two single questions respectively, i.e.,
T̂ q
i is the number of respondents whose positive categories for question q are i

and T̂ q′
j is the number of respondents whose positive categories for question q′

are j.

MinimizeF (T̂ q,q′
) =

cq∑

i=1

cq′∑

j=1

|
∑cq

k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j +

∑cq′
k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′

i,k + T̂ q,q′
i,j − N

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
i,j

− 1|

s.t.

cq∑

i=1

cq′∑

j=1

T̂ q,q′
i,j = N

∀i,
cq′∑

j=1

T̂ q,q′
i,j = T̂ q

i

∀j,
cq∑

i=1

T̂ q,q′
i,j = T̂ q′

j (3)

∀i, j, T̂ q,q′
i,j ≥ 0

As in [11], (3) could be converted into a linear programming problem by
introducing some variables.
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Assume that
∑cq

k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j +

∑cq′
k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′

i,k + T̂ q,q′
i,j − N

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
i,j

− 1 = ui,j − vi,j (4)

|
∑cq

k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j +

∑cq′
k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′

i,k + T̂ q,q′
i,j − N

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
i,j

− 1| = ui,j + vi,j (5)

Take (4) and (5) into (3), we can obtain the following linear programming
problem to reconstruct the positive survey results of two questions q and q′.

MinimizeF (u , v) =
cq∑

i=1

cq′∑

j=1

(ui,j + vi,j)

s.t.

cq∑

i=1

cq′∑

j=1

(ui,j − vi,j)R
q,q′
i,j = 0

∀i,
cq′∑

j=1

(ui,j − vi,j)R
q,q′
i,j =

T̂ q
i − [N − ∑cq′

k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′
i,k ]

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)

∀j,
cq∑

i=1

(ui,j − vi,j)R
q,q′
i,j =

T̂ q′
j − [N − ∑cq

k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
k,j ]

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)
(6)

∀i, j, vi,j − ui,j ≤ N − ∑cq
k=1(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′

k,j − ∑cq′
k=1(cq − 1)Rq,q′

i,k

(cq − 1)(cq′ − 1)Rq,q′
i,j

+ 1

∀i, j, ui,j ≥ 0 and vi,j ≥ 0

By solving (6) and using formula (4), we can reconstruct the positive survey
results of two questions q and q′. And (6) could be solved by some methods
such as simplex method [26,27] and interior point method [28]. The two single
questions’ reconstructed results in (6), i.e., T̂ q

i and T̂ q′
j could be obtained by

any single question’s reconstructed methods that could not output any negative
value, such as NStoPS-I [9] and NStoPS-LP [11].

4 Experiments and Analysis

In order to verify the performance of our method, we use the data in Table 1
as the negative survey result. Then NStoPS, NStoPS-I and our method are
employed to reconstruct the positive survey results of two questions q1 and q2.
The reconstructed results are shown in Tables 3 and 4. Here, for our method, the
function ‘linprog’ in MATLAB is employed to solve (6), and as for two single
questions’ reconstructed results in (6), we use NStoPS-LP [11] to obtain them.

In Tables 3 and 4, the values in the column named ‘Sum’ are the statistical
results of question q1, i.e., the sum of the values in the same row of two questions’
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Table 1. The negative survey result of two questions

q1 q2

1 2 3 4 5 Sum

1 16 7 27 30 32 132

2 12 11 19 25 15 82

3 7 15 11 15 11 59

4 14 18 18 32 19 101

5 23 29 23 22 29 126

Sum 72 100 98 124 106

Table 2. The reconstructed result of NStoPS

q1 q2

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Single question

1 −60 316 408 288 220 1172 1172

2 −236 −52 168 96 −164 −188 −188

3 −308 20 48 −56 −220 −516 −516

4 −300 −36 56 112 −196 −364 −364

5 −84 212 208 24 36 396 396

Sum −988 460 888 464 −324

Single question −988 460 888 464 −324

Table 3. The reconstructed result of NStoPS-I

q1 q2

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Single question

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 161.12

3 11.98 39.32 66.14 18.98 61.14 197.57 256.18

4 41.97 0.00 21.01 51.50 21.27 135.75 82.60

5 90.38 9.70 6.06 0.00 60.53 166.68 0.10

Sum 144.33 49.02 93.22 70.48 142.95

Single question 211.93 99.91 107.91 4.35 75.90

joint reconstructed results, while the values in the row named ‘Sum’ are the
statistical results of question q2, i.e., the sum of the values in the same column
of two questions’ joint reconstructed results.

In Table 2, the values in the row and the column named ‘Sum’ are the same
as corresponding reconstructed results of two single questions. But the two ques-
tions’ joint reconstructed result contains some negative values. It is unreasonable,
which has been pointed in [9].
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Table 4. The reconstructed result of our method

q1 q2

1 2 3 4 5 Sum Single question

1 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

2 91.98 0.00 60.00 0.00 20.02 172.00 172.00

3 88.03 99.99 47.99 3.99 24.00 264.00 264.00

4 31.99 0.01 0.01 0.01 31.99 64.00 64.00

5 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00 0.00

Sum 212.00 100.00 108.00 4.00 76.00

Single question 212.00 100.00 108.00 4.00 76.00

In Table 3, the joint reconstructed result of two questions does not contain
any negative value. But values in the column named ‘Sum’ are not the same
as the reconstructed result of corresponding single question. And the values
in the row named ‘Sum’ are also not the same as the reconstructed result of
corresponding single question. It is also unreasonable.

In Table 4, the reconstructed result obtained by our method does not contain
any negative value. Moreover, the values in the row and the column named ‘Sum’
are the same as corresponding reconstructed results of two single questions.
Therefore, compared to NStoPS and NStoPS-I, our method could obtain more
reasonable reconstructed results.

5 Discussion

For the multidimensional negative survey [8,25], it is usually applied to collect
one kind of sensitive information with multiple attributes. For example, when
collecting location information in a gird, the following question might be provided
to the respondents.

Q1: What is your position in the grid?
a: What is your position number in the vertical direction?

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 (E) 4
b: What is your position number in the horizontal direction?

(A) 0 (B) 1 (C) 2 (D) 3 (E) 4

And the multi-question negative survey is applied to collecting multiple kinds
of sensitive information, such as following questions.

Q2: What do you think of the quality of the commodity?
(A) Very bad (B) Bad (C) Common (D) good (E) Very good

Q3: What do you think of the logistics speed?
(A) Very slow (B) Slow (C) Common (D) Fast (E) Very fast
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Q4: What do you think of the service of the merchant?
(A) Very discontent (B) Discontent (C) Common (D) Satisfied (E) Very
satisfied

Furthermore, the purpose of multidimensional negative survey is to obtain
the distribution of single sensitive information, which helps the collector to study
the characteristic of the sensitive information. Nevertheless, the purpose of multi-
question negative survey is to obtain the joint distribution of multiple kinds of
sensitive information, which provides the data for analyzing the relationship
between different kinds of sensitive information. Therefore, the multi-question
negative survey is different with the multidimensional negative survey.

6 Conclusion and Future Work

The negative survey as a method of collecting sensitive information, could pre-
serve the privacy with no need of the trusted third party, and it is also simple
and efficient. So it could be employed to collect the information in many prac-
tical scenarios. However, when reconstructing the joint positive survey results
of multiple questions, existing two typical reconstruction methods have their
own shortcomings. In this paper, we propose a new reconstruction method for
multi-question negative surveys, which could obtain more reasonable results.

Certainly, there are a lot of work to be further studied. For example, in this
paper, we only use the synthetic data. In the future, the experiments on real
data sets would be conducted to further verify the performance of our method.
Moreover, the method proposed in this paper is only for two questions’ negative
surveys, and a method for more questions’ negative surveys is worth further
studying.
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Abstract. This study presents a comparative analysis of the management of
innovation among family and non-family companies of the Graphic Commu-
nication Industry in Colombia. For which a questionnaire was applied in order to
know the divergences in the innovation process carried out by these two types of
organizations. From this, the methodology of Generalized Linear Models
(MLG) was used and the Bayesian inference was used on the parameters of the
model, analyzing the effect of the family business, the products that commer-
cialize on the management of innovation in goods observed as a product tan-
gible Obtaining in this way, the identification of some characteristics of
innovation management and divergences with non-family companies, among
them: a tendency towards the type of preferred innovation, the different sources
and objectives to innovate, and the factors that hinder its process of innovation.

Keywords: Logistic model � Bayesian inference � MCMC
Innovation management � Family and non-family business

1 Introduction

Innovation in any organization is vital for successful performance and long-term sur-
vival [1]. The positive relationship between the company’s capacity for innovation and
results is well established and applies equally to all companies, including family firms
[2]. This type of organization is of great importance for the economic development of
the Society since, according to a study carried out by the Center for Family Business of
the University of St. Gallen-Switzerland (2014), family firms Constitute between 80%
and 90% of companies worldwide [3]. For its part, the Graphic Industry in Colombia is
composed mostly of family-type companies and according to information provided in
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the first Sustainability Report [4] this sector is classified as world-class because of its
growth potential And internationalization, which is justified because it is considered “as
a thermometer for the performance of the economy, for the services it provides to third
parties, constituting itself as raw material for other sectors such as services” [5]. It is
also a great generator of employment in the country, and in 2014 forged 531,924 jobs
according to the Great Integrated Survey of Homes developed by DANE [6].

Therefore, the main objective of this research was to identify the main character-
istics of innovation processes and their management in family enterprises, and then to
determine, through a comparative analysis, the divergences of innovation management
The non-familiar companies of the Printing and Graphic Communication Industry in
Colombia.

The methodological approach used has an analytical and explanatory scope, con-
sidering as a unit of analysis family and non-family businesses, for which a census of
the most representative companies of the sector was carried out according to their level
of sales obtained in 2015, Formally established (with NIT and commercial register),
obliged to report their financial statements to the Superintendency of Corporations,
within which 99 companies were obtained. Then, a questionnaire was designed taking
into account the purpose of the research, which was validated, through a process of
awareness and pilot application to 10 companies, from which the survey was adjusted
where there was low understanding of the questions. Finally, we applied and obtained
data to check the correlation between the familiar and non-familiar business charac-
teristics of the innovation generated, through a descriptive statistical analysis and the
use of different models such as Generalized Linear Models (MLG) Provide a unified
framework for the treatment of exponential family regression models. This problem
typically involves the presence of non-normal response variables [7]. In addition,
MLG’s were considered in which the response variable is measured in binary scale and
the logit link function was used for its natural interpretation as the log of Odds [8]. We
used the methodology proposed by [9] to perform Bayesian inference on the param-
eters of the model. This approach is based on simulation and involves the use of Monte
Carlo Markov Chains (MCMC) techniques. Finally, the usual Iterative Weighted Least
Squares algorithm [7] is extended to include a simulation step based on the
Metropolis-Hastings algorithm [10, 11].

2 Methodology

Family and non-family businesses were considered as a unit of analysis, for which a
census of the most representative companies of the sector was carried out according to
their level of sales obtained in 2015, formally established (with NIT and commercial
register), Obliged To report their financial statements to the Superintendency of Cor-
porations, in which 99 companies were obtained. Subsequently, a questionnaire was
designed, based on surveys already applied successfully, such as: The survey of
innovation in business 2010–2013, National Institute of Statistics of Spain [12],
The EDIT, of the National Administrative Department of Statistics - [13] and the
survey proposed in the Bogotá [14], in addition to the work done by The Observatory
of Family Business, in its barometer of the Family Business of the Region of Murcia,
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Spain. Its validation was made through a process of awareness and pilot application to
10 companies, from which the survey was adjusted, until obtaining the final results.

This was structured in eight blocks of questions: (1) Basic information of the
company, (2) Incidents in the period 2009–2015, (3) Personnel dedicated to the
activities of Innovation and Research and Development (R & D), (4) Activities carried
out For the generation of innovations, (5) Innovations developed between 2009–2015,
(6) Sources of information used for the development of innovation, (7) Objectives of
innovation for the company and (8) Factors that hinder innovation.

Regarding the statistical analysis, we used the MCMC methodology which is based
on the construction of a transition density function q x; x�ð Þ Such that the Markov chain
has equilibrium probability given by p xð Þ which is the density to be replaced. A sample
of x generated from p is obtained [9] by:

1. Start with x ¼ x 0ð Þ and make t ¼ 1:
2. To sample x tð Þ of q x t�1ð Þ; x

� �
.

3. Increase t to 1 and return to step 2.

For a sufficiently large t, xt Is a sample of p xð Þ: A scheme of methodology MCMC
is the Metropolis-Hasting algorithm [10]. A general transition density function q x; x�ð Þ
and is defined

a x; x�ð Þ ¼ min 1;
p x�ð Þq x�; xð Þ
p xð Þq x; x�ð Þ

� �
: ð1Þ

~yi ¼ gi þ yi � lið Þg0 lið Þ y W�1
i bð Þ ¼ b00 hið Þ g0 lið Þf g2; i ¼ 1; . . .; n: ð2Þ

The MCPI algorithm is as follows:

1. Start with b ¼ m 0ð Þ and make t ¼ 1;
2. Get m tð Þ, The weighted least squares estimator of b like if ~y m t�1ð Þ� ��N Xb;ð

W�1 m t�1ð Þ� �Þ, and the covariance matrix C tð Þ.
3. Increase t to 1 and return to step 2.

Where

m tð Þ ¼ X0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

X0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

~y m t�1ð Þ
� �

ð3Þ

And

C tð Þ ¼ X0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

ð4Þ

The Bayesian version of the MCPI algorithm was developed by West (1985) for the
special case of canonical link functions hi ¼ gi; i ¼ 1; . . .; n: Gamerman (1997) Illus-
trates the extension to general link functions, the idea is to combine step 2 of the
algorithm with an a priori distribution N a;Rð Þ for b. This step is then replaced by:
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Obtain the a posteriori distribution N m tð Þ;C tð Þ� �
for b Combining prior distribution

N a;Rð Þ for b with the observations made ~y m t�1ð Þ� ��N Xb;W�1 m t�1ð Þ� �� �
; The

values are obtained

m tð Þ ¼ R�1 þX0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

R�1aþX0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

~y m t�1ð Þ
� �n o

: ð5Þ

C tð Þ ¼ R�1 þX0W m t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

: ð6Þ

The logistic regression model can be represented (McCullagh and Nelder 1989) as:

logit pi ¼ log
pi

1� pi

� 	
¼ x0ib; ð7Þ

Where xi Is a vector of covariables corresponding to continuous measures and
dummy variables or levels of a factor and b Is the vector of parameters. This model is
widely used to analyze data involving binary or binomial responses and some
explanatory variables. It provides a technique analogous to those of multiple regression
and ANOVA for continuous variables [15].

To perform a complete Bayesian analysis of the logistic model it is necessary to
define the likelihood function of the data and the a priori distribution for the parameters
of the model. For the case of the exponential family the log-likelihood is given by:

l y; h;/ð Þ ¼
Xn

i¼1

yihi � b hið Þ
/i

þ c yi;/ið Þ: ð8Þ

The normal a priori distribution for b is of the form

p bð Þ / exp � 1
2

b� að Þ0R�1 b� að Þ
� �

: ð9Þ

This allows us to construct the complete conditional posterior distribution for b,
given by:

p b; yð Þ ¼ l y; h;/ð Þp bð Þ / exp � 1
2

b� að Þ0R�1 b� að Þþ
Xn

i¼1

yihi � b hið Þ
/i

� �
:

ð10Þ

The iterative weighted least squares algorithm proposed by Gamerman (1997), is
described below:

1. Start with b ¼ b 0ð Þ and make t ¼ 1;
2. To simple b� of the proposed density function N m tð Þ;C tð Þ� �

and

3. Accept this with transition probability aðb t�1ð Þ; b�Þ and make b tð Þ ¼ b�, in another
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case, remain in b tð Þ ¼ b t�1ð Þ;
4. Increase t to 1 and return to step 2.

The moments of the proposed density are given by:

m tð Þ ¼ R�1 þX0W b t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

R�1aþX0W b t�1ð Þ
� �

~y b t�1ð Þ
� �n o

: ð11Þ

C tð Þ ¼ R�1 þX0W b t�1ð Þ
� �

X
� ��1

: ð12Þ

Therefore, the transition is made from the previous state b t�1ð Þ.
For the construction of the model, the data were considered in binomial form,

consisting of the proportion of companies that develop innovation in goods, considered
as tangible products. The relevant covariables are the family type (2 types: family and
non-family) and the type of main product that the company sells (3 types: public trade,
books and other products). The odds of success are related to the covariates logitðpiÞ ¼
x0ib for i ¼ 1; . . .; 6:

3 Results

The descriptive analysis previously performed on the various aspects and dimensions
that characterize the Graphic Industry in Colombia, allows to affirm that it is a dynamic
sector with a high evolution of the business influenced by the new technological
tendencies that have led the companies to rethink the Business model and with a high
level of internal competence.

In the last decades this sector has received a special boost, favored by the devel-
opment of technology and communications, which has allowed to expand its spectrum
of activity towards other sectors and markets with innovative products [16]. In the
Graphic Sector in Colombia the way people access information has changed, both the
media and publishers are constantly changing, has changed from paper to digital form.
This technological development has produced the variant of the net activity of the print
to the activity of the communication and, therefore, has demanded new skills and
abilities in the direction of the companies.

It is expected that the trends of the Graphic Communication Industry will continue
in the digital and ICT sphere. Strong dynamics are perceived in the research and
innovation of subjects such as hypermedia, digital content, platforms and electronic and
virtual supports [17].

As to the specific characteristics of the innovation management carried out by the
companies studied, of the 99 companies in the sample, there are 59 companies of the
family type and 40 of a non-family type. Of these, 44 marketed public-trades, 21 books
and 34 other products. These characteristic results of the Colombian printing industry
show that the innovation process in family and non-family enterprises, if it differs in
some specific cases, among them:
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– As regards the objectives of companies in the Graphic Sector to innovate, they are
highlighted both for family and non-family firms, the following in their order:
Higher quality of goods and services, greater production capacity, penetration In
new markets, to obtain a wider range of goods or services.

– Regarding the qualification of the personnel, the non-family companies have a
greater percentage of doctors dedicated to R & D activities by 20%, compared to the
family ones with 13%. In the same way, it can be observed that non-family com-
panies in terms of professionals (Engineers, Designers, among others) devote a
greater proportion in R & D activities by 41%, compared with family members by
36%. But in technical personnel, it was found that family companies spend more
people on R & D activities by 21% compared to non-family by 14%.

– Family companies have directed the strategy of acquiring external R & D towards
the design of services and processes that allow the creation of an added value to the
customer and, therefore, an important degree of customer loyalty. The great chal-
lenge of family businesses is survival and to overcome it, they need to grow with
added value that differentiates them over time, because this group of family busi-
nesses is faced with very changing conditions, both business and the environment,
so they can be more innovative. As for non-family businesses, as well as family
businesses, they continue to drive innovation activities towards service, but in a
lower percentage of participation.

– In the face of the acquisition of other external knowledge for Innovation, this
strategy is highly used by family companies aimed at improving processes that
allow them to optimize resources.

– As for the factors that make the innovation process more difficult for family
businesses, the costs have a greater impact because there is a greater lack of funds
and, therefore, it is more complicated the financing of sources external to the
company. Firm, thus fulfilling the theoretical characteristics associated with
financial capital, in that in family enterprises this element may affect different
aspects of their innovation process, such as the orientation to operate in dangerous
investments to the detriment of the security of the Family or financial sources used
to finance different innovation projects. And also factors related to knowledge for
family businesses are important the lack of qualified staff and the difficulty to find
cooperation partner for innovation, as for the lack of information on technology and
the market, are aspects of medium relevance. And for the market factors, the
uncertainty regarding the demand for innovative goods and services is very
important, more than the market is dominated by established companies. The factors
mentioned have a medium to low relevance for the non-family business, and are
proportional in the different options offered.

– The survey allowed us to collect information on the different types of innovation,
which shows that, in product-driven innovation, family firms show better impacts
than non-family ones. Faced with organizational innovation, the survey allows us to
see that family companies perceive that they have higher and higher impacts than
non-families in aspects such as:
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• Reduction of response time to customer needs.
• Lower costs per unit produced.
• Improved information exchange within your company or with others.

And for non-family companies, they show greater results than those of the family
in: improving skills for the development of new products or processes.

Faced with the correlation analysis, the following model is proposed:

logit pið Þ ¼ log
pi

1� pi

� 	
¼ b0 þ b1familiarþ b2tipo producto; ð13Þ

The following results are obtained in Table 1 for the model parameters obtained by
running a chain with 10000-iterations and a 2000-iteration burn period with an a priori
non-informative, due to the few studies on This issue developed in Colombia and an
acceptance percentage of 78.8% of the transition probabilities. Figure 1 shows the
results of the chains for the parameters of the model, also the Kernel density graphs and
the autocorrelograms are shown; These illustrations suggest convergence of all the
parameters of the model.

The median and 90% credibility intervals of the a posteriori samples for the model
parameters reflect that the effect of the family and non-family firms and the type of

main product that the companies commercialize are significant to explain the inno-
vation in goods Considered as tangible products. Interpretation of model parameters as
Odds Ratio (OR) was performed (see Table 1).

We interpreted the parameters of the model as Odds Ratio (OR), it was found that
family companies have a chance to perform innovation activities in Exp
(−2.028) = 0.132 times that if it were unfamiliar, that is, Family businesses are less
likely to undertake these innovation activities. On the other hand, it is observed that the
chance to carry out innovation activities in the companies that sell books is greater in
2,044 times than if the company developed other products and the chance of having
innovation activities in the goods of the commercial companies is 1,615 times higher
than companies that manufacture other products.

Table 1. Statistical empirical summary a posteriori for model parameters. Source: Own
elaboration (2015) based on survey results. Program used R (Free Software)

Parameters Mean Sd Mode Lh 2.50% Median 97.50%

(Intercept) 2.38 0.716 2.197 2.197 1.131 2.329 3.894
x1 −2.028 0.708 −1.85 −1.85 −3.521 −1.993 −0.765
x2 0.715 0.743 0.631 0.631 -0.649 0.692 2.215
x3 0.479 0.576 0.454 0.454 -0.649 0.482 1.598
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4 Discussion and Conclusions

Table 2 shows the conclusions obtained from this study, indicating the general dif-
ferences between family and non-family enterprises, and their comparison with the
theoretical and three dimensions studied: strategy, organization and climate within the
innovation process.

On the other hand, it is important to emphasize that the Bayesian generalized linear
modeling methodology, in particular Bayesian logistic models, is an alternative sta-
tistical tool to deal with problems related to innovation management in family and
non-family enterprises, where there is little data available Potential sources of error and
where latent variables are being measured. We found convergence and a good
acceptance rate of the a posteriori samples for all parameters of the model.

The innovation management of goods considered as tangible products according to
these data and analysis methodology, is influenced by the family characteristics and the
main product type of companies in the graphic design sector. Non-family businesses
dedicated to book production are more likely to develop innovation activities in goods,
you could say that these companies invest a greater amount of effort in the acquisition
of technology and tangible gods.

Beta chain 1 Beta Density 1 Autocorrelation beta 1 

Beta Chain 2 Beta Density  2 Autocorrelation beta 2 

Beta chain 3 Beta density  3 Autocorrelation  beta 3 

Beta chain 4 Beta density  4 Autocorrelation beta 4 

Fig. 1. Chains, kernel density and autocorrelograms of the parameters. Program used R (Free
Software)
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Abstract. Cadastre has been a primary resource as a source of tax revenues.
With the growth of population and urban areas, the information has increased
exponentially and efficient ways to manage it are needed. This makes necessary
to make changes in the way of managing their processes and resources and
requiring the adequate legislation and regulations. This paper proposes the
design of strategies using the SWOT matrix, considering the reviews reported in
state database of Iberoamerican in a span of 14 years regarding diagnoses,
mission, vision, and ability to provide services in cadastre management, in order
to design strategies for efficiencies in management.

Keywords: Cadastre � Efficiency � Strategies � SWOT
Database of Iberoamerican

1 Introduction

As cadastre is a systematized public registry of the real estate in a jurisdiction, it
requires a coordinated system to collect, encode, and store the information in order to
make it useful [1]. Cadastre management must be efficient to respond in a timely
manner, being necessary to have graphic and textual documentation to guarantee the
property and distribution registration on the ground [2], as well as an objective
observation in the field (measurement) and an instrument to externalize it (the mea-
surement map) [1]. In pursuit of efficiency in the cadastral management, strategies are
designed based on the current regulations. This study is supported by researches on the
performance observed in cadastral management in Ibero-American countries to for-
mulate strategies that improve the efficiency of such management.

2 Brief Review of the Literature

Along with human resources, the greatest wealth of a nation is its land, so it is very
important to know what its limits are, who is its owner, and what are the rights over it.
For this reason, a legal framework is necessary to regulate the administrative activity on
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the lands. Cadastre is a public, systemized record of the immovable property of an
authority, and among its objective is to serve as a basement for land-use management,
helping the local government to be more efficient in the management and use of the
land, and guaranteeing a greater equity [1].

The land administration and the cadastral systems have the potential to be widely
improved by the recent advances in technology, which could help enhance the legal
framework [3]. The following elements are recommended for its efficiency:

– A National Spatial Data Infrastructure (NSDI). Established to ensure a uniform
approach for maximum integration and data security, the effective use of resources,
and the development of the global information system on the land.

– The topographic and cadastral databases. They should be homogeneous, and
uniform based on the national geodetic network to guarantee the future integration
of data.

– Appropriate methodology for updating and improving cadastral systems.
Maintenance of the data of fully automated property titles, and digital or property
cadastral maps. The automation of cadastres is considered an integral part of a
country’s SDI. In turn, the Internet can improve methods of maintenance, dis-
semination and access to this data. On the other hand, after the encounter of experts
in cadastre in Bogor, the International Surveyors Sederation (ISF) [4, 5] provide
conclusions on ten (10) points to be considered by the countries that organize their
cadastre and that could include them in their legal framework, being the following:

– Factors that affect access to land. Identification of ownership of land rights,
highlighting those related to occupation and use. Security in the purchase, sale,
mortgage, inheritance, lease, rental, and enjoyment. Identify restrictions and obli-
gations to any individual plot and simplify access to this information for the land
owner or the user.

– Urban growth. The need for intermediate or provisional forms of tenure to cover
the transition from informal to formal.

– Unique and integrated land registration system. Integration with different
organizations that keep property records on the same piece of land, therefore, a
common definition of a plot of land and a common system of land plot references is
essential to ensure the effective exchange of information on the land between dis-
similar organizations.

– Need to integrate and rationalize the registry of land ownership and cadastral
systems.

– Protection of land rights efficiently, easily, quickly, safely and at low cost.

Cadastral systems are justified by economic reasons; however, it is absolutely
essential that each cadastre system is designed to serve the needs of the respective
country. There is a range of legal, technical, administrative, and institutional options
available in the design and establishment of an adequate cadastre system, ranging from
the simplest to the most sophisticated. In order to compare the regulations for cadastral
management in various countries, Table 1 is prepared.
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3 Discussions

Strategic planning is defined as the art and science of formulating, implementing, and
evaluating multifunctional decisions that allow an organization to achieve its objectives.
It results from a selection process carried out by the management, selecting between

Table 1. The legal framework of the cadastre in different countries.

Points to
compare

Venezuela [8,
9]

Brazil [13] Arg [7] Peru [10] México [6] España [11, 12]

Have a
National
Cadastre Law

Yes No By
Municipality

Yes Yes No it is by
federal entity

Yes

Definition of
cadastre

It is defined in
regulations

In each
municipality

It is defined in the
law

It is defined in
the law

Defined in
entities

It is defined in
the law

Territorial
division

23 States,
Dtto. Capital
and 335
municipalities

26 States,
Dtto. Federal
and 5564
municipalities

23 provinces, 1
Autonomous City
of Buenos Aires
and 2164
municipalities

24
Departments
and 1 province
1867 districts

32 federal
entities and
2446
municipalities

17 autonomous
communities,
50 provinces
and 8118
municipalities.

Information
updates

Update every
4 years

Contemplated
in the law

Permanent update Contemplated
in the law

Contemplated
in statute law

Constantly
updated

Inclusion of
technology

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Multipurpose
Cadastre

Not
mentioned in
the law

Some
municipalities
consider it

Contemplated in
the law

Contemplated
in the law

Only 9 states
mention it

Contemplated
in the law [20]

Access to
information

Contemplated
in the law

At the
discretion of
each
municipality

Contemplated in
the law

Restricted
access.

Only 18 states
allow access

It is allowed in
a restricted
manner

Infrastructure
of spatial data

The law does
not
contemplate it

At the
discretion of
each
municipality

Contemplated in
the law

Not
contemplated
in the law

Contemplated
in the law

Contemplated
in the law

Ascribed
institution

MARNR MN MH MVCS INEGI MH

Cadastral
code

A unique
national code

Code with
different
criteria

A unique national
code

Code by
Department

Code with
different
criteria

A unique
national code

Use of
geographic
information
system

Yes Yes Yes Yes Contemplated Contemplated

Relationship
between the
cadastre and
public
registry

Yes No Yes Yes Only in 12
states

Yes

Use of
internet

Yes At the
discretion of
each
municipality

Yes Yes At the
discretion of
each state

Yes

Tax
information

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes
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several alternatives, and indicating a commitment to markets, policies, procedures, and
specific operations [14]. The formulation stage begins with the definition of the general
guidelines that frame the functioning of the organization. These guidelines are specified
when defining both the mission and the organizational vision, being this the scope to be
addressed in the present study [15, 16]. There is an extensive gap between the cadastres
operated by municipalities, departments, or cantons, where some institutions manage
their plans in an analogical way, while others do it with the latest technology. These
various degrees of development are closely linked to their management and legal bases,
with cadastres in continuous evolution, representing different societies with their
respective realities and perceptions of the territory [17, 18, 25].

Starting from the legal, national, state, or municipal framework of the different
cadastral managements of Latin America and Europe, their vision and mission are
identified, to select a representative of the Latin American cadastre (See Tables 2 and
3). The selection of keywords is made, which will allow the construction of a repre-
sentative vision for the Latin American cadastre. Cadastre management is an activity of
high dynamism in municipal management, which warrants constant monitoring.
Likewise, there are variations among the municipal cadastres even within the same
country, perhaps coinciding with their legal and tax nature [19].

The mission is a strategic statement of the organization, which defines the context
for the areas of competitive domain and points out the general guidelines that will
guide the efforts of each of the decision-making levels of the institution, in short, it
responds to the question that defines the position of an organism in relation to its
reality: Who are we? What is our main function? A defined mission statement is
essential to establish objectives and formulate strategies effectively. Table 2 shows the
mission statements of various cadastre procedures in several countries.

Once the vision and institutional mission have been formulated, the situational
framework must be followed, which is related to the organization’s diagnosis [20]. The
technique used is the SWOT analysis. This analysis corresponds to the strengths,
weaknesses, opportunities, and threats resulting from the internal analysis of the
organization and the analysis of its environment. The first step to perform a SWOT
analysis is a list of strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. The main
objectives of this type of analysis are: to define institutional guidelines based on the
strengths of the organization, reduce weaknesses, or adopt a strategy that avoids
weaknesses, exploit opportunities especially using strengths, and reduce or avoid the
exposure to threats [14]. Subsequently, to meet the needs, it is necessary to establish
strategies, operationalized through strategic objectives that include a time and standard
of the measurement. Finally, to achieve the formulated objectives, action programs are
designed considering different components in the short, medium, and long term. These
plans are monitored and evaluated through the previously defined goals, indicators and
means of verification.

On the other hand, Table 4 highlights a summary of the vision of the 2014 Cadastre
of the International Federation of Geometry (FIG) for the South American cadastre
applied to ten countries [19].

The South American cadastres are based on two characteristics associated with the
legal and tax nature, where the prevalence of one over the other defines the profile of
the cadastre [20, 21, 22, 23, 24, 25], while the technology is not yet used as a strength.
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Table 2. Definition of vision for some cadastral offices [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12].

Municipality
country

Vision Keywords

Municipality
Acevedo,
Venezuela

To be a vital and strategic direction, with
state-of-the-art technology, with clearly
defined plans that allow the strengthening of
cadastral management and territorial
ordering by creating a structural and
functional platform that guarantees the
provision of services and the provision of
updated information of the territory

Strategic, technological, defined plans,
strengthen the cadastral management,
territorial order, supply of updated
information

Chiapas,
Mexico

Provide cadastral services in a timely,
efficient, and accessible manner,
strengthening the infrastructure of the State
Government of Chiapas and its
municipalities

Services, timely, efficient, and accessible

Bogotá,
Colombia

To be the leading entity in cadastral and
geographic information for multipurpose
purposes of the city

To be leader in cadastral and geographic
information with multiple purposes

Mayor of
Lechería,
Venezuela

To be the main instrument in the
municipality activities, establishing the
norms that allow maintaining, conserving,
and updating the cadastre, using
technological tools that guide us to a more
human cadastre, strengthening municipal
management

Maintain and update the cadastre,
technological tools

Simon Bolivar
Mayor,
Venezuela

To count on a complete municipal cadastre,
to obtain an efficient territorial ordering,
distinguished by providing qualitative and
quantitative information that reflects agility,
accuracy, honesty, and transparency

Complete cadastre, efficient territorial
ordering, qualitative and quantitative
information, agility, accuracy, honesty,
and transparency

Mayor of
Iribarren.
Venezuela

Technical, legal organism in charge of the
formation and conservation of the cadastre,
program; coordinates the cadastral activity,
guaranteeing the updating and reliability of
the cadastral information of all real estate
located within the Municipality through the
identification, numbering and description of
the same, with specification of its owner,
surface, situation, boundaries, values and
other data that prove their physical,
economic and legal characteristics

Legal technician, training and
conservation, program, coordinate and
direct the cadastral activity, update and
reliability of the information,
characteristics of the property

Cadastre of
Province of
Córdoba.
Argentina

Archetype of modern cadastre that provides
accurate territorial information, of high
quality and updated, standing out for its
reliability, celerity, efficiency, and
transparency, based on the professionalism
of its agents and teamwork, use of modern
computer technologies, adherence to current
laws, responsible management oriented to
results and the sustainability of the
environment in which it interacts

Modern cadastre, accurate information,
quality and updated, reliable. Celerity,
efficiency and transparency, modern
computer technologies, adherence to legal
order, sustainability
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Table 3. Definition of the mission for some cadastral offices [6, 7, 8, 9, 11, 12].

Municipality
country

Mission Keywords

Municipality of
Acevedo,
Venezuela

Planning, coordinating, directing,
organizing, supervising, and producing
up-to-date cadastral information of all
urban and rural properties located in the
Municipality in its three aspects:
legal-physical, geographical and valuation,
and physical-geographic characteristics of
the territory that facilitate planning, spatial
planning, and urban development

Plan, coordinate, direct, organize,
supervise, produce information, urban,
rural, legal, physical, geographic,
evaluative, planning, spatial planning,
urban development

Chiapas,
Mexico

Knowing the qualitative and quantitative
characteristics of real estate, through the
formation, updating and conservation of the
cadastral registers, with multifunctional
use, oriented to provide information for the
implementation of plans, programs and
actions that contribute to the
socioeconomic development of the entity.
Supporting the administration of real estate
contributions

Update, record keeping, multi-purpose,
provide information, real estate
contribution, equity, cadastral services

Mayoralty of
Lecherias
Venezuela

Complying with the norms contained in the
laws, ordinances, decrees, and other
instruments that regulate the cadastral
activity, guaranteeing the formation and
conservation of the cadastre to preserve the
uniformity in the buildings of the
municipality, keeping the cartographic
information updated, providing a timely
and truthful response to the concerns of the
community in cadastral matters

Legal framework, training, conservation,
update of information, timely response,
user

Municipality of
Simon Bolivar,
Venezuela

Determining the existence and material
consistency of the rural and urban
properties of the municipality, with the
identification and topographic
characteristics necessary to form and
conserve the municipal cadastre, through
reliable records, which provide the
sovereign confidence and security

Rural, urban, form, conserve, reliable
records

Municipality of
Iribarren.
Venezuela

Strengthen municipal management for local
urban development, timely
decision-making especially in public
investment policies, urban planning, social
accompaniment, and regularization of land
tenure, to raise institutional capacity for the
definition of local development plans and
the exercise of real estate tax powers

Information, urban development, public
investment, urban planning, real estate tax

Cadastre of
Province of
Córdoba.
Argentina

Managing the public registry of the
property, in relation to the emerging right
of property titles or possession exercised,
constituting the basis of the provincial real
estate system in terms of tax, police,
administrative and land management
aspects

Collect, compile, classify, qualify, control,
order, record, preserve, update, publish,
information, physical, legal, economic
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Analyzing Tables 2, 3 and 4 leads to an approximation of the internal and external
diagnosis of the Latin American cadastres in a span of 14 years, although the changes
in this period in the cadastre are not significant. With this information, the SWOT
matrix for the Latin American cadastre shown in Table 5 is generated. Observing the
SWOT matrix highlights the need to encourage the participation of users of the
information generated in a cadastral management. In this sense, the commitment of the
actors is imperative to avoid technological lags, updating knowledge for staff, and
updating the information base.

Table 4. Diagnosis of the South American Cadastre [19].

Declarations of the
cadastre 2014-FIG.

Situation required Observed situation Fulfillment
declaration

1st.- The legal
situation, public law
and its restrictions will
be indicated

-Real estate records
-Measurement of the
cadastres,
-Homogenize
objectives at the
national level

-It is treated by all
countries but compliance
has been achieved as
required

No

2nd.- The separation
between maps and
records will be
abolished.

-Presence in laws,
rules and regulations
-Presence of
agreements

-Compliance at the legal
level but not fully
applied in practice
-The separation between
the cadastre and the Real
Estate Registries
continues

No

3rd.- Cadastral
cartography will be part
of the past

-Use of Technology -Important gap between
municipalities in the
same country

No

4th.- The manual
cadastre will be a thing
of the past

-Automation of
processes

-Existence of a cadastre
Manual in the provinces

No

5th.- It will be highly
privatized, working
together with the public
sector

-Private
Participation

-Cadastre controlled by
the public sector

No

6th.- The 2014 cadastre
will proceed to recover
the costs

-Investment in
training,
conservation and
maintenance
recovered

-It is not considered a
social investment
-Tax collection does not
compensate, nor is it used
in cadastral management

No
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4 Conclusions

The strategic planning allows to analyze the context internally and externally to gen-
erate strategies that lead to fulfill the mission and vision proposals for the organization.
The scope of this work is to approach strategies in the formulation stage for the cadastre
management.

As a result of the strategic analysis, not all the countries evaluated have a national
cadastre law, with unified criteria and forms of management, making it difficult to
maintain homogeneous cadastres for the exchange of information or use it for different

Table 5. SWOT matrix for the cadastre

Internal
Analysis

Environment
Analysis

STRENGTHS
- Investment in the cadastre is considered 

as a social investment.
- Cadastres allow municipalities to collect 

tax revenues.
- Agreements to maintain and exchange 

updated information.
- Handles necessary information for 

public and private entities.
- Knowing territorial information allows 

planning local, regional, and national 
development.

WEAKNESSES
- Lack of budget

- Resistance to change.
- Lack of commitment from top 

management, to take advantage of the 
strengths of their cadastres.

- Migration of personnel to other 
dependencies.

- Budget restricts training and new 
work contracts.

- The cadastre personnel does not 
participate in the projects entrusted to 

the private contractor.
- Technological development requires 

investment.
- There is no connection between the 

cadastres and the registers.
Opportunities:

- The cadastre is identified by 
its fiscal role.

- Information and 
communication technology is 

a fundamental aspect of 
management policies.

- Market the products and 
services.

- SDI training to integrate the 
cadastres.

- Formation of a multipurpose 
cadastre.

-The legal framework 
guarantees the real estate 
records and the survey

STRATEGIES SO
- Design ways to market all the products 

and services that can be generated by 
having a multipurpose cadastre with 

updated information.
- Propose improvements or updates in 

current regulations that allow the active 
participation of users in updating and 

maintaining the information.
- Promote agreements to improve 

information among regional, national, and 
international users for the development of 

spatial data infrastructures (IDE).
- Develop strategies to improve tax 
revenues, based on regulations and 

updating information.
- Promote the use of cadastral information 

when planning local, regional, and 
national development.

STRATEGIES WO
- Demonstrate how to improve tax 
revenues to justify budget increase.

- Prepare training plans incorporating 
the use of technology, taking 

advantage of the strengths, and 
avoiding the desertion of workers.
- Encourage the participation of 

cadastre personnel in the formation of 
the SDI, the multipurpose cadastre and 
in generating products and services for 

the public and private sector.
- Develop mechanisms that allow, with 
the use of technology, the connection 

between real estate records and 
cadastral registers.

THREATS
- Lack of knowledge of the 

work and services that 
cadastres can provide.

- Lack of national legislation.
- Laws and regulations do not 

have homogeneity.
- The lack of vision of the 

municipal governments for the 
development of the cadastre is 
against the development of a 

work infrastructure.

ST STRATEGIES
- Promote programs with the aim of 

publicizing the products and services that 
the cadastre can provide.

- Propose plans that allow to unify 
homogeneity criteria at local, regional, 

national, and international level.
- Propose laws that allow the continuity of 

projects and budgets to avoid 
discontinuity with the change of rulers.

STRATEGIES WT
- Prepare plans that allow generating 

staff commitments at all levels to seek 
to minimize the weaknesses.

- Avoid being left behind in the use of 
technology and in the preparation of 

HR to defy threats.
- Before new authorities, offer the 

benefits and benefits that can generate 
an updated cadastre to improve tax 

revenues that allow revenue for public 
management.

- Promote academic research, in such a 
way that proposes proposals to 

minimize the limitations.
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needs. Regarding the legal and technical framework, the need to regulate the formation
of the Spatial Data Infrastructure highligths as a mechanism that allows access to
information online and simultaneously as an efficient, effective, and relevant service
provision for cadastral management.

The cadastre is a strategic resource of the countries, whose management and
information base can contribute significantly to their development. Knowing the ter-
ritorial information and managing it in an integrated manner with other municipal and
national public administrations, supported by the use of information technologies,
allows planning local, regional and national development. This merits the establish-
ment of strategies, here reviewed, legal, technical, personnel and fiscal for their use.
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Abstract. This article shows the connection and interrelation between
complexity theory and knowledge management. It is planned to find mechanisms
to communicate and share knowledge efficiently, improving knowledge manage‐
ment in a complex system such as the development software factories. As a result,
it proposes a model of knowledge management, taking into account notions of
complexity theory applied to a development system software factory, where
normal development involves different forms of complexity, which must be
managed properly to help solve. Of course, the results of the application can be
seen in the medium term best practices and lessons learned.
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1 Introduction

First of all, because we need to know why you get to apply two complex issues by
themselves, and each complex. The first concept, knowledge management, frames the
modern world, knowledge as a source of power and the best partner when developing
organizational strategies. However, if the organizations have the knowledge, what is the
reason now to enter the word management?

Then bring to mind, the organizational level, where technical skills are required,
especially social processes-methods. What happens if there is no support in the gener‐
ation and transmission of knowledge? If every time a new official or programmer enters,
they have to try to develop or invent the wheel again to learn how to do things? Obviously
the company or the project itself will have an extension in time to execute tasks and
therefore increase costs and a decrease in performance.

On the other hand, the term complexity exists and has existed forever, even comes
embedded with the man with the world and nature itself. Thousands of simple processes
are complex to our eyes and at the same time fascinating.

The complexity and knowledge come side by side according to the hypothesis of
Lloyd [1]: “Everything that is worth understanding complex systems about can be
understood in terms of how it processes information”, the complexity can be taken into
terms of processing information that action involving, namely knowledge.
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Therefore, you can take advantage of the concepts and the different applications of
complexity theory to propose a model of knowledge management to facilitate the devel‐
opment of a complex system such as software factories.

2 Conceptualization

As a basis for this research, the most relevant concepts that affect the understanding of
the proposed model are described below.

2.1 Knowledge Management

In order to develop or try to implement knowledge management, it is necessary to have
different ideas about it, for example, it can be explained in terms of knowledge transfer:
The Management or Knowledge Management is a concept used in companies, which
seek to transfer knowledge existing experience and employees, so that it can be used as
a resource for others in the organization. Knowledge management aims to make avail‐
able to each employee the information you need at the right time so that their activity is
effective [2].

You can also set based on the satisfaction of needs: “The process of continually
managing knowledge of all kinds to meet present and future needs, to identify and exploit
resources of knowledge that exist and are acquired to develop new opportunities” [3].

Other definitions are focused on intellectual capital: “The set of processes and
systems that allow an organization’s intellectual capital to increase significantly through
the management of their problem-solving capabilities efficiently (in the least about of
time possible), with the ultimate goal of generating sustainable competitive advantage
in time” [4]. And the generation of value through it: “Creating value from intangible
assets of the organization” [5].

Just as ideas are aimed at competitiveness: Management planned and ongoing activ‐
ities and processes to enhance knowledge and increase competitiveness through better
use of resources of creation of individual and collective knowledge [6].

“The European KM Framework is designed to promote a common European under‐
standing of KM, show the value of the emerging KM approach and help organizations
towards its successful implementation. The Framework is based on empirical research
and practical experience in this field from all over Europe and the rest of the world. The
Framework addresses the most relevant elements of a KM approach and aims to serve
as a point of inspiration and as a reference basis for all types of organizations aiming to
improve their performance through dealing with knowledge in a better way” [6].

Ultimately, all knowledge management concepts point to the way it obtains, classi‐
fies, distributes, transmits and stores the knowledge: It is a concept used in companies,
which aims to transfer knowledge and experience existing within the employees, so that
it can be used as a resource for others in the organization. Knowledge management aims
to make available to each employee the information you need at the right time so that
their activity is effective [2].
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Based on the above notion, it can be established that the objectives of knowledge
management are:

• Develop an outreach strategy for organizational development, acquisition and appli‐
cation of knowledge.

• Implement strategies to knowledge.
• Promote continuous improvement of business processes, emphasizing the generation

and use of knowledge.
• Monitor and evaluate the achievements through the application of knowledge.
• Reduce costs associated with the repetition of errors.
• Reduce cycle times in developing new products.

And it can be defined as a supporting technology: A “Knowledge Management
System” is a platform for information and communications technologies (ICT) that
supports the KM processes in the organization. It focuses on creating, collecting, organ‐
izing and disseminating “knowledge” of an organization, rather than information or
data [7].

2.2 Complexity Theory

Many events and facts that are inherent in the complexity theory: the theory of relativity
of Albert Einstein, the beginning of uncertainty or indeterminacy, fractals, artificial
intelligence, chaos theory, agents, emergency, self-organization [1], which makes
finding a single definition almost impossible. It is usually associated with complexity
theory to the study of complex systems.

A system is complex when it consists of many parts that are interconnected so
intrinsic [8]. A system has dynamic complexity where cause and effect are subtle, over
time [9]. A system is complex when it consists of a group of related units (subsystems)
for which the degree and nature of the relationships is imperfectly known [10].

2.3 Software Factories

Now a day, software systems that can be developed in a short time are needed, in other
words, reduce the time lag of specifications to implementation. You should also be able
to recycle a set of procedures, processes, designs, strategies, alternatives and experiences
to improve the software development process. Also, statistically, 64% of IT projects are
considered failures either because they are made within the time/budget plan or because
they are within the projected range, all this confirms the need to automate the software
production process through production lines, similar to the auto assembly process.

For the next decade, the demand for software will increase significantly, promoted
by the global economic changes, new technological applications, the rise of mobile
devices, internet, and artificial intelligence. In other words, it is not possible that the
software developments meet this demand, then how do you get the ability to meet the
above demand. The possible solution is not to increase the number of developers,
because it could bring more problems than advantages. What should be done is radically
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change the methods of software development so that the people involved do not perform
repetitive tasks.

Another aspect that adds to this scenario is the constant evolution of technology,
which adds complexity to both the project and process and the product, while coexisting
with the evolution of the domain problem [11]. This increases the demand on the devel‐
opment of solutions, forcing software development companies to look for options that
allow them to have agile and efficient processes, reduce consumption of resources and
maintaining high quality levels [12].

Today, you can still consider software development as a traditional process based
on the skills and knowledge of the engineers involved. Each new product required by
the software development company is a new solution, unique and customized to the
costumer.

The industries have increased their capacity from the craft, where all products are
created from scratch by individuals or small teams, to the industry, where a wide range
of product variants are quickly assembled from reusable components created by multiple
vendors or the same industry.

With the passage of time the customers needed a larger number of solutions,
improved quality, reduced time on development, therefore it is necessary to change the
product solution approach and focus on the process as a central source of the product.
To move towards the process of product development software, factories appear to
improve productivity, through a knowledge bank, components, tools and processes used
to grant customers greater quality, flexibility, lower price and delivery time [13]. By
reusing, advantage can take advantage of the skills of several developers on multiple
projects at the same time, this has been considered as the main focus for significant
improvements in productivity and quality of software engineering [14, 15]. The devel‐
opment focuses on the use of existing modules.

A software factory can be defined as “a software product line that configures exten‐
sible tools, processes and content using a software factory template based on a software
factory schema to automate the development and maintenance of variants of an arche‐
typical product through adaptation, installation and configuration of component-based
framework” [16] (Fig. 1). Other more practical ways are defined as “a product line that
configures extensible development tools like Microsoft Visual Studio Team System
(VSTS) with packaged content and guidance, carefully designed to build specific types
of applications”.
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Fig. 1. Software factory: Product. Source: Authors

This type of project can be conducted within the framework of an experimental
design [17], using the methodology MSF for agile Software Development at Microsoft
[18, 19], it supports iterative development and refinement learning continuous. The
product definition, development and testing occur in incremental interactions (Fig. 2).
The main principle is to add interactive functionality that improves the quality of not
only software but also the way it builds. You can choose this methodology for spiral
development and ease of integration with Visual Studio.net

Fig. 2. Cycles and interactions. Source: Microsoft Developer Network

Each interaction has the following phases: forecasting, planning, development,
stabilization, and implementation.
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3 Model

In a society that seeks tirelessly methods that facilitate the processes to produce their
goods and services, arises the urgent need to implement and develop knowledge transfer
processes, using tools that are fast, reliable and economical.

In trying to implement a knowledge management model to a complex system, the
model may take the qualities of complex systems and become too complex. In addition,
if the basis is the characteristics of complex systems such as emergency, self-organiza‐
tion and chaos can be an organized model in an emergent way (Fig. 3).

Fig. 3. Complex Systems. Source: Institute of Complex Systems of N. England

The best way to support a software factory development is through a process of
continuous learning and refinement, which can be achieved through the qualities of a
complex system, then in building components could begin implementing each of these
concepts:

3.1 Organization

For the development of each software component, it is necessary to organize the working
group structures that interact and change according to the immediate goal, a reason that
you might want to distribute, prioritize work groups or contract according to the abilities
of people, the number of hours/person, or type of product to be obtained (Fig. 4). With
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this changing distribution of knowledge flows get really dynamic and strong, because
knowledge has several directions and reaches all individuals naturally.

Fig. 4. Forms of organization. Source: Authors

3.2 Interaction

In addition to the interaction that is achieved between each of the people doing the
project, you get other types of interactions such as those generated through conversations
with customers, managers, colleagues and even people outside the project and events
from the outside world (Fig. 5), which makes the system an open system in which the
inspiration to solve difficulties may stem from the same system as external events. The
distribution of information increases the capacity of people to solve problems.

Fig. 5. Types of interaction. Source: Authors

3.3 Feedback

Each of the events generated and interactions that commonly occur in the organization
produce a feedback that supports all processes in software development (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6. Events and feedback. Source: Authors

3.4 Adaptation

The system, based on feedback obtained as a response adaptation making decisions and
providing a better link from modifications or changes in methods, processes and
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environment. External and internal events and the feedback, function as incentives to
achieve harmony between the current form of development of components and the best
way of taking into account all the environmental variables involved in the society
(Fig. 7). Knowledge flows equally fit, allowing them to have the knowledge about why
the change and then a log can be consulted to understand the decisions made. The events,
feedback, skills and existing methods cannot adapt to causes that improve a new process.

Fig. 7. Process of adaptation. Source: Authors

3.5 Evolution

All changes generated by the organization, interaction, feedback and adaptation forged
with the passing time optimizing the system itself and knowledge management
processes, achieving a continuous improvement that leads to evolution (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8. Continuous Improvement. Source: Authors

3.6 Stage and Packages

Each of the processes seen above apply knowledge management to the development of
the packages or components, and this whole process can be repeated over and over again
in the development of the package (Fig. 9), where by different stages are formed in the
end and increase more precisely in evolution.
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Fig. 9. Process for generating packages and components. Source: Authors

3.7 Establishment of the Model

In reviewing each of the above concepts, it is clear that the development of a complex
system such as the software factory, these concepts apply in the development of a whole
(Software Product) while an item (Package). When you begin to develop a package, the
organization, interaction, feedback, adaptation and evolution adhere to this process, and
this occurs again when the packages are grouped into one function, allowing the system
to reach the point of becoming complex (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10. Model of knowledge management applied to a complex system: Development of
software factories. Source: Authors.
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Once you take each of the packages, they are implemented to the methodology MSE
for agile Software Development at Microsoft under a spiral approach, which includes
forecasting, planning, stabilization and implementation. Several packages together
represent functionality and this in turn united with others go to join the software product,
when all this happens it is notable that there is a self-organization based on events and
feedback obtained prior to which can respond to any stimulus. As the functionality of
each particular package it can be converted into a goal based on the community which
may be called Emergency and therefore to obtain each function or procedure separately,
will never give the same value as if having the entire project, because 4 + 4 = 5
(Synergy).

But even when you can see the entire structure, there may be some attractors like
customers, the quality and politics, forms and methods with which the organization
works, which constitute the firm basis and return the project horizon. But keep in mind
it is clear that because the methodological approach is a spiral, any decision taken in the
early stages affects the latest and therefore the failure or success of the project, so you
can see reflected in this model the theory of chaos.

The resulting model shows that knowledge management is implemented in complex
systems because to become complex it must obtain, sort, distribute, transmit and store
information making the most of the organization, interaction, feedback, adaptation and
evolution (Fig. 10).

4 Conclusions

Both knowledge management and software factories are complex systems, which makes
the development of a knowledge management model for a complex system, also be
complex. Applying the concepts of complexity to a software development process shows
that knowledge flows can be dynamic, open and distributable.

The core complex concepts applied to a management model of the complex system
of knowledge, development of software factory are:

• The sum of the parts is greater than the whole. It is a set or combination of things or
parts forming a complex or unitary whole. Synergy.

• It is composed of several elements that together can generate a certain behavior. Self-
organization emergency.

• The present iterative and incremental development that is contained, can lead to
wrong decisions in the first interaction system-wide impact. Chaos theory.
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Abstract. Point-of-interest (POI) recommendation is an important
part of recommendation systems in location-based social networks. Most
existing POI recommendation systems, such as collaborative filtering
based and context-aware methods, usually use hand-designed or man-
ually selected features to achieve the recommendation. However, the
information in the location-based social networks has very compli-
cated relationships with each other, e.g., the latent relationships among
users, POIs and user preferences, thus leading to poor recommendation
accuracy. We propose a two-stage method to address this problem. In
the first stage, user and POI profiles are abstracted using statistical
methods. Then in the second stage, a deep neural network (DNN)
is used to predict ratings on these candidate POIs, and finally the
topN list of POIs is obtained. Experimental results on the Gowalla and
Brightkite dataset show the effectiveness of our DNN based recommen-
dation method.

Keywords: Point-of-interest recommendation · Deep neural network
User profiling

1 Introduction

Location-based social networks (LBSN), such as Twitter, Foursquare, Facebook
Places, Yelp, etc., bridge peoples’ virtual and real lives by providing functions
like sharing travel experiences, leaving comments about POIs and interacting
with their online friends. Lots of people have been attracted to these web appli-
cations, generating a great amount of social-geographical related information
(e.g., check-ins, comments and star ratings). On the one hand, these informa-
tion provides both great opportunities and serious challenges to researchers to
study human behaviors and mobility patterns. On the other hand, the rapid
development of wireless positioning technologies and the tremendous expansion
of cities have greatly expanded the peoples’ living areas and stimulated users’
needs for location-based services (e.g., to find a restaurant for delicious foods,
or a quiet place to watch the sunset). People turn to the web for advices and
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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that’s what POI recommendation systems do. POI recommendation has been
one of the hot tasks in recent years. The aim of POI recommendation systems
is to find POIs that the users haven’t visited before but may be interested in,
and wish the users to go to the recommended POIs.

Up to now, many researches have been carried out on POI recommendation.
Due to the nature of human mobility, POI recommendation is influenced by
many factors, such as: geographical [1–3], social [1,4], temporal [3,5] and cat-
egorical [6,7] factors. These researches are based on the collaborative filtering
(CF) methods with enhancement by modeling certain influential factors listed
above. Specifically, Ye et al. [1] proposed a unified recommendation framework
by modeling geographical influence with a power-law distribution and social
influence with friend-based collaborative filtering method. Cheng et al. [2] pro-
posed a probability matrix factorization (PMF) framework with geographical
information modeled as a multi-center Gaussian distribution and social informa-
tion a regularization term. Yuan et al. [3] incorporated the geographical factors
by setting the probability of visiting a POI as a function of distance between
user’s current location and POI. Ye et al. [1] proposed a friend-based collabo-
rative filtering method, in which they calculated user similarities with friends
only, instead of all the users. Li et al. [4] further studied social factors by divid-
ing friends into 3 kinds: social friends, location friends and neighboring friends
to get potential POIs and use MF models to rank these POIs. Gao et al. [5]
proposed a matrix factorization (MF) framework with temporal regularization,
while Yuan et al. [3] split the user-POI rating matrix with T (e.g., T = 24)
time slots, calculate the time-aware user similarity by smoothing with time-slot
similarities and then performed independent CF recommendation on each rating
matrix and enhanced the model by POIs’ temporal popularity and incorporating
spatial influence. Zhang and Chow [6] proposed a recommendation approach by
applying the bias of a user on a POI category to weigh the popularity of a POI
and modeling the categorical correlations between POIs as a power-law distribu-
tion, together with geographical and social correlations. Lian et al. [7] make use
of content information (user profiles and text content) to address the cold-start
problem. These researches are all based on machine learning techniques, and the
features used are manually constructed or selected, which makes it incomplete to
capture the complicated network relationships or temporal/spatial (geographi-
cal)/social influences.

Recently, deep learning has been successfully applied to several recommen-
dation systems and achieves significant improvement over traditional models. To
name a few, Aäron et al. [8] used deep neural network for music recommenda-
tion algorithm, while Covington et al. [9] proposed a deep neural network based
recommendation model for video recommendation on YouTube. Cheng et al.
[10] proposed an App recommender system for Google Play with a wide & deep
model.

Compared to conventional recommendation systems, deep learning based
approaches can effectively capture the non-linear and non-trivial user-item rela-
tionships, codify the complex abstractions as data representations in higher lay-
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ers, and catch the complicated relationship within the data itself. But until now,
few deep learning based recommendation approaches have been proposed for
POI recommendation problem. To this end, we propose a deep learning based
POI recommendation system, named ‘DeepRec’, by constructing the user/POI
profiles from historical check-in records and social relationships. We test our app-
roach on the Gowalla and Brightkite datasets and achieve better performance
than the baseline approaches.

2 Methodology

Given a set of m users U = {u1, u2, . . . , um}, a set of n POIs V =
{v1, v2, . . . , vn}, the relationships F of users and all the check-in records C.
The target of POI recommendation is to find the TopN POIs that have not
been visited by the target users before. In other words, the rating matrix Rm×n

is generated from the check-in records, where entry rij represents the check-in
numbers of user ui at POI vj . The POI recommendation problem is to find the
TopN largest predicted ratings r̂i· for POIs in Vui− for user ui. The notations
we use in this paper are listed in Table 1.

Table 1. Notations used in this paper

Symbol Meaning

U, u The user set and an example user

V, v The POI set and an example POI

Vu+,Vu− POI set that user u has (not) visited

C, c Check-in set and an example check-in

R, rij User-POI matrix and an entry

F Relationship of users (edges)

To address this problem, we develop a two-stage approach for the recom-
mendation system, as shown in Fig. 1. Our approach is comprised of two com-
ponents: the first one is candidate selection and the second one is a ranking
component. The candidate selection component takes events from the user’s and
his/her friends’ check-in history as input and retrieves a small subset (hundreds)
of POIs from a large corpus. The candidate selection component only provides
broad personalization via social-enhanced collaborative filtering. The similarity
between users is expressed in terms of co-check-ins and co-friends.

2.1 Candidate Selection

POIs are selected as candidates if they are: (1) near the visited POIs by the target
user himself/herself; (2) visited by the target user’s neighbors; or (3) visited by
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Fig. 1. The framework of deep recommendation system ‘DeepRec’

the target user’s friends. This is because that people are usually influenced by
their friends and neighborhoods, and tend to visit POIs nearby [1,2,6]. To find
the POIs that are close to the target user, we first estimate his/her home location.
Based on the empirical observations that people tend to check-in the most times
at a few places and few times at other places, we consider the densest check-in
location as his/her home location. We perform DBSCAN on the check-in POIs,
find the largest cluster, and mark the weighted center as home locations. Say
the largest cluster is P , the home locations can be calculated by:

ˆhome =
1

‖ P ‖ ·
∑

i

Pi (1)

where ‖ P ‖ is the number of POIs in the cluster, and Pi is the ith POI.
After obtaining the home location, it is very easy to identify the target user’s

neighbors. Specifically, we encode the POIs and home locations with geohash
tags, then the neighbors are simply obtained if their home locations are in the
8 neighborhood areas or are the same with the target user’s.

Finally, since friends have already been listed in the relationships F , they
can be accessed easily. After the three steps described above, all the candidate
POIs have been selected, which will be used to perform ranking.

2.2 Ranking

To rank the candidate POIs, we first generate the feature matrix, which can be
constructed by embedding user profiles and POI profiles. The feature matrix is
shown in Fig. 2.

User profiles and POI profiles are generated by mining the check-in behaviors
of users. We divide the check-in time into T (e.g. T = 24) time slots for every
day. For user profiles (the bottom part of Fig. 2), the statistics of every time
slots represent users’ temporal preference in a day; the statistics of days of weeks
represent users’ temporal preference in a week; average check-in time intervals is
the average of two check-in time intervals sequentially; average check-in distance
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Fig. 2. Feature matrix for ranking, by embedding user/POI profiles constructed by
mining the check-in records and social relationships.

is the average of distances of two check-in POIs sequentially; social statistics is
the average and sum of friends check-in times. POI profiles are generated the
same way.

We randomly mark 70% of the check-in records as training set and 30% as
validation set, and construct user and POI profiles with the former. Then we
build the training matrix with training set by embedding related user and POI
profiles, and test matrix for the candidate POIs of each target user (users that
appear in validation set). The labels are the total check-in times of users on
related POIs.

After constructing the feature matrix, we train a DNN for the ranking task
with Huber loss function which is defined as

L (W,B | j) =

{
1
2‖tj − oj‖22, ‖tj − oj‖22 ≤ 1
‖tj − oj‖1 − 1

2 , otherwise
(2)

where t and o are target and observations.
The DNN is trained with training matrix and predictions are made on the

test matrix. Finally TopN POIs are generated with the predicted scores and will
be recommended to users.

3 Results and Discussion

In this section, we evaluate our method with baseline methods on two real-world
data sets.

3.1 Experimental Setup

In this paper, we use two datasets: Gowalla and Brightkite [11] to evaluate the
performance of the proposed method. The statistics of the datasets is shown in
Table 2. We remove the users and POIs with less than 15 check-in records in
Gowalla dataset and 5 in BrightKite.
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Table 2. Statistics on the datasets. #users, #POIs, #check-ins and #edges are number
of users, POIs, check-ins and friends, respectively.

Dataset #users #POIs #check-ins #edges

Gowalla 196,591 1,277,571 6,412,216 950,327

Brightkite 58,228 772,965 4,492,662 214,078

3.2 Baselines

To comparatively demonstrate the effectiveness of our model, we compare it with
the following four models:

– POPULAR is an item-popularity based model, which counts the POI check-in
times as the POI’s popularity;

– SVD is a model based on SVD approximation with column-mean imputation;
– US is social-enhanced user-based collaborative filtering model, which improve

user-based CF with social friends relationship;
– USG [1] is a model based on user CF, social influence and geographical influ-

ence.

Precision and Recall are used to evaluate the performance of our model and
baseline models.

3.3 Performance Comparison

The results obtained by our method and that of some baseline models on the
two datasets are shown in Fig. 3.

On both datasets, our ‘DeepRec’ model achieves the best performance over
other baseline models, and the less the recommended items (i.e., smaller topN)
are, the more increase our method achieves on precisions and recalls. Specifically,
the ‘SVD’ and ‘POPULAR’ models perform poorly since they only capture infor-
mation of check-in numbers; ‘SVD’ performs the worst of all due to the needs of
filling the rating matrix by column-mean imputation; ‘POPULAR’ performs bet-
ter than ‘SVD’ because of the spatial clustering phenomenon exhibited in user
check-ins and its long-tail effects; ‘US’ and ‘USG’ are CF based models, and
perform better than ‘SVD’ and ‘POPULAR’ because they capture more influen-
tial factors (social relationship in ‘US’ and social relationships and geographical
factor in ‘USG’); meanwhile ‘USG’ performs better than ‘US’, indicating that
the geographical factor do have influence on the recommendation results. Both
‘USG’ model and ours capture the user, social and geographical information,
while our method performs better than ‘USG’, suggesting that DNN can effec-
tively capture the latent relationships among users, POIs and user preferences,
and gives much more satisfying recommendations.
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Fig. 3. Performance comparison. (a) Precision and Recall on Gowalla. (b) Precision
and Recall on Brightkite. Models are described in Sect. 3.2, and ‘DeepRec’ is our model.
x-axis is different POI numbers for topN list, and y-axis is precision/recall respectively.

4 Conclusion

POI recommendation in LBSNs has been a hot topic in recommendation system
field. However the complicated relationships of user-user, user-POI and POI-POI
are difficult to model, thus limiting the traditional methods’ performance since
they cannot make full use of these information and their latent relationships.
In this paper, we propose a DNN based two-stage method, which consists of
Candidate Selection and Ranking components to solve this problem. DNN effec-
tively captures the latent relationships among users, POIs and user preferences,
and performs much better than traditional methods. The experiments are con-
ducted, and shows the superiority of our ‘DeepRec’ recommendation system in
comparison with several other baseline methods.
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Abstract. Social media has become a crucial tool used by social businesses
(SBs) to manage their public relationships. Hence, understanding what SB
means to the public would provide businesses with additional insights that they
could apply to social promotion and marketing. We retrieved more than 200,000
tweets containing the words “social business” and utilized text mining algo-
rithms to extract the SB status. The mining results provide marketers with
insights that they can apply when making decisions about SB marketing and
promotion and provide policymakers with the information necessary to design
an SB ecosystem. Our approach contributes a broad view on SB to the literature
and differs from conventional methods, such as case studies, surveys, and sta-
tistical analyses.

Keywords: Social business � Social media � Twitter � Text mining

1 Introduction

Social media has become the favored channel of people who wish to share their ideas
and build relationships [1–3]. In this context, enterprises adapt their organization and
business processes to manage their public relationships, to share internal and external
knowledge through social networks, and to cocreate value with their enterprise net-
works. The business community has termed this phenomenon social business (SB).
Additionally, the extensive user-generated content of social media provides abundant
resources for analyzing social phenomena. Thus, social media mining has emerged as
an effective method for analyzing the patterns and opinions of the public toward
content [4, 5].

The goal of this study was to apply text mining approaches to social media to
determine public opinion toward SB. More than 200,000 tweets from 2014 and 2015
were collected to acquire insight from the public. A two-layer concept breakdown
structure approach was employed to extract knowledge from a corpus, and the strength
of association was used to identify the significant keywords and their relevant tweets
for further analysis. Accordingly, SB status was outlined and reflected public per-
ception toward SB. We contribute to the literature a broad view that differs from
conventional approaches, such as case studies, surveys, and statistical analyses. The
mining results provide insight for those who make decisions on SB marketing and
promotion and for policymakers who design and implement an SB ecosystem.
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2 Literature Review

Many studies have investigated the effect of social media on business [6–8]. As an
emerging research field, SB has not been clearly defined. The Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (MIT) investigated the challenges and opportunities of using SB and
defined SB as the “activities that use social media, social software, and social networks
to enable more efficient, effective, and mutually useful connections between people,
information, and assets” [9], whereas a systematic review stated that SB “is thus the
creation of an organization that is optimized to benefit its entire ecosystem (customers,
employees, owner, partners) by embedding collaboration, information sharing, and
active engagement into its operations and culture” [10]. Accordingly, an SB changes its
organization and processes to adapt to the strong impacts of social media. Recent
studies have delineated SB from different perspectives. How SB will reshape enter-
prises can most effectively be answered by investigating industries. MIT’s survey asked
thousands of managers how social media tools were used and what the benefits of these
tools to their organization were; the results suggested that “the importance of social
business to organizations is expected to grow over the next few years” [9]. MIT’s
subsequent survey was conducted to investigate the value created by using SB. The
results suggested that the real business outcome was strongly determined on the basis
of SB maturity, and SB use positively affected business outcomes [11]. A case study
examined the evolution of an organization as a SB from the perspective of a collab-
orative community in response to the marketplace; the results indicated that a collab-
orative community can be adequately promoted by using social media [12]. In contrast
to most studies that have focused mainly on the benefit, one study investigated the risks
of using social media in business. These risks were classified into six categories, and
recommendations for managing the risks associated with legal action were provided
from the perspectives of employee training, company policy, and information tech-
nology governance [13]. A survey of 117 participants was conducted to identify the
major factors affecting SB adoption; the results revealed that a lack of social media
strategy and security concerns have an adverse effect on SB adoption [14]. SB appeals
to enterprises that transfer internal and external knowledge through the communicative
process of social networks. A case study was performed to investigate the dynamics of
social communication using the proposed Interactivity Model 2.0 in an SB [15]. In
addition, a study investigated how an employee’s content posted to social media affects
an enterprise’s public relations. The employee’s engagement with social media was
investigated from the aspects of power and stake in employee social media activities
[16]. An enterprise network is the ecosystem built by enterprises, employees, products,
and other entities. A case study in China was performed to determine how enterprise
networks support SBs to cocreate value [17]. From the perspective of business process
management (BPM), the relationship between organizational culture, SB tool usage,
and BPM was studied using a case study approach, and the results suggested that clan
culture was the major factor in the successful use of social BPM [18].
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3 Methodology

Social media mining on Twitter was employed in this study to gain a holistic under-
standing of SB-related topics from the public perspective. A corpus was built using
tweets published between January 2014 and December 2015 containing the keyword
“social business,” which were collected by applying a program that we created to
Twitter’s advanced search webpage. First, we parsed the corpus for each year into a
bag of words and tagged the words with their parts of speech and frequency by
applying linguistic rules. Irrelevant characters, such as digits, graphics, and controls,
were removed; only nouns and proper nouns were retained during the text mining
process. After the corpus had been parsed, the results were verified to filter out irrel-
evant terms, such as “today” and “you,” and to combine synonyms, such as “social
business” and “socbiz,” if necessary. The last step involved identifying the terms most
associated with one another by calculating the strength of concept links.

Concept links are used to investigate the relationships between terms based on the
co-occurrence of the words in the corpus. For a given pair of terms, the strength of
association between two terms, terma and the associated termb for a given r tweets, is
calculated based on the binomial distribution as follows:

Strength of association ¼ loge
1

probk

� �
: ð1Þ

and the sum of probabilities is

probk ¼
Xr¼n

r¼k

n!
r! n� rð Þ! p

r 1� pð Þ n�rð Þ: ð2Þ

where n is the number of tweets that contain termb, k is the number of tweets that
contain both terma and termb, and p = k/n is the probability that terma and termb

co-occur, assuming that they are independent of each other [19]. We propose an
approach that decomposes the SB status into two-layer keywords. Using Eq. (1), the
first-layer keywords (hereafter, keywords) strongly associated with SB and the
second-layer keywords (hereafter, terms) strongly associated with the first-layer ones
were identified. By using the keywords and the terms, we could locate the tweets that
were most strongly related to SB. By analyzing the links between keywords and terms
and reviewing their relevant tweets, public views toward SB can be ascertained.

4 Mining Results

4.1 Social Business in 2014

Calculating the strength of association from the tweets (82,132) in 2014 by Eq. (1), the
ranking order of keywords and their associated terms were found. As a
proof-of-concept approach, we used the eight most associated keywords and the three
most significant terms associated with each keyword to explore SB status (Fig. 1). The
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keywords brand and marketing referred to core SB activities, and leadership was used
to imply that SB activities require business leaders’ steadfast engagement. Social media
was used to describe where most activities engage with target audiences. The keyword
tip was used to provide advice, and trend represented forecasts of future SB devel-
opment. The keyword IBM indicated that IBM played a role as a solution provider
focusing on SB, and GDSocbiz was the hashtag created by a widely known blogger
who has more than 1 million Twitter followers.

For most enterprises, one of the major goals of SB is brand marketing. The key-
word brand with the terms social influence and tenet was used to provide advice on
how to create an effective SB by creating a business brand. The index-related tweets, as
shown in Table 1, were used to highlight the importance of SB performance measures.
In addition to suggestions on how to create value for SB brands, a concrete measure of
brand name was proposed. When people discussed marketing, they usually used the
terms CMO and business leader, indicating that executives’ intentions are critical to
success. The term moving was used to indicate that the conventional marketing
function can be upgraded by the much-broadened SB concept. The keyword leadership
was usually associated with the terms code and reason. One tweet, shown in Table 1,
suggested that enterprises should adopt SB. The term blogosphere was used to rec-
ommend utilizing blogs to create leadership. The keyword social media was closely
associated with SB because most SB activities were performed on social media.
However, the term difference was used to convey that using social media as a
customer-centric measure differs from insight into SB. The terms key metric and ma-
turing were used to discuss how to measure SB maturity.

The keyword tip was used to offer advice on SB development. One tweet refer-
encing Amazon was an advertisement for a book on the SB framework. The term
MNSummit was the hashtag created for the MnSearch Summit by a nonprofit

Fig. 1. Keywords and terms in 2014
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organization’s official account; it is an example of utilizing hashtags to ensure maxi-
mum exposure. The keyword trend was used to discuss SB tendencies. The project-
and professional-related tweets covered the SB movement from the perspectives of
marketing professionals and project management. The term social business guru was
used to discuss the expertise and domain differences between SB and social media. The
keyword IBM was used to communicate that IBM focused its SB on providing
enterprises with its solutions. The terms digital market interview and IBMSocialBizUK
were used to provide updates for IBM SB products and events. The Kenexa-related
tweets covered its solution for allowing companies to retain top talent through big data
analytics. Additionally, 1414 tweets, which were posted by Geoff De Weaver for SB
news updates, contained the keyword GDSocbiz. To date, this account has posted more
than 419,000 tweets and has 1 million followers; the manner in which the user has
managed his Twitter account clearly demonstrates how SB management facilitates
optimization.

4.2 Social Business in 2015

Calculating the strength of association of the tweets (166,269) in 2015 by Eq. (1), the
order of keywords and terms that were strongly associated with SB was found. The
eight highest ranking keywords and the three highest ranking terms associated with
each keyword were applied to describe SB status (Fig. 2). The keyword crowdfunding
referred to raising funds from the public. The keyword millennials referred to the
generation born between 1982 and 2004 that will reshape the business model of the
current digital environment, and social business leader referred to major actors who
will respond to this trend through leadership. The keyword firm was strongly associ-
ated with SB because enterprises should adopt SB to boost their competitive

Table 1. Keywords and example tweets in 2014

Keyword Example tweet

Brand The social business index ranks the social brand health of more than 35,000 the
world

Marketing What every CMO needs to know: CMOs - Social business impact on marketing
by @csrainc #MENGonline #social media

Leadership 4 reasons why insurance must embrace social business in 2014 | Insurance
through leadership

Social
media

The state of social business 2013: The maturing of social media into social
business

Tip Check this on Amazon: What is a social business? Tips & framework to give
your business by Geoff De Weaver

Trend Collaboration, project management, and social business: 2014 trends to watch
out for http://ow.ly/sbPTa

IBM IBM Kenexa helps orgs tap top talent, grow social business via big data: IBM’s
Kenexa talent suite helps

GDSocbiz #GDSocbiz seven social business lessons from the fashion industry by
@geoff_deweaver #socbiz
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advantages. The number of tweets in 2015 was almost double that in 2014. This
indicates that discussing SB became increasingly widespread. In this context, the
keyword report identified SB articles to be reviewed, and insider pinpointed the media
source Business Insider. The keyword TNW referred to a keynote speech on SB given
at The Next Web conference 2015.

Fundraising is a key concern of enterprises. The keyword crowdfunding and the
terms advisor and power were used to convey SB’s importance and provide tips for
crowdfunding. The example tweet in Table 2 referred to an article that advised people
on how to leverage SB to raise investment. The term Alleywatch was used to identify a
tech information provider based in New York. The keyword millennials and the terms
marketing and strategy were used to discuss how millennials will reshape business.
WWD was used to refer to the magazine that breaks news on the fashion industry and
its trends. Most social business leader–associated tweets referred to a free eBook,
sponsored by IBM, discussing SB from the perspectives of 25 SM leaders. Tweets
containing the keyword leadership and the term social business lesson referred to the
key factors and the reasons for successfully implementing SB. The term anti-social
was used to suggest that executives embrace SB.

There were many firm-related tweets. Among them, ZDnet referred to a global
online information provider that posts frequent updates on SB. The JVs-related tweets
were used to provide updates on Noble Laureate Dr. Muhammad Yunus’s SB activities
in India; he defined SB as “a business that [was] created and designed to address a
social problem” [20]. The keyword report was used to recommend SB reports for
reading. The example tweet identified rigorous and valuable SB reports issued by MIT
Sloan Management Review and Deloitte University Press from 2012 to 2014. The term
AltimeterGroup was used to refer to another institution that provides SB-related
reports. Most tweets using insider were posted by Business Insider. The tweets

Fig. 2. Keywords and terms in 2015
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associated with Apple, Craigslist, and amuse disclosed a strong overlap between social
media and SB. In addition, 157 similar tweets containing the keyword TNW referred to
an announcement of an SB leader’s speech at TNW Europe 2016. These tweets again
indicate that business leaders should support SB to obtain reliable performance in their
enterprises.

5 Conclusion

Social media has changed not only how people communicate with others but also the
structures and core processes of enterprises. Using the data retrieved from Twitter, we
utilized a two-layer hierarchical concept breakdown structure to explore SB status.
More than 200,000 tweets were abstracted to acquire public opinion toward SB by
using text mining algorithms; this would be a challenging task for a human researcher
to complete. This study demonstrated that insights from social networking platforms
are appropriately reflected when our proposed approach applied, and the SB status in
both 2014 and 2015 are adequately explored by the text mining results, which can help
marketers make decisions regarding SB marketing and promotion and help policy-
makers to design an SB ecosystem.

Future research can adopt recent developments in natural language processing and
machine learning to further investigate the context of unstructured social media mes-
sages through topic analysis, sentiment analysis, and time series analysis. Other social
networking platforms, such as Weibo, can be examined to compare their text mining
results and thus acquire insight into public opinion toward SB.

Table 2. Keywords and example tweets in 2015

Keyword Example tweet

Crowdfunding How crowdfunding is helping the social business leverage consumer
power for good

Millennials Forever 21’s social strategy: Millennials create content to drive sales –
WWD #socialbusiness

Social business
leader

IBM releases social business leaders eBook – Moving from verb to noun
#SocBiz #SocBiz25

Leadership Six reasons startup #CEOs can’t afford to be anti-social #business
#leadership

Firm Muhammad Yunus’ firm in talks for social business JVs in India –

Financial Express
Report MIT SMR social business report year four infographic via @DU_Press

#technology #digital #business
Insider Facebook is testing a new feature that makes it more like Craigslist –

Business Insider #socialbusiness
TNW Gary Vaynerchuk is bringing his unique brand of social business

know-how to TNW Europe via @thenextweb
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Abstract. With the popularity of the Internet and e-commerce, e-commerce
system provides users with more choices. While at the same time users may
easily lost in the information space of a large number of goods and can’t
successfully find their own needed goods. In order to meet the needs of users in
this area, the recommendation system arises at the historic moment. This paper
extends Davis’s (1989) technology acceptance model (TAM) to find factors
influencing users’ adoption intention of e-commerce recommendation system
and improve the users’ intention to adopt recommendation system. On the basis
of previous studies and related literatures, this paper presents users’ adoption
intention model of e-commerce recommendation system and collects 271 valid
data in the form of internet survey. Moreover, this paper evaluates the recom-
mendation system adoption model using the path analysis principle, and
explores the relationship between external and internal variables included by the
model. Finally, according to the analysis results and specific factors, the paper
analyses and discusses the research results from two aspects, and proposes the
suggestion for improving the adoption of e-commerce recommendation system.

Keywords: Technology Acceptance Model
E-commerce recommendation system � Users’ adoption intention

1 Introduction

The development of network and hardware has deepened the influence of the infor-
mation age. People can obtain abundant information resources anytime and anywhere,
which greatly improves the convenience of people’s work and life. But it also makes
the user often surrounded by a large amount of information, resulting in the fear of the
user can’t effectively get access to the desired information. Therefore, rapid expansion
of Internet information gives birth to personalized recommendation service.

Past research has focused on the use of some algorithms to learn consumer product
preferences, and thus provide personalized recommendation [1]. The e-commerce
recommendation system uses intelligent algorithm to reduce the information overload,
to save search costs for users, to improve the quality of decision-making, to enhance
users’ trust, satisfaction and loyalty, and even to promote the purchase. Primitively, the
emergence of the recommendation system is to provide a decision support to the
consumer, the purpose is to help them reduce the costs associated cognitive effort in the
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decision-making process [2, 3]. Then some scholars studied how to guide customers to
pay attention to the products they are not familiar with through product recommen-
dation [4], and increased consumer demand for such unfamiliar products [5].

To sum up the existing research results, we can see that the current research on a
large number of recommendation systems focused on the recommendation technology,
the design and application of the recommendation system. Some scholars have pointed
out that a good recommendation system requires not only the high accuracy of the
recommendation results, but also need to meet the user’s other needs of the system.
Therefore, it is very meaningful to study the problem deeply, such as the factors that
influence the customer satisfaction.

Fishbein and Ajzen [6] put forward the rational behavior theory in 1975. It is
mainly used to analyze the influence of attitude on individual behavior. The theory
holds that individual behavior can be determined by behavior intention to some extent.
And the individual behavior intention is influenced by the attitude and subjective
norms. In 1991, Ajzen [7] formally put forward the theory of planned behavior, which
holds that intention is determined by individual behavior attitude, subjective norms and
perceptual behavior control. And behavior will also be directly affected by perceptual
behavior control. Davis et al. [8] put forward the technology acceptance model in 1989.
According to the user’s acceptance behavior of information system, the technology
acceptance model holds that the use of the system is determined by the intention of
using the system, and the attitude and perceived usefulness of the individual use the
system will affect the intention of using. And the attitude of individuals to use the
system is influenced by perceived usefulness and perceived ease of use.

Qian and Min [9] linked the use of recommendation systems and the resulting
impact on user satisfaction that involved different patterns of recommendation system
and customer satisfaction. The results suggested that recommendation system could
improve customer satisfaction by enhancing customers’ perceived information quality,
and deep personalization can directly improve customer satisfaction. McKinney et al.
[10] provided the theory that quality of web site is the perception of quality of
information that provided by the website for users. It reflects in accuracy, property and
intelligibility of information. Most of the existing recommendation systems focus on
how to improve the accuracy of the recommendation algorithm, while ignoring the
impact of other evaluation results on user satisfaction. The accuracy can’t fully
determine user satisfaction, Ziegler et al. [11] explicitly put forward the diversity of
recommended results in some cases reducing the accuracy of the results to a certain
extent, but improving the user subjective evaluation of the recommendation system.

Although all the online merchants who use the product recommendation system
will expect the customer to accept the recommendation, the effect is often not as good
as the business hopes. Therefore, we propose a new model on the basis of previous
studies. Our research merges an existing and empirically validated theoretical model
with a perceived risk factor, which is also an important construct that will be tested on
the user’s adoption intention to use e-commerce recommendation system. The
remainder of the paper is organized as follows: The second section presents research
model and hypotheses. The methodology is then presented in Sect. 3. The fourth
section conducts data analysis and results. We have a conclusion in Sect. 5.
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2 Research Model and Hypotheses

2.1 Users’ Adoption Intention Model of E-commerce Recommendation
System

This study investigates the factors influencing users’ adoption intention of E-commerce
Recommendation System. Figure 1 shows the research model of this study.

2.2 Research Hypothesis of Adoption Model

The technology acceptance model which was put forward by Davis et al. [8] in 1989
shows that behavior intention is the subjective intention of users to use recommen-
dation system to obtain information. In many areas, the relationship between behavioral
intention and perceived usefulness has been confirmed. In the research of Pavlou and
Fygenson [12] on the behavior of obtaining Information based on the theory of
planning behavior, the empirical results show that perceived usefulness has a direct
impact on the actual behavioral intention. Therefore, the following hypothesis is
established.

H1: Perceived usefulness of E-commerce Recommendation System has a significant
positive impact on users’ adoption intention.

According to the technology acceptance model, perceived ease of use reflects the
extent to which users consider it easy to use recommendation system. Jones and Pu
[13] proposed that the ease of use of the recommendation system can be used for
reference in the field of human-computer interaction, and from the user-centered
evaluation criteria, and users can evaluate system characteristics with satisfaction. The
use’s judgment on the possibility of using the recommendation system to obtain the

Fig. 1. Users’ adoption intention model
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goods of interest will be affected by the ease of use of the recommendation system.
Therefore, the following hypotheses are established.

H2a: Perceived ease of usefulness of E-commerce Recommendation System has a
significant positive impact on users’ adoption intention.

H2b: Perceived ease of usefulness of E-commerce Recommendation System has a
significant positive impact on perceived usefulness.

If the recommendation result can meet the needs of users, users’ attitudes towards
the use of recommendation system will become more active, and thus stimulate higher
willingness to use. McNee et al. [14] in the research, it is proved that there is a positive
correlation between the accuracy and diversity of recommended results and the per-
ceived usefulness of the user system. Therefore, the following hypotheses are
established.

H3: Accuracy of recommended results has a significant positive impact on perceived
usefulness.

H4: Diversity of recommended results has a significant positive impact on perceived
usefulness.

According to the theory of user participation, there is a significant relationship
between the degree of system participation and the satisfaction of information systems.
Konstan et al. [15] proved that recommended feedback function can promote the use of
the system. Analysis of the user characteristics of general information systems can be
found that the more frequent interaction between the user and the system, the higher the
degree of satisfaction of the system, and then the perceived usefulness of the system is
also stronger. Therefore, the following hypothesis is established.

H5: User interaction has a significant positive impact on perceived usefulness.
Interactive design reflects the interactive experience of users in the process of using

the system. Lin and Chou [16] took the library electronic database as the research
object, and put forward that the system interface design and the system interaction
design are the main factors that affect the system usability. DONNA and Novak [17]
found that affecting the attractiveness of interactive systems was an important factor.
Sun and Cheng [18] indicated that the factor of interface style had a significant effect on
perceived usefulness and ease of use. The technology acceptance theory shows that
perceived usefulness reflects the user’s judgment on the use value of a specific system,
and the perceived ease of use reflects the user’s judgment on the ease of use of a
particular system. Through the interaction with the recommendation system, the user
has the intuitive experience on the system function, interface, interactive behavior and
other characteristics. Therefore, the following hypotheses are established.

H6: System interface design has a significant positive impact on perceived ease of
usefulness.

H7a: System interaction design has a significant positive impact on perceived
usefulness.

H7b: System interaction design has a significant positive impact on perceived ease of
usefulness.
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Recent research Herlocker et al. [19] noticed that the acceptance of Collaborative
Filtering (CF) recommendation systems (like Amazon.com, MovieLens etc.) increases,
when users receive justified recommendations. The recommended interpretation is to
inform the user recommended reasons for specific products, so as to improve the user’s
trust in the recommendation system. Through the recommended interpretation increase
transparency of recommendation, allowing users to understand the working principle of
the system, to improve the user’s judgment on the usability of recommendation system.
Therefore, the following hypothesis is established.

H8: Transparency of recommendation has a significant positive impact on perceived
ease of usefulness.

According to Bauer [20] and Ostlund [21], the negative consequences that may
arise from consumers’ actions lead to an important well-established concept in con-
sumer behavior: perceived risk. Previous studies of users’ adoption of websites found
that the users’ perceived risk is an important factor to hinder its rapid access to the
website. Ma et al. [22] for the domestic application of the personalized recommen-
dation system of an e-commerce site research found that the higher the perceived risk
is, the lower the user’s willingness to adopt is. Based on this, the following hypothesis
is established.

H9: The reduction of perceived risk has a significant positive impact on users’
adoption intention.

3 Methodologies

3.1 Data Collection and Sample Characteristics

An online survey was conducted in December 2016 among network users to collect
data for testing the proposed research hypotheses. Finally, a total of 363 questionnaires
were received. After the questionnaires were recalled, they were selected to remove the
repetitive questionnaires which were answered repetitively by the same respondents
from the same IP address and low quality questionnaires which did not meet the
requirements. The questionnaire has obvious quality problems, and respondents fill in
the questionnaire at random, cannot reflect the real opinions of respondents, based on
the quality inspection statement set in the questionnaire. According to this principle, the
questionnaire was screened and found that there are 92 questionnaires filled in random,
the questionnaire will be considered as invalid questionnaire, and will be removed.
After getting rid of the questionnaires, 271 valid questionnaires were obtained, and the
number of valid questionnaires was 74.7%. The results of data collection show that the
number of samples is consistent with the pre designed sample size. The demographic
data for our sample are shown in Table 1.

3.2 Measurement

Because of the e-commerce recommendation system as the main research object in this
paper, the main purpose is through the investigation, understanding the users’ views
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and experience on various types of recommendation systems. For example, the effect of
the accuracy and diversity of recommended results and system interaction design on
user behavior. Therefore, the main object of this investigation is to use the users with
experience in e-commerce recommendation system. A questionnaire was designed
based on a five-point Likert-type scale ranging from 1 (strongly disagree) to 5 (strongly
agree).

To ensure the validity of the scale, we adapted most of the items from previous
research. Accuracy of recommended results (QA) and Diversity of recommended
results (QD) were adapted from McNee et al. [14]. User interaction (UF) was taken
from Lai et al. [23]. System interface design (UI) and System interaction design
(ID) were adapted from Lin and Chou [16]. Transparency of recommendation (RT) was
taken from Symeonidis et al. [24]. Perceived usefulness (PU) and Perceived ease of
usefulness (PE) were adapted from Davis et al. [8]. Perceived risk (PR) was taken from
Bauer [20]. And Adoption behavioral intention (BI) was taken from Pereira [25].

4 Data Analysis and Results

4.1 Reliability Analysis

We employed “SPSS 13.0” to test the reliability. The internal consistency reliability for
each construct ranges from 0.685 to 0.830, which indicates that the questionnaire is
considered acceptable reliability. Although the Cronbach’s Alpha of “diversity of
recommended results (QD)” and “transparency of recommendation (RT)” are 0.685
and 0.688 respectively (they are both close to 0.70), it does not affect the correctness of
the analysis.

Table 1. Participant demographic

Characteristic Item Count Percent

Gender Male 103 38.01
Female 168 61.99

Age Below 18 years old 5 1.85
19-24 years old 94 34.69
25-30 years old 86 31.73
Above 31 years old 86 31.73

Educational background High school or below 21 7.75
3-year college degree 49 18.08
Bachelor degree 131 48.34
Master degree or above 70 25.83

Internet frequency Very few (only a few times) 7 2.59
General (1–4 times/month) 29 10.7
Equalization (1–3 times/week) 29 10.7
Usualness (daily or almost daily) 206 76.01
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4.2 Validity Analysis

The scale includes two subscales: (1) External influence factors scale and (2) Use
perception scale. In the External influence factors scale, the data passed the thresholds
for sampling adequacy (KMO = 0.854, Bartlett’s test of sphericity: p < 0.001). The
final factor solution was then derived. Together, the six factors explained 73.8% of the
variance in the data. Unidimensionality of the measures was confirmed since each item
loaded highest on its intended factor, as in Table 2. In the Use perception scale, the data
passed the thresholds for sampling adequacy (KMO = 0.908, Bartlett’s test of
sphericity: p < 0.001). Together, the four factors explained 73.8% of the variance in
the data. Unidimensionality of the measures was confirmed since each item loaded
highest on its intended factor, as in Table 2.

4.3 Structural Model

We employed “LISREL 8.70” to test the structural model. The multiple fit indexes
suggest that the structural model has a favorable fit with the data. In particular,
v2/df = 1.40, GFI = 0.90, AGFI = 0.87, CFI = 0.99, NFI = 0.96, NNFI = 0.99,
RMSEA = 0.039, and p = 0.000. All statistical results satisfied the recommended
criteria, which reflect the goodness-of-fit of the structural model.

Figure 2 shows the assessment results of the model, including the standardized path
coefficients and associated t-values. Eleven hypothesized paths were tested for sig-
nificance in the current research. The results of the study indicate that ten of the paths
were significant in the structural model. Five of the paths were significant at p < 0.001,

Table 2. External influence factors scale and use perception scale-rotated component matrix

Component

1 2 3 4 5 6 1 2 3 4
QA1 .747 .087 .175 .204 .014 .232 PU1 –.240 .249 .797 .052
QA2 .825 .115 .141 .104 .206 .116 PU2 –.006 .224 .724 .283
QA3 .806 .229 .152 .075 .134 .084 PU3 –.138 .368 .699 .250
QD1 .107 .115 .703 .235 .115 –.023 PE1 –.336 .713 .256 .186
QD2 .235 .170 .724 .100 .068 .211 PE2 –.144 .755 .320 .119
QD3 .105 .061 .788 –.007 .114 .106 PE3 –.096 .787 .267 .218
UF1 .238 .786 .088 .044 .113 –.041 PR1 .822 –.222 –.071 –.201
UF2 .041 .747 .062 .169 –.051 .348 PR2 .838 –.188 –.119 –.132
UF3 .130 .812 .209 .215 .084 .029 PR3 .760 –.078 –.164 –.289
UI2 .212 .173 .140 .849 .116 .160 BI1 –.372 .482 .108 .560
UI3 .126 .228 .160 .793 .237 .202 BI2 –.387 .159 .399 .661
ID1 .109 .050 .124 .184 .870 .131 BI3 –.272 .237 .240 .824
ID2 .214 .086 .178 .129 .750 .301
RT1 .236 .113 .158 .088 .201 .770
RT2 .159 .102 .105 .320 .265 .721
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two paths were significant at p < 0.01, three paths were significant at p < 0.05, and one
path was not significant.

Hypothesis 1, perceived usefulness of E-commerce Recommendation System has a
significant positive impact on users’ adoption intention, was supported. The results
revealed a path coefficient between the two constructs of 0.292, which was positively
significant at p < 0.001. Hypothesis 2a stated that perceived ease of usefulness has a
significant positive impact on users’ adoption intention. This hypothesis was supported
with a path coefficient between the two constructs of 0.243 (p < 0.001). Hypothesis 9
stated that the reduction of perceived risk has a significant positive impact on users’
adoption intention. This hypothesis was supported with a path coefficient between the
two constructs of –0.422 (p < 0.001).

The perceived usefulness is positively influenced by perceived ease of usefulness
(b = 0.438, t = 5.273, and p < 0.001; H2b is supported), accuracy of recommended
results (b = 0.168, t = 2.623, and p < 0.01; H3 is supported), diversity of recom-
mended results (b = 0.105, t = 1.997, and p < 0.05; H4 is supported) and user inter-
action (b = 0.120, t = 2.278, and p < 0.05; H5 is supported). However, the perceived
usefulness is not significantly influenced by system interaction design (b = 0.120,
t = 1.665; H7a is not supported), which is inconsistent with our previous hypothesis.

The perceived ease usefulness is positively influenced by system interface design
(b = 0.216, t = 3.299, and p < 0.01; H6 is supported), system interaction design
(b = 0.262, t = 3.338, and p < 0.001; H7b is supported), transparency of recommen-
dation (b = 0.223, t = 2.542, and p < 0.05).

Fig. 2. Results of the proposed model
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5 Discussions and Conclusions

5.1 Key Findings

In this paper, path analysis principle was used to study the factors affecting users’
adoption intention of e-commerce recommendation system. From two aspects includ-
ing external variables and internal perception are discussed. The key findings of this
study are twofold.

First, the external variables including accuracy of recommended results, diversity of
recommended results and user interaction have significant positive impacts on per-
ceived usefulness of e-commerce recommendation system. This finding is consistent
with our hypothesis. Moreover, system interface design, system interaction design and
transparency of recommendation significant affect perceived ease of usefulness of
e-commerce recommendation system. This finding is consistent with our hypothesis.
To our surprise, system interaction design affecting perceived usefulness is not sig-
nificant. This indicates that interactive design reflects the interactive experience of users
in the process of using the system. Maybe the interactive experience of users more
affects perceived ease of use rather than perceived usefulness.

Second, internal perceptions including perceived usefulness, perceived ease of
usefulness and perceived risk significant affect users’ adoption intention. And the
reduction of perceived risk has a significant positive impact on users’ adoption
intention. This indicates that the higher the reduction of perceived risk is, the higher the
users’ adoption intention to adopt is.

5.2 Implications

Research based on Yahyapour [26], the aim of this research has been to increase the
understanding of factors that will affect the Internet user’s intention to adopt
e-commerce recommendation system, which could help and guide them step by step
through selecting the most suitable and appropriate purchasing services among variety
of available choices.

This study has several theoretical implications. First, accuracy of recommended
results and diversity of recommended results significant affect users’ adoption intention
to use e-commerce recommendation system. This result indicates that the quality of the
recommendation result reflects the subjective evaluation of the user’s information
about the results of the recommendation whether to meet their own needs. If after
weighing, the recommendation result can meet the needs of users, users’ attitudes
towards the use of recommendation system will become more active, and thus stim-
ulate higher willingness to use. Second, system interface designs a significant affect
users’ adoption intention to use e-commerce recommendation system. This result
indicates that through the interaction with the recommendation system, the user has the
intuitive experience on the system function, interface and other characteristics. The
higher the quality of the system interface design is, the better the user’s system
experience is, the stronger the perceived control of the use of the recommendation
system to obtain information behavior, the higher the judgment of ease of use of the
recommendation system is.
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The findings of this study provide several suggestions for management of users’
adoption intention model of e-commerce recommendation system. First, the external
factors represent specific factors on which managers should focus their attention and
efforts to improve user’s adoption intention of the recommendation system. Second,
service providers should ensure the accuracy of recommendation results in order to
improve the perceived usefulness of recommendation systems and improve the user’s
adoption intention of the recommendation system. Third, system designers should pay
more attention to the system interface design and system interaction design in order to
improve perceived ease of usefulness of the recommendation system and improve the
user’s adoption intention of the recommendation system. Fourth, perceived risk is an
important factor affecting user’s adoption intention to use e-commerce recommenda-
tion system. Therefore, managers need first of all to ensure that an e-commerce rec-
ommendation system platform is technically sound, with good security practices put in
place to minimize the risks for the users.

5.3 Limitations and Directions for Future Research

Despite the comprehensiveness of the proposed model and the empirical support for it,
however, due to the limitation of our research ability and the lack of time and scientific
research conditions we acknowledge some theoretical and empirical limitations, which
call for additional research.

First, the external variables proposed in this study may not contain all external
variables. And the internal variables proposed in this study may not contain all internal
variables. For example, the reliability of the recommendation results may affect the
perceived trust of the recommendation system, so as to improve the user’s adoption
intention of the recommendation system. Therefore, explore the impact of more
external variables and internal variables on user’s adoption intention.

Second, sample structure has some limitations. Consider the feasibility of study
time and sampling, a questionnaire survey was made using simple and convenient
sampling method in this paper. Samples are mainly focused on the surrounding student
friends and extension of our social network. This sample structure may be single thus
affecting test of some conclusions. Therefore, aiming at this problem, in the future
research, we can take big data analysis, combination of analogue simulation and
questionnaire method to conduct behavior exploration and confirmatory research from
two aspects of subject and object.
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Abstract. Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) is always paid attention to by
researchers. Power dissipation of a node is an important quota in WSNs. It
influences the network lifetime. For extending the lifetime of WSNs researchers
used many methods to save the energy of nodes. For example the energy of
nodes was saved by reducing the amount of transmission data by means of data
fusion. Another content which is usually researched to save the energy of nodes
was routing protocol. This paper presented Small Overhead Routing Protocol
(SORP) to increase the efficiency of transmission which could prolong the
lifetime of nodes of WSNs while its’ amount is less than 254. And the minimum
residual energy was treated as a key factor to decide the routing table together
with hop count. It could avoid some nodes which were often used to relay
message die much faster than the other nodes. The simulation results show that
SORP could prolong the lifetime of most node in the network.

Keywords: Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs)
Small Overhead Routing Protocol � Residual energy

1 Introduction

Wireless Sensor Networks technology is considered to be the one of the most
influential technology in 21st century [1]. Design and implementation of Routing
Protocol about WSNs is a hot spot of research.

Balancing the traffic load and avoiding network congestion are important factors in
traditional wireless networks such as WLAN. Unlike WLAN, energy expenditure which
affects the lifetime of WSNs is a very important factor in WSNs. So Routing Protocols
which were used in traditional wireless networks are not suitable for WSNs. Many
Routing Protocols for WSNs were proposed by researchers for different application in
recent years. Such as SPIN [2] and Directed diffusion [3] are classical Routing Protocols
forWSNs which focus on data. LEACH [4] and TEEN [5] are based on cluster. There are
others Routing Protocols which are based on location and energy [6–8].

Routing Protocols which are based on energy were paid more attention to by
researchers for increasing the lifetime of WSNs. An energy-aware routing protocol
(EARP) was proposed for ad hoc WSNs [9]. EARP estimated route expiry time based
on time, number of hops and mobility parameters. Load-Balanced Minimum Energy
Routing (LBMER) was proposed by Cai et al. [10]. LBMER considered both sensor
nodes’ energy consumption status and the sensor nodes’hierarchical congestion levels.
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Some researchers proposed a protocol which called Energy and Distance Aware pro-
tocol based on SPIN (EDAS) [11]. EDAS can increases the network lifetime than
SPMS. Opportunistic Routing algorithm based on energy balance in WSNs was pro-
posed by Wang et al. [12]. They considered the expected transmission count and
residual energy and proposed an improved routing protocol based on MORE, so the
energy consumption of nodes were balanced and survival of nodes was improved.

Because these Routing Protocols are applied in universal large-scale WSNs,
unnecessary bandwidth consumption and energy consumption will be dissipated while
the amount of nodes in WSNs is less than 254. This paper presented an energy-aware
routing protocol with Small Overhead for Wireless Sensor Networks to increase the
efficiency of transmission which could prolong the lifetime of nodes of WSNs.

2 Small Overhead Routing Protocol (SORP)

2.1 SORP Data Format

SORP Routing Table (SRT). Only one routing table is stored in local node which
was named as SRT. SRT consists of some Routing Table Items (RTI). Every RTI is
composed of DestNode, NextHop, HopCount and MinPowAva as shown in Table 1.

Where DestNode denotes destination node which is addressed only by 8 bit binary
number because the amount of node in WSNs is less than 254, NextHop denotes next
hop node, HopCount denotes the minimum hop count from local node to destination
node, MinPowAva denotes the Minimum Residual Energy Grade (MREG) among the
residual energy grade of all nodes but source node and destination node in this path.

NextHop is also addressed only by 8 bit binary number and it can relay data to
destination node. HopCount is less than 253 because the amount of the network is less
than 254. Residual energy of every node in the net is uniformly quantized to 255
grades. If a path only has source node and destination node, then its MinPowAva is set
to maximum value, namely, 255.

An example of SRT of node 1 in a WSNs at some point of time was shown in
Table 2. Its network topology was shown in the Fig. 1 which have 4 nodes. It is
assumed that residual energy grades of node 1, node 2, node 3 and node 4 were
220,200,150,180, respectively. If the hop count of a destination node is node 1, other
paths to the destination node would be deleted. So the RTI whose DestNode is node 2
only have one. Node 3 is in the same way. There are two paths to node 4, and the two
paths have same hop count while the MREG of nodes in two paths except source node
and destination node is different. When data were transmitted, the path which has

Table 1. Structure of RTI

8 bit 8 bit 8 bit 8 bit
DestNode NextHop HopCount MinPowAva
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maximum MREG would be used. So the node which has less residual energy will be
protected. And the lifetime of whole net will be prolonged.

Structure of SORP Message. The structure of SORP message was shown in Table 3.
The first four bytes are used to represent header of the message. The second part is data.

Where ID denotes identifier which is a fixed value, namely, 0XAA, Edition denotes
the version number of protocol which is range from 1 to 255, Message Type denotes
the type of SORP message, Data Length denotes the size in byte of Data which is less
than 1024.

There are two types in SORP message. The type of SORP message is Route
Request Message (RRM) while the value of Message Type is equal to 0. The type of
SORP message is Route Answer Message (RAM) while the value of Message Type is
equal to 1.

RRM message has only header, so Data Length of RRM message is 0. An example
of RRM message whose Edition is 1 was shown in Table 4.

RRM message only is sent to neighbor node. All nodes which received RRM
message must return a RAM message to source node. The source node obtained routing
information of other nodes, so it could build the whole network topology.

While a node received a RRM message from its neighbor node, it will send a RAM
message to source node, namely, its neighbor node. The Data segment of RAM
message consist of some continuous RAM Data Segment (RDS). The structure of RDS
was shown in Table 5.

Where SourceNode denotes the address of node which sends RAM message,
DestNode denotes destination node, HopCount denotes hop count from source node to
destination node, MinPowAva denotes MREG among the residual energy grades of all
nodes but destination node in this path.

If the number of path from source node to destination node is more than one, the
path whose value of MREG is maximum will be remained, others will be deleted.
Taken network topology in Fig. 1 as example, Data segment of RAM message of node
1 was shown in Table 6.

While node 1 sends RAM message, it will set its own routing message as the first
RDS in RAM message. The RDS was represented as (1,1,0,255). In this RDS, because
Hotcount is zero, so its MREG is 255. There are two paths from node 1 to node 4,
values of MREG of these paths are 200 and 150 respectively, so the RDS whose
MREG is 200 is remained.

Table 2. An example of SRT

DestNode NextHop HopCount MinPowAva

2 2 1 255
3 3 1 255
4 2 2 200
4 3 2 150
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2.2 Mechanism of SORP

Discovery of Routing Message. Every node sent RRM message periodically. And the
node would obtain the routing information of other nodes in the network by the RAM
message which was returned by neighbor node. After the node received RAM message,
it would process the RDS and update local SRT. Processing of RDS Was as follows.

Fig. 1. Network topology

Table 3. Structure of SORP message

ID (8 bit) Edition (8 bit) Message type (6 bit) Data length (10 bit)
Data

Table 4. An example of RRM message

8bit 8bit 6bit 10bit
0XAA 0X01 0X0 0X0

Table 5. Structure of RDS

1byte 1byte 1byte 1byte
SourceNode DestNode HopCount MinPowAva

Table 6. RDSs of node 1

1 1 0 255
1 2 1 220
1 3 1 220
1 4 2 200
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RTI:HopCount ¼ RDS:HopCountþ 1 ð1Þ
RTI:NextHop ¼ RDS:SourceNode ð2Þ

RTI:MinPowAva ¼ RDS:MinPowAva ð3Þ

RTI:DestNode ¼ RDS:DestNode ð4Þ

Equations (1)–(4) clearly shows how to obtain a RTI from RDS. For example, if
node 2 received RDS (1,1,0,255) from node 1 in Table 6, RTI (2,1,1,255) of node 2
would be made. It denoted there is only one hop in the path from node 2 to node 1.
Because there are not other nodes, so RTI.MREG is equal to 255. When the node
obtained a new RTI, the new RTI would be compared with original RTIs in local SRT.
Then the local SRT would be updated. The updating rule is as follows.

Firstly, only the RTI whose value of MREG is maximum will be remained among
the RTIs which have same DestNode.

Secondly, if some RTIs have same DestNode and MREG, only the RTI whose
value of HopCount is minimum will be remained.

Lastly, if these RTIs have same DestNode, MREG and HopCount, then they will all
be remained.

According to the discovery mechanism, Routing message of a node will be found
by N-hop node after N period of RRM.

Deletion of Routing Message. In the RTIs of a node, the DestNode whose value of
HopCount is equal to 1 is its neighbor node. If a node can’t receive RAM message from
a neighbor node three times in succession, then this RTI will be deleted. If a RTI.
HopCount is N and RTI.DestNode can’t send message, this RTI will be deleted after
3*N RRM period.

2.3 Analysis of SORP Performance

Routing table of WSNs whose number of node is less than 254 was optimized because
the address of node is only represented by 8 bit. Overhead of package was reduced, so
energy consumption of sending data would be decreased.

While selecting path, because MREG of the path is considered as a key factor,
energy of nodes in WSNs will be balanced. So the lifetime of whole network is
prolonged.

3 Simulation Results

In order to compare the performance of SORP with improved-MORE proposed by
[12], a network with fifty nodes uniformly positioned over an area of 500 m * 500 m
was simulated in NS2. Initial energy of every node is 10 J, and transmission distance of
node is 100 m.
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We evaluate the proposed SORP by comparing the number of survival nodes. The
simulation results in Fig. 2 showed differences between SORP and improved-MORE.
Comparing with improved-MORE there were more survival nodes when SORP was
used in the most of simulation cycle. During the final stages the number of survival
nodes decreased in higher speed against with improved-MORE. The result showed that
SORP could prolong the lifetime of most node in the network, it will help hold the
integrity of WSNs.

4 Conclusion

In this paper, a Small Overhead Routing Protocol (SORP) which can increase the
efficiency of transmission and prolong the lifetime of most nodes of WSNs while its’
amount is less than 254 is presented and simulated. SORP reduces the overhead of
package to raise efficiency of transmission. The simulation results show that SORP can
avoid some nodes which were often used to relay message die much faster than the
other nodes.
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Abstract. By using the 3599 papers obtained from the Web of Science data-
base from 1968 to 2018 as the research sample, this paper demonstrates a
comprehensive Bibliometric analysis of the research status, trends and hotspots
in the domain of Deep Learning. The results indicate that the current global deep
learning research is of great value; most of the institution cooperation are
conducted with different characteristics by colleges and universities in China
and Western Countries, respectively; the international academic communica-
tions in the deep learning field are pretty prosperous, which are concentrated on
three major region: East Asia, North America, and West Europe. In addition, the
current research hotspots, such as modeling and algorithm research can be
shown in a keywords clustering mapping, and the current research fronts can be
categorized into three layers: the application research of computer vision tech-
nology, the algorithm research, and the modeling research.

Keywords: Deep learning � Mapping of knowledge domain � CiteSpace

1 Introduction

The concept ofDeep Learningmade itsfirst appearance in an education-research paper by
Bradford [1]. In a modern sense, the concept of Deep Learning came from Hinton [2].
Bengio made a fairly comprehensive literature review on deep learning [3]. Hinton
proposed a new skill of training the deep learningmodels [4]. Yu fromBaidu Corporation
introduced a deep learning model architecture similar in the mappingmechanism to a real
human brain, which can promote the correctness of the prediction and classification [5].

2 Data and Methods

2.1 Data Collection

The bibliographic records used for analysis were collected from the Web of Science
database, and the specific search strategy is as follows: “TI = (deep learning) And
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TI = (overview OR review OR summary OR observe OR assessment OR evaluation
OR commentary OR remark OR comment OR current situation OR tendency OR
trend) OR TS = (bibliometrics OR scientometrics OR mapping knowledge domain OR
citespace)”. The records retrieved indicates that in the research field of Deep Learning,
few studies were conducted by using the methods such as Bibliometric analysis,
scientometrics analysis, mapping knowledge, and so on, nor by using the visualization
analyzing tools such as CiteSpace. So, some novelty could be gained in this paper by
analyzing the research status in the deep learning domain with CiteSpace, which may
help those deep learning researchers clarify the developing trends, explore the research
hotspots and fronts, and determine their future research orientation.

2.2 Methods

After data collection, deduplication and other operations, an analysis as regard to
highly productive countries/territories and institutes, highly cited references and highly
cited authors were conducted by Microsoft Excel, geographic distribution of scholars
was mapped by Google Earth, network analysis of different type entities such as
countries/territories, institutes, categories and keywords was conducted by the scien-
tometric software CiteSpace which created by Chen [6]. Finally, we try to predict the
number of papers using the logistic curve model.

3 An Analysis of the Present Situation of Deep Learning

3.1 Time Distribution Analysis

From the historical document volume, deep learning research has been developing
slowly for a long time. Since 2013, with the enhancement of the research strength, the
promotion of attention and the breakthrough of technology, the amount of writing has
increased exponentially. The landmark event was the end of 2012, Krizhevsky A and
Ilya Sutskever won the first prize on the ImageNet classification contest held by
Google, which made deep learning widely concerned (Fig. 1).
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Fig. 1. Accumulative amount of deep learning papers (1968–2017)
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3.2 High Influential Authors Analysis

According to the Fig. 2 and Table 1, some researchers such as Hinton G,
Krizhevsky A, Lecun Y and Bengio Y are the most influential authors in the field of
deep learning, with both high influence and centrality, which can be considered as the
key experts on deep learning. Among them, Professor Hinton G is the one of the
founders of the concept of deep learning; Lecun Y, a fellow of the U.S. national
academy of engineering, is also a neural network specialist which worked for Prof.
Hinton as a post-doctor; Krizhevsky A is a computer vision expert; and Bengio Y,
member of the Royal Society of Canada, once worked in MIT and Lab Bell as
post-doctor, too.

Fig. 2. Authors Co-cited network

Table 1. TOP 10 influential authors

# Author Frequency Centrality Institution References

1 Hinton G 1177 0.08 University of Toronto [2, 7]
2 Krizhevsky A 1107 0.16 University of Toronto [8, 9]
3 Lecun Y 966 0.17 NYU [10, 11]
4 Bengio Y 865 0.11 University de Montreal [12, 13]
5 Simonyan K 404 0.03 Oxford University [14, 15]
6 Szegedy C 358 0.02 Google [16, 17]
7 Jia Y 354 0.01 Google [18, 19]
8 Srivastava N 333 0.05 University of Toronto [20, 21]
9 He K 322 0.01 Microsoft Research Asia [22, 23]
10 Vincent P 312 0.04 University de Montreal [24, 25]
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3.3 Institutes and International Cooperation Analysis

According to the Figs. 3 and 4, the international academic communications in the deep
learning field are pretty prosperous, which are concentrated on three major region: East
Asia, North America, and West Europe. And most of the institution cooperation are
conducted by universities. Chinese higher education system plays a very important role
in the deep learning domain, for instance, Chinese Academy of Science takes the first
place with a high frequency. And comparing to the European and American deep
learning research status, we can conclude that Chinese experts tend to pay more
attention to cooperation and publishing articles by teamwork. When taking the cen-
trality as measuring index, the U.S. is definitely at the central position of the deep
learning domain, followed by China and those traditional developed countries such as
France, U.K., Canada, Australia, Spain, and Germany.

Fig. 3. Institutes (left) and International (right) co-occurring network

Fig. 4. Geographic distribution of countries/territories
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3.4 Knowledge Flow Analysis

Figure 5 shows the dual-map overlay of publications in Deep Learning. The three
major subject of knowledge source are Mathematics, Biology and Pedagogy and other
sources include Medicine, neurology, zoology, and physics. Most of those source are
flowing to the subjects such as computer, biology, pedagogy.

4 Research Hotspots and Fronts Analysis

4.1 Research Hotspots

According to Fig. 6, some keywords such as model, recognition, machine learning, and
algorithm, are of high centrality and located in the center of the co-occurring network,
which play the important role of extending the research area. Among those keywords,
modeling and algorithm are two of deep learning research key points, and various kinds
of identification methods are also the key applications and research hot spots in the
field of deep learning.

Fig. 5. Subject categories dual-map

Fig. 6. Keyword co-occurring network (left) and keyword clusters (right)
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Putting high-frequency keywords and their clusters together, and reading some
related articles, we can conclude that the algorithm for identification and information
collection are the current deep learning research hotspots, which are focus on those
models of neural network.

4.2 Research Front Analysis

Figure 7 shows the evolution of research hotspots in the field of deep learning during
the period from 1991 to 2018 and the connections between those hotspots, which take a
group of keyword at the up-right corner of the figure as the current research front.

Fig. 7. Research hotspots evolution mapping knowledge domain

Table 2. Time sequence of research hotspots — key technologies

Category Keyword(Time)/(Frequency)

Perception Object detection(2016)/(19), computer aided detection(2015)/(21)
Recognition Identification(2010)/(28), face recognition(2015)/(39), object recognition

(2016)/(17), speech recognition(2013)/(34), action recognition(2014)/(12)
Decomposition Decomposition(2017)/(9), dimensionality reduction(2013)/(10)
Extraction Data mining(2016)/(13), image retrieval(2015)/(12), feature extraction

(2014)/(51)
Learning Machine learning(1996)/(143), transfer learning(2016)/(51), feature

learning(2015)/(23)
Classification Categorization(2015/(8), image classification(2015)/(26)
Model Auto encoder(2015)/(55), long short term memory(2016)/(26), classifier

(2016)/(11)
Algorithm Support vector machine(2015)/(78), restricted boltzmann machine(2014)/

(36)
Segmentation Automatic segmentation(2017)/(10), image segmentation(2016)/(22)
Optimization Optimization(2014)/(37)
Diagnosis Fault diagnosis(2016)/(11), computer aided diagnosis(1996)/(23)
Network Neural network(2010)/(500), artificial neural network(2016)/(36),

convolutional neural network(2014)/(401), recurrent neural network(2016)/
(23), belief network(2016)/(21)
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Table 2 shows some hotspot keywords of deep learning key technologies. And we can
get the conclusion that the development path of deep learning research is a 3-step
process: first the concepts, then the models and algorithms, and ending up with the
applications and deeper researches. So, the current research fronts can be categorized
into three layers: the application research such as computer vision technology, the
algorithm research such as transition learning, and the modeling research such as
recurrent neural network.

4.3 References Co-cited Analysis

Highly-cited reference is an important indicator of the research hotspots. According to
the analysis of the top 10 highly-cited references, it is found that a majority part of
those references are studying some specific algorithm, and the rest are studying some
specific application or just making some introduction or review of the subject of deep
learning. In addition, among the Top 10 highly-cited references, 6 of them were
co-authored by Hinton G.E.(in 3 as the first author), 4 of them were co-authored by
Bengio Y(in 2 as the first author), 2 of the them were co-authored by Lecun Y(in both
as the first author), 2 of them were co-authored by Krizhevsky A(in one as the first
author). These results mentioned above are perfectly coincide with the results we got
from the highly co-cited author analysis, which can once again prove the authority of
Hinton G, Krizhevsky A and Lecun Y in the field of deep learning research (Fig. 8 and
Table 3).

Fig. 8. References co-cited network
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5 Conclusion and Discussion

To sum up, we can get six conclusions as follows: First, from the historical document
volume, the landmark event for deep learning research was the end of 2012,
Krizhevsky A and Ilya Sutskever won the first prize on the ImageNet classification
contest. Second, on the aspect of the high influential authors, Hinton G, Krizhevsky A
and Lecun Y can be considered as the key experts on deep learning. Third, on aspect of
the institutes and international cooperation, the academic communications are pretty
prosperous, and U.S. will keep their positions on the top of the list in the foreseeable
future. But there is still no one institute gained the dominance or could take the
leadership. Fourth, on the aspect of the knowledge flow, the major sources of deep
learning knowledge are Mathematics, Biology and Pedagogy. And most of those
source are flowing to the subjects such as computer, biology, pedagogy, while few of
them are flowing to physics and medicine. Fifth, on the aspect of the research hotspots,
modeling and algorithms for recognition are the key points of the deep learning
research. At last, the current deep learning research fronts can be categorized into three
layers: the application research such as computer vision technology, for instance, action
recognition and image processing; the algorithm research such as transition learning;
and the modeling research such as recurrent neural network.

In 1981, Little [28] found that the development of technology and biological
evolution had an amazing similarity. Then, S curves were introduced to describe the
development of Technology.

The general formula of the Logistic curve model is as follows:

Table 3. Top10 co-cited references

Title First author Frequency

A Fast Learning Algorithm for Deep Belief Nets [2] Hinton G E 594
Reducing the Dimensionality of Data with Neural Networks [26] Hinton G E 518
Deep learning [11] Lecun Y 403
Gradient-based learning applied to document recognition [27] Lecun Y 396
Learning Deep Architectures for AI [3] Bengio Y 374
ImageNet classification with deep convolutional neural networks
[9]

Krizhevsky A 356

Dropout: a simple way to prevent neural networks from overfitting
[21]

Srivastava N 232

Stacked Denoising Autoencoders: Learning Useful
Representations in a Deep Network with a Local Denoising
Criterion [24]

Vincent P 187

Representation Learning: A Review and New Perspectives [13] Bengio Y 184
Deep Neural Networks for Acoustic Modeling in Speech
Recognition: The Shared Views of Four Research Groups [7]

Hinton G E 182
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y ¼ a=ð1þ be�cxÞ ð1Þ

“a” means the limit value of the number of papers, and the ratio of y to a represents the
different stages of technical development.

Figure 9 shows the embryonic stage of deep learning research is in 1968–2017,
then the research will entering a period of growth, the inflection point is in 2023; after
2028, with the technique of iterative upgrade, research will be entering the mature
stage, and will enter the saturation period in 2033. At present, the study of deep
learning is still in the growth stage. It has great research value and needs to grasp the
golden age of the next ten years. Figure 10 and Table 4 shows the Logistic curve of the
major countries and the forecast value (Actual value) statistics of their major years.

Fig. 9. Logistic curve of deep learning papers

Fig. 10. Logistic curve of deep learning papers in various major countries
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Abstract. This paper proposes a navigation scheme for robots in indoor
environments which uses real-time analysis of raw data captured by an
infra-red sensor. The infra-red sensor captures distance data in real time
producing a large database that the robot analyzes according to previ-
ous experiences to directly define its movement strategy. Observing the
dependence of data with the topology of the environment, this research
proposes models based on a Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) net-
work. We demonstrate not only that the navigation scheme works suc-
cessfully on a real prototype, but also that the strategy can be used in
new unknown navigation environments with a high success rate.

Keywords: Autonomous · Big data · Data-driven · Sensor
Motion planner

1 Introduction

When a person is in a shopping mall for the first time, looking at the informa-
tion in the environment can easily locate places of interest. By observing signs,
symbols, or colors this person can find the food area, a particular store or the
restroom. This capacity is also observed in other animals such as ants, fish and
birds [5]. This ability to perceive and understand new environments by extract-
ing important or relevant information from them is possible due to the previous
information stored by the organism in its knowledge base [12]. This knowledge
base is appropriate for the organism throughout its life through experiences in
other environments, which in new environments allows it to make rational deci-
sions [9].

In the case of robots, the objective is to make the robot to move in the
right direction. Traditionally this has been solved in known environments with
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an analysis of the topology of the environment in conjunction with a geometric
strategy and robot odometry [6,8], and in unknown environments through reac-
tive strategies [3,11]. These two strategies can be combined into one according to
the pattern of behavior observed in living beings. Therefore, taking living beings
as an example, it is possible to implement a similar system of decision making.

A knowledge base for the robot can contain key information for its navigation
in unknown environments [1]. This information is read from the environment by
means of sensors, which depending on the quantity and resolution can provide
an enormous amount of information. From this large database the robot can
search for specific information that allows it to make rational decisions about
movement and navigation.

This robot programming strategy can be structured in three specific steps:

1. Navigation in unknown environments to sense the characteristics of the envi-
ronment (mapping).

2. Identification in the sensed data of the relevant characteristics for decision
making in navigation tasks (analysis).

3. Identification of the relevant characteristics in navigation tasks on new envi-
ronments (autonomous navigation).

Traditional navigation schemes require a global mapping of the environment
[4,13]. However, in the proposed approach this is not necessary, since the robot
takes the decisions of movement not based on the design of the environment, but
what it can perceive in it. The strategy is coordinated by information, which is
read locally by the robot, this makes it possible for the robot to navigate in
previously unseen environments.

Making movement decisions directly from raw data is a very complex task.
Among the most appropriate tools for the treatment of this information, Deep
Neural Networks (DNNs) are among the most promising because of their abil-
ity to model complex dependencies [2]. DNNs are widely used to solve a large
number of complex problems in machine learning, in particular to solve pattern
recognition and classification problems.

In the same way, it is possible to consider different tasks simultaneously. From
the same database it is possible to identify information for navigation, but it is
also possible to identify information for other secondary tasks such as battery
recharging, communication with detected elements, etc. Each of these tasks can
be analyzed as a different control surface, and for the overall control scheme it
is possible to use a hybrid scheme that binds all surfaces together [7,10].

We propose the use of a data-driven motion planner for autonomous robots
that besides being reliable, allows reducing the amount of data manually adjusted
by the designer, in particular, working in unknown environments. For this, we
analyze the captured sensor data for specific environmental conditions, identi-
fying characteristics that can then be interpreted by the robot, and from them
define its movement strategy.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sect. 2 presents a description of the
problem. Section 3 describes the strategies used to analyze raw data and generate
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data models for specific environmental characteristics. Section 4 introduces some
results obtained with the proposed strategy. Finally, conclusion and discussion
are presented in Sect. 5.

2 Problem Statement

Currently there are many robot motion schemes that allow from sensor readings
to coordinate safe motion in an environment to the desired target position. How-
ever, most of these schemes separate movement policies from data processing.
The approach we propose seeks a unified solution to the problem.

Let W ⊂ R
2 be the closure of a contractible open set in the plane that has a

connected open interior with obstacles that represent inaccessible regions. Let O
be a set of obstacles, in which each O ⊂ O is closed with a connected piecewise-
analytic boundary that is finite in length. Furthermore, the obstacles in O are
pairwise-disjoint and countably finite in number. Let E ⊂ W be the free space
in the environment, which is the open subset of W with the obstacles removed.

Let us assume an agent in this free space. The agent knows the environment
E from observations, using sensors. These observations allow him to build an
information space I. A information mapping is of the form:

q : E −→ S (1)

where S denote an observation space, constructed from sensor readings over time,
i.e., through an observation history of the form:

õ : [0, t] −→ S (2)

The interpretation of this information space, i.e., I × S −→ I, is that which
allows the agent to make decisions. The problem can be expressed as the search
for a function u for specific environment conditions from a set of sensed data in
the environment y ⊂ S and a target function g.

f : y × g −→ u (3)

3 Methodology

Our control scheme seeks to develop a single global control strategy based on
raw sensor data. The function between input data and movement policies cor-
responds to a complex model. The problem of model development for specific
environmental conditions (obstacle, clear path, and target position) is analyzed
as a regression problem. Throughout the tests with the robot in known environ-
ments, a sequence of temporary data is produced that must allow to estimate the
type of characteristics in the environment for any similar situation. The sequence
of data for an obstacle is shown in Fig. 1. The figure, in addition to detecting
the obstacle, shows a growing trend that indicates some type of memory at the
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Fig. 1. Normalized reading of infrared sensors for an obstacle (blue), LSTM model
(red), and predictions for the training dataset (green). (Color figure online)

output. Therefore, we apply a recurrent neural network type LSTM to develop
the behavioral model.

The reference models for each characteristic of the environment are used as
a reference for the calculation of similarity with respect to the data captured
by the robot during navigation. The comparison is made against all channels,
i.e. each of the nine channels is compared with each of the nine channels of the
model (81 comparisons in each iteration).

Similarity is the measure of how alike two data objects are. It is a power-
ful tool when we want to discover patterns in a great data set. Normally it is
described as a distance between features of an object. If this distance is small,
there will be high degree of similarity. And if instead the distance is large, there
will be low degree of similarity.

The comparison of similarity between the reference models and the raw data
captured by the set of sensors can be done using different metrics. Each metric
corresponds to a strategy that produces a quantitative assessment of similarity.
There is no a right similarity metric, but a set of metrics that are appropriated
for a particular application. In our problem we have selected metrics about the
two-dimensional space of the model that can be represented as an image. In this
type of application, different metrics can be classified into three categories:
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– Image based
– Histrogram based
– Based on similarity of objects contained in images.

We use image based in this research. This category focuses on the dif-
ference of values of corresponding pixels (pixel based). Euclidean distance is
the most commonly-used distance measure, and is particularly useful when
the data are dense or continuous. It is the straight-line distance between two
points in Euclidean space. In Cartesian coordinates, if p = (p1, p2, · · · , pn) and
q = (q1, q2, · · · , qn) are two points in Euclidean n-space, then the distance d
from p to q, is given by (Eq. 4):

d (p,q) = d (q,p) =
√

(q1 − p1)
2 + (q2 − p2)

2 + · · · + (qn − pn)2

=

√
n∑

i=1

(qi − pi)
2

(4)

Similarly, the distance between two imaging functions, f and g, which provide
a value for each pixel of the n × m pixels image, is defined as (Eq. 5):

d (f, g) =

√√√√
n∑

i=1

n∑
j=1

(f (i, j) − g (i, j))2 (5)

This difference can be evaluated by other distances, such as quadratic, Man-
hattan, Chi-Square or Bhattacharyya distance. The distance used as metric for
the calculation of similarity was Chi-Square due to its better performance.

Control policies were simplified as a sequence of actions specific to the identi-
fied environmental characteristics. For example, an obstacle to the front activates
the Evation Policy, which in this case consists of stopping, turning a random
angle in a random direction, and finally moving forward. Each characteristic of
the environment has a control policy, which is adjusted according to how the
characteristic is detected by the sensors.

4 Results

We have tested our proposed algorithm on a dataset generated by a 45 cm ×
61 cm robot (ARMOS TurtleBot 1 equipped with a set of nine infrared sensors
and one DragonBoard 410C development board, Fig. 2). The robot has nine
uniformly distributed infrared sensors around its vertical axis, each with a range
of 0.2 to 0.8 cm. The data matrix delivered by the sensors corresponds to nine
standard columns from 0 to 1 with reading intervals between 900 ms.

The performance of the LSTM models are evaluated using cross validation.
To do this we separated each dataset in an orderly manner, creating a training
set and a test set. For training we use 70% of the data, and we use the rest to
test the model. The network has a visible layer with one input, a hidden layer
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Fig. 2. Top view of the robot and distribution of the distance sensors.

Fig. 3. ARMOS TurtleBot 1 equipped with a set of nine infrared sensors and one
DragonBoard 410C development board.

with eight LSTM blocks or neurons, and an output layer that makes a single
value prediction. The default sigmoid activation function is used for the LSTM
blocks. The network is trained for 100 epochs and a batch size of one is used.
The model fit code was written in Python using Keras. We setup a SciPy work
environment with Pandas support. Models were evaluated using Keras 2.0.5,
TensorFlow 1.2.0 and scikit-learn 0.18.2.
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The navigation scheme has been tested in laboratory with different configura-
tions on a 6 × 6.5 m environment. We have performed more than 100 tests, 85%
of them completely successful, that is, the robot managed to navigate the envi-
ronment to the final destination (Fig. 3). In cases of failure, the most frequent
problem is the robot’s inability to find the target point satisfactorily. At this
point it is necessary to perform a deeper analysis of the algorithm performance,
as well as more reliable ways to detect the target point.

5 Conclusions

The aim of this paper is to present a new strategy for the design of a global data-
driven motion planner for small mobile robots in indoor environments. The goal
is to develop an autonomous navigation strategy for small robots for unknown
and dynamic environments, such as those found in industrial plants or com-
mercial establishments, that is, in service applications with direct interaction
with humans. From local readings of a set of infrared sensors, our proposal is
able to define a sequence of movements that allows the robot to navigate the
environment and reach the target position. Our strategy uses similarity testing
against LSTM recurrent networks based models. The similarity metric used is
supported in two-dimensional images built from the captured data, measuring
the distances with Chi-Square. We performed a wide range of laboratory tests on
a real prototype which showed successful navigation in unknown environments.
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Abstract. In this paper, a design tool for deep convolutional neural network
(DCNN) is considered and developed. As a test trial, a DCNN designed by using
the tool is applied to visual inspection system of resin molded articles. The defects
to be inspected are crack, burr, protrusion and chipping phenomena that occur in
the manufacturing process of resin molded articles. An image generator is also
developed to systematically generate many similar images for training. Similar
images are easily produced by rotating, translating, scaling and transforming an
original image. The designed DCNN is trained using the produced images and is
evaluated through classification experiments. The usefulness of the proposed
design tool has been confirmed through the test trial.

Keywords: Deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) · DCNN design tool
Visual inspection system · Training image generator · MATLAB

1 Introduction

Artificial neural network (ANN) which has four or more layers structure is called deep
NN (DNN) and is recognized as a promising machine learning technique. Nagi et al.
designed max-pooling convolutional neural networks (MPCNN) for vision-based hand
gesture recognition [1]. The MPCNN could classify six kinds of gestures with 96%
accuracy and allowed mobile robots to perform real-time gesture recognition. Weimer
et al. also designed deep CNN architectures for automated feature extraction in industrial
inspection process [2]. The CNN automatically generated features from massive amount
of training image data and demonstrated excellent defect detection results with low false
alarm rates. Faghih-Roohi et al. presented a different type of deep CNN for automatic
detection of rail surface defects [3]. It was concluded that the large CNN model
performed a better classification result than the small and medium CNN, although the
training required a longer time. Further, Zhou et al. used a CNN to classify the surface
defects of steel sheets [4]. The CNN could directly learn better representative features
from labeled images of surface defects. Weimer et al. showed a deep CNN (DCNN)
architecture for automated feature extraction in industrial inspection [2]. The
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performance was measured using a data set representing 6 different classification cate‐
gories with visual defects, in which images with 512 × 512 pixel were used and detection
results were compared with other three existing techniques. Meanwhile, the authors
reported the effectiveness of deep CNN to be able to classify resin molded articles into
two categories OK or NG, in which the samples in the training test set were successfully
classified after the proposed additional training process [5]. However, it seems that
useful design tools for DCNN have not been well provided as user applications yet.

In this paper, an application for DCNN design is proposed and implemented, so that
for example, a DCNN for visual inspection system is easily designed to detect four kinds
of defects such as crack, burr, protrusion and chipping phenomena that occur in the
manufacturing process of resin molded articles. Then, an image generator is developed
to systematically generate many similar images for training by rotating, translating,
scaling or transforming an original image. The designed DCNN is trained using those
images. The ability of the trained DCNN is simply tested by classifying training test
images into five categories OK, Crack, Burr, Protrusion and Chipping. The usefulness
of the proposed design tool is evaluated through this test trial.

2 Design Tool for DCNN

Numerous image files of produced workpieces and their paired labels for classification
are needed to construct a reliable DCNN system. To cope with the need, a dialogue
application called the similar image generator as shown in Fig. 1 was first developed
that can efficiently produce a lot of similar images with sequential number from an
original image for training. For example, similar deformed images as shown in Fig. 2
can be generated by rotating, translating and scaling an original image.

Then, a DCNN design tool was developed as shown in Fig. 3. Statistics and Machine
Learning Toolbox™ and Neural Network Toolbox™ were used for the development on
MATLAB. Main parameters of DCNN such as layer, filter, pooling, padding and stride
can be easily set through the dialogue. As an example, Fig. 4 illustrates the designed
DCNN consisting of 15 layers. The first input layer is set for images (200 × 200 × 1)
given by a matrix with zerocenter normalization. The 2nd, 5th and 8th layers are convo‐
lution ones which have 32 filters (5 × 5 × 1) and it is known that the convolution layers
perform the translation invariance and compositionality. In the convolution layers, the
filters are applied to the images while being slidden from the left top to the right bottom
based on the value of the stride. The values of stride and padding in the convolution
layers are set to [1 1] and [2 2 2 2], respectively. The layers 3, 6, 9, 12 are activation
functions called rectified linear unit (ReLU) given by

f (u) = max(0, u) (1)

f ′(u) =

{ 1 (u > 0)
0 (u ≤ 0) (2)

Design Tool of DCNN for Visual Inspection 605



Fig. 1. Similar image generator to efficiently produce numerous image files for training.

Fig. 2. Examples of transformed images with sequential number from an original one using the
developed similar image generator.
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Fig. 3. Design tool developed for deep convolutional neural networks.
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Fig. 4. An example of deep convolutional neural network for five categories designed by the tool
shown in Fig. 3.

The 4th, 7th and 10th layers are max pooling ones to reduce the feature map dimen‐
sion for computational efficiency, whose pooling size, stride, and padding size are set
to [3 3], [2 2] and [0 0 0 0], respectively. For example, if nth image for training is given
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to the input layer, then the 14th softmax layer calculates the probability pni (i = 1, 2,…,
5) for five categories OK, Crack, Burr, Protrusion and Chipping given by

pni =
eyni∑5

k=1 eynk
(3)

where yn = [yn1 yn2 yn3 yn4 yn5]
T is the output from the 13th fully connected layer corre‐

sponding to the nth image. The DCNN is trained based on back propagation algorithm
using the loss function called cross entropy. The cross entropy is calculated by

E = −

1
N

∑N

n=1

∑5

k=1
tnk log(ynk) (4)

where tn = [tn1 tn2 tn3 tn4 tn5]
T means the nth desired output for five categories, i.e., [1 0

0 0 0], [0 1 0 0 0], [0 0 1 0 0], [0 0 0 1 0] or, [0 0 0 0 1]. N is the total number of samples
in the training set.

3 Training Experiments

3.1 Training Experiment for Two Categories

Table 1 tabulates the main parameters of DCNN training in case of two categories OK
or NG. The category of NG includes the defects of burr, protrusion and crack. The
training was conducted by using a single PC with a Core i7 CPU and a GPU (NVIDIA
GeForce GTX 1060). In this DCNN training, it firstly took about several minutes until
the categorization accuracy reached to 0.95. The accuracy is the result of discriminant
analysis. Then, the DCNN was additionally fine-trained to converge to the accuracy 1.
It also took several minutes.

Table 1. Main parameters for DCNN training in case of two categories.

Filter size in convolution layers 5 × 5 × 1
Padding of convolution layers [2 2 2 2]
Stride of convolution layers [1 1]
Pooling size [3 3]
Padding of max pooling layers [0 0 0 01]
Stride of max pooling layers [2 2]
Max epochs 30
Mini batch size 200
Learning Rate 0.002
Desired training accuracy 0.999
Sample number of “OK” 1020
Sample number of “NG” 1020
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After the DCNN was trained, a categorization test using the training set was
conducted to check the scores from the softmax layer. Figure 5 shows the scores of
categorization of OK and NG using all the samples in training set (total samples number
is 2040). As can be seen, all the 2040 samples can be well discriminated with each score
more than 0.97. Next, the generalization of the trained DCNN was simply evaluated
using the training test samples with a feature of Burr, Protrusion or Crack as shown in
Fig. 6 which were not included in the training set. Figure 7 shows the categorization
scores evaluated using the ten training test samples of NG, in which “image2.jpg” and
“image9.jpg” are not well categorized. Figure 8 shows the additional 10 training samples
a little bit deformed from “image2.jpg” in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5. Scores of categorization OK and NG using the all samples in the training set (total samples
number = 1020 + 1020).

Fig. 6. Training test samples with a feature of NG which were not used in training process.
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Fig. 7. Scores of categorization of NG test samples in Fig. 6.

Fig. 8. Additional 10 training samples of protrusion a little bit deformed from “image2.jpg” in
Fig. 6.

To enhance the categorization ability further to the samples given by Figs. 6 and 8,
the trained DCNN was additionally retrained using the reorganized training set
consisting of original 2040 samples, additional 20 OK ones, 10 NG ones in Fig. 6 and
10 NG ones in Fig. 8. Figure 9 shows the scores of categorization OK and NG using the
samples in reorganized training sets (total samples number = 1040 + 1040) including
the samples in Figs. 6 and 8. It is observed that the recognition ability to additional
samples can be improved efficiently and pinpointedly. The additional training function
introduced in this section is effective to reconstruct an updated DCNN when uncatego‐
rized images are found in training test process.
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Fig. 9. Scores of categorization OK and NG using the samples in training set (total samples
number = 1040 + 1040), in which samples shown in Figs. 6 and 8 are included.

3.2 Training Experiment for Five Categories

The DCNN designed for resin molded article inspection is applied to classify typical
five categories as shown in Fig. 4, in which the category of NG is subdivided into
typical defects in resin molding process such as crack, burr, protrusion and chip‐
ping. An epoch means a full pass through the entire training data set, i.e., 5,100 × 5
= 25,500 samples are used for training. Figure 10 shows the training progress of five
categories from the first epoch, where the desired categorization accuracy was set to

Fig. 10. Training progress of five categories from the first epoch to sixth one.
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0.999. Figure 11 shows the training progress from the seventh epoch using the
proposed additional training function, where the desired categorization accuracy was
set to 0.9999. It has been confirmed from the experiments that the designed DCNN
with 15 layers shown in Fig. 5 could be well trained to classify resin molded arti‐
cles into five categories, through the training process using 25,500 gray scale image
samples with the resolution of 200 × 200.

Fig. 11. Training progress of five categories from the 7th epoch to 10th one.

Finally, after further adding 300 samples with a different feature into each training
set, the trained DCNN was additionally trained, i.e., by using the 5,400 × 5 = 27,000
samples. Then, to simply check the generalization ability of the trained DCNN, a training
test set consisting of 100 samples × 5 categories are prepared. Figure 12 shows some of
the samples in the training test set. The categorization accuracy to the training test
samples was 492/500 = 98%, so that it was concluded that the obtained DCNN could
perform satisfactory generalization.

Fig. 12. Examples of four kind of defects included in the training test set.
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4 Conclusions

In this paper, a design application for deep convolutional neural network (DCNN) was
presented. As a test trial, a DCNN was designed using the application to inspect defects
such as crack, burr, protrusion and chipping phenomena seen in the manufacturing
process of resin molded articles. A similar image generator was also implemented to
efficiently generate a large number of transformed images from an original one. After
the DCNN was pretrained using those images, classification experiments were
conducted using training test images. Based on the results, an additional training method
to cope with not well discriminated samples was applied and evaluated, so that the
categorization ability could be efficiently and pinpointedly improved to a desired level
of categorization accuracy.

Consequently, the usefulness of the proposed DCNN design tool was confirmed
through this test trial, so that it is expected that the design tool will come in useful for
students and beginner engineers who are interested in DCNN.
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Abstract. Stock prediction is a great challenge for the past decades
because of the fact that it is a non-stationary, noisy, chaotic envi-
ronment. Traditional stock prediction models including statistical and
machine learning based methods almost use handcrafted features as
input. With the development of deep learning, end-to-end models achieve
state-of-the-art in many other tasks. However financial time series data
is too noise to apply end-to-end models straightly, instead of predicting
stocks’ absolute future return, we propose a novel stock selection model
DeepStockRanker to predict stocks’ future return ranking. Experimental
results show that our method is able to extract information from raw
data to predict stocks’ future return ranking and achieves much better
performance compared with several advanced models.

Keywords: Stock selection · End-to-end · LSTM · Learning to rank

1 Introduction

The stock market is the real economy’s “barometer” and “alarm”, its role is not
only valued by the government, but also paid attention by individual investors.
For stock investors, the more accurate the stock price trend forecast in the
future, the more certainty is the availability of profits and the avoidance of risks;
For the government, economic development and financial construction of the
country also need precise and robust stock prediction. Because of its importance,
predictions on stock market has been widely studied by academia and industry
for many decades. But financial time series is non-stationary, high-noise and
chaotic [6], how to effectively model the time series so as to predict the market
more effectively and more precise is a big challenge.

In recent years, there is huge amount of studies in this field. The main
research focus on two aspects. The first is the use of public financial opinion
or news on the internet to make predictions on the future stock prices.

Compared with the analysis of financial news, modeling historical stock
price can be a more direct analysis method. The old-fashioned prediction
method is linear based time series forecasting statistical methods, such as
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
Y. Tan et al. (Eds.): DMBD 2018, LNCS 10943, pp. 614–623, 2018.
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ARMA, ARIMA [1], GARCH [8], etc. The popular prediction method is to
use machine learning based approaches, such as neural networks, support vector
machines, to model historical price series [5]. However, these proposed machine
learning methods is highly dependent on the data representation and feature
extraction [4].

Different from aforementioned tasks, this paper considers how to end-to-
end train a deep neural network for stock prediction without handcrafted fea-
ture extraction. The end-to-end manner of our method avoids separating feature
design, such as technical analysis indicators, from stock prediction model as a
two-stage procedure, which is the typical way of the methods using handcrafted
features. End-to-end manner is applied successfully and achieves state-of-the-art
in many tasks, e.g., machine translation, image processing and speech recog-
nition. However, financial time series data is different from image data, audio
data and etc. And its noise is too large to cause the information contained in the
data to be relatively small. Handcrafted feature extraction is to add prior knowl-
edge to data processing, extract effective information from high-noise data, and
then modeling. Since neural networks is a very powerful and well-fitted model,
training directly on high-noise data often leads to over-fitting results. Without
handcrafted feature extraction, we propose a new mechanism taking advantage
of learning to rank to solve the problem of too much noise during training. As
for sequence data, we choice the LSTM (Long-Short term memory) network [15].
It is more capable to handle long sequences of input when compared to other
recurrent neural networks that are only able to memorize short sequences. By
combining LSTM network, a new ranking loss function and a new batch-training
manner, we proposed DeepStockRanker to learning to rank the stock’s future
returns according to their historical price.

Experimental results demonstrate that this approach is able to rank the
stock’s future returns accurately. And by selecting the highly-ranked stocks,
we can get much higher returns than the market average. Compared with the
aforementioned approaches with handcrafted feature extraction, our approach
also shows statistically significant improvement. The main contributions of this
work are the followings: (1) a new stock selection model using deep learning
based technique; (2) a newly designed loss function for noisy financial sequence
data and stock rank task; (3) no handcrafted feature extraction.

The article is organized as follows. In the next section, the related works
about stock selection tasks and LSTM are presented. Then, the framework and
the details of our method is presented. In the Sect. 4, experimental results will
be shown. In the last, we conclude with a discussion.

2 Related Work

In recent years, researchers have conducted in-depth research and many experi-
ments in this field. The main research focuses on two aspects: the first is to forecast
the future stock price by using the public opinion or news analysis on the network;
the second is to make the stock price prediction by modeling the stock price based
on historical stock price series itself or its derived technical indicators.
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As web information grows, recent work has applied Natural Language Pro-
cessing (NLP) techniques to explore financial news for predicting market volatil-
ity. For example, Xie et al. [31], Tetlock et al. [28] and Ding et al. [9]. Park and
Shin [23] analyzed the economic data and predicted the stock price movements.

As for modeling of historical stock price, a popular prediction method is to use
neural networks or support vector machines to fit historical price series. Guresen
et al. [13] summarized the experiments and results using BP neural network to
predict the market index. Dong et al. [10] used neural networks to model the
changes in stock prices after one and more steps respectively, and compared the
effects of these models. Nelson et al. [22] studied the usage of LSTM networks to
predict future trends of stock prices based on the price history, alongside with
technical analysis indicators. And Azevedo et al. [2] made a phased summary of
all the methods of modeling and forecasting using historical time series.

3 Deep Stock Ranker

The Deep Stock Ranker model we propose has four main components. First,
because of the nonstationarity of price sequence data, some simple data pre-
processing methods are adopted. After data preprocessing, the clean data is fed
to a RNN model with LSTM cell to obtain deep representation of time series
information. A one-layer and one-output-unit feedforward neural network is con-
nected with the RNN and convert deep representation of time series information
to stock ranking score. According to the stock ranking score, the stock selection
strategy choose top M stocks to build up a stock portfolio.

3.1 Data Preprocessing

Historic price data for stocks are gathered in the format of time series of candles
(the open price, close price, highest price, lowest price, and trading volume) in
a granularity of one trading day. In [18], stock prices were proved to be loga-
rithmic normal distribution, we convert the data to a normal distribution by
log transformation. As for non-stationary, we employ the first-order difference
method to deal with. These transformation can be expressed as:

log(pt) − log(pt−1) (1)

One stock in one trading day constitutes a sample point. At date t, we look
back at the historical data for N trading days, from t − N + 1 to t.

3.2 LSTM Network

Recurrent neural networks are inspired by the cyclical connectivity of neurons in
brain, which introduce iterative function loops to store information [11]. One of
the difference between a multilayered perceptron (MLP) and an RNN is that an
MLP maps inputs to output vectors directly, where as an RNN can map whole
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previous inputs to each output. In other words, the RNNs allow a “memory” of
previous inputs which stay in the networks and have effect on the outputs.

The main difference between LSTM cell and simple RNN cell lies in that it
adds a “processor” to judge whether the information is useful or not. The struc-
ture of this processor is called “gate”. A cell was placed three gates, respectively,
called the input gate, forget gate and output gate. A message enters the LSTM’s
network and can be used to determine if it is useful. Only valid information will
be left behind, and useless information will be forgotten through forget gate.
The gates and cell are defined by the following equations:

it = σ(Wwixt + Whiht−1), (2)

ft = σ(Wwfxt + Whfht−1), (3)

ot = σ(Wwoxt + Whoht−1), (4)

ĉt = tanh(Wwcxt + Whcht−1), (5)

ct = ft ⊗ ct−1 + it ⊗ ĉt, ht = ot ⊗ tanh(ct), (6)

The preprocessed historical N trading day sequence data will be fed to the
LSTM model and its timing information will be modeled and characterized to
deep representation.

3.3 Rank Score Evaluation

We employ a simple one-layer and one-output-unit feedforward neural network
to calculate the stock’s ranking score according to the deep representation. tanh
activation function is used and the ranking score is between −1 and 1. It is
defined as follows:

Rankingt,i = tanh(wl,1dt,i + b) (7)

where Rankingt,i is the rank score of stock i at date t, dt,i is the deep represen-
tation generated by LSTM model, l is the dimension of dt,i.

We expect that the stocks with higher rank scores will get higher returns in
the trading days after. However, high rank score at time t can not guarantee
that the future stock returns are absolutely positive, it can only be used to show
that these high-scoring stocks perform better than the low-scoring stocks in the
trading days after time t. Here, we hope this indicator can play a role in the
next 10 trading days.

3.4 Stock Selection Strategy

With stock rank score in hand, we need to construct a stock portfolio. It means
that which stocks will be invested and how much percent of total money will be
paid on the chosen stocks should be decided. Portfolio management is another
hot task which has been discussed and studied by many researchers, especially
financial economists [12]. In this paper, we employ two simple stock selection
strategy, listed as follows:
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Equally Weighted. First, at time t, we sort the stocks according to the rank
score, and select the top M stocks, total money is divided equally into M parts
and is invested in each chosen stock separately. After holding T trading days,
we use new generated historical price data to calculate new stock rank scores at
time t + T , select the new top M stocks, sell the old holding stocks and invest
the newly chosen stocks.

Score Weighted. We invest all stocks at time t with the weights calculated by
the rank score. It is defined as follows:

Rankingt,i = Rankingt,i − min
i

Rankingt,i (8)

weightst,i =
Rankingt,i

∑
i Rankingt,i

(9)

Same as equally weighted method, the weights will be recalculated and the money
will be reinvested every T days.

4 Experiments

The experiment is designed to answer the following questions. (1) Whether the
proposed method is able to extract related information from the raw data with-
out handcrafted features? (2) How effective is the batch t training method? (3)
What is the difference between the performance of two kinds of loss functions?
(4) Can DeepStockRanker compete with other advanced stock prediction model
for stock ranking?

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics

In this paper, we use the data of all the listed stocks in China’s A-share market
from January 1, 2006 to December 31, 2017, including Shanghai A-shares and
Shenzhen A-shares. However the price movements of newly listed stocks are more
unusual, significantly different from other stocks, we remove the newly listed 3-
month stock from the total dataset. The total dataset is split into three parts
by time, training set (2006-01-01 to 2013-12-31), verification set (2014-01-01 to
2014-12-31) and test set (2015-01-01 to 2017-12-31). The summary statistics in
different sets are detailedly presented in Table 1, where Dates means number of
the trading date among the period, Total means the total number of samples in
the set, Daily means the average daily number of samples.

To validate and evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed DeepStockRanker,
some evaluation metrics which are widely used in quantitative investment are
employed in this paper.

Information Coeffiencient (IC). It is used as a performance metric for the
predictive skill of a ranking prediction model. It is similar to correlation in that it
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Table 1. Dataset statistics

Sets Periods Dates Total Daily

Training 20060101-20131231 1940 3585361 1848.1

Verification 20140101-20141231 245 615464 2512.1

Test 20150101-20171231 732 2131568 2912.0

can be seen to measure the linear relationship between two random variables, e.g.
predicted stock returns and the actualized returns, represents model’s predictive
ability. It is defined as follows:

IC = corr(Rankingt,i, RETt,T,i) (10)

Active Return (AR). It refers to that segment of the returns in an invest-
ment portfolio that is due to active management decisions made by the portfolio
manager. In this paper, the portfolio manager is DeepStockRanker. The active
return is calculated as the return of the portfolio minus some benchmark return:

AR = Rp − Rb (11)

where Rp is the portfolio return constructed by the ranking model, and Rb is the
benchmark return which in this paper is the market average return calculated
by averaging all the stocks’ return.

Information Ratio (IR). It is a measure of the risk-adjusted return of a
portfolio. It is defined as expected active return divided by tracking error, where
tracking error is the standard deviation of the active return:

IR =
E[Rp − Rb]

σ
=

E[Rp − Rb]√
var[Rp − Rb]

(12)

The information ratio is often used to gauge the skill of managers of funds. In
this case, it measures the active return of the manager’s portfolio divided by the
amount of risk that the manager takes relative to the benchmark. The higher
the information ratio, the higher the active return of the portfolio, given the
amount of risk taken, and the better the manager.

In this paper, AR and IR are both annualized.

4.2 Experimental Setting

For the first half of the model except stock selection strategy and stock portfolio,
the number of units in the LSTM cell is 256 and the state at final step is fed to a
fully connected layer also with 256 units for the stock rank score prediction. All
these are optimized end-to-end using the ADAM [17] optimizer, and gradient
clip is set to be 5. As for equally weighted stock selection strategy, M is set
to 100, which means the portfolio holds 100 stocks simultaneously. The hyper-
parameters of DeepStockRanker are chosen without careful design.
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4.3 Model Performance Comparison

In order to show the quality of no handcrafted feature extraction method, we
compare our model with other several advanced methods using handcrafted fea-
ture extraction. We employ 11 technical indicators as handcrafted features which
are described in [20] and widely used in quantitive investment.

SVR. A version of SVM for regression, proposed in 1996. SVR+RAW denotes
that we input raw trading data into SVR to predict future stock ranking.
SVR+TI denotes that we input 11 technical indicators into SVR to predict
future stock ranking.

RBM. Refering to [20], RBM based stock prediction model is implemented by
ourself. Before the 11 technical indicators are fed to RBM, they will be trans-
formed to discrete ones by TDDPL according to [24].

MLP. Different from DeepStockRanker, We replace LSTM with sample FNN
and other parts of the model remain the same.

LSTM+TI. Different from DeepStockRanker, We use 11 technical indicators
as input and other parts of the model remain the same.

Table 2. Performance of each method.

Model IC AR IR

SVR+RAW 0.0312 0.036 0.5262

SVR+TI 0.0357 0.0357 0.5543

RBM 0.0874 0.1021 1.5460

MLP 0.1025 0.1226 1.8488

LSTM+TI 0.0892 0.1132 1.7012

DeepStockRanker+sw 0.1259 0.1752 3.0521

DeepStockRanker+ew 0.1259 0.2015 2.8698

Table 2 shows the experimental results among different models. DeepStock-
Ranker+sw denotes score weighted stock selection strategy and DeepStock-
Ranker+ew denotes equally weighted stock selection strategy. Experimental
results indicate that DeepStockRanker has much better performance than other
methods. The net value of portfolio constructed by DeepStockRanker in test
set are shown in Fig. 1. DeepStockRanker+sw has higher IR but lower AR than
DeepStockRanker+eq. This is because DeepStockRanker+sw holds all stocks
and DeepStockRanker+ew only holds top 100 stocks, DeepStockRanker+ew
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Fig. 1. Net value of portfolios in test set.

is more aggressive with higher return and high tracking error. Interestingly,
LSTM+TI perform such poor than DeepStockRanker only because the input
change to handcrafted features.

The intuitive explanation can be given in the following. Handcrafted feature
extraction is limited to people’s prior knowledge, it is hard to be searched or
optimized. In most case, the use of handcrafted feature extraction is not opti-
mal for the problem to be solved because of the limitations of prior knowledge.
Training a model from raw data to loss function (end-to-end) can make the
model learn to collect relevant and valid information on specific issues. Since
DeepStockRanker is proposed, the noisy financial trading data can be learned
by neural network using end-to-end training, naturally, this approach can achieve
the best results.

5 Conclusion

A simple but efficient method is proposed to predict future stock return ranking
without handcrafted features. In contrast with other several advanced meth-
ods, We demonstrate that our approach significantly outperforms state-of-the-
art techniques. A new loss function is designed for noisy financial sequence data
and stock rank task to train the neural networks by end-to-end.

As to the future research, we intend to employ more methods of deep learning,
especially in NLP, such as attention mechanism to model the investors’ attention
of the stock market.
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Abstract. An outlook is presented, summarizing the types of information anal‐
ysis that are applying currently to the educative area like the: Data mining,
academic analysis and learning analytics, identifying the advantages of the imple‐
mentation, the use of the methodology b-learning and big data in the pedagogical
processes. Later, an approach of the existing problem in the Colombian university
is made, with the purpose of propose an application model tools of big data to
determinate student retention, desertion and university academic performance.
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1 Introduction

In the last years, the use of diverse informatics tools applied to the education area, has
been perceived. Some technologies has allowed the integration of the traditional
teaching and the virtual, such as the case of the LMS (Learning Management System)
used in different Colombian universities with the purpose of search us the better teaching
methods, [1] and they have become in a student academic information important repo‐
sitory, in which the last one interact, in such a way that it is suppose that the process
teaching – learning, mediated by the technologies is favoring the student, becoming it
in an active actor of the process. One of the most important factors in the efficiency of
the educative process is the retention parameter, defined as the difference between the
number of students that enter in the first semester and the graduated students per year
[2]. Likewise, the academic performance is the success main indicator or student failure
and the factors that affect the abandonment possibility of a higher education program is
multivariate [3]. Therefore, its determination has generated controversy, because there
is no definitive theory about a methodology for its measurement or an indicator for its
valuation. Being multidimensional, the academic performance depends of various
aspects such as the teacher, institution, student objectives, between others [4].

Even more, in matter of the academic performance in the higher education, most of
the important research present a marked interest in the inclusion of personal factors in
the analysis of the existing empirical evidence, there are few the studies that make an
approach multivariate that include variables from the approach “learning analytics or
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academics” [5]. Some recent works has applied statistical methods with an approach
generally based on demographic, economic, psychological factors, such as are the
researches of [6, 7], between others.

Regarding the topic, in the environment of the education in Colombia has been
evidenced in the last years, a significative increase in the levels of desertion by the
students in courses of higher [8]. So much so, that the study of this problematic has been
started from different universities like the Antioquia and the Andes, who have taken as
reference the academic information content in the Information System SPADIES (open
information) that allows establish different categories by which it can present the student
desertion. However, the virtual teaching platforms such as WEbCT, Moodle, Black‐
board, Claroline, Dokeos and recently the platforms MOOC (Massive Open Online
Courses) have allowed to have in the universities that use it, the option of watch over in
real time the student’s activity. The integration of this information with others variables,
is constituted in the origin of the concept of “learning analytics [9]. Therefore, being the
academic analytics and the analytics of the learning emerging fields, in the case of the
Colombian education, the culture of use and analyze the information generate by the
student in the formation processes and learning to determinate its influence in the
academic performance, the desertion or the graduation is not developed.

2 Generalities

2.1 Big Data

It can be defined like a concept that make reference to the recollection storage and
treatment of a set information too big with the purpose of find repetitive patterns inside
them, that result impossible control them with the tools database and conventional
analytics. It does it using different techniques, between them the data mining. Through
the definition of models and the use of the different technologies it’s wanted become the
information in a active of great value. The technologies sector of information and
communication has been leader in the trend to control a huge quantity of information,
that are generating in real time and they come from different medias such as the social
networks, sensors, technology platforms and a lot of audio and video devices that require
use that information in the statistical report creation and predictive models that can be
used in many areas of the human job.

It could be named some of the possible applications of the Big Data in different areas.
One of this, is the medicine, where more clearly is being drawing this benefit, because
the treatments and the personalized medicines are, without a doubt, a desirable future
to everyone. Likewise in the security area and defense of its use is strengthen more the
security against the organizations attack and terrorists, others [10].

2.2 B-Learning

Through the use of the platforms LMS, it has been introduced to the educative area the
term B-learning, defined like that learning mode that mix the teaching by traditional
activities with non-face-to-face technology: “which combines face-to-face and virtual
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teaching” [11], taking advantage of the best of the virtual teaching and the face-to-face
one, through the use of electronic resorts or digitals available on internet [12]. In the
education area, the teachers also desire to evaluate their courses and have doubts like,
for example, if that students that practice with their exercises online continuously are
better in the final exam that the students that does not? With this and other questions can
be useful the learning tools, collecting, analyzing and visualizing automatically the
correct information [13]. However, it could be thought that this could through the tools
of the virtual learning environments (VLE); which, this is not completely true, because
most of watch over and generation tools, these last are designed to collect, analyze and
visualize information in a tabular static way that was pre-designed by the system devel‐
opers. Therefore, the teachers face to the difficulty of using tools of Learning Analytics
that help to answer their individual questions continuously and efficient facing the
missing tools in VLE.

2.3 Data Mining

This technique that also is used as information raw material, tries to discover patterns,
trends, profiles or others relations that can be of interest, that are present in the infor‐
mation volume to analyze, but keep hide. Some of the methods that are used to the
information analysis are: artificial intelligence, automatic learning, statistics and infor‐
mation base systems. This are used when the information is stored in conventional
systems relational type (Data Warehouse); in the opposite case when the information is
from heterogeneous information or not structured that come from different source, then
is necessary use technologies of the Big Data. It can be affirmed that there is a certain
relation between this terminology. Data Mining require of Big Data to streamline its
processing and information management, as well as Big Data require of Data Mining to
the predictive analysis of information and to can detect trends

3 Learning Panorama Improved by Technologies

The educative area has been characterized by the incursion a Little late of the technologic
application, in the Big Data’s case, it doesn’t look like be the exception [14]. Therefore,
researchers and teachers have proposed seep in the interest of the technology use to
maximize the learning experience, this is, the potentized learning by the technology with
the technology. The Big Data incursion in education has originated the rise of the TEL
(Technology enhanced learning), and a series of concepts, tightly related, which have
as fundamental characteristic, the fact of capture a series of educative information that
are analyzed to get useful information that allows take previous actions of the teaching
or activities to foment teaching and learning. The new concepts emerging (EDM -
Educational Data Mining), Academic Analytics, Learning Analytics (Fig. 1). The
learning analysis is defined according to the society for learning analytics research
(SoLAR), as the measurement, recollection, analysis and information divulgation about
the students and their contexts, with the purpose and understand and streamline the
learning and the environments in which is produced.
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Fig. 1. TEL panorama – learning improved by technologies.

The EDM approach is focused more specifically in the development, the research
and the application of methods computerized to detect languages patterns in big educa‐
tive information sets; that is to say, the information reduction and analysis of those
individual components and the relations between them. Meanwhile, the academic
analytics, strengthens the responsibility and the objective fulfillment of the higher
education institutions, allowing them work efficiently with the resorts, whose purpose
is improve the aspects such as: the academic performance, decrease the desertion rate
and increase the graduation rate. According to [15], statistical analysis and prediction
models with the purpose of this mix institutional information create awareness in the
students, teachers o administrators to can change the academic behavior. So much so,
that They use the term “academic analytic” as the equivalent of “business intelligence”,
to describe the intersection between the technology, the information, the management
culture and the information application to manage the academic company. In the other
hand, the learning analytics use analytics techniques and predictive models to support
the institutional and curricular objectives, offering to the student support resources like
support to the achievement of learning objectives. Meanwhile the EDM focus specifi‐
cally in make an analysis of a reduced set of information for in that way, allow supporting
the decision making concerning to the learning and teaching model in the educative
institutions. In conclusion, the academic analytics approach are the institutions and
educative systems, while the analytics learning focuses its attention in help the students
and teachers to raise the learning objectives. So that, the academic analytics and the
learning analytics are focused specifically in tools and methods to the information
exploration coming from educative contexts, which makes to regard current how the
techniques that will help to mold the higher education future and generate new
approaches and strategies in learning and teaching learners improvement [13].
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4 Taking Decision Impulse by the Big Data Analytics

So that, the Big Data application in the higher education can help to develop new,
learning methods, making easy or personalizing the learning and making easy the gener‐
ation of new knowledges, as well as making easy the early disorders detection [16],
learning difficulties and desertion problems and academic performance. It should be
mentioned that in this area in Latin America and specially in the Universidad Detrital
in Colombia, where this research work starts. There are economic resources limitations
for the implementation of this technology, as well as human resort (teacher) trained,
added to the infrastructure [17]. There are planned diverse stages that have the process
actors (teachers, students, and institution) who through the application of different infor‐
mation analysis techniques, could help to improve the learning-teaching process and
thus the academic performance, decreasing the desertion.

4.1 Learning Analytics Approach

Is a Big Data action area, that has dabbled in the education, making easy through the
internet and the learning management systems (LMS), having like information and
collection sources, the information took in the online learning systems, such as: platform
Moodle access, discussion forums, conclusion, activity evaluations and its interactions
with the purpose of analyze them and propose improve actions of the learning process.
It should be mentioned that according to the NMC Horizon Report: 2016 Higher Educa‐
tion Edition, which purpose is identify and describe the technologies that will have a
great impact in the education around the world in the next five years; the learning
analytics is a trend to be adopted in the higher education in a year, such as companies
do it like Amazon, Netflix y Google in the marketing management and affiliate users,
in where that can help to transform the education, going from a system of standard of
only size to a flexible system, designed to satisfy the needs and academic interests of
students. Starting from the analytic process planned by [18], authors like [19] generate
the life cycle of Learning Analytics (Fig. 2), which consist in four main stages.

The first one named learning environment, involves various systems LMS, such as
Moodle, which will be used to extract some information. The second one named Big
Data, consist in educative information of the different groups (interaction with LMS,
personal information, traces or clicks made in the LMS, between others) that can be
processed. The third one named analysis, understands different analytical methods as
the statistical analysis that search discover hide patterns interesting in the educative
information set. Within quantitative analytical methods, are the statistical analysis, that
search predict with trust what is going to happen in the future to can take decisions more
intelligent applying stats and math operations. Another option, is the social networks
quantitative analysis which allows identify relations between them (teachers and
students). The fourth one is get the objectives and streamline the learning environment
(prediction, recommendation, personalization, reflection, feedback).
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4.2 Academics Analytics Approach

The academic analytics focus specifically in tools and methods to the information
exploration that come from educative contexts, with the purpose of generate new
approaches and strategies in the teaching improvement and the learning of the learners
[13]. Different authors, among them, agree in that, the teaching analytics offers like
potentialities that could help to increase the school retention, predict the student
progress, streamline the learning and teaching techniques, also it improves the decision
making in the educative institution [20]. Thus, the same way that the learning analytics,
the academic analytics makes use of the information that the data mining gets through
the pattern searching or application of data processing algorithms to strengthen the
responsibility and fulfillment of the higher institutions objectives, allow them work
efficiently with the resources, whose purpose is get the aspects such as the improvement
of the academic performance, decrease the desertion rate and increase the graduation
rate [21]. However, the technology to deliver these potential is very young yet, and the
research in the understanding of the pedagogical usefulness is in its childhood yet [22].
In the Table 1, there are shows some of the potentialities of these techniques according
to the actor to regard in the educative ambit:

Fig. 2. Life cycle of the Learning Analytics Source: [19]
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Table 1. Interest groups in AA, LA and its benefits. Adapted from: [19, 23]

Interest group Objectives Examples
Students Improve their performances

Personalize the online learning
Personalize the learning
activities according to the
student profile
Recommend courses

The students are informed
about the learning process and
compare their performance
with others, They start early
the task and make questions
giving signals through the
applications

Teachers/Researchers Search behavior patterns
Improve its teaching methods
Sort out or group students in
base to their characteristics
Explore a number value/
continuous degree to the
performance
Make interventions on time
Change the aptitude to
recommendations to the
students based in their
activities
Evaluate the past work to
improve the future experience
y become it in learning
according to the
personalization and adaptation

Control the learning progress
of the students using
applications
Through the visualizations, the
researchers of the course can
compare the analysis
techniques learning to can
recommendation actions
Prevent the school desertion,
determinate what students may
be at risk, advise the students
that may need additional
assistance and improve the
success
Recommend a discussion,
suggest a course or
recommendation books related
to what previous students
consulted
Evaluate courses, improve the
course models, discover new
deliver methods of educative
information

Educative institutions Organize the institutional
resources
Improve the Schedule design
Improve the efficiency of the
portals
Support the processes of
decision to get higher
educative goals

Increase the retention rate,
control the higher education
objectives, through the
retention rate increase, using
signals that provide the
applications.

5 Project with Big Data

The integration of a great software quantity or platforms that store a lot of information
that come from the student is proposed, use the open information ready by government
entities and universities, between others with the purpose of try it, analyze it and visu‐
alize it with the encouragement of support the decision making. So, it contributes to the
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information reutilization giving place to applications much richer that contribute more
knowledge or that complete the existing information. The challenge is in process huge
information quantities and become them in intelligent and timely decisions [24].

It is planned to start the project various steps, which are show in the Fig. 3: Initially
the aspects that pretend resolve with Big Data technologies. In second place, is necessary
collect educative information through the different platforms available to the university,
open information, data base, and public sources. In the same way a Learning Analytics
process start, in which is required to acquire information, through the student interaction
(data producer) with different activities stablish in the Moodle platform (LMS). In third
place, is necessary process previously the information to get significate information, the
initial information must to be infiltrate and cleaned for later be stored.

Fig. 3. Project scheme with Big Data, Adapted of [25]

Later an analysis of the same by the Big Data tools is made. A gamma of statistical
methods are applied to the same information including the prediction model (used to
interfere information such as the abandonment rate and learning results) social networks
analysis (that analyze the relation between the people networks, groups and organiza‐
tions), the mining relation (that search identify patterns between the information set,
such as the student success rates) and the information for the human judgment (infor‐
mation visualization that allows to the teachers give an timely answer to the students
and also to take decisions based in the evaluation of educative information [20].

It could be thought that this analysis could be made with the traditional way for the
information analysis that are based mainly in mathematical models, and the information
is collected to adjust to the models. So, it could be planed the paradigm`s solution to the
problem impulse by the information. The approach based in information is not only
centered in predict what is going to happen, but also focus in what is happening in this
moment and how to be propagate to the future events. The science information
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(statistical and computing fusion) to use, will fulfill 2 objectives [26]. Prediction: to
predict the answer/exit of variables of future entry; and inference: to deduce the asso‐
ciation between the answer variables and the entry variables. Inside of the application
possibilities of algorithms to solve a problem, it is not eliminated the use of evaluative
computing algorithms (EC), which one is one of the computing and artificial intelligence
branches that is applied to the resolution of combinatorial optimization problem. Those
are a technique searching and optimization set [27], between the most known are prob‐
ably the genetic algorithms that look for the best possible solution to a problem trying
to imitate what is happening in the environment. So, the algorithms could be used to
resolve problems of analysis Big data in the real world. As is planned [28], the future
of science information, is in mix the strengths of the algorithms EC and the Big data
analysis to design news algorithms in the optimization or information analysis.

Finally, the analytical results are presented to the final user, as reports, online recom‐
mendations or through the decision making. The information visualization, through the
graphics and tables can make that the analytical results be easy to interpret and under‐
stand. If the results doesn’t have sense, it must to reconfigure the problem and restart
the process [25]. This job faces an important challenge and is the analysis of the different
techniques and technologies used to the information analysis, required open architecture
solutions able to capture information (structured and not structured), important infor‐
mation and administrative and academic systems from the context. If the different infor‐
mation can be integrated, it would get an enriching square of the student life cycle from
the initial admission, going through the student learning experience until arrive to the
graduation and employment [18].

6 Conclusions

This work approaches new concepts that can be regarded as a component that helps to
improve the education through the use of technology and communication. Concepts that
has be applied with success in other areas and that when is applied to the educative area
integrating the different information bases, platforms or systems that surround the
student in only one, can easy the learning process, maybe through, a personalize educa‐
tion that can generated starting to the analysis of characteristics or patterns presented by
each student in particular.

In the university student life cycle a considerable quantity of information that has
little bit use is generated. Those can be integrated through an application designed to be
used by different types of teachers. Both for the beginner and the expert that require to
resolve specific questions about the learning of a student, its group or perhaps take
actions from the university institution point of view, that has a specific question and
wants to make a deeper analysis. Likewise, not all the information is useful to the inte‐
gration process of Learning Analytics and the others technologies, therefore, it will have
to define, which is the important information of all that can be collected? What aggre‐
gation level is needed? The analysis information frequency and the actions to undertake,
will be on real time or conversely will be make each hour, each day, each month or each
year?
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It pretends design a tool or software with the main purpose of support the reflection
and the improve of the learning methods based in interest and personal observations.
Because is required the learning analysis tools desired to provide a clear, simple, easily
to interpretable information, with a flexible interface for the information, information
exploration, as well as visualization of evaluations results based in graphic indicators
selected individually.
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Abstract. How to handle missing information is essential for system
efficiency and robustness in the field of the database. Missing informa-
tion in big data environment tends to have richer semantics, leading to
more complex computational logic, as well as affecting operations and
implement. The existing methods either have limited semantic expres-
sion ability or do not consider the influence of big data environment. To
solve these problems, this paper proposes a novel missing information
processing method. Combining the practical case of the big data envi-
ronment, we summary the missing information into two types: unknown
and nonexistent value, and define four-valued logic to support the logic
operation. The relational algebra is extended systematically to describe
the data operations. We implement our approach on the dynamic table
model in the self-developed big data management system Muldas. Exper-
imental results on real large-scale sparse data sets show the proposed
approach has the good ability of semantic expression and computational
efficiency.

Keywords: Missing information · Big data
Relational algebra expansion · Massive sparse data

1 Introduction

How to deal with missing information has been a concern in the field of the
database. Failure to properly handle missing values can result in a number of
issues, including inefficiencies in procedures, erroneous results [1] and so on. With
the advent of the era of big data, the amount of data is continually expanding,
and massive data has become an inevitable trend. However, it also causes the
problem of missing information to be more serious and makes the demand for
handling missing information more urgent. An important feature that accompa-
nies the emergence of large amounts of data is data sparsity: datasets often con-
tain a large number of attributes, but each data object has only a few attributes
in many cases.
c© Springer International Publishing AG, part of Springer Nature 2018
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Take the product rating table in e-commerce platform as an example. Online
shopping platforms often need to record the ratings of the items after the pur-
chase. Table 1 is an example of a product rating table, where each attribute
corresponds to an item, and each line corresponds to a user, then the attribute
value is the user’s rating of the item (five points). An e-commerce platform often
has tens of millions of items and tens of millions of users, so product rating table
is huge. A common user usually purchases items will not exceed a thousand, so
the table is very sparse.

Table 1. An example of a product rating table

Username ... 24...45 24...46 24...47 24...48 ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

rabbit ... VACANT 3 VACANT VACANT ...

rabbit1 ... VACANT NULL VACANT VACANT ...

rabbit123 ... VACANT VACANT VACANT 4 ...

rabbit2017 ... 5 VACANT VACANT VACANT ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

As shown in Table 1, a user usually only has purchase relationships with a
small number of items, but not all users will rate all the items purchased. There-
fore, the missing information in the table can be formed in two ways. One is that
the user has bought an item but has not rated. Another is that a user did not buy
an item, which doesn’t have the permission to rate it. In Table 1, different nota-
tions are used to distinguish the two meanings of the missing information. Such
situations are also common in many applications. The above missing information
can be summarized into two types:

– Unknown value (NULL): The value exists, but is unknown. That is, the
data object has a relationship with the attribute, but its value is currently
unknown.

– Nonexistent value (VACANT): The value does not exist. That is, the data
object has no relationship with the attribute.

However, the existing traditional methods [1–13] cannot be directly applied to
the big data environment. Some semantic rules only apply to relational database
scenarios. In other studies, the semantics are divided too finely and the complex-
ity is very high. Hence, the existing traditional operation definitions and data
manipulation methods are not applicable for big data environment. On the other
hand, the big data management systems lack proper semantic analysis, which
makes semantic expression capabilities limited. Therefore, it is necessary to rede-
fine data operations according to the characteristics of the big data environment.
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The processing of missing information has the following three challenges.
Firstly, there are four logical truth values due to the addition of unknown
value and nonexistent value, which leading four-valued logic. The computational
logic is more complex [4–6], and missing information needs to have a reason-
able semantic interpretation. Secondly, due to the semantic interpretations of
missing information, data operation will be affected and need to be maintained.
This also brings difficulties for relation algebra. Finally, how to implement two
semantic interpretations of missing information and their operation into the big
data management system is difficult.

To solve the above problems, this paper proposes a novel missing information
processing method, which not only has good semantic expression ability but
also systematically supports the data manipulation in the big data environment.
The approach has three parts: (1) According to the characteristics of missing
information in the big data environment, we define its logic operation which
reduces the complexity of four-valued logic and obtains the truth table of four-
valued logic; (2) To study the impact of two kinds of missing information and
four-valued logic on the data operations in the big data environment, we extend
the relational algebra to describe the data operations; (3) We implement our
approach on the dynamic table model in the self-developed big data management
system Muldas. Experimental results on real large-scale sparse data set show the
proposed method has the good ability of semantic expression and computational
efficiency.

2 Logic Operation of Missing Information

This section defines the logic operation based on the two semantic interpreta-
tions of missing information combined with the characteristics of the big data
environment. The two types of missing information will be added to the classic
two-valued logic to get a four-valued logic. To reduce the complexity, this section
first proposes a three-valued logic, then the truth table of four-valued logic is
obtained from the three-valued logic, according to the relationships between the
three basic truth values and the four truth values.

We add an extra basic truth value i, indicating non-existing, to the two classic
logical truth values, which forms three basic truth values. i is the real value, and
its value is known, which is nonexistent. We can use the three basic truth values
to represent the four truth values, as defined below:

(1) T = t; (2) F = f ; (3) U = a × t + b × f, a + b = 1, a, b ∈ {0, 1}; (4) N = i, (1)

where three basic truth values are t, f, i, and four truth values are T, F, U and N .
Four truth values can be represented by a non-empty subset of the set {t, f, i}
of three basic values. Therefore, T denotes {t}, F denotes {f}, U denotes {t, f},
and N denotes {i}. Then, the four-valued logic can be reduced to logic operations
of three basic values. The four-valued logic truth table is shown in Table 2.
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Table 2. The truth tables of four-valued logic

3 Relational Algebra Expansion

Two semantic interpretations of missing information not only lead to four-valued
logic but also have an impact on relational algebra in the big data environ-
ment. This section applies four-valued logic to the dynamic table model [14] and
describes data manipulation in the form of relational algebra expansion [15].

3.1 Fundamental Operations

With four-valued logic, the result of the original predicate condition judgment
in the select operation is expanded to four values. That is the truth values
of the predicate P on the tuple r is P (r) = {v|v ∈ {‘true’, ‘false’, ‘unknown’,
‘nonexistent’}}. The unknown value version and the nonexistent value version
of the selection operation are added to make the selection of tuples whose truth
value is unknown or nonexistent. In the projection operation, When it deletes
the duplicate tuples in the result, it first determines whether the two tuples have
the same schema. If the schemas are different, they are different tuples. If the
schemas are the same, it continues to determine whether the values of the two
tuples are the same. Note that the unknown value does not equal the unknown
value. The union operation and the set difference operation handle the
unknown and the nonexistent value in the same way as the projection operation.
The other two operations, Cartesian product and rename, will not be affected.

3.2 Extended Operations

The outer join operation takes all tuples in a relation that did not match with
any tuple in the other relation, pads the tuples with nonexistent values for all
other attributes from the other relation, and adds them to the result of the
natural join. In the aggregation operations, COUNT(*) returns the number of
tuples in a table, while the missing information is also counted. If the COUNT
is used in other cases, such as calculating the number of a column, returns the
number of values except for the nonexistent value. For the other four aggregate
operations, such as AVG, SUM, MIN, MAX, the operations delete the miss-
ing information before applying the aggregation. When the missing information
appears in the grouping attributes, the unknown values are regarded as the
same group, and the nonexistent values are regarded as the same group. The
generalized projection operation is unaffected.
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3.3 Additional Operations and Modification Operations

Since additional operations can be expressed in terms of fundamental opera-
tions, the definition of how fundamental operations handle missing information
defines how additional operations process missing information. The update oper-
ation in the modification operations can only be used to change values, which
cannot be used for the modification of the nonexistent value. When modifying
a nonexistent value, it involves the modification of the schema.

3.4 Schema Evolution Operations

Since the schemas of the tuples are not the same in big data environment, there
is a need for the evolution operations of tuple schemas. The tuple schema is a set
of attributes corresponding to existent values in the tuple. If we want to remove
a certain attribute in the tuple schema, the value of the tuple on the attribute
is modified to the nonexistent value. If we want to add a certain attribute in
the tuple schema (when the corresponding column group contains the newly
added attribute), we change the value of the tuple on the attribute from the
original nonexistent value to an unknown value. Therefore, the evolution of the
tuple schema is the conversion of existent and nonexistent values on tuple values.
To better express the tuple schema evolution, this paper adds a tuple schema
evolution operation, defined as follows:

Definition 1 Tuple Schema Evolution Operation: Given a table t and a
section function f(x) = N , when x = T, F, U , f(x) = U . When x = N , the
tuple schema evolution operation modifies cy, ..., cj of the tuples which satisfy
the predicate condition P in t, denoted as:

δPcy,...,cj (t) = r ←
∏

f(cy),...,f(cj)
(σP (t)) ∪ (r − σP (t)). (2)

The tuple schema evolution operation δ consists of projection operation,
select operation, and union operation. Under some special conditions (if we need
to modify the schemas of the tuples of the entire table), there is no need to
select operation and union operator. At the same time, the selection operation
can also be any one of three versions. Note that the δ operation can only modify
the nonexistence value to an unknown value, which cannot directly change the
nonexistence value to a specific value. Therefore, after the tuple schema evolution
operation, the value still needs to be updated to a specific value with the update
operation.

When the user inserts/deletes a column for a column group or insert/delete
a tuple containing values of columns that are not in the column group schema,
it involves the addition and subtraction column operation for the column group.
The formal definition of the column group schema evolution operation is as
follows:

Definition 2 Column Group Schema Evolution Operation: Let MA be
the set of attributes to be added, and MD be the set of attributes to be deleted.
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Given a column group cgi of the table t, the column group schema evolution
operation modifies the schema of the column group cgi, denoted as:

Mcgi ← (Mcgi − MD) ∪ MA, (3)

where MD ⊂ Mcgi .

When the user inserts, updates, or deletes a tuple, if a column group schema
evolution operation or a tuple schema evolution operation is involved, the schema
evolution operation is performed first, and then the corresponding update oper-
ation is performed.

4 The Implementation of Missing Information

We implement our missing information processing approach in the self-developed
big data management system Muldas. The purpose of the Muldas system is
to provide online random read/write access to the massive sparse data. The
Muldas is developed based on open source distributed storage system HDFS and
distributed computing framework MapReduce. The underlying Muldas system
uses the dynamic table storage model [14]. Users can set the data model of the
table and customize the physical storage types.

4.1 Dynamic Table

The dynamic table [14] is composed of a fixed column named RowKey and
one or more ColumnGroups. The ColumnGroup is a subset of columns, and
distinct ColumnGroups do not overlap with each other. There are two kinds
of ColumnGroups, namely ColumnGroup R and ColumnGroup C. Values in
ColumnGroup R are stored in the row-oriented format, which guarantees that
columns of the same tuple are always stored on the same node. As to the
ColumnGroup C contained columns, the storage of data follows the pattern
of the columnar method, which may lead values from different columns stored
on different nodes.

4.2 Missing Information Physical Storage

When implementing missing information, the storage intuition is to store the
unknown value and not to store the nonexistent value. The unknown value indi-
cates that the user is not aware of this value at present. Since it is likely to be
updated soon, it can be stored with a particular symbol for later updates. The
nonexistent value is likely to maintain the nature of the non-existing relationship.
Users often do not need to update it, so there is no need to waste space to store
it. When missing information occurs in a cell of ColumnGroup R, the unknown
value is stored as the particular symbol “/NULL” to occupy the position, and
the nonexistent value is stored as the special symbol “/VACANT”. When the
nonexistent value appears in the cell of the column of ColumnColumn C, the
storage of the nonexistent value is handled in a non-stored manner. The storage
strategy for missing information is summarized in Table 3 below.
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Table 3. The physical storage strategy for missing information.

Type of ColumnGroups Missing information

Unknown value Nonexistent value

ColumnGroup R (Row-oriented) /NULL /VACANT

ColumnGroup C (Column-oriented) /NULL Do not store

5 Experiments

This section shows the effectiveness and performance of the proposed missing
information processing method. We compare the query manipulation results of
Muldas, HBase, and MySQL on the real datasets. That is, the query results will
be used to analyze whether the semantics of the missing information is effectively
supported. At last, we compare the efficiency of the various system queries and
the size of the system’s storage space to determine whether there are better
query efficiency and storage performance.

5.1 Data Sets

We use the publicly available data set, Amazon’s access sample data, to evaluate
our method. This dataset has 33264 attributes, 36062 tuples, which is a sparse
dataset (less than 10% of the value of the attribute value for each sample).
Control access table consists of four types of attributes: the first is the personal
attributes, including some personal information; the second is the resources that
user can access; the third is the information that user’s group can access; the
fourth is the system supports that can provide to some of the users. In the latter
three types of attributes, a value of 1 means that it is authorized, and 0 means
it is not authorized.

In order to increase the amount of data, the public data set is stored 50 times
in HBase and Muldas systems. Because MySQL is a relational database, it is
stored only once. At the same time, as the number of attributes of the table has
some restrictions in MySQL, only the values in the first two attributes of the
table are imported.

5.2 Query Results

We compare the differences between before and after the tuple schema evolution
operation to determine whether or not the effect on the tuple schema is preserved.
The original table is shown in Table 4. The schema of tuple with row key 55 is
modified on {personInfo.JobFamily}, as follows: δrowkey=‘55’

personInfo.JobFamily(t). Since
four-valued logic is not implemented on MySQL and HBase, it can only be
executed on Muldas, with the result shown in Table 5.

Comparing Tables 4 with 5, the original schema of the tuple with row key 55 is
{...{..., jobCode, jobFamily, ...}}. Then the modified schema is {...{..., jobCode,
...}}. Its value on JobFamily does not exist. That is, the tuple has no relation
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Table 4. The original table.

RowKey personInfo ...

ID ... jobCode jobFamily ... ...

55 33499 ... VACANT VACANT ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

133 33728 ... VACANT 33430 ... ...

140 33746 ... VACANT VACANT ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

Table 5. Result of
δrowkey=‘55’
personInfo.JobFamily(t).

RowKey personInfo ...

ID ... jobCode jobFamily ... ...

55 33499 ... VACANT VACANT ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

133 33728 ... VACANT 33430 ... ...

140 33746 ... VACANT VACANT ... ...

... ... ... ... ... ... ...

with JobFamily. The schema evolution is successful, indicating that the tuple
schema evolution operation can support the semantic effects generated by the
four-valued logic.

5.3 Comparison of Data Operation Support

According to the support for data manipulation mentioned by research scholars
in their published articles, this section summarizes the work of extended data
operations based on four-valued logic and compares with our approach. The
comparison result is shown in Table 6. Different with Gessert [7] and Vassiliou
[8], Codd [4,5] supports most of the operations. However, due to the limitations
of the times, the impact of the big data environment on it was not taken into
account. In contrast, our method extends the data manipulation systematically,
while taking into account the influence of massive sparse data in the big data
environment.

Table 6. Comparison of data operation support.

Fundamental
operations

Additional
operations

Extended
operations

Schema evolution
operations

Codd [4,5] Y Y Y N

Gessert [7] Y N N N

Vassiliou [8] Y N N N

Our method Y Y Y Y

5.4 Query Performance and Storage Space

Figure 1 shows the runtimes of queries for different sizes (the query result is
320/36062 items) on MySQL, HBase and Muldas. The query whose result is 320
is the same query from the selection operation experiment. Therefore, HBase
has no result. When the query result is smaller (320), it is clear that Muldas
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outperforms MySQL. However, when the amount of data increases to 36062, the
running time is little longer than MySQL. This is because system communication
takes up most of the time consumed in distributed computing.
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Fig. 1. Query runtimes.
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Figure 2 shows the storage spaces of the same public data set stored in
MySQL, HBase and Muldas respectively. It is only 7.78 MB in MySQL, so it
is not clear in the figure. Due to MySQL’s limit on the number of columns,
only about 30 percent properties are stored in MySQL. HBase and Muldas have
stored 50 times the data sets, and each has three backups, so the storage results
of HBase and Muldas in Fig. 2 show the total sizes of the occupied spaces. Rela-
tively speaking HBase is more dominant in dealing with this type of sparse data.
Although the Muldas takes up slightly more space than HBase, HBase’s abilities
to express missing information are limited, and its semantic accuracy is lower
than Muldas.

6 Related Work

How to handle the missing information in relational databases has attracted the
attention of some researchers in the field of the database in the last century
[1–13]. In recent years, some scholars continue to carry out research work on
it [16–19]. The study on missing information started with ANSI/X3/SPARC
[1], which distinguished 14 different types of missing values. Candan [2] divides
the missing values into five and expresses a unified way of using the constraint.
However, both of these interpretations are too elaborate.

Codd [4–6] proposed two values to represent two possible missing values: A-
mark, which indicates that the data value is incomplete and exists; I-mark, which
indicates that the data value is incomplete and does not exist. The two semantic
interpretation of the missing information proposed by Codd can not only meet the
requirement of distinguishing semantics but also not introduce too much complex-
ity. Therefore, this paper adopts this semantic interpretation of missing informa-
tion, that is unknown value and nonexistent value described in the introduction.
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The first to introduce four-valued logic into the field of relational databases
is Vassiliou [8], which defines a four-valued logic and its truth table, but only
describes the effect of four-valued logic on single-table queries. Codd [6] also
proposed a four-valued logic and introduced the impact of four-valued logic on
relational algebra and SQL. Then Gessert [7] made improvements on truth table
and data manipulation. Since both Gessert and Codd treat missing information
in a relational database perspective, they do not take into account the impact
of the characteristics of massive sparse data.

There are mainly two ways to deal with missing information in the main-
stream big data management system. One is processing the missing informa-
tion treatment as the relational model, such as Microsoft’s SQL Azure. Another
major type is NoSQL (including Key-Value, BigTable, document databases and
graph databases) that does not define missing information at the semantic level,
such as HBase, Cassandra, Redis, MongoDB and many more. Therefore, the big
data management system has limited ability of semantic expression of missing
information, which may reduce the accuracy of semantic expression.

7 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose a novel missing information processing method in
big data environment. Our approach summaries the missing information into
unknown value and nonexistent value, and defines four-valued logic to support
the logic operation. Based on the self-developed dynamic table model, we sys-
tematically extend the relational algebra to describe the data operations for big
data environment. Our method is implemented in the self-developed big data
management system Muldas to form the missing information processing func-
tion. Extensive experiments over existing state-of-the-art systems exhibit the
effectiveness of our method on real datasets.
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Abstract. The continuous technological evolution and the significant increase
of connected devices in urban cities, has led to an increasing complexity of the
sources and variety of data types, creating challenges for cities that wish to
become smart cities. If there is no control of these volumes of data of increasing
behavior, they will be increasingly uncertain and more difficult to interpret, so it
is necessary to know the tools that are available for this purpose. This article
contains information about the relationship between the use of Big Data tech-
nologies and Smart Cities, highlighting specific the tools that allow an adequate
management of data and thus contribute to a better functioning of cities. In the
first part the concepts of Smart City and Big Data are covered, together with the
requirements and applications of Big Data in the Smart Cities, in the following
section we talk about the most common tools that are currently used for control,
analysis and processing of large volumes of data, highlighting the advantages
and cases for which its implementation would be better, as well as solutions for
some of its disadvantages.

Keywords: Big data � Smart city � Tools � Data management

1 Introduction

The use of sensors, the increased participation of citizens in social networks and the
generation of content are some of the reasons that have contributed to a considerable
increase in the information available in the cities, further evidenced by figures that
indicate that every day, 2.5 quintillion bytes are created, that is, 90% of the data in the
world has been generated in the last 2 years, giving rise to the phenomenon known as
Big Data [1, 2]. Bearing in mind that cities are interrelated systems, large amounts of
data are generated both by the government and by citizens, and these related data in a
timeframe are converted into information, which applied in the solution of problems
contributes to diminish uncertainty and improve livability and quality of life in cities
[3]. This is how Big Data, through the processes of integrating large volumes of data,
analysis and predictions in real time, helps cities to improve their decision-making
processes and their capacity to respond to the needs of citizens [4].
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2 Smart Cities and Big Data

2.1 The Concept of Smart City

The concept of Smart City began to be used at the end of the 20th century with the aim
of generating solutions for the problems of sustainability in the cities of the world [5]
and was further promoted by urban growth trends that predict that by 2050 about 70%
of the world population will live in cities [4]. In recent years, the term has been linked
to the use of ICTs (Information and Communication Technologies) as a means to
promote economic growth and improve the quality of life of the inhabitants of different
cities in harmony with the environment [5]. A smart city is attractive for citizens,
businessmen and workers since it offers a safer space, better services, job creation and
reduction of inequalities through creative solutions [6].

According to the International Telecommunications Union “An intelligent and
sustainable city is an innovative city that takes advantage of information and com-
munication technologies (ICT) and other means to improve the quality of life, effi-
ciency of operation and urban services and competitiveness, responding at the same
time to the needs of present and future generations in terms of economic, social and
environmental aspects” [7].

2.2 The Concept of Big Data

The term “Big Data” was first used in the world of computing by Roger Magoulas of
the O’Reilly media in 2005, to define a large amount of data that traditional data
management techniques cannot manage and process due to its great complexity and
size [8]. Big Data is defined as a new generation of technologies and architectures
designed to manage datasets whose size is beyond the capacity of the software tools
commonly used to capture, manage and analyze this amount of data in a timely manner
[9, 10]. They are data generated from different sources ranging from Internet clicks,
mobile transactions, commercial transactions, user generated content, social networks,
as well as purposefully generated content through sensors or genetics, health care,
management of engineering, financial and industrial Internet operations, making it
increasingly an important tool used by organizations to create value, and also estab-
lishing itself as a key element in the development of solutions for smart cities [11].

According to IBM and IDC, there are four areas (the 4 Vs) that define Big Data:
volume, speed, variety and truth [10, 12], that’s because in each system, the volume of
data increases, the data is being produced at an increasing speed, the types and formats
of data have more and more variety, and the veracity of the data is increasingly
uncertain (Fig. 1).

In addition to the 4 Vs that incorporate the IBM and IDC definitions; a fifth and
sixth V are mentioned and have been suggested [2]:

Variability of data injection to Big Data systems means that Big Data systems must
have the same type of elasticity that is required in cloud computing and other virtu-
alized environments. The data flows, both in volume and variety, can vary enormously,
being able to follow a predictable cyclic behavior or being completely random. This
variability is especially difficult to manage due to the existence of social networks [2].
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Value, the cost variable is important, since it is one of the key factors that define the
novelty of Big Data; on the other hand, the value also refers to the benefit obtained
from the initiatives [2].

2.3 Applications of Big Data in the Smart City

The application of Big Data technologies for the smart city allows an efficient storage
and processing of data to produce information that can improve different services of
this. In addition, Big Data helps decision-makers plan any expansion or modification in
services and resources, using the correct tools and methods for efficient and effective
data analysis [14]. Table 1 shows some applications in the Smart City (Table 2).

Fig. 1. Big Data [12]

Fig. 2. Schematic of the MapReduce process.
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Table 1. Applications of Big Data in the Smart City

Smart Grid To integrate, analyze and use energy generation and
consumption data in real time, as well as other types of
environmental data, facilitating decision-making related to
supply levels [13, 14]

Smart Healthcare Adequate analysis tools can allow health specialists to collect
and analyze patient data, which can also be used by insurance
agencies and administrative organizations [13, 14]

Transportation, Mobility,
and Logistics

Patterns obtained from large amounts of traffic data can help
improve transportation systems, minimizing traffic congestion
by providing alternative routes and reducing the number of
accidents by analyzing the history of setbacks, it can also help to
reduce environmental impact and increasing security, as well as
improving the user experience by decreasing the waste of the
supply chain by associating deliveries and optimizing the
shipping movement [13]

Smart Safety By providing detailed spatial and temporal geographic area
maps one could easily determine the changes that may occur, it
can also help to predict future environmental changes or natural
disasters such as the detection of earthquakes that will give the
opportunity to save lives and resources [13]

Smart Governance Government agencies with common interests can be easily
identified through data analysis that can lead to collaboration
among them, it also helps governments focus on the concerns of
citizens related to health and social assistance, housing,
education, the police, and other problems [13, 14]

Table 2. Benefits of the use of big data in smart city.

Support in decision
making

Data analysis allows identifying new strategies and better
opportunities over time [3] and thus plan the expansion of the
service, resources and smart areas of the city [13]

Access to all types of
information

It offers the potential to obtain valuable information from data
collected through various sources [14]

Knowledge creation It allows greater knowledge and control of the inter-action of the
subsystems that are part of the Smart City, increasing its
efficiency and resolving possible threats in its long-term
sustainability [15]

Integration for decision
making

It promotes communication and collaboration between the
different entities of the city [13]: Government, public and private
entities and citizenship in general

Improvement in
management results

It leads to the reduction of costs and times in the provision of
services, to the increase of productivity, as well as to improving
the position of the city, organization, product or service, adding
value to the installed infrastructure and improving performance
indicators [3]
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2.4 Benefits of the Implementation of Big Data Technologies
in the Smart City

In Smart City the use of Big Data technology has become a necessity, because it
provides the capabilities to exploit existing information integrate the available data
sources and perform data analytics through different tools that facilitate adaptation from
the city to changes in the environment and the needs of those who intervene in it [2].

The main benefits of the use of Big Data in Smart City are the following:

2.5 Big Data Requirements

Data processed through Big Data technologies help to understand and better understand
cities, however, there are some limitations for these and for the methods used to
produce them, so it is important to examine the interests pursued and the tools nec-
essary to achieve them [16]. The key components needed to implement applications in
Smart City with Big Data technologies are the following:

Big Data Administration. It includes the development and execution of architectures,
policies, practices and procedures that adequately manage the needs through the use of
data in smart city applications [13].

Big Data Processing Platforms. They must offer high performance computing
capabilities, be stable and reliable for the different applications they run, have a high
recovery capacity in case of failures, be supported by a team of trained professionals
[13] and also be able to collect key indicators to measure their performance [17].

Intelligent Infrastructure Red. It must have the capacity to efficiently transfer data
from its source, to storage and processing sites, as well as to entities that need to know
the response of their analysis [13].

Advanced Algorithms. These must meet the needs of processing large volumes of
data at high speed, in addition to adapting for the processing of data in real time, batch
or offline, according to what is more convenient [13].

Open Standard Technology. Provides the flexibility to update, maintain and add
more features to smart cities applications [13].

Security and Privacy. Given that sensitive and private information is handled, it is
necessary to include security and privacy policies and procedures as an integral part of
the design and implementation of applications [13]. In addition, it is necessary to use
documentation standards to provide guidance on the use of content [18].

Public Awareness. The active participation of citizens in the provision of information
improves the quality of the data collected and the performance of the applications.
Awareness must be created of how to use ICT applications correctly and safely [13],
since the information available in the wrong hands can produce cases related to identity
theft and fraud [19].

The Role of the Government. The government must establish guiding principles of
openness, transparency, participation and collaboration to maintain the exchange and
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flow of large data under control [13]. Smart cities demand a government that generates
digital administrative practices and promotes innovation through public policies that
are established for citizenship [3].

3 Tools for Big Data

The hardware and the software are basic and important components for the good
handling of data, with respect to the first one, there are technologies such as Massive
Parallel Processing (MPP) architectures that help quickly to its processing. However,
for the management of unstructured or semi-structured data it is necessary to resort to
other technologies such as MapReduce or Hadoop, which are responsible for managing
structured, unstructured or semi-structured information [20]. The tools used for Big
Data in the Smart City must be capable of processing large data sets, massive data,
within a reasonable computation time and in a range of adequate precision [21].

3.1 Hadoop

It is a framework that allows the distributed processing of large datasets through groups
of computers that use simple programming models. Hadoop supports different oper-
ating systems and is usually used on any platform in the cloud. It also has two main
components: a distributed file system on each cluster node (HDFS) used for file storage
and the MapReduce programming infrastructure. The HDFS file system provides a
database that is fault tolerant and highly available, while MapReduce allows the cre-
ation of algorithms that extract value from the analyzed data through the study of
results [22, 23].

3.2 MapReduce

MapReduce was designed by Google in 2003, is considered as the pioneer platform for
the processing of massive data, as well as a paradigm for data processing by fractioning
data files, it is used in solutions where large amounts of information can be processed in
parallel in the same hardware, that is, with petabyte volumes, while providing the user
with an easy and transparent management of the resources of the underlying cluster
[20, 21].

MapReduce divides the processing into two functions: Map and Reduce. Each of
these phases uses pairs as inputs and outputs [24]. Here are some elements of each:

Map Function. Where the ingestion and transformation of the input data is carried out
and in which the input registers can be processed in parallel [22]. The system processes
key-value pairs, read directly from the distributed file system, and transforms these
pairs into other intermediates using a user-defined function. Each node is responsible
for reading and transforming the pairs of one or more partitions [21].

Reduce Function. The master node groups pairs by key and distributes the combined
results to the Reduce processes in each node. The reduction function is applied to the
list of values associated with each key and generates an output value [21] (Fig. 2).
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3.3 Apache Storm

It is a distributed open source and open source system that has the advantage of
handling data processing in real time in contrast to Hadoop, which is designed for batch
processing [25]. Apache Storm, allows to build distributed processing systems in real
time, which can process unlimited data flows quickly (register more than one million
tuples processed per second per node.), it is highly scalable, easy to use and guarantees
low latency (processing a very high volume of data messages with minimal delay), it
also provides a very simple architecture for creating applications called topology [26].

Storm is based on a topology composed of a complete network of peaks, bolts and
flows. A peak is a source of currents, and bolts are used to process inflows to produce
outflows [25]. Storm can be used for many cases, such as real-time analysis, online
machine learning, continuous computation and distributed RPC, ETL, among others.

3.4 Apache Spark

It was born as an alternative to solve the MapReduce/Hadoop limitations. It can load
and query data quickly in memory, is very useful for iterative processes [21] and also
provides a simple programming model that supports a wide range of applications [22].

Apache Spark is compatible with graphics databases, transmission analysis, general
batch processing, ad-hoc queries and machine learning and allows the query of
structured and semi-structured data using SQL language. Spark provides the ability to
perform more operations than Hadoop/MapReduce which contributes to carrying out
Big Data projects with less budget and more complex solutions. Among its main
advantages, ease of use stands out, since it is possible to program in R, Python, Scala
and even in Java [27]. Spark has its own calculation cluster management system so it
uses the Hadoop HDFS only for storage [28].

3.5 Apache Flink

Flink is a project of the Apache Software Foundation that is developed and supported
by a community of more than 180 open source collaborators and is used in production
in several companies. It is considered an open source flow processing framework that
allows performing real-time transmission analysis for large volumes of data with a
single technology [29].

Flink allows great flexibility for programmers to correlate events through the use of
different notions of time (event time, ingestion time, processing time); it also offers low
latency, high throughput, multilanguage APIs, disordered events, tolerance to failures
and consistency [30].

3.6 Flume

It is an ingestion or data collection tool that is commonly used for Hadoop [31]. Flume
is a distributed, reliable and available system that collects aggregates and transfers data
from many different sources to a centralized data warehouse such as the Hadoop
Distributed File System (HDFS). It has a flexible and simple architecture, others that
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handle the transmission of data flows. Fault tolerance, adjustable reliability mechanism
and fault recovery service are some of the functions it has. Flume relies on a simple
extensible data model to handle massive distributed data sources. Although Flume
complements Hadoop well, it is an independent component that can work on other
platforms. He is known for his ability to execute several processes on a single machine.
By using Flume, users can transmit data from several high-volume sources (such as the
Avro RPC source and syslog) to sinks (such as HDFS and HBase) for real-time
analysis. In addition, Flume provides a query processing engine that can transform each
new batch of data before channeling it to the specified receiver [25, 31].

4 Discussion and Conclusions

The use of Big Data technologies in addition to being considered a necessity due to the
in-growth of the information generated in recent years is considered necessary for the
proper functioning of Smart Cities, since they require integrated information man-
agement and analysis. In real time that allows to solve the specific needs of your
applications. Big Data technologies reduce the degree of uncertainty in data manage-
ment, take better advantage of information and provide answers in an appropriate time
frame through the integration and analysis of large volumes of data, with great variety
and a high speed. Big Data turns Smart Cities into connected cities.

There are different tools used to handle Big Data technologies that can be used in
Smart City. First, Hadoop is one of the best known technologies used in the world,
however it is more effective in terms of speed and when you have a memory for storage
much smaller than the size of the data analyzed, but in terms of speed Spark takes the
lead (it would be preferred when performing extensive calculations is a priority), so it is
necessary to think about the specific needs to be pursued, the establishment of priorities
and the use of mixed strategies to obtain a better performance.

MapReduce has interesting benefits in the management of Big Data since it sim-
plifies the processing of massive volumes of data through its efficient and profitable
mechanisms and allows writing programs that can support parallel processing. How-
ever, one of the main drawbacks of MapReduce is that the development cycle of the
works can take a long time and can be complex in some cases of use. Therefore, it
would be recommended to use a type of language to simplify the exploration and
processing of massive data sets.

As for Apache Spark, Apache Storm, Apache Flink and Flume are fault tolerant and
are designed to scale to a large amount of data. Although Flink has been developed
recently, it is suitable for the processing of heavy flows, but it is recommended to wait
for further study of its limitations to be used in large-scale projects with great reper-
cussions on the effective functioning of the city. One of the advantages that Apache
Storm has is that it is compatible with any programming language and that its execution
model is in real time like Flume and not in batches as with Hadoop. It can be used for
many cases, such as real-time analysis, online machine learning, continuous computing
and distributed RPC, ETL, among others. Flume is recommended to transmit data from
several high-volume sources for real-time analysis. In addition, Flume provides a query
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processing engine that can transform each new batch of data before it is piped to the
specified receiver.

This work allows us to make known to state and private entities and governments in
general that they wish to follow the path of becoming an Intelligent City some rec-
ommendations to facilitate the choice between diverse Big Data analysis tools. This
choice should be based on the importance given to the evaluated factor, the needs that
have the size of the project, the nature of the data set, the capabilities of the systems, the
required performance, the scalability that is desired and the available budget.

This study of tools allowed us to note some deficiencies in the technology, thanks
to the comparison that was made, so it is necessary to continue working in more areas
of Big Data for future research.
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Abstract. The complexity in which the interactions of the supply chain in
framed is one of the main difficulties for the organizational management. The
amount of structured and unstructured data emerging from their own interactions
increases exponentially, it is constantly and rapidly transformed; its usefulness
will lie on the integrity in handling and speed for processing the mentioned data.
This Article proposes a new archetype for the supply chain based on the
decentralized information management which operation is based on the man-
agement of Big Data from the application of Blockchain technologies. It is
concluded that the technological gap to reach this new archetype is only broken
through the redefinition of the way in which transactions are carried out, inte-
grating Big Data management with the Blockchain application.

Keywords: Blockchain � Big data � Supply chain

1 Introduction

The new emerging relationships among organizations characterized by being complex,
dynamic and competitive in a globalized environment [1] make it difficult to manage the
flow and sources of data in the supply chain, especially if they are operated under the
premise that members of the chain are primarily interested in optimizing their own
objectives. In recent years research in this direction has gone through different phases and
has focused on the evolution of technological applications, and the study of coordination
mechanismsbetween themembers of the chain [2], under trust relationships that guarantee
transparency in each of The interactions, for example, a recent survey shows how the
confidence that the final consumer has about the product or service that he acquires,
influenceshispurchasedecision, favoring thegrowthof thedemand.Thesurvey found that
about 94% of respondents are willing to choose brands with transparent sourcing infor-
mation [3]. In this way, the use of Big Data and Blockchain has become an administrative
revolution that has the potential to transform traditional companies, based on the man-
agement and assertive use of data, offering them greater opportunities for competitive
advantage [4], throughofcoordinatedpracticeswhere there areflowsof sharedand reliable
operational information that breaks the paradigms of the levels of collaboration on which
the four existing archetypes based on unidirectional relations or centralized operations are
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structured [5],whoseobjectives are individual, there areno relationsof trust andwhereyou
want to maximize your own benefits through local information [6].

Based on the premise, that collaboration brings benefits such as the reduction of the
bullwhip effect [7–9], the stabilization of inventories [10–12], and the improvement of
customer service [13]. This paper proposes the archetype of decentralized supply
chains, which supports structures of continuous growth in the current context from the
use of Big Data and Blockchain as a competitiveness strategy, where all its members
work in a coordinated manner transmitting information in time real and operates with
trusted models from a single database and a bidirectional data flow.

First, in Sect. 2, a review is made of the global competitiveness panorama
regarding the logistic performance index and its relationship with the levels of col-
laboration that frame the four existing archetypes, to identify in Sect. 3, the need for
fifth archetype Later in Sect. 4, the operation of the proposed archetype is explained
and how the application of Big Data and Blockchain allows its operation. Next in
Sect. 5, case studies are analyzed and the results obtained with the application of
Blockchain and Big Data in the world. In Sect. 6 the challenges, advantages and
disadvantages of applying this technology are exposed, to end with Sect. 7 where the
conclusions and future topics of study are made.

2 Competitiveness Regarding the Logistics Performance
Index and Its Logistic Archetypes

The logistics performance both in international trade and in the domestic one is fun-
damental for economic growth and the competitiveness of countries [14]. Every two
years, the World Bank publishes a report that measures the logistics performance index
of 160 economies, this is based on data obtained through a survey of more than 1,200
professionals in the logistics field around the world. Thus, six key factors in the supply
chain management are assessed: customs, infrastructure, international shipments,
quality and competence in logistics, tracking and monitoring, and punctuality. The
global score for 2016 yielded a result of (2.88/5) [15]. For example, the introduction of
improvements in customs and borders are critical success factors, for economies such
as in Latin America and the Caribbean [16] which economies are below the world
average. Therefore, it is necessary to improve the reliability of the supply chains that
link economies to markets [17] and transform the current functioning of organizations
under the four archetypes used so far, traditional chain, order managed by the supplier,
shared information and synchronized chain (Fig. 1), in order to achieve an integral
evolution that favors the growth of the global logistic performance with the support of
disruptive technologies such as Big Data and Blockchain.
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3 The Need for a Fifth Archetype

Throughout the evolution of the supply chain (Fig. 2), it is observed that all transac-
tions are made under centralized models. Those models lead organizations to invest in
management systems where the speed of transfer and accuracy of the data will depend
on the management of trusted third parties and the quality of the relations of this with
the elements of the chain. In addition, this represents an extra cost for the management
that this intervention represents for the organization, the efficiency in communication
and management will determine the cost of the operation. The archetype of decen-
tralized chains seeks to re-think the centralized vision of management, proposing a
model which favors interoperability among all the organizations of the supply chain
that comes from the application of an emerging technological paradigm called
Blockchain [18] to Big Data.

Fig. 1. Shared information in each archetype of the supply chain, impact on the competitiveness
and potential growth over of organizations.

Fig. 2. Evolution model of the supply chain, source: [19].
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From the integration of the evolution model of the supply chain contributed by IBM
Institute for Business Value analysis (Fig. 2) [19] and the four archetypes of supply
chains published by Universia Business Review [20], a fifth archetype is proposed as in
(Fig. 3) which is based on the evolution towards integral collaboration through
decentralized chains, where operations are developed under automated models and
where there is a common and reliable flow of information with shared databases.

The proposed integration with this new paradigm of decentralized configuration
offers the organizations that make up the supply chain to grow according to the
requirements of a dominant market based on synergistic relationships that favor the
reduction of waste in time, costs, transportation, processes, movements and overpro-
duction. In addition, it fosters trust relationships between all the links in the chain, a
fundamental factor of competitiveness. Although working under this fifth archetype
implies breaking the technological gaps through the application of disruptive tech-
nologies such as Big Data and Blockchain.

4 Big Data and Blockchain, Basis of Operation of the Fifth
Archetype

The evolution of the supply chain is supported by technological tools which allow the
application of strategies required to favor and maintain the potential growth of orga-
nizations. The propose of the fifth archetype proposed as the last level of evolution for
integral collaboration is based on the application of Big Data and Blockchain as a basis
for the operation of decentralized supply chains.

From 2012, about 2.5 exabytes of data are created daily and that number is doubled
approximately every 40 months, for example, it is estimated that Walmart collects more
than 2.5 petabytes of data per hour from their customers’ transactions [4]. The ease with
which this large volume of data from different types of structures and data-collection

Fig. 3. Proposal of a fifth archetype that supports the last stage of evolution of the supply chain.
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sources is translated into valuable information for organizations guaranteeing its
veracity it might be defined as Big Data [21].

The functionality of the fifth archetype is based on the use of Big Data under the
application of an emerging technological paradigm called Blockchain [18] which
emerged in 2008 as the underlying technology of Bitcoin [22] and owes its origin to 40
years of research. It bases its operation on cryptographic techniques that began their
development throughout the first half of the 20th century [23] and a silent revolution
dating from the late 90 s, developed by the cypherpunks [24]. It is characterized for
being a distributed ledger, cryptographically protected, in which each member of the
chain has a copy of all the stored information [25] which guarantees the transparency of
the system. All transactions are public which favors the creation of a fully democratized
trust network that eliminates needs of intervention by a third party [26], promotes
collaboration among participants offering innumerable advantages over the chain
management, such as, safety of information, access to information immediately and in
real time, traceability end to end in seconds, increasing the service satisfaction level for
the final customer and saving time and money, among others [27].

Described below (Fig. 4) the operation of the decentralized chain, where the
application of the Big Data source and the integration of the information flows through
Blockchain allow to achieve the integral collaboration, as the last level of the evolution
proposed where the confidence relationships and balance between supply and demand
increases chains efficiency and its responding capacity to the market.

The functionality of the fifth archetype is based on the use of a shared database with
all the links in the chain where a Blockchain network traces a specific active data,
validates it with verification cryptography and propagates it automatically throughout
the chain network, and with this creates an auditable trail of information [28] allowing
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Fig. 4. Operation of the decentralized chain archetype
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the industry as a whole to streamline processes and offer a better user experience based
on trusted relationships [29] through a control of traceability. In addition, the collab-
orative vision that bases this new archetype favors the synergistic growth of the chain
and therefore enhances the growth of the organizations that comprise it.

5 Case Studies

The collaboration levels on which the five archetypes are structured are dependent on
the technological development of the organization and will determine the level of
competitiveness of the same [30]. A study carried out with more than 200 companies

Table 1. Comparative table of the 5 archetypes: adapted of [32].

Archetype Advantage Disadvantages

Traditional
chain

• Each member makes decisions
independently

• Each member seeks to maximize
their local objectives

• The reception of information is
managed with the direct client

• High costs due to excess or deficit
of inventory

• Information is scarce for decision
making

• It is very likely that the whip effect
will be generated

Shared
information

• The members of the chain carry
out orders independently

• All members of the chain have
access to market demand

• There is variability in the orders of
each member of the chain, and
decisions are made only taking
into account the demand variable

Order
managed by
the provider

• The supplier makes the decisions
about the order quantity for the
links of the chain

• Decision rights are delegated to
members upstream of the chain

• It has information on market
demand and direct customers

• The orders are generated
independently by the supplier and
therefore there is no coordination
to balance the variability of the
orders

Synchronized
Chain

• Orders are generated in a
coordinated manner

• It transmits information along the
chain in real time

• All inventories are considered as a
single inventory

• The production plans are stable

• The information is managed by a
generic member of the chain,
which makes it vulnerable to
information alterations

Decentralized
chain

• All members of the chain validate
the accuracy of the information
that enters the same

• Work in a synergic way,
guaranteeing that the decisions are
optimal and favor the integral
development of the chain.

• Access to stored information
allows each member to have a
knowledge database to define
strategies

• It requires trained personnel for
the handling of information

• Resources are required for
technological investment
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on the application of ICT in the management of the supply chain reveals considerable
advantages for organizations, such as: customer service improvement, low trans-
portation costs, information gathering, storage capacity increase, low delivery costs,
real time work and low maintenances cost, among others [31]. Based on the above, a
comparative matrix is presented where the advantages and disadvantages of each
archetype are evident, recognizing that there is a technological gap that determines the
capacity of organizations to appropriate an archetype that favors their competitiveness.

As seen in Table 1, the first four archetypes are based on unidirectional and
independent relationships that lead to sub-optimal decisions, which is why a fifth
archetype is proposed, based on the need for collaborative management whose progress
is directly proportional to the growth potential of organizations and organizations. its
operation is based on the application of Big Data and Blockchain as technological
paradigms of collaboration and potential axes of integration between companies, a
review of the main Big Data technologies and Blockchain platforms is made from a
study of 4 use cases, published in the IBM database and the IEEE magazine.

In recent years, more than a half of the largest companies in the world are inves-
tigating in Big Data and Blockchain. This assures that the projects that are already
underway, would favor the management of medical care records, property titles, supply
chains, among others, the applications are innumerable. This new way of managing
data competes with existing data management systems, relational databases that
manage information in updatable tables of columns and rows, where the main chal-
lenge is the management of security and reliability of information [20]. Next, research
and use cases that have been developed are presented.

In 2016 Feng Tian evaluated the advantages and disadvantages of using Blockchain
technology and Big Data sources such as RFID in the construction of a traceability
system in the agri-food supply chain. From the need to reduce the rate of loss of
deficient management agri-food systems in the chain and control the safety and quality
of food, avoiding food safety accidents such as in Europe the horse meat scandal in
2013 [21], which threaten the health of people and can also create a sense of distrust
about the food market. The article offers a comparative vision of two frameworks, the
first characterized by a centralized structure of information along the chain, where the
management and flow of information depend on a single agent; On the other hand, the
second proposes a decentralized structure where there is a single flow of information.
Based on the above, the article concludes that although the disadvantages are the costs
and the immaturity of the technology, the application of this improves the quality and
safety of agri-food products, because it guarantees control and therefore, the reliability
of the goods along the chain. [22] They contain research and it also uses cases that have
been developed.

In 2017, Thomas Bocek presented the start-up of an IoT project as a source of Big
Data which used Blockchain technology to guarantee the inalterability and public
access of drug temperature records along the supply chain of a pharmaceutical com-
pany. The project was based on the implementation of sensors that monitor the tem-
perature of a batch of medicines throughout the chain to ensure compliance with all
health regulations, the above, as well as ensuring that the cold chain was never broken
for the medicines, managed to reduce operational costs guaranteeing the product
integrity [23].
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In 2017, Mitsuaki Nakasumi offered a solution based on Blockchain to address
supply chain problems such as double marginalization and asymmetry of information.
It highlights the importance of the exchange and analysis of information in the man-
agement of the supply chain to support planning activities, as well as ensuring that
sharing information in real time at each link in the chain guarantees proactivity towards
the variability of the markets [3].

In 2017 IBM and Walmart developed an alliance, through platforms based on
Blockchain technology provided by Cloud with Hyperledger technology was possible
to reduce the needed time from 7 days to 2.7 s to verify the traceability of food also
guaranteeing the transparency of information [17].

These four examples represent clear evidence on the advantages of applying Big
Data and Blockchain in organizations as platforms of the fifth archetype to optimize
and control processes on the supply chain based on information veracity.

6 Challenges, Advantages and Disadvantages of the Big Data
and Blockchain Application

There is a great challenge on the transformation of commercial relationships focused on
integral collaboration where application and appropriation of technological tools as a
driver of competitiveness is necessary to achieve the archetype of decentralized chains.
The use of Big Data and the application of Blockchain in organizations must go
attached with a change in the organizational culture [24] and an integrated vision of the
supply chain where there are no individual efforts but synergistic transactions which
favor the management of the entire chain.

By acting as a greater auditable tamper-proof book [25], Blockchain would favor
the automatization in processes based on the application of Big Data sources, guar-
anteeing control over the management of the supply chain and the optimization it-self
which would positively impact according to the researchers analyzed and the factors
evaluated in the logistic competitiveness index in: tracking and tracking, customs and
international shipments, mitigating the waste in time, costs, transportation, processes,
movement and overproduction. The integrated vision would offer a new panorama of
opportunities in different areas such as industrial development and business growth,
fostering relationships of trust and acting on corruption and biased information.

The principal obstacle to run over Blockchain and Big Data technologies is the cost
involved in its application [26] and the cultural transformation for its administration,
these are emerging and disruptive technologies characterized by the difficulty to design
solutions due to the existence of multiple variant configurations [27], from the pro-
posed fifth archetype of the supply chain based on the need for collaborative
management.
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7 Conclusions and Future Study Topics

The application of Big Data and Blockchain in the management of the supply chain
breaks traditional work paradigms in which companies are constituted, it favors the
development of decentralized structures and integrated management for the supply
chain, as a step away from Its evolution, it also allows facing challenges of competi-
tiveness in respect to logistics performance, reducing the waste of operations and
guaranteeing the reliability of information.

In the context of global transformation in which organizations find themselves their
opportunities offered by Big Data and Blockchain to increase competitiveness are
innumerable, researching in this field has just begun and opportunities to carry out
projects on this platform are increasing exponentially.

Finally, it is concluded that the transformative potential of applying Big Data and
Blockchain on commercial relations for each link of the supply chain is focused on
collaboration and trust which allows reaching the proposed fifth archetype, achieving
what global competitiveness demands: integration for the optimal management of
commercial models where the supply chain works synergistically and the transfer times
for products and information do not depend on delays that do not add any value to the
operation.
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Abstract. Imagine a platform in which the teacher can access to identify pat-
terns in the learning styles of students attached to their course, and in turn this
will allow you to know which pedagogical techniques to use in the teaching
process - learning to increase the probability of success in your classroom?.
What if this tool could be used by students to identify the teacher that best suits
their learning style?. Yes, was the tool able to improve its prediction regarding
academic performance as time passes? It is obvious that this would require
specialized software in the handling of large data. This research-development
aims to answer these questions, proposing a design methodology of a student
pattern recognition tool to facilitate the teaching-learning process through
Knowledge Data Discovery (Big Data). After an extensive document review and
validation of experts in various areas of knowledge, the methodology obtained
was structured in four phases: identification of patterns, analysis of the teaching-
learning process, Knowledge Data Discovery and Development, implementation
and validation of software.

Keywords: Identification of patterns � Teaching-learning process
Knowledge Data Discovery and Development

1 Introduction

The educational sector faces a great challenge today, especially related to the prognosis
of the trajectories generated by the students in the iteration that they have with the
educational-learning-teaching systems; since educational institutions constantly gen-
erate a large amount of information so they are interested in knowing what is hap-
pening with this flow of information, for example, what actions cause students to be
interested in the study of hard sciences such as mathematics, physics, chemistry,
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computer science, humanities or arts, since the educational strategies applied are varied,
as well as knowing what could be the income and exit profiles that best suit their
educational model, as well as the possible problems of desertion or loss of interest of
the students [1, 4]. All this environment has focused on a new term known as edu-
cational data mining (EDM) [4–7].

In the education sector, data mining techniques are used to understand the behavior
of students, EDM emerges as a paradigm oriented to the generalization of models,
tasks, methods and algorithms for the exploration of data that come from an educa-
tional context It also has the function of finding, analyzing patterns that characterize
behaviors based on their achievements, evaluations and mastery of knowledge content
that students have in the various learning-teaching mechanisms that are nowadays
granted in the various public institutions and private with the aim of generating edu-
cational models in which they can promote new techniques or tools to analyze and
increase the participatory level of students on learning-teaching systems [5, 10]. For
example the recommendation of activities to offer new learning experiences, warnings
or predictions of student performance to improve the effectiveness of the course or
promote group work, to mention a few, [4, 10]. All these modalities generate infor-
mation directly and indirectly, either by the student’s interactions with their peers, with
the teacher and with the technological tools that are available to interact and receive the
corresponding instruction, these data come from several sources of information mainly
in the classrooms where the teacher and the student exchange information in which
they develop and apply learning strategies on a support medium (the use of Information
and Communication Technologies - ICT), [1].

Therefore, from a general point of view the EDM involves an evaluation of a
curricular program or a learning unit that has the purpose of influencing the student
where the instructor/researcher acquires knowledge and converts it into learning and
the student considered as the end user takes ownership of it, taking it to a context of his
daily life, [8]. From the above it is considered that the EDM leads us to two different
points of view or orientations; Oriented to instructors/researchers, with the main
objective of helping or supporting educators to improve the functioning and perfor-
mance of learning-teaching systems based on the knowledge acquired about the flow of
information that has been derived from students based on to predictive models that can
be identified qualitatively and quantitatively. Student-oriented, with the main objective
of helping you in the interaction with the learning-teaching systems by increasing your
experiences, the implementation of new tools to facilitate your knowledge in the
various educational topics, suggestions or activities in the course according to the
progress of learning, etc.

From the foregoing, the present research is based on the Knowledge Data Dis-
covery methodology (EDM method) as a basis for creating a tool (application - soft-
ware) that allows teachers and students of university institutions to determine which
should be pedagogies strategies in order to improve the teaching-learning process given
student characteristics. The tool will work through the determination of patterns in
variable data associated with the students of the university, such as: socioeconomic,
demographic, behavioral, motivational, to say some; and in turn associate these patterns
with the teaching methods used by teachers. This application must be able to optimize
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the teaching - learning process individually based on the results that the student obtains
over time in the institution.

The tool in a first approximation will be based on the data provided by the exams of
admission to the university. As noted [6]: “the large amount of data produced by these
evaluations is a valuable input for the development of research on the quality of
education that allows generating knowledge about aspects relevant to the educational
agenda, and that can contribute to the design of public policies and educational
practices”.

2 Methodology

A documentary review and interview of experts was carried out to design each phase of
the proposed methodology. Similarly, the main bases were designs already proposed by
the authors [11–15]. The methodology was validated using the Delphi method and the
expert competence index.

3 Results

3.1 State of the Art

There is an extensive literature in the areas of Academic Analytics (Academic Ana-
lytics - AA), Educational Data Mining (EDM) and Learning Analytics (LA), which has
been synthesized by [1, 3]. But the main elements of these areas can be summarized as
follows: The AAs correspond to the application of Business Intelligence tools in higher
education institutions, to support the administrative decision-making process [5]. In
general, AA focuses on the political and economic aspect of education [7]. On the other
hand, EDM focuses on the application of computational and algorithmic techniques,
such as classification, grouping and detection of rules, to detect patterns in large
collections of data that would be difficult or impossible to analyze in other conditions
[3], with the purpose to support teachers and students in analyzing the learning process.
In other words, EDM focuses on technical aspects oriented particularly to virtual
environments [8]. Finally, LA focuses on the measurement, collection, analysis and
reporting of data about students and their educational context, in order to understand
and optimize learning and the environments in which they occur [6]. Although EDM
and LA focus on the same domain, and their data, processes and objectives are quite
similar, LA makes use of methods from the social sciences, such as the analysis of
social networks, which allows to examine and promote collaborative and cooperative
connections between participants [9].

In general, an EDM or LA project is composed of the following tasks: (a) data
collection and pre-processing; (b) analysis and action; and (c) post-processing. Col-
lection and pre-processing refers to the synthesis of information from different sources
and systems. During this process, the data can be cleaned, integrated, reduced and
transformed into an appropriate format. Analysis and action refers to the application of
the methods themselves, to discover and visualize relevant patterns, make predictions,
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program interventions, modify types of evaluation, among others. Finally, post-
processing involves refining the data, determining new variables, or selecting new
methods of analysis for a subsequent study [8, 11].

At the same time, an EDM or LA project should try to answer the following
questions:

• What type of data does the system collect, administer and use for analysis? Data can
come from centralized systems, such as LMS, or distributed, such as laboratory
equipment [12]. It is even possible to obtain physiological data such as the
movement of the eyes, the frequency of blinking, breathing and pulse, which reflect
the levels of attention, tension and fatigue, or the incidence of cognitive overload
[13]. The challenge is how to add and integrate data from multiple, heterogeneous
sources, usually available in different formats, to create a set that reflects the stu-
dent’s activities [13, 16].

• Towards whom is the analysis directed? In other words, it is necessary to define the
consumer of the results, which can be students, teachers, administrators, research-
ers, designers, among others, who may have different perspectives, objectives and
expectations.

• Why is a system required to analyze and collect data? In other words, what are the
objectives of the analysis, which can be: (a) monitoring and analysis of the student’s
activities, in such a way that the teacher or the institution can make decisions;
(b) predict future student outcomes based on their activities and achievements;
(c) help students identify areas for improvement in specific tasks; (d) improve the
evaluation process; (e) adapt the contents according to the individual needs of each
student; or (f) promote reflection among students and teachers about their practice.

• How does the system perform the analysis of the data collected? In other words,
decide on the type of tools to be used, be it statistics, visualization, data mining,
social network analysis, among others.

Despite great advances in the area, the functionalities to synthesize, analyze, report
and visualize these data are relatively basic [12], partly because the activities related to
learning take place in different places and contexts. In some cases, these activities can
not be registered at all as they are taken offline. In other cases, the recording of data
may occur in different sites, whose standards, owners and access levels may be dif-
ferent [13]. Despite these limitations, multiple studies have shown the advantages of
collecting and leveraging existing information in an LMS, in particular to classify
students according to their learning style and results, identify abnormal behavior pat-
terns, and adapt the sequence of contents due to this information [14].

For example [15, 19] describe systems capable of capturing the learning style and
skills of each student, establishing relationships between the results obtained with the
type, sequence and difficulty of the contents. Apart from customizing the contents for
each student, these systems discover patterns of interest. For example, [18] it identifies
that the students who possess spend little time completing exercises, present low
participation in forums and have low grades in short exams, they will definitely fail in
the subject. On the other hand [19] identifies that the effect of traditional reading is
minimal, as long as students regularly access the content and contribute frequently to
the proposed activities.
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As local experiences (Colombia, Atlantic) on the creation of cooperation tools in
the teaching - learning process we can mention:

The work of Adel Alfonso Mendoza Mendoza and Roberto José Herrera Acosta in
2013 [20] “Proposal for the Prediction of the Academic Performance of the Students of
the University of the Atlantic, Based on the Application of the Discriminating Anal-
ysis”. In this one it is proposed that the University of Atlántico implements the use of
discriminant analysis, which is a multivariate statistical model that aims to find the
linear combination of independent variables that best allows differentiating (discrimi-
nating) groups. Once found that combination (the discriminant function) be used to
classify new cases. In this case, determine which factors discriminate (differentiate) the
group of students who successfully complete an academic period (or a subject), the
group of students who unfortunately fail in the scope of achievements and finally do
not pass the academic period.

3.2 Methodological Proposal

Based on successful methodologies applied in [13, 14, 20], regarding data mining and
text.

The methodology is divided into four stages. The first, or preliminary, identifies the
academic space for which the software will be designed. During this stage, the nec-
essary information is collected to catalog and store the data.

From the second to the fourth phase, or simply creation, the construction of the
software is carried out following the five steps corresponding to the life cycle of a
software engineering project - analysis, design, development, implementation and
validation - taking into account it has three axes - knowledge, didactics and educational
materials [18].

In the analysis phase (phase 2), the current and desired state of the academic space
is determined in relation to the pedagogical, didactic and educational materials aspects.
In the design phase (phase 3) the models of knowledge and learning events are
constructed.

Phase 4 is subdivided into three, as follows: development phase, the software
architecture is established. Implementation phase the software elements are located on a
platform. Finally, in the validation phase, it is sought to identify technical, pedagogical
and communication errors with the purpose of making the pertinent corrections [20–
22]. The methods belonging to the phases of the project are detailed below.

Phase 1. Identification of patterns: The data for this phase of the project are
obtained from university admission tests, among other tests, this constitutes the primary
source of information. In the data, it is common to find, for example, the socioeco-
nomic information of the student and his family, information of the school and the
results obtained in the test [17].

It is recommended to use admission data of at least 3 consecutive years, in order to
identify student behavior patterns in a general way at a specific stage for the physical
region where the university and the university are located. It should be noted that the
study is not comparative but rather recognition and validation of patterns.

For the above, data mining will be used making use of the PHP and MySQL
platform that is open source. Large data can be stored in the Cloud.
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The processing will be done according to the following steps [23]:

• Prediction: development of a model that can infer a variable from the combination
of available data.

• Grouping: find datasets that are grouped naturally, separating the complete set into a
series of categories.

• Mining relationships: discovery of relationships between variables.
• Discovery through models: modeling a phenomenon through prediction, grouping

or knowledge engineering, is used as a component in a future prediction or rela-
tionship mining.

• Data distillation: the data is distilled to allow a human to quickly identify or classify
properties of the data.

Phase 2. Analysis of the teaching - learning process: Mining of texts will be used
for the extraction of information that allows to determine successful methodologies that
have been applied in other universities of the region to obtain positive results in the
teaching - learning process.

The first part of this phase will be the gathering of information, which will include:

• Interviews with teachers from universities and colleges with outstanding results in
the teaching - learning process.

• Analysis of teaching platforms, example, Moodle.
• Analysis of documents linked to educational models of selected universities and

colleges.
• Design of experiments related to the teaching-learning process.
• Analysis of studies conducted by state institutions.

The second part will be text mining, which will be processed using the KDD
software, the PHP and MySQL platform that is open source. The large data will be
stored in the Cloud, the information processing steps are shown below:

(I) Identification of data of origin and linking of data - This component will collect
the data raised during the first part of phase 2. In addition, the data will be linked
logically.

(II) Loading and cleaning data - This component will load the data into a SQL
Server database.

(III) Data summary - To streamline the performance of the query, the data can be
summarized based on the results of phase 1.

(IV) Extraction of information: consists of consultation operations to transform the
data in order to improve the extraction and retrieval of information.

(V): Interactive visualization: this component interacts with the front-end of the
system that communicates with the query module to recover knowledge of the
database.

Each component will consist of sub-components and processes. However, each
component makes an intelligent framework, providing management capabilities and
users to create predictive intelligence by detecting patterns and relationships.

Phase 3. Knowledge Data Discovery: This phase is to link successful method-
ologies to student patterns to facilitate the teaching - learning process through
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Knowledge Data Discovery (KDD). The above will be applied to the results obtained in
phase 1 and 2, adapting the analysis to the patterns of the students of the university
under study.

The KDD process is structured by a series of steps initiated by the selection,
preparation, cleaning and formatting of the data according to the patterns analyzed, this
stage is known as pre-processing, then the stage of data mining intervenes which has as
its task to search and discover hidden patterns in the databases based on the use of some
algorithm to be implemented, passing to the last stage of evaluation, where the validity
and reliability of the acquired knowledge is determined, that is, the patterns they must
be valid and of high impact for the end user. The methodology to be applied will be
based on [2, 3]. See theoretical framework for a more detailed explanation. For reasons
of confidentiality, mathematical models used in its KDD software are not detailed [20].

Phase 4. Development, implementation and validation of software: Develop an
initial prototype using open source Hadoop software. That allows to generate patterns
on groups of students of the university under study, and to associate methodologies of
success to them. In order to facilitate the teaching-learning process. The above in two
sub-phases.

Phase 4a. Software Architecture Design.

1. Choice of Reference Architecture

• Discuss the most appropriate possible styles and patterns that give the support
required to achieve the desired quality attributes.

• Basing on Reference Architectures recognized by both academia and industry.
• Recognize the size of the target application.

2. Assignment of components
Its objective is to define the main components that will comprise the design. The
reference architecture defines the communication patterns in general for the
components
It is also sought:

• Identify how the components conform to the patterns
• Identify the interfaces and services that each component supports in order to
• Validate the allocation of responsibilities of the components
• Identify dependencies among them
• Identify the candidate parts of the architecture to be distributed on several

servers.

Phase 4b: software development and validation.
The development includes the following software modules, making use of Hadoop:

• Data linkage
• Data loading and cleaning
• Data summary
• Information extraction
• Interactive visualization Query module.
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The prototype must be validated with students of the first semester of the university
under study. Following up over two semesters.

3.3 Validation of Methodological Proposal

To achieve the objective of the research, in accordance with what the Delphi Method
poses in its theoretical postulates [8], the two human groups in charge of validating the
designed instrument were formed, in this case the coordinating group and the group of
experts. The first consists of the members of the research group of the university that
leads the project, and the second by 20 experts in big data.

Table 1 shows the result of the calculation of the competence coefficient of the
experts, highlighting the 10 whose score reached medium and high level.

The criteria used were: functionality, replicability, clarity, consistency, cost-benefit.
At the end of the Delphi method, the percentage of consensus among the experts was
90%, which according to [3, 24] is optimal.

4 Conclusions

The methodology allows to identify:

• Analysis of socioeconomic, demographic, family, gender patterns, etc. of the
selected students.

• Analysis of the teaching-learning process for a sample of universities in the region
under study.

• Association of student patterns to successful teaching - learning methodologies.
• Prototype of facilitation tool of the teaching-learning process based on pattern

recognition through big data.

Table 1. Competency coefficient of experts

Expert Knowledge
coefficient (Kc)

Coefficient of
argumentation (Ka)

Competency
coefficient of experts
(K)

Assessment

1 0.9 0.9 0.9 Alto
2 0.8 0.7 0.75 Medio
3 0.8 0.8 0.8 Alto
4 1 1 1 Medio
5 0.85 0.85 0.85 Alto
6 1 1 1 Alto
7 1 1 1 Alto
8 0.9 1 0.95 Alto
9 0.75 0.9 0.83 Medio
10 0.9 0.9 0.9 Alto
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The aim of the tool is for universities to make use of ICT so that, for example, a
teacher can access the different student patterns and receive indications on which
teaching-learning methods to apply on the patterns or what is the methodology that It
has the highest probability of success in the teaching-learning process of its course in a
specific academic section. In turn, the student before enrolling in a course can obtain
recommendations, making use of the application, on which teacher is best suited to
their learning style. The tool over time will be more accurate for a given student and
teacher given the results of their evaluations.
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Abstract. This article aims to propose a model that manages the knowledge within
organizations which are in the adaptation to industry 4.0 through tools that allow using
competitive and comparative advantages according to the environment such as Big
data, because these organizations are in a framework of large information flows, thus
the technological solutions to analyze this huge amount of data will be key for the
development of companies within this new market situation. To structure the model,
we have considered some research conducted on this subject finding those aspects and
fundamental tools in the process of knowledge management which are adapted to
companies that want to venture into industry 4.0.

Keywords: Knowledge management · Industry 4.0 · Internet of things
Big Data

1 Introduction

Changes in economy have emphasized the importance of knowledge management for
the sustainability and competitiveness of organizations, nowadays industries expect to
maximize their use and creation of knowledge value, that is why more companies
recognize the importance of this intangible asset, they conduct their business strategy
into knowledge management [1] so they can flexibly confront the changing environment
with their technological developments.

To begin to cover the management of knowledge in the 4.0 industries, it is important
to know the industrial context in which we immerse ourselves with the elaboration of
this article: the fourth Industrial Revolution is the destiny towards which the deep digital
transformation we are immersed in. Information and communication technologies are
increasingly advanced and more disruptive and there is no doubt that all sectors of
society will be affected sooner or later by its impact. An impact that will be very positive,
because it entails, among other advantages, that any process be carried out more easily
than ever and there is where organizations have to turn their business strategy [2].

Industry 4.0 implies a revolution where industrial processes integrate computer tools
that facilitate the handling of data and related information as well as their transfer and
interpretation [3], because the mechanisms previously used for the storage of that infor‐
mation are restrictive at the time of handling large volumes and limiting companies when
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it comes to have this information according to their needs and specific characteristics,
nowadays data presents great variations and ambiguities linked to the interconnectivity
of global systems, so new technologies and tools allow the management of this infor‐
mation to be transformed into knowledge. [4, 5].

This kind of industry is based on tools that require new professional skills that will
allow the development of new business models such as: internet of things (IoT), cloud
computing, augmented reality, Big Data. [6, 7] The last two are of great importance
because it is where the products in process, the components and the machines collect
and share data in real time that can be used in the prediction of faults, improvement of
manufacturing and in decision-making processes [8].

Therefore, one of the pillars of the new industrial revolution is Big Data, which
transform the business environment and the way of managing digital information from
the analysis and management of large amounts of massive data, allowing the collection
of valuable information from different systems and processes to optimize them, prevent
problems and implement improvements that increase efficiency among other things [9].

Although it is true that in the recent past the conception in practice of knowledge
management was limited by having only traditional techniques of analysis for internal
data of the company (business intelligence), now with Big Data the cycle of the knowl‐
edge is complete by enabling the analysis of external data which allows organizations
to strengthen competitiveness and ensure industrial leadership by promoting the exten‐
sive use of technologies by consolidating the excellence of the scientific basis for the
creation of value from Big Data and facing not only revolutionary manufacturing
processes also the products thanks to their potential to create new business models based
on extreme personalization, the creation of “virtuous cycle” that relates customer to
supplier through the product [10].

On the other hand, knowledge management within companies is the implementation
of research and training models in areas related to Internet of Things (IoT) and Internet
of Services (IoS) that influence the value chain to support processes of industrial produc‐
tion and manufacturing [11]. Thus, the formation and study of information technologies
implies a necessary action to guarantee the acquisition of knowledge and the develop‐
ment of competences and aptitudes within the organization that make possible to face
the needs of this paradigm based on the acquisition of knowledge that traditional
approaches provide but linking to our object of study the variables and externalities of
current systems [12].

Knowing how to manage the flow of information is the path of organizations, which
will allow them to identify the preferences of consumers and people in order to have the
ability to anticipate their decisions to adapt their business strategy.

2 Conceptual Framework

The great advantage offered to companies in the management and access to large banks
of information is the early interpretation of favorable conditions or not, that allows them
a degree of flexibility and adaptability to the environment; therefore, this research is
focused on current models related to this topic. However, no specific criteria were found
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based on and applied to companies that are dabbling into knowledge management
models through intelligent solutions such as Big Data, the majority of the investigations
cover generalities of the companies mainly focused on these aspects:

• Analysis of the existing knowledge inside the company
• New acquisition of knowledge for the company
• Structuring knowledge for the use of the company
• Communication of new knowledge to collaborators
• Establishment of knowledge inside the company

Based on the above, the following models were identified, from which an abstraction
was made of the most relevant aspects for the construction of the proposed model
(Table 1):

Table 1. Relevant characteristics of the main knowledge management models. (Source: Own
development based on the different authors named).

Model Components Main aspects
Intangible assets model [13] Financial focus It bases its argument on the importance of intangible assets,

supported by the great difference between the value of shares
in the market and their book value. It is composed of three
main items: People Competences, Internal Structure and
External Structure

Customer focus
Human focus
Process focus
Focus on innovation and
development

Dow chemical model [14] People competences It is based on the process of measurement and management
of intangible assets and the impact they have on financial
activity. It is structured in three fundamental axes: Human
Capital, Organizational Capital, and Client Capital

Internal structure
External structure

Knowledge management
assessment tool model [15]

Leadership It is focused on the acceleration of the flow of relevant
information to the organization (horizontal and vertical) the
individual and organizational responsibility of knowledge
management. It is based on the Organizational Knowledge
Management model where six processes are identified:
Creation, Identification, Collection, Adaptation, Application
and Knowledge dissemination

Culture
Technology
Measurement

EFQM excellence model
[16]

Leadership It is based on the principles of Total Quality Management
and bases its development on the self-evaluation of
organizations as a method of continuous improvement. It is
made up of two groups of criteria: “Facilitating Agents” that
refer to what the organization does and how it does it and the
criteria group “Results” that account for the achievements
obtained by the organization with respect to all the groups of
interest (clients, workers, society) and in relation to global
objectives

Strategy
Structure
Processes
People
Results

Nonaka Y Takeuchi [17] Tacit and explicit knowledge It is based on the mobilization and conversion of tacit
knowledge and the creation of organizational knowledge
against individual knowledge. Implementation of
organizational conditions and application of the knowledge
cycle through socialization, externalization, combination
and internalization

Knowledge application cycle

Triana et al. [18] EFQM excellence model Relevance of Knowledge Management for continuous
improvement proposing a model of excellence that manages
and interacts with stakeholders, approaching information
and communication technologies

ICT
Management and
stakeholders
Continuous improvement
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On the other hand, through the previous research were found failures in the appli‐
cation of possible model for the knowledge management that fits in industry 4.0, there
were missing relevant criteria such as the capture of data through technologies (sensors,
automated systems) that allow the exchange of information between products and intel‐
ligent systems in order to allow the storage of massive data in the cloud, the data treat‐
ment through intelligent solutions which facilitate the adaptation of this data into mean‐
ingful knowledge which must be acquired, developed and transferred within the organ‐
ization, These mentioned missing items are incorporated in the proposed model of this
article taking into account the characteristics of Industry 4.0, some of which are:

• Constant adaptability to the demand.
• Customized service.
• Design, production and sale of products in less time.
• Addition of services to physical products.
• Creation of production series more efficient.
• Taking advantage through multiples channels (CMS, SCM, CRM, FCM, HRM, Help

desk, and social media, IoT) in order to analyze and use information in real time [19].

Due to these characteristics Industry 4.0 is involved in an environment with several
axes to which it is articulated:

• Big data and Analytics.
• Cloud Computing.
• Cyber security.
• Robotics.
• Internet of things.
• Simulation.
• Augmented Reality.
• Horizontal and vertical Integration [20].

However, the real challenge is not given by the integration of all this axes, instead
it will be focused in people who lead digital transformation processes within organiza‐
tions in order to manage information obtained from technological solutions which is
converted in transferred knowledge to the entire firm, this is where the importance of
tools such as Big Data lies.

Big Data usage has helped to manage information from suppliers, clients, operations,
etc., which can not be processed or analyzed using traditional processes or tools due to
the huge volume of information, besides, it has data variety that comes from industrial
equipments, mobile devices, sensors etc., which can measure and communicate the
positioning, vibration, temperature, etc., so the applications can analyze this data in a
fast way in order to achieve right information in the exact moment. These are the main
characteristics of an opportunity for Big Data [21].

Many organizations face the dilemma about what information must be analyzed,
however the real one should be focused about what problem needs to be solved, although
there are a great variety of Big Data types, it can be classified as is shown below (Table 2):
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Table 2. Relevant characteristics of Big Data types. (Source: Own development based on
reference [21]).

Big data types Components Main aspects
Web and social media Clickstream data It includes content web content

and information which is
obtained from social networks
like Facebook, Twitter,
LinkedIn, blogs, etc.

Twitter feeds
Facebook postings
Web content

Biometrics Facial recognition Biometric information that
includes fingerprints, retinal
scanning, facial recognition,
genetics, etc.

Genetics

Machine to machine Utility smart meter readings It refers to technologies which
allow connections between
devices. M2M uses devices
such as sensors that capture a
particular event (speed,
temperature, pressure, etc.)
which transfer information
through wired, wireless or
hybrid networks to other
applications in order to
translate these events into
meaningful information

RFID readings
Oil rig sensor readings
GPS signals

Human generated Call center voice recordings Type of Information which
comes from people in several
amounts, for example, a phone
call, voice notes, emails,
electronic documents, medical
studies, etc.

Email
Electronic medical records

Big transaction data Healthcare claims It Includes billing records, in
telecommunications call detail
records (CDR), etc. These
transactional data are available
in both semi-structured and
unstructured formats

Telecommunications call
detail records
Utility billing records

3 Model Proposal

A knowledge management model is proposed for companies that seek to be successful
within the industry 4.0 through the use of tools such as Big Data that orients its structure
and business strategy to the strengthening of intellectual capital and its intangible
resources in the hands of the Technological advances that allow generating a competitive
advantage, as companies are currently made up of hybrid systems where the knowledge
acquired from personnel is related to the data collected from the machines that generate
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a degree of complexity of the information when multiple connected devices are included
in the production process, so the next model is proposed (Fig. 1):

Fig. 1. Proposed model for the incorporation of Big Data in Knowledge Management oriented
to Industry 4.0 (Source: Own development (Authors))

3.1 Knowledge

Knowledge is the organizational pillar since it is a starting point for the implementation
of this and any other model, knowledge will allow the development processes for the
organization which should have the interest and desire to manage and improve their
activities and products/services. In other words, if companies has access to real data will
have access to large sources of information and development of knowledge within it,
for this reason Big Data have a big value in current organizations and focuses the efforts
on the strategic activities of companies that allow them to generate an added value, as
the accessibility to information in real time gives companies capacity of response in
periods of less time.

3.2 Internal and External Recognition

It is composed of the next phases:

Organizational Recognition Processes
For the first phase it is important to recognize degree of company maturity for allows
identify different characteristics such strengths and weaknesses in order to consolidate
strategies for incorporation of new technologies and development in their processes
according to the portfolio of products/services. Furthermore, organizational culture and
staff participation involve a significant factor since they must be fully informed, be aware
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of the importance of development, understand its operation and tend towards the
incursion into Industry 4.0.

Part of knowing the organizational processes of companies is to identify the own
characteristics and the interactions between each agents involved in order to establish
strategies which promotes the flow of information associated with them. This is where
organizations must be prepared to handle large amounts of information that every day
reflect an exponential increase.

Environmental Recognition
It consists of identifying the aspects of environment are relevant to companies or projects
that is being carried out, according to different conditions, for example at a macroeco‐
nomic, technological or political level, which present variations over time requiring
constant updates of information in a precise and timely manner to be able to make deci‐
sions and establish flexible models; likewise, analysis of the groups of interest allows
knowing the level of relationship and integration between potential actors with greater
synergy within the organizations. An intense collaboration on the part of partners,
suppliers and customers for the development of products and services is fundamental in
the process of adapting the strategies that guide the company towards new technologies
following the advances of the industry 4.0.

3.3 Knowledge Management

Data
It consists of the application of new digital technologies in the collection of data that
later becomes information for the company. Such tools as robotics, artificial intelligence,
IoT, among others; they allow the capture of data in real time with a high level of preci‐
sion and facilitate communication between different devices, generating opportunities
to improve the products and processes of the organization.

Database Processing
The great volume of information implies the collection and constant treatment of the
data thrown by the automated processes and the information obtained from the experi‐
ences and knowledge of each of the workers looking for alignment between the infor‐
mation management and the corporate objectives. In this stage the extraction of knowl‐
edge from the organization becomes absolutely necessary given that knowledge
management through tools such as Big Data, Cloud Computing and Simulations stream‐
lines information flows and simultaneously provides new data sources.

Information
After the acquisition and processing of the data, the flow of information collected is
transferred to the organization, allowing the organization to identify its strengths and
weaknesses according to its processes and staff interactions.
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3.4 Information Aspects

Completed Digitalization
It consists in the evaluation of the viability and feasibility of the complete or quasi-
complete automation of the productive processes from digitization, design interaction,
planning, engineering, production and logistics.

The firms must have a minimum infrastructure in information technology and
communication as a basis to store, share and disseminate the results of the different
models, as well as progressively move towards complete digitalization throughout its
transformation and incursion into technologies such as Big Data and IoT, where the
flow of data is continuous along the vertical value chain allowing direct control of
processes, machinery through CAD model tools, ERP and MES integration, among
others things.

Cyber Security
This factor must be present from the start to the end of the value chain since knowledge
is going to be our business strategy and this must be protected in terms of reliability,
integrity and availability of information to avoid the of information. Seamless data,
plagiarism and improper use.

Information Integration
This factor must be present from the start to the end of the value chain since knowledge
is going to be our business strategy and this must be protected in terms of reliability,
integrity and availability of information to avoid the loss of information. Seamless data,
plagiarism and improper use.

Flexibility
In this industrial age, organizational rigidity does not allow continuous improvement
and organizational change, therefore the flexibility seen from the production chain will
allow the customization of the productive processes towards the client, allowing the
integration of the same and the loyalty towards the company.

Decision making in real time implies a differentiating factor for companies that
struggle to continue in the market, making them more competitive and faster than the
rest of the time.

3.5 Applied Knowledge

Innovation and Development
It includes the exploration and exploitation of new technologies in R + D + i manage‐
ment. In terms of exploration, it involves the development of new models or applications
that allow the exchange of knowledge and, in terms of exploitation, it focuses on the
optimization of operations through the use of new digital technologies, in order to facil‐
itate monitoring and making decisions to the organization.

Continuous Improvement: The continuous improvement in this phase seeks the inte‐
gration of recognition processes of the organization and the environment in order to
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identify how external agents can affect the internal factors of the organization. It is in
this item the flow of information from market interactions penetrates the company in
order to generate organizational changes that allow it to maintain competitive advan‐
tages in relation to changes in the environment.

The Big Data Analytics allows information management collected from the envi‐
ronment with a high degree of speed and accuracy, which provides the organization with
tools to make decisions in real time and with a high degree of assertiveness allowing
them to improve continuously through the development of the same tool.

Horizontal Integration
This factor seeks to improve and include in the process management of companies, all
external agents who has direct contact with it. Thus, the integration of suppliers and
logistics servers imply a source of information that must be collected and processed by
the company. In this phase the validation of information and the accuracy of the data
become relevant in the process of recognizing the externalities of organizations.

Continuous Learning: Kind of communication and information flow within the
company which facilitates knowledge management, there are important factors to
consider for the process of continuous learning, these factors refer to teamwork, personal
and collective vision and systemic thinking.

Teamwork provides greater synergy within the organization facilitating compliance
with activities; the personal and collective vision provide the guide for the construction
of a global vision in order to accomplish collective objectives. Finally, systemic thinking
includes the organization as a dynamic and changing system where it can be influenced
by different factors.

4 Model Validation

The validation was made by experts, the aim was to estimate the reliability and viability
of the model in order to evaluate its impact and applicability, through a group of judg‐
ments made by people with a wide knowledge in the subject, judgments were oriented
to the individual aggregation, which is to obtain information from each expert without
they have any kind of contact, link or relationship [22].

The expert judgments were assigned as two different points of view, the company
view and the academic view with the participation of teachers specialized in the topic.
At first, was identified the specific knowledge level in the research topic for each expert
through a series of carefully designed questionnaires, after, the estimate of the expert
competence “k” coefficient was done; it was compared with the relation between the
common core of issues obtained from the opinions of the group of 15 experts with the
highest “k” coefficient greater than or equal to 0.8, indicating a high level of influences
from all sources.

Each of the experts examined the model, providing scores and feedbacks of every
single step and phase of the model, evaluating the topics, tools and relevance for each
phase. The conclusion for the validation results was favorable from the two perspectives,
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considering is very relevant in terms of knowledge management and intelligence
solutions for this kind of industry.

5 Concluding Remarks and Future Work

It is important to point out that through the development of the “Model for the incor‐
poration of Big Data in Knowledge Management oriented to Industry 4.0” we found that
it implies the integration of several components which together make the necessary
environment to analyze huge amount of data that will be converted into knowledge,
which must be managed and transferred within the organization in a framework of
adaptation to the technological advances in order to generate innovation processes and
to redirect the business strategy into knowledge economy.

On the other hand, the technological advances are main aspects within of the organ‐
ization, however nowadays the real challenge for companies is to focus efforts to
generate flexible processes which encourage the creation, transfer and retention of
knowledge so the companies can take advantage of its intangible assets which incorpo‐
rate added value to the production processes through tools or models such as the one
developed which was validated by experts from different points of view: the company
view and the academic view, all of them agree about the relevance of the model on
knowledge management through intelligent solutions, its applicability, the fulfillment
of its purpose and its coherence were right.

For the applicability of this model is necessary to consider the particular character‐
istics of the company involved because of the maturity level defines the time, resources
and scope of the model.
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Abstract. The following article shows an architecture proposal that can be
adopted by smart energy suppliers for the management of the information, this
due the result of the investigation about different applications and tools offered
by the Big Data, which contribute to the creation and management of the Internet
of Things (IoT) technological infrastructure, mainly in topics like Smart Cities
and industry 4.0, as well as the satisfaction of different needs that this topics
present, like the efficient management of the resources, among them the energy
resources, giving entry to the Smart Energy. Because of this, an architecture
proposal for the information and data related to the smart resources consumption
management is presented, identifying the agents and key factors that interact in
it.

Keywords: Big data · Industry 4.0 · Smart cities · Smart energy · IoT

1 Introduction

Nowadays, the world is immersed in the industry 4.0, known as the fourth industrial
revolution, which is based in the implementation and management of both physical and
cybernetic systems [1], interconnecting the physical world through new technologies
like IoT, mobile solutions, cloud computing, business intelligence and Big Data anal‐
ysis [2].

Thanks to IoT, it is possible talk about scenarios in which the connectivity and the
computational capacity extend to objects of everyday life, allowing them generate,
exchange and consume different kinds of data without the need of human interven‐
tion [3].

Due to the emergence and implementation of this technologies, and starting from
the fact that in the XXI century the cities have all the crucial subsystems of the living
organisms: structural skeletons, several layers of protective skin and artificial nervous
systems [4], it transcends from the concept of “digital city” to the concept of “Smart
City”, that is recognized as a geographical space or territory which is characterized for
the intensive use of technologies, with the objective of improve the life quality of the
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citizens and the sustainable development of the cities, under assumptions of collabora‐
tion an innovation. The concept of Smart City has been strengthened in the last decade,
presenting an interaction of social, political, economic and technological factors,
creating a sustainable model for cities, preserving the quality of life of the citizens [5]
and has taken importance at the moment of trace public policies worldwide [6], refor‐
mulating objectives and strategies focused in the economic growth, the management of
ICTs and the environmental protection [7, 8].

Given the above, and adding the interest of the governments in developing policies
and regulations aimed to the social conscience facing the environment protection well-
known technologies such as Smart Grids are implemented, which allow the demand of
energy management [9, 10]. Among these smart energy systems, can be identified
different types according to the type of energy which they work, including: smart elec‐
tricity grids, smart thermal grids and smart gas grids. The first one refers to electrical
infrastructures that integrate the actions of the users connected to it in an intelligent way
(suppliers and clients), in order to distribute the energy in an economical, efficient,
sustainable an safe way; the second one, refers to pipe connections in the buildings,
neighborhoods and even complete cities in such way that they can be served directly
from the plant, as well as the distribution of heating and cooling; the third one, refers to
gas infrastructures that can integrate the actions of the users connected to it in a smart
way, in order to distribute and stock the gas in an efficient, sustainable, economical an
safe way [11, 12].

In the following sections of the article, background investigation and a revision of
the literature about industry 4.0, Big Data, Internet of Things, Smart Cities and Smart
Energy will be presented. Later, the used methodology for the article elaboration will
be presented and then, the proposed architecture is presented. Finally, conclusions are
presented, and possible future investigations are disclosed.

2 Backgrounds

The Internet of Things is presented as a technological revolution that makes possible to
internet reach the world of physical objects, turning common things in smart objects
connected to the network [13]. It is possible to apply Internet of Things in different areas,
being some more feasible than others. Among the principal applications stand out home,
health, automotive, environment protection, Smart Cities and industry [14].

Nowadays, the enterprises are submerged in the framework of the industry 4.0, in
which a flexible production and the integration of the clients, producers and suppliers
is presented in a sustainable way [15]. In addition, in this new paradigm the factories
are highly automated and computerized, all their processes are connected and interact
between them and with external processes too [16]. Even so, the industry still using a
big quantity of non-renewable energy to carry out different productive processes and
generating a negative impact in the environment. Due of this, the concept of smart energy
takes force, in which all the factors that interact in production, distribution and energy
consumption processes get interrelate, looking for that the spending of energy resources
to be less and less without neglecting the necessities of the cities [17, 18].
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Another important factor to keep in mind, is the spending and exhaustion of the non-
renewable energetic resources [19], used in a big way by both households and industry.
This depletion of resources, and taking in account that almost the 100% of the activities
carried out by man require the use of energy, different types of renewable energy has
been raised, such as the solar energy and the energy produced by biomass [20] among
others, which have contributed to the construction and expansion of electric systems in
the countries, because they have a different environmental treatment compared to the
conventional energy sources [21]. In addition, different systems have been implemented
for the energy management in homes, using different applications of IoT [22], like
energy generation systems for self-consumption.

Taking in account all the factors mentioned above, an architecture proposal for the
management of energy in the cities is presented, implementing the Internet of Things
and the applications that it offers, in order to improve the energetic resources manage‐
ment trying to reduce the consumption of them With this proposal, it is intended to
manage different types of data in order to optimize the generation and distribution of
energy, as well as the reduction of consuming costs and thinking in the environmental
protection.

3 Methodology

In order to fulfill the objective of this article, information available in academic data
bases was consulted and studied making a review of the state of investigation literature,
focusing in the progress made in the topic. Initially, the importance and inclusion of
smart cities within the framework of industry 4.0 is argued, making emphasis in the
Smart Energy, presenting an introduction of it, together with the conceptualization about
its elements. Followed by this, the information cycle for the generation of the smart
energy is presented, together with an architecture proposal for the management of infor‐
mation for the develop of applications in the industry 4.0, where the elements, authors
and interested parts that compound the architecture are settled and explained. Addition‐
ally, a data analysis related to the energy consumption in a police station in Ricaurte,
Colombia is presented; this data is useful to show the reason why it is important the
implementation of the proposed architecture.

Finally, in the discussion and results section, advantages and disadvantages found
in the proposed architecture are shown, including final observations and future investi‐
gations.

4 Architecture Proposal

According to the investigation made, it can be noted that the industry 4.0 seeks that the
generation of energy to be smart, that is to say, self-function, self-sustainable and self-
configured, in order to generate social, environmental and economic benefits in the
places that use it [23]. At the moment that is possible to implement the industry 4.0 in
the generation of Smart Energy, one of the biggest challenges is the information
management [24].
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In Fig. 1, actors and elements that interact in the information management are shown,
information for the generation of Smart Energy, what allowed to stablish a general
information framework about the links inside the proposed architecture and in that way
determinate the different actors (smart meters, smart sensors, controllers, among others)
who perform the interactions in order to generate the information flow in the generation
of Smart Energy.

Fig. 1. Actors and elements of the proposed architecture interaction cycle. Source: authors

When Smart Energy is being generated, the information flow stars with the data
obtaining by smart sensors and smart meters, going through the cleaning and selection
of data in the Big Data processes and subsequently sending this information to the cloud
computing, where the machine learning provides the solutions for the generation and
distribution of energy.

The Fig. 2, shows the proposed architecture for the information management in the
generation of Smart Energy in the context of the industry 4.0, where three layers that
look for the integration of the different elements and actors are defined.

Below, the different components of the architecture are described, in order to stablish
an integral proposal, to cover the necessities of the suppliers and the clients of Smart
Energy at the time of joining the industry 4.0.
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Fig. 2. Architecture proposal for the management of information for the generation of smart
energy in the context of the industry 4.0. Source: adapted from [25].

4.1 Sensig Layer

Smart Meters: intelligent devices that will be employed to measure the energy
consumption, they collect information automatically and send it to the supplier of the
service. The smart meters allow to obtain precise information about the consumption,
and in that way the clients can have more precise invoices, as well as generate a control
in the quantity of energy supplied to the clients.

Smart Sensors: special smart sensors will be employed to capture information about
current weather conditions, in order to know if the supplier must increase or decrease
the energy offer according to these conditions. An example of this could be that if a
surge of heat strikes a city, the supplier most increases his offer, in order that the clients
can use different kinds of equipment like conditioned air.

Cloud Controller: it is a device which is responsible of send the data that is allowed
in the local storage to the cloud storage automatically. In the case of the proposed archi‐
tecture will be used the service of Amazon Web Services (AWS).

Sensors Controller: the controller is responsible of storing and executing the control
programs of the smart sensors and takes charge of maintain the desired information
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outputs within a range. For this task, controllers of Autonics Sensor Controllers (ASC)
will be used.

Data Bases: all the collected information must be stored, for this, will be used data
bases which can be accessed quickly and safely, employing databases both physical and
internal: the first ones, storing the information in the enterprise server, from which the
data is uploaded to the cloud and are modified in real time and the second ones being a
backup of this information that can be accessed without an internet connection.

4.2 Communication Layer

In this layer, the information will be received stored in the cloud and the obtained data
will be transferred to the supplier of energetic services, through the use of an external
application

Data Transfer: this element of the architecture seeks the relation between the commu‐
nication layer and the user layer, looks for all the information to be available at any point
of the cycle, and that this information is protected, avoiding data leaks through the digital
thread, this from the use of external applications intended to protect and distribute the
information in an efficient way.

4.3 User Layer

Supplier: in this layer, the supplier could observe the date obtained by the smart sensors
and the smart meters in an orderly manner. With the first ones, the supplier will know
the weather conditions in a determinate moment and with the second ones, the consump‐
tion rate of every single clients, in order to determinate the quantity of energy to offer.

Client: as well as the supplier, the client has the option of know the data thrown by the
smart meters, in this way, the client can know what his energy consumption has been
and the cost that it will generate.

Cloud Computing: the services of Amazon Machine Learning will be hired, which
allow access to the storage and software services at any moment, in any place through
an internet connection.

Machine Learning: for this proposal, the machine learning is supported over different
tools like: Flink and Kafka & Hadoop, as well as different technics that can be applied
to the suppliers.

Big Data: employing a PQA 824 device, which is endowed to obtain fast responses to
the requirements of different professional technical studies and verifications related to
the measurement and registration of different electricity grids. Through this device,
different data of the energy consumption of a police station was obtained, collecting data
of tension (individual phases of the three-phase connection, frequency, neutral and
average), intensity (individual phases of the three-phase connection and average) power
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(active energy, reactive energy and apparent energy), which were stored and processed
implementing different Big Data applications. The data storage was carried out in
HADOOP, and the data processing and search was done through SPLUNK and
APACHE SPARK.

5 Data Obtained and Analysis

Taking in account that the PQA 824 device gives a big quantity of data, data mining was
used to explore it and extract specific information, For this scenario, the information
selected was the average tension (in volts) for each phase of the three-phase connection
and the global average tension of the three days in the police station, taking in account
a voltage input between 110 and 120 volts (Figs. 3, 4 and 5).

Fig. 3. Average voltage in phase 1. Source:
authors

Fig. 4. Average voltage in phase 2. Source:
authors

Fig. 5. Average voltage in phase 3. Source: authors

During the three days of study, an uninterrupted power system (UPS) was used, a
BR700G built by Schneider Electric specifically, in order to reduce the consumption of
energy coming directly from the provider. The result of this implementation is shown
in the Fig. 6, which represents the global average of energy used by the police station
during the three days of study, where the high peaks correspond to the hours that the
UPS was not used, and the low peaks correspond to the hours that the UPS was working.
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Fig. 6. Average general voltage. Source: authors.

It can be seen that the implementation of the UPS generated a reduction in the
consumption of energy coming directly form the provider, being this a viable solution
looking for the reduction of costs associated to the energy consumption.

6 Conclusions and Future Work

The implementation of an architecture that allows the integration of information between
the different actors provides and advantage when it comes to the inclusion of the energy
in the industry 4.0 with the generation of Smart Energy, giving the cities different tools
and technologies focused in the reduction of consumption of energetic resources.

Nowadays, in the cities the need of protect the environment and start implementing
the use of clean and renewable energies is evident, as well as reducing the costs generated
by the consumption of it both in homes and industry and in the rest of human activities
that involve the use of any type of energy, for that reason, it becomes necessary to
implement strategies and architectures like the proposed in this article, in which
suppliers and consumers of energetic services get integrated, generating a sustainable
and friendly with the environment consumption.

The information cycle takes a fundamental role in the development of the architec‐
ture, for this reason it is necessary to protect the information, stablishing the correct
selection of technologies to use.

Thanks to the study carried out, it is evident that the implementation of different
technologies, as the used, represents a big step to reach the implementation of Smart
Energy in the communities, looking for a more efficient energetic resources consumption
and trying to make the waste of these resources the lowest possible, reducing consider‐
ably the costs associated to this consumption.

For future research, it must be take into account the security of the information, since
this is a fundamental factor for the efficient development of the architecture. It is impor‐
tant that the data both of clients and suppliers is protected and not easily accessible to
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anyone. At the same time, technologies offered by IoT must be standardized and articu‐
lated in order to allow the integration of all the elements.
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Abstract. This article offers an introduction to the Industry 4.0 and the supply
chain. It also identifies the different applications in the technologies of infor-
mation (TIC) sector, the Internet of Things (IoT) and some emerging tech-
nologies related to Industry 4.0 in the supply chain. Starting with a state of the
art focused on companies in general, the research methodology is detailed as
well as the scope of what has been achieved and its current evolution. An
important aspect of the Industry 4.0 are the consequences or impact that its
application has had in the supply chain and pave way for its placement in
Colombia. Data shows that it has been barely applied in the country and the
different reasons that explain such context will be discussed. Finally, the
implementation strategy for small and medium-sized companies is presented, to
diagnose the needs of this and propose solutions based on industry 4.0 that
would solve them.

Keywords: Supply chain � Industry 4.0 � IoT � Process optimization

1 Introduction

Nowadays, communication in our environment is possible through internet-based
networks which allow the interaction of sensors and network connectors. These
communication and interaction outlets have allowed the development of new appli-
cations which offer innovative services or evolved versions of the existing services,
which is the starting point of an extensive chain of value that encompasses research and
development up to technology-based services [1].

Industry 4.0 is dabbling into the supply chain and of the main reasons is that the
industrial sector overall has the priority to accelerate its processes, operations and other
links. The aftermath of the fourth industrial evolution has allowed companies to
automate and boost the speed of the process in general [2]. Companies must be open to
changes and must restructure themselves swiftly and precisely in order to satisfy the
needs of their clients.
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2 Methodology

For the elaboration of this article, different bibliographic databases were consulted such
as IEEE Explore, Science Direct, Cengage, Engineering Village and Scopus; The
keywords used in all databases were Supply Chain, Internet of Things, Industry 4.0,
Optimization and Automation. Additionally, relevant articles were consulted, current
news, publications in academic magazines such as the magazine of the Mining Faculty
in the Universidad Nacional de Colombia, SpringerLink, European Research of
Company Management and Economy.

Furthermore, different search engines were used such as Google Scholar, Mende-
ley, Google Books, among others. Within the sources of interest, the most relevant
topics were established by searching the main characteristics of the topic.

3 Introduction to Industry 4.0

In this field, there has been some research and one of the researchers named Bauer
states that competitiveness has its base in flexibility since this is reflected on shorter
deadlines, diversity in the demand and customization of the product which gives birth
to the term Industry 4.0. To reach this state, industrial processes were involved in the
so-called industrial revolutions. The first one occurred between the 18th and 19th
centuries which introduced mechanical aspects into the production process by using
steam and hydraulic energy.

The second industrial revolution took place at the end of the 19th century as electric
energy and production began to strengthen the industry giving way to scheduling and
task organization leading to efficiency. The third revolution came in the 1970s with the
appearance of electronics and information technologies. These technological advances
allowed the automation of production processes. Finally, the fourth revolution is cur-
rently underway which has consolidated the production through technological, infor-
matics and communication processes with reduction in the expenses and greater
efficiency.

In 2015, Blanchet stated that the fourth revolution has allowed some sectors to
change more rapidly than others. Given the previously mentioned communicative
processes, it is important to highlight that higher efficiency is related to production
elements linked to the internet. This is how the concept of Industry 4.0 emerges. “The
fourth industrial revolution is not defined by a set of emerging technologies per se, but
instead by a transition to new systems that are built over the infrastructure of the
(previous) digital revolution” quoted from Schwab, executive director of the World
Economic Forum (WEF) and one of the main enthusiasts of the revolution.

It can be evidenced that Industry 4.0 was derived from two important aspects. In
2014, Lasi considers that there are aspects which are extremely related to the society
and the economy. This can be explained by the fact that shortening production and
transportation times is a competitive advantage which is essential to companies.
Flexibility is another important factor since it enables the customization of the client’s
needs in terms of the product. By offering this service, the interest of the client on the
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company is increased but to work on this aspect it is crucial that the machinery of the
production process can effectively adapt to changes and modifications [3].

4 Introduction to the Supply Chain

The supply chain is a set of interrelated processes that can be grouped in to two large
areas: evolution and planning [4]. It is a set of functional activities that are repeated
many times over the productive flow channel in order to convert raw materials into
finished products. Value is thereby added to the product for end user [5]. The man-
agement of the supply chain uses advanced technology, information management,
operational research and organizational planning with the purpose of correctly pro-
gramming and controlling factors to better produce and deliver the products and ser-
vices to satisfy the customer [6].

5 Scope

Currently, the term Industry 4.0 is gaining momentum in all the practices and tools that
it encompasses. Technology is the driving force of the supply chain and many tech-
nological mechanisms are available [7]. Technological tools allow the companies to
automate functions in order to eliminate redundancies and costs, generate information
that support management plans as well as the tasks of execution, evaluation and
connection of people’s skills and experience.

The Internet of Things (IoT) offers the possibility to learn and interact with
machines through different tools and devices such as sensors, actuators, screens,
software and other systems connected to the internet [8]. The implementation of IoT
systems can perfectly integrate the cybernetic world with the physical world and has
led to crucial changes that have powered human interaction with the digital world [9].

It is no secret that current business, production and other types of models tend to
disappear since it is not always clear what must be reinvented or what needs to be
modified or updated in the working model that has been used for a long time. Models
that manage to survive will have infinite benefits in the future in terms of costs, speed,
performance and other vital factors throughout the supply chain.

The supply chain has included the fourth industrial revolution which allows useful
tools to evolve, develop and be potentiated such as the visibility of the inventory in real
time, the input of purchases, the state of the exits from the inventory, the operational
movements, the sudden flaws which will lead to a faster response to both the client’s
needs and the operation. The standardization and improvement of some processes can
be achieved as well as the creation or organization of new links [10].

This strategy seeks to align the operation and generate more control that is accurate
and opportune with the purpose of predicting flaws and long-term improvements [11].
The intellectual capacity and technology have improved the supply chain through dif-
ferent tools that let companies capture the voice of the client. Communication throughout
all the stages of the supply chain enables the reaction to the needs with a flexible pro-
duction, automated storage and process optimization and automation [12, 13].
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Some of the most used tools and media (TICs, GPRS technology, RFID, low-power
networks to sense in palettes) are labeled as smart and can be considered alternative
modern processes that emerge from the need to handle a large amount of products and
information flows [11]. The inclusion of new technologies such as robotics, the Internet
of Things, nanotechnology, artificial intelligence and 3D printing are generating an
important shift worldwide [14].

The automation and optimization of many processes through new technologies will
progressively reduce the functions performed by mankind with machines that are faster
and more productive. This is more attractive in terms of investment and offers eco-
nomic benefits. Currently, this means that we are building the future. The convergence
of a large number of new materials, developments, robust software, faster connection
networks, efficient processes and Internet-based services is changing the industry [1].
The industry 4.0 also called the fourth industrial revolution is known for implementing
robots and integrating them to cyber-physical systems with the purpose of achieving a
radical transformation. These advances and changes over different methodologies have
led to the creation of smart factories [15].

The fourth industrial revolution poses a new challenge for organizations that need
to adapt and continue to be supported on a digital transformation. If this challenge is
not adequately faced, the company could be left out of the market as it was seen in
previous technological revolutions [16].

6 Consequences and Impact

Companies should profit from market analysis to improve their supply chains and
attend the user demand since customization of products requires a strong connection
between the sales department and production capacity. The planning systems that
include technology from Industry 4.0 should break down the demand to improve the
visualization of the supply chain throughout the different links with the purpose of
detecting the possible incidences caused. The impact is hard to dimension since these
technologies are having an impact on a global scale in the social, economic, political
and work aspects. The real consequences will arise as time passes on [10]. The fourth
industrial revolution has had real consequences nowadays due to the implementation of
new technologies and systems that have allowed the development of new industrial and
commercial applications which entails direct and indirect consequences that fall on the
employee.

A relevant aspect is the human factor and which is the most important asset in a
company and no change would be possible without it. Although there is a strong focus
on technology, highly-qualified professionals are still necessary to plan, control and
develop all the processes. It is important that the companies allocate a part of the
investment into the integral formation of the employee so that the teams working inside
a company are prepared to face the needs of a market that changes every day [1].

According to the International Labor Organization (ILO), the unemployment rate
measures the percentage of the population in working age that does not have a job, but
is “available and looking for” employment [17] (Fig. 1).
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The organization estimates that the number of people unemployed worldwide will
surpass 201 million with an additional increase foreseen of 2.7 million in 2018 [18].
This situation is notably related to the companies seeking to reduce operation and
process times as well as other variables that replace manpower. Hence, this imple-
mentation can be detrimental since robots could do the same tasks that people currently
do; the robot can even replace one or more persons because he does the job while being
faster and cheaper.

The WEF discussed this matter last year when a report was presented in Davos that
argued that the digitalization of the industry will suppose the disappearance of 7.1
million jobs and the creation of another 2.1 million for 2020 [19]. To combat this effect,
it is necessary that employees are better trained in target areas of the industry 4.0 which
means that some skills need to be added and potentiated. There are learning factories
that contribute to guide the path to new production trends as the industry 4.0 [20].

7 Implementation in Colombia

In Colombia, the last few years have seen an increase in the interest for the connectivity
of the country with the rest of the world. In 2009, the Communications Ministry of the
Republic of Colombia became the Ministry of Information Technologies and Com-
munications (ITC) according to Law 1341 or TIC Law which is the entity in charge of
designing, adopting and promoting policies, plans, programs and projects in the sector
of Information Technology and Communications. Its functions include to increase and

Fig. 1. The unemployment according to the International Labor Organization (ILO). Taken from:
https://datos.bancomundial.org/indicador/SL.UEM.TOTL.ZS?end=2017&start=1991&view=
map
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facilitate access to all inhabitants of the national territory to the ITC and their benefits
[21]. Next, the scheme represents the relation between the general relation of the digital
ecosystems with different focuses that are evidenced in the country. The users,
infrastructure, services and applications are considered (Fig. 2).

One of the plans of the Ministry of ITC is the “Live digital” (“Vive digital” in
Spanish) strategy which, seeks that the country takes a great technological leap through
the massification of the internet and the development of national digital ecosystem. In
spite of this plan and other policies that have been implemented in the country, the
efforts haven’t been sufficient. The increase in the ITCs in the country has been slow
and globalization forces Colombian companies to compete with the rest of the world,
so the process must be accelerated. To achieve this, the public, private and academic
sectors must emphasize their efforts in moving on to Industry 4.0 in Colombia [21].

In the country, the strategy has just begun to interact with the industry. In some
cities such as Bogotá and Medellin, the technological and industrial breakthrough is
more noticeable. In 2013, Medellin participated in the “City of the year” contest and
won recognition to being the most innovative city in the world which establishes a
precedent in Colombia [22].

The transportation, communication and services sectors are the most advanced in
the implementation of the Industry 4.0 technology which has generated new strategies
to give answer to the clients. In the country, some companies can be recognized for
implementing industry 4.0 such as Uber, Emermedica and financial entities. Most of
the companies have implemented web platforms which allow users to carry out more
processes through the network. A large amount of applications has been developed

Fig. 2. Ecosistema digital. Adapted from: http://www.mintic.gov.co/portal/vivedigital/612/w3-
propertyvalue-19438.html
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which allow the interaction between people and information that is found online such
as Waze and Google Maps.

It is important to highlight that the country has not profited from new technologies.
Innovation is clearly scary and there is always a resistance to change. This is a common
problem in the country and companies do not want to revolutionize or branch out into
new digital tools [19]. In Colombia there are already a number of companies that have
focused their efforts on the implementation of Industry 4.0, sectors such as mining, oil,
water treatment plants and manufacturing, have discovered the benefits of the correct
implementation of the Industry 4.0, this is the case of Kaeser Compressors which is in
the ranking of the 20 most innovative companies in the world in Industry 4.0 according
to the Internet of Things Institute.

Industry 4.0 is growing in the country but due to limited technological conditions,
the companies that wish to implement it must face great challenges. However, there are
companies that have implemented different technologies throughout the supply chain
and have better positioned themselves in the market. They can serve as a guide to new
companies although logistic advances are expected in the following years that allow the
implementation of the strategy in Colombia.

Finally, the logistic improvement efforts need different focuses. Not only must there
be concern on the country’s logistic infrastructure but there must also be an emphasis
on the communication processes and interactions with the client as well as the decision
making based in their requirements and demands so that commercial relations are not
lost.

8 Proposed Implementation

In Colombia, industry 4.0 has had very little application due to most companies being
small or medium-sized. There are diverse factors that support this behavior in the
country. One of them is the lack of information, knowledge and tools that directly affect
technological and industrial development.

It is detrimental that industry 4.0 has not been implemented in Colombia because its
application and implementation could contribute to solving many inconveniences and
problems of the national companies. Hence, the following methodology is proposed to
diagnose the needs of the small and medium-sized companies and propose solutions
based on industry 4.0 that would solve them.

1. Determine the issues to solve in the company as well as the critical processes that
need improvement, work flow, etc.

2. Determine the main objective to reach with industry 4.0. Some examples are:

– Regulate and optimize the flow of materials
– Improve the security of the processes
– Improve the level of availability of the materials

3. Determine the technologies to implement according to the activities of the company
and the desired goals. To achieve this, the studies carried out on the matter can be
considered. The following table suggests some technologies for each productive
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sector. The selection of the technologies should be based in terms of the costs of
acquisition, installation and maintenance to adjust the implementation budget.

4. Determine the informatics system that will register the data and process the infor-
mation obtained with the implementation of industry 4.0.

– The information should be stored in the cloud
– Determine the staff in charge of the interpretation of the information

5. Determine the sectors and departments of the company that would be affected by
the changes that will be implemented since the collaborators of these areas must be
educated on industry 4.0 and the technologies that will be implemented as well as
its benefits (Table 1).

Table 1. Suggested industry 4.0 technologies for each activity sector

Activity Technologies
Sensors RFID Beacons Augmented

reality
3D
printer

GPS Other

Agriculture, cattle raising,
forestry and fishing

X X X X X

Extractive industry X X
Manufacturing industry X X X X X X
Supply of electric energy, gas,
steam and air conditioning

X

Water supply, residue
management, sanitation and
decontamination activities

X

Construction X X X
Retail and wholesale
commerce, engine-based cars
repair

X X X X X X

Transport and storage X X X X X
Hostelry X X X
Finance and insurance X X
Professional, scientific and
technical activities

X X X

Management and assistance X X X
Public administration and
defense, social and mandatory
security

X

Education X X X X
Social services and sanitary
activities

X X X X

Art, recreation and
entertainment

X X X X

Other services X X X X
Home activities X X X

Adapted from: MARTÍ, D. L. P. (2016), Análisis de Casos de Estudio sobre Industria 4.0 y
Clasificación según Sectores de Actividad y Departamentos Empresariales.
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9 Conclusions

The fourth industrial revolution is not an easy challenge but it can become the
opportunity for organizations to immerse themselves in the digital era. Industry 4.0
should focus on the distribution, storage and implementation of technologies that
facilitate the flow of information throughout the supply chain to satisfy the customer
needs.

It is important to consider the climatic and geographical conditions of the country
offer a relevant scenario for the correct development of the labors of the supply chain.
All of this suffers from modifications as institutions and government entities solve the
failures in the infrastructure derived from the inefficient use of resources to improve
access routes, ports, etc.

Industry 4.0 in Colombia is a field that has not been widely developed so its study
and application must be motivated by the companies and the academia. One of the
fields of study is the logistics and the immersion in the supply chain and other pro-
ductive processes.

As a final aspect, it is noteworthy that the implementation of Industry 4.0 allows
companies to have faster responses, more standardized distribution channels and clients
more satisfied with the products and services that they offer. This will potentiate the
country’s productive sector in a considerable manner.
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Abstract. Taking Guangzhou as an example, the calculation formula of low
carbon transport has been improved by calibrating the energy consumption coef‐
ficient in this paper. On this basis, the annual transport carbon emissions of
Guangzhou from 2011 to 2015 based on the statistical data has been calculated.
At the same time, the transport carbon emissions in 2015 based on the data of
Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model has been also calculated in this paper. By
comparing these two kinds of calculation method, calculation method based on
the data of Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model can measure the carbon emission
of cross boundary transport and the carbon emission of small passenger cars more
accurately. This method is also easier to measure the carbon reduction caused by
the transfer of individual transportation to intensive transportation. Finally, it is
concluded that the calculation method based on the Guangzhou Traffic Planning
Model data source is more suitable for the study of carbon reduction in micro
level transport.

Keywords: Low-carbon · Transport · Model · Calculation · Guangzhou

1 Introduction

Transport is one of the three big city concentrated sectors of greenhouse gas emissions
besides industry and construction. Vehicle emissions are known to be a major contrib‐
utor to air pollution, and the GHGs that China’s on-road transportation sector emitted
was 618 Mt of carbon dioxide (CO2), which is approximately 2% of global fossil fuel
CO2 emissions with the number of vehicles having increased 23 times since 1990 [1–
3]. For the study of urban transport carbon emissions, emission prediction, carbon
reduction potential analysis and low-carbon transport planning are all based on the
calculation of carbon emissions. Carbon emissions in the transport sector are measured
by carbon emissions from activity level of mobile sources, that is, vehicles, ships, and
aircraft [4]. Urban transport is a complex system involving roads, tracks, water transport
and air transport, including domestic traffic, external traffic and transit traffic. Energy
types cover oil, electricity, gas and new energy sources. Therefore, the carbon emissions
in the transport sector has always been one of the most important contents of the urban
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carbon emission measurement research, which generally includes the top-down algo‐
rithm and the bottom-up algorithm. The top-down algorithm is the calculation method
based on the fuel consumption. It is difficult to obtain the consumption of different types
of energy due to the different energy statistics in different cities. However, the bottom-
up algorithm is based on the calculation of various vehicle activity levels. Carbon emis‐
sions are calculated by the activity intensity of the vehicles and unit energy consumption,
which is currently a commonly used method to calculate urban carbon emissions in
cities, especially when calculating the annual carbon inventory. The emissions for the
three most developed regions of China—Beijing–Tianjin–Hebei (BTH), the Yangtze
River Delta (YRD) and the Pearl River Delta (PRD)—were calculated by Lang et al. [5],
Fu et al. [6] and Lu et al. [7], respectively. Similarly, Huo et al. [8] calculated the average
emissions factors (units: g/km) in China for CO, VOCs, NOX and fine PM (PM2.5) for
the period between 2000 and 2012. There are still two key problems in the bottom-up
algorithm. One is to calculate the boundary emissions, the other is to obtain the activity
intensity of the vehicles, and the way of obtaining activity intensity of the vehicles will
also affect the boundary emissions calculation. In this paper, we calculate annual trans‐
port carbon emissions of Guangzhou from 2011 to 2015 by obtaining the activity inten‐
sity of vehicles, ships, and aircraft based on statistical data sources, and calculate the
activity intensity of vehicles, ships, and aircraft based on the Guangzhou Traffic Planning
Model data of Guangzhou in 2015 to obtain the transport carbon inventory. By analyzing
and comparing two calculation methods, the paper puts forward the problems, trends
and research directions in the calculation of urban transport carbon emissions.

2 Methods

2.1 Urban Transport Carbon Emission Estimation

Transport carbon emissions calculation is related to vehicle emission factors and activity
data. Vehicle type of urban transport is mainly divided into cars, buses, taxis, motorcy‐
cles, large passenger buses (highway passenger transport), large trucks (highway freight
transport), subway, railway passenger transport, railway freight transport, air passenger
transport, air freight transport, waterway passenger transport, waterway freight trans‐
port. The calculation model is as follow:

E =

∑
a

Fa × Qa × EFa × 10−9 (1)

Where E is the greenhouse gas emissions of mobile source, in units of kg; F is fuel
consumptions, in units of kg or m3; Q is average net calorific powers of fuels, in units
of kJ/kg or kJ/m3; EF is emission factors, in units of kg/TJ; a is the type of fuels, such
as gasoline, diesel, natural gas and so on.

Among them, the fuel data can be obtained from the vehicle activity data:

F =

∑
i,j
[Vi,j × Si,j × Ci,j] (2)
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Where F is Total fuel uses, in units of L, kg, m3; V is the number of vehicles; S is the
number of miles traveled by each vehicle with a fuel, in units of km; C is average fuel
consumptions, in units of L/km, kg/km, m3/km; i is the vehicle type; j is the fuel type.

Since vehicles can generate carbon emissions across regional boundaries, resulting in
large errors in carbon emissions estimates and the difficulty of comparisons, GPC defines
three accounting scopes for all mobile sources to distinguish the emissions inventory, as
shown in Fig. 1. Among them, Scope 1 refers to direct energy consumption within the
boundaries of cities such as domestic cars, buses and motorcycles; Scope 2 refers to the
consumption of indirect energy in the urban area, such as the electricity consumption of
urban subway and intercity orbit; Scope 3 is urban but emissions outside urban borders,
such as roads across urban boundaries, airlines, waterways. The city carbon inventory
generally refers to the city’s annual carbon emissions. Two estimations should be provided
accordingly, including a basic emissions inventory (Scope 1 and Scope 2) and an expanded
emissions inventory (Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3).

Fig. 1. Sources and boundaries of city-scale GHG emissions [4].

2.2 Energy Consumption Calibration

At present, Guangzhou basically popularizes LPG buses and taxis. In this paper, referring
to the relevant literature, the energy consumption of LPG buses driving 100 km is about
62 L and the energy consumption of LPG taxis driving 100 km is about 11.5 L. The energy
consumption coefficient of other vehicles refers to the same type of vehicles in China, the
specific values are shown in Table 1. It is worthy of noting that the energy consumption
coefficient of highway passenger transport compared with the reference has been reduced
due to the better vehicle performance in the past ten years. Refer to the energy consump‐
tion ratio of railway and highway freight transport, the energy consumption of railway
passenger transport is set to 50% of highway passenger transport. Similarly, the energy
consumption ratio of waterway and rail freight transport [9], the energy consumption of
waterway passenger transport is set to 10% of railway passenger transport.
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Table 1. Energy consumption coefficient of all kinds of vehicles in Guangzhou.

Vehicle type Energy consumption coefficient of Guangzhou
Ton of standard coal
equivalent (TCE)

Gas or fuel
consumption (L/
100 km)

Electricity
consumption
(KWh/100 km)

Taxi —— 11.5 [10] ——
Bus —— 62 [11] ——
Subway —— —— 264.9 [9]
Highway passenger
transport

0.1210 TCE/104 passenger-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Highway freight transport 0.7263 TCE/104 ton-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Railway passenger
transport

0.0605 TCE/104 passenger-
kilometer

—— ——

Railway freight transport 0.4552 TCE/104 ton-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Air passenger transport 1.020 TCE/104 passenger-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Air freight transport 5.1807 TCE/104 ton-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Waterway passenger
transport

0.0061TCE/104 passenger-
kilometer

—— ——

Waterway freight transport 0.0450 TCE/104 ton-
kilometer [12]

—— ——

Car —— 8.8 [13] ——
Motorcycle —— 2.0 [13] ——

2.3 Emission Factor Calibration

According to the energy statistics of Guangzhou, the emission factor of standard coal
in Guangzhou is 2.4567tCO2e/TCE. According to the “General Principles for Calcula‐
tion of Total Production Energy Consumption” [14] and the “Guidelines for The Compi‐
lation of Provincial Greenhouse Gases” [15], the emission factors of CO2 emissions
from various modes of transportation in Guangzhou are listed in Table 2. Subway, tram
and other types of transport are supplied by China Southern Power Grid. The power
consumption per unit is about 0.3316 kgce/KWh and carbon emission factor would be
7.14 tCO2e/104 KWh.
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3 Transport Carbon Estimation Based on Statistical Data

3.1 Vehicle Activity Data Acquisition

The data of activity are obtained from the relevant statistics of transport sector in the city
statistical yearbook. The activity data of the highway, railway, aviation and waterway are
the rotation volume of passenger and freight transport. The airports and ports are generally
located in the peripheral areas of cities and the transport distance is long. Therefore, the
transport of highway, railway, aviation and waterway are included in the Scope 3. Urban
passenger and cargo terminal station of Guangzhou is generally located in the central urban
area. Therefore, carbon emissions from road passenger and freight transport are included
in the Scope 1 and included in the basic emissions inventory.

According to the Statistical Yearbook of Guangzhou and the Annual Report of
Traffic Development in Guangzhou City, the activity data of various vehicles from 2011
to 2015 in Guangzhou are shown in Table 3. Among them, the annual average Vehicle
Kilometers of Travel (VKT) of a car is 13575 km [9]. According to the questionnaire
survey, the annual average VKT of a taxi and a bus in Guangzhou is 128510 km and
77194 km, respectively. And the annual average VKT of a motorcycle is 7613 km [16].

3.2 Carbon Estimation Based on Statistical Data

Based on the emission estimation of various vehicles, the expanded emissions inventory
(Scope 1, Scope 2, and Scope 3) of carbon emissions in the transport sector in Guangzhou
increased from 50.14 million tons in 2011 to 76.8 million tons in 2015 with an average
annual increase of 11.29%, which is shown in Fig. 2. Among them, air passenger trans‐
port and highway freight accounted for the largest proportion, accounting for 44.41%
and 19.44% of the total carbon emission in the transport sector in Guangzhou, respec‐
tively. In the modes of transportation, the waterway freight transportation has the largest
growth rate with an average annual growth rate of 43.69%, followed by highway
passenger transport and highway freight transport with an average annual growth rate
of 13.51% and 13.10%, respectively. The basic carbon emissions (Scope 1 and Scope
2) in the transport sector in Guangzhou increased from 16.53 million tons in 2011 to
24.86 million tons in 2015 with an average annual increase of 11.7%, which is shown
in Fig. 3.

Table 2. Energy consumption emission factors of Guangzhou transportation.

Fuel type Average net
calorific power
(kJ/kg)

Converted into
standard coal
(kgce/kg)

CO2 emission factor
(kgCO2/kg)

Gasoline 43070 1.4714 2.9251
Kerosene 43070 1.4714 3.0179
Diesel 42652 1.4574 3.0959
Fuel oil 41816 1.4286 3.1705
LPG 50179 1.7143 3.1013
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Fig. 2. The expanded carbon emission inventories for transport sector of Guangzhou from 2011
to 2015.

Table 3. Statistics of main transportation tool in Guangzhou from 2010 to 2015.

Vehicle type Unit 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 Scope
Taxi Number (104 veh) [17] 1.94 1.99 2.14 2.13 2.24 Scope 1

Bus Number (104 veh) [17] 1.14 1.19 1.24 1.36 1.40 Scope 1

Subway Annual operating mileage (108

vehicle-kilometer) [18]
1.93 2.11 2.30 2.50 2.47 Scope 2

Highway
passenger
transport

Rotation volume (109

passenger-kilometer) [19]
51.96 62.09 69.79 79.28 86.05 Scope 1

Highway freight
transport

Rotation volume (109 ton-
kilometer) [19]

51.73 62.43 69.39 78.04 84.34 Scope 1

Railway
passenger
transport

Rotation volume (109

passenger-kilometer) [19]
40.50 40.78 44.28 45.84 45.09 Scope 3

Railway freight
transport

Rotation volume (109 ton-
kilometer) [19]

24.06 22.42 21.82 19.03 17.75 Scope 3

Air passenger
transport

Rotation volume (109

passenger-kilometer) [19]
95.22 104.36 113.16 124.62 135.49 Scope 3

Air freight
transport

Rotation volume (109 ton-
kilometer) [19]

3.27 3.79 3.95 4.61 5.13 Scope 3

Waterway
passenger
transport

Rotation volume (109

passenger-kilometer) [19]
0.24 0.24 0.22 0.23 0.19 Scope 3

Waterway
freight transport

Rotation volume (109 ton-
kilometer) [19]

207.02 405.16 571.06 761.62 797.77 Scope 3

Car Number (104 veh) [17] 136.5 151.7 159.0 165 181 Scope 1

Motorcycle Number (104 veh) [17] 45.3 37.9 31.3 25.9 18.2 Scope 1
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Fig. 3. The basic carbon emission inventories for transport sector of Guangzhou in 2011–2015.

4 Transport Carbon Estimation Based on Traffic Model Data

4.1 Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model

After the development of nearly thirty years, Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model has
formed a four-level system covering regional models, city level models, traffic distri‐
bution models and bus models, as shown in Fig. 4. Among them, the traffic distribution
model uses 1,600 partitioning systems to allocate six types of vehicles, including four
types of individual transport modes (passenger cars, buses, taxis and motorcycles) and
two types of freight transport (light-vans and heavy trucks). The coverage of the model’s
information base extends from central Guangzhou to Guangzhou-Foshan metropolis
circle and even to the entire Pearl River Delta region. The 2005 resident travel survey,
the Sixth National Census in 2010 and a new round of resident travel survey in 2017
have gradually enriched the database, which covers population distribution, employment
distribution, residents travel characteristics. This can provide a solid foundation for
carbon accounting model.

4.2 Treatment of Transboundary Traffic by the GPC Urban Activity Rule

Global Protocol for Community-Scale GHG Emissions (GPC) proposes to measure the
level of traffic activities based on the results of Origin-Destination (OD) distribution of
urban activity. This method divides the cross-border traffic (Scope 3) in the city into
four types (travel from the inner city to the external city, travel from the external city to
the inner city, travel from the external city to the external city with a stop in the inner
city, travel from the external city to the external city with a direct cross-border in the
inner city) according to the difference of the OD and the path. GPC proposes the calcu‐
lating way of cross-border traffic, which puts the carbon emissions of both starting and
destination city into estimation, based on the principle of 50% of the average distance
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traveled. For the target cities of carbon emission estimation, for cross-border traffic that
travels less than 50% of the total mileage within the urban boundaries, within this 50%
traffic excursion, the portion of a traffic excursion that occurs within a city boundary
belongs to Scope 1, whereas the rest occurring outside the boundary belongs to Scope
3 (as shown in Fig. 5, trip 1). For cross-boundary traffic with a distance greater than 50%
of the total mileage in the urban border, 50% of the total mileage is included in the urban
carbon emission of Scope 1 (as shown in Fig. 5, trip 2), and the excess mileage is
excluded from the carbon emission calculation (Part A in Fig. 5). Transit traffic (i.e.,
neither the destination nor the destination is in the target city for measuring) is excluded
from the emission calculation in Scope 1, which is not included in the basic carbon
emission inventory.

Fig. 5. Allocation method for cross-border traffic activities.

Regional model City level model

Traffic distribution 
models Bus model

Fig. 4. Diagram of Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model.
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Due to the limitations of conventional statistical system, it is difficult to distinguish
urban transboundary traffic with statistical data. However, using traffic model can further
refine the carbon emissions calculation of cross-border transport according to the urban
activity approach proposed by GPC.

4.3 Traffic Planning Model Data and Carbon Emissions Estimation

The calculation method based on the model data input is mainly reflected in the detailed
study of the road transport for the basic emissions inventory. Taking the traffic of
Guangzhou in 2015 as an example, based on the level of traffic activity in urban city,
Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model is fully utilized to obtain the average VKT of
different types of vehicles in the central city, the suburb, the outer district, which is
shown in Table 4. The whole network of motor vehicles kilometers traveled is
100.72 million vehicle-kilometers, 30.4% of which are in the central city, 49.0% in the
suburb and 20.6% in the outer district. Based on the bus model of Guangzhou Traffic
Planning Model, the daily average passenger traffic of the subway is estimated at
6.59 million passengers, with a rotation volume of passenger of 77.1 million passenger-
kilometers. The daily average passenger traffic of buses is 7.08 million passengers, with
a rotation volume of passenger of 40.29 million passenger-kilometers.

Table 4. List of road traffic and vehicle kilometers by regions.

Vehicle
type

Central city Suburb Outer district
OD volume
(PCU/day)

Vehicle-
kilometer
(pcu.km)

OD volume
(PCU/day)

Vehicle-
kilometer
(pcu.km)

OD volume
(PCU/day)

Vehicle-
kilometer
(pcu.km)

Minibus 3012491 21064700 2625002 28944027 776376 6652872
Coach 416177 3836021 493213 5872489 151778 2324143
Taxi 723191 3515415 316466 1669714 39915 125024.9
Motorcycle 0 0 332185 1750816 333045 2331439
Light-vans 33537 408923 227888 3361984 196286 2798220
Heavy
trucks

109190 1823612 427307 7706474 287934 6533916

Table 5. Carbon emission inventory for transport sector of Guangzhou in 2015.

Vehicle type CO2 emission (104 tons) Proportion

Taxi 44.37 3.26%
Bus 111.82 8.22%
Highway passenger transport 444.33 32.64%
Highway freight transport 351.22 25.80%
Subway 46.65 3.43%
Motorcycle 5.64 0.41%
Car 357.13 26.24%
Total emission 1361.16 100%
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In 2015, Guangzhou’s total carbon emissions were 13.61 million tons, as shown in
Table 5. The total carbon emissions decreased by 11.25 million tons as compared with
the estimates based on statistical data input.

5 Results and Discussion

A. The method based on the model data can be used to calculate the cross-boundary
traffic carbon emissions more accurately
Judging from the results of the two methods, highway passenger and freight transport
are both the most important part of carbon emissions of Guangzhou, and is the sector
with the greatest potential for carbon reduction in urban transport. Since the carbon
emissions from highway passenger and freight transport are most affected by the urban
boundary problems, the difference between these two methods is the largest. The carbon
emissions of highway freight transport based on model data are less than the emissions
based on statistical data, while the emission of highway passenger transport is exactly
the opposite, as shown in Fig. 6. This shows that the statistical data can not specify the
rotation volume of passenger and freight traffic within the urban boundaries, and even
the statistical method and scope of passenger and freight transport are not certain,
resulting in large errors in the estimation of carbon emission. The calculation method
based on the Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model data can solve the problems above
easily and is therefore more suitable for calculating carbon emissions of transport sector
in neighboring cities, especially in the urban agglomeration of Pearl River Delta region.

Taxi Bus
Highway
passenger
transport

Highway
freight

transport
Subway Motorcycle Car

by statistical data 74.70 111.82 255.79 1504.96 46.65 6.24 486.06

by model data 44.37 111.82 444.33 351.22 46.65 5.64 357.13
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Fig. 6. Calculation results of the two methods.

B. Method based on the model data can make carbon emissions of passenger car
more refined
By using the Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model data, the average VKT of minibuses
in a region with distinct traffic characteristics in the central city, suburb and outer district
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of Guangzhou can be obtained. Therefore, the carbon emission of minibuses in different
district can be calculated and the carbon emissions of transport sector would be more
refined. Carbon emissions of passenger cars also have a great reduction potential. At
present, Guangzhou has adopted a restricted policy for new car purchasing, but the
demand management of cars in the future is still an important part to reduce the carbon
emission. The carbon emission calculation method by areas even by sub-district would
be easier to decompose the city’s carbon emission target into the administrative manage‐
ment system in the future, so as to promote the city in the low-carbon transport construc‐
tion to establish a gradual improvement of the implementation mechanism.

C. Method based on the model data is easier to calculate the carbon emission
reduction by mode transfer
Carbon emissions from subway and bus estimated based on statistical data can only
measure their annual carbon emissions. In the context of continuous improvement of
low-carbon incentive mechanism, the shift from individual transport to low-carbon
intensive transport mode needs more specific calculating methods and estimates the
emissions of carbon reduction. Therefore, the model-based method will be more suitable
to estimate micro-level carbon emissions.

6 Conclusions

Based on the bottom-up algorithm of carbon emissions calculation, the extended emis‐
sion inventories (Scope 1, 2 and 3) and the basic emission inventories (Scope 1 and 2)
of transport carbon emissions in Guangzhou in the recent 5 years was calculated in this
paper. At the same time, based on GPC by defining the scope of carbon emission inven‐
tories, the basic carbon emission inventories of transport sector in 2015 was calculated
using the Guangzhou Traffic Planning Model. The results of the two methods both reflect
that transport sector is the key field and direction for carbon emission reduction. It also
reflects the need for more accurate and refined carbon emission estimates. The method
based on model data is more suitable for micro-level carbon emission calculation.
Therefore, it is worthy of further studying the method for calculating urban carbon
emissions.
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Abstract. The inherent need to optimize production processes allows the
generation of new knowledge that allows companies to achieve new horizons in
terms of efficient management of productive resources, this study allowed to
achieve a new advance in the efficiency of the pre-painting process, where the
search focused on the maximization of the hardness of the paint on the metallic
surface and the minimization of the percentage of solids in the paint, and by
means of the application of a D-Optimo experimental design based on restric-
tions, it was determined that the Process variables: Monomer, Interlacer and
Resin have a statistically significant relationship both with the hardness of the
paint layer and with the percentage of solids in the paint. The optimum hardness
values achieved are above the restriction imposed by the company to maintain
the Knoop hardness value above 25, in the same way it was possible to achieve
that the percentage of the solids found is below 30%, This being the minimum
value desired by the leaders of the process.
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1 Introduction

Metal sheets with pre-painted metal coatings have been successfully used for many
years with different purposes in all sectors of industrial activity [1]. Although it is
considered a modern and innovative product, the coating of coils was already used in
the thirties to improve the process of production of blinds in the United States. But its
use expanded worldwide until the nineties, thanks to the advantages offered by the film:
greater strength, durability, ease of processing and application.

Pre-painted steel in recent years has become, together with glass, the favorite
materials of designers and architects for the fascinating advantage they offer the world
to reinvent color, beauty and functionality everyday objects.

The Pre-painted Steel sheet, produced by the company (where the research was
developed) under the reference of the ASTM A755M standard, is a versatile product
with technical and economic advantages, which combines the properties of Galvanized
Steel with the protection of an additional organic coating, hence its high participation in
the development of the industry. However, at present the company wishes to optimize
the formulation for the total coating of the steel sheet roll intended for pre-painting. The
purpose of the steel production and marketing company is to reach new markets in the
maritime and mining sector, where the environments are highly aggressive with
products made of steel and the requirements on the part of the clients are even more
specific as regards the resistance to corrosion, without losing the mechanical strength of
the visual appeal generated by a pre-painted sheet. Currently, the products offered in
pre-painted line are not made with these hostile contexts in mind. Therefore, the
company in its continuous improvement is in the search for greater flexibility in the line
of pre-painted in particular that the sheets are maintained with a Knoop Hardness above
25 HK, and that the percentage of solids is find below 30%. However, in a first attempt
to control these variables, the paint layers were raised, because of the poor adherence
between the zinc substrate and said layers or films of paint, once dry. Process engineers
attributed the problem to the fact that low molecular weight organic acids or other
compounds aggressive to zinc are produced in the drying process of the paints, which
react with it to produce salts or soluble compounds of this metal in the paint interface.
Substrate. Additionally, it is argued that paint films are regularly permeable to mois-
ture, over time the dissolution of these zinc compounds is produced, which results in
the film separating from the substrate and the release of the film from the substrate.

Bruno in 2008 [2] developed a study of pre-painted steel in building roofs in
Argentina that has a great climatic variety, which demands a high performance of
painted material. The evaluation of weathering resistance is carried out using outdoor
exposure, which requires long test times. The objective of this work was based on
postulating a mechanism for the degradation of paints in steels correlating the physical
and chemical changes generated in the open air with those of accelerated tests, to select
the one that allows a more adequate estimation of the performance in short times. The
analysis shows that the degradation of the paint on the roofs in weathering is due to the
effect of UV radiation and hydrolysis of the polymer, with the formation of new oxidril
bonds and water absorption. This analysis methodology seems to be adequate for the
early detection of failures of this type of material.
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Morales in 2010 [3] developed a research using the design of experiments based on
the Taguchi methodology, which shows that solvent-based coatings continue to offer
significant performance advantages in the majority of industrial applications. The
solvent-based steel sheet painting technology is also the only way to formulate certain
high-quality architectural coatings where leveling is required. The author notes that the
disadvantages of solvent based coatings are not related to their performance, but to the
environment. The experiment design technique was used under the Taguchi method,
with an orthogonal L9 arrangement; and the optimum combination of the raw materials
was obtained, in turn a coating was achieved with minimal variability, greater
robustness and quality; in addition to this, the number of trials was reduced, guaran-
teeing savings in cost and time.

2 Methodology

For the development of the project in search of the adequate and satisfactory solution to
the proposed problem and to fulfill the proposed objectives, the phases described below
were carried out.

Phase 1: Characterization: During this phase, a diagnosis of the current and his-
torical operating conditions of the company’s pre-painted steel line was developed
and information gathered about the relationships between the constants, variables
and parameters that govern the process.
Phase 2: Determination of controllable factors and restriction equations of the pre-
painted process. This phase of the investigation consisted in establishing the control
factors and the restriction equations of the pre-painted steel line, in order to focus
and intensify the studies towards the components that require it and to restrict the
proportions in the controlled factors with a view to optimization of the response
variable.
Phase 3: Experimental design: An experimental D-optimal mix design based on
constraints was applied to allow the identification and analysis of a region of a
response surface, on the hardness and percentage of solids, making use of the
simulation technique using a statistical software (Statgraphics Centurion XVI) that
allows to select the optimum conditions of operation of the process.
Phase 4: Multiple Regression Model: an adjusted multiple regression model was
developed to characterize the response surface found through the statistical soft-
ware, with the purpose of identifying feasible zones based on the hardness and the
percentage of solids in the pre-painted steel line.

3 Results

Adams in a study that he developed in the year of 1994 [4], mentioned that the D-
Optimal designs are experiments that minimize a quantity related to the volume of a
common confidence region for the regression coefficients of the estimated model to
describe the relationship between the experimental factors and the variable responses.
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One of the advantages of implementing this design is flexibility, since it is a group of
the “best” design points selected when the number of experimental runs in the original
design is reduced or expanded.

Next, the approach is shown and the results obtained in the application of the D-
optimal experiment design are analyzed in the company’s pre-painted process. All the
experiments were performed on pre-painted sheets, with a sheet thickness of 0.5 mm
and a sheet width of 1000 mm. The considerations made for the development of the
experiment are the following:

1. The hardness of the pre-painted sheets can not exceed 25 Knoops. X� 25
2. The percentage of solids in the pre-painted sheets is below 30%. Y � 30
3. Monomer A, applied must have a ratio between 5 and 25.

Thus, 5�A� 25
4. Interleaver B, implemented should be in a range of 25 to 40 ratio. Therefore,

25�B� 40
5. Resin C, used is in proportion of 50 to 70 Therefore, 50�C� 70
6. The total coating of the mixture is given: AþBþC ¼ 100

In research or experimentation, one must always resort, in the first instance, to the
choice of the sample size to be covered and subsequently treated, which will allow
obtaining reliable data from a statistical point of view with which the hypothesis will be
verified.

Fig. 1. Schematic D-Optimo design.
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It was established that the results of the experiment should have a significance (a)
of 0.05 (5%) corresponding to a confidence level (1 − a) of 95% (0.95). It is noted that,
for this level of confidence, Za has a value of 1.96. Also, for a b value equal to 0.20
(20%), there is a Zb of 0.842. The expected minimum yield (W) will be 70%; that is to
say, it is expected to obtain an efficient mixture that maintains the hardness and the
percentage of solids of 70% with respect to the initial values of monomers, interlayer
and resin used. Therefore, the minimum number of observations, samples or replicates
analyzed is shown in Eq. 1:

n ¼ W �W2 � Zb þ 1:4Za
� �2

W2 ð1Þ

Where:
n = Minimum number of samples, observations or replicas to be made in the study.
Za = Value corresponding to the level of confidence assigned (Risk of committing

a type I error).
Zb = Value corresponding to the statistical power or power assigned to the test

(Risk of committing a type II error).
W = Minimum expected performance, minimum expected efficiency or minimum

observable difference.

n ¼ 0:70� 0:702 � 0:842þ 1:4 1:96ð Þð Þ2
0:702

¼ 6 ð2Þ

Therefore, the sample size is approximately 6. Additionally, and with the approval
of the working group, four additional runs were performed to verify the lack of
adjustment and 4 replicas of these runs were made in order to provide an estimate of the
pure error.

To increase the precision of the experimental design generated, since increasing the
sample size reduces the margin of error of the inferential analysis made from the
experimental design. Statgraphics Centurion XVII, used the vertices, the centers of the
edges, the global centroid and the verification runs (the points located halfway between
the centroid and the vertices) as the candidate points (See Fig. 1). With the coded and
natural variables established, the corresponding hardness and percentage of solids
measurements were carried out for each experiment applying the data scrambling
criterion [5, 6].

Initially Table 1 shows the estimated effects of the complete model for hardness
(Knoop). This table shows the results of adjusting different models to the data in
Hardness. The average model is formed only by the constant [7, 8]. The linear model
consists of first-order terms for each of the components. The quadratic model adds cross
products between pairs of components. The special cubic model adds terms that
involve three-component products. The cubic model adds other third order terms. Each
model is shown with a P-value which tests whether that model is statistically significant
when compared to the average square of the bottom term. Normally, a more compli-
cated model with a P-value of less than 0.05 would be selected, assuming that the
confidence level is 95.0% [8, 9]. According to this criterion, it seems that the average
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model is adequate for the data. The model currently selected is the quadratic model as
referenced in Table 2.

Similarly, the analysis for the percentage of solids was developed as shown in
Tables 3 and 4. In this it is shown that the quadratic model is the one that best adapts to
the conditions of the processed data. This is verified by observing the P-value is less
than 0.05, assuming that it works at the 95.0% confidence level.

Table 1. Estimated effects of the complete model for hardness (Knoop)

Source Sum of Squares Gl Square Medium Reason-F Value-P

Half 8600,64 1 8600,64
Linear 29,4431 2 14,7216 0,37 0,6997
Quadratic 248,43 3 82,8101 3,48 0,0704
Cubic special 4,0787 1 4,0787 0,15 0,7072
Cubic 61,4051 3 20,4684 0,65 0,6207
Error 125,0 4 31,25
Total 9069,0 14

Table 2. Results of the full hardness model

Model ES R-square R-square Ajd.

Linear 6,31675 6,29 0,00
Quadratic 4,8796 59,33 33,91
Cubic special 5,16036 60,20 26,09
Cubic 5,59017 73,31 13,26

Table 3. Estimated effects of the full model for % solids

Source Sum of Squares Gl Square Medium Reason-F Value-P

Half 15255,2 1 15255,2
Linear 2928,88 2 1464,44 9,85 0,0035
Quadratic 1366,96 3 455,653 13,56 0,0017
Cubic special 3,40879 1 3,40879 0,09 0,7730
Cubic 138,62 3 46,2068 1,46 0,3523
Error 126,864 4 31,716
Total 19819,9 14
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Continuing with the results of the experiment, Table 5, which refers to the analysis
of variance (ANOVA) for the measured hardness, this table shows an analysis of
variance for the currently selected quadratic model. Since the P-value for this model is
greater than or equal to 0.05, there is no statistically significant relationship between
Hardness and the components, with a confidence level of 95.0%.

On the other hand, in the case of the percentage of solids we have that since the P-
value for this model is less than 0.05, there is a statistically significant relationship
between% Solids and the components, with a confidence level of 95.0% (See Table 6).
Additionally, the R-squared statistic indicates that the model, thus adjusted, explains
94.1744% of the variability in % Solids.

All of the reliability tests were performed for the model, it was proved that the
residuals follow a normal distribution with an average close to zero, in addition to the
homocedsaticity of variance of the errors with respect to the significant factors, position
of the data and value predicted.

Finally, after checking the statistical assumptions, it is desired to analyze the
response surface obtained and its optimization. Tables 7 and 8 show the combination of
factor levels, which maximizes Hardness and minimizes the percentage of solids
respectively over the indicated region. Clearly, it is noted that the optimal hardness
values are above the restriction imposed by the company to maintain the Knoop
hardness value above 25. In the same way it is noted that the optimum percentage of
solids found is below 30%. This concludes that the design of experiments allows to
give a first solution to the problem posed [10, 11]. The above is verified using Fig. 2,
which show the estimated response surface and the contours respectively, which allows
the company to improve the flexibility around the response variable.

Table 4. Results of the complete model % solids

Model Model ES R-square R-square Ajd.

Linear Linear 12,1948 64,16 57,65
Quadratic Quadratic 5,79756 94,11 90,43
Cubic special Cubic special 6,15844 94,18 89,20
Cubic Cubic 5,6317 97,22 90,97

Table 5. Analysis of variance for hardness

Source Sum of Squares Gl Square Medium Reason-F Value-P

Quadratic model 280,075 5 56,0149 2,38 0,1321
Total error 188,283 8 23,5353
Total (corr.) 468,357 13

Table 6. Analysis of variance for % of solids. R-squared = 94.1744%

Source Sum of Squares Gl Square Medium Reason-F Value-P

Quadratic model 4298,81 5 859,761 25,87 0,0001
Total error 265,922 8 33,2402
Total (corr.) 4564,73 13
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Tables 9 and 10 show the value of the coefficients of each treated term and display
the regression equation that has been adjusted to the data for hardness and% solids. The
validation was carried out using the statistical software STATGRAPHICS Centurion
XVII.

Table 7. Results optimization goal: maximize hardness. Optimal value = 14,8908

Factor Low High Optimum

Monomer 5,0 25,0 5,0
Interleaver 25,0 45,0 25,5968
Resin 50,0 70,0 69,4032

Table 8. Results optimization goal: minimize% of solids

Factor Low High Optimum

Monomer 5,0 25,0 13,9437
Interleaver 25,0 45,0 32,8453
Resin 50,0 70,0 53,211

Fig. 2. Estimated response surface 3D a. Hardness b. % Solids. Optimal value = 29.4488

Table 9. Quadratic model adjustment results for hardness

Parameter Estimated Error Statistical Value-P
Standard T

A: Monomer 23,7778 3,35826
B: Interleaver 16,3859 7,66948
C: Resin 29,4365 3,35284
AB 44,4507 25,2585 1,75983 0,1165
AC −43,7605 15,8937 –2,75331 0,0249
BC 13,8779 23,2658 0,596492 0,5673
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The equation of the adjusted model is:

Hardness ¼ 23; 7778 � Monomerþ 16; 3859 � Interlacerþ 29; 4365 � Resin

þ 44; 4507 � Monomer � Interlacer � 43; 7605 � Monomer � Resin

þ 13; 8779 � Interlacer � Resin

ð3Þ

The equation of the adjusted model is:

% Solids ¼ 26; 4904 � Monomerþ 46; 599 � Interleaverþ 73; 2102 � Resin

� 75; 7774 � Monomer � Interleaver � 55; 1983 � Monomer � Resin

� 154; 544 � Interlacer � Resin

ð4Þ

4 Conclusions

The development of the diagnosis of the current and historical operating conditions of
the company’s pre-painted line allowed us to identify the relationships between the
constants, variables and parameters in each stage of this process, which influence the
Knoop hardness and the percentage of measured solids. In conclusion, the pseudo-
components selected by the work team and placed under experimentation for this
research by the company, are the monomers, the interlayer and the resin used in the
manufacture of the paint taking into account restrictions in the aggregate portions.
Additionally, other parameters that will be the source of future research in the appli-
cation of continuous improvement of the pre-painted process were identified. The
parameters to study in the future are the following: Curing Time, Curing Temperature,
Pre-treated Phase.

The application of the experimental design allowed us to analyze the significance,
variability, interactions and effects of the monomers, interlayer and resin as design
factors in the preparation of the mixture, in relation to the hardness and the percentage
of solids in the paint, using the statistical software Statgraphics Centurion XVII. The
construction of the ANOVA in this experiment showed that there is a statistically
significant relationship between % Solids and the components, with a confidence level
of 95.0%. However, in addition, the model only allows you to approach an area close to

Table 10. Quadratic model adjustment results for % solids

Parameter Estimated Error Statistical Value-P
Standard T

A: Monomer 26,4904 3,99104
B: Interleaver 46,599 9,1146
C: Resin 73,2102 3,9846
AB −75,7774 30,0178 −2,52441 0,0356
AC −55,1983 18,8885 −2,92232 0,0192
BC −154,544 27,6497 −5,58934 0,0005
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the optimum, due to the quadratic curvature presented, as can be verified with the 3D
contour graph. The overall optimum of the experimental design that approaches the
proposed constraints (Hardness > 25 Knoop, % Solids < 30), stood at 29.44 Knoop for
an optimum in the measured hardness and 14.89 in the percentage of solids. The above
is checked in the contour and estimated response surface graphs.

The regression analysis carried out allowed us to analyze and understand how the
pseudo-components of the paint mixture are related to the hardness and the percentage
of solids measured.
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Abstract. In this paper the results of research are shown in which the response
surface was applied with central composite design for estimating the values of
flatness as shown and accepted by the quality department and production
company of the Caribbean region, taking into account factors such as voltage
control in the winding sheet and the coefficient of friction. Initially, a first-order
model was proposed to estimate the variance of the error and consider a quanti‐
tative model that takes into account the effects of combination. The method of
steepest descent is used to sequentially move the descent path, i.e., in the direction
of the minimum response decrement, until a new interval near optimal experi‐
mentation. Subsequently, a model of higher order was developed using a central
composite design with center points and stars, taking into account control other
variables additional response flatness, such as the roughness and hardness of the
sheets in a range of flexible and acceptable tolerances for the company through a
canonical model, and that will be the focus of future research.

Keywords: Response surface methodology · Design of experiment
Central composite design · Flatness · Cold rolled steel
Canonical correlation model

1 Introduction

The cold rolling process allows to obtain steel products with the best combination of
mechanical properties, dimensional quality and surface finish, the latter being one of the
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most important parameters, since a tape admissible for its properties or dimensional
quality, can be degraded to a second category by not meeting surface quality demands.
A number of aspects intervene in the qualification of the surface finish of the cold rolled
strip, among them, the flatness is considered critical in exposed parts. It is considered
that the flatness depends on the conditions of deformation, especially if the tape comes
into contact with the working tools (cylinders or rollers), which is not desirable [1–3].

In 2002, Zhu and Ding, develop a solution for the problem of tolerance of flatness
in cold rolling mills. First, the authors introduce the concepts of interior radius and width
of a set of points; and the equivalence between the width of a set of points and the inner
radius of the convex envelope of the set is established. On this basis, an algorithm is
presented to calculate the zone of minimum tolerance of flatness. Secondly, it is shown
that an approximation of the inner radius of a convex assembly can be obtained from
the inner radius of the assembly in a fixed direction. On this basis, an algorithm for the
calculation of the “almost exact” area solution is presented. This algorithm is imple‐
mented by solving an individual linear programming problem, of which the computa‐
tional complexity is O (n).

On the other hand, Abdelkhalek et al. [4], present a predictive model of flatness
defects, which appear during the cold rolling of steel sheets, whose origin is the defor‐
mation of the thermoelastic roll. The study shows that the combination of the elastic
deformation, the thermal corona and the grinding roller result in a non-parallel align‐
ment, and if the transverse profile of the deformed roll is not aligned with the profile of
the incoming band, the results show a differential elongation (flatness) and induces high
stresses in the sheet when leaving the laminator. The latter, in combination with the
tension force of the imposed band, results in a post-laminated field of stress that may be
large enough to promote buckling and give rise to a variety of lamination defectologies,
such as ripple (waves center, corrugated edges, quarter of buckles, etc.). This problem
in most of the time was studied in a dissociated way, that is, as a post-treatment of the
residual stresses calculated by a band rolling model.

Finally, it is shown that the impact of the post-laminate, the post-laminated stress
field and deformations is quite small in the cases investigated; However, subtle changes
appear in the field of velocities at the exit of the rollers, and this is sufficient to completely
transform the post-laminated field of stress causing flatness defects.

2 Methods

Bemporad et al. propose another solution that is proposed in the research world to solve
the problem of flatness control in cold rolling mills [5], which proposes control techni‐
ques based on quadratic optimization and compensation delay.

Similarly, Pin et al. [6] develop a flatness control system applied to cold rolling mills
for the production of steel sheets, which has been the subject of research in many direc‐
tions since the last 30 years. [7] developed an investigation on the control of flatness for
cold rolling. The strategy focuses mainly on the calculation of the optimal adjustment
of the individual actuator that controls the flatness to conformity taking into account the
deviations that may occur.
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[8], developed an investigation with the purpose of increasing the precision of the
control of the flatness, taking into account the principle and the measured data of the
rolling process, it is proposed a dynamic model based on the theory of intelligent control
of flatness through the use of intelligent methods. [9] shows that the manufacture of
sheets with high mechanical elastic limit, low thickness and minimum flatness defects
is a major challenge in the cold rolling of alloys or aluminum steels. It is observed that
the residual stress on compression may appear due to the manufacturing process and
induce elastic wave buckling, resulting in flatness defects.

One of the novelties presented recently by [10] proposes a mathematical approach
for the solution of this type of defectology in rolling mills. In this paper a reverse Cauchy
problem is shown for a finite cylinder with a cylindrical hole under the surface of the
roller. For its part, in 2014 Beik and Dehghani [11], show that cold rolling parameters,
such as the distribution of pressure within the opening between cylinders is one of the
most significant in defectology of the sheets of steel.

At the moment of developing the experimental response surface design with a central
composite design, the number of samples and replicas necessary will be calculated using
the statistical principles that give validity and a degree of reliability for this investigation
and allow to reduce the sources of variability of the data obtained.

For the development of the project in search of the adequate and satisfactory solution
to the proposed problem and to fulfill the proposed objectives, the phases described
below will be carried out.

Phase 1: Bibliographic Review: This phase will be based on the search of technical
information about the problem, to achieve the objectives and reach theoretical bases.

Phase 2: Characterization: during this phase, a diagnosis of the current and historical
operating conditions of the cold rolling line of the company will be developed to gather
and study the existing relationships between the constants, variables and parameters that
govern the process.

Phase 3: Determination of controllable and non-controllable factors of the cold
rolling process. This phase of the investigation will consist in establishing the control
and noise factors of the cold rolling process of the company, in order to focus and
intensify the studies towards the components that warrant it and block those that are
considered not to significantly affect the variable of response.

Phase 4: Experimental design: Apply an experimental response surface design with
a central composite design that allows the identification and analysis of a region of a
response surface, on the flatness of the steel sheets, making use of the simulation tech‐
nique using a statistical software (Statgraphics Centurion XVII) that allows to select the
optimum conditions of operation of the process.

Phase 5: Adjusted canonical model: a regression model adjusted in the canonical
form will be developed to characterize the response surface found through statistical
software, with the purpose of offering greater flexibility in the manipulation of the
control factors involved during the process of cold rolling.
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3 Results

It is concluded that, unlike what was found in the state of the art, this project proposes
an experimental design with response surface methodology using a central composite
design giving a degree of flexibility to companies where the costs for availability and
production are representative, allowing you to optimize the experiments, estimating the
error and the curvature of the applied model, through the most pronounced descent
method, giving an innovative character in the solution to these problems in companies
of the industrial sector.

The company produces cold rolled low carbon steel based on the ASTM-A1008 M
standard and controls its commercial quality processes and tolerance levels using the
ASTM-A568 M standard. The company performs the process of deep drawing in rolls
of 20 tons or sheets cut to size in thicknesses from 0.30 mm to 1.90 mm and widths from
194 mm to 1220 mm. Available in annealed and tempered or uncovered cold rolled steel
(Full Hard). Table 1, shows the technical sheet of the cold steel sheets, specifying the
range of thickness, the width of the coil and the maximum length handled by the
company.

Table 1. Technical sheet of the steel laminated in Frio by the company

Data sheet
Thickness range Coil width Blade length
1.90–1.40 1000, 1220 2000, 2440
1.20–0.45 914, 1000, 1220 2000, 2440

Referring to the cold rolling process carried out by the company, Tables 2 and 3
show the mechanical properties of the three classes of cold rolled steel manufactured by
the company and the thickness tolerances that guarantee in mm respectively.

Table 2. Mechanical properties of cold rolled steel by the company

Mechanical properties
Quality Fluence (MPa) Resistance (MPa) Elongation % Hardness HRB
CS Commercial - - - 60 Max
SS Grade 33 230 330 20 -
SS Grade 50 275 360 22 -

Table 3. Thickness tolerances (mm) in cold rolled steel

Tolerances thickness (mm)
Width Specified
Up to (mm)

Tolerance upper thickness (±). Nominal Thickness in mm
Espesor Nominal en mm
Up to 0.40 More than 0.40 to

1.0 Inclusive
More than 1.0 to
1.2 Inclusive

More than 1.2 to
2.5 Inclusive

1220 0.05 0.08 0.1 0.12
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3.1 Composite Central Design

The 2 k factorial design can be expanded by incorporating central points and axial points,
forming the Central Composite Design. This research project was favored by this kind
of design, since the addition of central points allows obtaining an estimate of the error,
that is, the individual differences of the points of the experiment that are not under control
and is generally unavoidable. execution of a goodness-of-fit test of the mathematical
model by decomposing the error term into the purely random error and the due to the
lack of adjustment of the model. On the other hand, it allows to determine if there are
quadratic effects (when the factors move from the high level to the low level producing
a curvature in the evaluated response) and finally the incorporation of the central points
in this type of design allows to work experimentally with few replicas of the factorial
portion thereof, this brings as a consequence a decrease in the costs involved in this stage
of the study and the handling of a simpler logistics for the execution of the experi‐
ence [12].

In addition, the design model is expected to provide good predictions, in other words,
that has a reasonably consistent and stable variance of the response predicted by this
mathematical equation in each value of x, and for this the axial points are added to the
design that allow to estimate the response with equal precision in all evaluated values
of the factors that are equidistant from the geometric center (central point) and this effect
is what is called rotability, particularly very useful when examining the response surface
around the stationary point [12, 13]. The rotability of the design allows to work with a
minimum number of experiments and thus allows to obtain observed data that analyzed
statistically do not violate the assumptions of the parametric statistics [13].

In this section we will apply a model that incorporates the curvature to approximate
the response. Because the region of optimal response of the first-order model has already
been identified and we want to characterize that response surface.

From the experimental design shown in Table 4, a statistical analysis was developed,
using the STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI software. Initially Table shows the esti‐
mates for each of the estimated effects and interactions. The standard error of each of
these effects is also observed, which measures the sampling error. Note that the largest
inflation factor of variance (V.I.F.) is equal to 1.01731. Clearly, it is seen that the highest
estimate corresponds to the traction that the winder must handle during cold rolling.

Table 4. Estimated effects for flatness (mm). Source: STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI

Effect Estimated Error Estd. V.I.F.
Average 1,26 0,21587
Attraction −1,98995 0,341321 1,0
B: Coefficient of friction −0,641423 0,341321 1,0
AA 3,09001 0,366027 1,01731
AB −0,5 0,482701 1,0
BB 1,79 0,366027 1,01731

Additionally, Table 5, represents the analysis of variance (ANOVA), partition the
variability of flatness into separate pieces for each of the effects. Then test the statistical
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significance of each effect by comparing its mean square against an estimate of the
experimental error. In this case, 3 effects have a P-value of less than 0.05, indicating
that they are significantly different from zero with a confidence level of 95.0%.

Table 5. Analysis of Variance for flatness. Source: STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI

Source Sum of squares Gl Square medium Reason-F Value-P
Attraction 7,9198 1 7,9198 33,99 0,0043
B: Coefficient of
friction

0,822844 1 0,822844 3,53 0,1334

AA 16,6054 1 16,6054 71,27 0,0011
AB 0,25 1 0,25 1,07 0,3588
BB 5,57232 1 5,57232 23,92 0,0081
Lack of adjustment 0,277363 3 0,0924543 0,40 0,7632
Pure error 0,932 4 0,233
Total (corr.) 30,2108 12

R-squared = 95.9969%
R-squared (adjusted by g.l.) = 93.1376%

The lack of fit test is designed to determine if the selected model is adequate to
describe the observed data. The test is performed by comparing the variability of the
residuals of the current model with the variability between observations obtained in
repeated conditions of the factors. Given that the P-value for the lack of adjustment in
the ANOVA table is greater than 0.05, the model seems to be adequate for the data
observed at the 95.0% confidence level.

The R-squared statistic indicates that the model, thus adjusted, explains 95.9969%
of the variability in measured flatness [14]. Figure 1 shows the interactions that the
variable has as a function of the factors. The table includes:

• The observed flatness values
• The predicted flatness value using the adjusted model
• 95.0% confidence intervals for the average response
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Fig. 1. Interaction of flatness with the factors studied. Source: STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI

Finally, it is desired to analyze the response surface obtained and the optimization
thereof. Table 6 shows the combination of factor levels, which minimizes the measured
flatness over the indicated region. For what the optimum value obtained is 1.05433 mm.
Figure 2 show us the estimated response surface and contours respectively, which allows
the company to improve the flexibility around the response variable.

Table 6. Optimization of flatness (mm). Source: STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI

Factor Under High Optimal
Traction −1,41421 1,41421 0,340364
Coefficient of friction −1,41421 1,41421 0,226797

Fig. 2. Contours of the estimated response surface. Source: STATGRAPHICS Centurion XVI

In order to validate the experiment carried out, it is necessary to verify the statistical
assumptions. First, it was reviewed that there is a correct functional relationship and
additivity, clearly the model contains all those factors that have a great effect on the
variability of the phenomenon. The model is additive, that is, the sum of the factors that
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intervene. Second, normality was validated, which consists in that the errors must have
a normal distribution. This requirement is due to Fisher’s F distribution used as shown
in the ANOVA. Third, the homogeneity of variances was verified or also called homo‐
scedasticity, where the data corresponding to the different treatments must have approx‐
imately the same variance. Finally, the independence of errors was validated, which
implies that the occurrence of a certain error in an experimental unit should not affect
the occurrence of an error given in another experimental unit, that is, the errors should
not be correlated. The four verified assumptions that validate the experimental design
are shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Validation of the experiment based on statistical assumptions. Source: STATGRAPHICS
Centurion XVI

3.2 Validation of Experimental Design

In order to perform the validation of the results obtained in a statistical and experimental
manner, the company developed validation tests with the parameters recommended by
the experimental design carried out. The significant factors with their respective level
are shown in Table 7.

Table 7. Validation of experiments table

Factor Level
Traction of the winder 95 MPa
Coefficient of friction 0.031
Rta: Flatness 1.12 mm
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4 Conclusion

The validation of the experiment allowed the company to improve the flexibility of the
variables that intervene in the process, from which the best combination of their factors
with their respective levels is obtained, allowing to strengthen the quality process of the
company. With the final validation tests, the experimental design proposed by adjusting
the factors and selecting the appropriate levels recommended; the measured flatness of
the sheets as a response variable was optimized to 1.12 mm and maintaining accepta‐
bility tolerances of the roughness and hardness of the sheets manufactured in cold.

Acknowledgment. To the Universidad de la Costa and the Universidad Libre Seccional
Barranquilla, especially the GIDE research group, for making this research possible.
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Abstract. Micronutrient deficiency or “Hidden Hunger” represents the most
widespread form of malnutrition in the world. The aim of this study was to
evaluate the effect of supplementation with Vitamin A as a single dose, Zinc and
Vitamin A + Zinc on nutritional status, and on serum retinol and zinc levels in
schoolchildren. A database total of 80 schoolchildren (girls = 47 and boys = 33)
were evaluated about the effect of supplementation with vitamin A (VA), Zinc
(Zn) and VA + Zn on nutritional anthropometric status, and on serum retinol
and zinc values. Serum retinol concentrations were determined by HPLC,
according to Bieri method, considering <20 lg/dL Vitamin A deficiency
(DVA), 20–30 lg/dL DVA risk (RDVA) and >30 lg/dL normal VA; serum
zinc was analyzed by Flame Atomic Absorption Spectrometry, considering
� 0.72 lg/dL normal zinc and <0.72 lg/dL zinc deficiency (DZn). Data were
analyzed using SAS program Statgraphics XVI, and a significant p < 0.05 was
considered. The deficiency of the nutritional consumption of zinc was high in
the students, contrary to the consumption of vitamin A which was normal. The
observed prevalence of DVA was 6.25%, RDVA 23.75% and DZn 97.50%. The
isolated or combined supplementation of vitamin A and Zinc contributes to the
maintenance of the anthropometric state; however, they are ineffective in the
cases of low consumption of these nutrients to reach optimum circulating values.
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1 Introduction

The deficiency of micronutrients, known as hidden hunger represents the most wide-
spread form of malnutrition in the world [1]. According to UNICEF, hidden hunger
represents a terrible threat to health, education, economic growth, and human dignity in
developing countries [2]. Hence, hidden hunger and protein-energy malnutrition are
major nutritional problems in childhood. Statistical studies indicate that one of three
people from developing countries suffer from vitamin and mineral deficiencies and
have a higher risk of infections and alterations in physical and mental-intellectual
development [3].

Recent researches indicate that hidden hunger and especially the lack of vitamin A,
iron, zinc, and folic acid deficiency widely contribute to the diseases in the world, since
they weaken the immune system and predispose children and older adults to infections,
which decreases appetite, reduces food intake, and deprives the body of essential
micronutrients for proper growth and development [4].

It is well known that, during the first years of the child’s life, the energy, protein,
and micronutrient requirements, as well as the pattern of food intake undergo frequent
and sequential changes to ensure growth, so the clinical evaluation and early nutri-
tional, as well as the adequate periodic control of the child’s health, are valuable
elements in the detection of nutritional alterations [3, 5].

The risk of nutritional deficit occurs mostly during pediatric ages, with low weight,
low growth, and anemia, as its main manifestations. Among the factors that have been
related to this risk are the presence of infections and inadequate economic conditions
[6]. Studies reveal that girls and boys with deficiencies in nutritional status, inade-
quately suckled, or with micronutrient deficiencies, have less chance of survival than
those well-nourished children, so they are more likely to suffer serious infections, with
greater risk of dying because of common diseases in childhood such as diarrhea,
measles, pneumonia, and malaria, among others [7, 8].

Vitamin A deficiency (VAD) is one of the most serious public health problems
affecting developing countries, since some studies estimate that 43 million children
under 5 years of age in the world have DVA. In recent years, there has been great
interest in Latin America and the Caribbean due to the disorders caused by subclinical
vitamin A deficiency [9].

The deficiency of vitamin A causes deterioration of the eye conjunctiva and the
cornea, reducing the visual capacity, which drives to permanent blindness and death,
[10, 11]. However, vitamin A is not just the nutrient of vision, it has been pointed out
as the anti-infection nutrient because, in cases with DVA, it is commonly associated
with alterations in the immune response, particularly in cellular immunity, phagocytic
function, and cytokine production, as well as the secretion of antibodies [12, 13].

Based on scientific evidence, the WHO has recommended prophylactic supple-
mentation in children over 12 months with 200,000 IU of vitamin A as a single dose
every four to six months. In addition, the WHO has declared that the single dose of
vitamin A [14] should be routinely administered during the routine vaccination against
measles. The supply of vitamin A every four to six months is an economic, rapid, and
effective measure to improve the status of vitamin A and thus decreases the of infant
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morbidity and mortality rates [14]. In this regard, Beatón et al. concluded that, in
children aged 6–58 months supplemented with a single dose of vitamin A decreased
mortality in 23% in those areas where VAD represents a serious public health problem
[15].

The interaction between vitamin A and zinc is well known [16]. Zinc is required for
the normal metabolism of vitamin A in at least two different stages: (i) for the synthesis
of retinol to retinal for use in the visual cycle and its subsequent transformation into
retinoic acid, and (ii) for the synthesis of the retinol binding protein (RBP), necessary
for transporting vitamin A, responsible for regulating the release of retinol from the
liver as a storage organ, thus controlling retinol values in plasma and tissues [16].

Therefore, zinc deficiency (DZn) can cause secondary vitamin A deficiency [17]. In
the same way, VAD can cause a decrease in the absorption of zinc and compromise the
nutritional status of this nutrient. These results indicate that the nutritional status of zinc
is a variable of great influence on the nutritional status of vitamin A [18].

Despite human studies that point to the impact on health and anthropometric
nutritional status of vitamin A and zinc supplementation, there are few investigations in
Venezuela that determine its effect in schoolchildren. Hence, the objective of the
present study was to evaluate the effect of supplementation with Vitamin A, Zinc and
Vitamin A + Zinc on schoolchildren, on the anthropometric nutritional status and
serum values of these nutrients.

2 Method

The present research is experimental, prospective, and comparative. The population
was constituted by 80 schoolchildren of feminine and masculine genders, that attended
the National Bolivarian School “CATATUMBO”, located in the Amparo sector, parish
Cacique Mara, Municipality of Maracaibo, Zulia State, in the period from March to
June 2011. The study met the provisions of the international standards of ethics
established by the WHO for researches on humans and the Helsinki Declaration (rat-
ified by the 29th World Medical Assembly, Tokyo 1995) [19]. 122 schoolchildren were
excluded from the total population, for not meeting the inclusion criteria involving the
consent of parents or legal representatives, to be schoolchildren, asymptomatic, without
active infectious processes, or receiving nutritional therapy with Vitamin and Mineral
Supplements two months prior to the first sample of blood.

A Specialist in Childcare and Pediatrics evaluated each child from the clinical point
of view, before and after the supplementation, making use of a clinical history and the
clinical history was reported in relation to the existence of infectious and/or parasitic
diseases, during the period of two months prior to taking the first blood sample. In
addition, a physical examination was performed on each selected child. Then, the
researchers proceeded to deworming, administering a single dose of anthelmintic
(Abendazol), provided by the Health Unit of Maracaibo. An anthropometric evaluation
was made to the children, considering the weight and height variables. The indicators
were created according to Size for Age (S//A), Weight for Age (W//A), Weight for Size
(W//S) [20] as in the Charts of the Venezuela Project and those of the Longitudinal
Study of the Metropolitan Area of Caracas.
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The students were given a dietary interview conducted directly to the mother and/or
legal representative of the school responsible for their feeding, applying the 24-h
Reminder Method, with biochemical evaluation before and after the supplementation.
The blood extraction was performed taking care of an adequate quality control to obtain
accurate and reliable results (complete hematology, serum retinol, plasma zinc). The
samples were analyzed applying the Atomic Absorption with Flame Spectrometry
technique, using an atomic absorption spectrometer in the flame mode (Perkin-Elmer,
model 2380, USA). To know the risk of DZn in the schoolchildren studied, the cut-off
point ˂0.72 lg/mL, proposed by Hotz et al. considering normal values ˃0.72 lg/mL;
the zinc values were expressed in lg/ml [21] (Table 1). The serum retinol values were
determined by High Pressure Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) according to the method
of Bieri et al.

Table 1. Evaluation of the anthropometric-nutritional state. Source: [21]

Test results Nutritional status TE PE PT PT

About the
standard

Overweight with normal
size (S1)

Normal High or
normal

High High

Overweight with high size
(S2)

High High High

Overweight with low size
(S3)

Low High or
normal

High

Normal Normal with normal size
(N1)

Normal High or
normal

Normal Normal

Normal with high size (N2) High High or
normal

Normal

Normal with low size (N3)
(a)

Low Low or
normal

Normal

Normal with low weight
(N4) (b)

Normal Low Normal

Under the
norm

Normal weight with very
low size (DC)

Low Normal
or low

Normal Low

Weight deficit with normal
size (D1)

Normal Normal
or low

Low

Normal weight with high
size (D2)

High Normal
or low

Low

Normal weight with low
size (D3) (a)

Low Low Low

Weight deficit with very low
size (D4) (b)

Low Low Low
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The selected students were grouped randomly in three (3) groups: the group sup-
plemented with Vitamin A (VA) (single dose: 100,000 IU, made up of 25
schoolchildren). Two soft-looking capsules were administered, each at a rate of
50,000 IU, to complete 100,000 IU (Natural Laboratories, USA). The indication of this
dose was considered the nutritional requirements of the Venezuelan children popula-
tion [22].

The group supplemented with Zinc (Zn) conformed by 26 schoolchildren who were
supplied with liquid zinc sulfate (dose: 12.5 mg) continuously for eighty days [23–25].
Zinc sulfate was prepared in a drugstore by a professional chemist. It was obtained in
liquid form and each mL represented 1 mg of the mineral, A syrup of sweet flavor was
added to favor the acceptance of children. In relation to zinc supplementation, doses per
child/day of 12.5 mg, i.e. 12.5 cc were given, considering an acceptable and tolerable
dose of supplementation between 12 to 23 mg/day for children whose ages range from
4 to 13 years [23–25]. Zinc sulfate was administered in the morning before the first
meal of the day (breakfast) to ensure absorption.

The group supplemented with VA + Zn consisted of 29 schoolchildren, who
received Vitamin A (single dose: 100,000 IU) + Zinc (12.5 mg of zinc sulfate, con-
tinuously for eighty days of treatment).

The data were analyzed with the SAS statistical program. Normal distribution tests
were applied for the variables studied. The results were presented in tables in number
(n), percentages (%) and as average ± Standard Deviation (± SD) according to the
case. The mean values between the groups were compared before and after the sup-
plementation with the ANOVA test. A value of p < 0.05 was considered statistically
significant. The percentage values were compared with the Fisher test [26].

3 Results

Children were grouped randomly: a group supplemented with Vitamin A
(GVA) composed of 25 schoolchildren (girls = 14 and boys = 11); A group supple-
mented with Zinc (GZn) composed of 26 schoolchildren (girls = 14 and boys = 12);
and a group supplemented with vitamin A + zinc (GVA + Zn) integrated by 29
schoolchildren (girls = 19 and boys = 10). Table 2 describes the consumption of
macro and micronutrients according to the 24-h reminder method in schoolchildren
before being supplemented. In relation to vitamin A, the average consumption values in
the groups were observed within the normal requirements for age. A calorie con-
sumption below the requirements for age was evidenced in all the groups of
schoolchildren studied. In relation to the consumption of proteins, it was observed
within the normal requirements only in two groups of schoolchildren studied, in
relation to the consumption of folic acid, the average values of consumption were
observed below the requirements for age. Average values of iron consumption were
found below the requirements in most of the schoolchildren studied. In relation to the
vitamins of the B complex, the average values of consumption were observed below
the requirements for age, for all schoolchildren studied. In relation to the average value
of fiber consumption, they were found within the normal requirements for age in all
groups of schoolchildren studied.
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Regarding the consumption of water-soluble vitamins, the adequacy of vitamin B12
consumption shows that the highest prevalence of adequacy deficiency was in the
group of schoolchildren (VA + Zn). Regarding the adequacy of the consumption of
Vitamin C, an adequate consumption of food sources of vitamin C is observed in all the
groups of schoolchildren studied. Regarding the adequacy of folic acid food intake, the
prevalence of percentage values was much lower than the established, being higher in
children when compared with girls in the three groups studied, which evidences the
scarce consumption of food sources of folic acid such as spinach, Swiss chard,
watercress, legumes, chickpeas, beet, peas, among others. About vitamin A, an ade-
quate consumption of this vitamin is observed for all groups. Regarding the deficiency
in the adequacy of iron consumption, it was associated with a low consumption of iron
sources food as for the adequacy of food consumption sources of zinc, the
schoolchildren studied showed a high prevalence of deficiency of consumption of zinc
source food.

Table 3 shows the anthropometric characteristics of the groups of schoolchildren
studied before and after supplementation. The three groups showed an increase in the
average values of weight, height and gains in weight and height after supplementation.
However, these differences were not significant. About weight gain in the GVA, girls
were between 1.31 kg and 2.32 kg. In the case of boys, weight gain was observed
between 0.66 kg and 2.93 kg, although the intervals are similar, in the case of children
there is a greater variability in the average weight gained, different to the girls where
the weight gain was more consistent or stable, concluding that vitamin A (DU) sup-
plementation helped both girls and boys achieve better weight gain.

Table 2. Consumption of macro and micronutrients according to the 24-h reminder method in
schoolchildren before supplementation. * = p < 0.05
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In relation to Table 4, the prevalence of VAD was 6.25% (n = 5), RDVA 23.75%
(n = 19) and DZN 97.5% (n = 78). The nutritional status of the VA (DVA and RDVA)
was higher in the VA + Zn group (n = 13, 45%), followed by the VA group (n = 6,
24%) and the Zn group (n = 5, 19%). Note that the students, after the supplementation,
showed reduction in the affectation of the vitamin A group VA + Zn (24%), VA (4%)
and the Zn group (4%), without cases with DVA in any of the groups. In relation to the
deficiency of Zn, note that schoolchildren supplemented with Zn (22%) and VA + Zn
(7%) showed a decrease in the prevalence of DZn, contrary to that observed in the VA
group, where an increase in the prevalence of DZn is observed. However, these dif-
ferences were not significant.

Table 5 shows the average values of the serum retinol and zinc variables in the
three groups studied before and after supplementation. Although no significant dif-
ferences were observed between the average values of retinol and zinc, no statistically
significant differences were found in the values of serum retinol (95% CI: −4.61683
and 2.07269), nor in the values of serum zinc (CI: 95%: −0.0216 and 0.08079). In
relation to the VA Group, the values of serum zinc showed a statistically significant

Table 3. Anthropometric characteristics of groups VA, Zn and VA + Zn, before and after
supplementation. Gpeso = Gain of weight, Battle = Gain of height

Table 4. Prevalence of DVA, RDVA and DZn in schoolchildren studied before and after
supplementation.
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loss after the intake of the vitamin A supplement (DU). Finally, in the Zn Group, the
values of 95% CI for serum retinol (−8.2255 and 2.6487) and serum zinc showed no
significant difference.

4 Discussion

The lack of vitamins and minerals such as vitamin A, iron, zinc, is the most important
cause of “hidden hunger” and malnutrition in the world today. In the present investi-
gation, a high prevalence of DVA (6.25%), RDVA (23.75%) and DZn (97.5%) was
observed in the studied students before being supplemented, which reveals the presence
of a serious public health problem. In relation to the results obtained regarding the
prevalence of DVA (6.25%), these were very similar to those reported by Poveda et al.
[27] in preschool children (DVA: 4.6%); in the present study, the VAD results were
greater than those obtained by Ortega et al. [28] in female adolescents in a rural area
(DVA: 1.28%), but lower than those obtained by Campal [29] (DVA: 8.8%), and by
Nestel [30] on studied children in Honduras (DVA: 14%). In relation to the results
obtained for RDVA, a 23.75% was shown in the children studied, with similar results
to those obtained in children from Mexico (RDVA: 22.5%) [31].

These differences in the prevalence of vitamin A status probably reflect the char-
acteristics of each country or region respecting to the use of methodologies imple-
mented for the determination of Vitamin A levels and social disparities, which
increases the probability of having a different depreciation on nutritional deficiency
[28]. The prevalence of VAD was higher in nutritional risk situation in malnourished
children, followed by adequately nourished, as evidenced in the children studied with
normal nutritional-anthropometric diagnosis with average values of (RDVA: 23.75%).
These results confirm that vitamin A deficiency affects both adequately nourished and
malnourished children indistinctly [32].

The students studied, despite having micronutrient deficiency, showed a normal
presumptive nutritional-anthropometric diagnosis. In this sense, a study carried out in
children by González et al. [33] found that, despite presenting deficiencies of important
micronutrients, children showed presumptive anthropometric diagnosis normal weight//
age, normal weight//size and normal height//age in most of the children studied, like the

Table 5. Average concentrations of Serum Retinol and Zinc in studied groups before and after
supplementation.
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reported results. In contrast, a study conducted by [34, 35] showed a prevalence of
malnutrition and thinness in children between 5 and 10 years of age, different to the
results referred.

5 Conclusions

In this research, a consumption of deficient adequacy in calories was observed in all
schoolchildren studied, predominantly the consumption of flours, pastes and sugars.
However, only an adequation of poor protein consumption in girls was observed. The
impoverishment of the Venezuelan population is one of the most difficult problems
facing the country, negatively affecting the consumption of food, especially those of
animal origin, what compromises the consumption of proteins of high biological value
and micronutrients, generating nutritional deficit.

Acknowledgment. To the Universidad de la Costa and the Universidad Libre Seccional Bar-
ranquilla, especially the GIDE research group, for making this research possible.
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Abstract. Due to the effects of greenhouse gases, countries have implemented
policies to slow down their emissions. Latin America stands out as one of the
regions that have seen these effects accentuated, among them, the vulnerability
of its electrical systems to periods of drought. The objective of this paper is to
classify the group of these countries that contribute more or less to the emissions
of these gases, in relation to their generation of electric power. The data used to
carry out this classification are those reported by databases such as: Latin Amer‐
ican Energy Organization (OLADE, by its initials in Spanish) and the World
Bank, for the period from 2006 to 2013. The big data are analyzed using data
mining techniques: Grouping and Association. The results show that they were
organized in three (3) clusters. In the efficient one is Brazil, with an average of
289.66 tons/GWh emissions. In the clusters, considered inefficient, they have an
average emissions of 462.15 and 1137.10 ton/GWh.

Keywords: Greenhouse gases · Power generation · Clusters
Latin American countries · OLADE database · Grouping · Association

1 Introduction

The goals of reducing the generation of greenhouse gases (GHG), in order to slow down
climate change, have triggered policies, which from the countries have been imple‐
mented to guarantee the sustainability of the planet [1]. The sectors with the highest
production of GHG are due to the consumption of fossil fuels dedicated to the generation
of electrical energy, transport systems and industrial processes, due to the burning of
fossil fuels [2].

The effects of climate change are not similar in the different regions and country of
the world. In Latin America, the last few years have been noticeably accentuated, as
there has been an increase of 0.5 to 3 °C in the average temperature between 1901 and
2012 and reductions of 15 and 10% [2] in average annual rainfall. Due to the general
dependence in this region on the generation of hydroelectric energy, additional effects
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are included, such as the vulnerability of the power plants, which have affected the
stability of electrical systems [3, 4].

The policies that have been implemented or adopted by the countries have scope
only in the energy sector, the information has been provided by the countries in the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (INDCs) [2] for the Paris Summit of 2015.
The information presented by the countries points towards development but with low
carbon emissions, which are projected to 2030. Among these policies are [2, 5, 6]:

1. Diversification of the energy matrix
2. Promotion and increase of energy efficiency
3. Increase in the share of renewable energies (wind, solar, biomass and/or photovol‐

taic)
4. Increase the participation of alternative energies and other energies
5. The substitution of fossil fuels with biofuels or an increase of these with respect to

the first ones
6. Reduction of energy intensity of consumption
7. Expand renewable energy sources other than hydroelectric power
8. Design a long-term energy development strategy
9. Mitigation action plans whose objective is to maximize carbon-efficiency

10. Possibility of using carbon markets mechanisms
11. Reduction of energy demand
12. Management of carbon sinks
13. Use of biofuels for final use (buildings, transport, industry)
14. Use of hydroelectric generation
15. Reduction of the emission factor of the electric network.

In this sense, the management of Sustainable Development Indicators (SDI) is neces‐
sary to evaluate the results of the policies implemented based on the results obtained in the
environmental, economic and social spheres.

Since 1987, the Brundtland Report begins with the definition of the IDS, which is
reaffirmed in the adoption of Agenda 21, of the Earth Summit, in 1992. Initially the
indicators handled four (4) dimensions: environmental, economic, social and institu‐
tional. The latter was discarded, with the purpose of facilitating the adoption of measures
and the evaluation of the results [7–9].

2 Methodology

Data mining (DM) [10], can be defined as a non-trivial process of valid, novel, poten‐
tially useful and understandable identification of understandable patterns that are hidden
in the data, which in turn facilitates decision making and employs supervised and non-
supervised learning techniques. The type of research to be carried out is defined
according to the characteristics of the attributes that make up the database, as descriptive.
The next step is the choice and application of knowledge extraction methods and the
selection of validation measures to evaluate the performance and accuracy of the method
(s) chosen by the DM analyst. The selected methods are [5]:
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Grouping: Allow the maximization of similarities and minimization of differences
between objects, through the application of some grouping criteria.

Association: Keep in mind that the association rules seek to discover existing connec‐
tions between identified objects.

With the purpose of evaluating the measurements of the results of the IDS in the
Latin American countries the present work is carried out. For this, a conglomerate of a
set of 20 countries is made based on the electric power produced annually and the GHG
emissions, both variables considered averages for the period of the year 2006 to 2013,
both inclusive. The data is taken from the report published by OLADE [9] and the World
Bank [2, 3], the software used is the SPSS V24®. Once the conglomerates are formed,
a significant representative of each of these is analyzed based on the established policies
and their results obtained.

3 Formation of Conglomerates

The purpose of establishing structures and associations in conglomerates is to suggest
statistical models, perform diagnoses and for other purposes [11, 12]. In order to deter‐
mine and classify, from the group of 20 Latin American countries, those that contribute
more or less to the emissions of these gases, the data base of OLADE and the World
Bank is used. From this, the data of the CO2 emission are extracted by electric power
generation (ton/GWh) and annual electric power generation (GWh), reported by each
country, for the period of 2006–2013, both inclusive [14], they have been averaged. The
correlation matrix between these variables is searched, the scatter plot is made [13] and,
finally, the classification is carried out. The statistical program SPSS® is used to obtain
the correlation.

Table 1 shows the correlation of the CO2 emission variables by electric power genera‐
tion (ton/GWh) and annual electric power generation (GWh), obtained from the SPSS
V24®. A positive correlation can be observed (+0.596), being significant. Additionally,
Table 2 shows the grouping of countries according to three (3) conglomerates, identified as
A, B and C. From these, the most emblematic country is taken to describe the policies that
have been implemented and the results obtained as a function of the IDS. These countries
are Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil, respectively, for groups A, B and C.

Table 1. Correlation matrix and P-value

Energy electric
generation (GWh)

GHG/Energy electric
generation (ton/GWh)

Energy electric
generation (GWh)

Pearson correlation 1 0.596*
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.006
N 20 20

GHG/Energy electric
generation (ton/GWh)

Pearson correlation 0.596* 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.006
N 20 20

*Correlation is significant at the 0,01 level (2-tailed)
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Table 2. Distribution of countries by cluster

Clusters Definition Countries Number of
countries

Average
electricity
generation (%)

A Inefficient
Countries that have a total
generation of electric power less
than or equal to 300,000 GWh
and GHG emissions greater than
800 ton/GWh

Argentina, Bolivia,
Chile, Cuba,
Ecuador,
Guatemala, Haiti,
Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua and the
Dominican
Republic

11 (55%) 40,29

B Efficient Lower Level
Countries that have a total
generation of electric power less
than or equal to 300,000 GWh
and GHG emissions less than
800 ton/GWh

Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador,
Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Uruguay and
Venezuela

8 (40%) 22,75

C Efficient Higher Level
Countries with an emission
lower than 300 ton/GWh and
with a total generation of electric
power superior to 500,000 GWh

Brazil 1 (5%) 36,96

3.1 Mexico

In 2013, Mexico was the second largest electricity producer in Latin America, with a
19.63% share of the total electricity generated in the region. During that year the produc‐
tion of electricity reached 297,079 GWh, a figure that reflects an increase of 17% over the
period 2002–2012 and represents an annual growth rate of 2.9%. It is the representative of
Group A, considering that the energy matrix is mostly fossil, as shown in Fig. 1.

Among its defined policies are in the energy generation sector:

• Diversification of the energy matrix
• Increase in the share of renewable energies (e.g. wind, solar, biomass and/or photovol‐

taic)
• Increase the participation of alternative energies and other energies
• The substitution of fossil fuels with biofuels or an increase of these with respect to

the first ones
• Expand renewable energy sources other than hydroelectric power
• Hydroelectric generation

Although its main source of electricity generation is based on fossil fuels, it increases
the use of natural gas with respect to the others (from 20.9% in 1999–2002 to 52.2% in
2013), which is evident in Fig. 1 with the decrease in GHG emissions per generation unit
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and inhabitant. Unfortunately the share of renewable energies between 2002 and 2013
decreases from 10% to 8%.

Fig. 1. GHG emissions/electric power generation per capita (ton/kWh/inhabitant) of Mexico for
the period 2006 to 2013

3.2 Venezuela

Venezuela ranked fourth in Latin America in electricity production, behind Brazil,
Mexico and Argentina, accounting for 8.76% of the region’s total. However, it is the
first consumer in per capita terms in Latin America [14–16], which is evidenced in
Fig. 2. A country that generates 64.02% of its electric power in 2012 from renewable
sources, specifically hydroelectric plants. This condition is the product of the country’s

Fig. 2. GHG emissions/electric power generation per capita (ton/kWh/inhabitant) of Venezuela
for the period 2006 to 2013
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investment in the 1960s for the construction of reservoirs, motivated by the demand for
water supply and hydroelectric power.

3.3 Brazil

Brazil is a rising player in the international energy scene due to the variety and abundance
of energy resources available, the size of its domestic market and the dynamism of
demand [16–19]. In this sense, it is the first electricity consumer in Latin America and
is the ninth worldwide. The diversity of renewable resources that this country has, which
account for more than 80% of electricity generation, make this country an efficient fron‐
tier. Although this country is a large producer-consumer of electricity, its GHG emis‐
sions are small compared to the rest of Latin American countries, as shown in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. GHG emissions/electric power generation per capita (ton/kWh/hab) of Brazil for the
period 2006 to 2013

4 Conclusions

Figures 1, 2 and 3 show the trends in the generation of GHG emissions per generation
unit and inhabitant for the period 2006 to 2013, both inclusive, for the countries of
Mexico, Venezuela and Brazil, respectively. Two (2) observations valid for the study
can be indicated from the equations:

(1) Mexico is the only one that shows a tendency to reduce the amount of GHG emis‐
sions, thanks to its policy of diversifying its energy matrix. On the other hand,
Venezuela and Brazil have a positive trend, at 0.4916 and 0.1082 ton/kWh/per
capita. This shows that Brazil’s policies have served to slow the production of GHG
emissions.

(2) The correlations are 0.3740; 0.2143 and 0.7222 of the trends of the countries
Mexico, Brazil and Venezuela, respectively. This shows that the country that has
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the most control over its emissions is Brazil and that is why it is located in the C
cluster, which is the most efficient.
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Abstract. Micro and small enterprises in Colombia (MSEs) need to strengthen
their competitive, sustainable and sustainable advantages to respond adapt and
sustain in the market. They should focus their efforts on knowledge management,
Information and Communication Technologies (ICT), innovation, continuous
improvement, and Co-Creation. This paper presents a co-creation model based
on knowledge management that allows us to innovate in the dairy sector, as a
form of adaptation and survival, differentiation and competitiveness as a tool for
decision-making.

Keywords: Knowledge management · Innovation · Co-creation · Dairy
Competitiveness

1 Introduction

The MSEs do not have mechanisms of generation of internal knowledge; they are
obliged to acquire it externally through different mechanisms. This forces them to work
together with customers, suppliers, universities and research centers [1]. Accordingly,
the MSEs must use the Co-creation as learning strategy, in order to be able to cope with
the growing demands of the marketplace. In such a way that customers to keep in touch
with their suppliers of services or products, and interact constantly to obtain benefits [2].

Within the problems identified with regard to the growth and continuous improve‐
ment have been able to identify the following: The lack of transparency about the intel‐
lectual capital and the assets, they want to develop or buy them, yet they get difficult to
obtain resources in enterprises [1–9]. Therefore, the set of barriers to investment in
Research, Development and Innovation that the MSEs face can be grouped into four
processes [3]: Shortage of financial resources, knowledge of human capital and mana‐
gerial competencies. The difficulty to analyze and identify the skills to adapt to the needs
of the market or to be competitive [1, 6, 7, 10].

The competitiveness as a necessary condition should not be an objective in the short
or medium term, but the search for a sustainable condition, characterized by their
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permanence in the market [9, 11–15] with the coexistence of several actors, Foremost
among which is the productive sector, the government and the customers.

The main problems that SMEs face in their development, are the identification of
market needs, the formalization and absorption of new technologies, the formation of
the collaborators, the competitive constraints imposed by the scales of production, the
lack of enterprise association and the lack of managers with strategic thinking ability [2,
16, 17]. It is becoming increasingly evident the need to integrate the companies in
networks to resolve the problems of competitiveness, in this sense, clients must generate
ideas with the provider to define the product, develop new concepts and processes,
generate pilot products and renegotiate the conditions which they consider necessary
[18] the great problems that entrepreneurs of the MSEs are facing, is the lack of knowl‐
edge of the Research and Development and Innovation for the identification of needs,
the creation of new products or services [19, 20].

2 Research

The methodology of participatory action with the companies in study allowed construc‐
tion of the model based on continuous improvement. In the validation of the model held
a panel of experts and was used social media to interact with members of the dairy sector.
This was developed in three phases:

Phase I: Characterization of the dairy sector and collection of information from models
of competitiveness.
Phase II: Construction and proposal for a model based on the information collected
through the analysis stage.
Phase III: Validation of the model focused on making a conceptual comparison of the
model, adapting the methodology of validation by levels raised.

3 Problems of Companies in the Dairy Sector in Colombia

The problems of the sector is of a structural nature, mediated by factors of technological
backwardness, seasonal climate and a conflict of prices; dislocation between the
producers and the processing industry, smuggling, the massive entry of dairy products,
the entry into force of free trade treaties, dependence on foreign inputs, the lack of
associativity and the low capacity of investment in cold chain and plants sprayers. You
can summarize the following aspects:

• There are gaps in the regulation on dairy products; there are no clear rules with regard
to the differentiation that these products must be in their packaging and labeling.

• The marketing of raw milk is the main source of informality; its causes are the
difficulties in the social infrastructure, public order problems, unemployment and
underemployment, investment and high costs to comply with laws and regulations.
The informality varies according to the region. In the case of the departments which
are predominantly rural and little urbanized, there are high rates of informality.
Among the consequences of informality in the primary link. There is a distortion in
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the price paid to the producer as commercial agents. No longer had report the price
paid to the regulatory entities MARD (Ministry of Agriculture and rural develop‐
ment). What obligation under Resolution 17 of 2012. In addition, the low consump‐
tion of milk in the lower strata

• (1.2 and 3) associated with high consumption of raw milk, resulting in low levels of
nutrition and risk to human health.

• The steady increase in the costs of livestock production and the price of inputs, live‐
stock is the largest of America; the agricultural supplier inputs will decrease tariffs,
but they do not guarantee the reduction of prices for livestock.

• The analysis laboratories that determine if the compositional quality of milk are in
accordance with the quality standards, so this ends up being judge and jury in the
analysis of the quality of the product, affecting directly the main determinant in the
formation of the price to pay.

• Oligopoly in the milk market: There is a large amount of suppliers (farmers) and few
buyers (industrial). Five companies collect about 60% of the formal production.

• Contraband: The income of milk powder of smuggling occurs primarily in the border
with Venezuela. Of the total number of tones seized, the 74% enters through the cities
of Bucaramanga and Cucuta, followed by the cities of Santa Marta, Riohacha and
Valledupar.

• The current installed capacity of the national industry is located close to their
maximum levels of use. It estimated and only could increase their volumes of
purchase and processing of fresh milk in a 10%.

4 Proposal for Co-creation in Small and Medium Enterprises
of the Dairy Sector: Model of Learning Processes

A model of co-creation in small and medium enterprises of the dairy sector based on
learning processes, allows you to make an abstraction of the MSEs and projecting the
strategy based on innovation. The model based on the strengthening of the processes of
the MSMES in the dairy sector, through eight (8) axles that support this research, to
enable a result that is comprehensive and to ensure a sustainable business network at
the time. In Fig. 1, are characterized the companies targeted by the model.

Basic processes
Companies implement the following basic processes and in turn, each of the

processes generates data and information, creating a culture of knowledge:

• Address: resource management and strategic planning for the company to reach the
objectives of co-creation.

• Quality and Safety: consolidates information from complaints and claims from
customers, in interaction with the other processes, are detected own factors of the
raw material, processing, packaging, transport and delivery that affect the quality of
the final product or service deliveries to customers.

• Research, Development and Innovation: Exerts reciprocal action with the other
processes to identify needs of the providers, process, customers and potential
customers.
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• Knowledge management: consolidates data from all the processes and procedures of
the company and proposes methodologies for documenting how to do and lessons
learned.

• Marketing: consolidates data from customers and sales, and the potential customers.
Interacts with other processes, and of the suppliers in order to calculate the prices of
the products, to know the benefits and differentiating with respect to the other compa‐
nies.

• Logistics: consolidates data from product pricing, delivery terms of service providers,
the routes that are taken for the delivery of products to the company, routes for the
delivery of products to customer

Development axes
The lines of development are the culture of knowledge, social environment, self-

assessment and Strategies, seek to provide tools that support their application for the
strengthening of the MSMES in the milk sector. These are displayed in Fig. 2.

Axis of social development: Businesses should work to meet the needs and expect‐
ations of their customers and to offer them the best solutions, defending the good func‐
tioning of the market in free competition, continually striving to take care of and increase
customer satisfaction, strengthen its links to the company and through taking action in
accordance with the perception.

Axis of development of knowledge: Aims to foundations that allow structuring the
security and initiative of participation from diverse points of view with respect to the
activity of the members of the sector, allowing the interaction between the actors of the
system through ICT to achieve a competitive development that revolves around the
supply of dairy products quality. The culture of knowledge should be acquired as they
are collecting data and are processed (create).

Axis of development of self-evaluation: allows us to know the opinion of the
employees about the internal functioning. In addition, workers can express their opinion,
their problems and ideas for improvement. It is important to communicate to staff the
results.

Fig. 1. Companies of the dairy sector to which it is addressed the proposed model
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Of the self-assessment and the actions to be taken to correct the problems and imple‐
ment improvements. The self-evaluations can do on a regular basis, through results of
specific indicators, or in the implementation of processes or activities, in order to know
the opinion of the employees to search for possible improvements).

Axis of development strategies: Seeks to determine the activities to follow in order
to achieve the objectives or goals of the company, according to a main analysis that
determines our strengths, weaknesses, opportunities, and threats. In order to achieve a
common goal based on factors such as products or services to offer, need to meet,
segmentation of clients, technology that you use or develop, marketing and geographical
area.

5 Validation of the Proposed Model

In order to extend the proposal of co-creation of value in the dairy sector, a strategy that
was to create a page on Facebook. The Web page in Facebook called “Innovation for
the Co-creation in dairy products”. The web page created according to the following
display.

Category: Consulting Services/Business

– Name: Co-creation for innovation in dairy products
– User Name: www.facebook.com/cocreacionlacteos -

Fig. 2. Axes of the model development
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– *Is part of our data base as a collaborator and receives feedback that you will serve
as a tool for improvement in your business http://goo.gl/forms/ObEQfFU7u9.

– Facebook Page ID: 1714968262113891 during the process were invited to companies
in the sector, consumers and other stakeholders to follow the Facebook page where
the public information industry and research on a regular basis. The results can be
seen in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3. Behavior of the “Like” on the Facebook Web Profile

A panel with the participation of eleven (11) of experts with the purpose of knowing
the opinion of the actors in the dairy sector to close to the model proposed for the analysis
of the information gathered followed the model of analysis posed by Samaja and Taylor
and Bogdan. The experts described the general criteria according to the perception that
it had on the model of co-creation, assessed the proposed presentation, relevance of the
content, clarity of the information and the functioning of the model.

Level of acceptance of the model
The design of the questions held as a statement that could be accepted or denied by

the expert based on information received from the proposed model. The Table 1 shows
the percentage of response for each statement

The contributions made by the experts, they conclude that the government is a key
player, and is not participating actively in the initiatives that have been developed; thus
the model takes into account this actor, it must strengthen the way in which motivates
their participation.

On the part of executives, suggested the inclusion of more functions with an emphasis
on the aspect of legality and taxation, and the establishment of a pedagogical plan of
implementation in companies. It contrasted in Fig. 4.
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Table 1. Response of the participants of the expert panel

Affirmation Answer
Yes No

1 The strategic planning of co-creation proposed in the model manages to
generate a change of mentality, and as a result, strategies based on the DART
and associativity

100% 0%

2 The proposed model encourages the formalization of enterprises and the
consequent standardization of processes that allows us to deliver products
that are more reliable to the customer in compliance with high standards of
quality

64% 36%

3 The action of government entities proposed in the model will generate
political support and channels of communication with the employer of
MSEs

100% 0%

4 The culture of knowledge will promote an approach to Research,
Development and Innovation and allows us to generate a sustainable cost
structure

91% 9%

5 The shaft of the information and communication technologies allows us to
establish relationships with the chain of the sector by creating networks of
information, with the aim of developing spaces of co-creation and
generation of experiences for the customer, company, and other interested
parties

91% 9%

6 The proposed model implemented at the local level allow us to create new
market segments and promote the consumption of dairy products

100% 0%

It is possible to achieve the outputs that the 
model pursues.

The application of the model in MSEs of the 
dairy sector of the city of Bogotá is viable.

The co-creation of value and management are 
knowledge are relevant tools to apply to the 

business environment of the sector.
NO YES

0% 20% 40% 60% 80% 100%

Fig. 4. Panel responses of experts to the feasibility of application of the model.

6 Discussion

At the global level, the responses indicate that the critical interaction, which is the basis
of the model, is Research, Development and Innovation, Culture of knowledge, asso‐
ciativity with the 45% of the selection, followed by strategic direction, planning of co-
creation with 36%.
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From this socialization of the model held a discussion with experts in the various
contributions made and identified by six key factors to take into account:

1. It is necessary to promote a culture in which the MSEs, must become more active
in the search for information and participation in spaces that give them value. The
government and the institutions of the sector must disclose and communicate this
information in order to be inclusive with small- and medium-scale entrepreneurs as
well as big companies contribute to the growth of the sector.

2. You have to educate consumers to recognize the quality of the products, with the
aim that values the work of each link in the chain and at the same time see in an
economic remuneration.

3. The quality not only should recognize in the final product; it consists in a continuous
process that starts from the primary link.

According to the concept of the totality of the experts, the model could implementing
at the local level, generating new market opportunities, and through strategies,
encourage the consumption of dairy products. Figure 5 represents the results of the
discussion.

INFORMALITY

CULTURE
EDUCATION

AND 
TRAINING

PANEL
OF 

EXPERTS

COMMUNICATION INCORPORATION

QUALITY

Fig. 5. Input product of the socialization in the panel of experts

7 Conclusions

The proposed model considers valid according to the implementation of the method‐
ology proposed, based on the positive assessment of the experts and the general analysis
of the results. However, it is necessary to take into account factors such as the informality
that affects the quality and safety of products and, therefore, demand for dairy products
affecting the competitiveness of all companies, small and medium enterprises or large
companies.

The feedback on the model in the different stages of validation makes appropriate
adjustments to the model, reducing the limitations identified based on their validation.
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The government and other institutions must be aligned to a policy of legality and
contribute to the formation of companies in accordance with the problems that currently
suffers the dairy sector.
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Abstract. The objective of this study is to classify the group of countries that
contributes to the emissions of GHG gases in relation to their electric power
generation. The data used for this classification are those reported by OLADE
during the period from 2006 to 2013. The results show that they were organized
in four (4) clusters, dividing them into efficient and inefficient levels. In the highest
efficient level is Brazil, while in the lowest efficient level are Colombia, Costa
Rica, El Salvador, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela. Argentina
and Mexico are in the highest inefficient level, while the rest of the Latin American
countries are in the lowest inefficient level. The countries located at the efficient
and inefficient levels were labeled as most emitting countries and least emitting
countries.

Keywords: Latin America · Power generation · Greenhouse gases
More emitters · Less emitters

1 Introduction

Currently, the effects of global warming due to greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions are
eminent. Since 1996, the investigations carried out by the Intergovernmental Panel on
Climate Change (IPCC) [1] indicate that the anthropogenic action is the main cause of
the average temperature increase in the planet. Although initially there was discrepancy
with this hypothesis by the group known as Skeptics [3], the reports of the IPCC demon‐
strate that this change is unequivocal [2]. In this sense, among the sectors that stand out
for generating the highest GHG emissions are industry, transport, and electric power
generation due to the burning of fossil fuels.

The effects of GHG emissions vary in the different regions and countries of the world.
Among the effects of these emissions are the lower agricultural productivity due to
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salinization and desertification of the land; extreme weather conditions and reduced
availability of water; increased exposures to coastal flooding; and health risks [4]. Unlike
other regions of the world, the effects recorded in Latin America have dramatically
deepened in recent years, so the analysis of the causes is needed in order to compel the
countries in this region to implement measures for slowing their GHG emissions down.

In most of the Latin American region there is an increase of 0.5 to 3 °C of the average
temperature between the years 1901 and 2012 [2], with highest increases observed in
the tropical zone of South America. The projections suggest that South America will
undergo an average warming of 4 °C (range 2 to 5 °C) by the end of the 21st century,
while the Central America average will be of 2.5 °C (range 1.5 to 5 °C). Additionally,
both regions will experience reductions of 15% and 10% [2], respectively, in the annual
average rainfalls, with a decrease in rainfall during the summer. Additional effects such
as the vulnerability of the power plants during the drought periods are included since
this region generally depends on the generation of hydroelectric energy, condition that
affects the stability of the electrical systems. An example of these effects are the electric
power outages in Venezuela during the year 2009 [5].

Therefore, it is extremely important that these countries set measures and take indi‐
vidual actions to control and reduce GHG emissions in order to face the consequences
of climate change described in [1, 3, 4, 6]. A first approach on the way to mitigate the
consequences of the problem was published by the IPCC in 1996 [1], covering all sectors
including the one related to the electric power generation. In this sense, the mentioned
document proposes the following conditions to reduce emissions in this sector: (i) a
more efficient conversion of fossil fuels, (ii) the shift to low-carbon fossil fuels, (iii)
decarbonization (reduction of carbon intensity) of fuels and exhaust gases, (iv) the
storage of CO2, and (v) the change to nuclear energy and renewable energy sources.

At the same time, energy is a key indicator of economic development of regions and
countries in the absence of explicit macronomic indicators [7]. For this reason, the
mission of the Latin American Energy Organization (OLADE, Organización Latinoa‐
mericana de Energía) is “to contribute to the integration, sustainable development, and
energy security of the region” [8] keeping records and monitoring the main energy indi‐
cators of the countries. Consequently, Latin American countries, like other regions in
the world [9], have designed and implemented policies to achieve control of and reduce
their GHG emissions [9–15] and help to slow down the effects of climate change [11].

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to classify the group of countries that present
GHG emissions related to the electric power generation with the aim of establishing
associations that help in the diagnoses of critical points, and the design of statistical
models for carrying out further studies. To achieve this objective, the methodology
pretends to create conglomerates for the 20 Latin American countries, correlating the
GHG emission by electric power generation (ton/GWh), and the electric power gener‐
ation (GWh), using, in both cases, the average of the data during the period 2006–2013.

Although the data used in the research were published in the OLADE Report [12]
including the amounts of each gas emitted, it was necessary to calculate the amount of
GHG using the Global Warming Potential (GWP) of the following gases: methane
(CH4), carbon dioxide (CO2), and nitrogen oxide (N2O), which are responsible for 98%
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of the emissions. Once the correlation matrix is obtained, the dispersion chart is made
[13], and finally, the clusters are formed [16–18].

This research is important since the clusters obtained from the 20 Latin American
countries are regrouped into just two large groups of countries, the most emitters and
the least emitters, with the aim of establishing associations to suggest statistical models,
and for diagnosis purposes.

The following sections of the paper address to issues related to GHG emissions due
to electric power generation, the applied methodology, results and discussions, and
finally, the references.

2 GHG Emissions from Electric Power Generation

In general, the sources of electric power generation are classified according to their
primary energy into categories named renewable, non-renewable, and others. Among
these categories, the non-renewable sources are the ones using oil, coal and its deriva‐
tives for generating power, and are the main responsible for emitting GHG, particles in
suspension, and nuclear waste. The rest of technologies are only responsible of the
emissions resulting from the construction, which in some cases can be significant
considering that these gases are not emitted in their generation phase [5]. In this sense,
Table 1 shows the emissions of GHG gases per unit of production.

Table 1. GHG depending on the type of technology used to generate electricity (ton/GWh).

SOURCE CO2 NO2 S02 Par CO Hid Nuclear
waste

Total

Carbon 1,058.2 2.986 2.971 1.626 0.267 0.102 – 1,066.0
Natural gas 824 0.251 0.336 1.176 * * – 825.8
Nuclear 8,6 0.034 0.029 0.003 0.018 0.001 3.641 12.3
Photovoltaic 5.9 0.008 0.023 0.017 0.003 0.002 – 5.9
Biomass 0 0.614 0.154 0.512 11.361 0.768 – 13.4
Geothermal 56.8 * * * * * – 56.8
Wind power 7.4 * * * * * – 7.4
Solar
thermal

3.6 * * * * * – 3.6

Hydraulic 6.6 * * * * * – 6.6

*Traces

3 Methodology

The analysis of the clusters is a tool that helps to generate conglomerates with a high
degree of similarity between their elements with the purpose of establishing structures
and associations to suggest statistical models, make diagnoses, and with other purposes
[15–17]. In order to conform the clusters of 20 Latin American countries, the emission
values of the CO2, CH4 and N2O gases are extracted from the OLADE document taking
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into account the electric power generation (ton/GWh), and the annual electric power
generation (GWh) reported by each country during the period of 2006–2013, both inclu‐
sive [14]. After obtaining the values emitted of each gas and their respective Global
Warming Potential (GWP), the GHG value is calculated per year from 2006 to 2013 to
get an average of the results. At the same time, the values of generated electric power
(GWh) during the same period (2006–2013) are taken from the OLADE, calculating the
average of the data (Table 2).

Table 2. Correlation matrix and P-value

Electric power
generation GWh)

GHG/electric power
generation (ton/GWh)

Electric power
generation (GWh)

Pearson correlation 1 0.596*
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.006
N 20 20

GHG/electric power
generation (ton/GWh)

Pearson correlation 0.596* 1
Sig. (2-tailed) 0.006
N 20 20

*Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed)

The clustering method is carried out by the following procedure: on the one hand,
the dispersion chart is generated with the variable named GHG emissions by electrical
generation (ton/GWh) on the axis x, while the variable total electric power generation
(GWh) is located on the axis y. In this graph, two lines are drawn corresponding to the
average values of all countries per each of the variables mentioned above. This procedure
leads to obtaining four zones, each representing a group of countries, for a total of four
groups of countries.

On the other hand, the research presents the correlation matrix between the variables
supported by the SPSS® statistical software, which provides a significant positive
correlation of +0.596, as can be observed in Table 1.

4 Results and Discussions

As shown in Table 3, the Dominican Republic, Cuba, and Chile present the highest GHG
emissions per unit of energy, reporting an average of approximately 586, 503, and 460
tons/GWh in the period under study. At the other end, Paraguay, Costa Rica, and Brazil
emit the lowest proportion of these emissions with approximately 0.02 and 78 ton/GWh,
noting that since the total energy matrix of Paraguay is hydroelectric, supported by the
Binational Itaupí, its GHG emission of 0.02 is the lowest value of all.
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Table 3. Emmision of GHG by average electric power generation (ton/GWh), and total electric
power generation (GWh) during the period 2006–2013 [14].

Country Electric power generation GWh) GHG/electric power generation
(ton/GWh)

Argentina AR 128,609.80 308.96
Bolivia BO 7,062.50 348.12
Brazil BR 513,575.40 78.13
Chile CL 64,616.20 459.53
Colombia CO 66,128.20 189.54
Costa Rica CR 9,737.50 31.52
Cuba CU 18,037.20 502.81
Dominican R DO 16,156.90 585.55
Ecuador EC 20,574.60 352.77
El Salvador SV 5,949.60 185.13
Guatemala GT 9,263.00 343.26
Haiti HT 833.70 437.06
Honduras HN 7,295.20 343.83
Mexico MX 283,319.50 442.80
Nicaragua NI 3,794.80 3,421.74
Panama PA 7,865.20 282.13
Paraguay PY 56,121.80 0.02
Peru PE 37,448.10 229.33
Uruguay UY 10,249.10 10,165.62
Venezuela VE 122,588.60 247.96

The average of all the countries in the variable GHG emissions by electricity gener‐
ation is 825 tons/GWh, while the average in the generation of total electric power is

Fig. 1. Scatter chart
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69,462 GWh. On these points of the scatter chart shown in Fig. 1, two lines are divided
into four (4) groups or clusters of Latin American countries.

Clusters A and A′, labelled as most emitting countries and comprised by the countries
of Argentina, Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador, Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Mexico,
Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic, report the highest GHG emissions (ton/GWh)
per unit of electricity production (GWh), and an electric power generation of 40% of the
region. As an average for the period under study in these countries, emissions of 1,137.10
ton/GWh are reported, for an interval between 825.03 and 1,824.52 ton/GWh. The
highest value is reported by the Dominican Republic, whose energy matrix entirely
depends on fossil fuels (Table 4).

Table 4. Distribution of countries by cluster.

Cluster Description Countries Num.
Countries

Tag

A Lower Inefficient Level
Countries with a total
electric power generation
lower than 69,492 GWh,
and GHG emissions higher
than 825 ton/GWh

Bolivia, Chile, Cuba,
Ecuador, Guatemala,
Haiti, Honduras,
Nicaragua Dominican
Republic

09 (45%) Most
emitting
countries

A′ Higher Inefficient Level
Countries with a total
electric power generation
greater than 69,492 GWh,
and GHG emissions higher
than 825 ton/GWh

Argentina Mexico 02 (10%)

B Lower Efficient Level
Countries with a total
electric power generation
less than or equal to 69,492
GWh, and GHG emissions
lower than 825 ton/GWh

Colombia, Costa Rica, El
Salvador, Panana,
Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay
and Venezuela

08 (40%) Least
emitting
countries

B′ Higher Efficient Level
Countries with a total
electric power generation
higher than 69,492 GWh,
and GHG emissions lower
than 825 ton/GWh

Brazil 01 (5%)

Cluster B, comprised by Colombia, Costa Rica, El Salvador, Panama, Paraguay,
Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela, reports lower GHG emissions (ton/GWh) per unit of
electric power generation (GWh), for the period under study, with an average electric
power generation of 23%. The average of GHG emissions is 462.15 ton/GWh, for an
interval between 0.04 and 735.12 ton/GWh. The lowest value is reported by Paraguay,
whose energy matrix entirely depends on the hydroelectric power plant.
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Cluster B′, with only Brazil as representative, shows GHG emission values of 289.66
ton/GWh, much lower than the average of Cluster B, despite being the country in the
region that represents 37% of the total electric power generation. This result demon‐
strates the diversity of the Brazilian energy sources, and non-dependence to the exclusive
use of one type of primary energy. So, Clusters B and B′ are labeled as the least emitting
countries.

The Fig. 2 shows the Ranking of Latin American countries and the GHG emissions
accumulated in the region during the period 2006–2013.

Fig. 2. Ranking of Latin American countries in terms of GHG emissions.

Figure 2 shows that the accumulated emissions in the region reach an average of
15,230 ton/GWh in the period from 2006 to 2013, both inclusive. Additionally, the first
places of the countries that produce less GHG emissions are Paraguay, Costa Rica, and
Brazil. On the other hand, the countries in the last positions of this ranking are Cuba,
Mexico, and the Dominican Republic.

5 Conclusions

The purpose of this research is to classify the group of countries that contribute, to a
greater or lesser extent, to GHG emissions, in relation to their electric power generation,
with the aim of establishing associations to suggest statistical models and making diag‐
noses. With this purpose, a clustering is carried out for the 20 Latin American countries,
correlating the GHG emission by electric power generation (ton/GWh), and electric
power generation (GWh) in the period 2006–2013, both inclusive.

Four (4) clusters are obtained, divided into the efficient and inefficient levels. At the
higher efficient level is Brazil, which for the period under study reported an average
GHG per unit of generation of 289.66 tons/GWh, despite being the country in the region
that highlights for generating 37% of the total electric power. Additionally, Colombia,
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Panama, Paraguay, Peru, Uruguay, and Venezuela are at the
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lower efficient level, generating 23% of electric power in the region, with GHG emissions
of 462,15 ton/GWh. Countries located at the efficient level (higher and lower) are labeled
as least emitting.

Finally, the countries located at the higher inefficient level are Argentina and Mexico,
while those located at the lower inefficient level are Bolivia, Chile, Cuba, Ecuador,
Guatemala, Haiti, Honduras, Nicaragua, and the Dominican Republic. The countries at
the inefficient level (higher and lower) were labeled as most emitting countries, char‐
acterized by generating 40% of the energy in the region, and having a GHG emissions
average of 11,137.10 ton/GWh, much higher than the least emitting countries.
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Abstract. The purpose of this paper is to establish what was the spatial distri‐
bution in Colombia of the request and granting of new creations between 2000
and 2016? For this, the spatial autocorrelation is calculated up to order 7 for the
cumulative of each of the types of new creations requested and granted, and a
spatial conglomerate model in order to identify department groups with respect
to their behavior in innovation, considering as a proxy, the registrations and
concessions of new creations of residents in Colombia between 2000 and 2016.
Among the findings, it was identified that (i) in Colombia the registration culture
is not available in a timely and adequate manner of the new creations; (ii) there
is no evidence of spatial autocorrelation; (iii) in the departments of Amazonas,
Vaupés, Guaviare, Guainía, Vichada, the former quartermaster, no registration
was carried out between 2000 and 2016; (iv) it is necessary to promote the regis‐
tration campaigns, education on the industrial property system and an increase in
the points of service of the Superintendence of Industry and Commerce, in the
departments of Cundinamarca and Santander, since they demonstrated a potential
for the records of new creations.

Keywords: Moran index · Spatial autocorrelation · Conglomerate analysis ·
Spatial distribution · New creations · Patent · Industrial design · Utility model

1 Introduction

According to WIPO [1] intellectual property refers to “the creations of the mind: inven‐
tions, literary and artistic works, as well as symbols, names and images used in
commerce” (p.2). Under the traditional protection scheme, IP is divided into three
branches: industrial property, copyright and related rights, and plant varieties. According
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to the most recent figures of the World Intellectual Property Organization [2, 3] the use
of industrial property systems has been increasing, with figures that reached in 2016,
3.1 million requests of invention patents compared to 2.88 million in 2015; 1.5 million
utility models compared to 1.2 million in 2015; 9.7 million brand registrations compared
to 8.6 million in 2015; 1.24 million applications for industrial designs compared to 1.14
million in 2015; 15,240 plant varieties in 2015 and 16,510 in 2016.

The use of intellectual property is related to the increase in the quality of life and the
growth of societies. Its management is not limited to law or economics, but is of interest
to other areas of economic science and engineering [4]. Innovation in any organization
is vital to achieve successful performance and long-term survival [5]. The positive rela‐
tionship between the company’s capacity for innovation and results is well established
and applies equally to all companies, including family businesses [6].

From the perspective of the relationship between economy and intellectual property (IP)
it is possible to identify several positions that interpret the definition of intellectual prop‐
erty rights as a factor that encourages and favors innovation. In this sense, [7] consider that
the intellectual property system allows solving the asymmetric information problems
between buyers and sellers. [8] proposes that the definition of intellectual property rights
does not solve the problem of the risk associated with inventive activity, but it can favor the
functioning of financial markets by mobilizing resources destined for innovation. From the
perspective of the firms, the protection of industrial property allows firms to: (i) reduce the
risk of competitors copying or imitating products or services; (ii) avoid investments in
inappropriate R & D and marketing activities; (iii) create an identity based on a strategy of
use and exploitation of registered trademarks; (iv) obtain benefits for licenses, franchises
or other contractual agreements based on intellectual property; (v) acquire risk capital and
improve access to financing sources for R & D projects; (vi) enter new markets; (vii) saving
of time and resources before litigation or legal conflicts due to the clear definition and
protection of intellectual property rights [9, 10].

However, in Colombia, [11] he identified that between 2000 and 2016 79% of
requests for new creations were from non-residents. In a disaggregated manner, non-
resident applications corresponded to 63% of industrial designs, 0% of circuit layout
designs, 58% of invention patents, 8% of utility model patents, 99% of patents in the
same period, of invention filed by the Patent Cooperation Treaty, 77% of utility model
patents filed by the Patent Cooperation Treaty1.

Therefore, the purpose of this paper is to establish what was the spatial distribution
in Colombia of the request and granting of new creations between 2000 and 2016? For
this, the spatial autocorrelation is calculated up to order 7 for the cumulative of each one
of the types of new creations requested and granted, and a spatial conglomerate model
with the purpose of identifying department groups with respect to their behavior in
innovation, considering as a proxy the registrations and concessions of new creations
of residents in Colombia between 2000 and 2016.

1 It is necessary to indicate the differences between the innovation patents and the utility model.
The utility model only contemplates the protection of product inventions. On the other hand,
inventions of product and of procedures are protected in the invention patents. The period of
protection of the utility model is 10 years, while for a patent of invention it is 20 years.
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2 Methods

2.1 The Data

In this paper, the records of the Superintendency of Industry and Commerce [12] are
used as a primary source for new creations requested and granted at the departmental
level between 2000 and 2016. Table 1 presents the data, sources and units used for the
next sections. The software used to calculate the models corresponds to Philcarto [13].

Table 1. Sources and data units used.

Variable Abbreviation (for its acronym in
Spanish)

Units

Patents for inventions filed PIP Number
Utility model presented MP Number
Industrial designs presented DIP Number
Layout diagram of presented
circuits

EP Number

Patents granted PIC Number
Utility model granted MC Number
Industrial designs granted DC Number
Scheme layout of granted circuits EC Number

2.2 Spatial Autocorrelation

For the calculation of spatial autocorrelation2 we use the univariate Global Moran index
[14] for each of the variables in Table 1. Given the set of spatial entities and an associated
attribute (variable), this index evaluates whether the pattern expressed is grouped, scat‐
tered or randomized. The index oscillates between −1 (strong negative spatial autocor‐
relation) and 1 (strong positive spatial autocorrelation), if it is close to 0 it indicates the
absence of spatial autocorrelation. It is interpreted as moderate spatial autocorrelation
from 0.3, up to 0.6 and thereafter a high spatial autocorrelation. The formula is in Eq. 1.

I =
N
∑

(2)W
y(Y

J−Ȳ )(Y
J−Ȳ )

S0
∑N

t−1(
(
YJ−Ȳ

) (1)

Wy: It is the element of the matrix of special weights, corresponding to the (i, j)

Y: Average expected value of the variable y
N: Number of observations or sample size
So: Corresponds to: S0=

∑
i
∑

iWj=
∑

2Wj

2 Spatial autocorrelation implies that the value of a variable is conditioned by the value assumed
by that variable in a neighboring region [17].
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2.3 Space Agglomeration

The purpose of this section is to apply a spatial conglomerate model using the variables
in Table 1, in order to identify groups departments with respect to their behavior in
innovation, considering as proxy the records and grants of new creations of residents in
Colombia between 2000 and 2016. For this, the strategy of the minimum distance [15,
16] is used. In this way, when performing the K-th stage, n-K clusters are obtained, and
the distance between the clusters Ci (with no elements) and Cj (with nj elements) would
be:

d
(
Ci, Cj

)
= Min

xl ∈ Ci

xm ∈ Cj

{
d
(
xl, xm

)}
l = 1,… , ni; m = 1,… , nj

(2)

In this case, the clusters will be joined Ci and Cj if:

d
(
Ci, Cj

)
= Min

i1, j1 = 1,… , n − K

i1 ≠ j1

{
d
(
Ci1

, Cj1

)}

= Min
i1, j1 = 1,… , n − K

i1 ≠ j1

⎧⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎩

Min
xl ∈ Ci1

xm ∈ Cj1

{
d
(
xl, xm

)}
⎫⎪⎪⎬⎪⎪⎭

l = 1,… , ni1
; m = 1,… , nj1

(3)

3 Results

Colombia is characterized by low levels of copyright and industrial property protection
systems. Although the number of application for invention patents (residents and non-
residents) between 2000 and 2016 increased, reaching the value of 2,203 in this last year
(Fig. 1), this figure continues to be very low. On the other hand, the number of patents
granted was reduced since 2013 (Fig. 1). The same is true for utility model applications,
which were only 270 in 2016 and those granted in 72 (Fig. 2). Regarding industrial
designs, the applications in no year between 2000 and 2016 were higher than 800 and
the concessions to 850. And the maximum request for layout design was 5 in 2014 and
2015.

The Figs. 1 and 2 correspond to the aggregate values of residents and non-residents;
however, it is worthwhile to analyze the territorial distribution when considering only
the presentations and concessions of residents in Colombia. As for the new creations
presented on the left, the Jenks algorithm is used to calculate classes, which is charac‐
terized by maximizing the difference between classes and making groups more homo‐
geneous [18]. The class ranges for the new creations granted were included, from those
obtained by the use of the Jenks algorithm. With regard to the invention patents presented
and granted, it can be seen that most of the requests are concentrated in the departments
of the Andean region. Cundinamarca, Atlántico, Santander, Valle del Cauca, Antioquia
and Bogotá, account for 88% of the applications, while Amazonas, Córdoba, Guainía,
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Guaviare, Vaupés and Vichada did not submit any applications during the period. Like‐
wise, only 26.5% of patents were granted in the period. Bogota, Antioquia, Santander,
Valle del Cauca, Cundinamarca, Atlántico, Risaralda, Caldas and Cauca accounted for
95.4% of patents granted.

With regard to the utility models patents presented and granted, it can be seen that
there are 4 departments that lead. Cundinamarca, Valle del Cauca, Antioquia and
Bogotá, accounted for 93.23% of the requests, while Amazonas, Córdoba, Guainía,
Guaviare, Vaupes, Vichada, Arauca, San Andrés and Putumayo did not submit any
applications during the period. Likewise, only 33.75% of patents were granted in the
period. It is worth mentioning that Bogota, Antioquia, Santander, Valle del Cauca,
Cundinamarca, Atlántico, Risaralda, Caldas, Cauca, Quindío, Tolima and Boyacá
concentrated 97% of the granted utility model patents.

Compared to industrial designs, only 15 departments had more than five applications.
Once again, the leadership of 4 territorial entities, Cundinamarca, Valle del Cauca,
Antioquia and Bogotá, was observed, and 90.96% of the requests were concentrated. On
the other hand, Amazonas, Córdoba, Guainía, Guaviare, Vaupés, Vichada, Arauca, San
Andrés, Chocó, Córdoba, Caquetá, Sucre and Cesar did not submit any applications

Fig. 1. Applications and granting of invention patents (2000–2016). Source: [12].

Fig. 2. Applications and granting of utility model patents (2000–2016). Source: [12].
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during the period. Likewise, 70.99% of the industrial designs were granted in the period,
and Bogotá, Antioquia and Valle del Cauca concentrated 86.05% of the designs granted.
Finally, with respect to the layout of circuits, only in Bogota, Antioquia, Risaralda, Valle
del Cauca, Santander, Atlántico and Caldas were applications submitted for the regis‐
tration of this type of new creations. This is the service that is least used in Colombia,
since only 23 have been developed between 2000 and 2016.

Fig. 3. Tree diagram of the cluster.

Fig. 4. Diagram of distance of the average of each class with respect to the general average.

When applying in conglomerate analysis, the following results were obtained, using
the Philcarto software, specialized in cartographic analysis. The histogram shows that
the significant number of classes is 6 for 32 spatial units analyzed (departments),
explaining 98.48% of the inertia. Because Bogotá is an atypical space, concentrating the
largest measures in all the indicators, it was decided to exclude it. In Figs. 3 and 4, the
results of the grouping of the departments are shown, in 6 significant different classes.
This grouping explains 98.48% of the variability of the data, which implies an excellent
explanatory level. Figure 5 contains the spatial representation of the departments and is
detailed in Algorithm 1 and 2; and Table 2.
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Fig. 5. Spatial representation of the application of the hierarchical ascending classification to the
presentation and granting of new creations (2000–2016)
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Table 2. Interpretation of results

Class Color Department Characteristic
1 Red Risaralda This department has a high participation, with

respect to the national average of circuit layout
designs presented and granted

2 Dark blue Caldas,
Atlántico

These two departments present indicators below the
average with respect to the utility models, industrial
designs and the layout designs granted

3 Light green Antioquia,
Bogotá*

This group presents the highest values in all
categories

4 Yellow Valle del Cauca Despite having much higher values than the average,
Valle del Cauca distinguishes itself by having higher
values in terms of the granting of utility models,
even being superior in standard deviations to the
presentation and granting of innovation patents

5 Pink Caquetá, Meta,
Arauca,
Córdoba,
Choco, Nariño,
Putumayo,
Cauca, Huila,
Bolívar, Cesar,
Magdalena,
Norte de
Santander,
Guajira,
Boyacá,
Casanare,
Bolívar, San
Andrés y
Providencia,
Quindío,
Tolima, Sucre

These departments have a value lower than the
national average in all categories

6 Blue Cundinamarca,
Santander

These departments make use of the Intellectual
Property System for the registration of new
creations, but less so than Bogotá, Valle del Cauca
and Antioquia. These are spatial units of transition,
in which the registry should be promoted

7 White Amazonas,
Vaupés,
Guaviare,
Guainía,
Vichada

These departments do not use the Intellectual
Property System to register new creations

Note: * Bogotá was excluded, because it concentrated more than 40% of the value of the indicators and is considered an
atypical space.
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Algorithm 1. Cluster of agglomeration

Algorithm 2. Parameters of partitions
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4 Conclusions

Innovation is an added value that organizations have to achieve a successful performance
and have sustainable growth, so it is very important to protect innovations adequately.
This paper has shown that in Colombia there is no culture of registration in a timely and
appropriate manner of new creations. Likewise, it was evidenced that there is no
evidence of spatial autocorrelation for the 8 variables analyzed, that is, that the distri‐
bution of innovation is random if the variables are considered separately. That is why a
multivariate spatial analysis is required, for example, using a geographically weighted
regression, to determine the innovation behavior of the registration and granting of new
creations in the light of other variables. Likewise, it was possible to establish that in the
departments of Amazonas, Vaupés, Guaviare, Guainía, Vichada, the former quarter‐
master, no registration was carried out between 2000 and 2016. Although, the companies
are generally not located in these Territories, these results could be contrasted with the
records for the recognition of copyright, in order to establish if none of the mechanisms
provided by the State is used by the population of said space units. Finally, one of the
recommendations that derive from this study for the Superintendence of Industry and
Commerce, is to promote registration campaigns and points of service in the departments
of Cundinamarca and Santander, since they demonstrated a potential for registrations
of new creations.
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